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Abstract

In Australian schools in the late nineties approximately one quarter of all students
are from a language backgroun d other than English. Although many of these
students are fluent in English in informal conversational contexts, there is evidence
that such students are not always able to control the more academic registers of
English associated with school learning and literacy. A major challenge for teachers
is therefore to integrate subject learning with English language learning, and to find

ways to support the language developme nt of students concurren t with the
construction of curriculum knowledge.
This study addresses that challenge. Drawing on data from two classrooms of nine
and ten year olds in the curriculum area of science, the study explores how the
discourse of the classroom can be enabling of language development. It does not
attempt to make claims about what might be common to all classrooms, but rather
points to those practices which are shown to be supportive of second language
learning. The aim therefore is not to suggest what is common to all classroom
discourse but what its potential can be for second language development. The study
takes as a basic principle the notion that language developm ent interacts
dynamically with the socio-cultural context in which it occurs, and cannot be fully
understood without taking account of this context.
Although the analysis draws on systemic functional linguistics it does not purport
to be a study 'in' linguistics, but rather, through a theorisation of practice, seeks to
contribute to a theorisatio n of second language pedagogy in the mainstream
classroom. To this end, the analysis is also informed by a neo-Vygotskian approach
to learning and teaching, by second language acquisition (SLA) research, and by
critically conceived notions of minority education.
A number of conclusions are drawn from the study. First, it shows how, through a
process of recontextualisation of student talk, the teachers jointly construct with
the students aspects of the science register. It concludes that when teachers
encourage the dialogic function of discourse to develop, (that is, when knowledge is
seen as eo-constructed between teacher and learners, rather than transmitted from
teacher to learners), this also leads to the kind of teacher-student talk which is most
enabling of second language development. The study demonstra tes that even
apparently minor changes in interactional patterns can have quite major effects on
the progress of the discourse as a whole, and can make the difference between
X

discourse which is likely to constrain or facilitate langua ge develo pment
and
learning.
The thesis also shows how the discourse incorporates a range of interactional
patterns, each of which tend to be used for distinct pedagogical purposes, and
thus
how the role of the teachers correspondingly changes at different phases of
the
teaching and learnin g cycle. The study concludes that a reconceptualisation
of
pedago gy is require d which foregrounds the relationship betwee n teaching
and
learning and the nature of teacher mediation in the teaching and learning process
.
The study identifies other significant factors for langua ge develo pment in
the
classrooms examined: the language knowledge of the teachers, the explicitness
of
the discourse, (including explicitness about language and about the social aspects
of
participating in the class), the sequence of teaching and learning activities, and
the
importance of the intertextuallinks, the 'dynamic' context, which were the result
of
this sequence.
Finally, the study points to the value of approaching SLA research and pedago
gy
with a model of langua ge which goes beyond a description of its phonol ogy,
morphology and syntax, one which allows for the study of discourse and for
the
study of language development in terms of socio-linguistic competence, and for
the
value of a socio-cultural and classroom-based approach to research into second
language learning and pedagogy.
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Some notes on style and terminology

The use of prono uns
In writin g this thesis I have chosen to use 'I' when expressing a person
al viewpoint,
rather than using a term such as 'the researcher', which I believ
e create s an
unnec essary distan ce betwe en reader and writer. Where 'we' is used,
its use is
intend ed to indicate reader inclusivity.

Gende r inclusive langua ge has been particularly problematic, since,

for example, I
have frequently neede d to refer in a generic sense to 'a child' but have
not wante d
to use 'he' or 'she' as a generic category, nor the rather clumsy conve
ntion 'she/h e'.
While the use of 'children' would have avoided this problem, this does
not always
captur e the appro priate meaning. I have chosen therefore to use the
third person
gende r neutra l terms 'they', 'their', and 'them', as is comm on in spoke
n English. My
reference in adopt ing this style is the third edition of the Macquarie Diction
ary and
The Cambridge Australian English Style Guide (Peters 1995). Where this usage
might
be confusing for the reader, (for example if there is anothe r referent to
which 'they'
could also refer), I have used the more conve ntiona l'she/h e', abbrev
iated to 's/he'.
To avoid the same problem, I have referred to teachers as female throug
hout the
thesis, recognising that this is an imperfect solution.
Where 'he' is used within quotations to refer generically to bo~ sexes,

I have left the
text in its original form, recognising that such usage needs to be interp
reted within
the conventions of an earlier period. I have chosen not to include the additi
on of sic,
since this may risk becoming repetitive for the reader.
Invert ed comm as
Full quotations are enclosed by doubl e inverted commas, as in the quotat
ion from
Edwa rds and Westgate in the discussion of the notion of discourse
below. Single
invert ed comm as are used to signify a partic ular constr uct or notion
, (as in the
example: the teacher's role is seen as a 'facilitator'). Where it is a notion
associated
with a partic ular writer , for example, Vygotsky's notion of 'inner
speech', it is
ascribed to them in the first instance and is usually first introd uced in
the context of
a longer quotation.
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Notes on Termino logy

text
Some linguists (for example, Stubbs 1986) make no theoretical distinctio n
between the terms 'text' and 'discourse'. In Halliday an grammar (1985) and
systemic linguistics generally, a text is defined as a complete semantic unit,
whether written or spoken. In this thesis the term 'text' is used rather
differently, to refer more specifically to sections of discourse which have
been chosen for analysis. It thus refers here to that part of the product or
record of the discourse considered relevant to the analysis, and is therefore
an artefact of the data presentat ion itself, rather than a reference to the
actual discursive process by means of which that product was generated. A
text therefore encapsulates a particula r part of the ongoing discourse which
has been selected for scrutiny. As such, it should always be read and
interpreted as an excerpt from the ongoing discourse, a "significant fragment
of the evidence on which the account is based" (Edward s and Westgate
1994, p. 107).

discourse
In this study 'discourse' refers to naturally occurring spoken text. Following

Stubbs (1986), the term 'discourse analysis' is preferred over 'text analysis'
because of my usage of text as defined above, and because the latter may
imply a particular European tradition of text linguistics.

ESL and minority learners
There is a tension in a thesis such as this, and in the educational commun ity
more broadly, between wishing to avoid the naming of students in simplistic
and potential ly negative ways, (particularly where the term might suggest
notions of deficitI), and the need to identify the common characteristic of the
kinds of students who are the subject of the study. The term ESL, (English as
a second language), is commonly used to describe both the field of learning,
and the students themselves. I have tried to avoid whereve r possible this
latter use as a generic label for learners, to avoid the suggestio n that 'ESL
1 The term NESB (non-English speaking backgrou nd) has for example been widely
criticised for apparentl y naming students only in terms of what they are not able to do.
More recently in Australia, second language learners have been referred to as LBOTE
(language backgrou nd other than English) students and also as bilingual students. My
personal preference is for the use of the latter term, since it foregroun ds the fact that
students are operating in two language domains, home and school, and thus their
linguistic achievem ents. Since the focus of this study is however specifically the
learning of English as a second language, I have chosen not to use this term in the study.
xiii

learners' can be viewed as a single group who share personal characteristics,
histories, family backgrounds and cultures in common. However, given the
topic of the thesis, it is at times necessary within the text to refer to that
group of students who share this aspect of school learning. I have preferred,
in other instances, to refer to minority learners, or minority language learners,
referring to the fact that these learners speak a first language which is not the
dominant language of the school.

outcomes
The term 'outcomes' is increasingly used in Australia and other countries to
refer to the means whereby the individual achievements of students are
measure d and evaluated. Except where indicated, this is not the sense in
· which it is used in the study, where it refers in its broader sense to the total
process of formal education, in terms of the life choices these experiences
make possible for students. While there can never be the same, or 'equal',
outcomes for all students in any simplistic sense, I make the assumpti on
that education must be concerned with 'equality' of outcomes. That is, there
are some things that educatio n should be expected to provide for all
students: the means to fully realise individual potential, and the means to
participate in society and make informed life choices.
A glossary of linguistic terms used in the thesis can be found at the end of Chapter
3, following the discussion of systemic functional linguistics.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

"I can say what I want but not for school work or strangers."
(Year 6 ESL student, respondi ng to the question "How good is your English?"
McKay 1997, p. 247)
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Background to the Research
The quotation with which this introductory chap
ter begins is from a stud ent in her
final year of prim ary school. English is her seco
nd lang uage and ·has been the
med ium of instruction for her years of prim ary
schooling. Her response to the
question How good is your English? encapsulates
the issue with which this research
is concerned: while she is fluent in most ever
yday contexts, she does not yet control
the more academic and less contextualised lang
uage associated with classroom
learning. This stud y examines the way in which
the discourse of the classroom can
supp ort second language learners in their deve
lopment of these mor e academic
registers. The data come from two mainstream prim
ary classrooms whe re almost all
the students were from language backgrounds othe
r than English. The prim ary data
are transcripts of discourse, supp orte d by field note
s, interviews with stud ents and
information on teachers' planning programs.
In countries such as Australia, Canada, UK
and US, whe re there has been larg e

scale immigration, it is no longer unusual to find
in man y classrooms large numbers
of stud ents who are lear ning English as a
seco nd lang uage . In Aus trali a
appr oxim ately one quar ter of all school-aged
stud ents come from a lang uage
back grou nd othe r than English, and in man y
schools in the larg er cities, the
percentage is very muc h higher, with up to 95%
of children from a non-English
speaking background and with often more than
twenty different languages spoken
within the school. These children come from a varie
ty of linguistic, cultural, socioeconomic and educational backgrounds. Some child
ren are highly literate in their
first language, some are literate only in English,
others are literate in both, some in
neither. The y may have arriv ed in Australia
as refugees, havi ng expe rien ced
personal trau ma and inter rupt ed periods of scho
oling. They may have arrived as
first generation migrants already literate in their
first language and with cognitive
and conc eptu al deve lopm ent appr opri ate to
their grad e level. Or, curr entl y
probably the largest group, they may have been
born in Australia, and entered the
first year of school speaking their mother tongue
but little or no English, and having
had all their conceptual development in their first
language up to that point.
This latter grou p is typical of many second language
learners in schools in Australia
in the late 1990's. Normally these children rapidly
become fluent in the day-to-day,
face-to-face contexts of interpersonal communicati
on, such as the playground. Such
cont exts tend to be less cogn itive ly dem andi
ng, and lang uage is usua lly
contextualised in the immediate situation. Evid
ence suggests how ever that while
man y students may be competent in these contexts,
they are not necessarily able to
2
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control the more academic language associated with the classroom, even after five
or six years in mainstream classes (Cummins 1981, 1994, 1996; Collier 1987, 1989).
Second language proficiency of school-aged students is related to the control of·
sociolinguistically appropriat e registers, often characteris ed by less contextembedded language and occurring in more cognitively demanding contexts. ~ese
registers play a primary role in the developme nt of literacy skills, especially
vocabulary knowledge, metalinguistic awareness and the processing of written
language. Studies have shown that a period of around five to seven years of school
may be needed for second language students to achieve at the levels of their native
English-speaking peers in academic English (Cummins 1981, 1994, 1996; Collier
1987, 1989). Without specifically targeted support, therefore, minority language
children are less likely to acquire academically related language than their
dominant-language peers, although ironically, the fluency that many of them have in
day-to-day contexts may mask their real learning needs in more academic registers.
In Australia, the findings of these studies have been replicated (McKay, Davis,
Devlin, Clayton, Oliver, and Zammit 1997): namely that five year olds entering
school with no English are likely to be still insecure in the use of academic language
after five or six years of study.

English language support is therefore needed far beyond the early period of arrival
or the first years of schooling. Yet in Australia, although specialist English as a
Second Language (henceforth ESL) classes exist in some schools, they cater largely
for newly arrived children, or for children with obvious communication difficulties
in English. A formal program of bilingual or ESL support for other second language
learners is not a usual part of a school program unless instigated (and funded) by
the school itself. In addition, funding for ESL teaching has gradually reduced, while
at the same time there has been a philosophical choice away from the notion of
'withdrawal' classes. Thus most ESL learners in the late nineteen nineties now
spend all their school day in a mainstream classroom (that is, a regular classroom
which has not been constituted for the purposes of ESL teaching). Since in almost
all schools in Australia the language of instruction is English, these students must
learn not only a second language, but must learn in it and through it at the same
time. For these students the second language is thus both a target and medium of
education, an end in itself and the means whereby curriculum knowledge is
constructed. Thus teaching programs in all curriculum areas must integrate language
and 'content', while mainstream teachers carry the dual responsibility for the
development of ESL students' subject learning, and for their English language and
literacy development.
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While teachers are in general willing to take on this responsibility, many have
had
no specialist training in ESL teaching, and minority children are regularly taught
in
mainstream classrooms by teachers inexperienced and untrain ed in the area.
It is
clearly essential for teachers of second langua ge learner s to unders tand
how
language works to create meaning, and to be able to use this knowledge to inform
their plannin g across all areas of the curriculum. Yet recent studies of Austra
lian
classrooms (Cairney, Lowe and Sproats1994; Breen, Barratt-Pugh, Rivalland,
Rohl,
Rhydren, Lloyd and Carr 1994; Freebody, Ludwi g and Gunn 1995) have found
little
evidence of schools reflecting the special needs of studen ts learning school subject
s
through the mediu m of their second language. As later discussion will show, much
research has acknow ledged the potenti al of the conten t classro om for second
language learning. Howev er while researchers have argued at a theoretical level
for
the value of content-based language learning, complex questions remain about
how
such progra ms should be conceptualised, and how they can be operationalise
d.
This thesis is an attemp t to respond to these questions.

Specific Aims of the Research
The overall aim of the study is to identif y pattern s of discou rse in classro
om
interaction which are enabling of second language development, but which at
the
same time suppor t the learning of curriculum knowledge. Specifically, it focuses
on
the learning of an academic register of school by studen ts who are already familia
r
with the English of day-to-day, face-to-face contextualised situations. It seeks
to
address the question of how these more academic registers can be taught, and
what
contexts for second langua ge development can be constructed throug h classro
om
interactions in the course of regular curriculum subjects (in this case, the curricu
lum
area of science).
The three part triadic structu re of traditional classroom talk, or IRF, (discussed
in
subseq uent chapters) suggests a view of knowledge which sees it as a 'body'
of
information to be transmitted to learners. While such discourse is not necess
arily
ineffective in all learnin g contexts, it tends to restrict second langua ge learnin
g
opportunities because it reduces opportunities for language use. In addition, when
it
is the domin ant mode of discourse in the classroom, it positio ns studen
ts as
passive learners because it restricts opportunities for questioning, discussing
and
critiquing ideas. It has been suggested (Cummins 1988, 1996) that minority studen
ts
in particu lar may be further disadv antage d because such pattern s of discou
rse,
albeit unintentionally, have tended to position them as subord inate or less
than
capable. This study therefore seeks to addres s what option s there are for
other
4
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discourse patterns in the classroom which may be more facilitative of languag e
learning, and to explore how classroom discourse can be more democratic.
The way these issues are played out in the classroom cannot be examin ed without
also taking into account the part played by the teacher. Questions arise as to what
this role might be in a language-based content classroo m and how it might be
played out when the teaching agenda encapsu lates both subject teachin g and
language development. Thus the study also explores the role of the teacher in the
learning process. This is relevan t not only to this research area, but also as a
contribution to the broader debates, ongoing in educational forums over the past
twenty years, centring on how teachers should teach. These debates have often
centred around a number of binaries: process versus product ; teacher -centred
versus student -centred ; traditio nal versus progres sive; and (in Austral ia in
particular, in relation to literacy teaching), progressive versus genre approaches.
There has also been debate around teaching methodology, and around learning
theory, yet these two domain s of education have rarely informe d each other nor
been brought together within a unified theory. In its examination of the role of the
teacher in second languag e learning, the study aims to theorise the role of the
teacher within a more unified theory of teaching-and-learning.
The study is therefore not simply a linguistic description of a second languag e
pedagogy: it does not claim to be a study 'in' linguistics. Rather it aims to contribute
more broadly to a theorisation of pedagogy itself, viewing teaching as a domain of
theory and research in its own right. This broader pedagogical aim requires going
beyond the traditional fields of second language acquisition or of linguistics. I see
this as an opportu nity to integrate methods and domains of knowledge that have
been sometimes artificially separat ed by disciplinary bounda ries, and to bring
together bodies of research which can yield comple mentary insights into the
discourse of second language classrooms. Thus the account of classroom practices
through out the thesis combines a recognition of the psycholinguistic processes of
second language learning with a theory of language which is sufficiently complex
and specific to detail the interactive processes by which classroom discourse itself
can function as a mediating tool for second language learning. At the same time the
account is informed by a view of learning which draws from socio-cultural theory
and by critically conceived theories of pedagogy. Given the complexities of teaching
and learning, this multi-disciplinary perspective is, I suggest, especially relevant to
any study which attempt s to demons trate how theory and practice in second
language education can inform one another.
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What is required for the purpose of such an investigation is the develop ment of a
way of analysing the data which is sufficiently precise to ground them within their
immediate situational context but broad enough to locate them within the wider ·
curriculum content and ongoing classroom processes in which they occurred, while
at the same time considering their significance for second language development: To
this end I draw on insights from systemic functional linguistics, neo-Vygotskian
approaches to learning and teaching, critically conceived pedagogical approaches to
multicultural education, and second language acquisition studies. Chapter 2 reviews
the relevan t literatu re in these domain s, drawin g them togethe r toward s a
principl ed theorisa tion of a pedago gy inclusiv e of minorit y learners . This
multidisciplinary approach is an attempt to take account of the highly complex and
multi-faceted phenom enon that constitutes pedagogy. Chapte r 3 discusses key
methodological issues for such research. Drawing on the whole corpus, Chapter 4
defines the major themes that emerge from the data as a whole.
In the later chapters the approac h enables three perspectives to be taken on the
discourse of the classrooms: the classroom is viewed from more than one angle. The

first of these perspectives focuses ori how teacher and student s jointly constru ct
meanin gs through their discour se, and how the teacher talk gradua lly
recontextualises student s 'every day' language in the process of the develop ment of
the more formal registers of school. This perspective on the discourse uses systemic
functional linguistics as the tool for analysis and is develop ed in Chapter 5. The
second perspective on the discourse draws on neo-Vygotskian theory to examine
the role of the teacher in students' second language and curriculum learning, and is
developed in Chapter 6. The third perspective draws on SLA research to examine
the data from the standpo int of the learner, and to identify the kinds of discourse
contexts, and the pedagogical activities by which they were realised, which are
enabling of second language development. This is developed in Chapter 7.

Relevance of the Research: its contribution to second
language pedagogy
There are a number of reasons why this study is relevant within the broader social
and educational context, and a number of ways in which it seeks to address some
relatively under-researched areas.
First it is clearly importa nt for reasons of social and educati onal equity that
educators develop the knowledge and skills to respond to linguistic and cultural
diversity, and to consider how the language of the classroom can serve as a resource
6
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for languag e development. From the beginni ng of their formal schooling ESL
students are potentially disadvantaged in relation to their English speaking peers:
English speaking student s are educated through the medium of their first language
whereas ESL student s are expected, in most schools, to learn through the medium
of their second. One response to a situation where large groups of learners are
learning in what is often their less well develop ed languag e is for a teacher to
consciously simplify or modify the language of the classroom, by, for example,
attempting to avoid all lexical or grammatical complexity which is beyond what she
believes to be her learners' current underst anding, a kind of 'simplified reader'
approach to her own language use. While this strategy may help to make language
comprehensible to learners in the short term, it does not take into account how the
learner is to obtain new linguistic data, and can lead ultimately to a simplified,
reductio nist or 'alterna tive' curriculum. In turn this creates lower academ ic
expectations which, as many studies have shown, impact negatively on student s'
educational outcomes. In addition, a response to linguistic diversity which is based
on linguistic simplification reduces what is often the main source of English
language data for young ESL children, and is likely to provide an insufficient basis
for the ongoing development of a language-for-learning. It remains therefore the task
of educators to find ways of responding to the challenges of linguistic diversity
which do not rest on the creation of a reductio nist curricu lum. This thesis
contributes to that response.
Second, the thesis aims to broaden the focus of SLA research. As will be argued in
the discussion of methodology in Chapter 3, most SLA researchers over the last two
decades have tended to view SLA as a mental process, and have generally adopted
research approaches which are domina nt in psychology, and characterised by the
perspectives of mentalism and individualism. These studies are based on positivist
approaches which seek 'objective', or 'hard' data; they aim to produce replicable
findings, and commonly utilise experimental research designs and paradigms. While
I do not suggest that a focus on cognitive factors is irreleva nt, nor that the
approaches that characterise this focus are always inappropriate, I believe that if
this remains the domina nt line of enquiry for the entire field, it may lead to an
increasingly narrow view of what is a complex phenomenon. It is the assumption of
this thesis that languag e develop ment is not simply a mental process but is
embedd ed in the sociocultural contexts in which it occurs, and that it cannot be
analysed or fully underst ood apart from its situational and cultural contexts.
Although a concern with the social and situational context is increasingly evident in
more recent studies of minority groups and of second language development, there
is still in general a dearth of socially situated SLA studies. The thesis represents a
7
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further contribu tion to this group of studies. In order to conside r languag e in its
situational and cultural context, it takes a qualitative interpretative approac h, thus
utilising an alternat ive research approac h to the positivi sm that has domina ted
much SLA research . Hence, both in the nature of its concern s and in its
methodological approach, the thesis offers an alternate perspective to mainstr eam
SLA research.
There is also comparatively little research which has focused on the develop ment of
register in a second language. To date, much work in SLA has focused on languag e
form and the learning of grammatical sub-systems. This has led, for example, to
insights into learners ' acquisition of morpho logy and syntax, and the orders in
which these are acquired. Studies which are based on the sentence or clause as a
unit of analysis, however, can say little about the acquisition of discourse, and so
do not provide the linguistic insights necessary for the design of curricul um and
pedagogical models for the develop ment of subject registers. Yet, as suggest ed
earlier, it is these academic registers which school-aged ESL learners must learn to
control.
The third area to which this research seeks to contribute is that of second languag e
pedago gy itself. As Chapte r 3 suggest s, the domina nt approac hes in second
language acquisition research have tended to exclude the classroom as research site;
only a relatively small number of second language studies are located in authent ic
classrooms and many theories make no specific comme nts about classroo m
learning, either as relevant data or as relevant application. There are also relatively
few studies address ing the pedagog ical implications of linguist ic diversit y, or
studies of how the integrat ion of second languag e and content learning can be
operationalised in the mainstream classroom. Research which deals with the nature
of second languag e teaching in its broader social context is therefore rare; many
questio ns remain about how teacher s can best suppor t learners ' languag e
development, and what kinds of discourse contexts are enabling of second languag e
development. In particular, given increased numbers of second languag e learners in
schools, research sites need to include not only specialist ESL classroo ms but
mainstream classrooms too, so that second languag e researchers can collaborate
with mainstr eam educato rs in finding the imaginative and equitab le solution s
required to respond to the needs of minority learners in mainstream classrooms.
In addition , as Chapter 3 points out, the lack of classroom-based (as opposed to
classroom-oriented) second language research which specifically addresses teaching

and learning may serve to widen the already present gap between researchers and
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practitioners. This study aims both to respond to the need for more classroombased research and to reduce the gap between research and practice. It takes the
classroom as research site, and aims to theorise practice itself, thus viewing 'theory'
as a reflexive dimension of 'practice'. It is based on the assumption that many
teachers have considerable skills in interacting and responding to their ESL students
which they have developed through their day-to-day practical experience, and that
this experience should be seen as essential for the development of pedagogical
theory. Yet many theories come from those who are disconnected from daily contact
with schools, while teachers' own knowledge and understandings remain untapped,
remaining in the form of intuitive understandings rather than explicit knowledge. As
argued in Chapter 3, the methodological approach taken in this thesis offers the
possibility of making teachers' intuitive understandings explicit. It is only when this
knowledge is articulated, or 'propositionalised' that it becomes usable for teacher
training or professional development. From the perspective of educational research,
then, one of the most important contributions of a qualitative approach to
classroom research, such as that taken in this study, is that it can recast teachers'
innate understandings as educationally 'useable' propositions.

Beyond the study: towards educational change
Activity theory, discussed further in Chapter 3, suggests that the means, or
'operation', by which things get done, are often routinised and below the level of
participants' conscious attention. Classroom talk, for example, which realises the
overall goal of education, may be largely routinised much of the time, such as when
IRF interactions predominate and are normalised as the unquestioned interactional
structure. At times, however, operations cease to remain at an unconscious level,
because participants' attention is directed towards how they are carrying out an
activity, perhaps because the activity itself is interrupted or problematised. Then
participants may have to attend more to the means whereby the activity is being
carried out, so that what has been previously automatised temporarily receives
conscious attention, and perhaps changes as a result. As a result of the change of
operation, the activity itself becomes changed, possibly in quite profound ways. As
suggested earlier, qualitative research is able to articulate or propositionalise the
intuitive behaviour of teachers. Thus it provides one of the means whereby
educators are able to reflect on routinised behaviours and unquestioned operations.
In this way, such classroom-based research has the potential to act as a catalyst for
educational change.
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Activity theory makes it possible to theorise how the power to chang
e educa tion
may ultima tely rest with teachers themselves. Small chang es in
how teache rs
interact with their studen ts might be expected to have possibly profou
nd effects on
how the discou rse as a whole proceeds, and ultimately on the whole
process of
education. Like a stone throw n into a pond, these ripple s have
the poten tial
ultimately to change what Engerstrom (1991) refers to as the encap sulate
d nature of
schooling, so that intera ctiona l chang e may becom e one of the
avenu es to
educational chang e (van Lier 1996). One of the questions this notion
raises, and
which the outcomes of a study on classroom interactions can begin
to addres s, is
what these 'points of leverage' might be and what other pedag ogical
option s for
classroom interaction are possible.
Much classroom research attemp ts to describe, within the researcher's
framework,
what is. As this discussion suggests, my aim in this study is also to
point to what
can be: a pedag ogy of possibility. By identi fying those classr oom practi
ces and
discourse patter ns which can be shown to be suppo rtive of secon
d langu age
development, it is hoped that this study will also show what is possib
le, and will
contri bute to the develo pment of more theore tically inform ed
and equita ble
curricula, and more effective classroom practices, for minor ity secon
d langu age
learners.
While the study focuses on second language learners, its findings relate

also to other
students. The presence of minority langua ge studen ts in a school, while
posing a
challenge for mains tream teachers, can also be at the same time
a cataly st for
pedagogical development. Many native speakers of English are also margi
nalised in
some way within the domin ant discourse of a middle-class, Anglo-Saxon
educa tion
system. As a result of pover ty or social background or non-st andard
dialect, these
students may also have difficulty with the specialised langua ge registe
rs of school
curriculum subjects. A recognition that the langua ge of school subjec
ts canno t be
taken for grante d but has to be taught, finding stimulating and effecti
ve ways to do
so, and critically exami ning ways to increase studen ts' partic ipatio n
in classroom
discourse, will assist not only second langua ge studen ts but also
many of their
English-monolingual peers.
Van Lier (1988) has pointe d out that while studie s of first langua
ge classrooms
have provid ed much neede d insights into the classroom life of learne
rs and their
teachers, there are relatively few descriptions of this kind for secon
d langua ge
classrooms. To date this remai ns largel y true. This study aims
to make a
contribution to the further development of such insights.
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Towards a Theory of Practice

Teachers have develop ed the conviction that no single perspective on
language, no single explanation for learning, and no unitary view of the
contributions of language learners will account for what they have to
grapple with on a daily basis.
(Larsen-Freeman 1990, p. 269)
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INTRODUCTION

This research is a study of pedago gy, which aims to explore how classroo m
discourse can contribute to the learning and educational outcomes of minorit y
learners. The study is not simply a linguistic description of practice, but rather seeks
to theorise a pedagogy for minority learners from the practices observed. Implicitly
or explicitly, such a theorisation makes assumptions about what constitutes 'good'
or 'effective' practice, yet such terms are clearly meaningless unless they are first
unpacked in terms of the world view within which they have been constructed. It is
necessary, then, to make explicit on what basis it will later be argued that certain
moments in the classroom or particular aspects of practice are to be viewed as
significant. When texts are selected for analysis they are chosen because they
represe nt someth ing which the researcher sees as significant, and what the
researcher 'sees' is coloured by certain assumptions and belief systems.
This chapter seeks to uncove r and make explicit the theoreti cal principl es,
assumptions and beliefs which have. informed the study. They relate to particular
views of language, of learning, of second language learning and of the position of
minority learners in a mainstream educational institution. Thus although the study
is concerned specifically with the English language develop ment of children who
speak it as a second language, the task requires going beyond the traditional field of
second language acquisition (SLA). The study draws on systemic linguistics, neoVygotskian approaches to teaching and learning, theories of minority education and
second language acquisition research. This chapter reviews the literature in these
fields in order to address educational issues around the educati on of second
language speakers in the mainstream classroom, issues which are broader than,
although inclusive of, second language learning per se. The chapter considers what
sort of educati onal program and educati onal practices might be expecte d to
support both languag e and curricu lum learning, and conclud es with some
implications about what such a classroom might be like.
Each section of the chapter deals with a particul ar body of research. Part 1
discusses models of learning, focusing in particular on the insights from Vygotskian
and neo-Vygotskian thought. Part 2 explores those aspects of SLA research which
will later be drawn on in exploring the potential of classroom discourse to provide
contexts for second language learning. Part 3 examines research which focuses on
minority education, in order to theorise the relationship between teachers and
minority learners. The systemic model of language itself is discussed in Chapter 3,
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since it is of particu lar relevance to the methodological approa ch taken. Such
an
interdisciplinary approa ch has the disadv antage of not allowing space for
an in
depth examination of each single perspective. Howev er what this approa ch
does
offer is a means of theoretical triangu lation, the possib ility of taking severa
l
perspectives on the same data set, and examining pedago gy with a multi-f
aceted
view. This multid iscipli nary approa ch appear s to offer greate r potent ial
for
unders tanding the complexity of the day to day life of the classroom.
Throug hout this chapte r, I have related the key issues raised in the literature

to the
concerns of this study. Thus this review of literatu re aims not only to provid
ea
theoretical backgr ound to the thesis, but also to introduce the issues which are
taken
up in its subseq uent chapters.

PART 1: THEORIES OF LEARNING

Introduction
Part 1 discusses some of the major pedagogical approaches which have influen
ced
primar y educat ion in Australia, the UK and Canada during the twentie th century
.
There is always a risk when carrying out such a review, that, to use MacLure's
term
(1994), we 'tidy up history ', oversim plifyin g the diverse influences which
have

impacted on pedago gy, and the extent to which they have impact ed on each
other.
Philosophical approa ches are not discrete; they do not simply begin and end,
but
continue to leave traces beyond the epoch in which they influenced initial change
s.
As MacLure expresses it: "there is a pervasive tendency for one rationale to
shade
off into anothe r and even borrow the coloration and rhetori c of its opposi
te"
(MacLure 1994, p. 140). Howev er, with this in mind, it is possible to define
two
major orientations which have domina ted educational thinking this century,
and a
third which more recently has develo ped from one of them. The first is a view
of
teachin g and learnin g which has been variou sly referre d to as traditio
nal,
transm ission- based, or teacher-centred. The second is freque ntly referre d
to as
progressive or child-centred. These are discussed below. The third approa ch
which
is discussed shares much in common with progressive pedago gy but is underp
inned
by a theoretically differe nt framework: this is the approa ch which is variou
sly
describ ed as, 'socio- cogniti ve', 'neo-V ygotsk ian' (Merce r 1994}, or
'social
constructivism' (Edwa rds and Mercer 1987; Bames 1992; and Wells 1992)1.
Since
1 Following Mercer (1994), the term neo-Vygotskian is used in this thesis.
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this last appro ach under pins much of the analysis of the thesis, it is
preced ed by a
discussion of its theoretical framework which draws from the work of
Vygotsky.

Traditional and progressive approaches
~aulo

Freire has provid ed the metaphor of 'banking education' for the transm

issionoriented instructional model that has dominated Western pedag ogy
(Freire 1983).
The teacher's role in this model of pedagogy is seen as a purve yor of knowl
edge who
deposits information and skills into the empty memory banks of studen
ts, assigned
the role of passiv e recipients. Such teaching is generally characterised
by high
teacher management. Learning, viewed as a matter of buildi ng up skills
from simple
to complex, progre sses throug h a seque nce of teache r-cont rolled
steps. The
peda~ogy typically relies largely on memo risatio
n and repeti tion and is in part
influenced by behav iouris t notions of learning, involv ing minim al
negoti ation
between teacher and studen t (Webster, Beveridge and Reed 1996, p.
39). There is
little explicit theoretical under pinnin g for this view of teaching, perha
ps because it
has been 'normalised' for so long. There is however an implicit view
of knowl edge
which this view espouses, the assumption that it is a fixed and immu
table body of
authoritatively-given explan ation and practice, where the teacher
is expert. In
Piaget's view " the studen ts' intellectual and moral activity remains hetero
nomou s
(subject to extern al law) becau se it is insepa rable from a contin
ual restra int
exercised by the teacher" (Piaget 1971, p. 151).
An explanation for the dominance of the transmission model during
the twenti eth
century is to be found largely in the model of communication which
has been
unquestioned since the rise of empiricist philosophy, and which sees comm
unication
as a matter of information transfer. Language is seen as the vehicle for
transferring
thoug hts and ideas from one person to another; in listening or readin
g peopl e
extract these thoughts and ideas once again from the words. Language
in this model
therefore functions like a conduit, by means of which 'content' or 'inform
ation' is
conveyed (Christie 1990; Reddy 1970; Wells 1992). Since it implies a
separa tion of
language and content, it results in artificial distinctions being made
between form
and content, or produ ct and process (Christie 1990). The condu
it metap hor,
because of its model of communication, also underlies several key
educa tional
constructs which have influenced thinking in this pedagogy. Notions
of 'decoding',
'encoding' and 'transmission' for example are primarily concerned with
how far the
linguistic codes and intend ed meanings of speaker and listener coinci
de. Where
different or divergent meanings are reconstructed by the listener or
reader, this is
seen as a 'break-down' of communication.
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Methodologies for teaching language within a transmission model operate within the
limitations of this communication framework. Concerns with the importa nce of
decoding and encodin g in the commu nication process have tended to lead to
teaching the compon ent parts of language separately, beginning with elements seen
as 'simple', and progressing to more complex forms. Thus phonics instruction is seen
as a prerequisite for reading, and spelling and gramma r as a prerequisite for writing.
In the second language classroom, this approach is paralleled by teaching sequences
where a focus on specific grammar and vocabulary precedes language use, and more
tightly controlled languag e exercises precede language tasks which allow broader
choices of language on the part of the students (see for example, Ur 1989, and for a
critique of this approach, Willis 1990). Inherent in this view of language teaching is
the assump tion that languag e must first be 'learned' before it can be 'used'. This
study challenges such a view, and will show how languag e can be learned in the
process of being used to construct new curriculum knowledge.
In heavily teacher -centred classrooms, a domina nt interact ional pattern in
classroom discourse has been identified, variously described as Initiation, Response,
Feedback (Sindair and Coulthard, 1975); Initiation, Response, Evaluation (Mehan
1979); triadic dialogu e (Lemke 1990a); and the 'two-thi rds rule' Edward s and
Mercer (1987). This interactional pattern is discussed in more depth in Chapter 4,
but is described here briefly. It typically consists of three moves. The teacher first
produces an initiating move, often a question to which she knows the answer, and
which is designe d to· elicit a particul ar response. The student then respond s by
answeri ng the question, after which the teacher offers feedback or evaluat ion on
what the student has said. Mehan {1979) calculates that over half the total
interactions in the nine lessons he analyse d were of this type. Edward s' and
Mercer's referenc e to the two-thi rds rule refers to the fact that, when this
interactional pattern dominates the classroom talk, someone is talking about two
thirds of the time, about two thirds of that talk is the teacher's, and about two
thirds of the teacher talk is spent in lecturing or asking questions (Edwar d and
Mercer 1987).
Transmission teaching has been criticised on a number of grounds . The conduit
model of languag e on which it is based, for example, is challen ged by social
constructivist and socio-linguistic models of communication which are discussed
later in this chapter. There are also particular implications for minority and second
language learners within a transmission-based classroom. From the perspective of
language learning, the domina nt discourse patterns that occur, typically of the IRF
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type, are not congrue nt with the central principles of second languag e learning
discussed in the next section of this chapter; in particular, they restrict learners'
opportunities for extended language use in communicative interaction. Within the
restricted form of dialogu e that the IRF pattern produces, there is ·what Barnes
(1976) refers to as a 'yawning gap' between the language and conceptual frame of
the teachers, a gap, it could be argued, that is widened for student s learning in their
second language. In addition , such approaches are criticised as present ing a
curriculum sited solely within the domina nt culture, and providi ng little or no
opportunity for minority students to express their particular experiences and nonmainstream views of the world to peers and teachers (Walsh 1991; Cummi ns and
Sayers 1995; Cummins 1996). An instructional pattern that involves a lot of talk by
the teacher and listenin g by the student s suggests, in addition , an "(implicit)
teaching depend ence upon authori ty, linear thinking, social apathy, passive
involvement, and hands-off learning" (Sirotnik 1983, p. 29). Yet transmission-based
assumptions about teaching and learning have dominated the education of so-called
disadvantaged students. Since such children have been seen by some as culturally
deprived, educators have attempt ed to eradicate what they viewed as deficient
prior learning, and replace it with more appropriate language and cognitive skills.
Because such children were thought incapable of benefiting from a more challenging
curriculum, and believed to require more control and structur e from the teacher,
compensatory program s have tended to focus on drilling children in low level
language and numera cy skills (Cummins, 1996). Althoug h few educati onists,
linguists, or cognitive psychologists would now endorse the assump tions of a
transmission approac h to pedagogy, calls for 'back-to-basics' instruction regularl y
occur at times of public dissatisfaction with education, (usually as a result of
broader social and economic anxieties such as a lack of employment opportunities
and fear of economic hardshi p, and often fanned into existence by political
motivations).
Since the 1970's, major changes in educational practice and challenges to heavily
teacher domina nt approaches have occurred. Partly this has been the result of the
influence of the much earlier work of John Dewey (see for example, Dewey 1902,
1916), the significance of which lay in his assertion that the life of the mind is a
dynamic reality, and learning is a constructive activity. Thinking takes place when,
faced with a new challenge or problem, old habits or old learning fail to work.
Education is therefore seen not as a matter of habit formation or conditioning or the
receiving of information, but of intelligent enquiry and thought.
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The oth er major influence in the mov
e awa y from trad itio nal 'chalk and talk
'
approaches was the wor k of Piaget, whi
ch, though it was not primarily focused
on
education, pro duc ed educational studies
of the development of children's thinking
·
which have bee n and still remain extr
emely influential in early childhood and
primary education. New learning "depen
ds crucially on wha t the learner alr~ady
knows" (Barnes 1992, p. 124), and occurs
when they make changes to their existing
understandings or model of the world, resh
aping old knowledge in the light of new
ways of seeing things. In contrast to the
transmission view of learning, progressive
pedagogy emphasises active student enq
uiry in the learning process. Cognitive and
academic dev elo pm ent are seen as
dep end ent on stud ent s inte gra ting new
information wit h their prio r experience
s and actively constructing knowledge
.
Unlike transmission views of learnin
g which are concerned largely wit h
the
acquisition of information, child-centre
d pedagogies emphasise an 'interpretati
on'
view, and are concerned wit h the learner'
s struggle to und erst and , and thus wit
h
individual cognitive and personal develop
ment (Bames, Britton and Torbe 1986).
In general, Piaget does not attribute
a great deal of importance to language
in the
earl

y stages of development, and as later disc
ussion will show, this is one area in
which he differs fundamentally from
Vygotsky. Piaget arg ues tha t intellectual
development pro cee ds along a defined
set of biologically det erm ine d stag es
(although not at the same rate for all chil
dren), of which language is an outcome.
He
argues that it is not until wha t he terms "the
formal operational stage", that language
is closely related to and contributes to the
development of thought. Piaget suggests
that this stag e occurs whe n the child
is aro und fourteen, and becomes able
to
systematically explore abstract relation
s, ind epe nde nt of content and concret
e
materials. Piaget argues that intelligenc
e develops naturally and spontaneously,
and tha t the processes of dev elop men
t "may be utilised and accelerated by
education at hom e or in the school,
but tha t they are not der ive d from tha
t
education and, on the contrary, constitu
te the preliminary and necessary conditi
on
of efficacity in any form of instruction"
(Piaget 1971, p. 36). Since it is the chil
d's
own developmental processes in interact
ion with their environment which provid
es
the timing and motivation for change, then
an implication of Piaget's thinking for
pedagogical practice is tha t social facilitat
ion (that is, intervention by the teacher)
is
only effective when the child is 'ready' to
move forward.
Since Piaget argues tha t each stage of
development is characterised not by
a
particular "thought content" but a certain
power and ability in thinking, then another
important pedagogical factor from a Piag
etian perspective lies in the way learning
experiences are pre sen ted to children,
so that each child can develop optima
lly
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according to the develo pment of their own intellectual structu re. It is a small
step
from this to the belief that many educationists following Piaget hold, that what
is
taught is of less importance than how it is taught, and that curriculum, or conten
t, is
important only insofar as it allows children's intellectual structu res to develo
p (see,
for example, McNally 1973). From Piaget's thinking comes the notion of 'readin
ess',
which, in the school context, has led to the belief that the learnin g conten t
of the
curriculum needs to be matched to the developmental level of the child if learnin
g is
to occur:
The constru ction of an approp riate curricu lum ... clearly implie s an
attemp t to match material and experiences to variou s develo pmenta l
levels which is what curriculum committees in fact do.
(McNally 1973, p. 93)
In reality this appear s to be a distortion of what Piaget actually suggested,
since he
insisted that learning experiences should challenge the learner, in order to provid
e
some conflict so that cognitive restructuring may take place. McNally, writing
at the
time when progressive education was beginning to influence primar y educat
ion in
Australia, continues: "the most fundam ental of Piaget's insight s for educat
ion is
that the child literally builds his own intelligence, that he is in fact the archite
ct of
his own growth". This view of the individual nature of learning differs signific
antly

from that of Vygotsky, although, as later discussion will show, perhap s in
more
subtle ways than is often recognised.
At this point it should be pointed out that there are a wide range of approa
ches
which have come to be called 'progressive', rangin g from more extreme forms
of
deliberate non-interventionist teaching styles to approaches which are underp
inned
by neo-Vygotskian principles and which argue for an explicit role for the teacher
as
guide and mediat or. Some extreme forms of progre ssive pedago gy have
taken
Piaget's work to sugges t deliberate non-intervention on the part of the teacher
. This
is an approa ch which, if one returns to the work of the original theorists, does
not
coincide with their views: in fact there is nothing in Piaget or in much of the work
of
educationists who were influenced by his views which sugges ts that a teacher
should not intervene in studen t learning. Cambourne for example explicitly argues
that giving children responsibility for their learning does not mean teachers abdicat
e
all responsibility for the learning of their students (Cambourne 1988). It is import
ant
to stress, therefore, that many of the strongest criticisms of progressive pedago
gy,
which are discussed later, have been based on its more extreme realisations.
It is
also useful to make a distinction betwee n so-called progre ssive approa ches,
and
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what ha s become kn ow n mo
re generally as neo-Vygots
kian or co nst ruc tiv ist
approaches, wh ich are discu
ssed in the next section of
this chapter. While it is
important to recognise tha t
the lat ter bu ild on the ear ly
wo rk in pro gre ssi ve
education, in particular in the
importance they place on childr
en's active engagement
with their learning, they are als
o informed by additional an d
more recently accepted
theoretical pe rsp ect ive s dra
wi ng from socio-cultural the
ory an d the wo rk of
Vygotsky. Thus while it is a mi
srepresentation to suggest a cle
ar distinction between
these two approaches (see for
example recent wo rk by Barne
s, 1992 wh ich clearly
encapsulates bo th a Pia ge tia
n an d Vygotskian pe rsp ect
ive ), the re are so me
significant differences in the
wa y tha t these two notions of
child-centred learning
have been interpreted in pedago
gical terms.
I use the ter m 'progressive'
he re to refer to the approach
to teaching wh ich wa s
characteristic of the early wo
rk carried ou t in the late sixtie
s an d seventies, largely
at that time in the UK, by res
earchers and educationists suc
h as Bames, Britton an d
Rosen (1969); Ma rti n, Willia
ms, He mm ing s an d Me dw
ay (1976) an d Moffett
(1968), all of wh om we re inf
luenced by the de ve lop me nta
l theories of Piaget.
Progressive approaches have
also be en associated with, am
on g others, Graves in
Canada (Graves, 1983) an d Ca
mboume, Walshe, Sawyer an
d Watson in Australia
(Camboume 1988, Walshe 198
1; Sawyers an d Watson 198
7). The ideas of these
educationists have helped to
shape major changes in pedago
gy: 'chalk an d talk' ha s
largely given wa y (at least in
most primary classrooms) to
ma ny more child-centred
practices.
The progressive ideology wa
s spelled ou t most clearly in
Britain in 1967 in the
Plowden Report, Children and
their Primary Schools, a governm
ent sup po rte d policy
statement based on Piagetian
principles. Discovery, play an
d first ha nd experiences
are emphasised, an d it reinfo
rced in particular the Piagetia
n belief in children's
'readiness' to learn. Teachers
were advised to move child
ren forward on ly "once
they are sta nd ing firmly on
on e ste p of the Piagetian
staircase of cognitive
development, wi th their res
ources ga the red to make the
ne xt ste p up wa rds "
(Edwards an d Mercer 1987, p.
38).
Also central to progressive the
ory is a belief in the critical im
portance of language in
the process of un de rst an din
g. In the 1960's the wo rk of
Wilkinson (1965) wh o
coined the term 'oracy', an d
later Britton (1970), Bames (19
76), an d Tough (1977),
and others bro ug ht to attentio
n the role an d importance of
spoken language in the
school curriculum, which until
that time ha d given prestige alm
ost exclusively to the
wr itte n form. The role of
talk in learning, in the sh
ap ing of thi nk ing an d
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understan ding, and its relationship with reading and writing were issues that had
previous ly received little or no attention in nineteen th and twentieth century
education. The recognition today of the importance of spoken language in the school
curriculum, and thus many of the assumptions made in this thesis, has its ·origins in
this work.
Since that time, and particula rly since the 1970's, the importan ce of language in
education has also been seen as relevant not only to language as 'object' but to
language as 'medium ', that is, not only to language as a subject but to its role in all
areas of the curriculum. This recognition of the role of language in learning resulted
in the doctrine of 'language across the curriculum', which was highlight ed in the UK
in A Language for Life (the Bullock Report 1975), a report which was extremel y
influential and is still referred to. Among the basic tenets of this report are the belief
that language develops through purposef ul use, that it occurs through talk and
writing, and that it contributes to cognitive growth. In relation to oral language , the
authors write that "we cannot emphasi se too strongly our convictio n of its
importance in the education of the child".
Attitudes to student talk in the classroom thus changed significantly during the
seventies, "a change which moved talk from something to be forbidden to somethin g
to be encourag ed at all costs" (Phillips 1985, p. 59). In this belief education ists were
supporte d by socio-lin guists such as Halliday (1975) and Stubbs (1976) who
argued for the value of children's own language as a starting point for learning in
school. Since research has demonst rated that teacher-fronted classroom s tend to
constrain children's talk (Barnes 1976), progressive approach es make extensive use
of small group cooperat ive learning (for example, see Britton 1970; Barnes 1976;
Bames and Todd 1976; Martin et al1976; Reid, Forrestal and Cook 1989).
A number of rationale s for oracy have been suggeste d since the early 1960's,
including oracy for personal growth, oracy for learning, oracy for functiona l
competence and oracy for cultural transformation (MacLure, 1994). The 'personal
growth model' argued for diversity and difference, and celebrated the languages and
dialects that children bring to school. The inclusion within the classroom of informal
demotic spoken genres of everyday commun ication represen ted a fundame ntal
change in thinking; spoken language had previous ly only been allowed into the
classroom "in its best clothes" (MacLure 1994). The model of 'oracy for learning' sees
talk as central to the learning process and has been far reaching in its effects. While
it was part of the ideology of early progressive education, it has remained equally
central since that time (see for example Phillips 1985; Booth and Thornley -Hall
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1991; Norman 1992; Bruner 1994; Wells 1992, 1994a; and Mercer 1994, 1995).
Most recently, there has been a move towards 'oracy for functional competence'
which is concerne d with what students should be able to do in terms of
communicative purposes or functions. The rationale for functional oracy comes
largely from the demands of the workplace, and is exemplified in the statements of
the National Curricul um in the U.K. and, to a lesser extent, in the National
Statements and Profiles (1994) in Australia. 'Oracy for cultural transformation'
addresses issues of power, gender, race and class and has been influential in the
development of critical approaches to minority education.
One of the educational implications of this diversity of rationales and objectives for
oracy is that educators should "rethink the boundaries which have been erected
around 'educationally relevant' talk" (MacLure 1988, p. 4). A broader conception is
needed of what learning through language looks like. The data in this study suggest
the significance of this broader conception for learning through language.
Along with an increased focus on spoken language in the classroom, progressive
approaches to teaching language arid literacy argue that language can only be
learned when it is kept whole and used for meaning ful and purposef ul
communication. The notion of 'whole language ' has been influenti al in the
development of literacy inservice (for example, 'ELIC', the Early Uteracy Inservice
Course used extensively in Australia in the mid 1980's) and in a large number of
professional books for teachers (see for example Walshe 1981; Turbill 1982; Parry
and Homsby 1985; Hornsby, Sukama and Parry 1986; Cambou rne 1988; Brown
and Mathie 1990).
As a reading of these writers suggests, progressive approaches in Australia have
been particularly associated with the teaching of writing. The major themes within
this approach are that children learn most effectively when they are encouraged to
start with their own expressive language, that 'meaning' is more importan t than
'form', and that writing should take place frequently and within a context which
provides 'real' audiences for writing. A particular feature of this approach, often
termed the 'process approach ', is the importance placed on the processes of
learning. Proponents of the importance of process in the teaching of writing have
argued that if teachers study the process by which writers produce real writing, they
will discover how to teach writing better (Walshe 1981). Where the classroom
climate expects a quantity of writing across a range of purposes and forms, the
child will write on.a variety of subjects and in many forms. Key factors in students
developing literacy are the degree to which they are 'immersed' in books, and the
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opportunities they have for self-motivated writing (see for example Hornsby ,
Sukarna and Parry 1986; Cambou me 1988).
This view of teaching and learning is consistent with many interpret ations of
Piaget's work where the student is seen as a self-motivated individual who behaves
as a mini-scientist, mini-historian, mini-writer and so on. As discusse d earlier,
Piagetian theory sees a child's current stage of development as the determin ant of
what they will learn, which cannot be changed by the teaching itself. Thus the
teacher's role has frequently been interpret ed as a 'facilitator', whose job is to
provide a wealth of materials to create the kind of stimulating environment in which
the student's own curiosity and interest will pace the learning that occurs. The
teacher is viewed as a coordinator and a resource person, whose chief role is to
foster a spirit of enquiry.
Following these principles, the Plowden Report offered this advice on the teaching
of science:
The treatment of the subject matter may be summari sed in the phrase
'learning by discovery' ... Initial curiosity, often stimulat ed by the
environm ent the teacher provides , leads to question s and to a
consideration of what questions it is sensible to ask and how to find the
answers ... [The teacher] will miss the whole point if he tells children the
answers or indicates too readily and completely how the answers may be
found, but he must not let them flounder too long or helplessly ...
Essential elements are enquiry, exploration and first hand experience.
(Plowden Report, para. 669, cited in Edwards and Mercer 1987, p. 37)
The student is therefore seen as taking much of the initiative in determin ing their
own learning pathway , with little explicit guidance or management on the part of
the teacher. Although the Plowden Report had warned against the misapplication
and overuse of discovery learning, the ideology that children can only learn by
direct, hands-on experience, is implied by Piaget himself when he states that "each
time one prematur ely teaches a child something he could have discovered for
himself, the child is kept from inventing it and consequently from understa nding it
completely" (Piaget in Mussen 1970, p. 715). Progressive approaches influenced by
such thinking have been characterised as student-d riven and as exhibiting low
teacher management (Webster, Beveridge and Reed1996).
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Against the backdrop of such thinking, many teachers in Australia felt uneasy about
any kind of intervention in student learning, feeling that they must let children find
their own way. Christie reports "more than one teacher I have encountered has
spoken shamefacedly of intervening in their children's learning, particularly in the
writing program, reluctant to acknowledge what they have seen as a betrayal of
their responsibilities as teachers" (Christie 1990, p. 18). One of the unfortunate
effects of progressive thinking in Australia was the development of extreme forms
of non-interventionist teaching, which were vehemently attacked by proponents of
the genre movement (see, for example, the debates between Martin, Christie and
Rothery, and Sawyer and Watson, in Reid 1987). This debate is now briefly
reviewed.
The so-called 'genre movement' was underpinned by a very different view of
language development from the more 'biological' notion of development suggested by
Piaget. Although it is recognised within the genre approach that children are
programmed to learn language, whether they do learn it, and for what purposes, is
seen as dependent on the sociocultural contexts in which they have participated.
The theory of genre underlying the movement was developed by Hasan (1978),
Kress (1982), Martin (1984a) and others. Within this theory genre is most commonly
defined as a staged, goal-oriented social process (Martin, Christie and Rothery
1987). A written genre has a social purpose which is reflected in the way it is staged
and in its specific linguistic features. Because it pertains to a particular culture, then
for language teaching purposes "a useful way of viewing a culture is in terms ... of its
purposeful activities" (Painter 1988). Learning a second language thus means
learning the language to participate in the second language culture.
In the early 1980's, Martin and Rothery carried out a large-scale investigation of

children's writing in the primary school. Contrary to the beliefs of many proponents
of more progressive ideologies, the expected range of writing forms or genres were
not evident. Rather it was found that many children regularly wrote variations of
the personal recount genre and showed little understanding of the linguistic
structure and features of other genres such as expositions, explanations, procedures
and information reports, genres which in school traditionally represent the 'prestige'
and more highly evaluated genres (Martin 1984a). Christie argues:
In all but a very limited sense, it is meaningless to draw a distinction

between 'process' and 'product', either in general curriculum and learning
theory, or in language curriculum theory. That is because in the act of
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using language, either spoken or written, one necessarily engages both in
process and in product building: but, and this is the importan t point
here, unless one's attention is properly directed towards the 'product' upon the kind of text type or genre which the occasion requires - then
the activity of using language is merely unfocused in a very unhelpful
way..
(Christie 1990, p. 17)
While acknowledging the strengths of the progressive moveme nt in developi ng
approach es which recognis e the importan ce of interesti ng and interacti ve
educational settings, it has been argued, in relation to minority learners, that such
approaches also tend to reinforce existing social inequities, since what is expected
of learners is often not made explicit (Martin 1986, 1989; Martin, Christie and
Rothery 1987; Delpit 1988; Boomer 1989). Feez (1995) argues:
in many respects ... progress ive approach es have reinforce d the
inequalities of access which are characteristic of older, tradition al
pedagogies. It is simply that in progressive pedagogies, the way these
inequalities are perpetua ted becomes invisible. Learners' individu ality
and freedom may be more highly valued in progressive classrooms, but
during and at the end of their courses of study learners are still assessed
against the standard s of the. dominant culture ... although classrooms are
more pleasant, what is actually expected of learners in order for them to
be successful is not made explicit ... progressive classrooms tend to
reinforce existing social inequalities of opportunity because it seems that
it is the learner rather than the educational institution, who is to be
blamed for failure in such benevolent and rich learning environments.
(Feez 1995, p. 9)
Genre theorists have also argued that proponents of progressive approaches have
quite rightly rejected the narrow view of grammar and the model of language and
literacy that it presented, which had been so influential in schools, yet they point
out that progressivists propose no coherent model of language to replace it. They
argue that what is missing from the progressive model is a way for teachers and
students to reflect on language itself, so that teachers are guided in language
planning and student assessment by an explicit model of language and can make
explicit to students who are unfamiliar with the language of school how to use the
registers associated with power and educational success. Thus whereas progressive
theorists have argued for an understa nding of writing by focusing on personal
growth and process, genre theorists have argued for an understa nding of the
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linguistic natu re of texts as they are prod uced with in

social contexts and for vario us
purposes. Thos e work ing with in the genr e mov emen
t also argu e stron gly that
educators have a responsibility to intervene in the learn
ing proc ess (Martin, Christie,
Rothery1987; Kalantzis, Cope, Nobl e and Poyn ting
1991).
Part of this deba te can be seen as a deba te abou t
the mod el learn er. Prog ressi ve
theory implies a 'psychological individual', the learn
er as a 'lone orga nism ' (Edw ards
and Mercer 1987). One of the resul ts of such a view
, as Feez (above) poin ts out, is
that educ ation al failu re is also then indiv idua lised
, and seen as a featu re of the
learner. While prog ressi ve educ ators do not explicitly
espo use this view, it is a real
and possible cons eque nce of a view of learn ing whic
h mini mise s the activ e role
played by educ ators in the teach ing and learn ing proc
ess. As the next section will
suggest, there is an alternative view of the learner:
the learn er as social parti cipan t,
whose learn ing occurs prim arily as a resul t of the socio
-cultural situa tions in whic h
they parti cipat e. This view of the learn er, and the
cons eque ntly more activ e and
guiding role for the teacher, is consistent with the theor
ies of those work ing with in
the genre mov emen t and with the principles of Hall
iday an linguistics. It draw s for
its theoretical fram ewor k from the work of the Sovi
et psychologist, semiotician and
pedagogue, Lev Vygotsky. The next section discusses
this work .

The Contribution of Vygotsky
Vygotsky's writi ngs enca psula te three overall them
es (Wertsch 1985; Wert sch and
Toma 1991), each of whic h is relev ant to this study
. First, there is the notio n of
genetic or deve lopm enta l meth od, whic h asser
ts that it is only poss ible to
unde rstan d men tal func tioni ng if its origi n and
deve lopm ents are unde rstoo d.
Second, and relat ed to this, there is the claim that
an indiv idua l's high er men tal
functioning has a social origin. Third , there is the
claim that hum an activities are
medi ated by mate rial or symb olic tools or signs
; one such tool, and the mos t
extensive, is language. Each of these themes is now
examined.
Vygo tsky' s theo ry of gene tic orien tatio n asser
ts that it is only poss ible to
unde rstan d aspects of ment al functioning if one first
unde rstan ds their origi n and
the trans ition s that they have unde rgon e: attem
pting to unde rstan d men tal
proc esses simp ly by anal ysin g only the prod
ucts of deve lopm ent may be
misleading. Perh aps because of his comm itme nt to
practical concerns of educ ation ,
Vygotsky's genetic orien tatio n focuses prim arily
on one dom ain, onto gene sis or
deve lopm ent over the life span . He argu es that
an unde rstan ding of this
deve lopm ent is crucial to unde rstan ding both the
indiv idua l, and the cultu ral and
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social activities in which the individual is involved. However in order to provide an
account of human mental processes, he also applies this approach to three other
domains: phytogenesis, developm ent in the evolution of the human species;
sociocult ural history, developm ent over time in a particula r culture; and
microgenesis, developm ent over the course of, and resulting from, sp~cific
interactions within a particula r sociocultural setting (Wells 1994b). It is this last
aspect of genetic orientation, the microgenetic, that is the closest to the concerns of
this study: in Chapters 5 and 6 the microgenetic significance of teacher-s tudent
interactions is examined.
Related to the notion of genetic orientation is Vygotsky's assertion that mental
functioning has its origins in social processes and remains 'quasi-social' in nature. In
their own private sphere, human beings retain the functions of social interaction:
"the individual dimension of consciousness is derivative and secondary". (Vygotsky
1979, p. 30). This idea is formalised in Vygotsky's
development:

genetic law of cultural

Any function in the child's cultural development appears twice, on
two planes. First it appears on the social plane, and then on the
psycholo gical plane. First it appears between people as an
interpsyc hologica l category , and then within the child as an
intrapsychological category. This is equally true with regard to
voluntar y attention, logical memory, the formation of concepts, and
the development of volition ... internalisation transforms the process
itself and changes its structure and functions. Social relations or
relations among people genetically underlie all higher relations and
their relationships.
(Vygotsky 1981, p. 163)
The social origins of psychological phenomena are thus foregrounded. Wertsch and
Toma (1991) argue that the clear cut boundaries between individual and social that
characterise much western thought are not part of Vygotsky's approach. Rather, the
processes and structure s of the two planes of functioning are inherentl y linked.
Likewise, Wells argues that the connection "is found in the mediating function of
signs and, in particular, of speech" (Wells 1994b, p. 60).
Vygotsky's formulation of the notion of 'inner speech' suggests how the intermental
and intramental perspectives are related and how the psychological perspectives on
learning which focus solely on the individua l, and which have played such a
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significant role in western education, (for example
as in the progressive approaches
discussed in the prev ious section), can be
addr esse d from a soci o-cu ltura l
perspective. Both Piaget and Vygotsky noted the
phen ome non of youn g children
engaging in priv ate speech, sometimes in interactio
n with an adul t but often alone,
about wha t they were doin g or the course of actio
n they were taking in solving a
problem. Whereas Piaget argues that this private
speech 'withers away' as the child
matures and as they develop 'social' speech, Vyg
otsky (1978) argues that the social
speech between a child and an interlocutor is at a
later point internalised to become
inner thought. The child internalises the mental
processes mad e evid ent in social
activities, and moves from the social to the men
tal plane, so that the indi vidu al's
mental processes mirr or the social environment from
which they are derived. What
is experienced at first in interaction with othe
rs, is grad uall y inter nalis ed and
becomes a resource for self-directed mental activ
ity such as prob lem solving and
reflection. For Vygotsky, talk is therefore not simp
ly a mirr or on a child's inne r
thought processes, as Piagetian theory would sugg
est, but constructs and shap es
thinking. Vygotsky's empirical experiments with
pre-school children show ed that
egocentric speech almo st doub led as a task was
mad e mor e difficult, whe reas
school-aged children carrying out the same task
thou ght in silence. When these
students were asked wha t they had been thinking
about, their responses indicated
similarities betw een their covert beha viou r and
the overt verbal thin king of the
preschooler. Vygotsky concluded that the operation
s which the preschooler carried
out in overt speech were carried out by older child
ren in inner, soundless speech
(Vygotsky 1981). In the process of developing conc
eptual thinking, then, children
move from a dependence on the linguistic context
to a focus on the sign-sign relation
of the adult. (For a complementary account of the
process of development from a
linguistic perspective, whic h focuses on lang uage
as social beha viou r and the
realisations of deve lopm ent in external speech,
see Hall iday 1975; Painter 1984,
1985; Hasan 1986; Cloran 1989).
Vygotsky's view of language as the root of learn
ing is therefore markedly different
from Piaget's notion which sees language large
ly as a by-p rodu ct of intellectual
development. For Piaget, intellectual development
is universal and inde pend ent of
cultural context. As discussed earlier, while ackn
owledging that educ ative and
social transmission play a role in cognitive deve
lopment, he asserts that this is
formed thro ugh stru ctur es prel imin ary to the
social tran smis sion itself. For
Vygotsky, by contrast, the cultural context determine
s the type of cognitive processes
that emerge, a notion that is further supp orte d
by empirical evidence in crosscultural settings (see for example Scribner and Cole
1974; Luria 1976), and by work
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which sho ws ho w reasoning
is closely related to the social
transaction in wh ich it
occurs (Donaldson 1978).
The notion of inn er speech sug
gests tha t an y examination of
teaching an d learning in
the classroom will tre at intera
ctions be tw een teacher an d
lea rne r as crucial, since
these sam e in'teractions will
sha pe yo un g children's talk,
an d ultimately co nst ruc t
their processes of cognition
. In relation to this stu dy , the
the ory offers a str on g
theoretical justification for the
investigation of teacher-stude
nt talk. If, as Vygotsky
argues, social relations between
~dividuals un de rlie hig
her cognitive thinking, the n
talk between teacher an d stu
de nts is of major significance
in de ter mi nin g the na tur e
and sha pin g of wh at will lat
er become stu de nts ' inn er thi
nking. Th us we wo uld
expect tha t differences in
teachers' int era cti on al styles
wi th stu de nts an d the
patterns of classroom talk the
y set up , mi gh t influence stu
de nts ' lat er int ram en tal
functioning differentially. If
this is the case, educators ne
ed to consider ho w far the
interactions in wh ich stu de nts
are involved are likely to co
nst rai n or ex ten d the ir
intellectual potential. Young
argues tha t wh ere classrooms
are no t characterised by
the kinds of interactions which
encourage enquiry, students
are likely to acquire only
a highly context-specific kn
ow led ge (Young 1992), an d
tha t wh en teachers are
concerned solely wi th the tra
nsmission of items of kn ow
led ge to stu de nts , the y
de pri ve the lea rne r of the
op po rtu nit y of po sin g the ir
ow n va lid ity qu est ion s,
constraining the learner instea
d to res po nd ing wi thi n the tea
cher's epistemological
frame of reference, an d on the
basis of the teacher's authority
, "sowing the see ds of
perhaps lifelong habits of aqu
iescence to authority" (Young
, 1992, p. 48). The forms
of thinking an d literacy tha t
are encouraged in school ant
icipate the forms of civic
participation tha t stu de nts wi
ll eventually un de rta ke (Cum
mins 1996). In a mo re
constraining typ e of teaching
context, stu de nts also get no
sense of the dia log ue
between the members of the
specialist community thr ou gh
wh ich the discipline ha s
grown, be en revised an d de
veloped (Rosen 1986). As Ed
wa rds an d Mercer assert,
"it is essentially in the discou
rse between teacher an d pu pil
s tha t education is done,
or fails to be done" (Edward
s an d Mercer 1987, p. 101).
If ed uc ato rs wi sh for differ
ent sorts of educational outco
mes from those wh ich
Young, Cum.mins, Ed wa rds an
d Mercer are critiquing, that is,
if stu de nts are to lea rn
to analyse an d explain experi
ence, solve problems an d dev
elop an d challenge ideas,
then Vygotskian theory wo uld
suggest that wh at is ne ed ed
is a critical examination
of ho w far the discourse of the
classroom, an d in particular
the interactions be tw een
teacher an d stu de nts , is lik
ely to develop these mo de s
of thinking. We ne ed to
discover in wh at wa ys a tea
cher's regulation of a classr
oom can be more tha n "a
means of control" to become
"a bu ild ing block for the chi
ld" (Foley 1991, p.19).
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Some of the ways· in which the teachers in this study
prov ided such 'build ing
blocks', referred to later as 'scaffolding', is explored in Chap
ter 6.
The third theme from Vygotsky's work is the notion of medi

ation, his assertion that
human activities and huma n mental functioning are medi
ated and facilitate4 by
'tools', that is, cultu ral practices and artefacts. Artefacts
include tools such as
writing instruments, clocks, wheels and levers, and symb
olic signs or mode s of
representation such as mathematical systems, diagrams, musi
cal notation or writing
systems. He argues that the cultural legacy of a society
is expressed throu gh the
tools that have been developed to aid in the social activities
in whic h people take
part. Individuals learn to think by using these mediating
tools, the most significant
and extensive of which is natural language, (of which the langu
age of the school is a
unique and institutional example). Thus language functions
not only as a mediator
of social activity by enab ling participants to plan, coord
inate and review their
actions, but is also the tool that mediates the related mental
activities in the internal
discourse of inner speech (Vygotsky 1978).
Mercer interprets the role of language Within a Vygotskian
persp

ective thus:

Language is ... our essential cultural tool - we use it to share
experience
and so to collectively, jointly, make sense of it ... Language
is therefore
not just a mean s by whic h indiv idual s can form ulate
ideas and
communicate them, it is also a means for people to think
and learn
together ... Although it is useful to describe language as havin
g these two
functions, its cultural function (communicating) and its psych
ological one
(thinking) are not really separate.
(Mercer 1995, p. 4)
It is this aspect of Vygotsky's work, the notion of cultu
ral mediation, that Cole and

Wertsch (1996) argue constitutes the greatest distinction
between Vygotsky and
Piaget (virtu al semi nar), and thus, by extension, betw
een the two relat ed
educational approaches. The most often presented distin
ction between the two
theories is the indiv idual /soci al distinction, yet, as Cole
and Wertsch point out,
Piaget did not deny the role of the social world in the deve
lopment of the individual
intellect, and nor did Vygotsky ignore the centrality of
the active construction of
knowledge.
The major difference between the two theorists lies in the
fact that for Vygotsky the
social worl d has primacy over the individual, since socie
ty is the beare r of the
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cultural heritage with out whic h mind cann ot deve
lop. Cole and Wertsch sugg est
that there is no coun terpa rt in Piaget to this focus
on the impo rtanc e of cultu ral
artefacts in hum an men tal proc esses . Rela ted
to this is the role of social
trans miss ion in deve lopm ent with in the two
acco unts . For Piag et, socia l
transmission influences prim arily the 'content' of
know ledg e, for Vyg otsky it
constructs the very natu re of the thinking process. Agai
n this poin ts to the centrality
of student-teacher interaction in the classroom, and
to the central concerns of this
study.
Drawing on the exam ple of a practical appr entic eship
, Vygotsky argu es that a
learner learns throu gh the joint participation with an
'expert' how to use material
tools to create a concrete artefact. Central to this view
of learn ing as a mod e of
apprenticeship is Vygotsky's notion of the "zone of
proximal development" (ZPD),
which refers to a 'cognitive gap' whic h exists betw
een wha t an indiv idua l can do
alone and wha t they can do jointly and in coordination
with a more skilled expert,
"the distance between the actual developmental level
as deter mine d by inde pend ent
problem solving and the level of potential deve lopm
ent as dete rmin ed thro ugh
problem solving unde r adul t guidance or in collabora
tion with more able peers"
(Vygotsky 1978, p. 86). Successful coordination with
the· partn er leads to the novice
reaching beyo nd wha t they are curre ntly able to achie
ve alone, to ente r into new
situations, to participate in new tasks, to learn new
skills, or, as is the focus of this
thesis, to learn new ways of using language. Bruner sugg
ests that the ZPD "has to do
with the man ner in whic h we arrange the environment
such that the child can reach
higher or more abstract grou nd from which to reflect,
grou nd on which he is enabled
to be more conscious", a view of the ZPD which has
clear implications for teaching
(Bruner 1985, p. 24). Within the SLA area, related
notions to that of the zone of
proximal deve lopm ent have also been suggested,
for example, Krashen's "inp ut
hypothesis" and the notio n of 1+1 (I<rashen 1985), Prab
hu's "reasonable challenge"
(Prabhu 1987) and Swain's "pushed language" (Swain
1985).
The process of learning in coordination with a more

skilled individual unde rpins an
often quot ed Vygotskian maxim: that wha t a child
can do toda y in cooperation,
tomorrow they will be able to do on their own (Vyg
otsky 1962). Vygotsky argu es
that "the only 'good learning' is that which is in adva
nce of development" (Vygotsky
1978, p. 89). The idea that education leads deve lopm
ent is a significant one in the
pedagogical context, and one whic h problematises
the idea of 'deve lopm ental ly
appr opria te practice'. As discu ssed earlier, curre
ntly this is often defin ed in
Piagetian term s by wha t the learn er is able to do
inde pend ently , whic h may
encourage some teachers to wait until a particular beha
viour or skill emerges before
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planning specific activities to encourage it (Bod
rova and Leong 1996). While some
perspectives on education, such as hierarchical
mastery-learning programs, suggest
that a well-designed task is one which a stud
ent shou ld be able to complete with
minimal or no intervention, Vygotskian theory
suggests that it is only when teacher
supp ort is needed, that learning will take plac
e, since we can then infer that the
learner is wor king with in their zon e of prox
imal dev elop men t (Mercer ·1994).
Chapter 6 focuses on the nature of that supp
ort, defined as scaffolding. The ZPD
has both theoretical and practical implica
tions for education. The theoretical
significance lies in the fact that it represen
ts a way of con cept uali sing the
teaching/learning relationship. The pedagog
ical significance lies in the fact that it
represents the potential for a student's intramen
tal development which is created by
the intermental interaction that takes place as
the learner and teacher cooperate on
the task. The theory therefore has room for
teachers as well as learners, since a
learner's achievement can never be seen as sole
ly the result of their innate ability, but
as a measure of the natu re and success of
the interaction between teacher and
student. This has considerable implications for
the teaching of minority students,
which is discussed further later in this chapter,
and for the role of the teacher, which
is explored in Chapter 6.
Wells argues that as apprentices learn to use
material tools to construct an artefact,
so too do children, through social interaction with
others who are more skilled, learn
to use "the language toolkit", the genres of the
culture, in orde r to achieve specific
social purposes (Wells 1996). These cultural tools
, manifested through interaction in
the case of language learning, will later be
app ropr iate d by the indi vidu al to
construct the psychological tools for intramen
tal activity. In the school context:
... spoken discourse has an essential role to play
in mediating the pupil's
apprenticeship into a discipline, both as a med
ium in which to respond
to and prep are for wor k on written texts, and
... as an opp ortu nity for
'talking their way in' to ways of making sens
e of new information ... in
forms that, with the assistance prov ided
by the teacher, grad uall y
incorporate the essential features of the disc
ourse of the part icul ar
discipline.
(Wells 1992, p. 291)
Similarly it has been argued that the technicality
and abstraction that are integral to
the specific subject discourses of school should
be seen as "tools", through which the
subjects can be explored and understood (Ma
rtin 1989; Martin et al 1987). The
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data in the current study illustrate some of the ways in which teachers begin to
introduce students to the technicality and abstractions of the science curriculum.
At first sight Vygotsky's theories appear to emphasise cultural reproduction at the
expense of cultural challenge and change, a criticism which has also been levelled at
some of the educational initiatives that have grown out of genre theory. Howeve r
Vygotsky argues that the inclusion of tools in action does not simply facilitate
action but transforms it in a fundamental way, just as a technical tool might impact
on the form of labour operations (Vygotsky 1981). Bruner argues along similar lines
that language is "not only the medium of exchange [in teaching] but the instrum ent
the learner can use himself in bringing order into the environment". He adds:
Much of growth starts out by our turning around on our own traces and
recoding in new forms, with the aid of adult tutors, what we have been
seeing or doing, then going on to new modes of organisation with the new

products that have been formed by these recodings.
(Bruner 1966, cited in Barnes 1992, p. 123, my italics)
The data discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 illustrate how the process described by
Bruner occurred in the two classrooms studied.
While it is true that one function of a text is to enable a listener to reconstruct the
speaker's intende d meaning, it also provide s opportu nity for generat ing new
meaning (Wells 1992). Addressing this issue, Wertsch and Toma (1991) propose an
extension of the Vygotskian framework drawn from the work of Lotman (1988),
which argues for a recognition of the dual function of texts: the univocal function
which focuses on conveying meaning, (referred to earlier as the 'conduit' view of
communication), and the dialogic function which is concerned with how new
meanings are generated. The dialogic nature of texts suggests that "a text ceases to
be a passive link in conveying some constant information between input (sender)
and output (receiver)" (Lotman 1988, p. 41). Whereas the univocal view of text sees
a difference between the sender's message input and the receiver's message reception
as a defect in the channel of communication, a dialogic view would see such a
difference as "the very essence of a text's function as a 'thinking device"' (Lotman
1988, p. 41). Within this view, change, creativity and diversification are of the
essence of interaction (Wells 1995). A dialogic perspective assumes that voices, the
perspectives of others, come into contact with each other through dialogue and that
through this contact there is opportu nity for the interactants to treat each other's
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contribut ions as 'thinking devices', by, for example, extendin g, explorin g or
critiquing them. In the classroom:
it is reasonable to expect that when the dialogic function is dominan t ...
pupils will treat the utterances of others as thinking devices. Instead of
accepting them as information to be received, encoded and stored, they
will take an active stance toward them by questioning and extendin g
them, by incorpor ating them into their own external and internal
utterances and so forth. When the univocal function is dominan t, the
opposite can reasonably be expected to be the case.
(Wertsch and Toma 1991, p. 13)
While both univocal and dialogic functions of text exist, Lotman argues that one or
other tends to dominate in particula r areas of activity. It can be argued that for
many years it has been the univocal function of texts, rather than their function as a
thinking device, which has dominate d much western educatio nal practice. In a
classroom where the univocal function of texts dominat es there are few
opportun ities for students to question incoming curriculu m knowled ge (Young
1994). Tharp and Gallimore (1988) argue that the predomin antly univocal function
of text in classrooms now needs to be balanced, with more weight being given to the
dialogic function. Recently this balance has begun to be rectified, with increasing
recognition of the dialogic function of spoken discourse, and its role as a mediating
tool for learning and for the developm ent of cognition, reasonin g and critical
thinking, (see, for example, the work of the National Oracy Project in the UK
described in Norman 1992). With this recognition has come a challenge to univocal
transmission-based views of language and knowledge from many educatio nists
who, though their primary concerns may be different, argue in common from the
perspective of a more dialogic and discursive approach to classroom discourse (see,
for example, Edwards and Mercer 1987; Lemke 1990a; Walsh 1991; Young 1992;
Wells 1992; Corson 1993; Stierer and Maybin 1994; Edwards and Westgate 1994;
Mercer 1995; Cummin s 1996; Webster et al1996).

A constructivist and neo-Vygotskian approach to pedagogy:
some implications for teaching and learning
Construc tivist or neo-Vygotskian approach es to pedagog y view teaching and
learning as socially mediated activity (Wood 1988; Bruner 1986), reflectin g
Vygotsky's claim that "human learning presupposes a specific social nature and a
process by which children grow into the intellectual life of those around them"
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(Vygotsky 1978, p. 88). Knowledge is seen as jointly constructed through discourse
to become shared "common knowledge" (Edwards and Mercer 1987; Mercer 1995),
and learning is viewed as an interactive and communicative activity (Webster et al.
1996). As discussed in the previous section, Vygotsky argues that the cultural
legacy of a society is expressed and mediated through the tools that have been
developed to aid in the social activities in which people take part, the most
significant tool being language. Within one social institution, that of the school, this
cultural legacy includes the cognitive understandin gs and discourse of the
disciplines that make up the curriculum. The nature of social activity is constrained
and defined by the social practices of the cultural institution; thus in school,
children's learning is based on the mastery of the language, behaviour, attitudes and
thought as defined by the social practices of the school. Teaching and learning can
be interpreted therefore as the cognitive and linguistic socialisation of students;
education involves the process of initiation of students by their teachers into the
common knowledge which comprises educational discourse (Edwards and Mercer
1987; Stierer and Maybin 1994; Mercer 1995; Webster et al 1996), (although, as
earlier discussion has suggested, this is not incompatible with the notion of also
transforming social practices). ·
Neo-Vygotskian approaches to education, or socio-constructivism as a pedagogical
theory, are characterised by three notions drawn or inferred from socio-cultural and
Vygotskian theory (Mercer 1994; Webster et al 1996): the zone of proximal
development, scaffolding and appropriation. Webster et al also discuss the related
notions of mediation and contingency. These five constructs are briefly discussed
here, and together provide some of the tools for the analysis of discourse in Chapter
6, where their realisations in classroom discourse provide for further discussion and
theorisation.
The zone of proximal development
As discussed earlier, the notion of the zone of proximal development is central to a

neo-Vygotskian or constructivist view of learning, and refers to the cognitive gap
between what an individual can do alone and what they can achieve jointly with
the help of someone more skilled. It provides a distinctly different perspective from
that provided by Piaget, and has considerable implications for the role of the
teacher and the nature of the teaching/learning relationship. Bruner explains the
'expert's role as "serving the learner as a vicarious form of consciousness until such time
as the learner is able to master his own action through his own consciousness and
control" (Bruner 1985, p. 24, my italics). It should be reiterated at this point that the
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zone of proximal develo pment is not an attribute of the individ ual learner,
in the
way, for example, that IQ is assume d to be, rather it is the produc t of a particu
lar
situated task, an attribute of the.event. What·the learner may need maxim um
help
with today may require minim um help later: develo pment involves a series
of
constantly changing zones.
One implic ation of the socially situate d nature of the ZPD for pedago gically
relevant educational research, is that the processes of learning and teaching should
also be examined as they are manifested in these events. The paradi gm for
such
research is not to be found in the quantitative experimental work of psychology
but
within qualitative, ethnographic analysis of classrooms, approaches which are
also
more congruent with the emphasis on the social, cultural and linguistic factors found
in Vygotsky's work (Mercer 1994). This issue is taken up further in Chapte r 3,
in the
discussion of the methodology used in this study.
Scaffolding
Closely allied to the constru ct of ~e ZPD is the notion of scaffolding, a
term
originally used by Wood, Bruner and Ross (1976) in their examination of parent
tutorin g in the early years. Bruner describes scaffolding as "the steps taken
to
reduce the degrees of freedo m in carrying out some tasks so that the child
can
concentrate on the difficult skill she is in the process of acquiring" (Bruner 1978,
p.
19). In the classro om it portray s the "temporary, but essential, nature of
the
mentor's assistance" in helping learners "move towards new skills, concepts or
levels
of understanding" (Maybin et al1992, p. 186). There are, howev er, distinctions
to
be made betwee n what counts as scaffolding and what is simply 'help' (Mayb
in et
al 1992; Mercer 1994; Webster et al 1996). These issues are discussed further
in
Chapter 6.
Contingency
A fundamental factor in effective scaffolding is the notion of contingency. Van
Lier
claims that "it lies at the core of the Vygotskian socio-cognitive interface" (van
Lier
1996, p. 169). Contingency is characterised by how well an adult judges the
need
and quality of assistance required by the learner, and relates to the way in which
the amoun t of help is paced on the basis of moment-to momen t unders tanding
, so
that within the classroom, teachers will allow room for learner initiative as a
new
task is graspe d, but will provid e interve ntion when learner s begin to falter.
Contingency emphasises the importance of teaching strategies being based on
and
responsive to learners' curren t understandings. The sensitivity and skill involve
d in
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respo nding conti ngent ly to stude nts has been seen as the
defin ing quali ty of
effective teaching. Webster et al suggest contingency is "arguably
the most impo rtant
quali ty for teach ers to have in enabl ing child ren to take
contr ol of their own
learning" (Webster et al. 1996, p. 151). Van Lier suggests that
"even thoug h it does
not show up in lesson plans or syllabuses, this local or interactiona
l scaffolding may
well be the drivin g force behin d good pedagogy, the hallm ark
of a good teacher"
(van Lier 1996, p. 199). Wells refers to it as "the craft of teach
ing" (Wells 1996, p.
84). The impo rtance of contin gent responses is discussed furthe
r in Part 2 of this
chapt er in relati on to second langu age learni ng and to the
role of collab orativ e
meaning making in language development.
It is perha ps a limitation of the concept to think of contingency

solely in terms of the
moment-to-moment suppo rt given by a teacher. Webster et al argue
that contingency
depen ds broad ly on two factors:
One is the adult' s image or idea of the probl em to be tackled:
the theor y
of the task. The second is the teacher's image of the children,
their prior
knowledge, experience and capabilities: the theor y of the learne
r. These
two image s or theor ies influe nce how the adult sets up
activi ties,
resou rces and expec tation s, and how learn ing trans actio
ns are
conducted. In other. word s, these images determ ine how succe
ssful the
teacher's scaffolding will be.
(Webster et al 1996, p. 73)
Taking into account these two factors, the notion of contingency
encapsulates longterm plann ing too, since this involves the way in which teach
ers plan the teaching
progr am and desig n activities tailor ed both to the needs
of the group and the
dema nds of the school curriculum (Gibbons 1991).
Here again it is possible to make a furthe r distinction betwe
en progr essive and
const ructiv ist appro aches . Progr essive appro aches are chara
cteris ed, at least
theoretically, by the significance of the teaching 'moment' with
indiv idual stude nts.
What is foreg round ed is contingency in the sense of the hereand-now, and little is
said about how this migh t relate to prepl annin g by the teache
r. Indee d it is claimed
that "tradi tional appro aches to progr ammi ng - prepl annin
g a comm on set of
learning tasks or activ ities- becomes a logical impossibility",
on the groun ds, for
example, that "it is naive to think ... that all learners will need
a demo nstrat ion on
the same day at the same time of how full stops are used" (Cam
bourn e 1988, p. 63).
While Camb ourne makes it clear he does not mean that young
learners are entirely
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responsible for their own learning, he does argue that students' literacy development
is facilitated if the conditions in which children learn to speak are simulated in the

classroom, and these conditions do not of course include deliberate planning on the
part of the child's caregivers. In contrast, in this study, teachers gave considerable
thought to long-term planning (see Chapter 3 for a brief description of the classroom
·programs).
In relating moment-to-m oment contingency to broader levels of planning, Wells'
distinction between the macro and micro-levels of teaching is useful here (Wells
1996). The macro-level is based on the teacher's knowledge of students' interests

and current levels of participation and their expectations of the semiotic resources
which students will need to draw on in the curriculum units in which they will be
involved. Thus it corresponds, in Webster's terms, with the theory of the learner and
the theory of the task and with the 'needs and demands' model proposed by
Gibbons (1991). The micro level can be characterised in terms of response, where
having set up the context the teacher acts to assist students as this is needed. It is
at this micro level of teaching where teachers are most likely to be operationalising
the notion of working in a zone of proximal development, but ensuring that this is
likely to occur is a central part of the planning that Wells refers to as the macro-level
of teaching. It is the micro-level however which is the main focus of this study, "the
moment-by-moment eo-construction of meaning, in the sequences and episodes of
discourse" (Wells 1996, p. 84). It is perhaps through the use that teachers make of
opportunities for responsive follow-up to students' contributions that they are most
able to effectively facilitate students' entry into the new ways of meaning
characterised by school learning.
The notion of contingency in relation to classroom interactions is further analysed
and theorised throughout this study.
Appropriatio n
The term appropriation was proposed by Leont'ev {1981) to describe how the
objects in the child's world, and his or her ideas and language use, have their origins
in the child's social and cultural history. Children appropriate the ideas,
understandin gs, attitudes and discourse of those with whom they share a social
and cultural context. Bakhtin (1981) likewise suggests that we take on and
reproduce other people's voices through using their words in our own speech or
through the use of reported speech; as Maybin expresses it "we learn words not
from dictionaries but from people's mouths, and these words are always
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overpopulated with the meanings of others" (Maybin 1994, p. 132). Maybin's study
of children's conversations illustrates how they report and take on other people's
voices. She concludes:
individual thought processes ... involve the taking on of voices which
provide responses to voices heard in previous conversations, and which
call up particular relationships and contexts.
(Maybin 1994, p. 146)
The dialogues we have taken part in, and those we might have with people, "feed
into our internal thought processes", a process closely resembling Vygotsky's notion
of inner speech.
In the school context, children appropriate ideas and concepts from their teachers

via the spoken and written discourse in which they are engaged. Newman, Griffin
and Cole (1989) extend the notion of appropriation by pointing to its reciprocal
nature. In their interactions with students, teachers also appropriate ideas from
their students, by taking up an utterance, modifying it to more closely fit the
educational discourse in which they are engaged, and returning it to the ongoing
discourse in its recontextualised form, thereby "offering children a recontextualised
version of their own activities which implicitly carries with it new cultural meanings"
(Mercer 1994, p. 105). A teacher's ability to pick up on students' ideas and
responses, and adjust their teaching accordingly, is an important factor in
contingency (Webster et al. 1996). It can also be argued that in the context of the
classroom appropriatio n is not truly reciprocal. Students and teachers have
differing amounts of control over what ultimately gets recontextualised into the
academic discourse and students do not have the same responsibility, nor an equal
entitlement, to recontextualise into the ongoing discourse anything that is said by
the teacher. Nevertheless, the notion of reciprocal appropriation is a useful one to
characterise what many skilled teachers do intuitively, that is, to draw into the
discourse aspects of students' meanings, for the purpose of moving towards their
own educational objectives. The discourse which is eo-constructed in this way bears
'traces' of students' meanings while in the process of becoming the authoritative
discourse of the subject. Chapters 5 and 6 draw on the notion of appropriation and
explore further how it is realised through the discourse.
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Media tion
The concep t of mediat ion is multi-layered, and can broadl y be charac terised
as
occurr ing in contex ts charac terised by difference, difficu lty or social distanc
e
(Baynham, forthcoming): a lawyer, for example, acts as a 'go-between' in mediat
ing
between a client's account of an event and the language principles and categor
ies of
the legal world require d in court (see for example Maley, Candli n, Crichto
n and
Kostler 1995). Vygotsky writes of tools mediat ing activity, the most versati
le and
extensive tool being language. Wells (undat ed paper) argues for the mediat ing
role
of the act of writing in knowle dge building. In the context of the school, discou
rse
can be viewed as a mediat ing tool between the curren t levels of learners' knowle
dge
and the broade r knowle dge of the community of scholars into which they are
being
appren ticed. In Chapte r 6 it is argued that teaching itself can be viewed
as a
process of mediation. In the knowledge and linguistic asymm etry betwee n teacher
and studen ts, often charac terised by social distanc e or linguis tic or concep
tual
differences, the teacher's role involves the buildin g of linguistic bridge s to span
the
'yawni ng gap' to which Barnes (1976) refers. Mediat ion in this sense involv
es a
linguistic process in which studen ts' contributions to the discourse of the classro
om
are progressively transformed into the specialist discourse of the school curricu
lum.
In the process of formal education, teachers mediate betwee n the curren t linguis
tic
levels and the 'commonsense' understandings of their studen ts, and the educat
ional
discourse and specialist unders tandin gs of the subject disciplines. In the shorter
term, each lesson is a process of mediation, with the teacher mediating, throug
h the
scaffolds she provid es, the new educational knowle dge which the studen ts
are in
the process of developing. This notion of the teacher as a 'media tor' is therefo
re
closely allied to an unders tandin g of their 'expert' role as guide in the learnin
g
partnership discussed earlier in this section, and is taken up further in Chapte
r 6.
To conclu de this section , the opport unities presen ted by these aspect
s of
Vygotskian theory for theorising pedago gy will be considered, and some directio
ns
in which further developments need to occur will be suggested.
Theoretical implic ations of a neo-Vygotskian approa ch
First, a neo-Vygotskian approa ch appear s to be theoretically better equipp
ed to
develop the kinds of reason ed thinking that much educat ional rhetoric suppor
ts.
Once again the point of difference with progre ssive approa ches needs
to be
considered. The notion of 'construction' in progressive approa ches is allied
to the
psychological view that the learner 'constructs' their own knowle dge throug
h their
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interaction with the environment: in Piagetian terms, the learner is described as the
'architect' of their own understanding. Constructivism in the sense in which I am
using it here, (to refer to neo-Vygotskian approaches) is founded on what earlier
discuss ion has shown to be a very differen t view of learning . Knowle dge
construction in a neo-Vygotskian approach implies the presence of two 'archi~ects',
the teacher and the learner, in a collaborative learning partner ship. We would
therefore expect the difference between the two approaches to be evident in teacherstudent interactions, and in particular in the way that teachers choose to respond to
students. It is in what counts as an 'effective' response that the differences between
the two approaches are perhaps most evident. Like progressive approaches, neoVygotskian approaches view what the learner already knows or can do as a starting
point for teaching: this is inherent in the notion of the ZPD. Thus the kind of handson activities that often characterise progressive approaches are not incompatible
with neo-Vygotskian approaches. Where the approaches differ at the theoretical
level is the role that the teacher plays in this learning and the degree to which the
function of personal learning is made explicit. As discussed earlier, progressive
methods stress the value of allowing children to work things out for themselves, to
learn by doing. Neo-Vy gotskia n constru ctivist approac hes, howeve r, place
interactions between teacher and students at the heart of the learning process.
One of the dangers of seeing learning as essentially about personal experience and
activity, is that underst anding can remain at the level of the specific example and
procedure, rather than forming the basis of more princip led underst andings
(Edwards and Mercer 1987). In this example, where a young student is explaining
how she gets good marks for mathematics, procedural knowledge has become ritual
and replaces an understanding of underlying principles:
I know what to do by looking at the examples. If there are only two
numbers I subtract. If there are lots of numbers I add. If there are just two
numbers and one is smaller than the other it is a hard problem. I divide it
to see if it comes out even and if it doesn't I multiply.
(Taba and Elzey 1964, cited in Edward s and Mercer 1987, p. 95)
Principled knowle dge on the other hand is "essentially explana tory, oriented
towards an underst anding of how procedures and processes work, of why certain
conclusions are necessary or valid, rather than being arbitrary things to say because
they please the teacher" (Edwards and Mercer 1987, p. 97). A neo-Vygotskian
approach may have been more successful in helping the mathem atics student
develop an underst anding of the principles underly ing the procedu res she had
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ritualised , because through dialogue between teacher and learner, different
interpretations can be brought into the open, the basis for a student's beliefs can be
explored and reasons can be made explicit. Dialogue provides evidence for the
teacher to find out the learner's current understa ndings and prior knowledge, an
essential aspect of the ZPD, and of effective and continge nt scaffolding. One
function of the dialogic approach is to build the principled understa nding to which
Edwards and Mercer refer. Through interaction with students teachers can tap into
their world view, and provide contingent support where students need help in
modifYing, changing or challenging their thinking. Although it cannot of course be
claimed that such dialogue does not occur within the other pedagogical orientations
discussed, it can be argued that neither transmission not progressive approaches are
as theoretically well-equipped to address the development of principled learning.
A second area of potential for neo-Vygotskian theory is related to the somewha t
schizophrenic approach to teaching and learning which has characterised the way in
which western educationists have tended to treat pedagogy. Theories of learning
and studies of teaching method are often seen as quite separate entities, and
pedagogical theory has tended to foreground one or the other: transmission-based
approaches focus primarily on teaching, and progressive on learning. A model of the
learning process is still to be developed "which can accommodate the teacher as
active participa nt, as opposed ; for example, to a custodia n of stimulat ing
environments" and which "offers an alternative to the tired debate about 'traditional
versus progressive' pedagogies" (Maybin et al, p. 187). It is significant that the
Russian word obuchenyie refers to both teaching and learning. A socio-cultural
theory of pedagog y offers a more unified view of teaching and learning, in that it
describes active roles for both learner and teacher within the kind of learning
partnership theorised by Vygotsky. Teaching and learning is construed as "a social
enterprise which draws on the immediate resources of the participants" (Webster et
al, 1996, p. 42), that is, the resources of both participants. This study explores how
the expertise of the teacher and the resources of the learner can be brought together
for the purposes of language development.
The theory also encompasses an inherent and problematic characteristic of the
reality of the classroom, that is, the generally asymmetrical distribut ion of power
and knowled ge that exists between the participa nts. One response to how
pedagogy should handle the existence of the asymmetrical relationship in general, is
again to foreground the active and interrelated nature of the roles of teacher and
student, or, as Bruner argues, "to treat the zone of proximal development in terms of
its general conception as the structure of joint activity" (Bruner 1985, p. 155). The
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nature of the partners hip described by Vygotsky and referred to here by Bruner,
addresses and theorises the asymmetrical relationship, indeed depend s on it, in a
way that fosters rather than hinders learning (Edwards and Mercer 1987; Stierer
and Maybin 1994).
A neo-Vygotskian_ approac h is also significant in representing a move away from
the notion of learners as lone organisms who succeed or fail on their own resources,
(such as their innate cognitive abilities and home backgrounds), towards a view of
learnin g as a situated , cultura lly context ualised process where learner s'
achievements or failures are at least in part due to the strength of the cultural and
linguistic frameworks in which learning is embedd ed (Mercer 1994). Educational
successes or failures must therefore be viewed as depending in part on the quality of
the contributions of others, and this positions the learner very differently from the
way they are positioned by psychologically-oriented pedagogical models. As Part 3
of this chapter will suggest, neo-Vygotskian approaches are congrue nt with the
views of those working in minority education who seek to avoid blaming the victim'.
There are a number of questions raised by this discussion, some of which this study
seeks to address. First, although in their present state of development, the construct
of the ZPD, and the notions of scaffolding, contingency, appropr iation and
mediation offer valuable insights into the nature of teaching and learning (Mercer
1994), they have yet to be thoroughly examined in the classroom context (Webster
et al1996). This study seeks to contribute to such an examination. More broadly, at
the present time a coherent theory of teaching and learning as social practice has
still to emerge (Mercer 1994). The theoretical framework present ed in Vygotsky's
work needs to be pushed further to take account of how the ideas which stem from
it can be applied to a large group context, and educationists have yet to directly
apply many of the ideas to the classroom (Mercer, 1994; Webster et al 1996), and
to illustrate and extend them with reference to the ways in which adults respond to
children in busy school contexts (Webster et al 1996). Again the study seeks to
provide such an illustration. One way in which this can be done is through the
analysis of instances of classroom practices, in particul ar the micro-interactions
between teachers and student s, which, when theorised, will offer insights into the
development of a theory of teaching and learning as social practice. The study seeks
to develop some such insights by focusing on the micro-interactions between teacher
and learner.
As it stands, neo-Vygotskian theory is a powerful tool in helping educationists and

researchers to interpret actual classroom processes, and to explain the processes of
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teaching and learning as researchers view them. Edwar ds and Mercer (1987)
and
Stierer and Maybin (1994) have illustrated throug h detailed analyses of transcr
ipts
how teachers and learners together reach common unders tandin gs, and how
the
process of education can be viewed as a process of cognitive socialisation throug
h
langua ge. Howev er an educat ionally relevan t theory should not only enable
researchers to describe what they see, but also to evaluate and model the proces
ses
of teaching and learning, and ultimately to make some contribution to the debate
about what constit utes 'effective' practice. In the analys es of instant iations
of
practice, which, it has been argued, are necessary to help develop the theory, might
also lie insights into new possibilities. It has been argued that the univocal functio
n
of texts has domin ated wester n teachin g practic es for too long, and
that
pedagogical theory needs now to take a greater account of the dialogic function.
It is
within instances of teacher-student interactions that models may be found of
how
such discursive approaches might be represented in practice. Such instances may
be
rare, but:
better practice, practice which is better than commo n practice, is rare,
almost by definition, but at any given level of development, it is to the
higher but still infrequent levels of practice that we must look.
(Young 1992, p. 122)
Perhaps it is these infrequ ent practices which will point the way to what can
be:
what might be possible can be surmised from what is actual.
In summa rising the ideas that have been discussed in this section, three
major
principles can be foregro unded (Wells 1992). The first is that knowle dge is
not a
commo dity existin g indepe ndentl y of particu lar knowers. The second is
that
although knowle dge becomes an individ ual resource, the process of knowle
dge
construction is social and cultural in nature. The third is that problem-solving
and
learning is mediat ed by cultura l artefacts and practices, the most import ant
of
which is discourse. It has been suggested that this theory, if followed throug h
to its
logical conclusions, "is likely to bring about a revolution in classroom practic
e"
(Wells 1992, p. 286).
It remains the task for researchers and innovative teachers to sugges t what
that

classroom practice might look like, and how its pedagogy is to be theorised.
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PART 2:

Connections Across Discourses: towards a theory of practice
PERSPECTIVES FROM SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION
RESEARCH

Introduction
Part 2 considers the possible directions for teaching which are offered by Second
Language Acquisition2 (SLA) research. In addressing this question, it is necessary
first to consider briefly the relationship between SLA theory and pedagogical
practice.
Nunan points out that many second language researchers are "cautious about
deriving pedagogical implications from their research" (Nunan 1991, p. 2). Some
researchers feel that research to date does not provide an adequate enough
description of what happens in the acquisition process, or an explanation of how.
More important, there is as yet no generally agreed theory of SLA, although there is
a myriad of models, frameworks and principles (Breen 1985; Long 1993; Gregg
1993; Ellis 1994; Lantolf 1996; Block 1996)3. From this range of theories it appears
unlikely that a single theory can explain the acquisitional process and more likely
that it is a consequence of a number of factors.
More relevant for this study, many theories make no specific comments about
classroom learning, either as relevant data or as relevant application. Perhaps what
underlies this reluctance to apply theory to practice is not only the lack of a
commonly agreed theory, but also the extent to which SLA research has largely
taken place in sites which are not themselves genuine classrooms, and the extent to
which the research approach has been quantitative and experimental rather than
qualitative and descriptive. Lantolf for example writes of the "commitment to the
rationalist epistemology and ... the positivist legacy that continues to pervade SLA
studies" (1996, p. 74). Clarke argues that research in language acquisition
"contributes only a narrow range of insights to L2 teachers, primarily because the
classroom, which is the primary venue for SLA, is explicitly excluded from
consideration" (Clarke 1994, p. 15). This is reflected in a survey of fifty studies on
second language acquisition, where it was found that only fifteen were actually
acquisition is discussed in the conclusions of this study, where it is argued that
the term development is more appropriate within a model of language learning which
foregrounds the social nature of the phenomenon. The term acquisition, however, is
retained at this point.
3 See also the special issue of Applied Linguistics in September 1993, edited by Alan
Beretta, which is devoted to theory construction in SLA.
2 The term
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carried out in authentic language classrooms (Nunan 1991). Twenty eight of the
studies were carried out in classrooms constituted for the purpose of research, and
the remaining seven were in a mixture of the two environments. In this situation it is
not unreasonable to argue that generalisations made in one context, an experimental
one, may not be directly applicable to the context of the authentic classroom.
The assumption underpinn ing many debates (not only those in the SLA area) on the
relationship between theory and pedagogic al practice is that theory informs
practice, a kind of temporal met~phor. There are a number of alternatives to this
view both of theory construction and of the uses of theory. The following chapter in
this study argues that practice itself can be theorised, and it is this view which has
governed the process of this research. Widdowson (1990a) suggests that because
the procedures involved in conducting research and in language teaching are not the
same, the direct application of theory and research to language pedagogy is
impossible. He argues instead for teacher education to take the form of discussion
of current pedagogical issues informed by generalities and principles drawn from
research. Ellis suggests that applying the results of SLA research means examining
aspects of language teaching to see how they might be made more relevant and
efficient by attending to what is known about how learners learn a language (Ellis
1987). He argues that SLA studies provide a body of knowledge which teachers can
use to reflect on and evaluate their own pedagogic principles, enabling them to
"examine critically the principles upon which the selection and organisatio n of
teaching have been based and also the methodological procedures they have chosen
to employ" (Ellis 1994, p. 4). He points out that SLA does not provide teachers
with recipes for successful practice, since there is no comprehensive theory of SLA.
Instead:
SLA research should be treated as providing teachers with 'insights'
which they can use to build their own explicit theory. It is on the basis of
this theory - not on the basis of SLA research itself or any theory it has
proposed - that teaching practice should proceed.
(Ellis 1994, p. 4, my italics)
Chapter 7 of this study examines sections of discourse and interprets these in
relation to what current SLA research suggests is significant in language learning.
Existing theory then offers a tool for providing a richer insight into the interpretation
of authentic classroom data, thus (in this study) allowing for further theorisation of
practice. From an SLA perspective this approach has additional value: the data has
the potential to illustrate how theory may get realised in practice, thus 'fleshing out'
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the bones of SLA theory. On the one hand, then, the relationship of SLA theory to
specific texts within the data is one of instantiation. The study however aims to do
more than simply flesh out SLA insights. The theory/pra xis nexus can be more
dynamic and interesting than this suggests: praxis itself can be theorised. This
theme is taken up in the following chapter.
This section of Chapter 2 seeks to determine the kinds of pedagogic practices, and
in particular discourse practices, which might be found in a classroom which is an
'acquisition rich' environment for language learning. It will draw on SLA research to
suggest what kind of classroom organisatio n and grouping patterns are most
pedagogically effective, and what overall patterns of classroom discourse and
characteristics of teacher talk might be expected to promote learning. While the SLA
field is large and its boundarie s not always clear (Ellis 1994), the review is
restricted to research which addresses these pedagogical issues. It includes both
research which is broadly psycholinguistic in orientation and research which takes a
more sociolinguistic orientation. The first tends to focus on the processes that
learners appear to use to make sense of and produce the new language. The
Chomskyan tradition has figured strongly in such research, and within this tradition
linguistic knowledge is separated from its use in social interaction, thus little or no
account is taken of the role of context. The second, research which takes a more
sociolingu istic orientation , focuses on the role of context, interaction and
socialisation in second language learning. Such research sees language, and language
learning, as shaping and being shaped by wider contexts of use. Earlier SLA
research largely focused on the former approach, and was aimed at developing
understand ing of the individual mental processes involved in language learning.
Later research, influenced largely by research in the social sciences, has included an
emphasis on the communicative and social aspects of language as one of the keys to
successful second language learning, suggesting that an understand ing of mental
processes alone is not sufficient to account for individual or group variations in
language learning outcomes. The position taken in this study is that a theory of
practice needs to include both the mental and the social-interactive aspects of
learning. Both are of relevance in exploring the notion of an 'acquisition-rich'
classroom. The primary focus in this study, however, is on the latter.
The first section of Part 2 of this chapter focuses on more theoretical issues of
second language acquisition research (that is, it does not address specifically
pedagogical issues). It considers in particular the significance to language acquisition
of input, of learner output, and of interaction. While some of this research was
carried out in classrooms, much of it is aimed primarily at contributin g to an
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underst anding of the SLA process itself. As such, howeve r, it carries importa nt
implica tions for pedago gy. The second section address es some more directly
pedagogical aspects of second languag e acquisition, such as class organis ation and
groupin g patterns , the construction of learning tasks, and the relation ship between
1anguage' and 'content' where the second language is the medium of education.

Aspects Of Second Language Acquisition
The Role of Input
It has been claimed that comprehensible input is the major factor in second languag

e
acquisition (Krashen 1981, 1982, 1985, 1988, 1989). Among the claims put forward
by Krashen in the input hypothe sis are the followin g. 'Acquis ition' occurs
subconsciously when learners are focusing on meanin g rather than accuracy, and
this subconscious 'acquisition', rather than conscious formal 'learning', is responsible
for successful languag e learning . 'Acquisition' is identical in all major ways to the
process by which children learn their first languag e, and there is a natural order of
acquisition through which learners progress as a result of compre hending the input
to which they are exposed (Dulay, Krashen and Burt 1982). The languag e teacher
does not need to explicitly teach the next structur e within the learner' s natural
sequence; if the input is underst ood, and there is enough of it, the necessa ry
gramma r is automa tically being provide d (Krashe n 1981). In addition to being
comprehensible, input must also contain structur es which are a little ahead of the
learner's current level of competence, which Krashen refers to as 'I plus 1'. Learners
need to be in environ ments in which they are not anxious, so that they are 'open' to
the input, and have many opportu nities to practice languag e in persona lly
rewardi ng situatio ns. In situatio ns of stress or anxiety, Krashen posits that the
learner's 'affective filter' will block the input from reaching the internal languag e
processor, which Chomsk y (1965, 1980) describes as a 'languag e acquisition device'.
The input will be compre hensible , even though it may contain as yet unacqu ired
grammar, with the support of extra-linguistic contextual clues (such as pictures), the
learner's knowledge of the world, and their previously acquired linguistic knowled ge
and familiarity with the subject matter. Oversimplification of gramma r on the other
hand may make languag e less compre hensible because it may remove importa nt
cues to meanin g, and inay not aid acquisit ion because it does not provide the
learner with I plus 1. Most relevant to the concerns of this study is the role of talk in
languag e develop ment. In Krashen 's view, speakin g is simply an outcom e of
learning, and not a contribu ting factor to learning (1982, 1985,1989). The current
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study challenges this view by demonstrating the significance of talk for learning and
language development.
I<rashen's claim for the input hypothesis as a theory of second language acquisition
(1985) has led to considerable debate among and challenge from other researchers,
most notably Gregg 1984, and in addition Swain 1985, 1995a; Sharwood Smith,
1986; White 1987; and Ellis 1991. In particular, Gregg points to Krashen's lack of
linguistic theory which he argues must be included in any valid theory of SLA, an
issue which is also addressed in this study. There is also the question of how a
direct relationship between input and acquisition can be shown. While a number of
studies suggest that there is a correlation between input and acquisition (see for
example Larsen-Freeman and Long 1991), there is little direct evidence that the
input .either causes or results in acquisition. White {1987) argues that it may be the
failure to understand input that sometimes leads to learning, since this may
encourage the learner to pay more attention to a target structure in order to more
effectively work out its meaning, a point which is later taken up in the discussion of
Swain's work on output. Faerch and Kasper (1986) argue similarly that it is only
when the learner perceives the gap between the input and their own interlanguage
(learner-language), that acquisition will take place. As Ellis (1994, p. 247) states, "it
is probably not 'raw' input but 'heeded' input that works for language acquisition".
Thus comprehensi ble input should be seen as playing a facilitative role in
acquisition, rather than being seen as sufficient in itself for acquisition to occur.
Related to the input hypothesis is the interaction hypothesis (Long 1981, 1983; Pica
1987). Long draws a distinction between comprehensi ble input as facilitating
learner comprehension, and comprehensib le input as causing second language
acquisition to occur. While accepting the notion of comprehensi ble input as
significant in language acquisition, he extends Krashen's notion of how it is
provided by focusing on the importance of two way interaction, (and hence
acknowledgi ng a role for learner output). A critical factor in the provision of
comprehensible input appears to be the interactional modifications which occur as a
result of communication breakdown (Long 1981; Pica 1987; Ellis 1991). Pica, Young
and Doughty (1987) also show that mutual understandin g can be reached when the
learner and interlocutor modify and restructure their contributions to the interaction
through clarification requests and confirmation checks. Their study demonstrates
how interactionally modified input, where the initial input was unmodified but
where learners were free to seek clarification from each other, led to a greater degree
of comprehension than input which had been premodified. Although their research
does not demonstrate a direct relationship between modified interaction and
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language gains, it does suggest that interactional modifications can maximise the
potential of comprehensible input for language acquisition. Later studies (Pica 1994;
Pica, Lincoln-Porter, Pasinos and Linnel 1996) also suggest that when learners
modify their interactions through negotiation, opportunities for language learning are
increased. This issue is explored further in the current study.
If comprehensible input is a necessary condition for SLA, then, its provision needs
to be seen in terms of the negotiation of mutual understanding rather than simply in

terms of simplified input. It is also likely that it is the quality rather than the
quantity of interactional modifications which is significant for comprehension. A
more important issue for pedagogic al purposes is perhaps not whether
comprehensible input is necessary, but what form it should take for acquisition to
occur (Ellis 1991).
While there may be only limited evidence to support the input/ interaction
hypothesis as a theoretical construct, it has strong face validity: most teachers
accept as commonsense the view that making learners understand what is said to
them will help them to learn the second language. Rather than abandonin g the
hypothesis, therefore, Ellis (1991) proposes that what is needed is a theoretical
account of how input which has been made comprehensible through interactional
modifications might result in second language acquisition. He proposes a three part
process to account for the process of language acquisition: noticing, comparison and
integration. 'Noticing' refers to the process by which learners pay attention to
specific linguistic aspects of the input, which Chaudron (1985) refers to as
'preliminary intake'. Noticing is discussed further in the following section on learner
output. 'Comparison' entails the learner identifying the difference between the
linguistic feature which has been noticed, and their own interlanguage. 'Integration'
occurs as the learner constructs a new hypothesis on the basis of this comparison,
what Chaudron refers to as 'final intake'. The role of input derived from interaction
is thus that of facilitating the initial processes of noticing and comparison. Schmidt
(1990) suggests that noticing can take place either intentionally or inadvertently, but
argues that learners who notice the most, learn the most.
There remains the question of what causes a learner to notice features in the input
and then compare them. Ellis (1991) suggests that modified input might do this in
two ways. It may increase the frequency of specific forms, and it may also construct
the message in such a way that specific linguistic features become salient to the
learner, as in this example:
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NNS:

No go disco this Saturday.

NS:

Oh, you're not going to the disco this Saturday?

NNS:

Yeah, not going.

He comments that:
In such an exchange the native speaker reformulat es the learner's
utterance in the guise of a confirmation check and one feature of this
reformulat ion is taken up in the learner's response. Such interactions
afford the learner overt comparisons between interlanguage4 and target
language forms.
(Ellis 1991, p. 200)
Interactions involving reformulation by one or both of the interactants appear to be
significant in both first and second language learning. It is worth noting that the
importance of responsiveness by the child's interactant, in both mother tongue and
second language acquisition research, is implicit in the notions of 'recasting' (Oliver
1995; Long 1996; Lyster 1998), 'semantically contingent interaction ' (Wells 1985)
and 'leading from behind' (Painter 1984; Wells 1995). The notion of semantic
responsiveness is discussed further in the discussion below of the role of discourse
in second language learning, and explored in later chapters in terms of the notion of
'contingency' in teacher-student interaction.
Learner output
Research into French immersion programs in Canada has found that despite very
great amounts of comprehensible input, and a communicatively oriented classroom,
students may not develop native-like proficiency in syntax and morpholog y (Alien,
Swain, Harley and Cummins 1990; Swain 1985, 1995a, 1995b). Swain (1985)
suggests that what is missing in these classrooms is sufficient learner output, that is,
the language that learners produce, and concludes that the limited opportunit ies
that students had in the immersion classes for extended output which demanded
linguistic accuracy, might be a factor in explaining lower proficiency levels than
might have been predicted.
Swain argues that since the ability to decode the language is not the same as
discoverin g and producing the linguistic systems that carry meaning, output
encourages learners to process the language more deeply than comprehension alone
4 The term 'interlangua ge' is used with a number of related meanings. Most simply, it
refers to the notion of an approximative system (Nemser 1971, in Ellis 1994).
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may do: it 'stretches' or 'pushes' their interlanguage, by stimu

lating learners to focus
on form more than they need to when processing anoth
er speak er's input . Outp ut
can thus be consi dered "to repre sent the leading edge of
a learner's interlanguage"
(Swain i995b, p. 12), a significant claim clearly relate
d to Vygotsky's notio n of
learning withi n the ZPD. Swain (1985) suggests that learn
ers need oppo rtuni ties to
'stretch' their inter langu age to meet comm unica tive goals
, thus argui ng, unlik e
Krashen, that such prod uctio n is in itself a sourc e of
learn ing, not simp ly an
outco me of what has been learned. The impo rtanc e
of inter actio ns whic h are
comprehensible to the learn er is therefore not only becau
se the learner's focus is on
meaning, or because a two-w ay exchange is occurring.
More impo rtant is the fact
that, by being unde rstoo d by the learn er, and matc hing
the learn er's ongo ing
intentions and cognitions, it permits the learner to focus on
form. It woul d seem that
nego tiatin g mean ing, or what Swai n refers to as comi
ng to a comm unica tive
consensus, is a necessary first step to grammatical acquisition
: because the message
is unde rstoo d, the learn er pays attention to form, thus "pavi
ng the way" for futur e
exchanges. While one to one conversations provide impo
rtant oppo rtuni ties for this,
as well as meaningful use by the learn er of their curre nt
linguistic resources, even
more helpful for acquisition are those' occasions wher e comm
unication breaks down
and the learner, in respo nse to negative feedback by the
interlocutor, is 'push ed' to
use alternate mean s of getting their message across. Since
, howe ver, this can occur
with grammatically devia nt or sociolinguistically inapp
ropri ate forms, Swai n also
argues that the notio n of 'negotiating meaning' shou ld
not simp ly impl y that the
learner has been able to get the message across, but shou
ld incorporate the notio n of
conveying mean ing "precisely, coherently and appropriate
ly" (Swain 1985, p. 249).
Three functions of outp ut in second language acquisition
are posit ed (Swain 1995a).
First it appe ars to prom ote 'noticing', by which Swain refers
to the recognition by
learners of a 'gap' in their linguistic system: that is, they
consciously recognise
something whic h is a linguistic probl em for them, a gap
betw een what they wish to
say and what they are able to say. (Swain's use of 'notic
ing' in this way differs
slightly from its use by some other researchers. Chau dron
(1985) and Ellis (1994)
for example, use the term noticing to refer to the learner
atten ding consciously to
linguistic features in the input.) Second, outp ut offers oppo
rtuni ties for learn ers to
test hypo these s, for exam ple when feedback leads
to learn ers modi fying or
reformulating their outpu t. Third, outpu t has a metalingu
istic dimension, wher eby a
learn er's reflection on their langu age use helps them
to inter nalis e lingu istic
knowledge. Using the exam ple of dictogloss, a langu age
teaching activity wher e
small grou ps of stude nts work collaboratively to reconstruc
t a text which they have
heard read aloud , Swai n show s how this proce dure
led stude nts to talk abou t
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language in the context of using language, and
was successful in getting them to
notice the gap between their current language know
ledge and wha t they need ed to
know. Man y of the solutions worked out by the
stud ents thro ugh this reflective
process were remembered a week or two later
, leading Swain to conclude that
contexts whe re stud ents reflect on the lang uage
they are usin g appe ar to be
supportive for second language learning. Other
similar roles for outp ut have also
been posi ted (Ellis 1994), and it has been sugg
ested to be the mec hani sm that
facilitates the integration of language into the learn
er's developing system. Thus
"situational conditions and tasks that promote inter
action ... and which encourage
the processes of noticing, com pari son and inte
grat ion will be effective for
acquisition (Ellis 1991, p. 202).
There is an additional sense in which learners may
benefit from being 'pushed', that
is, whe n there is a need to communicate in mor
e sociolinguistically appr opri ate
ways. While some learners may have achieved a
high level of grammatical accuracy
they may have in their linguistic repertoire only
a restricted rang e of grammatical
constructions and thus are unable to vary wha t
they say according to contextual
constraints and requirements. A functional pers
pective on language suggests that
the result of this wou ld be to limit learners' socio
-linguistic competence, the degree
to which they are able to control the lang uage
appr opri ate to different social
contexts and purposes. As pointed out in Chapter
1, this is very relevant to second
language learners in school. While learners may
be able to prod uce grammatically
'correct' language, it may not always be appr opri
ate to the situa tion or may be
inadequate to meet the demands of less context-r
eliant situations. Thus:
such learners need to experience situations that
require more complex
output, as, for example, whe n they are called on
to demonstrate mastery
of the forms required to communicate in a soci
olinguistic appr opri ate
manner with different addressees.
(Ellis 1994, p 284).
This is an imp orta nt issue in the context of this
stud y and one which the stud y
directly addresses.
In ackn owle dgin g the role of prod ucti on and
argu ing for the imp orta nce of
interactional modifications in prom otin g L2 acqu
isition, Pica (1988) and Pica,
Holliday, Lewis and Morgenthaler (1989) argue
that certain kinds of interactional
modifications are more helpful than others for
'stretching' learners. Requests for
clarification, for example, are more likely to stret
ch learners to focus on how they
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have said something, whereas straight confirmation checks from the teacher may be
less effective because they solve the commun ication problem for the learner. This
issue is taken up in Chapter 7, particul arly in relation to teacher 'moves' in the
interactional patterns of the classroom.
In emphas ising the interpla y between the languag e learner and the possibilities for
interact ion in the environ ment, interact ive models of acquisit ion present a more
compre hensive view of languag e acquisition than those which are ground ed solely
on cognitive and psychological variables. Howeve r, the focus has tended to be on
specific and clause level features within individu al utteranc es, rather than on the
commu nicative effect of the discour se as a whole. This may reflect both the
accuracy-driven view of languag e underpi nning much SLA research , and the fact
that discourse-based approac hes are less amenab le to quantita tive analysis. At this
point I turn to SLA studies which have been concerned more explicitly with the role
of discourse in learning.
The role of discour se
Discourse analysis has been on the SLA agenda for some time. In a seminal paper
in 1978, Hatch wrote that "the search for explana tion [for second languag e
acquisition] via discour se analysis is one of the more promisi ng areas of research"
(Hatch 1978, p. 402). In this paper she builds a case for discour se analysis as a
method ology for the study of second language acquisition, suggest ing that discours e
analysis "gives more revealing, if less formal and elegant, insights into the second
languag e learning process " (p. 402). She argues that in talking about the importa nce
of input and the frequency of forms found in that input, we have "overlooked the
most importa nt factor of all, the link that explains how the child learns". Discour se
analysis is one way to approac h this:
it is not enough to look at input and to look at frequency; the importa nt
thing is to look at the corpus as a whole and examine the interact ions
that take place within convers ations to see how that interact ion, itself,
determi nes frequen cy of forms and how it shows languag e function s
evolving.
(Hatch 1978, p. 403)
Drawing on Scollon's work on first languag e learning (Scollon 1976), Hatch suggest s
that the importa nce of discour se in languag e develop ment is that linear
(grammatical and sentence level) structur es arise out of the vertical construc tions of
discourse. Interaction serves to provide learners with opportu nities to create these
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'vertical construc tions', where meaning is built up over several turns. Vertical
constructions provide the basis on which the learner is subsequently able to produce
a meaning within one turn. Hatch notes that when an adult takes the topic
nominate d by the child, and asks for clarification, they are also asking for a
constituent to fill out the construction, for example:
Child:
Adult:

hiding
hiding? what's hiding?

Child: balloon
(Hatch 1978, p. 406)
Thus "one learns how to do conversation, one learns how to interact verbally, and
out of this interaction syntactic structures are developec;l" (Hatch 1978, p. 404). It is
through this form of "'apprenticeship in conversation' that children learn both the
language system and the cultural ways of making sense of experience that constitute
the 'meaning potential ' of that system" (Wells 1992). Thus the learner and the
partner together build a conversation, a process which many of the texts discussed
in this study illustrate. In relation to early mother tongue development, Bruner also
notes that the structure of language is a by-produ ct of learning to use language in
discourse (Bruner 1978). Uke some second language researchers (Pica 1988; Pica et
al1989), Wells argues for a particular quality of interaction. This quality he terms a
"contingent responsiveness" to the needs of the learner, which Snow (1986) similarly
refers to as "semantically continge nt speech". Wells argues that semantic ally
contingent responsiveness is as importan t a feature of teachers' interactions in the
classroom in facilitating the learning process of students in school, as it is in first

language development.
Among the features of contingently responsive speech Wells (1986) includes the
following: experts check that they have understo od children correctly ;
misunder standing s are negotiated, topics initiated by children are sustained ; and
children are given opportun ities to contribut e to the conversation. Continge nt
responsiveness appears to be a feature in the speech of parents whose children are
seen as accelerated language learners (Wells 1985), and while the input of parents
of fast-learning and slow-learning children does not differ significantly on linguistic
features, it does differ in the number of interactional features such as expansions
and acknowledgements (Ellis and Wells 1980).
There are interestin g parallels in SLA research on the types of interacti onal
modifications believed to be most facilitative of second language learning. In a study
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of the second languag e develop ment of two adolesc ent Punjabi speaker s, Ellis
(1994) examines whethe r and in what way interactions with the teacher contributed
to the children's acquisition of English. He suggests that by identifying when 'new'
language items appear in the learner's speech and then examining the discoursal
content of these features, it is possible to shed light on how taking part in
conversations contributes to language learning. This approac h, as he points out,
depend s on a qualitat ive rather than a quantita tive analysis of discourse. An
examination of his data from this standpo int suggest s a number of facilitating
characteristics of the discourse. First it appears that new items were more likely to
be produce d when the children were allowed to initiate the discourse topic; thus the
children were able to establish intersubjectivity with the teacher without having to
first underst and what the teacher wanted them to talk about. Second, the teacher
helped the children to 'stretch' their linguistic resources by providi ng models of new
syntactic structur es at the momen t when the children needed them; the children
could then incorporate these into their own speech, and were thus able to achieve a
more complex coding than would have been possible alone. Third, the teacher's
responses to the student s' contributions frequently encapsulated expansions which
supplie d the missing parts of students' utterances which student s had struggle d to
produce, or added new semantic information. Ellis concludes that comprehensible
input is not simply the result of adjustments made by compet ent speakers, but is
the result of the interactions themselves: both learner and native speaker adjust
their speech in the light of feedback which they give each other. Simply noting native
speaker adjustments may not therefore provide a full picture of how input is made
comprehensible or how language develops. Rather, as functional linguists would
argue (for exampl e, Painter 1984, 1985) languag e is develop ed as a way of
organising and underst anding experience as that experience takes place. Out of a
conversation, then, certain structures arise, not because, as the input hypothe sis
suggests, an acquisition device is operatin g on the input, but because the child
wants to communicate about something.
Recent research in SLA has focused on the role of recasts in language acquisition, as
part of a broader concern with the role of negative evidence, that is, informa tion
about what is not allowable in a language (normally, in the studies to date, defined
in terms of grammatical acceptability). Recasts have been defined as "utterances
that rephras e a child's utterance by changing one or more sentence components ...
while still referring to its central meanings" (Long 1996, p. 434). Recasts are one
type of semanti cally conting ent speech (Lyster 1998) that have begun to be
examined by a number of researchers (see Morgan, Bonamo and Travis 1995, on
parent-c hild dyads; Oliver 1995, on child Native Speaker -Non Native Speaker
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dyads; and Dough ty 1994, Doughty and Varela (in press), and Lyster and Ranta
(1997), on teacher- studen t interaction in second langua ge classrooms). Oliver
(1995) offers eviden ce of the facilitative effect on langua ge acquis ition
of
semantically contingent feedback which occurs within discourse. Drawing on
first
language acquisition research, and the work of Farrar (1990), Oliver defines recasts
as utterances that correct the child's syntactic or semantic errors by a caregiv
er
demonstrating the correct sentence after the child has produc ed an ungrammatica
l
one. Thus it would appear to be referring to a similar phenom enon as Wells
and
others in their work on contingent speech in mother tongue development. Oliver
considers whethe r learners acquire a second language based purely on positiv
e
evidence, (models of the correct form of the target language) or whethe r negativ
e
evidence (data that gives the learner information about what is not allowable)
also
plays a role, and argues that indirec t and implicit feedback, such as recasts
,
negotiation strategies and forms of repetition, need to be included in considering
the
role of negative feedback. Recasts are likely to be 'usable', or noticed by the learner
,
because they are salient and contingent on what the learner has said (Farrar
1990)
and likely to lead to 'comparison' betwee n the two forms, because the recast
maintains the central meaning of what the learner has said (Long 1996). In
this
context, (and as sugges ted by earlier discussion, as Ellis, Swain and others
also
suggest), the meaning is already clear, and so the learner is more likely to attend
to
and compare the differences in form between what they have said and the adult
response. Oliver's study focuses on the use of negative feedback betwee n child
native speaker and non-native speaker, and demonstrates both its existence and
its
relative frequency in tasks where the focus was on meaning (rather than on form).
In
61% of instances of interactions involving NNS errors, NS's respon ded
with
negotiations or recasts, and there is evidence that learners used this feedback
in
subsequent interactions.
There is howev er also evidence that implicit recasts (where learners are provid
ed
with reformulations of erroneous utterance) lead to minimal uptake and do not
lead
to student-generated forms of repair (Lyster and Ranta 1997). In Lyster and Ranta's
study, more than half of the teachers' corrective feedback moves involved recasts
,
although the majority of these (69%) were followed by topic continuation in which
studen ts did not immed iately repeat or incorp orate the correc t form.
The
researchers conclude that this is because recasts provide correct forms to learner
s,
and so studen ts are not required to generate their own repair. They suggest that
in
classrooms where the teacher is focusing on both content and language, a wider
range of feedback strategies is required which explicitly focus on the negotiation
of
form, rather than simply on the overall meaning and substantive content of studen
t
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contributions. These strategies include elicitation
(how do we say that in French);
meta lingu istic clue s (we don't say it that way); clari
fication requ ests (I don't
understand), and repetition of stud ent error as a question
(le girafe?):
Unlike the negotiation of meaning, the negotiation of
form aims not only .
at comprehensibility of message but also for accuracy
and precision in
form, thus involving a more pedagogical and less conv
ersational function
of negotiation.
(Lyster 1998, p. 53)
Such strategies, involving focus on the negotiation of
form as well as meaning and
content, are used man y times by the teachers in this study
.
It has been sugg ested that such modifications
occur most often whe n nativ e

spea kers signal an explicit need for clarification
rathe r than prov ide a mod el
utterance as confirmation (Pica 1988; Pica et al 1989
), since whil e implicit recasts
do require the learner to acknowledge the response
they do not requ ire them to
adjust wha t they have said. Negotiation of form
, whe n reali sed as a liste ner
signalling a need for clarification, may benefit second
language learning in two ways:
by prov iding clues to learners to assist them in modifyin
g and actively confronting
errors, and thus revising their hypotheses about the
new language; and by inviting
stud ent - rathe r than teacher - generated repair,
which prov ides opportunities
for learners to 'proceduralise' knowledge that they
have internalised abou t the
language in declarative form (Swain 1995a, 1995b; Lyst
er and Ranta 1997).
How ever 'implicit' recasts, those whic h simp ly refor
mula te all or part of the
student's utterance with no additional meaning and
with out draw ing the stud ent's
attention to the reformulation, have been described as
"remnants of audiolingualism
that minimise the value of stud ent utterances" (Calv
e 1992, cited in Lyster 1998, p.
55). Allwright and Bailey (1991) also point out that
simple repetition of the correct
form by the stud ent may be useless if the stud ent is
unable to differentiate between
the model and their own utterance, and that time and
oppo rtuni ty needs to be given
for self repa ir. Van Lier (1988, 1996) also argu es
that teachers shou ld dela y
correction until the learner has had opportunity to self-r
epair.
A recent stud y (Lyster 1998) attempts to explore
further how teachers use recasts

naturalistically in meaning-oriented classrooms, wher
e the focus is prim arily on
content rathe r than on language per se. This stud y sugg
ests that in the classrooms
examined, the corrective function of recasts (ie. in
relation to grammatical form)
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appeared to be less salient than the discourse functions they served (ie. in relatio
n
to the substantive subject content of the students' utterances). In addition, the intent
of the recast from the studen ts' perspective tended to be ambiguous, since teacher
s
often used noncorrective repetition, that is, they repeate d well-formed as well
as
corrective utterances. It can be questioned how far learners (particularly young
learners) are then able to distinguish one context from the other, and thus recogn
ise
those times when their utterances need repair. Such ambiguity makes it difficu
lt for
them both to test hypotheses about the target language, and to detect misma
tches
between input and output (Lyster 1998).
Several studies suppor t the role of negative evidence (for example, Pica et al
1989;
Pica 1988; Lightb own and Spada 1990; Carrol l and Swain 1993), althou
gh as
Lyster points out, none of these suppor t the implicit use of recasts withou t
some
explicit attention being drawn to them by the teacher /native -speak er interac
tant.
Some evidence exists howev er for the uptake by studen ts of jointly constru
cted
discourse containing both studen ts' contributions and teachers' recasts of these
in
more register approp riate ways (Gibbons 1998). Journal writing by studen
ts in
science lessons contained instances of teachers' recasts which had occurred during
a
series of interactions between teacher and students, when studen ts had recoun
ted
the results of experi ments to others who had not taken part in them. In
this
classroom too, howev er, there were freque nt explicit comme nts by the teache
r
foregrounding the form of language (in this case the scientific register), for examp
le,
students' attention was often drawn to the fact that they were "learning to talk
like
scientists". A recent study by Dough ty and Varela (forthcoming, cited in Lyster
1998) also demonstrates the benefits of recasting when preced ed by explicit signals
with an attentional focus.
The significance of recasts for second language learning is therefore far from
clear
and as Lyster points out, presen ts a dilemm a for teachers whose manda te
is to
teach both language and content, "namely, how to reinforce the substantive conten
t
of studen t messages while giving [students] clear messages about langua ge
form"
(Lyster 1998, p. 71). Howev er it appear s likely that the usefulness of recasts
is
increased when they are accompanied by some explicit signalling to the learner
, so
that they are noticed. This signalling includes metalinguistic talk relating to the
form
of the recast item, and signs of non-comprehension by the listener which require
the
learner to take an active part in reformulating the utterance. Both these issues
are
taken up in this study in the analysis of teache r-stude nt talk in Chapte rs
5, 6,
and 7.
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This section has examined research which has focused on how input, output, and
learner-teacher discourse might each have a role in second language acquisition. The
following section discusses insights from classroom-based research and suggests
how aspects of the classroom itself might impact on learning.

Pedagogically Focused Research
Minority learners in mainstream classrooms
There have been relatively few studies on how classroom organisation impacts on
second language learning, or looks at language learning in a multilingual'mainstream'
(that is, non ESL-specialist) context. These issues are specifically address ed in a
study by Wong-Fillmore {1985), where she examines possible reasons why some
minority children learned a great deal more English in their first year of school than
others. Althoug h she points out that the results are not conclusive, the study is
discussed here in some detail both because the data were drawn from authentic
classrooms, and because the issues it raises are particularly pertinen t to this study.
Wong-Fillmore suggest s that two sets of characteristics appear to distingu ish
classes that worked for language learning from those that did not. The first set
relates to the way the classes were organised, that is, the particip ant structures of
the class, and the second to the way languag e was used during instruct ional
activities. Wong-Fillmore draws a distinction in her study between 'teacher-directed'
or 'teacher-centred' classes, and 'open' or 'student-centred' classes. The first type
was highly controlled by the teacher, and included a relatively greater number of
whole class or large group instructional events. The second was 'coordinated' rather
than 'directed' by the teacher, and included a relatively greater number of individual
or small group cooperative group learning activities. Wong-Fillmore concludes that
the classrooms which were least successful for language learning were those which
were more 'open' in structure, while the most successful were those which made the
greatest use of teacher-directed activities.
Wong-Fillmore advances a number of hypotheses to explain the relative lack of
success of the more open classrooms in her study. First, it appears that how much
practice student s actually get with English is depend ent on individu al student s,
whether or not, for example, they have well developed social skills. It also depend s
on who is in the class, whether, for example, there are sufficient numbers of English
speakers to support those with less English. In addition, much of the interaction in
open classes was between teacher and individual student , and so the amount of
exposur e to English could vary considerably from student to student . Wong59
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Fillmore also sugge sts that wher e most of the stude nts are
not nativ e Engli sh
speakers, they are exposed to non-s tanda rd models of langu age
as input (Selinker,
Swain and Duma s, 1975) and may as a. conse quenc e
devel op perm anen t
interlanguage features in their speech. She concludes that in open
classrooms, "the
major sourc e of secon d langu age input comes from other
langu age learne rs, a
situation which is hardl y conducive to successful language learni
ng" (Wong-Fillmore
1985, p. 26). This suggestion, however, is not substantiated by
other research which
suggests that the gramm atical ity of stude nts' produ ction is
no differ ent wheth er
speaking in group situations or in a teacher-fronted situations,
(Pica and Doug hty
1985a), altho ugh Porte r (1986) does sugge st that an overu
se of small group
communicative-type activities may not provi de sufficient new
sociolinguistic input
to students.
In discu ssing the chara cteris tics of those classr ooms which
appea red to be
successful settings for language learning, Wong-Fillmore draws
attention to the fact
that the main struct ural organ isatio n repre sente d a balan
ce betwe en teach erdirected and indiv idual activities, although she does not sugge
st what constitutes a
'balance', or how this balance was achieved, an aspect of classr
oom plann ing which
is addre ssed in this study . The activities thems elves tende
d to have differ ent
organisational characteristics from those in the more open classe
s, sugge sting that
the structure of the activities affected how well the language used
in them could be
used as input . Three chara cteris tics of lessons appea red
to be signif icant for
language learning. First, they were formal, timetabled lessons with
clear bound aries
between 'subjects' or betwe en indiv idual and whole class work.
These bound aries
were not only linguistic, but were marked in other ways such as
a change in seatin g
patter n or the teacher's voice quali ty or body langu age. It
is likely that such
bound ary mark ers serve d to frame the lesson or activity, thus
indica ting to the
children when they shoul d pay attent ion and what they shoul
d be listen ing for.
Children therefore knew what to expect, what to do and where
to go, even if they
under stood little English, and little time was then waste
d in organ ising the
proce dural aspec t of teaching activities. The secon d struct
ural chara cteris tic of
successful classes was the consistency of the overa ll lesson
formats. Altho ugh
Wong-Fillmore does not claim this to be creative teaching or even
an example of best
practice, she comments that this consistency resulted in stude nts
becoming familiar
with teaching routines and thus being better able to play the roles
expected of them
as participants. They were able to follow the lesson witho ut
havin g to work out
anew what was happening: they were "ahead of the game in figuri
ng out what they
are suppo sed to be learning each day" (Wong-Fillmore 1985,
p. 29). Thus altho ugh
the content may have been new, the regularity of the lesson routin
es, the routinised,
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consistent language used by the teacher, and the familiarity of the activities, meant
that the format in which the content was presente d was a familiar one. An
important part of these familiar routines was the teachers' use of instructions and
signals to guide the learner, such as telling students what they were going to do
(open your math books, now we are going to review this page) and locating new learning
in students prior experiences (you did have math on Friday but we didn't use this
book)5. Wong-Fillmore points out that such signalling devices provide an orientation
for students, telling them where they are and what they will do next. The third
structural characteristic of successful classes is related to turn allocation. Teachers
tended to use a variety of procedures: at times students bid for turns, or they might
be asked to recite in chorus, or they may be called on by teachers, but procedur es
for participa tion were always clear. In contrast, procedur es in less successful
classes were often unclear, with more aggressive students gaining more 'turns'.an d
hence a greater share of the feedback. Quieter students on the other hand got fewer
turns to participate and consequently less feedback from the teacher.

In the same study, Wong-Fillmore also considers the characteristics of teacher talk
that worked well as input. As many of the children had only been learning English

for two years or less, it was difficult for teachers to teach anything that could not be
easily demonst rated. How they commun icated what was to be learned in the
lessons not only affected how effectively curriculum content was learned, but also
whether the language used "worked as language learning". The teacher-talk in
successful classes shared a number of features. First, there was an emphasis on
communicating meaning. Since English was the medium of educatio n (unlike the
situation where English is the subject of the lesson, such as in instructional ESL and
EFL classes) ideas and concepts were often quite complex, and yet in the successful
classes, the lesson was at an appropri ate conceptual level for the grade. Often the
teacher used demonstration as a way of teaching concepts, for example by writing
and working out maths problems while she was talking, and relating the words to
known maths concepts. Wong-Fillmore illustrates how the teacher demonst rated
each idea she was trying to communicate to the students, relating the concepts she
was discussing to the procedur es that the students were to use, for example by
demonst rating the process of division in mathematics on the board as she was
talking, and putting new information in the context of work that the students had
already done. Thus prior knowled ge and experience provided the contexts for
making sense of new material and possibly unknown language. Wong-Fillmore
concludes that the presentation of the material in a variety of ways, such as talk,
5 The teacher is thus using both anaphoric and cataphoric references to locate the hereand-now learning.
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board work and demonstration "added up to a message redundanc y that gave the
students multiple access to the materials that were taught in it" (Wong-Fillmore
1985, p. 38). This notion of multiple access is explored further in the current study,
particularly in relation to the provision of comprehensible input.
A further feature of the teacher-talk in all classes was its grammaticality and lack of

'foreigner-talk' forms. Of particular significance in the teacher-talk in the successful
classrooms however was the fact that it was not only grammatical but registrally
appropriat e. Such talk is defined by Wong-Fillmore as "more precise, more
expository, and more highly propositio nalised than ordinary talk", which also
defines the type of language that students need for school. Wong-Fillmore points
out that it is therefore essential for students to be exposed to this kind of language
by their teachers. In addition, teacher talk included the repeated use of patterns and
routines that have the appearance of substitution drills, although as Wong-Fillmore
points out, here they are used for the teaching of content, not merely for the
rehearsal of language structures:
What does an inventor do? They make things. New things. An inventor
made the first TV. An inventor made the telephone, the first telephone.
An inventor made the first electric light. An inventor makes things. He
makes up new things for the first time.
(Wong-Fillmore 1985, p. 39)
Similar instances occur in the data in the current study (see for example Chapters 6
and 7). The repetition of key patterns and the message redundanc y in WongFillmore's example offer the students more than one chance to understand what is
being said, and to notice where and how forms can be substituted. The teacher's use
of repetition gives students several opportunities to hear what is almost the same
sentence, and in this way, students can work out some of the substitutio n rules of
English. Paraphrases were also common; again giving students several opportunities
to understand a message and to learn alternative forms. (It is worth noting here that
in a review of the effects of input modification on comprehen sion, Parker and
Chaudron (1987) also note the facilitative effect of such factors, suggesting that
simplified input may be less effective in facilitating comprehe nsion than
elaborations which contribute to redundancy, such as repetition, paraphrase , or the
use of synonyms, or which clarify the thematic structure of the discourse.) In
addition, teachers frequently repeated students' one-word answers to questions and
expanded them into their full forms, an example of one type of what was earlier
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described as a 'recast'. The current study explores further the use of questions and
teacher initiation moves.
The final characteristic of teacher-talk in successful lessons is what Wong-Fillmore
describes as "richness of language". While the language tended to be simple, teachers
exemplified a variety of forms, functions and uses of language in their own talk: it
was "in no way the stripped -down, unnatur ally plain languag e featured in many
ESL courses". Wong-F illmore conclud es that the teacher s "were effectiv e
communicators ... because all of them were concerned with communication".
Although she herself does not refer to the notion of explicitness, it is clear that the
successful classrooms in Wong-Fillmore's study exhibited a high level of explicitness
about both the content and the procedures of the lesson. Delpit (1988) also makes it
clear that this was a feature valued by the black school student s of her study. Her
work is discussed in more detail in Part 3 of this chapter, but here it is worth noting
the similarities in this respect between the pedago gy which she favours, and the
more 'closed' classrooms to which Wong-Fillmore refers.
With the concern for communication in the language classrooms, there has been a
focus on the nature of the questions that teachers ask. Long and Sato (1983) found
that teachers used significantly fewer referential questions (where the teacher is
asking for information which she does not already know) than display questions,
(where the informa tion is already known by the teacher), a finding which is
support ed by Pica and Long (1986). In a survey of research on teacher -studen t
interaction, Chaudr on (1988) suggests that questions alone may not promote learner
output, and that while modifications of questions may help the learner, multipl e
questions do not, on their own, serve to make language comprehensible. Chaudr on
concludes that questions that negotiate comprehension and sharing of information
are the most potentia lly useful to the learner. This is taken up in subsequ ent
chapters of this study, and discussed in relation to the teacher's 'feedback moves' in
Chapter 7.
It also appears that the ratio of display to referential questions increases in contexts

where there are non-native speakers. Early (1985) found that while the ratio used
by teachers with ESL social studies student s was almost 6 to 1, it was only 1.5 to 1
for native speaker student s, thus suggesting that display and referential questions
are differentially distribu ted across ESL and non ESL student s. A study by Jane
Torr (1993) found similar results in primary classrooms. Her study involved two
teachers, one with children from English-speaking backgrounds (ESB) and the other
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with children from non-English speaking backgrounds (NESB), many of the latter
group however being rated as fluent English speakers by their teacher. Torr suggests
that the nature of the teacher talk led to the NESB group playing a different role in
the constru ction of the discour se compar ed with their English •speaki ng
counterparts. The NESB teacher spoke more frequently, contributing more to the
construction of the discourse, and asked fewer questions, with those questio ns
requiring mainly display responses, (such as the naming of people, things and
processes). In the NESB classroom the teacher tended to be coded in the gramma r
as doing the 'thinking', 'knowing' and 'hoping'. By comparison, many of the questions
asked by the ESB teacher required explanations of how or why somethi ng occurs,
and it was the children who were coded in the grammar as 'knowers' at:td 'thinkers'.
Relative to the ESB class, the NESB children spoke less frequently, (thus limiting
opportunities for interaction with the teacher), asked fewer questions and made
fewer unsolicited observations. Consequently the classroom offered them fewer
semantic options than those available to the ESB students. Torr concludes that the
two environments were "significant in terms of the children's potential to gain access
to society's resources" (Torr 1993, p. 52).
Group talk and group tasks in the classroom
It has been suggested that in traditional, teacher-fronted classroomS, student s who
are less proficient in English take part in less communication with their peers and
their teacher, and that this communication is also at a lower linguistic and cognitive
level (Long, 1980). Traditional participation structur es often result in student s
producing only a quarter to a third of the total utterances (see for example Sinclair
and Coultha rd 1975; Mehan 1979; Long and Porter 1985; Edward s and Mercer
1987; Chaudr on 1988). The triadic structur e of typical classroo m discour se is
examined more fully in Chapter 4. The critical point here, however, is that the
output hypothe sis would suggest that learners require more opportu nities for
language use than this type of interactional structure provides.
Group work offers student s many more opportu nities to hear more comple x
language and in increased amount s (Long and Porter 1985; Pica 1987) and may
result in a wider range of rhetorical functions being used (Long, Adams, McLean
and Castano s 1976). It is now generally accepted that practice in speakin g in
communicative exchanges in the classrooms is necessary for the develop ment of
communicative competence and greatly increases the opportunities student s have to
use new languag e (Porter 1986). Group work has importa nt pedago gical and
psychological perspectives: student s in groups tend to take more turns, produce
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more languag e, and have more languag e directed towards them. It increase s
language practice opportunities, improves the quality of student talk, promot es a
positive affective environment and increases learners' motivation to learn (Long and
Porter 1985}, and is likely to lead to more interactional modifications than teacherfronted tasks (Pica and Dought y 1985a). It has also been suggest ed that small
group work offers major benefits to student s relating to three areas of theoretical
importance for languag e learning: input, interaction, and the contextualisation of
knowledge. The process of asking questions, exchanging information and problem
solving provides a natural context for redunda ncy to occur. Redund ancy includes
the repetition of words, the rephrasing of ideas, the restatem ent of problems and
the refining of meanin gs. This redunda ncy, when context ualised within the
curriculum and driven by the communicative requirem ents of the interact ants,
supports comprehension. In addition, the need to get information or clarify meaning
also increases the need for learners to ask questions which genuine ly seek new
information, (in contrast to teacher known-answer or 'display' questions), and thus
further input and practice in genuine communication is provide d (McGroarty 1993).
There may be an addition al reason why a heavily teacher-controlled classroom is
insufficient for promot ing languag e learning. The social relation ships betwee n
particip ants appears to be a factor in the extent to which interact ional
modifications take place, and this suggests that the social relation ship between
participants underpi ns the need for mutual underst anding and the opportu nity to
modify interactions. It appears importa nt that particip ants see themsel ves as
having equival ent status as conversational partners if interactional modifications
are to occur (Pica 1987). Pica argues that these circumstances are more likely to
occur in the process of a two-way information flow, when both particip ants have
information which the other needs to share; each particip ant has both a right to
request and an obligation to share. However in a classroom which is predom inantly
teacher-controlled, and therefor e where there is an unequa l distribu tion of
participation rights, these conditions are less likely to be met. When the talk is
controlled by the teacher, through the initiation, respons e, follow-up pattern
described earlier, it is usually unnecessary for the student to restruct ure their
interaction, since the discour se tends to be aimed at a one-wa y display from
student to teacher, rather than a two-way flow of information, and thus there are
minimal opportunities for the restructuring of interaction claimed to be necessary for
second language learning. Teachers normally know beforehand the kind of thing they
want student s to say and do: mutual comprehension does not have to be striven for
but tends to be built into the discourse. Many classroom activities are actually set
up in such a way that student s can opt out of interaction:
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when faced with ambiguou s target or interlangu age material on a
particular topic, classroom participan ts may be willing to suspend
comprehen sion completely , or settle for less than total understand ing,
rather than interrupt the flow of classroom discourse to seek
clarification.
(Pica 1987, p. 12)
It also appears that communic ation breakdown s are more frequent between nonnative speakers than between native and non-native speakers, and so it has been
suggested that interaction s between non-native speakers result in more practice in
negotiatin g meaning, since there is no one to intervene and resolve the
communic ation breakdown for them (Varonis and Gass 1982, 1985). Thus genuine
communic ation between normative speakers is likely to lead to a greater degree of
involvement in the negotiation of meaning than does talk with a native-spea ker. An
implication for the classroom, where typically the teacher is a native speaker, would
appear to be that the teacher should at times avoid taking responsibi lity for the
immediate resolution of communic ation breakdown , and structure the discourse in
such a way that the student shares this responsibility. This issue, in terms of the
notion of jointly constructed discourse, is one which this study explores.
Peer group talk, then, would seem to be facilitative of language learning on two
counts: it has the potential to offer many more and varied opportunit ies for
language use and target language practice, and it is more likely to produce the kind
of social relations to which Pica refers. Although support for the use of group work
appears be well-found ed, one of the ongoing concerns of teachers has been that in
group work students will be exposed to inaccurate models of English (Selinker et al
1975). Studies have shown, however, that group work does not significant ly
compromi se grammatic al accuracy, and there is little difference in this aspect
between teacher-fro nted and group talk in the classroom. While interlangua ge talk
may be less grammatic al than teacher talk, a study by Porter (1986) found that
learners corrected each other's errors wrongly only 0.3 per cent of the time. Long and
Porter (1985) likewise suggest that group work does not compromi se accuracy
significantly.
The nature of the tasks in which learners are engaged appears significant in how
successful group work is in providing a language learning context. A number of
studies have concluded that tasks which involve students in exchanging informatio n
(two-way tasks) lead to a higher frequency of interactional modificatio ns and hence
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are more likely to promote negotiation of meaning, than tasks which require only

a
one-way giving of information (Long 1980, 1989; Pica and Dough ty 1985b).
In a
comparison of teacher-directed and studen t-stude nt talk in two tasks, a decisio
nmaking discussion and an information-exchange task, Pica (1987) likewise found
that teacher-directed talk genera ted a relatively small amoun t of interactional
rnodifications in both tasks, whereas in group participation there was a four-fo
ld
increase in interactional modifications in the information-exchange task. Howev
er,
the decision-making task produc ed only slightly more modifications than
the
teacher-directed activities, leading Pica to sugges t that a critical factor in
the
information-exchange task was the fact that participants were exchanging "uniqu
e
bits of information":
•.. the results indicat ed that modified social interac tion was not an
inevitable outcom e of studen ts' workin g togeth er but instead was
conditi oned by the nature of the classroom activities in which they
participated.
(Pica 1987, p. 15)
This suggests that studen ts are more likely to restructure their interactions,
and
work toward s mutua l comprehension, if the task requires, rather than simply
invites, them to do so. Pica concludes that talk must be necessary and integra
l to
the task, not simply an accompaniment, and should emphasise collaboration
and
equality of responsibility. McGroarty (1993) likewise sugges ts that individ
ual
accountability should be built into group activities, so that the resulting interac
tion
is more likely to lead to genuin e collaboration and hence negotia tion among
participants.
The output hypoth esis would sugges t that such tasks would be facilitative
of
language acquisition on the ground s that they create contexts where studen ts
are
actively involved in producing language. Communication between interactants in
the
context of two-way information gap tasks involves overcoming a differential, some
imbalance of information between the two parties. As the discussion of the mode
contin uum in Chapte r 3 will suggest, langua ge develo pment and the school
curriculum itself can be viewed more broadly as the ability to communicate across
wider and wider information gaps or information distances. It would therefo
re
appear that not only are two-way tasks facilitative of language development,
they
also predict, for school-aged children, the kind of language deman ds they will
face
as they move through school.
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In one respect, student-stude nt talk is likely to be inferior however. Non-native
speakers tend not to provide each other with sociolinguistically appropriate input
and thus may be unable to develop sociolinguistic competence from each other
(Porter 1986). This is particularly significant in relation to the current study, where
the focus of the teaching was on the development of sociolinguistic competence,
specifically the development of a school register. It suggests that in this respect
students will be dependent on other sources, such as the teacher, to provide access
to the target language (in this study, a register unknown to most). For this aspect of
learning some teacher-centr ed teaching appears to be appropriate. This is
addressed in Chapter 6.
In summary, research studies present some tension between approaches that favour
the teacher-centred or 'closed' classroom of the kind described in Wong-Fillmore's
study, and those which argue for the value of small group work. This issue is one
which later chapters of this study take up.
Content-based language teaching
School-aged ESL learners are faced with the need to learn curriculum content
through the medium of their second language, and teachers with the job of providing
language teaching which is not at the cost of the development of curriculum
knowledge. This section examines factors relating specifically to content-base d
language teaching in a school setting.
Language teaching methodologies have long accepted the notion that language
teaching is more effective when learners are presented with meaningful language in
context, and the integration of language and content teaching is now generally
accepted as enabling of second language learning (Short 1993). There have been a
number of reasons put forward to support this view in relation to school-aged
second language learners. For children, cognitive development and language
development go hand in hand; language is learned most effectively in meaningful,
purposeful social and academic contexts; content provides a cognitive basis for
language learning in that real meanings are being made while specific language
functions and structures are being used; and the learning of subject specific registers
are closely related to the ultimate mastery of specific content or to academic
development in general (Snow, Met and Genesee 1989). Subject-matter classes can
be viewed as language classes on the grounds that they are likely to provide plenty
of comprehensible input (Krashen 1985). Since language is being heard in the context
of an academic activity that provides a conceptual structure for language
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redundancy, student s are likely to remember more of what they hear, and since the
focus is on meaning, correction is used in the service of underst anding (McGroarty
1993). Likewise it has also been suggest ed that student s learn languag e more
effectively when their attention is focused on learning other things: interest ing
content provide s a motivation to learn, and language becomes the means to this
end, rather than an end in itself (Genesee 1987). In a model where linguist ic
structures are grouped around but subordinated to a topic or theme, the content can
be exploited and maximised for the teaching of the 'skill areas', and this has the
potential to tie together the various skill areas via the contextual theme. Since the
topic is already given, teachers have no problem about the 'content' of the language
lesson, something that may be a problem in a 'language' class where teaching may be
done in the absence of a ready-made context. In content teaching, student s are also
assured of a focus on meaning, rather than form; commu nication takes place
because the student s are engaged in "real, not just realistic", topics and activities
(Brinton, Snow and Wesche 1989).
However, althoug h there is considerable support for content -based languag e
teaching, there are still issues surroun ding exactly what role 'content' should play in
the languag e acquisition process (Brinton et al 1989) and how the integrat ion
between the two should be accomplished (Met 1994; Swain 1996). Often the
relationship between 'content' and 'language' is not articula ted, with languag e
learning and content learning conside red separate ly, an approac h which is
inadequate for students who are learning through the medium of a language in which
they are not yet proficient (Mohan 1986; Met 1994). Mainstream classes into which
minority student s are placed without specific support or an 'ESL-aware' teacher are
also likely to produce inappropriate contexts for language learning (Harklau 1994).
An added consideration is also that programs need to be appropr iately cognitively
demanding for the chronological age and developmental level of the student s (Met
1994; Cummi ns 1996).
A study by Saville-Troike (1984) highlights some of the problems associated with
separating ESL teaching from content teaching, but also has implications more
generally for ESL content teaching. In an attempt to answer the question of what
"really matters" in second language learning in relation to academic achievement,
Saville-Troike focuses on the range of achievement of nineteen children learning in
English as a second language, who were in mainstream classes for most of the day,
but were withdra wn for ESL instruction. Among Saville-Troike's findings is the fact
that the language focused on in structured ESL lessons was rarely carried over into
other classroom contexts. Even more significantly, accuracy in English morphology
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and syntax in spoken language did not appe
ar to make any difference in academic
achievement, whereas the number of different
vocabulary items that children used
was significantly correlated with reading achi
evement. Contrary to wha t mig ht be·
expected, Saville-Troike also found that the
ability to interact socially with othe r
children, and the deg ree to which this occu
rred, did not correlate with faster
learning or with later academic achievement.
Saville-Troike also notes that children with little
English app eare d not to cope either
with whole-class teac her- fron ted part icip
ant stru ctur es, or with indi vidu al
inde pen den t tasks whe re they wer e expe
cted to proc eed with out add ition al
interaction with peers or other adults. The rela
tionship between these part icip ant
structures is one which the current stud y addr
esses. Saville-Troike also notes that
some children's facility in answering the teachers
' questions (often requiring minimal
language use) misled teachers into thinking that
children were learning more English
than was in fact the case, a situation which
was noted in Cha pter 1. Ironically it
was only duri ng less formal interactions, whe
n teachers wer e requesting genuine
information, such as whe ther a stud ent was
absent, that stud ents ' communicative
range increased to include more functional cate
gories which wen t beyond memorised
patterns and which, in addition, required them
to struggle to make their meaning
clear. This last poin t not only calls to min d
the outp ut hypothesis and Swain's
emphasis on the need for 'stretched language
', it also has clear implications for the
nature of teacher questions.
Saville-Troike presents a number of generalisation
s of relevance for second language
teaching. Among these she highlights vocabula
ry knowledge as the most imp orta nt
aspect of English for academic purposes, and
suggests that vocabulary taug ht
should therefore be related as closely as possible
to students' learning needs in their
subject classes. She concludes that emphasis
on interpersonal communication does
not of itself lead to academic achievement
and may even inhibit it, and war ns
against the interpretation of 'communication'
to app ly only to social interaction,
argu ing that a broa der definition to include
a focus on stud ents ' "academic
competence" is necessary if we are to "fulfil
our accountability for stud ents who
must learn how to lear n through the med ium
of English" (Saville Troike 1984, p.
217). This focus on academic competence,
and how it can be sup port ed by
classroom interactions, is the subject of this thes
is.
Content-teaching within the 'immersion' mod
el used in bilingual Canadian schools
involves English-speaking students being taug
ht curriculum content thro ugh the
medium of French, and here too the results are
not straightforward. Although these
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programs have been successful in developing studen ts' knowl edge
of curric ulum
content as well as a high level of functional skills in the second langua
ge (Genesee
1987), studen ts have not develo ped native-like competency in some
aspects of
grammar and syntax, and their language use tends to be sociolinguistically
restricted
(Harley and King 1989; Swain and Lapkin 1990). Swain (1996) sugge
sts that in the
integration of language and content teaching, sufficient attention is not
always paid
to students' target langua ge use, and that the input studen ts receiv
e from their
teachers in immersion classes may not be as rich linguistically as might
be expected.
Her observations lead her to conclude that the input to which studen
ts were
exposed was restricted in a numb er of ways. Although gramm ar was
taught, it was
often isolated from meaningful contexts. Apart from context-specific meani
ng, there
was little focus on vocab ulary teaching. Exten ded discou rse was
rare amon g
students. Their talk (main ly in respon se to teachers' questi ons)
was rarely
sustained, that is, longer than a clause, with only 14% of studen t turns
in teacherfronted talk being uttera nces of this length , and as Swain points
out, secon d
language theory sugge sts that studen ts need more oppor tunitie s
than this for
sustained langu age use. Finally, there was little or incons istent
correc tion of
linguistic errors.
Thus content teaching, while providing a potential context for language

learning, may
not necessarily be realised fully by teachers for this potential. Research
by Snow et
al (1989) also leads them to claim that "it is unlikely that desired
levels of second or
foreign language proficiency will emerge simply from the teaching of conten
t through
a second or foreign language" (p. 204).
Much less successful than the Canad ian bilingual progra ms have been
immer sion
education for language minority children taught through the mediu m of
their second
language, a finding which some have argued is the result of inadeq uate
suppo rt for
minority studen ts' mothe r tongu es (Cummins and Swain 1986; Cumm
ins 1988;
1996). As discus sed in Chapt er 1, Cumm ins (1981, 1994) also argues
that very
different time frames are requir ed for second langua ge learners to
reach peerappropriate levels in more academically related English, compa red
to genera l
conversational skills. A distin ction betwe en conversational and acade
micall yrelated language was first made in relation to the achievements of migra
nt children
by Skutnabb-Kangas and Touka maa (1976) in a descri ption of
the acade mic
performance of Finnish immigrant children living in Sweden. The Finnis
h children
had either been born in Sweden but spoke Finnish at home, or had immig
rated at
pre-school age. Skutnabb-Kangas notes that while many of these
childr en had
surface fluency in Swedish, and in everyd ay situati ons could conve
rse in age71
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appropriate ways in both their first and second languages, their skills in more
academically-related language, and particularly in literacy, were much below ageappropriate levels in both languages. Later research has replicated this finding
(Collier 1987, 1989; Cummins 1981, 1994; Mci<ay et al 1997) and suggests that it
cannot be assumed that children entering the first years of school speaking English
as a second language will simply 'pick up' sufficient English for curriculum learning.
Moreover, the research points to the fact that the ability to control everyda y
conversational English, does not necessarily indicate the same ability to control the
language of the school curriculum. This issue is central to the study.
In addition, ESL student s have not only to learn the second language, but, like the

French immersion students, must also learn the subject content of the curriculum as
well. In other words, the importance of curriculum content goes beyond simply
providing a vehicle for language learning. As Mohan comments, "it is all very well to
use the math class as a resource for learning English, but the student s' interests in
gaining an educati on in mathematics cannot be neglected" (Mohan 1986, p. 10).
Also arguing for an equal importance to be placed on language teaching, Mohan
continues, "unlike the deficiencies in· other subjects, a deficiency in the language of
instruction is a fundamental obstacle to education in all subjects".
Cummins (1994) suggest s that content -based languag e instruc tion is very
appropriate for ESL students, since it can address both their learning and language
development needs. However, like Mohan, he argues that such instruction must
involve the integra tion of languag e teachin g with academ ic content , and
simultaneously promot e language, cognition and content mastery. Moreover, as
argued in Chapte r 1 of this study, the modifications to a mainstr eam program
which this requires "do not entail a dilution in the conceptual and academic content
of the instruction, but the adoptio n of strategies that take account of student s'
background and that ensure comprehension of content" (Cummins 1994, p. 42), a
point support ed by others (Gibbons 1991; Harklau 1995; McKay et al 1997).
Strategies as to how this might be achieved include the use of the whole curriculum
as a resource for language teaching in the context of a functional approac h to
language (Gibbons 1991); and the use of visual information structur es such as
diagrams, graphs and timeliness in making new information comprehensible (Mohan
1986; Early 1990). Arguing for a greater role for vocabulary develop ment in
supporting students' academic development, Zimmerman (1997) shows how more
interactive approaches to vocabulary teaching contributes to students' knowledge of
the multifaceted nature of words and to gains in their vocabulary knowledge.
Strategies involved paying greater attention to the role of spoken and oral context in
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developing word meaning, an increase in opportunities for repeated encounters
of
target words in authentic texts, and to thematically related and content-based
discussions.
Looking more broadly beyond the level of individual classroom strategies, a n~r
of researchers argue for the significance of the social context and interaction
for
minority students' learning of both content and language (Edelsky, Altwerger,
and
Flores 1991; Faltis and Hudelson 1994). Thus "the crux of learning occurs throug
h
social interaction in which content is being discussed and negotiated" (Faltis
and
Hudelson 1994, p. 458). This perspective is foregrounded by the current study. Such
a perspective suggests a major shift away from cognitive ideas about second
language acquisition toward s a notion of language development as contextually
situated in activities "that must have one or more knowledgeable members who
interact with learners in ways that invite them to 'join the club"'. This socially based
perspective "more adequa tely depicts what happen s in classrooms that invite
students who are acquiring English to generate as well as gain knowledge
and
discourse from peers and the teacher" (Faltis and Hudelson 1994, p. 458).
It appears from this discussion that while many researchers would argue
at a
theoretical level for the potential value of the content classroom for langua
ge
learning, and while strategies exist to make individual lessons more comprehensibl
e,
there are compl ex issues embed ded in how such progra ms should
be
conceptualised, and how they can then be operationalised.
Addressing these issues, and taking into account language as a mediu m of learnin
g,
and the role of context in communication, Mohan (1986) describes a planne
d
integrative approach which relates language learning and content. This teachin
g
model is develo ped around a 'knowledge framework' for the sequencing
and
development of structures of knowledge across the curriculum, and is related
to
sequencing principles for discourse. The knowledge framework is sequenced from
practical to theoretical content, that is, from specific practical activity, to theory
which may require studen ts to classify, define principles and evaluate.
The
discourse framework, in parallel, is sequenced from 'implicit' to 'explicit' discour
se:
that is, from the practical discourse of 'here and now' action situati ons,
to
theoretical academic discourse, in which theoretical knowledge is made explicit,
and
(relatively perma nent) inform ation is convey ed by langua ge alone. These
frameworks are underp inned by a sequencing principle for learning itself, from
experiential to expository learning.
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Talk which occurs in the immediate environment of the learner is however a starting
point for the development of 'theoretical discourse' which is not dependent on this
immediate situational context:
A major pedagogical principle for both L1 and L2 teaching is that
language skills in context-reduced situations can be most successfully
developed on the basis of initial instruction which maximises the degree
of context-embeddedness ie. clues to meaning.
(Cummins 1983, p. 125)
The importance of the 'here-and-now' principle for early language learning is one
which has been addressed in both first and second language learning environments
(Halliday 1975; Painter 1984, 1985; I<rashen 1985; Wells 1985, 1986). Second
language development in school will presumably also be facilitated through a similar
orientation by the teacher (Dulay et al 1982; I<rashen 1985). But while contextembeddedness is an enabling factor of early learning, learners must also learn to
control more explicit academic discourse:
While context-dependent discourse is important for the early stages of
language learning, competenc e on processing relatively contextindependent theoretical discourse is necessary for academic achievement
and is a major aim of schooling.
(Mohan 1986, p. 101)
The need for learners to handle this increasingly less context-dependent language
has been a recurrent theme in several fields of educational research, not all primarily
related to the SLA field. While the notion of 'decontextualised' or 'explicit' discourse
is addressed more linguistically in Chapter 3, it is worth noting here, in the context
of Mohan's work, the breadth of the research which has addressed it. Halliday
(1975), for example, illustrates how a major aspect of language development is the
learner's increasing ability to become less reliant on situational contexts, and to
interpret discourse and express ideas and experience through language alone.
Moffett (1968) points out that a major business of formal education, where
typically expository learning is closely tied to written texts and teachers, is to
"render experience into words". Cummins argues that while context-de pendent
discourse is important in the early stages of learning, competence in processing and
producing less context-dependent discourse is essential for academic success in
schools (Cummins 1994, 1996).
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One way to provide for gradual development towards theoretical discourse is to
arrange teaching from practical to theoretical, with teachers building on the
transition between the experiential and the expository, for example following
experiments and simulations with discussions and reports which reflect on the
experience (Mohan 1986). The significance of this for language learning is that "it is
a transition from discourse interwoven with action and observation, to discourse
where the message is expressed by words alone" (Mohan 1986, p. 104). Mohan
describes this as the "expanding environment s design": learners understand
increasingly more distant environment s, and develop the ability to handle
increasingly less context-dependent discourse, so that ultimately unfamiliar content
can be learned through language alone. A critical issue within such a model is the
management of this transition from experiential to expository learning, which
teachers must achieve while taking into account both the development of curriculum
understanding and the development of discourse. Mohan notes that there is "little if
any research that addresses this problem directly" (Mohan 1986, p. 115). This issue
is central to the current study, and one which it directly addresses in Chapter 5.

PART 3: APPROACHES TO MINORITY EDUCATION

Introduction
This section considers the kind of classroom practices and interpersona l
relationships that will lead to bilingual students not only learning the second
language successfully, and using it to construct other kinds of curriculum knowledge,
but doing so without compromise to cultural and personal identity, a classroom
"where students are not only educated to be critical thinkers, but also to view the
world as a place where their actions might make a difference" (McLaren 1994, p.
170).
For ESL students in Australia the classroom is simultaneously a site for the learning
of a second language; a place where the learning of other curriculum knowledge
takes place, (usually through the medium of the second language); and a context for
the playing out of power relations, which will position learners in certain ways.
These dimensions are not value-neutral. Particular views of the nature of language,
language learning and literacy, and the social purposes for these, will influence how
a second language is taught and assessed. Particular epistemologies, what kinds of
knowledge are privileged, and how it is acquired, are reflected in the content and
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teaching processes of the curriculum. And the kinds of interpersonal relationships
that are created between students, and between teacher and students, impact on
how far students' identities and life experiences are negated or affirmed, and how
far their school experien ces, in Cummin s terms, "construct" or "constrict"
possibilities for a more just society.
Before turning to these issues, this section briefly considers the context in which
minority education takes place in Australia. It is outside the scope of this study to
discuss the historical and political issues around multicul tural educatio n in
Australia in depth. The survey which follows is intended simply to locate the
current study within its broader social and political context; but it does not attempt
to address in detail the complexity of the political and policy agendas which have
impacted on multicultural and second language education, and on the professional
agendas of teachers.
Lo Bianco (1988) describes multicultural education in Australia as "a generalised
concept containing both elements of description of society, and normative elements
which prescribe that, as a consequence of our demogra phic pluralism, matching
policies are either necessary or desirable" (Lo Bianco 1988, p. 25). He traces three
phases in the way multicultural education since the 1970's has been applied to
educatio n in Australia, describing these as the discourse of disadvan tage, the
discours e of incipien t multicul turalism and the discours e of 'hard-no sed'
multiculturalism. Overall there has been an increasingly utilitaria n attitude to
multicultural education. This has also been reflected in attitudes to multilingualism
which is increasingly considered in terms of economic and trade considerations,
attitudes which could lead to a rejection of less 'useful' languages (Clyne, 1991).
The discourse of disadvantage linked ethnicity with class, class consciousness and
demands for equality, and characterised the early 1970's. This era saw program s of
intervention specifically aimed at particular groups for equity reasons, and the
burgeoning of English as a Second Language programs aimed at children and adults.
These were aimed at providin g access to the mainstream curriculu m and towards
participation in the broader society.
The discourse of incipient multiculturalism evolved out of this, proposin g cultural
questions as explanations for minority underachievement. Programs were aimed at
intercultural tolerance of culture and language, and the fostering of self esteem for
minority groups, including the teaching of 'community' languages. They included the
teaching of ethnic heritage, customs and language and were aimed to develop
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minority stude nts' personal and cultural identification. They

were also targeted not
simply at ethnic communities but at the whole of society,
on the assum ption that
this woul d lead to tolerance, reduced prejudice, harm ony
and social cohesion. One
positive achievement of this time was the official supp ort
given to first langu age
maintenance in the Natio nal Languages Policy (1987),
but many 'mult icultu ral'
programs in schools were of the 'spaghetti and polka' varie
ty in their appro ach to
c;:ultural and linguistic diversity. Such programs celebrated
aspects of their students'
'cultures' on 'multicultural' days, often rarefying what was
perceived as the exotic or
quain t elem ents of cultu ral diver sity, but were often
little conc erned with
educational equit y or in a critique of the natur e of the curri
culum, and tende d to
reinforce cultural stereotyping.
These prog rams have been stron gly criticised on the
grou nds that they diver t
attention away from the key dilemma in educating children
from ethnic cultures; as
Kalantzis, Cope, Nobl e and Poyn ting (1991) argue, imm
igran t grou ps do not
necessarily want schools to reproduce their culture, if that
culture is defined withi n
cultural pluralism as their difference, but rather, they may
see access as meas ured in
economic and social terms. The respect for difference that
is intrinsic to cultu ral
relativism rings hollow when it does not actively promote
social access: tolerance of
difference can in fact mean toleration of social inequalitie
s. At the same time, 'self
esteem' is more likely to be impr oved by prog rams
whic h enha nce stude nts'
potential for educational success than those designed to
make stude nts feel good
(Kalantzis et al 1991).
The third phas e whic h Lo Bianco defin es, the disco
urse of 'hard -nose d'
multiculturalism, has "a stron g functionalist, instrumental,
pragmatic element" (Lo
Bianco 1988, p. 27), with a focus on the needs of society rathe
r than on the need s of
the indiv idual grou ps withi n it. Thus language issues,
inclu ding the learn ing of
English as a second language, have predo mina ntly macr
o-economic and national
self-interest objectives. This thinking, at Federal level, is
stili preva lent in the late
1990's, with funding for ESL progr ams increasingly linke
d to 'outcomes' rathe r than
prov ided on the basis of perce ived need . At one level
, the outco mes- based
approach of the National Statements and Profiles (1994
) has been welcomed by
teachers, since the inclusion of ESL as an area of curriculum
activity legitimates it
and offers a common language for ESL and subject teach
ers to talk abou t second
language learners, their achievements and their needs. At
the same time however,
common funding arrangements and the conflation of ESL
with related areas such as
English and LOTE (languages other than English), and most
recently with 'literacy'
programs, has threatened ESL as a distinct area of exper
tise and specialist practice
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(Davison 1997; Hamm ond 1997, Lo Bianco 1998). The linkin
g of first and secon d
langu age and litera cy educa tion has the poten tial to const
ruct ESL as a 'deficit'
mother tongu e English, to displace the nexus betwe en langu age
and cultur e, and to
lead to a neglect of bilingual and multicultural educa tion (Davi
son 1997). Davis on
argues that the curre nt political agend a of the late 1990's,
with its conce rn with
·system-wide stand ards, learne r commonality, linguistic 'prod
uct' or outcomes, and
suppo sed simplicity of accountability, is increasingly at odds
with the professional
agend a of teach ers, an agend a which is incre asing ly being
ignor ed in the
politicisation of education.
In this political context, there is a contin uing need for profe
ssional suppo rt for both

ESL and mains tream teachers. One teacher comments:

I'd have to say it's not enoug h just to train ESL teach ers but
to train
other teachers about language, to be a bit more sensitive of the
needs of
stude nts ... no classr oom is witho ut ESL stude nts ... it's easy
to see in
this class that [an] ESL stude nt is fairly lost. Either peopl e
don't have
the time or they find it difficult to incorporate strategies in their
plann ing
to cater for these stude nts ... I don't think it's because the teach
ers don't
want to. I think they haven 't got enoug h time or the traini ng,
know ing
how to do it.
. (ESL teacher, data from Davison 1997)
This reflects nume rous claims over the past fifteen years for
simila r profe ssion al
devel opme nt (see for example the recommendations of the Natio
nal Conferences on
Teacher Educa tion 1983 and 1984; the Campbell Reviews of
the Comm onwe alth's
ESL Progr am 1984 and 1985, includ ing Bridging the Language
Gap (Cam pbell and
McM enima n 1985); the ESL Factors and Index Study (1985
), and the Chris tie
Report 1992). Most recently Mci<ay, in an examination of the
relati onshi p betwe en
first langu age devel opme nt and secon d langu age acqui sition
, write s: "a major
comm on issue in the case studie s is a lack of formal prese rvice
prepa ration and
subse quent professional devel opme nt of mains tream teachers
teaching NESB (nonEnglish speak ing backg round ) children" (McKay et al 1997). The
recom mend ations
in the repor t include the following:
Most classr oom teachers in these studie s indica ted a lack
of ongo ing
profe ssion al devel opme nt to assist them to meet the needs
of NESB
stude nts in their classes. Profe ssion al devel opme nt of main
stream
teachers, in conjunction with ESL specialists, is recom mend
ed so that
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mainstream teachers will hav e
a bet ter und ers tan din g of the
nat ure of
second language acquisition in
a classroom context (including
the role of
the L1 and L1 cul tur e in this),
will em plo y mo re effective str
ate gie s to
assist ESL lea rne rs in the classe
s, and will recognise the pro gre
ss an d
need of second language learners
in literacy assessment activities.
(McKay et a1 1997, p. 265)
In line wit h these rec om me nda
tio ns the cur ren t stu dy aim s
to con trib ute to an
understanding of the nat ure of sec
ond language acquisition in a cla
ssroom context,
and to ways in wh ich ESL learne
rs ma y be bet ter sup po rte d in
the ma ins tre am
classroom. As Lo Bianco argues:

Central to ESL is the idea tha t
the acquisition of a sec ond lan
gua ge and
the ability to participate fully in
formal learning contexts can not
be left
to osmotic pro ces ses and bli nd
faith ... ESL lea rni ng can no t
be left
entirely to inc ide nta l, ind ire
ct, ind uct ive or im pli cit acq
uis itio nal
processes.
(Lo Bianco 1998, p. 1)

Deficit Theories of Educati
onal Failure
Among attempts to discover the
causes for the academic failure
of mi nor ity gro ups
have been those wh ich place bla
me at the personal individual lev
el. At times certain
groups have bee n por tra yed as
'genetically' inferior aen sen 196
9). As recently as
1987 in the US, Hispanic pup ils
and the ir par ent s hav e bee n exp
licitly bla me d for
their educational failure on
the gro und s tha t they "have not
bee n mo tiv ate d and
dedicated enough to make the sys
tem wo rk for them" (Dunn 1987,
p. 65).
More commonly, cultural depriv
ation theories lay the blame for
educational failure
wit hin stu den ts' hom e experi
ences; stu den ts are seen to com
e to school ret ard ed
~inguistically, cog nit ive
ly and socially, wi th bla me
lai d at the do or of the ir
bilingualism, perceived par ent apa
thy, lack of cognitive stimulatio
n, or lack of hom e
'.iteracy. The ind ivi dua l learner,
usu all y 'me asu red ' in som e wa
y aga ins t factors
considered im por tan t in the mid
dle-class child, is thus found to
be dis adv ant age d
or deprived in terms of socialisat
ion practices and hom e env iro
nm ent (Eckerman
1994}. Perceived characteristics
of the gro up to which the stu den
t belongs, suc h as
lack of motivation or par ent al dis
interest, hav e in the pas t bee n
pre sen ted as the
cause of educational failure (se
e for example Bereiter and En
gel ma nn 1967; Hu nt
1969). Such theories are sum ma ris
ed by Oakes (1985):
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Most consideratioJlS of barriers to educational equa
lity have focused on
characteristics of students themselves as the sour
ce of the problem. Seen
as prod ucts of diso rgan ised and dete riora ting
hom es and famlly
stru ctur es, poo r and min ority stud ents have
been thou ght of as
unmotivated, noncompetitive and culturally disa
dvantaged.
(Oakes 1985, p. 4).
The ideology of deficit is also implicit in school disco
urse whe n teachers, albeit wellmeaningly, speak of their students as having 'no expe
riences'. Eckermann, writing in
the context of Australia, cites comments from inter
views with teachers, (who she
claims were deeply committed to their students)
which were "firmly steeped in the
philosophy of deprivation" (1994, p. 49). Amo
ng the teachers' comments, for
example, were the following: "[the children] are
not getting a lot of inpu t from
home"; "socially some of the children are not
very well adju sted ... som e of the
children are not exposed to very much culture in
their families"; "the values of the
school don 't seem to be held by the parents";
"there is a lot of poo r lang uage
development around". My own experience has offer
ed many similar examples. One
teacher duri ng a teacher inservice gave an acco
unt of the harr owin g jour ney to
Australia of one of his refugee students, and just
minutes later remarked that the
learning problems of his ESL students were due
to their lack of experiences. The
equation of 'experience' with those experiences
valu ed by the school, (such as
excursions and outings of various types}, is indic
ative of the way in which Englishspeakingness and mid dle class values are freq
uently norm alise d in school. As
McLaren suggests, "we naturalise whiteness as
a cultural mar ker agai nst whic h
Otherness is defined" (McLaren 1994, p.ll4 ).
Theories of cultural deprivation have been influentia
l in producing large numbers of
compensatory programs, which aim to provide
those experiences seen as lacking.
Although it could not be claimed that such prog
rams have been with out value, the
assumption that underlies them is one which a mor
e critically oriented approach to
pedagogy and to the education of minority students
would reject: namely that such
children suffer from a deficit in skills which they
bring to school, and that the causes
for this deficit lie in a lack of appropriate training
by parents and caregivers, and in
the cultural experiences of the home. One of the more
invidious effects of locating a
learning 'problem' within the student, or within
the student's home background, is
that it serves to legitimise existing school structures
and approaches to curriculum
and peda gogy , because it obscures any need
for critical reflection on school
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structures and classroom practices and deflects any
1994, 1996).

pressures for change (Cummins

Bernstefu is similarly critical of the concept of com
pensatory education, arguing that
it detracts attention away from the deficiencies in
the internal organisation and the
·educational context of the school itself (Bernstei
n 1971). He argues that the speech
variants that children need to learn in school, "the
universalistic meanings of public
forms of thought"6, which may be less familiar for
some children, do not constitute
compensatory education. Rather, it is educ ation
itself. We may add to these
critiques that not only are deficit appr oach
es unhe lpfu l in addr essi ng the
educational failure of stud ents , a cultu ral defi
cit theo ry is also prof oun dly
disempowering for teachers, since the problem
of 'failing to learn' is then located
outside the pow er of an individual teacher to addr
ess.
The deficit mod el has continued to influence educ
ational thin king in Australia,
desp ite the fact that 'deficit' has in mos t case
s been repl aced by the term
'disadvantage' (Eckerman 1994). Moss argues
that wha teve r term is used , and
whether or not it is qualified by 'socially', 'culturall
y' and 'economically', "there is no
child who can fit into such a category... education
should pay more than lip service
to its long-held commitments to pupils as individua
ls and education as a process of
meeting indi vidu al needs" (Moss 1973). However
Moss also argu es that cultural
difference prev ents stud ents ' full participation
in the cultu re of the school, an
inte rpre tatio n whic h man y educ ator s have
associated with the conc ept of
disa dvan tage (see for example the wor k of
those associated with the genr e
appr oach disc usse d in Part 1 of this chapter).
The imp licat ions of cult ural
difference on stud ents in main strea m classroom
s, to whic h Moss refers, are
discussed below.

Redefining minority students
Linguists have argu ed for man y years that man
y of the difficulties that minority
children experience are the result of sociolinguistic
differences between the stud ents
and the language and culture of the mainstream
classroom (Hymes 1971). These
differences are com poun ded whe n educators over
look often subtle differences in
cultural capital and discourse strategies, and
are unaw are of the resu lt these
differences may have on learning in school (Corson
1993). Lack of positive feedback
6 A paral lel can perh aps be mad e here betw
een Bem stein 's notio n of the univ ersal istic
mean ings of publ ic forms of thou ght, and Moh
ans' reference to theoretical and explicit
disco urse. All stud ents are expe cted to deve lop
this ability to contr ol such disco urse;
this, as Bem stein poin ts out, is educ ation .
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and limited opportunities for the use
of their own language or dialect in sch
ool mean
that, for minority children, the knowle
dge and power asymmetry that alre
ady exists
between teacher and' students is furthe
r widened. A num ber of studies car
ried out in
the UK, US, Canada, Ne w Zealand
and Australia have demonstrated tha
t minority
students in mainstream classes, com
pared wit h their native English spe
aking peers,
suffer a num ber of educational dis
advantages. For example, the y ma
y hav e fewer
opportunities for extended langua
ge use wit h teachers (Au 1978; Ca
zde n 1990;
Biggs and Edwards 1991), receive less
feedback and participate less often
in class
discussion (Philips 1972, 1985; Au
and Mason 1983; Jones 1987) are
asked less
cognitively dem and ing questions and
generally have fewer opp ort uni ties
to talk
(Torr 1993); and use discourse stru
ctu res wh ich are eva lua ted less
positively
(Michaels 1981; Malcolm 1982; He
ath 1982, 1983; Erickson 1984; Mi
chaels and
Cazden 1986). These forms of rejectio
n are usually unintentional but nev
ertheless
may lead to educational inequality.
It is also likely that wh en studen
ts' identities are
devalued through their personal inte
ractions wit h educators, academic effo
rt is felt
to be futile, and they ma y withdraw
mentally and perhaps physically fro
m the life
of the school (Cummins 1996).
Working wit h American lndian7 chi
ldren in mainstream Anglo classroom
s, Philips
(1985) arg ues tha t their efforts
to get the floor in the classroom
are less often
ratified by the ir teachers, and -les
s often inc orp ora ted into the soc
ial rea lity
constructed thr oug h classroom disc
ourse. He r stu dy provides linguistic
evidence
that the speech of some stu den ts is
'heard' by teachers, in tha t it is res pon
ded to or
built on in some wa y, mo re tha n
the speech of others. Philips con
cludes tha t
because Ind ian chi ldr en' s contrib
utions are jud ged lacking, the y are
indirectly
defined as less proficient or as unequa
l to their Anglo peers. The reason for
this lack
of ratification, she suggests, is tha
t Ind ian stu den ts' not ion s of a cul
tur ally
appropriate response are different
from those of their teachers. In add
ition, the
daily experiences and com mo n kno
wledge of the Ind ian stu den ts inc
orporate
cultural elements wit h which teacher
s are not always familiar so tha t wh
en children
refer to specifically Indian cultural
aspects of their everyday life, their
teachers ma y
be unable to build on children's contrib
utions or expand on wh at they are say
ing. A
stu dy conducted by the US Commis
sion on Civil Rights (1973) similarly
found tha t
Euro-American students were praised
or encouraged 36% more often than
Mexican
Americans and tha t their classroom
contributions were used or bui lt on
40% more
frequently (cited in Cummins 1996).
7 The term American Indian, rath er
tha n the mo re recent term First Nat
ion, is use d here
since this is the term Philips herself
used in the study.
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In the Australian context, studies hav

e also sho wn the impact of Koori (Ab
original)
values on classroom talk, and the way
s in which the interactions tha t resu lt
can be
perceived as disrup~ve by teachers wit
hin conventional classrooms (Malcol
m 1979,
1982; Malin 1990). Malin con side red
in par ticu lar wh y aboriginal stu den
ts wh o
were considered com pet ent and skil
led at hom e wer e not seen as suc h
at school.
Her findings sho w considerable soc
iolinguistic differences in the sociali
sation of
home and school. In Aboriginal families
, children were tau ght to be ind epe nde
nt and
self sufficient. In school this behaviour
translated into a preference for hel pin
g their
peers, and asking the m for assistance,
rath er tha n enlisting the hel p of the
teacher.
Consequently Aboriginal stu den ts
del aye d ans wer ing teachers' que stio
ns and
helped their peers by calling out answer
s, they received less teacher-guidance
since
they frequently did not seek it, and the
assistance they gave to each oth er app
ear ed
to the teachers as 'disruptive' behavi
our. Sociolinguistic variation thu s freq
uen tly
resulted in negative evaluations by teac
hers.
Where a var iati on in sociolinguistic
pat tem ing is not recognised by sch
ools, it
appears likely, then, to result in lear
ning difficulties for some children. It
cou ld be
argued tha t wh ere there is suc h home-sc
hool 'mismatch' and it is unrecognised
and
inappropriately res pon ded to, (for exa
mple, by a ped ago gy of intense inst
ruc tion
which confines stud ent s to a passive
role), then learning difficulties ma y actu
ally be
pedagogically ind uce d (Beers and Bee
rs 1980; Cummins 1988). This ma y res
ult in a
cycle of failure to learn, low self este
em, and possibly neg ativ e atti tud es
to the
learner by teachers.
By comparison, a num ber of stu die
s hav e rep orte d on the pos itiv e effe
cts on
minority gro ups ' educational outcom
es, wh ere there has been a conscious
atte mp t
by teachers to res pon d to min orit y
learners by ada ptin g or cha ngi ng the
ir ow n
pedagogy and discourse styles, (see for
example Au and Mason 1983; Vogt, Jor
dan
and Tharp 1987; Ad a 1988; Caz den 198
9; Gibbons, White and Gibbons 1994).
The
educational responses documented in
these studies hav e in common a perspe
ctive
on minority learners which sees educati
onal failure not as a factor of the lear
ner or
their bac kgr oun d, but , broadly, as a
reflection of wid er socio-historical inju
stices
and, mo re nar row ly, of a nee d for
edu cato rs and inst itut ion s to reflect
on and
ada pt their ow n practices. The pro gra
ms in these studies all dem ons trat e
way s in
which school curricula and classroom
practices have been ada pte d to be resp
onsive
to the nee ds of stu den ts, rath er tha
n stu den ts bei ng exp ecte d to ada pt
to an
(Anglo-oriented) cur ricu lum . A rea
din g of the se stu die s wit h a Vy got
ski an
perspective also sug ges ts a reposition
ing of min orit y education: the succes
s or
otherwise of stu den ts is implicitly rec
ognised as a factor of the stre ngt hs
of the
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cultural and linguistic frameworks that support their learning. Success or failure is
seen as resting not only within the individual, but in the contributions of others in
the educational process. The current study further illustrates this notion.
While some sociolinguists have considered the way that features of minority group
language and discourse behaviour impact on learners' opportunities in school, other
researc hers have questio ned the way in which societal power structu res
disadva ntage some groups, arguing in particul ar that educati onal instituti ons
themselves perpetu ate such disadva ntages (see for exampl e Jakubow icz 1984;
Kalantzis and Cope 1988; Cummi ns 1988, 1996; Ogbu 1992). Bulliva nt {1981a,
1981b) argues that educators must consider the dynamics of economic and political
power, that is, how and why minority groups are disadva ntaged in relation to
dominant groups in society. I turn now to this broader socio-historical perspective.
While the kind of curricul um that minority student s are taught is importa nt, the
effects of teaching program s may be limited, or serve some groups better than
others, because they do not address the complex realities that affect the overall
relationship between the cultures and languag es of the minorit y and domina nt
groups (Ogbu 1992). Focusing mainly on black student s in the US, Ogbu (1978)
suggests that the causes of inequality of educational outcomes are ultimately not to
be found within the education system itself, but in wider societal structur es related
to social mobility and the 'job ceiling'. Post school rewards in terms of employ ment
and social mobility are unequally distributed between domina nt and non-dom inant
groups, and the long term effect of this impacts on student performance. Education,
Ogbu argues, does not serve the domina nt and minority groups equally; minorities
often reject academic competition with the domina nt group because their efforts in
school have not led to the traditio nal social and occupational rewards . Lower
educational attainm ent is then functionally adaptiv e to minorities' actual inferior
social and occupational positions, because in the process of socialisation, children
acquire the skills, motives, knowle dge and attitude s which will enable them to
perform adult roles in the way that their society typicall y conceiv es them.
Inequal ities betwee n groups, as manifes ted in job status, socio-e conomi c
background, and educational outcomes, then become 'normalised' by member s of
the domina nt group, and, in the educational context, rationalised through stories
and myths about particul ar groups of student s, and perpetu ated by educato rs'
lowering of expectations for some groups.
Recognition of the role of sociolinguistic factors and societal power structur es in
educational low achievement requires an ideological shift away from the deficit
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view of 'bla~n'l the victim'. While Ogbu' s major thesis concerns
the powe r
relationship betWeen majority and minor ity group cultur es, Cumm
ins (1996)
presents a theoretical account of minor ity educational failure aligne
d to Ogbu' s
argument. Like Ogbu, what is central in Cummins' account is the domin
ant/m inority
power relationship. Howe ver he argues that it is possible to reconc
eptualise this
relationship, at a micro level, within the classroom, where it is mirro
red in the
relationship betWeen teache r and minor ity studen t and realised
throug h the
interactions they are engag ed in. In line with this, the school is seen
as an agent of
social chang e whose aim should be to reverse the patter n of domin
ance and
subordination which holds between domin ant and minority cultur es
in the wider
society. Just as in the wider society relations of power range from
coercive to
collaborative, so minority studen ts within the societal institution of the
school may
be disadvantaged educationally in their interactions with teachers in very
much the
same way as their comm unitie s have been disadv antage d historically
in their
interactions with the broad er society. Similarly Bourdieu (1991) argues
that talk is
symbolic of the power that an institution gives to the individuals within
it, and that
in withh olding power , institu tions maint ain and reprod uce existin
g powe r
structures. Such a view locates power not in langu age per se, but
within the
institution which defines who· has the right to speak and how (Bourd
ieu 1991). The
critical nature of the interactions between educator and studen t underl
ies van Lier's
assertion that a transf ormat ion of teacher I studen t interactions will
"necessarily
(though not instantaneously) bring about a transformation of the institu
tion itself'
(van Lier 1996, p. 158).
Cummins' thesis rests on the notions of coercive and collaborative power
within the
classroom. Coercive relations of power refer to the exercise of power by
a domin ant
group to the detrim ent of a subor dinate d group , and opera te to
maint ain the
division of resources and status in society. In a school context, they
freque ntly
invoke the discourse of 'blaming the victim' referred to earlier, as educa
tors look to
the perceived characteristics of a group as the cause for underachievement.
Thus the
effect of relations of power are to further legitimise existing school
practices and
maintain the status quo. Gutierrez, Larson and Kreuter (1995), for examp
le, show in
one study of classroom discourse how a monocultural and monolithic
instruction
marginalises the linguistic, social and cultur al capita l of the divers
e stude nt
population. Gutierrez et al argue that, in the classroom they observed,
participation
in joint activi ty was so restric ted that funda menta l educa tional
goals were
subsu med within the goal of social order, produ cing an institution
which valued
social order over educational outcomes.
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Collaborative)elat ions of powe r on the other hand opera

te on the assum ption that
power is not a prede term ined quan tity but is some thing
whic h is gene rated in
interpersonal and intergroup relations. In the process of a
collaborative relationship,
empowerment for both participants is generated in that
each is more affirmed in
their ident ity and has a great er sense of efficacy to creat
e change in their life or
situation. Within the classroom, Cummins argues, educators
shou ld seek to·create
collaborative relations of powe r (Cummins 1996}, so that
throu gh their interactions
with minority stude nts they reverse the historical patte
rns of subo rdina tion and
coercive relations of powe r that have characterised relations
in the broad er society.
Thus he argues that minority groups "will succeed education
ally to the extent that
the patterns of interaction in school challenge and reverse
those that prevail in the
society at large" (Cummins 1996, p. 137). The way stude nts
are defined by teachers
is interwoven throu ghou t all classroom interactions.
Their identities as learners are
created in the way they are both talked to and about: "cult
urally diver se stude nts
are empowered or disabled as a direct result of their intera
ctions with the educators
in the schools" (Cummins 1996, p. 141). Emp ower ing
interactions are therefore
those whic h are relate d to pedagogical appro ache s that
value and attem pt to
amplify students' prior experiences.
What is significant about this view of the importance of teach

er-student interaction

is that it acknowledges that individual educators have
control over how they define

minority and culturally diverse students. Unlike deficit
views of the learner, the
focus on teach er inter actio n defines indiv idual teach
ers, rathe r than whol e
education systems, as chan ge agents who are able to
make a difference to the
individual stude nts they teach. As van Lier argues, "the powe
r of the statu s quo can
only be brok en by the power, minu te in isolation but invin
cible in a purp osefu l
project, of transformed interaction between educator and
educated" (van Lier 1996,
p. 158).
The causes of minority underachievement in part, then,
lie in the way in whic h
individual educators define their roles. This notion can be
extended to the structures
of the school itself. Educational institutions, while they
may not be overtly racist,
may be structurally so if the curriculum and pedagogy milita
tes against successful
minority parti cipat ion and if there is an unjust use of
powe r which creates and
maintains minority stereotypes and class distance (Labo
v 1987; Cum mins 1988).
Eckermann (1994) states:
Institutional racism is covert and relatively subtle; it origi
nates in the
oper ation of essential and respe cted forces in the
society and is
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con seqt tent ly acce pted . It man ifes ts itse
lf in the law s, nor ms and
regulatio~\iWhich maintain dominance of one group over ano
ther. Because
it originates out of society's legal, politica
l and economic syst em, it is
sanc tion ed by the pow er gro up in that
soci ety and at leas t taci tly
accepted by the powerless, it receives very
little pub lic condemnation.
(Eckermann 1994, p. 33)
Arguing an explicitly reformist agenda,
and goin g bey ond argu men ts rest ing on
sociolinguistic difference, Cum min s (199
6) sug gest s fou r critical area s whi ch
maintain institutionalised racism and imp
act on the academic success of min orit y
students: the degree of cultural and linguist
ic incorporation with in the curriculum,
the degree of com mun ity participation; the
pedagogy; and the assessment practices.
Each of thes e can be ana lyse d alon g a
con tinu um, with one end reflecting an
anti raci st orie ntat ion, and ·the othe r
a mor e trad itio nal Ang le-c onf orm ity
orientation. Cum min s argu es that a school
which is responsive to its mul ticu ltur al
population is one whi ch is inclusive of the
language, cult ure and com mun ity of its
stud ents , take s an 'interactive' rath er than
a 'tran smi ssio n' bas ed app roac h to
teaching and learning, and avo ids cultural
ly and linguistically bias ed asse ssm ent
practices, suc h as stan dard ised tests, whi
ch legitimate stud ents ' failure to lear n
because they locate the learning 'problem'
with in the individual. Where schools hav
e
an orientation tow ards traditional Angle-c
onformity and define thei r roles narr owl y
and in a mec han istic way as tran smi ttin
g a bod y of kno wle dge and skills to
stud ents , min orit y stud ents are likely
to bec ome "disabled" (Cu mm ins 1994).
Cummins' argu men t suggests the nee d for
critical reflection by edu cato rs in relation
to these four areas. Teachers can become
agents of change, by wor king toge ther to
collaboratively critique existing school prac
tices (Faltis and Hud elso n 1994), and
working tow ards a mor e just and democra
tic society (Edelsky 1993). This mig ht
include, in the case of schools whe re minorit
y children enter school with out control
of the lang uag e of instruction, a mor e refle
ctive and critical app roac h by teachers as
to how lang uag e is used in their classroom.
An example of the kind of linguistically
informed orientation to curriculum which
may result is illustrated in this stud y.
The definition of learners as inferior, defi
cient or incapable, (wh ethe r or not this is
explicitly arti cula ted) , lead s to a patt ern
of inte ract ion whi ch is con fini ng and
constricting eith er psychologically or acad
emically (Cummins 1996). Low teacher
exp ecta tion s tow ard chil dren (often thos
e alre ady mos t unf ami liar wit h the
language of school) mea n that teachers
tend to pro vide fewer opp ortu niti es for
acad emi c dev elop men t, ther eby con fini
ng stud ents inte llec tual ly (Au 1980;
Gum perz 1980; Oak es 1985; Tor r 1993
). Oakes' stud y (1985) on how scho ols
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'structure' inequality illustrates the constra
ining effects of a reductionist curr icul um
and low teacher expectations on students
' academic development. In con side ring
the question of 'who learns what', Oakes
draw s on high school data collected in
interviews with stud ents and teachers,
and examines textbooks and teac hers '
programs. In part icul ar she focuses on the
differences betw een the edu cati ona l
experiences and the attitudes of teachers and
students between stud ents placed in
high streams, and those placed in low. Her
stud y shows the way s in whi ch teachers'
perceptions of the characteristics of the gro
ups of stud ents they teach legitimise
existing practices, and suggests that the way
in which knowledge is dist ribu ted in
some schools leads to structural inequalities.
When asked the mos t imp orta nt thin g
they had lear ned or don e so far in their
class, high -str eam seco nda ry stud ents
tended to answer in ways that reflect higher
ord er learning. By contrast low-stream
students tend ed to emphasise learning for
the here-and-now, and the mas tery of
low level skills; their responses included, how
to get a better job, how to act whe n at
an interview, how to fill out a form, how to
cook and keep a clean house, and how
to spell words. An examination of the con
tent of lessons, and teachers' perceptions
of what they hop ed stud ents wou ld learn,
uncovered the fact that desired attitudes
and behaviours wer e seen as different for the
two groups. The researchers make the
point that while they do not consider valu
eless the knowledge and attit ude s that
low-stream stud ents were learning, they hav
e little 'exchange value' and offer little
access to educationally or socially importa
nt !earnings. Basic functional skills, goo d
work habits and the ability to follow dire
ctives wor k to keep the curr ent social
system functioning, but do not provide stud
ents with the means to life choices. Thu s
the way in which stud ents were defined resu
lted in the maintenance of the stat us
quo, and of existing social and economic diff
erences between groups of students. In
addition, teachers esti mat ed that in high
track classes approximately eigh ty per
cent of class time was spe nt on instruction
(as opposed to stud ent discipline and
general clas sroo m rou tine s) whe reas
in low trac k classes it dro ppe d to
approximately sixty-seven per cent, findings
which were substantiated by observers
and students. When this time difference
is converted to actual time ove r several
years, it is clearly inequitable, if we believe
that active stud ent learning is critical to
achievement outcomes. Oakes' insights are
relevant in considering how far the status
quo of min orit y stud ents is sim ilar ly
mai ntai ned thro ugh thei r edu cati ona l
experiences.
To the finding of Oakes' stud y can be add
ed, from a Vygotskian perspective, that
learning whi ch is orie nted tow ards actu
al, rath er than pote ntia l, leve ls of
development is also more likely to constra
in the language development of minority
groups. Vyg otsk y (1978) poin ts out that
mor e trad itio nal forms of 'special
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education', where the pedagogical orientation is toward s the use of concrete,
lookand-sa y method s and where tasks involv ing more abstrac t thinkin g tend
to be
elimin ated from the curricu lum, actuall y prevent studen ts from any chance
of
developing what is lacking in their own development. It can be suggested that
this is
likely to occur in school s which have low expect ations of ESL studen
ts'
performance; focus on their curren t abilities in English langua ge, and presen
ta
curriculum heavily weight ed towards concrete learning and tasks which are reduce
d
in cognitive deman d. Vygotskian theory would sugges t that it is precisely becaus
e
studen ts are less likely to have yet develo ped the academ ic registe rs
of the
classroom that the school must make every effort to suppor t such develo pment,
rather than teaching a less demanding curriculum.
Since schools have always reflected the values and attitud es of the broade r society
,
the interactive process betwee n educators and studen ts is less proble matic
where
there is a socio-cultural and linguistic match between them (Heath 1982). Howev
er
where this is not the case, when children do not share the culture and langua
ge of
the domin ant group, pattern s of interactions and the 'hidden messages' they convey
can construct studen ts as learners in ways which work against successful academ
ic
outcomes and may further compo und any preconceived ideas of learner deficit.
The
work of Cumm ins' and others which has been discussed here underl ines the
fact
that interac tions in the classro om betwee n studen ts, and betwee n teacher
s and
studen ts, can never be neutral, but that in the process of whatev er 'instruc
tional'
function they may be serving , (such as, in this study, develo ping studen
ts'
unders tandin g of science), they are simulta neousl y realising relations of power
which constru ct how studen ts are positioned as people and as learners. The
ways
in which relationships are constructed are a powerf ul indicat or to studen
ts about
how they are viewed: "children are aware, albeit not at the theoretic level, of
when
they are being treated as persons in an educational relationship and when as
mere
instructional objects" (Young 1992, p. 67).
These issues are discussed further from a more linguistic and discourse perspe
ctive
throug hout this study, in particu lar in relatio n to the way that studen
ts are
positioned as learners in the interactional pattern s betwee n teachers and studen
ts.
At this point, it is suffici ent to note that a discuss ion of minori ty studen
ts'
academic learnin g should not be considered in isolation from the social relation
s
constructed in the discourse of the classroom.
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Issues of social justice
The dilem ma of a simp le plura list notio n is how to
reconcile the conc erns of
individual cultural identity with equality of educational outco
mes. Concentration on
the private doma in may divert attention away from the real
issues of inequality and
discrimination in the social doma in (Kalantzis and Cope
1988). Maki ng a simil ar
distinction betw een the priva te and the social doma ins,
Bullivant (1981b) argue s
that a multi-ethnic society such as Australia is not plura
list at all levels. While it is
pluralist at the family, comm unity and priva te levels
of ethnic grou p life, it is
integrated at the institutional level of society, such as gove
rnment, the law and the
economy. It can be argue d, then, that educational syste
ms must incor porat e both
domains in their response to cultural and linguistic diversity.
A critique of education which focuses primarily on the 'priva
by Delpit (1988), in relation to the education of Black child

te domain' is prese nted

ren in the US. She argue s
forcibly that while liberal educators argue for a curriculum
which reflects mino rity
groups' life experiences and world views, alternative world
views have rarel y been
sought in the development of many now generally accep
ted 'progressive' ideas and
liberal view s of educ ation . Examining this schis m betw
een liberal educ ation
movements and non-White, non-m iddle class teachers
and communities, Delpit
argues that, because classrooms are sites for the enact ment
of powe r, and because
the codes of participation by which they are governed are
a reflection of the rules of
those who are alrea dy dominant, the 'rules' of powe r must
be made explicit to nondominant groups. In addition, educators need to be awar
e of the powe r they hold.
Delpit point s out that if you are not alrea dy a parti cipan
t in the cultu re of powe r,
being told explicitly the rules of that culture makes acquiring
powe r easier. Entering
a new cultu re is easier, "both psychologically and pragm
atically", if infor matio n
about the appro priat eness of beha viour is made expli
cit to those outsi de the
culture, rathe r than being conveyed as implicit codes, as
it woul d be to those who
are members of the community by birth. She concludes: "unle
ss one has the leisure of
lifetime of imme rsion to learn them, explicit prese ntati
on make s learn ing
immeasurably easier" (Delpit 1988, p. 283).

a

In addit ion, those with powe r are frequently least awar
e of, or least willi ng to
acknowledge, its existence. Middle class liberal educators
may not perceive the kind
of powe r they exert over non-dominant groups. While they
may seek to reduce the
power differential with their students, the effect is frequ
ently to increase it, since
instructions and information become increasingly less expli
cit as a result. Altho ugh
they may argue along the lines of desiring the same educ
ation for all, if this means
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that schooling simp ly reflects liberal values and
aspirations, then it main tains the
status quo and ensu res the cultu re of pow er rema
ins in the hand s of those who
already have it:
Some children come to school with more accoutrem
ents of the culture of
pow er alrea dy in pla ce- "cultural capital" as som
e critical theorists refer
to it- some with less. Many liberal educators hold
that the prim ary goal
for educ ation is for children to become auto nom
ous, to deve lop fully
while they are in the classroom setting with out
havi ng arbitrary, outs ide
stan dard s forced upon them. This is a very reas
onable goal for peop le
who se children are already participants in the cultu
re of pow er and who
have internalised its codes. But pare nts who don'
t function with in that
cultu re often wan t som ethin g else. It's not that
they disagree with the
former aim, it's just that they wan t something more
. They wan t to ensu re
that the scho ol prov ides thei r chil dren with
disc ours e patt erns ,
interactional styles, and spok en and writ ten lang
uage codes that will
allow them success in the larger society.
(Delpit 1988, p. 285)
One dea r impl icati on of this thin king is that
the educ ation al curr icul um mus t
include explicit teaching to minority groups of thos
e forms of language whic h will
enable them to succ eed in school and activ
ely part icip ate in the dom inan t
community, an argu men t also pres ente d by criti
ques of progressive educ ation in
Australia (see Part 1 of this chapter). Delpit poin
ts out that whe re educ ation al
standards are not accorded a high priority for
minority stud ents , then, no matt er
how friendly, egalitarian and caring the environm
ent, classrooms may still operate
to oppress stud ents , even thou gh in a benign and
less obvious way. The lack of
willingness to be explicit may be attri bute d to
teachers' unwillingness to exhibit
power in the classroom, yet this very inexplici
tness, whe ther it is abou t rules of
conduct or forms of writ ing, often ensu res ultim
ate failure for man y stud ents .
Moreover, mak ing rule s and expectations expl
icit to stud ents is not in itsel f
inconsistent with liber al prin ciple s, nor does
it limi t stud ents ' free dom and
autonomy:
Pret endi ng that gatekeeping poin ts don' t exist
is to ensu re that man y
stud ents will not pass thro ugh them ... I pref
er to be hone st with my
students. Tell them that their language and cultu
ral style is uniq ue and
won derf ul but that there is a political pow er
gam e that is also bein g
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played, and if the y wa nt to be in on
tha t game there are certain games
that they too mu st play.
(Delpit 1988, p. 292)
The notion of 'explicitness' is a recurr
ing theme in the cur ren t stu dy wh
ich shows
)low it is played out in the discourse
of the two classrooms.
Delpit's claims about the teaching of
writing embody questions which lie
at the heart
of much of the debate abo ut the goa
ls of minority and multicultural edu
cation:
whether the educational process sho
uld aim to affirm and encourage div
ersity and
the rights of all children to their ow
n language and culture, to develop
stu den ts'
identities and to accept all forms
of language expression as equ ally
valid; or
whe~er it sho uld aim to teac
h those forms of language and ways
of knowing which
are the heritage of those already in
positions of power. The two positio
ns however
present an inherently false dichotom
y:
Those [teachers] wh o are mo st suc
cessful in educating black and poo
r
children ... und ers tan d the nee d to
help stu den ts to establish their ow
n
voices, but to coach those voices
to pro duc e notes tha t will be hea
rd
clearly in the larger society.
(Delpit 1988, p. 296)
While arg uin g for an explicit tea
ching of the dom ina nt lan gua ge
to min ori ty
students, Delpit and others (Walsh
1991; Corson 1993; McLaren 1994;
Cu mm ins
1996) ado pt a more critical view tha
n a simple additive approach mig
ht suggest,
arguing tha t students sho uld not be
taught simply to adopt new codes in
a passive
way, but sho uld also lea rn to crit
ique them, so tha t they recognise
bot h the
arbitrariness and the political pow
er of the new codes, and can und
ers tan d the
power realities.
This view of education calls into que
stion the teacher's role, and how the
reality of
power is pla yed out wit hin it, an
issue which is add res sed in Ch apt
er 6. Freire
(1995) makes a distinction between
an 'authoritative' and an 'authoritar
ian' teacher,
arguing tha t the authoritative teache
r is able to foster learners' critical cap
acities in
the way tha t a 'facilitator' cannot:
When teachers call themselves facilita
tors and not teachers, they become
involved in a distortion of reality.
To begin with, in de-emphasising
the
teacher's pow er by claiming to be
a facilitator, one is being less tha
n
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truthful to the extent that the teacher turn
ed facilitator maintains the
power institutionally created in the position
... the facilitator still grades,
still has certain control over the curriculum,
and to den y these facts is to
be disingenuous. I thin k wha t creates this
nee d to be a facilitator is the
confusion between authoritarianism and auth
ority. What one can not do
in trying to divest of authoritarianism is
relinquish one's auth orit y as
teacher ...
A better way to proceed is to assume the
authority of a teacher who se
direction of education includes helping lear
ners get involved in plan ning
education, help ing them create the criti
cal capacity to con side r and
participate in the direction and dreams of
education, rather than merely
following blindly.
(Freire and Macedo 1995, pp. 378-379)
The next section add ress es some of the
issues aro und critical app roac hes to
pedagogy which are suggested by these argu
ments.

A critical approach to pedagogy
At the heart of all critical pedagogy, whe ther
its particular concern is with gender,
class or other social issues, lies a notion whi
ch has already been referred to: that
schooling is inherently biased towards repr
oducing the status quo and dom inan t
culture. It can be argu ed that since a criti
cal approach to ped ago gy is bas ed on
principles of social justice it is therefore nece
ssarily partisan:
any worthwhile theory of schooling mus t
be partisan. That is, it mus t be
fundamentally tied to a struggle for a qualitat
ively better life through the
construction of a society based on nonexp
loitative relations and social
justice.
(McLaren 1994, pp. 176-177)
McLaren's discussion of hegemonic relation
s is consistent with Cummins' view of
coercive relations of power, and reflects the
way in which institutional racism is
enacted (McLaren 1994). McLaren defi
nes heg emo ny as the way in whi ch
domination is maintained not by force or
direct coercion or the construction of
harsh regulations, but
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rather through the general winning of consent of the subordinate class to
the dominan t class. The dominan t class need not impose force for the
manufacture of hegemony since the subordinate class actively subscribes
to many of the values and objectives of the dominant class without being
aware of the source of those values or the interests which inform them.
(McLaren 1994, p. 177)
The dominant culture frames the ways that members of a society see their own lives
and experiences by providin g what McLaren refers to as the terms of reference
against which individuals are expected to live their lives. In the school context, for
example, examples have already been given of how such frames of reference may
operate: they include the way in which some kinds of responses to teacher questions
are validated or ratified over others, the values and judgments of the teacher, the
codes and maintenance of social behaviour, and also the visual and written texts of
the classroom. The ideology which is supporte d by this hegemon y is usually
invisible, and thus becomes the norm, the natural way of things, the common sense
view of the world. A critical approach seeks to make this ideology visible by
interrogating the common sense view. The challenge for teachers is therefore to first
recognise and then change undemocratic features of hegemonic control in the
classroom. Yet as McLaren points out, these are precisely the features which are
rarely challenged because they have been for so long normalis ed that they are
viewed as 'natural'.
A similar view is put by Young, who states:
Ideology critique thus concerns itself with concealed practices which
create such meanings and the general dispositions to accept rather than
to inquire into them, and so distinguish between authority which is
justified and that which is not.
(Young 1992, p. 53)
One example of such a 'concealed practice' which is of particular relevance to this
thesis, is found within the unmarked (and often unremarkable) discourse practices
of the classroom. Earlier discussion referred to the three part dialogic pattern, or
IRF, which serves to allow the teacher to control, perhaps totally, the thematic
development of a topic, and to maintain the teacher-student power relationship
embedded in classroom life (Lemke 1990a). A critical approach to pedagogy would
involve considering what ends such unmarke d patterns might be serving, both
overtly and covertly. It could be questioned, for example, whether triadic dialogue is
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simply leading uncritically to the reproduction of mainstream thinkin g and values,
and how such discourse positions the learner.
Gutierrez et al's notion of 'script' is useful here, to characterise the expected pattern
or orientation that serves as a framework for classroom participants (Gutierrez
et al
'1995). Gutier rez et al argue that the domin ant script is that of the teacher
, and
represents beliefs about the nature and function of teaching held by the teacher
and
the wider community. They show how this emphasis on social order restrict
s not
only the kinds of knowledge to which the studen ts are given access, but also
how
they are given access to this knowledge, and how the scripted pact mainta ins
the
power relations of the classroom by excluding voices which do not follow
the
unspok en rules. The study shows how Nora, a poor Latina foster child,
is
marginalised by the teacher and by the other studen ts throug h her verbal and
non
verbal resistance to the teacher's script. The researchers argue that this "ironic
rekeying of classroom behaviour" reveals the scripted and inflexible nature
of a
classroom which consistently excludes marginal voices such as Nora's, but that
this
at the same time creates the possibility of a challenge to the scripte d pact
by
providing for the possibility of dialogic change. They conclude that:
what the analys is ... indicat es is that the voices of these margin al
studen ts are imminently valuable in that they have the potential to force
teacher and studen ts out of their mutual ly confirming scripts and to
recognise alterna tive forms of classro om practic e ... Althou gh the
practices in this classroom are embed ded within a larger culture , the
potenti al of the classroom as a locus for social change lies in directing
this teacher's discourse away from the transcendent script and toward s
the studen ts and their diverse perspectives and experiences.
(Gutierrez et al 1995, p. 438)
The author s suggest that such alternative practices be based on dialogic interac

tion
as a means for scaffolding learning, rather than on the monologic and restrict
ive
interaction described in the study. Part of the focus of this thesis is to locate
and
describe such alternative practices, and to offer some alternatives to the kind
of
restrictive discourse practices that Gutierrez et al describe. Young (1992) argues
that
a search for alterna tive practices involves a choice betwee n author itarian
and
discursive approa ches to the way that knowle dge itself is constru cted
and
presented, a theme which was explored at the end of Part 1 of this chapter:
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We must choose whether we take as our model the typical authoritarian
asymmetry of the scientist's communication with the layperson, or
a
discursive model. The former approach has already been with us for
a
long time, in the communicative relationship of imperial power with
colonised cultures, and the imperialism of science and administrati
ve
rationality against every day culture. Perhaps it is time we tried the
alternative?
(Young 1992, p. 125)
Thus the way that learners come to know is of critical importance if
children are
eventually to be creative and critical participants in society.
Conversely, the more that knowledge is based on social influence, autho
rity and
power, the less likely it is that learners will develop the problem solvin
g skills and
the skills of critique that Young argues will be increasingly important for
the future.
Young argues that schooling can no longer simply be aimed at produ cing
a mirror
image of the older gener ation. Instea d what shoul d be encou raged
is the
develo pment of co-operative, holistic, problem-solving strategies,
throug h an
education based on what he refers to as a 'discourse model' for classroom
talk. Thus
we are led back again to Lotman's notion of text as a thinking device,
discussed in
the first part of this chapter, and. to the notion of a discourse model for
classroom
talk. Such a model involves a curriculum which is 'open to inquiry',
which for
learners means:
being aware of the processes that produced the knowledge, havin g some
practice in open-ended inquiry for themselves, and/ or awareness of the
ongoing inquiry - the contemporary discourse - and some degree
of
access to that discourse".
(Young 1992, p. 13, my italics)
Young argues that a discourse classroom is one which is characterised
by the
suspension of judge ment and one where the gather ing of more
eviden ce is
encouraged. Where a teacher does not use learners' creativity and
capac ity for
rational exploration as a resource for learning, "the rejected creativity of
the learners
can nonetheless find its fulfilment in rejection of the teacher" (and we could
add, as
both Cumm ins and Ogbu suggest, in the rejection by minor ity learne
rs of the
education process in general).
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PART 4: MAKING CONNECTIONS

The final section of Cha pter 2 dra ws
on the pre vio us discussions to sug ges
ta
theoretical 'profile' of a classroom which
is inclusive of ESL students' language and
curriculum learning, and in which they
are positioned as active and able learners
. It
also draws together a num ber of common
themes in the three areas covered by the
review.
In Vygotskian theory, in second lang
uag e acquisition research and in crit
ical

approaches to minority education, the
role of spoken interaction is foreground
ed.
Although, as the reviews have shown,
the rationale for an interactive classroo
m is
different in each case, the three domains
have in common a prim ary concern wit
h
the role of interaction in the process of lear
ning.
As discussed earlier, neo-Vygotskian
approaches to edu cati on see interaction
s
between teacher and stud ent as central
to the learning process. External dialogu
e is
seen as the source of inner thinking, and
talk between 'expert' and 'novice' leads
the
development of learning. Spoken discour
se mediates students' apprenticeship into
a
discipline, as the y talk their way into
an und erst and ing of key concepts. SLA
studies also suggest ways in which inte
raction is critical to the acquisition process
,
foregrounding the importance of stud ent
out put and interactional modifications.
Critical approaches to minority education
also see the kinds of interactions in whi
ch
learners take par t as a par tial explana
tion for learners' edu cati ona l success
or
failure, and arg ue tha t stud ents are pos
itioned as learners by the way edu cato
rs
speak to and abo ut them: interactions
between educators and stud ents are nev
er
'value neutral'. Clearly then, a classroom
which is to be responsive to the needs
of
minority lear ner s mu st plac e a hig h
prio rity on clas sroo m practices whi
ch
incorporate interaction between particip
ants.
Equally how eve r, it is clear tha t inte
raction per se is not of itself necessa
rily
supportive of learning; rath er it is the qua
lity of interaction which is critical. Neo
Vygotskian app roa che s arg ue for the
dialogic function of text, an active stan
ce
towards ideas, so that spoken discourse
becomes a thinking device and the idea
s of
all participants can be challenged, clarified
or modified. This focus on a more equal
status betw een par tici pan ts is also com
patible wit h the not ion of collaborati
ve
rather than coercive relations of pow er
between educators and minority students
.
The responsive qua lity of interaction
s has several times bee n refe rred to
as
'contingency', characterised for example
by how well an adu lt judges, on the bas
is of
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moment-to-moment understanding, the pacing, type
and amo unt of help required by
a learner. The notion of contingently responsive inter
action suggests certain kinds of
teacher-behaviours, such as that teachers check
they have unde rsto od correctly,
negotiate misunderstandings, and sustain studentinitiated topics. SLA research
argues, more specifically, for the value of clarificat
ion and confirmation checks, and
for students to be given some freedom in initiating
topics and exchanges rather than
simply responding to the teacher's choice of topic
. Contingent interactions are thus
central to the kind of discursive classroom suggested
by neo- Vygotskian educational
approaches, to the interpersonal relationships
between educ ator s and stud ents
suggested as critical in the educ ation of mino
rity grou ps, and to the kind s of
interactions seen as enab ling of s~cond lang uage
deve lopm ent. A clas sroo m
supportive of minority learners will therefore be
rich in interactions which can be
described as contingently responsive.

It has been suggested at several points in the revie
ws that explicitness abou t both
the content and procedure of lessons is a key facto
r in enabling minority students to
learn to participate in the mainstream classroom,
and more broadly, to gain access
to the dominant culture. The expert/novice relations
hip inherent in the construct of
the ZPD likewise suggests explicit teaching. The
explicitness of (native-speaker)
interactants' resp onse s in feedback also appe
ars to be a factor in successful
language learning, with importance given to cont
exts where 'noticing' is likely to
occur. Reflection on learn ing is also a recurren
t theme, inclu ding reflection on
individual learning, and metalinguistic reflection on
language itself.
Previous discussions also supp ort the need for class
room practices to focus both on
the process and products of learning. A discursive
classroom allows a focus on the
processes of learning, the way in which learners
come to know; stud ents will
generate as well as gain new knowledge and disco
urse. In the review of minority
education, it was argued that a responsive and critic
ally oriented classroom is one
where learn ers become awa re of the processe
s whic h prod uced part icul ar
knowledge, and have some practice in open-ended
enquiry themselves. Many of the
studies cited in the SLA review also focus on the
interactional processes by whic h
learners increasingly approximate the target lang
uage. Equally, a view of learning
which sees it as the cognitive and linguistic socialisati
on of students into the culture
of the school mus t also place emphasis on the prod
ucts of learning, the texts and
genres which give access to pow er within the dom
inant culture, and the skills to
critique it. To achieve this, the curriculum mus
t be one which is academically
rigorous, one which has the 'exchange value' need
ed for learners to participate in the
mainstream culture.
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The need for communicative competence to inclu
de sociolinguistic competence in
academic contexts is also a recurring theme in
several of the stud ies reviewed.
Studies carried out in immersion classrooms have
argu ed for the need for ESL
programs to take account of the academic learn
ing need s of seco nd lang uage
speakers. A supp ortiv e classroom is therefore one
whe re stud ents have access to
registrally appr opri ate models of language, used
in auth entic and purp osef ul
contexts, and this inclu des the use of the
mor e cont ext- redu ced disc ours e
associated with academic learning.
On the basis of SLA studies, it can also be argu
ed that a supp ortiv e classroom is

one where there are opportunities for students' lang

uage to be 'stretched' in contexts
requiring more extended language use. Tasks whic
h incorporate an information 'gap'
are likely to be a feature of the classroom since it
wou ld appe ar that these create the
need for the kind s of interactional modifications
believed to be imp orta nt for
language learning. It wou ld also seem there needs
to be some balance between grou p
work and teacher-directed work, (although the liter
ature does not suggest wha t this
balance might be or how it might be achieved).
This profile is not of course a definitive one.
Noth ing has been discussed here
regarding the use of the first language, nor has men
tion been mad e of the ways in
which the cont ent of the curr iculu m can be mor
e or less inclusive of min ority
learners. However, in terms of the concerns of this
thesis, the profile suggested here
provides some key criteria against which the data
will be read.
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We seek not to prove but to understand.
(Block 1996, p. 77)
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter 3 discusses the methodology used in the study
. It situates the appro ach
taken withi n a range of methodological options, and argue
s that this appro ach is
congruent with the aims of the research.
Part 1 discusses the methodological approach used and its

rationale. It argue s that
different kinds of knowledge require different kinds of resea
rch approaches. It goes
on to discuss the implications that qualitative approaches
have for the relationship
between teach er and researcher, inclu ding ethical consi
derations, and for data
collection and interpretation.
Part 2 describes the school and comm unity whic h prov
ided the site for data
collection and includes a description of the community,
the teachers, the children
and the teaching programs.
Part 3 descr ibes the data sources and the range of appro
ache s used in their
analysis and interpretation.
Part 4 describes the model of language which unde rpins
the inter preta tion of the
discourse. It argue s that this language model is a particular
ly appro priat e one for
researching the classroom, and that in this study it serve
s to inform and unify the
range of analytical approaches used. Most impo rtant ly,
it is cong ruent with the
methodology and broad er aims of the research.
A glossary of linguistic terms is at the end of the chapter.
PART 1: THE STATUS OF PRACTICE: THE MET
HODOLOGICAL
APP ROA CH

'Kinds of knowledge': a rationale for the approach
The meth odolo gical appro ach taken, and the proce dures
and meth ods used ,
depend on the objectives and purp ose of the research. They
are also implicitly or
explicitly informed by the theories and assumptions held
by the researcher (Simon
and Dipp o 1986; Nort on Peirce 1995): "all methods are
ways of asking questions
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that presume an underlying set of assumptions" (Simon and Dippo 1986, p. 195).
The theories and assumptions that impact on this study include knowledge and
belief systems about teaching and learning, and about language itself; the way in
which the endeavour of educational research itself is conceived, including the status
and place of 'theory' and how such theory should be constructed; and how the
relationship between researcher and researched is viewed, (for example, how the
teachers and students in the research are positioned, who the 'experts' are and the
status of the 'knowledge' they hold). Also relevant in methodological considerations
is the possible use to which the results of the research will be put, the context in
which such application will occur, and the kinds of knowledge which the research
seeks to contribute to. This chapter discusses how these considerat ions have
impacted on the methodology of the research, and makes explicit the philosophical
and theoretical principles which guide and shape the research. It therefore seeks to
put 'up front' my assumptions as researcher.
This is a study about learning and teaching: it seeks to identify in particular how
classroom discourse can contribute to the language development of minority groups
who have traditionally not experienced success in school. Any insights that result
will therefore have pedagogical implications. This pedagogical purpose shapes, at
every point in the research, the methodological options chosen. It has influenced the
choice of research site, the kinds of relationships developed with teachers and
students, the choice of an interpretiv e qualitative approach, and the kind of
analyses used.
Research paradigms should not be viewed as competing, but seen as useful for
different purposes (Lakatos 1978). Rather than beginning with outlining the
distinctions between qualitative and quantitative research then, a more useful
starting point is the question of what kinds of knowledge might be useful in order to
investigate second language development. Much of the work in this area has
focused on what learners can say, rather than what they can do with language (van
Lier 1988), with the SLA field often dominated by narrowly prescribed research
methods (van Lier 1994). For the last two decades, SLA researchers have tended to
view SLA as a mental process, and have generally adopted research approache s
which are dominant in psychology, and characterised by the perspectiv es of
mentalism and individualism. These are based on positivist approaches which seek
'objective', hard data and aim to produce replicable findings (Davis 1995), leading
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to accusations of 'science envy' (Block 1996)1. Such approaches commonly utilise
experimental research designs and paradigms and draw on statistical analyses.

This focus on cognitive factors has been challenged, not on the grounds tha:t it is
irrelevant, but because if there is an expectation that this is the dominant line of
enquiry for the entire field, it may lead to a narrow view of what is a complex
phenomenon,· and to a further widening of the gap between researchers and
practitioners (Block 1996). While such research has considerably increased
understanding of the 'mental' aspects of second language learning, for instance in
relation to an individual learner's syntax development and acquisition strategies,
this is not the approach taken in this study. Like Breen (1985) I believe that
If our goal is to move closer to the realities of language learning and to
understand the experience of discovering a new language in a classroom

group, then such an audacious enquiry demands anthropologi cal
sensitivity.
(Breen 1985, p. 151)
Davis argues that all research is informed by the 'grand theories' held by the
researcher, which should be articulated at the onset of the study (Davis 1995).
Likewise Ernst-Slavit refers to 'theoretical anchors' (Ernst-Slavit 1997). The
theoretical guiding principle underlying this study is that while mental processes are
not unimportant, language development interacts dynamically with the sociocultural

contexts in which it occurs and cannot be analysed or understood apart from its situational
and cultural contexts. Research which seeks to address language in its situational
and cultural context is best served by qualitative approaches which can offer "an
alternative to mainstream SLA research in viewing acquisition not only as a mental
individualistic process, but one that is also embedded in the sociocultural contexts
in which it occurs" (Davis 1995 p. 432 ). Although this concern with the social and
situational context is increasingly evident in more recent studies of minority groups
and of second language development (for example Breen 1985; Faltis and Hudelson
1994; Norton-Peirce 1995; Lazaraton 1995; Angelil-Carter 1997; Ernst-Slavit 1997)
and in research focusing on the social nature of interactions in the second language
classroom (for example Prabhu 1992; Torr 1993; van Lier 1996), there is still in
general a dearth of socially situated SLA studies (Davis 1995).

1 See for example the extended debate and range of stances taken in Applied Linguistics
during 1993-1996, and in particular the paper by van Lier (1994).
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The term 'qualitative' is also itself problematic. Qualitative studies may be defined
as simply those that utilise non-quantitative techniques, yet this limited definit
ion
ignores the philoso phical and theoretical consid eration s on which qualita
tive
research is based and may lead to the conclusion that qualitative research,
when
seen throug h positiv ist eyes, is not rigorou s or 'legitimate' (Davis 1995), a
point
which is taken up further later in this chapter. Qualitative research has its origins
in
anthropology and sociology, but within this broad framew ork a numbe
r of
approaches are include d and overlap. The meanings of qualitative and of the
terms
it overlaps with, such as ethnographic, case study, participant observation, interpr
etive
or discourse analysis, are loosely defined (Hamm ersley 1994). Qualita tive studies
that take a semiotic approa ch are freque ntly referre d to as interpr etive.
The
interpretive label too has been used to cover a wide range of studies, including
loose
ethnographic accounts, more systematic and rigorou s ethnog raphic approa
ches,
commentaries on how teachers control knowledge, and formal systematic structu
ral
analyses of the organi sation of turn taking (Edwa rds and Westga te 1994).
One
helpful distinction often made between interpretive and ethnographic approaches
is
that the former focus on the eo-construction of meanin g within a particu lar
social
setting (in this study, the classroom), wherea s the latter focus on the shared
meanings of a particu lar social or cultura l group (Davis 1995). From
this
perspective the approa ch taken in this study is primar ily an interpr etive
and
semiotic one: what is import ant is the immed iate and local meanings of the actors
(teachers and studen ts) unders tood in terms of social action. At the same time,
the
research can be described more broadl y as ethnographic, in that it has many of
the
features noted by Hamm ersley (1994). It is concer ned with the analysis of
data
from real-world contexts; it takes data from a range of sources; the approa
ch to
data collection is unstruc tured, in that it does not follow a detaile d plan set
up at
the beginning; the focus is a single setting or group; and the analys is of
data
involves interpretation of the meanings and functions of human actions, and mainly
takes the form of verbal descriptions and explanations (Hammersley 1994,
p. 2).
While the focus is on what is 'observed', the findings are contextualised within
a
social, cultural and historical framework. Thus this study uses an interpr etive
and
ethnographic approa ch in order to foreground the situational and cultural factors
that impact on language development.
It has been sugges ted that educational research in schools has in the past tended
to
define proble ms in terms of variables common to all schools, with the unique
and

the particular seen as not relevant because they are not generalisable (Hymes
1981).
Yet in anthro pology the particu lar is of inhere nt interest: someth ing new
and
particular 'counts ' as knowle dge. Many of the questio ns of relevan ce to
SLA
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research, at least that which is concerned with pedagogy, can be better addressed
within an interpretive paradigm. In relation to a theory of L2 classroom
development, for example, van Lier argues for:
[a theory] that allows us to answer the questions ... Does it [classroom
development ] make a difference? How effective is it? How can we
improve it? What kind of world is the classroom? What is its place in
society? How does it turn out the way it does? How differently can it

turn out in different circumstances?
(van Lier 1988, p. 9)
Though it may be possible to address some such questions using quantitative
empirical approaches, it can be questioned how far these approaches are able to
tell us about how certain activities unfold, for example, how students should be
interacting for optimal language development to occur, questions which are highly
relevant for language pedagogy. As Block (1996) suggests:
If we adopt a view of the classroom as a social context, our point of
departure is not a quest for a theory of SLA for all of humanity but a

modest attempt to understand language teaching in situ.
(Block 1996, p. 76)
The value of a priori claims often made by qualitative interpretive research is
sometimes questioned on the basis that such claims are in one sense telling us only
what is already known (Heap 1995). However this in itself is one of the strengths
of interpretive research in classrooms: as Mehan (cited in Edwards and Westgate
1994, p. 59) comments, the highest compliment which a piece of classroom research
can elicit from practitioners is 'Ah yes, of course!' By relating the particular and
observable to the general, the claims which such studies produce offer important
and relevant kinds of knowledge and insights for educational research.
Understanding the real importance of a priori claims means considering in more
depth what it means to 'know' something. What we 'know' is often stored
intuitively or implicitly learned. Thus a child may 'know', at a subconscious level,
how to participate as a student in a classroom, or a teacher may 'know' what helps
students learn language. But the child and the teacher may not necessarily be able
to put this into words, because such knowledge is not necessarily stored in
prepositional form (Heap 1995). And unless such knowledge is 'propositionalised',
through being articulated, it cannot be reflected on, or fed back into the classroom
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and into curricul um design. I suggest that this is the real importa nce of qualitat ive
approac hes for educati onal research : that they recast teacher s' innate
understandings as educationally 'useable' propositions.
There are also clear implications here for the role of teachers in educatio nal change.
To theorise this further I turn briefly to Leont'ev's analysis of activity {1981)2. He
proposes three strata of activity, each of which provide s a differen t perspec tive on
how events within a culture are organised: activity, action and operation. Activity can
be identifi ed accordi ng to its motive, or goal; in Cole's words, "an activity is
coextensive with the broades t context relevant to ongoing behaviour" (Cole 1985, p.
152). Thus the activity with which this thesis is concern ed is that of educatio n. In
order for an activity to be realised, it needs to be translat ed into action. Thus
activities are compos ed of actions, and actions involve conside ration of the specific
goals embedd ed in the activity. Actions thus represe nt interme diate steps in
satisfying broader goals. Actions are in turn realised through certain means, which
are represen ted by the notion of operation. Since action is goal directed, particip ants
are consciously aware of attendin g to it. The means by which it is done, howeve r,
(the operatio n) is often routine, and' below the level of conscio us attentio n. At
times, operatio n can cease to be at an unconsc ious level, as for exampl e, when
participants' attentio n is drawn to the means by which the action is being carried
out. Then particip ants may have to attend more to what they are doing, so that, at
least for a while, what has been previou sly automa ted tempor arily receives
conscious attentio n and itself becomes action (Wells 1996).
Earlier it was suggest ed that ethnogr aphic research can articula te the intuitiv e
behavio ur of teachers . Since such research is able to bring to conscio usness
previously unnotic ed, unrema rked and routinised behaviour, it provide s the means
to disrupt this behavio ur, such as, for example, the routinis ed (and, as Chapter 2
has suggest ed, frequen tly constraining), discourse patterns and responses teachers
commonly employ in their classrooms. In terms of activity theory, such reflection,
leading to a more conscious approac h to talk, has the potential to disrupt operation,
that is, the unconsc ious behavio urs of teachers. Where this disrupti on leads to
changes of behavio ur, such changes in turn change the nature of the action,
Ultimately, since action realises activity, the activity (education) is also changed .
2 The use of the term activity here refers in its broadest sense to the whole enterpris e
of
education. Where it is used in this way, referring specifically to Leont'ev's notion of
activity theory, it will be made explicit in the text. Otherwi se the term activity, as
used in this thesis, may be taken to refer, in its more usual sense, to a single pedagogical
event; I refer, for example, to the carrying out of an experiment, or the reporting back of
findings, as classroom 'activities'.
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'Articulating the intuitive' thus, in terms of activ
ity theory, has the potential to lead
to educational change: as van Lier (1996) has
argued, interactional change can lead
to educational change.
Ultimately, the debate over methods of inquiry
is a debate about one's wor ld view
and the nature of knowledge. Taking a more prag
matic view, it can be claimed that
specific methods hav e no para digm implicat
ions, and that all data collection
procedures are legitimate for almost all research
designs, thou gh some may be mor e
typical of one design than another. How ever
at the level of the gran d theory,
different para digm s picture the wor ld in diff
erent and sometimes incompatible
ways, so that data are likely to be inte rpre
ted differently by those wor king in
different paradigms (Hammersley 1994).
The debate perh aps finally rests on whether the

researcher holds that there is som e
objective 'truth' to be discovered, independent
of the observer. In man y fields, even
in science, this has become a questionable assu
mption. It is even more questionable
in fields whi ch hav e to do with som ethi
ng as complex as hum an beh avio ur.
Throughout this stud y, and as Cha pter 2 has
argued, I take the epistemological
position that knowledge is eo-constructed, not
an 'entity' that is transmitted. The
study itself argues that there are alternatives
to the traditional, teacher-directed
and logical emp irici st view of lear ning in
schools. It wou ld be inconsistent,
therefore, to take a posi tion in relation to
my own met hod olog y whi ch is
fundamentally at odd s with this.

A theory of theory-construction, and its
implications for the
researcher-teacher relationship
In this section, I outline a theory of theory cons
truction which is cons

istent with the
aims and rationale of this stud y, and con
side r implications for the rese arch
process. I beg in with som e pers ona l refle
ctions abo ut the natu re of teac her
development.
My experience, first as a cons ulta nt for man
y years, and then as a researcher,
suggests three way s in which this relationship
may be constructed. Teachers may
view the researcher as someone who holds the
key to good practice, who 'knows the
answers', and so defe r in their own judgmen
ts abo ut classroom practices to the
supposed auth ority of the 'expert'. Some rese
archers too may suffer from this
delusion. Teachers often have little power in how
such a relationship is constructed;
that pow er tends to rest with the researchers
since they are generally the ones who
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get into print. Clarke (1994, 1995) characterises the typical powe r
relatio nship
between teaching and research in this way:
I do not disput e the assertion that individuals who condu ct res.earch
·on
language learning and teaching can provid e information and insight
for
teachers, but I believ e that the relatio nship in the profes sion
is
unnecessarily hierarchical, and that experts are genera lly accord ed
a
disproportionate amoun t of time and space to accord their views.
(Clarke 1995)
A similar point is made by Kumaravadivelu who argues that "theor
izers have
traditi onally occup ied the powe r center of langu age pedag ogy
while the
practitioners of classroom teaching have been relegated to the disem
power ed
periphery" (Kumaravadivelu 1994, p. 29).
A second way in which the teacher-researcher relationship is constr
ucted, and
perhaps in reality a more likely one, is that teachers view research (and
researchers)
as irrelevant to the real business of the classroom, dealing with theoretical
issues of
no consequence to the practicalities of every day teaching. As Shulm
an has
remarked, practitioners tend to be more often "missing in action"
than "lost in
thought" (Shulman 1987, cited in van Lier 1996).
There is however a third alternative to the researcher-teacher relationship,
and this
alternative is bound up with a view of theory construction which has
praxis as its
focus and which does not "set up a pecking order between practice-less
theory and
theory-less practice" (van Lier 1994, p. 337). This can be described as
"a new type
of theory ... multidisciplinary, groun ded in practice yet sophisticated as
theory and
directed to informing the key policy issues of our time" (British Assoc
iation of
Applied Linguistics, 1993: newsletter). In the field of L2 teaching,
a numb er of
researchers and scholars have argued for experience-based theory buildi
ng (Prabhu
1990; Richards 1990; Widd owson 1990b; Clarke 1994; van Lier
1988, 1994;
Kumaradivelu 1994; Block 1996). Rather than viewing the practice of
teaching as
simply informed by research, their arguments are based on the notion that
pedag ogy
is itself a domai n of theory and research. As Widdowson writes
, language teachers
are often repres ented as "consumers of findings that are retailed by
research ...
which denies the nature of teaching as a domain of theory and resear
ch in its own
right" (Widdowson 1990b, p. 47).
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Clarke (1994, 1995) argue s that because theorists are rarely
teachers them selve s,
the theory-practice distinction creates "strata of expertise
in which, paradoxically,
teachers are considered less expe rt than theorists", and
sugg ests that "it stretches
credulitY to assert than the best theor y build ing comes
from individuals· who are
disconnected from daily contact with the schools" (1995
, p. 13). As point ed out in
Chap ter 2, there is no coherent theor y of second langu
age teaching and learn ing
which summ arise s what is know n abou t langu age teach
ing: "over the course of its
history the second language teaching field has either been
witho ut a theory or it has
had its theoretical need s inapp ropri ately met by relyin
g on relate d disci pline s
outside itself, most notab ly linguistics and psychology"
(Larsen-Freeman 1990, p.
261). Cons eque ntly resea rch whic h deals with the natur
e of secon d langu age
teaching per se is rare (Richards 1987). Similarly, research
in langu age acquisition
itself has generally contributed only a narro w range of insig
hts to language teachers,
largely because the methodological approaches taken have
tende d to exclude the
classroom as research site. Clarke concludes that "the disco
urse [abou t teaching]
will be of little use at best, and disab ling, at wors t,
if the total expe rienc e of
language learners and teachers is not included in the theor
y-building effort" (Clarke
1995 p. 16). Rather than attem pting to excise teaching from
its context, then, the incontext experience of teachers shou ld be seen as essential
for the deve lopm ent and
application of pedagogical theories.
In argui ng for the break ing down of the traditional barri
ers betw een theor y and
practice, van Lier (1994) challenges the notio n that theor
y is some thing that is
"cons tructe d and subse quen tly appli ed to practice",
defin ing it inste ad as a
"reflexive dimension of practice", with practical activities
being seen as a rich sourc e
of theor etica lly relev ant data. Putti ng forw ard the case
for class room -base d
research, van Lier (1988, 1994), urges linguists to "put their
energies into the service
of real life concerns, and not just to pursu e the Snark of
academic respectability"
(1994, p. 336). He suggests that action research and class
room ethno graph y could
be "profitably combined" and that "the ever prese nt dang er
of the wide ning gap ...
between research and practice can only be avoid ed if the
concerns of teachers and
learners themselves are kept on centre stage" (van Lier
1988, p.15). This study is
situated at the theory-praxis nexus. Such research invol
ves "participation in the
pract ical affai rs of the field" out of whic h theor y
can be deve loped , and
subsequently "put back into the service of progress in pract
ical affairs, and so on, in
cyclical reflexive ways" (van Lier 1994, p. 338).

Figure 3.1 suggests the role of theory in this model of the
resea
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Fig 3.1: Research as a process of expl orat
ion

1.
Researcher's grand theory
~
implicity or explicitly articulated beliefs
\

Documentation of teacher practice and
specific instances of practice (as seen
through the perspective of the grand theo
ry)

~c--~~

5.
Implications for practice of
grounded theory
implications of grounded theory for

~~~m)

3.

Deconstruction/analysis of instance
of practice
interpretation of data

lnsights and new theorising out of
deconstruction
conclusions from analysis, possible
modifications to beliefs, grounded theory
~
emerges

In the diag ram , Step 1 acknowledges the
subjectivity of wha t the researcher 'sees',
and puts the researcher's view of the wor
ld 'up front'. The theory and assu mpt ions
that inform this stud y hav e bee n mad e exp
licit in the prev ious cha pter , Connections
across discourses: building a theory of practice
and will be furt her dev elop ed in the
current chapter.

Step 2 repr esen ts the. data gathering, (alth
oug h aga in it is imp orta nt to note that
how it is doc ume nted and inte rpre ted is
emb edd ed in the assu mpt ions and beliefs
of the rese arch er, for exa mpl e, assu mpt
ions abo ut wha t lang uag e is, wha t
classrooms are for, and wha t counts as lear
ning).
In Step 3 instances of practice are ana lyse
d and interpreted, in this stud y to sho w,
for example, how stud ent lear ning has
occurred or how lang uag e dev elop men
t
evolves from interaction.

From these interpretations emerge certain

propositions, for example, in this stud y,
the role of prio r and sha red experience
in dev elop ing inte rsub ject ivity and in
making new lang uag e comprehensible. Suc
h findings are articulated and form the
'gro und ed theo ry' that is a sign ific ant
par t of ethn ogr aph ic and inte rpre tive
research. This is repr esen ted by Step 4.
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Finally, at Step 5, these gro und ed theories
can be reapplied both to practice and to
theory building. The gro und ed theory develop
ed through the process contributes to
a theoretical model for subsequent studies.
The arrow from Step 5 back to Step 1 indi
cates the cyclical and reflexive natu re of
much qua litat ive research. New insi ghts
con tinu e to imp act on the furt her
development of the process, whi le theory
continually sha pes and reshapes the
whole of the research process: it is not con
fined to initial framing of questions or to
final data analysis. The cyclical natu re of
the research may result in some changes
of direction and add itio nal theoretical pers
pectives. As this stud y evolved, for
example, it became clear that a num ber of
'fields' were pres ent in the discourse (see
Part 4 for discussion of the notion of field
), the significance of which had not been
anticipated. In add itio n it was found that
interactional patt erns cou ld differ in
minor way s whi ch had sub tle but imp
orta nt effects on the discourse. These
perspectives pro ved wor thy of further inve
stigation. Thus the design of interpretive
qualitative research is constantly evolving
and emergent rath er than preordained.
Ham mer sley and Atk inso n (1983) explain
the dialectical link betw een theo ry
building and data collection in this way:
In ethnography the process is reflexive. In
ethnography the analysis of the
data is not a distinct stage of the research.
It begins in the pre-field wor k
phra se, in the formulation and clarification
of research problems, and
continues into the writ ing up. Formally it
starts to take sha pe in analytic
notes and memoranda; informally it is emb
odied in the ethn ogra phe r's
ideas, hunches, and emergent concepts. In
this way the analysis of data
feeds into the process of research desi
gn. This is the core idea of
'gro und ed theorising' ... the collection of
data is guid ed strategically by
the developing theory.
(Hammersley and Atkinson 1983, p. 174)

Given the kind of teacher-researcher rela
tionship implied in this discussion, then
one issue that mus t be addressed is wha t
Labov refers to as the 'observer-paradox'
(Labov 1972, p. 209). This is a recognition
of the influence of the presence of the
researcher on the data bein g collected. In
the classroom context, for example, an
observer in the language classroom may affe
ct the behaviours of both the learners
and the teacher. At wor st they may find it
somewhat threatening, and may say or
do things that wou ld not have occurred in
the usual course of events, viewing the
researcher as "a sinister figure in the wings,
faintly contemptuous, arm ed with the
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paraphernalia of expertise and tapping ominously their research findings" (Rosen
1978, p. 55).
The observe r-parad ox become s particul arly problem atic where the researc h
attempts to separate the researcher from the data. Both empirical and naturalistic
method s of research have attempt ed to do this, though in differen t ways
(Hammersley and Atkinson 1983). Empirical methods may attempt to eliminate the
effects of the researcher through standar disation of research procedu res, while
naturali sm may suggest the research er should be a neutral vessel for the
documentation of 'experience'. While some have claimed that quantitative research
is less subjective, the structur ing of the data may have reactive effects: people react
to the structur e, thus increasi ng the chances that the behavio ur studied is an
artefact of the research process itself (Hammersley 1994). Both positions fail to
recognise that all data involve theoretical assumptions: the researcher cannot be
separated from the data. A classroom study such as this, represents, in one sense,
not simply a 'percept ual' narrativ e of the classroom but a 'conceptual' one. The
researcher is not so much an eye-witness of the classroom, but rather the creator of
its story (Brodkey 1987). The key issue, then, within the paradig m of this study, is
not that the effects of the researcher should be eliminated, but that they should be
acknowledged. Hammersley and Atkinson suggest "including our own role within
the research focus and systematically exploiting our particip ation of the world
under study as researchers" (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983, p. 25).
If the researcher is held accountable for uncovering their world view, to make
explicit the grand theories that construct the framework of the research, and if the

role of the researcher is built into the research design, then the issue of the observerparadox is a less pressing one. In this study I attempt to do these two things in two
ways: first, by describing my role within the classroom so that any influence I had
on curricu lum decisions is not hidden (see the section on data collection); and
second, by making theoretical assumptions and ideological positions as explicit as
possible, both in the writing of the research, and in talking with the participants3.
It is useful at this point to give a more concrete example from the study of how the
effect of the researcher can be acknowledged and built into the research design.

3 The second is essential for some forms of research, for example, in some forms of action
research in the classroom, and in research aimed at 'empowe rment' (Rampto n 1992),
where participants' assumpt ions and positions then become part of what is on the table
for discussion.
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Much of the data collected was on audio tape. Tapes made in authent ic
classrooms, as anyone who has been involved can testify, are at times notoriou sly
difficult to underst and, even to hear. I was interested in the interactions of children
as they were working in small groups, so a considerable amount of taping was in
this context. In general the students' interactive and interpersonal skills when they
talked togethe r were impressive, but at times, and as might be expected, there was
a considerable amount of overlapping of turns, attempts to make a point by talking
louder than anybod y else, and a high level of background noise from other working
groups. The children were very keen to hear the tapes, but on one occasion when
they listened to them they commen ted with some disappo intment that "you can't
hear what we're saying". What follows is a summar y of the conversation that took
place between the children and the teacher.
Teacher:
Children:
Teacher:
Children:

Why can't you hear what you're saying?
Because we're all talking at once.
And what happen s if you all talk at once?
Mrs Gibbons can't hear what we're saying so the tape won't be
any good.

Teacher:
Children:

We can't hear what other people are saying?

Teacher:

And why isn't $at a good idea?

Children:

It's rude to people.

Teacher:

And why else?

Children:

Bec~use

Teacher:
Children:

And so?

Teacher:

So what must we remember to do when we're talking in groups

Well yes, but why else isn't it a good idea?

if we can't hear we won't hear other people's ideas.

We don't learn so much.
.. not just for the tape recorder but always.

Children

giving suggestions: 'take turns', 'listen to each other', 'not shout'
'don't all talk at once'.

From then on with this class, turning on the tape recorder usually became a signal
for model group behaviour. Though it would be fair to point out that interper sonal
group skills was somethi ng the teacher and children worked at in an ongoing way,
the inciden t with the tape recorder illustrated to the children in a tangible way the
importa nce of listening to each other and the need for collaboration. From this
intercha nge which involve d my data, the teacher and themselves, the children
learned some importa nt lessons about how to work together successfully. But at the
same time it suggested that the explicit teaching and learning of collaborative skills
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is a prerequisite for the kind of small group work which many SLA researchers
see
as facilitative of langua ge learning, and that the develo pment of these skills needs
to be taken into account in classrooms where language develo pment is a key focus.
It is hard to see here where the research process ended or began, and
becomes

imposs ible to· separa te out the proces s of data gather ing, its effect on
the
participants, and the reaction to it from children and teacher. From the researc
h
process itself grew new learning for the children which was in turn a new source
of
data for the researcher. It is an example of the complexity of the observer-para
dox,
but at the same time, it is an example of the importance of acknow ledging it
and
sometimes exploiting it for its usefulness to both researcher and researched.
Such
instances suggest a notion of 'research as curriculum', and exemplify the reflexiv
e
and open-ended nature of this kind of research.
The model of research presented here also relates closely to part of the rationa

le for
much educational research, this study included: that its findings should offer useful
insights for professional development and curricu lum design. I have argued
that
ethnog raphic and interpr etive research is able to articulate teachers' innate
and
intuitive unders tandin gs about teaching and learning, and that the import ance
of
particu lar instances of practice is that they may be a source for new theoris
ing.
Such studies then are not simply a description of useful teaching strategies;
it is
import ant to draw a distinction between pedagogy and practice. There is a danger
,
and one that seems to be ever presen t in the curren t educat ional contex
t, of
pedago gy and teaching strategies being treated synonymously, with instanc
es of
practice becoming theory. Some of the teacher develo pment materi als around
'process writing ', for example, reduce d the potential richness of whole langua
ge
theory to a series of procedural steps throug h which teachers and children should
proceed. It is easy to see how this could then become the 'theory' of process writing
,
rather than simply a useful example of a way that pedagogical theory might
be
operationalised. It is probab ly fair to say that teachers are told what they should
be doing and how they should do it, rather more often than they take part
in
discussion and critique of curren t pedagogical theories which build on the wealth
of
their own expertise, and out of which teachers themselves can generate a range
of
practices. This confusion between pedago gy and practice is not only profou
ndly
disempowering for teachers; it is ultimately reductionist in its effect on teachin
g and
learning, leading ultimately to theoretical reduction. In contrast, Kumar avadiv
elu
(1994) describes what he refers to as the "post-method" condition, which he defines
as "a search for an open-ended, coherent framework based on curren t theoret
ical,
empirical, and pedago gical insight s that will enable teachers to theorise
from
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practice and practice wha t they theorise" (199
4, p. 27). This framework "signifies a
search for an alternative to met hod rath er
than an alternative method" (1994, p.
29). As Clarke also argues, "we will have a
muc h bett er success in und erst and ing·
language instruction if we assume that teachers
' decisions and behavior meet some
criteria of rationality, wha t Prab hu (1990) calls
a sense of. plausibility, than if we
atte mpt to fit obse rved beha vior into a prec
onceived theoretical mou ld whe re
linguistic or othe r criteria predominate" (Clarke
1994, p. 17).
Rather than pres enti ng part icul ar strategies
as the 'way' to teach, then, it wou ld
seem to be mor e strengthening of the professi
onal grow th of educators, and mor e
potentially tran sfor min g of classroom practice,
to consider wha t can be lear ned
from inst ance s of teaching, and then to
con side r how this lear ning can be
operationalised in furt her ways. Such collabor
ation can also extend the research
agenda in way s which foreground teachers' own
professional concerns.

Some ethical considerations
In wor king with the teachers in this stud
y, three principles became imp orta nt, in

addition to those generally accepted as requirem

ents in classroom research4. These
three ethical considerations are in line with the
requirement in qualitative research
to prot ect part icip ants from risk or harm ,
and with the noti on of exchange of
services or reciprocity (Agar 1980; Erickson
1986; Davis 1995).
The first principle is that research shou ld take
second place to children's learning.
Since I was not relying on controlled experime
nts, or on researcher-written material,
it was not difficult to avoi d disr upti on to
norm al teac hing rout ines , and the
teachers followed their normal plan ned prog
ram. Any disr upti ons wer e in fact in
reverse: the research got disr upte d even if the
teaching did not. In the course of the
research, I experienced two fire drills, the nois
e (at times deafening) of rebu ildin g
the clas sroo m nex t doo r, the usua l stre
am of visi tors to the clas sroo m,
anno unce men ts ove r the tann oy system, chil
dren leaving mid-recording to visit
specialist teachers, sudd en changes of teaching
plan, the swim min g prog ram , and
Christmas concert practices.
A second principle was to avoid add ing to teac

hers' wor k loads. Ideally more time
wou ld hav e been spen t inte rvie win g teac
hers, disc ussi ng inte rpre tatio ns, and
4 For example, the anonymity of participa
nts, their informed consent and their righ t
to
with draw from the stud y, and researcher
sensitivity towa rds issue s relat ing to the
exposing of professional practice to scrutiny.
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gaining their insigh ts on why they had chosen certain courses of
action. I was
conscious howev er that time they gave me was personal time, often at
the end of a
long teaching day which in addition had been followed by meetings with
specialist
teachers to plan and refine programs. This is an example of one of the
compromises
researchers must be prepa red to make if they work in authen tic sites:
to remai n
aware that the research agend a is likely to be far less impor tant, and
certainly less
immediate, to teache rs than it is to researchers. Despi te consid
erable school
pressures the teachers regularly provid ed me with copies of their progra
ms, talked
throug h with me what they planne d to do, reflected on the course
of events in a
class, made photocopies of children's work, and provid ed me with
copies of any
documentation they saw as relevant.
The third princi ple was that of reciprocity. Major insigh ts that came
from the
research were shared with the teachers and the school, throug
h a series of
professional develo pment activities for the whole staff. Discussions
with the two
teachers involved in the study frequently indicated that they felt their
practice was
affirmed. On being shown the positive effects on writin g of her talk
with an ESL
student, for example, one teacher commented: "I didn't realise I was
doing that. I
suppo se you do it witho ut thinking". Comments like this were not uncom
mon, and
lend suppo rt to Heap' s claim that the value of a priori claims is
in unfold ing
educa tional conce pts and puttin g teache rs' intuit ive under stand
ings into
propositional form (Heap 1995). Returning to the same school a year
after I had
first collected data there, I discovered that the particular practice on
which I had
focused and consequently talked to teachers about (which in the resear
ch I refer to
as 'teacher-guided reporting') had been built into several teachers' progra
ms as a
regular event across the curriculum. Such is the power of telling teache
rs what they
already 'know'.
The model of research as I have outlin ed it so far has implic ations
for data
collection and interp retatio n, and these issues are discus sed in
the following
section.

Implications for data collection and interpretation
The goal of theorising practice, the reflexive appro ach to research
that I have
suggested, and the closer involvement of teachers in the research proces
s, all impact
on the choice of research site. It would seem to be self eviden t that the
choice for a
research site which is concerned with pedagogy is the place where pedag
ogy is put
into practice, namely, the classroom. Yet, as has already been sugge
sted, this has
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not been the case in SLA research (Nun an 1991}, leadin g Nuna
n to argue that we
need "far more of these classroom-based, rather than classroomoriented studie s ...
[and] resea rch which inves tigate s lingu istic behav iour in
context" (Nun an
1991, p. 9).
In produ cing ·empirical claims, issues arise such as gener
alisability, samp ling,
validity and reliability. If empirical claims are seen as the only
type of claims that
are relevant or possible, then all research, includ ing that which
is actually nonempiricist, has to take these issues into account (Heap 1995)
. Researchers must
then demonstrate that they assure. the 'validity' and 'reliability'
of claims, in order to
be able to make warra nted 'generalisations' and to be seen
as 'doing science'.
Criticisms levelled against ethnographic research include lack
of precision because
of the lack of quantification; subjectivity and hence bias in the
data; small samp les
which are not generalisable; a lack of statistical control of variab
les and hence the
impossibility of identifying causal relationships; and the impos
sibility of replication
(Hammersley 1994). Heap (1995) argues that this line of rhetor
ic is misgu ided and
that by orienting to empiricist criteria, researchers risk distorting
their research: they
are "dancing to the tune of the empiricist piper". Argu ing
that non-e mpiri cist
research shoul d not try to justif y itself as science by using
an empi ricist
metho dolog y, Heap asser ts that instea d it shoul d look
for other ways of
formulating methodology, in line with its own aims; it shoul d
"dance to a different
tune ... in line with the dance we want to do" (Heap 1995, p. 275).
In line with their own aims, then, ethnographic researchers
migh t respo nd to the
criticisms above as follows (Hammersley 1994). In response to
the first, precision
may not be impo rtant; where differences are large they can
be repor ted in less
precise ways witho ut loss, and additionally, precise measures
may not be justified
given the natur e of the data available. Second, all research
is influenced by the
researcher's assumptions, even if these are not made explicit, thus
all research is to
this extent, subjective. Structured data may even increase the
chances of atypical
behaviour which is not representative of the phenomenon under
scrutiny. Third, the
choice of small samp les represents a choice of depth of inves
tigation rathe r than
breadth, and this may be more appropriate for the purpo ses of
the investigation. In
addition, ethno graph y is usually not concerned with empirical
generalisation but
with theor etical infere nces, which do not requi re the case
studi ed to be
'representative'. The groun ded theory established by interpretive
qualitative studies
potentially allows for transf er (rather than generalisability)
to a wide range of
cultures and situations, given contextual similarity between the
described situation
and the situation of the study to which the theory is to be transf
erred (Davis 1995).
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Fourth, causal relationships in the social world are not of the same kind as
in the
physic al world; in fact the tracing of pattern s of relatio nships among
social
phenom ena which is possible within an ethnog raphic approa ch, is not possib
le
through experimental techniques. Finally, replication is not the only means by
which
research can be evalua ted (Hammersley 1994).
There are three further considerations which should guide the data collection
and
analysis of interpr etive research. First, given its holistic and emic nature
, it is
import ant that the construction of meaning is considered "at least one level up
from
the actual social situatio n being investigated" (Davis 1995 p. 444 ). In this
study,
this contextualisation is achieved in two ways, first by including an accoun t
of the
school, the teache rs and the overall progra ms (this chapte r), and second
by
provid ing two Episode SummariesS which summa rise the corpus as a whole,
and
represe nt a detaile d accoun t of every teaching and learnin g activity in the
two
classrooms (see Appen dix 1). These summaries illustrate the representativeness
of
the texts chosen for detailed interpretation.
Second, researc h credibi lity must be establi shed. The finding s of qualita
tive
research must be shown to be credible to those being researc hed, and to
other
researchers. One way that this can be done is to triangulate by drawin g on multip
le
sources and method s for analysis. This study draws primar ily on audio-recordin
gs
of teache r-stude nt and studen t-stude nt talk, but also on field notes, intervi
ews
with childre n and teachers, and written work from the studen ts. In additio
n,
assertions about pattern s of behaviour must be backed up by evidence in the
form
of "thick" description, detailed and drawin g on several sources (Geertz 1973).
The
episode summa ries (see Appendix 1), the teachers' written program, the field
notes,
and the descrip tion of the classrooms in this chapte r all aim to provid e a thicker
descrip tion than would be possible simply throug h a linguistic analysis of
the
transcripts alone.
Finally, the questio n of which sections of discourse to select for close analysi
s is a
critical issue. Given that discourse analysis by its nature is concerned with
large
chunks of text and that such classroom studies often yield large amoun ts of
data
(this study for instance includes fourteen hours of transcribed discourse), then
the
choice of what sections to describe in detail is complex. Concerns with sampli
ng,
which deals with phenom ena on a large scale, are clearly import ant if the purpos
e
5 An episode is roughly equival ent to a single teachin g/learn ing activity
. The term is
discussed further in Chapte r 4.
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of research is to prod uce justifiable empirica
l generalisations, but in qual itati ve
research the issue is not abou t sampling, but
abou t selecting the mos t app ropr iate
examples in orde r to exemplify as adequate
ly as possible the basis for any claims
being made.
Data for cultural science inquiry, mus t be chos
en and anal ysed for what
they can be used to exemplify ... the task of the
anal yst is to prod uce a
cult ural ly war rant ed description of the capt
ured even ts as the basis for
gene ratin g claims abo ut the normative orga
nisation of the activities that
the data are take n to exemplify ... The ques
tion that mus t be aske d is
whe ther the data collected and examined exem
plify adeq uate ly the type
of activity the anal yst claims he or she is anal
ysing.
(Heap 1995, p. 286, my italics)
The selected texts thus aim to 'tell a story',
and are chosen for thei r pote ntia l to
illuminate for the read er a part icul ar aspect
of teaching and learning. In orde r to
und erst and the data in this way the rese
archer, as ethn ogra phe r, beco mes a
part icip ant in the cult ure that the data exem
plifies, and it is this rela tion to the
data that allows the researcher to decide that
a claim is intelligible and adeq uate
(Heap 1995). To assist in this, the research
er also brin gs to the task wha teve r
insights and experience and familiarity with
the situ atio n that has accu mul ated
over time. Van Lier sugg ests this is of cruc
ial imp orta nce: "thi s kno wle dge
constitutes the base line, a sense of common
grou nd betw een obse rver and setting,
which underlies efficient descriptive and anal
ytical work" (van Lier 1988, p. 5).
Inevitably wha t mus t then be addr esse d are
questions abo ut adeq uacy of data and
accuracy of judgements. A clear requ irem ent
in a test of validity, or, to use a mor e
suitable term, credibility, is that fellow cultural
members mus t conc ur in the claims
made:
othe r anal ysts who claim cult ural mem bers
hip mus t con cur that the
prof fere d gene ralis atio n, and the desc ripti
ons on whi ch it is base d,
repr esen t a culturally possible world.
(He ap 1995, p. 287)
This is not a 'soft' alternative to an empirica
l approach: inde ed the requ irem ent in
ethnographic research that the researcher be held
accountable to the community and
the data set is equally as rigorous as empirica
l and experimental approaches whe re,
how ever eleg ant and scientifically 'sou nd'
the research desi gn, the rese arch er's
claims ultimately draw from their interpretatio
n of the data alone, and are likely to
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be held up for seriou s scruti ny only by other researchers.
The resea rcher is
effectively hidde n from view (Stenhouse 1982). Stenhouse addre
sses the issues of
'standards' in what he refers to as 'illuminative resea rch'
and argue s for the
judgment of the researcher to be consistent with that of the partic
ipants, but draws
on the tradit ion of the histor ian for an example of how such
practice migh t be
validated:
While science tends - logically at least - to rest on the replic
ation of
experiments, history rests on the replication of judgm ents of
the same
data, the possibility of persu ading the reade r who knows the
sources of
the cogency of the interpretation.
(Stenhouse 1982, p. 5)
The research shoul d therefore seek to make this judgm ent possib

le for an audience,
and be held accountable for the data and its interpretation. This
requires that the
researcher makes their docum entary sources publicly accessible.
In this study , the
episode summ aries are a detailed account of every teaching and
learni ng activity
and account for all the data collected. Chapter 4 discusses the
major themes which
emerge from this corpus. illustrative texts selected for detailed
examination in later
chapters can thus be placed in the context of the discourse as
a whole, and can be
seen as typical, recurring and representative teaching and learni
ng patter ns. The
fourteen hours of transcribed discourse is also available, althou
gh for reasons of
space has not been included. However, the study contains subst
antial amou nts of
this transcribed discourse.
In summary, and to return to the comment that qualitative resear
ch must 'dance to
its own tune', the equivalent param eters of quantitative and
qualitative research
can be comp ared in this way: studie s must be, according
to each parad igm,
valid/credible; reliab le/ dependable; and generalisable/transfera
ble (Davis 1995).
PART 2: THE SCHOOL CONTEXT: COMMUNITY, TEAC
HERS AND
CHILDREN

The school community
The study was carried out in an inner-city school in a poor worki

ng class subur b in
Sydney. The school took children from Kindergarten to Year
6 and was a threestream school, mean ing that at each level there were three parall
el (unstr eame d)
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classes. There are substantial num bers of Leb
anese speakers in the sub urb, alth oug h
recent years hav e seen a stea dy influx of
othe r mig rant s from Sou th East Asia,
China, Hon g Kong and the Philippines.
Abo ut 90% of chil dren at the school are
from mig rant bac kgro und s, a mixture of
first generation mig rant s (born overseas)
and seco nd gen erat ion (born in Australi
a). First gen erat ion pare nts with in the
Lebanese com mun ity tend to be from villa
ge communities, and hav e often had little
formal schooling. Tho ugh highly support
ive of education, they hav e not in the pas
t
always felt com pete nt or confident to take
part in the life of the school, and man y
traditionally hold a culturally-based view
of pare nt and teac her roles whe re the
school and the teachers are seen as enti
rely responsible for the edu cati on of the
children. How eve r, pare nt involvement
in the school has increased con side rabl y
over the pas t ten years and , at the time of
the research, was an imp orta nt feature of
the life of the school.
Aro und one thir d of the children ente r kind

ergarten with little or no English, and of
the rem aind er, very few app roac h native-l
ike proficiency in English. As Cha pter 1
pointed out, typically such children become
fluent in basic play grou nd English very
quickly, but rem ain below the English lang
uage levels of their native spea ker pee rs
in the mor e academic registers of school.
Most Lebanese chil dren in the school are
also unli kely to hav e had muc h exposu
re to stan dard wri tten acad emi c Arabic.
Studies whi ch hav e exa min ed the statistica
l likelihood of chil dren from different
ethnic bac kgro und s bein g plac ed in low
streams at seco nda ry school, sho w that
Maltese and Lebanese chil dren are the mos
t likely to be plac ed in suc h stre ams
(Ho rvar th 1986), and so thes e chil dren
are con side rabl y at risk of edu cati ona l
failure.
At the time of the research, the school
had two specialist English as a Second
Language (ESL) teachers, who with drew
some children for small intensive English
classes and also pro vide d sup por t for
chil dren in the clas sroo m alon gsid e the
mai nstr eam teachers. The school also had
a transitional (Arabic) bilingual pro gram
whi ch ope rate d in the first thre e years
of school, with two Leb ane se-A rabi c
spe akin g teachers. In general, the teaching
pro gram s of thes e thre e gro ups of
teac hers , (ma inst ream teac hers , ESL
and bili ngu al teac hers ), wer e clos ely
integrated, with all teachers basing their teac
hing on a common curr icul um in terms
of the 'con tent ' of wha t was taught. Thu
s, in the bilin gua l pro gram , chil dren
followed the sam e (content) curr icul um
as the othe r chil dren , but thro ugh the
med ium of Arabic. Similarly, in with draw
al ESL classes, lang uag e teaching was
base d on the curr icul um content of the mai
nstream classes. The school also had a
Special Education teacher for children desi
gnated as eligible for special sup por t,
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and a full time librarian. Many parent
s also helped on a regular basis in the
school,
hearing children read, helping chi
ldren in their mo the r tongue, and
wo rki ng in
teacher-aide type roles.
Despite these extra resources, the
challenge to teachers in suc h a
school is
. considerable. In most classes, in add
ition to the demands placed on the
m thr oug h
ninety per cent of the children being
non-native speakers of English, the
re were on
average two to three children wh o
had arrived ver y recently in Austra
lia, one or
two emotionally disturbed children
and one child with a significant hea
lth problem.
All teachers regarded themselves as
ESL teachers and saw themselves as
providing
the major resource for children's
English language development. The
not ion of
'language across the curriculum' wa
s firmly entrenched in the school, and
most of
the teachers had received some pro
fessional dev elo pm ent in ESL edu
cation. In
addition, there was a strong profess
ional development ethos wit hin the
school, and
using some release time, and a goo
d deal of their ow n time, teachers reg
ularly me t
to collaboratively pla n program, sha
re problems, and discuss issues which
the y had
identified as their ow n professional
development needs. Largely as a res
ult of this
strong professional development
focus, the school has, ove r a num
ber of years,
redesigned the curriculum and the
language programs to better me et
the needs of
children from language backgroun
ds other than English and to make
better use of
the ESL specialist teachers. As a res
ult of this ongoing professional clim
ate, most
teachers we re reflective practition
ers wh o were able to scan and sele
ct from a
variety of educational theories those
elements which best enabled the m
to meet the
needs of the children in their classes.
In relation to ma ny oth er schools
wit h similar
stu den t profiles, wit h wh ich I am
familiar as a res ult of ear lier wo
rk as a
consultant, it is my opinion tha t one
aspect of the professional environme
nt of the
school wa s particularly significant
: teachers hel d hig h expectations
abo ut wh at
children cou ld achieve if they were
given appropriate kinds of sup por
t, and had
very positive attitudes to the childre
n's first language and culture.
While holistic and experiential wo
rk played an imp ort ant par t in the
teaching
programs, teaching also included exp
licit and focused language work. Thi
s dre w on
a ran ge of per spe ctiv es. At var
iou s tim es a tea che r mig ht inc
lud e a
not ion al/f unc tion al focus (such as
classifying, or comparing), aspects
of gra mm ar
(such as the use of tenses or plurals
), or the explicit teaching of genres
(such as
narratives, reports or discussions).
Reading drew on a whole-language
perspective,
and wit hin this included the teachin
g of phonics as par t of the developm
ent of a
range of reader strategies. Writing wa
s explicitly modelled and guided. In
short, the
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language programs were the
result of principled pragmati
sm, developed ou t of
understandings of language and
learner needs.
The effect of all these factor
s on the achievements of the
chi ldr en ha s be en
considerable, an d du rin g the
time of the da ta gat her ing it
became necessary to
rewrite mu ch of the curriculum
to meet the increasing achievem
ents in reading an d
writing of the students wh o ha
d ha d the benefit of the progra
ms an d the teaching
offered by the school.

The teachers
The two teachers in the study
, Penny and Kath, 6 were bo th
personally known to
me. Penny (Classroom 1) ha d sev
eral years earlier been a school
consultant for nonEnglish speaking children wh
o were recent arrivals to Austr
alia. She ha d ma ny
years teaching experience, hel
d a Masters degree in Applied
Linguistics, an d ha d
ESL spe cia lis t training. She
hel d an executive po sit ion
in the school. Ka th
(Classroom 2) ha d bee n teachi
ng in the school for nin e yea
rs, an d also he ld an
executive position. She ha d tak
en pa rt in a great deal of profes
sional development
at the school, an d wa s familia
r wi th the major issues in ES
L education. Both
teachers we re familiar wi th the
systemic model of functional
linguistics wh ich
informs this study, although Pen
ny's knowledge was much dee
per as a result of he r
linguistics background.
I app roa che d bo th teachers to
take pa rt in the stu dy becaus
e I considered the m
gifted teachers, an d because
ou r already established profes
sional an d collegial
relationships me an t tha t we
wo uld be at ease in the cla
ssroom together, an
important requirement in this
type of research. I ha d also pre
viously worked wi th
Penny in the classroom on an
earlier piece of research. Both
teachers were aware
tha t I wa s int ere ste d in the
role of classroom discourse
in second lan gu ag e
development, an d in the role
of spoken language in the dev
elopment of the more
context-reduced registers of sch
ool. We agreed that although
I wo uld no t take an
active pa rt in teaching the lesson
s, I would respond normally to
children wh en they
initiated interaction with me.
Both Penny an d Kath no t on
ly helped to collect data, bu t
within the context of
no rm al activities, set up situ
ations which might pro vid e
interesting data. For
example, knowing that I was
interested in children's explici
t understanding of the
6 No t their pro per names
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processes of their own learning, Penny asked child ren sever
al times durin g the
course of the unit of work to write down what they had learne
d about what they
were studying, and discussed with them what had helpe d them
in their learning.
The responses from the children prove d to be an additional form
of triangulation.
Thus while responsibility for the research issues and devel opme
nt of metho dolog y
was mine, teachers were not merely passive informants. Their
interest in work ing
with me came out of their comm itmen t to their stude nts, a
genui ne intere st in
finding out possible ways to extend their own teaching skills
, and ultim ately to
issues of social justice. They were integral to the research not simpl
y because I was
a guest in their classrooms, but because much can be learned from
a scrutiny of their
professional practice. Collaboration of this kind rests on resea
rcher and teacher
recognising and acknowledging the particular skills and streng
ths of the other, and
recognising that each has know ledge which is legitimate.
It is not an 'equa l'
relationship since what each brings is distinct, but in research of
this type it must be
a relationship of equality.

The children
Both classes of children were 9-10 year olds in their fifth year of

school, and in both
classes 90-95% of the stude nts came from a range of langu age
backg round s other
than English.
In Penny's classroom I did not restrict the focus to a partic
ular group of children. In

group activities the group s were usually teacher chosen, but varied
from lesson to
lesson. There were 31 children in the class, including two newly
arrive d childr en
and two children on a special education program.
In Kath's classroom, where there were 29 children, I restric
ted the focus to seven

children who together made up two 'science groups', that is, they
work ed together
for all group activities. Julianne, Milad, Emily and Maro un made
up one group ,
Gabriella, Dunc an and Andr e the other. With the exception of
Emily and Gabriella,
the teacher described the children as 'typical' second language
speakers, mean ing
that they had fluency in day-to-day aspects of English, but were
much less able to
use English in the less context-embedded registers of the classr
oom. Emily was an
extremely capable and intelligent child, whose English appro ached
native-speaker
competence, and who excelled in music and sport as well as
academic subjects.
Gabriella had been in Australia for only three mont hs at the
time of the study .
Milad, Maro un and Andr e also received extra suppo rt from
the ESL teacher in a
withd rawal , small group situation. All children spoke anoth er
langu age at home,
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and Emily attended a Chinese 'Saturday' school. The group s were
this instance, and remained together for the duration of the unit,
not always the case in this classroom.

teacher-chosen in
although this was

In reality, the focus on specific children was only relevant durin

g group work, since
when the teacher was interacting with the class as a whole,
I had of course no
control over who respo nded. While the group work transc
ripts are therefore
constant in Kath's classroom, whole-class recording includ es
a wide range of
children. Since the aim of the study was not to focus on indiv
idual development,
but to explore the natur e of the discourse as a whole, this did not
affect the study.
Before beginning the study both teachers explained to the childr
en that I work ed at
a university and taugh t teachers. Since participants in research
have a right to be as
well-informed as possible (Erickson 1986), the children were told
I was interested
in finding out how children learn, especially what helps them to
learn English. In an
introductory session I elicited ideas from the children about how
they thoug ht I
might do this; they offered a numb er of suggestions, including
talking with them,
looking at what they wrote, and listening to them talk. One child
suggested a video
recorder woul d be helpful, leading to a further suggestion to use
a cassette recorder.
With the exception of the video, to which unfortunately I had no
access, all of these
suggestions were taken up!

The teaching program
Both teachers followed a similar program for the units of work which
form the basis
of this study . A 'unit' of work comprises the study of a partic
ular topic, and in
these classrooms normally lasted between four and five weeks
, with aroun d three
45 minute classes per week. The unit fell within the curriculum
doma in of Science
and Technology and was on the topic of Magnetism.
All teaching progr ams at the school were extremely detailed.
An example of the
overall plan for the unit of work and an excerpt of the teaching progr
am is included
in Appe ndix 2. The unit of work included a general overview
unde r the four
headings topic, concepts and understandings, skills (defined in
functional-notional
terms such as generalising, classifying, predicting etc.), and values
and attitudes. This
overview summarised the key learning expected over the unit
of work as a whole.
The summ ary was then detailed in terms of the objectives below
under the headings
knowledge and skills:
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Knowledge
For the children to:
identify what a magnet does
recognise that different types of magnets have different strengths
understa nd the difference between magnetic and non..magnetic
Skills

For the children to:
brainstorm their knowledge of magnets
classify various magnetic and non-magnetic materials
make observations about polar attraction
predict the results of investigations
design and make a game using magnets
graph the results of an investigation
The program then included a detailed plan of every lesson under the five headings
objectives, learning activities, language, vocabulary, resources and evaluation. In the

language column, structure s that are foregrou nded in the unit have to do with
generalising, question ing and predicting. In the teachers' program , a language
structure or function is named, and followed by a possible instance of the language
that might be expected to occur. For example:
to generalise - Magnets have ... , All magnets .... , Most metallic objects ...
to predict - I predict that ... , My prediction is .. .
Although there was no evidence of the teachers in any way trying to restrict
children to using these structures, this level of program detail does suggest how
thorough ly they had planned for their teaching and how aware they were of the
kind of language that might be associated with particular activities. The program
indicates the degree to which 'content' and 'language' were integrated in the teachers'
notions about what was involved in teaching a 'subject', a conclusion which is
supporte d by many of the illustrative texts analysed in this study. This level of
detail was apparent across the school in all curriculum areas.
During the course of the data collection, teachers followed the normal course of
these programs, while I recorded and observed. I had little input into the planning
stage, apart from minor suggestions. One planned activity, for example, was for all
children, in small groups, to carry out four experiments designed to develop their
understa nding of magnetic attraction and repulsion, and then report back to the
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whole class abo ut wha t they had learned
. 'Reporting back' is a not unc omm on
strategy in prim ary classrooms, and one in
which I alre ady had som e interest: I saw
it as a con text for chil dren to use the
mor e con text -red uce d lang uag e I was
interested in analysing. In this case however
, the fact that all children had don e all
experiments redu ced or removed any gen
uine communicative nee d for chil dren to
report back .to the rest of the class, since
in general they wou ld sim ply hav e bee n
telling thei r aud ienc e wha t they had alre
ady experienced for themselves. At my
suggestion, each gro up of children did only
one or two of the activities so that at
the reporting back stage they had somethi
ng to say whi ch was new to mos t of their
audience. As Cha pter 7 discusses, there was
then a gen uine communicative nee d to
make clear wha t they had found out: the
stud ents repo rtin g back wer e pos itio ned
as 'prim ary kno wer s' and the rest of the
class had a pur pos e for listening. As
discussed in Cha pter 2, the importance
of an info rma tion gap is atte sted in the
liter atur e on seco nd lang uag e lear ning
, and this min or cha nge of clas sroo m
management not only improved on the orig
inal teaching strategy, but prob ably also
provided mor e interesting and relevant data
.
The teac hing pro gra m itself followed a
sequ enc e of lear ning activities whi ch
required increasingly mor e 'explicit' disc
ourse; that is, the earl y tasks elicited the
kind of 'here-and-now' language associated
with early stages of lang uag e learning,
and later tasks requ ired lang uag e in whi
ch less and less of the situational context
could be assu med by the spea ker or writ
er. This issue is discussed fully, from a
linguistic perspective, in the description of
the model of lang uag e used, in Par t 4 of
this chapter. Briefly, the unit of wor k inco
rporated a num ber of three stag e cycles:
the stud ents first took part in han ds-o n exp
erimental wor k in small grou ps, they
then repo rted on wha t they had lear ned
in wha t I hav e term ed 'tea che r-gu ided '
reporting sessions, and finally they norm
ally completed som e writ ten wor k base d
on these discussions. This sequ enc e mea
nt that stud ents wer e requ ired to use
language in increasingly mor e subject-spec
ific and explicit ways. As later cha pter s
will sho w, teacher-guided reporting sess
ions were also the time for the teacher to
guide stud ents awa y from personal recounts
of wha t they had don e in small gro up
experiments, tow ards general scientific prin
ciples and a mor e socio-linguistically
appropriate register, (an objective reflected
above in the teachers' references in their
teaching plan to making generalisations).
The und erpi nnin g of (and the major ratio
nale for) this teaching sequence was the
systemic functional view of language, and
in part icul ar the con stru ct of a 'mo de
continuum', as described later in this chap
ter. However, later reflection on the data
also suggests the relevance of taking into
account the Vygotskian and constructivist
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view of learning and teaching discussed in the prev
ious chapter. A constructivist
teaching sequence for the teaching of science deve
loped by Driver and Oldh am
1986) comprises four phases: orientation, elicitation,
restructuring, and application
and review, and these stages in general coincide with
the sequence described above.
From this perspective, the significance for stud ents'
learn ing of science of the
teacher-guided reporting sessions is that, as Driver poin
ts out, unde rstan ding s and
explanations do not necessarily sprin g clearly from child
ren's data alone:

If we wish children to develop an unde rstan ding
of the conventional
conc epts and princ iples of science, more is requ
ired than simp ly
prov iding practical experiences. The theoretical mod
els and scientific
conventions will not be 'discovered' by children throu
gh their practical
.work. They need to be presented. Guidance is then neede
d to help children
assimilate their practical experiences into what is possi
bly a new way of
thinking about them.
(Driver 1994, p. 47, my italics)
In its overall organisation, the unit ofwo rk also resem

bles Wells' (1995) description
steps of launching the theme;
research, (often including observation and experimentati
on and based on empirical
data); interpretation, whic h Wells describes as 'mak
ing sense' of the evidence;
presentation, (ideally mad e to an audience not alrea
dy informed abou t the topic);
and reflection, both on the content and the processes
involved in the course of the
enquiry.
of the 'inquiry-oriented curriculum' which follows the

More broadly, the teaching activities that comprised
the unit of work followed the
sequence suggested by Mohan: of less to more expli
cit discourse, of practical to
theoretical learning and from experiential to expositor
y learning (Mohan 1986).

PART 3: CATA SOURCES AND ANALYSIS

Data sources
The data were collected in two classrooms over the
course of the unit of work
discussed above. They were not collected simultane
ously, which wou ld have been
logistically difficult since the programs usually ran in
tand em in each of the parallel
classes. As a result the two sets of data were collected
a year apart, in each case in
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the final term of the year, first in Penny's class
and then in Kath's. This in fact
prov ed to have a num ber of advantages. Firs
t it allow ed for data gath erin g
techniques to be refined, for example, in techniqu
es for taking field notes. It also
allowed for research themes emerging from the
first set of data to be reexamined
using the second set, and thus for the reflexive and
emergent natu re of this type of
research to be· taken into account. Finally, it allow
ed for any gaps in the sources of
data to be addressed. I found, for example, that
even brief notes on blackboard
wor k prov ed to be very useful, and so note d blac
kboard wor k more fully in the
collection of the second set of data.
In both classrooms I collected data duri ng
one complete unit of wor k or topic,

num beri ng between seven and eleven lessons of
approximately forty-five to fifty
minutes. (The rationale for basing the research
on the deve lopm ent of the who le
topic in each class, rath er than on selected lessons,
is discussed later in this chapter
in the section on analysis.) A range of data sources
were used, because I wished to
gain as complete a picture of the classrooms as poss
ible, although as is clear from
the discussion that follows, no data set, however
rich, comes near to capt urin g
wha t has occurred. A thick data set silnply makes
it easier to reconstruct something
of wha t occurred, and a range of data types prov
ides for some triangulation in
interpretation. Figure 3.2 is a summary of the sour
ces of data. Unfortunately Penny
became ill abou t two thirds of the way through
the unit, and so the data are less
complete in that classroom.
Fig 3.2 Sources of data

Number of visit s
Audi o-tap es of oral
inter actio ns
(transcribed)
Language on displ ay
and
envi ronm ental print
arou nd the
classroom
Field note s
Stud ent writi ng
Inter view s with
child ren
Inter view s with
teac her

aass room 1
9-10 year olds
Seven visits

Oass room 3
9-10 year olds
Eleven visits

300m ins

SOOmins

Some record in field notes

Detailed record in field
notes

Unstructured comments
Twenty-nine pieces (one
piece from each student).

Using framework
Forty pieces (taken over the
course of unit, from focus
child ren).
Group of seven children
with me.

Information gained throu gh
whole class discussion with
teach er.
During process and after,
infor mal.
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A cassette tape reco rder with flat microphone was
used for recording. All teacher
to who le class interactions were recorded, and
selected grou ps of child ren were
recorded in small grou p or pair interactions. It was
helpful to give children time to
get accustomed to bein g recorded before attempting
to collect data.
One of the difficulties of recording in genuine class

rooms (as oppo sed to a grou p of
stud ents in a labo rato ry type setting brou ght
toge ther solely for the purp ose of
research) is the almo st inevitable back grou nd nois
e, whic h can mak e it difficult or
impo ssib le to deci pher tapes. In Kath 's clas
sroo m this was mad e espe ciall y
difficult beca use of the school's buil ding prog
ram. How ever , the inevitability of
unde ciph erab le gaps was outw eigh ed by the
auth entic ity of the data , and in
research whic h is concerned with praxis it is prob
ably one of the compromises that
researchers have to make. As van Uer comments:
I have foun d, whil e work ing in extremely nois
y conditions, with large

classes and very vocal children, that no more than
parti al transcriptions
even in thos e circumstances coul d reveal clas
sroo m and inter actio n
patte rns that observation checklists, interviews and
train ing prog ramm es
coul d not. Especially, such analysis, even thou gh
it may not be possible
to tran scrib e ever ythi ng that ever ybod y says
for ever y insta nt of the
lesson, allows us to describe wha t the learners
actually and actively do
duri ng the lesson, as individuals and as groups.
(Van Lier 1988, p. 64)

Even whe n it was possible, it was not necessari
ly useful to rank obtaining a good
reco rdin g ahea d of this auth entic ity. On one
occa sion the clas sroo m was
particularly noisy because an extra ten child ren
were in the room. The class were
doing a dictogloss, whic h involves students in grou
ps discussing and reconstructing
a text, on the basis of key word s and very brief note
s which they have earlier note d
dow n indi vidu ally whil e the teacher is read ing
a text alou d at norm al spee d. As
there was an emp ty classroom next door I took
out one grou p of four child ren. I
was unpr epar ed, however, for the effect on the
children of being in an emp ty silent
classroom with a cassette recorder. The recorder,
which they had always prev ious ly
ignored, now became a focus. The discussion whic
h is integral to a dictogloss did
not even tuate . Inste ad child ren showed each othe
r their notes, gest ured silently,
occasionally whis pere d and only spok e alou
d, one at a time, whe n they had
completed their text, whic h they then read alou
d into the tape recorder. Clearly
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they saw this as som e kin d of 'perform
ance' and wer e not pre par ed to allow
the
process itself to be recorded.
Even a goo d recording is no mor e than
a par tial reco rd of wh at has occurred.
It
does not sho w the extra-linguistic info
rmation whi ch is par t of the resource
s for
meaning making: facial expressions, ges
tures, and glances. Nei ther doe s a reco
rde r
cap ture wh at I often saw or felt - the
sen se of urg enc y of a chil d wan ting
to
answer a teacher's question, the frustrat
ion of a child who cou ld not find the wor
ds
in English to express wha t they wan ted
to say, or a shy stud ent' s inability to bre
ak
into a conversation. While field notes
help to fill out the context of talk, no
dat a
can ade qua tely cap ture the reality of the
class as it is lived by the participants.

Issues in transcription
What is per hap s mor e problematic than

collecting the data is the que stio n of how
it
is transcribed. Again we retu rn to the
impossibility of sep arat ing researcher
from
data. Transcribing involves conscious cho
ices on the par t of the transcriber, choices
abo ut wha t and how muc h to transcri
be, wha t to leave out, and how to rep
rese nt
the rela tion ship betw een speech and the
wri tten wor d. As Ochs (1979) poi nts out
,
mechanical recording does not eliminat
e problems of selective observation, it mer
ely
del ays the m. Ult ima tely , the cho ices
mad e rela te to the pur pos e of the
transcription: a nar row phonetic descrip
tion is essential for defining the pho nem
es
of a language, but probably not in a stud
y concerned wit h the interactive natu re
of
discourse. Equally, choices will be influen
ced by the transcriber's theory of lang uag
e
and , in a classroom context, wha t they
cou nt as imp orta nt in learning. As Och
s
com men ts, tran scri ptio n is a "selecti
ve process reflecting theoretical goals
and
definitions" (Ochs 1979, p. 44).
In the selected texts I hav e opt ed in
mos t cases to use par tici pan t colu mns
rath er

than to pre sen t the tran scri pt as a line
ar 'script'. This was a deli bera te choice
in
ord er to mai ntai n a focus on the interact
ive natu re of discourse, and the way s
tha t
teachers and stud ents construct knowle
dge together. Pulling apa rt the turn s, but
at
the sam e time presenting them as visually
contingent, makes is possible to focus on
bot h ind ivid ual ver bal beh avi our and
inte ract ive beh avio ur. For exa mpl e,
by
read ing vertically dow n one column,
it is possible to track stud ents ' dev elop
ing
field knowledge thro ugh their changing
verbal behaviour, or to focus on the num
ber
and types of contributions of either stud
ents or teacher. But it is also possible,
by
read ing across the columns, to see the
process by whi ch dialogue is achieved,
for
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example by analysing the semantic relationship and discourse cohere
nce betwe en
speakers. Ochs, writing of this convention in relation to young er childre
n, suggests:
Contingency across speaker turns is not promo ted by the transcript.

The
assess ment of pragm atic and seman tic links becom es a more selfconscious proces s .. . the reader can see more easily the prior verb~l
behavior of the child. In interpreting an utterance of a child, the reader
of
the transc ript can assess its place with respect to what the child
has
been saying or doing as well as with respect to the talk or behavior of
the
eo-speaker.
(Ochs 1979, p. 48)
Leftness in English script tends to be associated with control or promi

nence, and so
we might tend to 'read' the speaker on the left as the domin ant or initiat
ing speaker.
Since this study foregrounds learners' increasing control of language,
and the role of
teachers in a constructivist and Vygotskian notion of pedag ogy, it
did not seem
appro priate to place the teacher on the left: this might have sugge sted
a different
kind of teache r role from that sugge sted by the study. Choice
of layou t has
therefore evolved out of a theoretical frame of reference, and this proces
s of coming
to decisions about how to transcribe constitutes part of the ongoi ng
analysis itself.
The layou t of data also throw s up insights, hence itself develops
theory. The
following example exemplifies this point.
The layout of the transcription in Figure 3.3 came about because initial

reflection on
the data sugge sted that the teacher talk encap sulate d more than
one field. The
discourse was not only about science, but also about language. To show
this more
clearly the two fields have been pulled apart, and this is repres ented
throug h the
transcription. In terms of insights about language learning, this examp
le indicates
how talk about language can occur in the context of actual language use.
In terms of
methodological issues, it shows how register theory7 (Halliday and
Hasan 1985)
has influenced the way in which the transcription is made and how
the original
data are 'heard'.

7 Part 4 of this chapte r describes the model of langua ge referred
to here.
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Fig 3.3 Two fields
In this exa mp le teac her nom ina tion
s are italicised to ind icat e the y stan
d out sid e
both fields. The rep hra sing s of the not
ion of generalisation (general ideas, som
ething
that will happen all the time, not somethi
ng that just happened today) are inc lud
ed in
the 'language' col um n since the y rep
rese nt an atte mp t by the teacher to
define or
give an instance of the metalanguage
she is teaching the children.
Students

C: the nor th pole and the
sou th pole attr act

F: the sou th pole and the
nor th oole will attr act

Teacher:
Tea che r:
Field- talk abo ut lan5n~aste Field - talk
abo ut mastnets
let's try this wha t if I try
the nor th pole and the sou th
pole .. of the mag net .. who
can tell ..
I wan t a sentence a nice
sentence Carol Ann?

come on a sentence

good ... wha t if I try the
sou th pole of this mag net and
the nor th pole of that
mar net .. ues Francois

good boy good Francois
alri ght and let's try the
south pole of this mag net and
the sou th pol e of the othe r
ma211et ... Stevhanie

S: the sou th pole and the
sou th pole will re .. repe l
good (to observer) my
goodness aren 't they
speaking wel l/ so I wou ld
like two ideas that we get
from this .. two 'general
ideas ... wha t we call
'generali'sations ... who
can give me something
that will hap pen 'all the
time . not wha t just
hap pen ed to us todav

Gina do uou want to trv

G: if you put the nor th
· pole and the nor th pole
toge ther em that will not
.... that will repe l and if
you put the sou th pole and
the sou th pole together
that will repe l too

Decisions mu st also be ma de abo ut
how mu ch information to include. A
gui din g
principle is to include wh atev er feat
ures are necessary for the researcher's
pur pos e
(Halliday 1985a) and to sui t the dep
th of detail to the kin d and dep th of
analysis
inte nde d (Ed war ds and We stga te
1994). It is also imp orta nt tha t the
dat a is
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compreh ensible to the reader, which may not be the case in a very narrow and
detailed transcription (see for example, Sachs, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974, where
intakes of breath, increased volume, and stress are included ). Among the
transcrip tion conventi ons significant in this study is the marking of pauses (see
below). It has been suggested that a major feature of classroom discourse is its very
fast pace· (Edward s and Westgate 1994), whereas a teacher's tolerance of
hesitations, and a longer 'wait time' for a student's response have been seen as a
marker of more open and reflective learning (Rowe 1986; Dillon 1988; Cazden
1988). Initial reflection on the recordings indicated that extended wait time was a
feature of both classrooms. Consequently these pauses have been marked.
No attempt has been made to indicate pronunciation, stress and intonation, except
as indicated below. At times this becomes problematic, since often children and
teacher use very informal speech such as yeah, or gonna, rather than standard
pronunci ation. Howeve r the choice has been made to avoid transcrib ing such
features on the basis that other pronunciation features have not been transcribed,
and that there is a danger that such conventions risk represen ting stereotyp es of
certain students on the basis of features such as class or dialect, while not
differentiating others.
Fig. 3.4 shows the notational conventions used in the transcription.
Fig 3.4 Transcription conventions

(.)

Represents a perceptible pause of less than one second.

(.. )

Represen ts a pause of approxim ately two seconds. Followin g this
convention, each additiona l(.) represents an additional second.

I

Represen ts the end of a 'meaning ' or 'sense' unit, and the start of
another, often but not always correspo nding to clause boundari es. Its
sole function is to facilitate the reading of the transcription where there
is no other indicatio n (such as a pause or a question mark), which
would indicate the boundaries of the unit meaning eg.
we predicted / we predicted how many . paper clips we thought would make
a chain/ what do you think I was . trying to find out/ why would I do an
experime nt like that . Fabiola?

Used immediately before a syllable to indicate unusuall y marked
stress or extra emphasis eg.
we say magnets . re'pel (said with great emphasis).

=

Indicates an utterance from one speaker which continue s after
interruption eg.
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Sl:

and then we put the magnet in it =

52:

and then we got

Sl:

=and then we got another magnet

Indicates unclear speech. Each (•) represents approximately one
syllable.
Underlining denotes simultaneous speech from two or more speakers eg.
STUDE NT

TEACH ER

1

can you tell me about this? (holding a
pin)
tb~

2

G:

3

G: the magnet attracts pins

4

12in

the mi!gnet

and this

5

B:

6

F: it

(holdin~

the magn~t li2~sn't
d.2~:m't

a cork)

i!Uii!!::t the cork

Names of studen ts are usually indicated by their initial. Where it is unclear who
is
speaking, this is indicated by numbering speakers with Sl, 52, S3 etc.
Each turn is numbe red, as in the short transcript above.
Since a transcription represents spoken language, sentence conventions have
not
been used, howev er questio n marks have been include d to indicate to the reader
how to interpr et particu lar utterances. Some comme ntary has been include
d, as
needed , to give details necessary for unders tanding the transcript, or to give a
fuller
representation of the situational context. This is indicated in italics eg.
it goes here (indicating position on the blackboard graph)

Field notes
Field notes in the first classroom visited were made informally, and referred

to any
aspects of classro om events which appear ed significant or would later help
to
interpr et the transcripts. Although these notes proved helpful, the lack of structu
re
meant that at times some useful inform ation was omitted. Conseq uently
in the
second classroom, field notes were made using a simple framew ork with
the
headin gs: Activity, Discourse pattern and time; Description of activity; Langua
ge on
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display (eg. on the blackboard or on butcher's
pape r), and Comments. Figu re 3.5 is
an example of the types of notes taken:

Fig 3.5 Example of Field Note s
Acti vity ,
part icip ant
struc ture and time
reca ppin g of last
class ,
teac her to who le
class ,

Desc ripti on of
acti vity

Language on disp lay Comments

teac her- led
discussion, chn.
seate d on floor

writt en on boar d
befo re activ ity
began:

we found out that ...

8min s.

chn. v. atten tive.
Mar io v. keen to
expl ain wha t he
did. No te- teac her
questions led to chn.
mak ing
gene ralis ation s

Tho ugh this is a simp le framework it was foun

d to be valuable in docu men ting the
maj or feat ures of each epis ode and in prov
idin g situ atio nal info rma tion to
acco mpa ny the transcripts. It also help ed to
subs tant iate insights gain ed from the
analysis.

The approach to analysis
One of the challenges in classroom research
is to find way s of han dlin g the large
amo unts of data usually yielded. One way to
docu men t wha t goes on in classrooms
is to mak e use of an observation scheme,
the purp ose of whi ch is to allo w an
obse rver .to reco rd syst ema tica lly wha t they
obse rve to be hap pen ing in the
classroom, ofte n by reco rdin g agai nst pred
eter min ed categories defi ned by the
researcher: see for example, the Flanders Inte
ractional Analysis Categories Scheme
(Flanders 1970); the ORACLE surv ey of sixty
British classrooms (Galton, Simon
and Cro ll 1980); and the Com mun icat ive
Orie ntat ion to Lan gua ge Tea chin g
(Frohlich, Spa da and Alie n 1985). While
the very earl y fram ewo rks used in
classrooms wer e relatively simple and unsophis
ticated, later studies have prov ided
considerable insight into the frequency of part
icular linguistic behaviours, and have
prov ed to be especially valu able in consider
ing large amo unts of data in broa d
macro educational settings. Such studies have
revealed, for example, the com mon
and perv asiv e thre e part IRF inte ract ion
disc usse d earl ier. Am ong the mos t
insightful of these schemes is that devised by
Sinclair and Cou ltha rd (1975). Their
wor k shows how the discourse of teaching is
structured thro ugh recurring patt erns
of turn s by teacher and stud ents . Their wor
k brok e new grou nd in that they
expl ored lang uage bey ond the bou nds of
the sentence, and thei r categories (of
less on, tran sact ion, exch ange , mov e and
act) and exch ang e stru ctur es, are
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functionally deter mine d. How ever, altho ugh their work
is extre mely insig htful for
those inter ested in class room disco urse, Coul thard
and Sincl air are prim arily
linguists rathe r than educationists, and their work illum
inate s linguistic struc tures ,
using the class room as a data site, rathe r than attem pting
to descr ibe educ ation al
processes.
While obser vatio n schem es may be an appro priat e
tool for mapp ing gene ral
patte rns of classroom behav iour, there are a numb er of
reasons why this study does
not make use of an obser vatio n scheme whic h relies on
prede term ined categories.
First, given the argum ent for a research parad igm in whic
h research is view ed as an
emer gent proce ss of explo ration and is reflexive in natur
e, it woul d clear ly be
inconsistent to prede termi ne what is significant. Second,
in systematic obser vatio n,
the prim ary codin g unit tends to focus on the single speec
h act rathe r than on the
intera ction as conte xtual ised dialogue: it is difficult to
see how a schem e could be
devis ed whic h could adeq uatel y captu re the progr essiv
e and cumu lative natur e of
disco urse whic h is large ly the focus of this study . To do
this, it is neces sary to go
beyo nd the altern ation of turns that were the focus
of Coul thard and Sinclair's
work , and beyo nd the flow of talk a:s it occurs mom
ent-t o mom ent. Third , it is
likely that any codin g schem e may miss captu ring the
less obvio us or the 'single
occurrence' whic h migh t actually be of significance. The
resea rcher may be blind ed
to aspects of intera ction and disco urse whic h are not captu
red by the scheme, yet
whic h may be relev ant and impo rtant to the unde rstan
ding of the classroom unde r
inves tigati on (Nun an 1992). In addition, numerical codin
gs of frequency cann ot on
their owri adeq uatel y recon struc t interactions, or the cours
e of lessons, or the ways
in whic h know ledge is progressively constructed. Final
ly, becau se the obser vatio ns
are often made on-the-spot, researchers are necessarily
restricted in their ability to
adeq uatel y interp ret, even moment-to-moment, what is
happ ening withi n a broad er
context. This broad er context is both 'spatial' (what else
is going on?) and 'temp oral'

(how does this fit into what happened last lesson and what will
happen in the next?).

Two features are of parti cular significance in the appro
ach to analysis taken in the
study . The first has to do with one of the conc erns
of the study , whic h, as
discussed earlier, has been to consider the meanings whic
h exten d beyo nd the single
lesso n, and how these are built up. The theor etica l
need to obse rve ongo ing
sequ ence s of lesso ns has been argue d by sever al resea
rcher s (Chri stie 1995;
Brilliant-Mills 1993; Lin 1993; Hera s 1994; Flori ani 1993)
. In the curre nt study ,
whol e units rathe r than single lessons were chose n as
the macr o unit of analy sis
becau se of the natur e of the research questions: I was intere
sted in how know ledge
gets const ructe d and how langu age learn ing occurs, and
these !earn ings woul d be
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difficult to iden tify with in a single lesson. A 'lesso
n' is in any case a som ewh at
arbit rary unit; it may repre sent a time-frame with
in the school day rathe r than
representing, from the stude nts' perspectives, a cohe
rent piece of learning. I also
wish ed to examine the textual and knowledge relationsh
ips between lessons in orde r
to more fully unde rstan d the roles being play ed by
teachers and stude nts, and the
·ongoing dialogue they constructed together. In addit
ion, it has been argu ed that in
any classroom, teacher and stude nts will hear and prod
uce wha t is said again st an
extensive background of accumulated meanings, whic
h researchers are in dang er of
igno ring if the data are collected on single visits (Edw
ards and Westgate 1994).
Thus

... if it is a main haza rd in classroom observation
that the mean ing of
· utterance will often depe nd on past encounters whic
h the observer has
not shar ed, then there are good prac tical reaso
ns for obse rving
relationships [and we can add, curri culu m know ledg
e itself] ... being
talked into existence.
(Edwards and Westgate 1994, p. 103, my italics and
com men t adde d)
If, as will be argu ed, parti cipa nts in an interactio
n draw on prio r cont exts as
mean ing resou rces in their discourse, then an analy
sis of how know ledg e is
constructed need s to account for the rang e of conte
xts that have been cons truct ed
over time. Thus "the analyst, like a grou p member,
needs to unde rstan d those past
times, spaces and instances of being "with texts" that
members signal, throu gh their
talk, as bein g socially significant to the mean ing
and cont ent curre ntly bein g
constructed" (Floriani 1994, p. 260).

From my own experience, a furth er argu men t for
data to inclu de a sequ ence of
lessons, is that othe rwis e inaccurate conclusions
may be reached. Some of the
science lessons observed consisted entirely of stude
nts carrying out experiments in
small grou ps. In othe r lessons the teacher took a majo
r role in initiating talk: the
'IRF' patte rn was very muc h in evidence. Watching
one or othe r of these lessons
might lead to a conclusion that this was a 'teacher-f
ronted' and 'teacher-directed'
classroom, or conversely that it was totally student-ce
ntred. Neit her lesson alone
woul d have prov ided a sense of what the teacher was
doing or how knowledge was
being progressively built up.
For all of these reasons a theoretical decision was
taken to observe the classroom
over a more susta ined perio d of time. This mad e
it possible to obse rve how a
teacher hand led all stages of learning, for example,
how the topic was intro duce d,
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if and how children's prior learning was built on, how new learning

was develo ped
throug h the discourse, and what evidence there was that this was taken
up by the
students. In brief, observing an entire unit of work, from openin g to closur
e, allowed
specific items of data to be more fully contextualised and interp reted.
As Christie. argues:
in order to demon strate how a pedag ogic discou rse works , it
is
necess ary to study quite long-s ustain ed sequences of lessons. This
is
because the variou s practices involved in the very complex proces
s by
which studen ts enter into shared knowledge and unders tandin gs, as well
as demo nstrat e capac ity to manip ulate these things in reason ably
indepe ndent ways, involve considerable time.
(Christie 1995, p. 221)
A secon d feature of the analysis is that it does not reflect a single
perspe ctive;
rather , as sugge sted by Chapt er 2, the aim has been to theorise pedag
ogy throug h
the blendi ng of several perspectives, each of which illuminates differe
nt aspects of
the topic. This appro ach also provid es a kind of theoretical triangulation
. The first
of these perspe ctives , is linguistic (Chap ter 5). The data are exami
ned using a
system ic functi onal model of langua ge, descri bed later in this
chapte r. This
perspe ctive allows for a focus on how teacher and childr en jointly
constr uct
meaning and how learners' contributions are recast by the teacher into
more registerappro priate langua ge. The secon d perspe ctive has a more purely
pedag ogical
orientation and examines the data from a neo-Vygotskian perspective
in order to
explore the role of the teacher in the discourse (Chapter 6). The third
perspe ctive
examines the data in the light of insights from second langua ge acquis
ition studies,
in order to focus on the contexts for second language learning which are
constructed
by the discourse (Chapter 7). Throu ghout all the commentaries ongoin
g reference is
made to the fourth perspective, the position and needs of minority second
langua ge
learners. All these perspectives help illuminate the key issues for
the study: the
nature of the talk which occurred in the classrooms; the role of the
teacher in this
talk; and the kinds of contexts and opportunities for second langua ge
develo pment
which were provid ed as a result.
The curren t study draws on aspect s of the work of a range
of classr oom
researchers, all of whom , while working within different traditions, view
interaction
as centra l to the meani ng-ma king proces s of the classr oom and
as centra lly
involv ed in social action. These includ e in partic ular studie s by
Edwa rds and
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Mercer 1987; Mercer 1995; Lemke 1990a, 1990
b; Christie 1995; Wells 1995, 1996;
and van Lier 1988, 1996. Their wor k is discusse
d further in the following chap ters
in the context of my own analysis.
In relation to eclectic approaches such as this,

Edw ards and Westgate comment:

[Research whic h reflects a single perspective] is

mor e likely to gain from
its consistency the appearance of rigour; a mor
e eclectic appr oach may
be mor e realistic whe re the phenomena being stud
ied are high ly complex
and many-faceted.
(Edw ards and Westgate 1994, p. 59)
In relation to the SLA field, van Lier also writ
es that such judicious combinations

"can illum inate a part icul ar field of stud y muc
h mor e than som e cano nize d
scientific proc edur e can do (van Lier 1994, p. 333)
. Following the poin ts mad e by
Edw ards and Westgate, and by van Lier, it is argu
ed here that an eclectic appr oach
is no less principled than a single approach, prov
ided that it is appr opri ate for the
research task. Eclecticism does not impl y using
approaches whic h are incompatible
with in a single stud y, but rather, "bringing toge
ther concepts and meth ods whic h
can yield complementary insights into the 'same'
phenomena, or can brin g into view
different aspects of classroom talk and its orga
nisation" (Edw ards and Westgate
1994, p. 59). It is for the purp ose of prov idin g such
complementary insights into the
phen ome na of second lang uage deve lopm ent in
the classroom, that a mor e crossdisciplinary appr oach has been taken here.
The analysis of transcribed data is deal t with
at two levels. The first, the Episode
Summaries, docu men ts ever y teaching and learn
ing activity in the two classrooms,
and prov ides a holistic perspective on the data
(see App endi x 1 and Cha pter 4).
This broa d anal ysis indicates how each over
all unit of wor k is orga nise d and
defines major patte rns of discourse. It also prov
ides a context for the later mor e
detailed analyses. From this broad analysis there
emerge a num ber of themes whic h
are taken up in the mor e detailed examinations
of texts in the later chapters.
The second level of analysis (Chapters 5, 6 and
7) focuses on selected exce rpts of
discourse (referred to in the analysis as texts), and
further explores the themes from
Cha pter 4. The illus trati ve texts disc usse d in
these three chap ters have been
selected as representative of the regular occurrenc
es and typical discourse patte rns
identified by the episode summaries. As discussed
earlier, Cha pters 5, 6 and 7 each
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take a different perspective on the analysis, in line with the argum ent in Chapte
r2
for a theorisation of pedago gy to take account of multiple perspectives.
PART 4: THE LANGUAGE MODEL

Introduction to the model
If we accept that teaching and learnin g is about meaning-making, then a
study of
the discourse of teaching and learning should likewise be inform ed by a gramm
ar
which explain s how langua ge makes meanin g. This study draws on system
ic
functional gramm ar (henceforth SFG) following the work of Hallid ay and
other
linguists who work within this traditionS. The choice of this model of langua
ge is
relevan t for a numbe r of reasons; primar ily becaus e of its concer n with
how
meanin gs are made, but also because of its compatibility, and comple mentar
ity
with both the social perspe ctive on learnin g and teaching outline d throug
h the

survey of backgr ound literatu re in Chapte r 2, and with the method ologic
al
approa ch discuss ed earlier in the curren t chapte r. This section discuss es
those
aspects of SFG which the study draws on, and continu es with discuss ion
of the
particu lar relevance of SFG to the study.
The two traditio ns which togethe r have led to the develo pment of the study
of
langua ge in context, come from Malinowski and Firth, and from Sapir and
Whorf
(Hallid ay 1991). From the former comes the notion of the situatio n as the contex
t
for langua ge as text, throug h which social relationships and social processes
are
enacted. From the latter comes the notion of culture as the context for langua
ge as
system , where langua ge is a form of reflection, a constru al of experience
into a
model of reality. These two theoretical sources together create the foundations
of a
functio nal seman tics or theory of meanin g. Hallid ay argues that the
entire
construction of gramm ar is bound up with the situational and cultural contex
ts in
which language has evolved:
a theory of langua ge in context is not just a theory about how people use
langua ge, import ant though that is. It is a theory about the nature and
evolution of language, explaining why the system works the way it does;
but with the explanation making reference to its use ... It is a functional
explanation, based on the social-semiotic interpretation of the relations

8 A glossary of SFG terms can be found at the end of this section.
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and processes of meanin g ... I think this last point is fundam ental in our
language education work.
(Hallid ay 1991, p. 6).
A full description of the gramm ar is beyond the scope of this chapter, which
aims
simply to identif y and briefly describe those areas of the gramm ar which
are of
most significance to the discuss ion of the data. A fuller and more comple
te
description can be found in a wide range of work based on the work of Hallida
y
and linguis ts and educat ionists who have worked with him, (see for examp
le,
Hallid ay 1975, 1978, 1984, 1985a, 1985b, 1993; Hallid ay and Hasan 1985;
and
also Poynto n 1985; Painte r 1984, 1988; Hamm ond 1990; Macke n and Rother
y
1991; Derewianka 1990, 1992; Martin 1984, 1993; Eggins 1994; Gerot and Wigne
ll
1994; Rothery 1985a, 1985b).
The domin ant linguis tic paradi gm of the 1960's and 70's, Choms
ky's
transformational gramm ar, studies language as an idealised abstraction, in terms
of
the linguistic 'competence' underlying linguistic 'performance', and thus as separa
te
and in isolation from the contexts in which it is used and its real-life instantiations
.
Hallid ay (1984), like Choms ky, defines as 'philos ophica l gramm ars',
those
gramm ars which represe nt the study of the linguis tic code in isolatio n
from
behaviour, so that the system is explained withou t regard to its use. Central
to the
way that philosophical gramm ars are organised is the concept of the rule. The
code
is represe nted in terms of rules of grammar, which do not account for the ways
in
which langua ge varies or is used in real-life contexts; philosophical gramm ars
are
thus essentially reductionist. Such gramm ars necessarily operate on the basis
of a
polaris ation betwee n the 'ideal' and the 'actual': what people actuall
y say
represents a departu re from the rules of the 'pure' language, (hence such distinc
tions
as Chomsky's 'competence and performance', and Saussure's 'langue and parole'
).
Ethnographic or descriptive grammars, on the other hand, seek to close the
gap
between language as code and language as behaviour: the system is not dissoci
ated
from the instance. A systemic description attempts to interpret simultaneously
both
what language is and what people do with it, thus interpreting langua ge in relation
to its place in people's lives. It treats langua ge simulta neousl y as both code
and
behavi our, as both system and resource, and aims to explain what kinds
of
meanin gs people make, and what linguistic resources they draw on to
make
meanin g in a specific cultura l situation. Language is therefore characterised
as a
resource, with the basic organising concept being that of choice.
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Transformational and systemic functional gramm ar also differ in anothe r respec
t
which is of particu lar relevance here. Transformational gramm ar is inform ed
by a
mentalist account of langua ge which suggests that childre n are born with a genetic
bluepr int enablin g them to deduce the rules of the language. The talk they
hear
around them functions as a trigger for language acquisition and a testing ground
for
their develo ping hypotheses about how the language works. From this perspe
ctive,
many of the major milestones of langua ge, particu larly spoken langua ge,
have
already been passed by the time childre n start school, and so the langua
ge of
teache rs and carers is not seen as of great significance in childre n's langua
ge
development. In contras t to this theory, the functional and interactional theorie
s of
Hallid ay and other linguis ts presen t the view that childre n have to learn
to use
langua ge for a range of purpos es and in a range of cultural and situational context
s.
Rather than viewin g langua ge as a finite set of rules which must be 'acquir
ed',
systemic theoris ts view langua ge as a semiotic system, as a set of choices
from
which speake rs select according to the particu lar context they are in: a speake
r
makes a particu lar choice from a range of possible options. From the perspective
of
the gramm ar, each of these choices can be viewed against the possible choices
that
could have been selected, hence the notion of 'system', and langua ge as a 'system
of
systems'. Every meaningful stretch of written or spoken langua ge, referred to
as a
'text', represe nts a particu lar instant iation of the resour ces of langua ge.
This
semiotic interpr etation of langua ge, which views langua ge as a set of resourc
es
rather than as a set of rules, makes it possible to consid er the approp riacy
or
inappropriacy of language choices in a given context of use.
SFG argues that langua ge use is influenced by three aspects of the immed
iate
context of situation: the field of the discourse, the tenor of the discou rse and
the
mode of the discourse. These features constitute the linguistic register of the
text.
The field of discourse is the cultural activity, what the language is being used
to talk
about. The field of much of the discourse with which this study is concerned,
is
science, specifically the field of magnetism. There are also howev er two second
ary
fields, identif ied as 'langua ge' and 'the social rules of the classroom', which
are
discussed in Chapte r 4. The tenor of discourse refers to the relatio nship betwee
n
partici pants, betwee n the speake r and the listener, or the writer and reader.
The
tenor of discourse can be influenced by a numbe r of factors, includi ng status
(the
relative status of the participants), affect, (their affective relationships, includi
ng
how they are feeling toward s each other at the time), and contact, (how well
they
know each other or how freque ntly they are in contact). In this study,
the
relationships which are foregrounded are those between teacher and studen ts,
with
status and affect as significant dimensions of the tenor. The mode of the discou
rse
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is the channel of communication, whethe r it is spoken or written . Martin (1984a)
suggests that two kinds of distance are involv ed here: spatial distanc e betwee
n
those interacting, (for example, whethe r they are face-to-face); and experi
ential
distance, or distance from the activities which are the focus of the discussion
(for
example, whethe r the language is accompanying action or reflecting on it). Bec~us
e
an analysis of mode is of particu lar importance in some sections of this study
(see
Chapte r 5 in particular) it is discussed in further detail later in this section.
These three aspects of context make a difference to how speake rs use langua
ge,
that is, they each have linguistic consequences: "text carries with it, as a part
of it,
aspects of the context in which it was produc ed" (Eggins 1994, p. 7). These
three
register variables corresp ond to the three metafunctions of language, which
allow
three kinds of meanin g to be made using the lexico-grammatical resources
of the
language. There is therefore a systematic relationship betwee n the categories
of
register and the structu re of language. Hallid ay describes these three kinds
of
meanin gs as ideatio nal (comp rising experi ential and logical meanin
g)9,
interpersonal and textual. Experiential meaning is concerned with representing
and
making sense of the 'real world', and with reflecting on and unders tandin
g the
enviro nment and the world of ideas. Interpe rsonal meanin g is concer ned
with
partici pating in the world, enablin g people to act on the world throug h
their
interactions with others. This strand of meanin g enacts person al relationships;
it
expresses the role relatio nship betwee n speake r and listener, and the speake
r's
attitude to the subject matter itself. Textual meaning is concerned with shapin
g and
organising different kinds of texts. Each of these strands of meanin g is needed
in
order for people to make sense of each other and the world: "language is as
it is
because of what it does" (Halliday 1991, p. 6).
Given a certain field, choices are made from within the resources of the experie

ntial
function of langua ge, given a certain tenor, choices are made from within
the
interpe rsonal resourc es of the langua ge system, and given a certain mode
of
communication, choices are made from within the textual resources of the langua
ge
system (Derewianka 1992).
Because of this systematic relationship within the language betwee n meanings
and
contexts, it becomes possible to predict how a given context will determ ine choices

9 Ideation al meanin g has two components, experiential meanin g and logical
meanin g.
This study does not discuss logical meaning, and the term experie ntial is
used as a
general term henceforth.
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from the language system, and also how the language system itself construc ts
context. Eggins comments on the evidence of this two-way relationship:
Our ability to deduce context from text is one way in which language and
context are interrelated. Our equally highly develope d ability to predict
language from context provides further evidence of the language /context
relationship.
(Eggins 1994, p. 7)
Halliday expresses it thus: "the context plays a part in determin ing what we say;
and what we say has a part in determining the context" (Halliday 1978, p. 3).
Since language reflects the use to which it is put, and because it varies
systematically according to the situation in which it occurs, there will be certain
recurring predictable features which occur each time a particula r situation occurs. It
is this relations hip between meaning and context, and between context and
language , that underpin s much of the analysis of this study, and enables the
relationship between different discourse registers and specific teaching and learning
situations to be made explicit.
A significant aspect of the metafunctional principle, and one which again sets SFG
apart from formal grammar s, is the claim that any text simultan eously makes three
kinds of meaning by drawing on the lexico-grammatical resources of each of the
three metafunctions. The metafunctional principle is significant for learning theory,
since "it is the combination of the experiential and the interpersonal that constitutes
an act of meaning. All meaning - and hence all learning - is at once both action
and reflection" (Halliday 1993, p. 101). Chapter 2, drawing in particula r on the
work of Cummin s, has argued that all teaching and learning involves the
construction of particula r kinds of interpersonal relationships between teacher and
taught, and that how these are realised is particula rly significant for minority
groups. The capacity of SFG to analyse interpersonal meaning simultaneously with
experien tial meaning is therefore of significance in a study concerne d with the
education of minority groups. As Halliday states:
[People] do more than understa nd each other, in the sense of exchanging
informat ion and goods-and-services through the dynamic interplay of
speech roles. By their everyday acts of meaning, people act out the social
structure , affirming their own statuses and roles, and establishing and
transmitting the shared systems of value and knowledge.
(Halliday 1978, p. 2)
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The discussion so far has focused on the notion of register, which explain
s and
describes the relatio nship betwee n a text and its situatio nal context, and on
the
related metafunctions of language. SFG also takes into account the cultural contex
t
in which the text was produc ed, in particular the purpos e of the text, and therefo
re
its genre. Genres represe nt different ways of organi sing human experience
and
knowledge, and are thus goal directed. A genre has been defined as a purpos
eful,
staged , cultura l activity (Martin 1984a; Martin, Christie and Rother y 1987),
and
include s both spoken and written activities. It is charac terised by a distinc
tive
schematic structure, a distinctive purpos e and a distinctive set of probab le lexicogramm atical choices. While this study draws mainly on registe r theory
in the
interpretation of the data, the construct of genre has been found useful in theoris
ing
the stages of the major teaching and learnin g sequen ce that charac terises
the
classroom progra m. This use of the notion of curricu lum genres and macro-genres
draws in particu lar on the work of Christie (1994, 1995) and is discussed further
in
Chapte r 4.

The mode continuum
The broade st distinction that may be made in relation to mode is betwee n spoken
and written language. The linguistic differences between these two modes have
been
discuss ed many times, for example Martin 1984a; Hallida y 1985b, Christie
1985,
1986; I<ress 1987; Christi e and Rothery 1989; Derewianka 1990; Hamm ond
1990;
Eggins 1994. In summa rising the characteristic features of spoken and written
langua ge, Eggins notes that spoken langua ge typically involves turn taking;
is
contex t depend ent and dynam ic in structu re; is charac terised by 'sponta
neity
phenom ena' such as false starts, incomplete clauses and hesitations; uses everyd
ay
lexis and non-st andard gramm ar; and is gramm atically intrica te and lexical
ly
sparse. Written language, on the other hand, typically has a monologic organis
ation;
is contex t indepe ndent and synopt ic in structu re; is 'polish ed' rather
than
sponta neous; uses 'prestige' le~is and standa rd gramm ar; and is gramm atically
simple and lexically dense (Eggins 1994, p.57).
In reality howev er, and if the effect mode has on langua ge choices is to be
fully
recognised, then this distinction betwee n spoken and written langua ge is
more
accurately viewed as a scale or continuum. Martin (1984a) suggests how aural
and
visual contac t affect langua ge choice: a telepho ne conver sation for examp
le,
removes visual contact and hence requires different sorts of langua ge choices
from
those made in a face-to-face conver sation, wherea s radio on the other
hand
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removes the possibility of both visual contact and aural feedback. Consideration of
these factors makes it possible to set up a scale beginnin g with face-to-face
dialogue; then, along the scale, to telephone conversations, to TV and radio, to a
letter and book, and finally to writing. Martin argues that mode is also affected by
the distance dimensio n between language and what is being talked about, a
dimensio n which opposes language in action to language as reflection. At one end
of this scale might be talk among players in a game of cricket, and at the other, a
philosophical treatise on sport. Between these two poles, Martin suggests a number
of hypothet ical situation s, each further distanced from the original event: a
commen tary on the game on TV, a commen tary on the same game on radio, an
interview with the players after the match, and a report of the game in the paper
the following day. Broadly these can be viewed as language in action (the game),
commentary on action (TV or radio 'play by play'), reconstruction of action
(interview, report or review) and construction (book or treatise on cricket).
What is happenin g along this scale is that language is getting further and
further removed from what it is actually talking about, not simply in
terms of temporal distance (distance from the scene of the crime as it
were), but eventuall y in terms of abstraction as well. Abstract writing is
not really about anything you can touch, taste, hear, see or smell, though
of course, in the end, if what we write is in any sense empirical, it must
connect with observable facts of some kind or other.
(Martin 1984a, p. 26)
Thus although spoken and written language have distinctive characteristics, it is
also clear that there is no absolute boundary between them. Modem technology
increases this blurring: sending an e-mail, although it is in the written mode, often
produces the kind of informal language that has much in common with speech.
Similarly, leaving a lengthy message on an answer machine may be quite
linguistically demandi ng, since it is a relatively context-reduced task which requires
us to 'speak aloud' the kind of language that would more usually be written. Rather
than referring to language as 'spoken' or 'written' therefore, it is more descriptive of
actual situation s to use the terms adopted by Derewianka (1990) who refers to
texts at different points along the continuu m as "more spoken-like" or "more
written-like."
The following four texts indicate the sorts of language changes that occur as a result
of this spatial and temporal distancing, and are illustrative of the notion of a 'mode
continuum', a cons·truct which this study explores in some detail in the context of
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the classroom. The four texts show how certain linguis tic feature s change
, in
predictable ways, as langua ge becomes increasingly more written-like, or contex
treduced, and closer to a written form. The texts were collected in a classroom
of ten
year old students. They are included here for illustrative purpos es and are not
part
of the curren t corpus.
Textl:
(spoken by three ten year old student s and accompanying action)
this .. no it doesn't go ... it doesn't move ...

try that ...
yes it does .... a bit... that won't ...
won't work it's not metal...
these are the best . . . going really fast.
Text2:
(spoken by one student about the action, after the event)
we tried a pin ... a pencil sharpen er ... some iron filings and a piece of plastic
.
the magnet didn't attract the pin but it did attract the pencil sharpen er and
the
iron filings .. it didn't attract the plastic.
Text3
(written by the same student )
Our experim ent was to find out what a magnet attracted. We discovered
that a
magnet attracts some kinds of metal. It attracte d the iron filings, but not the
pin.
It also did not attract things that were not metal.
Text4
(taken from a child's encyclopedia)
A magnet is a piece of metal which is surroun ded by an invisible field of
force
which affects any magnet ic material within it. It is able to pick up, or attract,
a
piece of steel or iron because its magnetic field flows into the magnet , turning
it
into a tempor ary magnet . Magnet ic attracti on occurs only betwee n ferrous
materia ls.
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Text 1 is typical of the context-e mbedded language produce d in face-to-face
contexts. There is a use of exophoric reference (this, these, that), since the visual
context obviates the need to name the referent, and as a result, there is a relatively
low lexical density. In Text 2 the changes in language are the result of a change in
context. The original experience is now distanced in both time (the text occurred
·later) and space (the student no longer has the science equipme nt in front of her).
The speaker reconstructs the experience through language, and so makes explicit the
participants (realised through nouns and pronouns: we, pen, pencil, pencil sharpener,
piece of plastic) and processes (realised through verbs: tried, attract). Text 3, a written
text, is further distanced from the original event, since the audience is now unseen;
written texts cannot rely on shared assumpti ons and a writer must recreate
experience through language alone. Here, for example, an orientation is needed to
provide the context for what follows: Our experiment was to ... There is also the
inclusion of a generali sation- a magnet attracts some metals. In Text 4 the major
participa nt (a magnet) is generic: its properties are those of all magnets. There is a
further increase in lexical density, and the text includes a nominalisation, the coding
of a process term as a noun (attraction) which is typical of much written text, and
increased numbers of circumstances, which give details about where, when and how
processes occur: within it, into the magnet, between ferrous materials. 10
These four texts illustrate what Martin refers to as "the general concept of
contextual dependency" (Martin 1984a, p. 27), referring to the ways in which text
meaning s need to become increasingly explicit as less can be taken as shared
between speaker-listener or reader-writer:
Are the meanings of the text largely implicit, in the sense that unless we
can see what the participa nts are doing we can't really understa nd
what's going on? Or is the text explicit, independ ent of context, so that
simply by reading the text we can understa nd what the text is about ...
The more speakers are doing things together and engaging in dialogue, the
more they can take for granted. As language moves away from the events
it describes, and the possibility of feedback is removed, more and more

10 Note that the terms context-reduced and decontextualised as used in this study have
the specific linguistic meaning indicated here, and refer to the way in which language
changes as it is distanced in time and space from the original and immediat e context in
which it was located. The term does not imply the notion 'out of context', nor language
which is in some sense 'disembed ded' and unrelated to a context, an interpreta tion
which would be very much at odds with the linguistic model used in this study. This
issue, and the terms themselves, are discussed in the final chapter.
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of the meanings a text is making must be made explicit in that text if they
are to be recovered by the reader, no matter how well informed.
(Martin 1984a, p. 27)
Using Martin' s categories, Text 1 represen ts 'languag e as action', Texts 2 and 3
represe nt 'langua ge as reconst ruction' , and Text 4 represe nts 'langua ge as
construction'. In Text 3 there is also some evidence, in the generalisation a magnet
attracts metals, that the writer is beginni ng to move away from reconst ructing
persona l experience towards constructing a new interpre tation of the events in
which she has taken part.
The notion of contextual depende ncy is an importa nt one in relation to this study.
As discussed in Chapter s 1 and 2, language develop ment is partly realised by the
degree to which learners are able to produce explicit text, and, as has been argued,
it is the ability to produce increasingly more explicit or 'deconte xtualise d' text
which learners may not always master in their second language. As was pointed
out in Chapter 1, one of the specific aims of the study is to explore the process of
teaching this more 'decontextualised' language within the classroom, and how the
subsequ ent practices can be described in linguistic terms. The construct of the mode
continu um offers conside rable potentia l for explorin g this issue in the school
context. Young children 'sfirst languag e develop ment reflects the spoken- written
continuum; the language of the 'here and now' develops long before a child learns to
reconstruct their experiences through language alone, or to express generalisations
(see Halliday, 1975, 1993, and also, for a different perspective, Moffett 1968).
At a more macro level, the continu um reflects the process of formal education itself,
as student s are required to make shifts within an increasing number of fields, and
to move from persona l everyda y ways of making meanings towards the socially
shared discourses of specific disciplines. Clearly a second languag e learner is likely
to have fewer difficulties with producing a language-as-action text, where the visual
context itself provide s meaning s, and where they do not need great linguist ic
resources, than with more context-reduced texts, where there is a greater demand
placed on the learner' s lexico-grammatical resources. In the classroom, an oral
'reporti ng' stage, (like text 2 in the set of four texts examin ed above), is,
surprisi ngly, often not given much attentio n, and while infant and primary
classrooms are rich in the provision of experiential learning activities, children are
frequen tly expected to write simply on the basis of these persona l experiences,
which represents a very large linguistic step (as can be seen by compar ing texts 1
and 3 above), and one which is beyond the linguistic resources of many young
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second langu age learners. In the curre nt study , a major focus
is given to the way in
which stude nts can be suppo rted in the devel opme nt of spoke
n, but more contextreduc ed, langu age, as a way into gaini ng control of the more
formal, and often
written, registers of the curriculum. The analysis of how this
occurs draw s ·largely
on the notion of mode, and the mode continuum.

Types of exchanges
There is a furthe r aspect of the gram mar which shoul d be
comm ented on here,
which concerns the analysis of dialogue. In speech act theor y
(Austin 1962, Searle
1969, 1979), a class of speech acts is treate d as a struct ure or
described as a set of
rules which speak er and listener must share. In systemic lingui
stics, the process of
dialog ue itself is seen as a share d potential, and described in
terms of the netwo rk
of choices made by speak ers, so that the exchange of mean
ings is an ongo ing
process of contextualised choice (Halliday 1991).
Halli day (1985b) interp rets dialog ue as a proce ss of excha
nge, invol ving two
variables: the natur e of what it is that is being exchanged, and
the roles defin ed by
the excha nge proce ss. What is excha nged may be 'good
s and servic es' or
information. Goods and services involve non-verbal commoditie
s, for example, the
reque st for action in Can you pass me that book? Language is used
to bring about the
exchange but is distinct from what is being exchanged. In contra
st, inform ation is
only broug ht into being throu gh language (or other semiotic system
s), as in It's ten o
clock. Here langu age actually constitutes the exchange; it is both
the mean s and the
manifestation of the exchange. The second variable in the excha
nge is the role of the
speaker, which may be one of giving or receiving, and simul
taneo usly assigns an
equiv alent role to the listener. If A is givin g something, B is
receiving it; if A is
dema nding something, B is called on to give. Thus if a speaker
asks: What time is it?
(dem andin g information) the listener is obliged to reply: It's
ten o clock (givin g
information). There are therefore exchange-initiating roles and
responding roles, and
these will be reversed as the addressee in turn becomes speaker.
In a child's langu age development, the ability to exchange inform
ation devel ops
much later than the ability to exchange goods and services. Hallid
ay describes the
emergence of information in the child's developing language system
as the ability to
"impart meanings which are not already known". He writes:
... when child ren are first using langu age to annot ate and
classify
experience, the partic ular exper ience that is being const rued
in any
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utterance is one that the addressee is known to have shared. When the
child says green bus, the context is 'that's a green bus; you saw it too (and
can check my wording)'. What the child cannot do at this stage is to
impart the experience to someone who has not shared it ... As they
approach the end of the transition [from protolangu age], children learn to
create informatio n: to use language not just as a rehearsal of shared
experience but as a surrogate. They learn to tell people things they do not
already know. This is a complex operation because it involves using
language to "give" a commodity that is itself made of language (as distinct
from using language to make an offer, where what is being "given" is a
non-lingui stic commodity ... that is independe nt of the language that is
being used to offer it).
(Halliday 1993, p. 102)
This aspect of the grammar becomes important in considering the nature of teaching
and learning activities, and in predicting whether they are likely to create a context
for the exchange of a commodity or the exchange of information. For teachers this is
an important question, since a particular teaching and learning task may simply not
provide the context for the kind of language that teachers expect students to use.
For example, students (or indeed any other speaker) are unlikely to use a writtenlike register with field specific lexis in an experiential task where there is face-toface contact between participant s, not because they are unable to, but because
within the situational context it is inappropri ate and unnecessary.
The type of exchange also intersects with aspects of mode. Exchangin g goods and
services implies a here-and-n ow context, and hence an orientation to language-a saction. Exchangin g informatio n on the other hand is likely to be less context
dependent, since what is being exchanged is language itself, and hence there is likely
to be an orientation towards language as reflection. Exchanging informatio n clearly
demands greater linguistic resources than exchangin g a commodit y, as is
demonstra ted by the order of developme nt in the child's language.
In exchange sequences, a further distinction has also been drawn between the roles
of the speakers: between the 'primary knower', the speaker who 'knows' the

informatio n, and the 'secondary knower', the speaker to whom the informatio n is
imparted (Berry 1981). Taking into account these speaker roles suggests a number
of implicatio ns for classroom talk, where typically teachers are the primary
knowers but ask questions in the guise of being secondary knowers. Berry refers to
this as "the delaying of the admission of knowledge in order to find out whether the
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secon dary know er also know s the information", and in this
case the "consequent
stamp ing of the information with prima ry knower's authority"
occurs at the third
stage of the three part teaching exchange (Berry 1981, p.
127). Once this has
occurred, however, all further elements of the exchange are option
al. (Thus it woul d
be highl y unlik ely for a stude nt to respo nd to a teacher who
has said some thing
like: yes that.'s right). Since Chap ter 2 has argue d that a classroom
which is enabling
of second langu age devel opme nt needs to include talk which
is dialogic, and that it
is impo rtant for stude nts to have oppor tuniti es to initia te
excha nges, then a
consi derat ion of speak ers' roles and of the oblig atory I optio
nal distin ction is
partic ularly relev ant in consi derin g how teach ing excha nges
can be exten ded
beyon d the three part exchange. Chap ter 7 discu sses this
furthe r throu gh an
analysis of the poten tial for langu age learning purpo ses of the
third move of this
exchange.

Relevance of systemic functional linguistics to the
study
In the previ ous discussion the relevance of SFG to the curre
nt study has alread y
been suggested. This section exten ds that discussion to more
general issues which
are significant to the study .
It has been argue d that many studie s which select aspects
of langu age as data for

educa tional statem ents have no principled basis for this select
ion, that is, "surface
featu res of the langu age are picke d out rando mly witho
ut being relate d to
under lying lingu istie statem ents and descriptions" (Stubbs
1986, p. 235). These
studie s simpl y "scratch the surface" of the available linguistic
data (Stubbs 1986). It
is often then difficult to see the direct relationship betwe en
isolated surface features
of langu age and partic ular teaching strategies, between, for exam
ple, the numb er of
dosed quest ions a teacher uses and their teaching style. Argu
ing that to proce ed
direct ly from isolat ed features of langu age to social-psycholog
ical categories is
reductionist, Stubbs argue s that studie s which code utterances
as pedagogical acts
(such as lectures, praises), and then take these as evidence of
a partic ular teaching
style, ignore the inherent structural and systemic complexity of
language. Classroom
langu age is hence excised from its context in that it is treated in
isolation from other
types of social interaction which are organised by comparable
sociolinguistic rules.
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Frequently in such work, there is little discussion of how the selected features of
language illustrate the claims made about the educational process 11 •
If language is to be used as evidence of social processes and structures, it must be

studied as a system, not as isolated items. Theories of language which ignore its
social context of use would therefore appear to be of little help to an analysis of
educationa l talk. Any discussion of features of classroom discourse must instead
be related to general socio-linguistic principles of language behaviour, which are
drawn from observations of language in use in other settings (Stubbs 1986). In line
with these principles, SFG provides a principled model for interpretin g language as
a set of systems, and any systems which the analysis draws on can also be related
to general principles of socio-linguistic behaviour outside of the classroom.
Stubbs also argues that as a consequence of focusing on the surface features of
language, educationists may be missing a much richer source of information about
learning and teaching (Stubbs 1986). This study is concerned with issues such as
how students can be helped to accommodate new conceptual frames within the
interactions of the classroom, how ongoing interactions can be analysed to identify
shifts in students' conceptual isations towards more comprehen sive frames of
reference, and how teachers can maximise the potential of dialogue for language
teaching purposes. What is needed in order to consider these questions is a theory
of language which can be applied to discourse, including the extended sequences of
discourse which take place over a number of weeks in the classroom. If classroom
interaction is treated at the level of discourse, one of the things that can be studied
is how teachers control it, ultimately leading to an understan dings of the
transmissi on of educationa l knowledge itself (Bernstein 1971; Halliday 1991).
Studying teacher-stu dent talk as discourse can therefore "provide educationa lly
interesting insights which are not available to studies that bypass this organization"
(Stubbs 1986, p. 243). Among such insights, Stubbs includes several which are
relevant to this study and are addressed within the analysis, namely how
classroom discourse is sequential ly organised; how teachers present bits of
knowledge to students; how topics are introduced , broken up and ordered; how
student contributions are reformulated; and how items of knowledge are paced and
allowed to emerge when the teacher considers it appropriate. Such topics cannot be
studied (other than in an ad hoc way) by looking at isolated language features; they
11 Stubbs refers specifically to the work of Flanders in this regard, and is critical of it for
the sorts of reasons given. However, it should be pointed out that this early work by
Flanders, carried out in the early seventies, represented at the time the breaking of
new ground in the analysis of classroom discourse.
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can only be studie d "by study ing the overal l struct ure of the
teache r-pupi l
interaction as a discourse system" (Stubbs 1986, p. 243). The study
of such topics
also requir es not just an examination of single lessons, but, as argue
d earlier, of·
sequences of lessons. Mercer likewise argues for classroom discourse
to be viewe d
as a "long conve rsation that lasts for the whole of their [teach er
and studen ts]
relationship" (Mercer 1995, p. 70), and insists that any theory for explai
ning how
talk is used to create knowledge, must take into accou nt the conce
pts of contex t
and continuity. (The notion of the 'long conversation' is partic ularly
significant in
this study in exami ning enabli ng factors for secon d langu age learni
ng.) SFG
provid es a tool by which it becomes possible to exami ne holisti
cally the total
discou rse of a unit of work, so that, for examp le, it is possib
le to exami ne
differences betwe en the exchange structu res of teaching and learni
ng activities at
the beginn ing and end of topics, to explore the gradu al movem ent in
the discourse
from an 'everyday' to a more scientific register, and to see how teache
rs gradu ally
reduce the 'scaffolds' they provid e for students.
A system ic functi onal appro ach is also congr uent with the metho
dolog ical
appro ach taken in this study, which explores the theory -praxi s nexus
, since it
remov es the dichot omy made in traditi onal and formal gramm ars
betwe en the
'ideal' and the 'actual'. This dichotomy places a potential barrie r betwe
en the theory
(of langua ge) and its practice (in the classroom), and so is unhel pful
in a study
which attemp ts to theorise practice. A further point is that one of the
aims of this
study is to explore the role(s) of the teacher in her interactions with
children. A
functional theory of langua ge (like a Vygotskian view of learning)
which has an
active role for teache rs, is clearly more congr uent with this
aim than are
transf ormat ional theories which do not 'map on' to educa tional concer
ns. (It is
worth noting that Chom sky himself has disavo wed any pedagogical
intent in his
work.)
In additi on, SFG, as a social view of language and language develo
pment, is both
compatible with and complementary to the neo-Vygotskian social view
of learni ng
suggested in Chapt er 2, which argued, from several perspectives, for
the importance
of interaction in the educational process. Like Vygotsky, Halliday views
learning as
social in origin, and perfor med largely throug h interaction, and hence
both view
langua ge as central to the developmental process (Wells 1994b). Hallid
ay argues
that children's language learning is not simply one type of learning among
many, but
the foundations of learning itself: "the ontogenesis of language is at
the same time
the ontogenesis of learning" (Halliday 1993, p. 93). The child learns:
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... to construct the system of meanings that represent s his own model of
social reality. This process takes place inside his own head; it is a
cognitive process. But it takes place in contexts of social interaction, and
there is no way it can take place except in these contexts. As well as
being a cognitive process, the learning of the mother tongue is also an
interactiv e process. It takes the form of the continue d exchange of
meanings between self and others. The act of meaning is a social act.
(Halliday 1975, p.139)
For Vygotsky, as discussed in Chapter 2, language is also the 'tool of tools'; the
inner speech of an individua l has its origins in the earlier social speech in which the
individua l has been a participant.
Although there are some clear differences between the work of Halliday and
Vygotsky 12, their claims are in some ways remarkab ly similar, especially given
their divergen t starting points and interests. And in both cases, the work that has
probably had the greatest impact on the thinking of educator s are their respective
studies of language developm ent, where both take a genetic approach (Wells
1994b). Halliday's model is also particularly congruen t with the way that Leont'ev
{1981) discusses the notion of tools. In Leont'ev's model of activity theory, tools
have a central role, for "the tool_mediates activity and thus connects humans not
only with the world of objects but also with other people" (Leont'ev 1981, p. 55).
Halliday 's model of language represen ts this linguistically, since, through the
interpers onal and ideational functions of language, any act of meaning embodie s
both the world of humans and the world of objects.
As indicated earlier, one of the aims of the study is to theorise pedagog y by
bringing together theoretical perspectives derived from fields of study which do not
always overlap, to recognise common insights, and to draw links between them by
reading one in terms of another. SFG provides a tool for articulating, in linguistic
terms, importan t pedagogi cal insights from these other fields. Terms common
within SLA literature, (such as message redundan cy, compreh ensible input, or
negotiation), or from neo-Vygotskian approaches to teaching, (such as scaffolding,
appropri ation or continge ncy), provide importan t insights for teaching, and
represent practices which many effective teachers carry out intuitively. However, if
12 One difference in their thinking is that, from the point of view of the genetic approach,
they are in one sense working in opposite directions . While Vygotsky attempts to
explain individua l mental functionin g through social interactio n, Halliday's studies
on child language developm ent are used in part to explain the nature of language as a
resource for social living (Wells 1994b).
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such practices are exemplified through instantiations in the classroom, and can be
analysed linguistically, then what constitutes these practices can be articulat ed
more precisely. This 'propositionalising' of intuitive behaviour, as has already been
argued, is one of the strengths of ethnographic research, but when that research is
concerned with linguistic issues, it requires a model of language which is sensitive to
the social context of that behaviour.
The study aims to determin e more specifically what patterns of discourse lead to
opportunities for second language development. Given the two-directional nature of
language and context, and the ·predictability that obtains between situation al
contexts and the texts that are construc ted within them, a systemic model of
language makes it possible to make some predictio ns about the kinds of
opportun ities specific teaching and learning activities offer for language use and
developm ent. And if we are able to define those genres and micro-interactions
which prove to be enabling of second language developm ent, then such a
description of classroom discourse should ultimately provide a path towards more
effective classroom action.
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Glossary of linguistic (SFG) terms used
actor:
the 'doer' with respect to a material process.

circumstance:
the circumstances associated with the process and typically realised by an
adverbial group or prepositional phrase.

exophoric reference:
reference to someth ing/ someo ne outside the t~xt, within the immed iate
concrete situation in which the language is being used.

field:
the field of discourse refers to what the language is being used to talk about,
and is realised in terms of the ideational metafunction.

lexis:
the 'content' vocabulary of a text

metafunction:
there are three metafu nctions of langua ge which expres s three kinds of
meanin g, each expres sing one kind of semant ic organi sation, ideatio nal
(experiential and logical), interpersonal and textual. Experiential meanin g is
realised throug h the lexis and transitivity structures. Interpersonal meanin g is
realised primar ily throug h mood choices, modality and modula tion and also
forms of address. Textual meaning is realised throug h the thematic structu re
of the clause.
modality:
modali ty refers in a genera l way to the linguistic resourc es which code
meanin gs betwee n positiv e and negativ e polarit y. It also refers more
specifically to the expression of possibility, usuality and probability. Included
under the general term of modali ty is modulation, which codes degree s of
obligation in relation to offers and commands.
participant:
the person s, things and abstrac t concep ts associa ted with the proces s,
typically realised by the nominal group(s).
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process:
the core of the structure typically realised throug h the verbal group.

register:
the linguistic register of a text is made up of three situational variables, field,
tenor and mode, each of which determ ines the approp riacy of the linguistic
options and the choices made by the speaker.

tenor:
the tenor of the discourse refers to the relationship constru cted betwee n the
speake r/ listene r or reader /write r, and is realise d in terms of the
interpersonal metafunction.

theme:
the 'point of departu re' for the speaker, realised by first position in the clause.

transitivity:
the system for realising the experiential aspect of meanin g at clause level. It
specifies the different types of process in the language, and the structu res by
which they are expressed. Transitivity structu res consist potenti ally of three
components: the process, the participant(s) and the circumstance(s).
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We will note repeated occurrences of actions, shifts in focus, topics, rights of
participation, and these regularities, shifts, rules and tacit agreements ... will
suggest patter ns- non-ra ndom sequences of actions -whic h will form the
basis of our subseq uent description ... gradually an order imposes itself. It is
import ant that this order is one that emerges from the data rather than what
one already patentl y knows, and the transcription and analysis process is an
aid in developing this emergent order.
(van Lier 1988, p. 2)
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this chapter is to summari se overall patterns and themes which emerge
from the corpus as a whole. This provides a context for the more detailed
examinat ion of key texts which are discussed in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. A detailed
analysis is therefore not included here, since major points are taken up in later
chapters.
The two episode summari es (see Appendi x 1) provide a starting point for an

examination of the corpus, and account, at a macro level, for all the data in each
classroom. Through out this study, individua l episodes are reference d by means of
the classroom number, followed by the number of the episode, for example UQ
refers to episode 10 from Classroo m 1. Illustrativ e texts are accompa nied by this
reference number on the first occasion that they are used.
Part 1 of this chapter gives an explanati on and rationale for the episode summari es,
and discusses each of the categories included . Part 2 introduce s and discusses the
emergen t themes and patterns that can be identified within the episode summari es.
The summari es themselves are in Appendix 1.

PART 1: THE EPISODE SUMMARIES: RATIONALE AND EXPLANATION
OF CATEGORIES

In this study an episode refers to a bonded unit which roughly correlate s with a
single teaching activity. Linguistically each new episode is marked by realisations of

frames and markers, for example: well, what we're going to do now is .... It is also
marked by three non-lingu istic features which define its opening and closing. First,
each episode has a particula r participa nt structure which is likely to change when a
new episode starts, for example, students may work as individua ls, pairs, groups or
as a whole class. Second, and related to this, are the physical seating arrangem ents,
which again frequentl y change with the start of each new episode, for example,
students may be sitting in groups or pairs on the floor, sitting at individua l desks, or
sitting together as a whole class on a mat in front of the teacher. Third, each episode
has a particula r purpose or function, for example, to carry out an experime nt, to
share findings with others, or to write a journal entry. The term 'episode' as used
here is similar to its use by Lemke (1990a). Lemke includes the following in his
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criteria for defining the start of a new episode: signal word s by
the teacher, such as
OK and Now; struct ural or functional changes in the activi
ty type (for example, from
triadi c dialo gue to teach er-stu dent debate); topic chang es;
or move ment s by
stude nts, such as a change of posture, or puttin g down of pens.
Each episo de is also a unit of discourse with a unifying topic
and purpo se. Each
lesson is made up of a numb er of episodes, (cf Lemke who
describes lessons as
"basically episodic" (Lemke 1990a, p. 50) but unlike a lesson
, episo des canno t be
classified in units of time; functionally they are related to each
other rathe r than to
the larger unit of the lesson. In this sense they cut across lesson
boundaries; there are
for exam ple clear intertextual relationships betwe en the last
episo de of one lesson
and the first of the next, both cognitively and in terms of lingui
stic features such as
field and mode . For the purpo se of this study , then, what
is of intere st is not a
struct ural analysis of lessons, but an analysis of the kinds of mean
ings created within
and across the episodes, and the intertextual relationships that exist
betwe en them.
The term intert extua lity is used here to refer to the ways in
which the disco urse
produ ced in one episo de relates to, and is interp reted on the
basis of, previ ous
discourse. As later analysis will show, these relationships sugge
st ways in which,
throu gh the ongoing sequence of episodes, stude nts and teach
er "relate discourse to
context, and build throu gh time a joint frame of reference" (Edw
ards and Mercer
1987, p. 65).
It is theref ore the 'episo de', not the 'lesson', which serve
s as the basic unit for

consi derat ion of the data. The lesson as a unit of analysis
does not provi de a
sufficient level of delicacy for the purpo se of this study which
includes as a major
focus the interactional patter ns of the classroom, since a single
lesson in the two
classr ooms almo st alway s conta ined sever al differ ent teach
ing and learn ing
activi ties, and conse quent ly a varie ty of intera ction al patte
rns, educa tiona l
purpo ses and linguistic registers.
The episo de summ aries serve a three fold purpo se. First,
they illust rate the
cumulative natur e of classroom learning and classroom discou
rse, and indicate how
curriculum under stand ings and language get built up across a
complete unit of work
or study of a topic, thus provi ding a tool for under stand ing how
partic ular patter ns
of classroom interaction relate to learning. Second, they provi
de a contextual frame
for exam ining and interp reting those excerpts which will be
chosen for in-de pth
analy sis in later chapt ers. Third , they valid ate those excer
pts as typical and
recur ring patte rns withi n the data set as a whole , servin
g as a check on the
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representativeness of the selected texts in these chapters and makin
g more explicit
the criteria for selection of particular illustrative examples.
In the episod e summ aries, partic ular aspect s of each episod
e are noted (see

Appen dix 1), and set out in the form of a table (see Figure 4.1).
Fig 4.1: Table used for Episod e Summ aries
HOW

No Teaching/Learning
processea

WHAT

Dominant
particip ant
interaction
structures

"'

Mode/de gree
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
of
context construc ted about construc ted about constructed
embeddedness science
language
about
of discourse
identity/
how to be a
student

The initial divisio n within the table is heade d HOW (referring to
the classr oom
processes by which curric ulum knowledge is constructed) and WHA
T (referring to
the fields or content of the knowledge constructed). The numb er of the
episode, and
the start of each new lesson, is also indica ted. Each of these is
then furthe r
classified into the three categories as shown in Figure 4.1.
The How and What categories can be broad ly related to the register theory
described
in the previo us chapter. The How category takes into account aspect
s of Tenor (in
that it describes the interactional patter ns set up by the teacher, and
Mode (the
vehicle, spoke n or written, for the teaching activities themselves). The
What category
takes into account aspects of the Field (the kinds of knowledge being
constructed).
Consistent with the model of interpretive ethnographic research used

in this study,
and discus sed in Chapt er 3, the six categories were not prede termin
ed before the
collection of the data. Rather, they emerg ed from the data as being
significant in
identi fying the oppor tuniti es offere d to ESL studen ts for secon
d langu age
develo pment in the process of the construction of curriculum knowledge.
An initial
analys is of the transc ribed discourse, for example, revealed that
the knowl edge
being constr ucted was not simpl y to do with science, which was
the 'official'
curric ulum area with which the class was engag ed. There was
in additi on
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considerable talk about language, and about the teachers' expectati ons of students
in terms of their socialisation into the classroom. Hence the identifica tion of the
categories language, and identity. It was also clear that there was a great variation in
patterns of interaction, from teacher monolog ue to student-s tudent talk in groups.
Hence the identification of the category participant structures. In addition, teaching
activities resulted in a constant shifting along the mode continuu m between more
and less context-e mbedded language. Hence the identification of the category mode
of discourse. The episode summari es make it possible to examine recurring patterns of
relations hips, for example, between the types of teaching processe s and the
interactio n patterns most likely to be associated with them, or to examine how
sequence s of episodes allow for mode 'shunting ' along the spoken-w ritten
continuum.
Although , as was pointed out in the previous chapter, it is never possible to
reconstru ct a lesson exhaustiv ely in the way that it occurred, nor to represen t the
complex ity of the context, it is importan t that the data be contextu alised for a
reader, for the reader to have a 'feel' for what being in the classroom was like, the
sorts of things that were said and done. An addition al aim of the episode
summari es is therefore to give a description of the kinds of activities that went on in
the classrooms. The choice of what is included in each section of the table, and how
to note it, is therefore partly determin ed by what will help to give a richer
represen tation of what went on. For this reason I have chosen to include direct
wording s taken from the transcrip ts (identified by use of italics). For example,
under Knowledge constructed about identity, actual words taken from the transcrip t
are sometime s included (for example: good that you were listening) In other places,
often where the sequence is a more extended interaction, it is simply noted that such
talk occurred eg. 'T talks about good listening behaviour', 'T discusses turn-taking'.
This conventi on also applies to Knowledge constructed about language.
An explanati on of each section in the table follows.
Teaching /Learnin g processe s
This category describes the teaching processes and procedur es of each episode.
They correlate closely to what is glossed in the teacher's program as learning

activities but were based on my own observations and field notes. The sequence of
teaching processe s, from episode to episode, represen t the process by which
curriculu m knowled ge was built up during the course of the unit. Although the
activities here occur in the area of science, the teaching processes themselv es (eg.
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developing a concept map) are not always science-specific and many could occur
across the curriculum.
It should be acknowled ged that any attempt to name or describe classroom events
and teaching processes is in itself problemati c, and necessarily reflects a somewhat

idealised version of events. The 'naming' of an activity reflects the orientation of the
teacher and researcher , that is, the reality of such an event is, up to a point, a
teacher-co nstructed one. For example, at times it is evident that the students may
not have shared the teacher's understand ing about the purpose of the activity. Thus
while an episode may be described in the analysis as 'sharing of individual reflection'
the discourse that actually occurred may not always have been what the teacher
might have hoped for! This point is discussed further in Chapter 7. In general,
however, it is fair to state that the description of the activity remained close to what
actually occurred.
Dominant participan t and interaction structures
This category describes the organisatio n of the participant s (for example, teacher to
whole class, groups, individual ) and the interaction pattern that occurred, (for
example, IRF, teacher monologue). The entry in this category refers to the dominant
pattern that occurred. There was occasionally a brief departure from the pattern
noted in the table, where for example, the teacher interrupts group work to give a
further instruction (thus where the dominant student to student talk is broken by a
short IRF pattern or teacher monologue). Where this occurs it is noted, although in
general such brief patterns do not significantly alter the overall pattern of interaction
of the episode.
Mode/ degree of context embedded ness
Earlier discussion has indicated that the degree of context-em beddednes s is a factor
in determinin g the comprehensibility of language for ESL learners, while decrease in
context embedded ness is a feature of the academic language they must learn to
control. The mode of the episode, whether it is spoken or written, and the degree of
context-em beddednes s of the language demanded by the task are therefore
significant factors in the description of each episode. An additional perspectiv e
offered by noting the degree of contextual isation is the relationshi p between
episodes, that is, how far they are distanced from each other along the mode
continuum . This is important in examining the significance of the temporal sequence
of activities.
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The mode category thus describes the mode of the texts produ ced in
the playin g out
of each episod e. When the mode is noted as spoken, the degre
e of contex tembed dedne ss is, where releva nt, indica ted by using Marti n's
terms langua

ge
accompanying action, reconstruction and construction (see Chapt er 3). For·
example,
this aspec t of the episod e may be descri bed as context-embedded:
language
accompanying action, language used to reconstruct personal experience or langua
ge used to
construct generalisations. Also included are notes about relevant 'environment
al' print,
for example, what is writte n on the board while studen ts are talking or
writing.
Know ledge constr ucted about science
This describes the conten t of the episod e in terms of what has been
learne d about
science. Decisions about what to include here (given the impossibilit
y of defini ng
exacti y what each stude nt has learne d) have been made on the
basis of the
transitivity resources eviden t in the transcripts from both teacher and
studen ts, and
on the lesson objectives stated in the teacher's program.
Know ledge constr ucted about langu age
As stated earlier, talk about langua ge emerg ed as a signif icant field
within the
discou rse (albeit constr ained by the scientific field). Notes made in
this catego ry
refer specifically to talk about language, not to langua ge use. That
is, the fact that
studen ts have made a genera lisatio n (such as all magnets have a
north pole and a
south pole) would not be noted here, where as talk about how it might
be writte n
(what word might we use to begin a generalisation?) would be record ed.
While most
talk about langua ge is initiated by the teacher, there are exceptions
to this. Where
the talk is initiated by studen ts it is glossed with S. Otherwise it may
be assum ed to
be teacher-generated.
Notes appea r in two forms, either indica ting the topic of the talk
(for examp le,
'makin g generalisations') or quotin g directly from the transc ript (how

do you say that
like a scientist?). The purpo se of this category is to indicate at what points
in the
unit, or in which types of episodes, talk about language most frequently
occurs, and
to indica te the nature of such talk. It also allows for an exami
nation of any
relatio nship betwe en studen ts' metali nguist ic talk and uptak e eviden
t in their
subsequent language use.
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Knowle dge constru cted about identity - 'how to be a student '

This has been included because, like talk about language, it emerge d from the data
as a seconda ry field within the discourse. In discussion later in the chapter , it is
argued that the knowle dge being constru cted here appears to be part of the
instructional register itself rather than simply playing an enablin g role. The notes in
this categor y are made in two ways, either by reference to the topic being talked
about (listening behaviour) or by direct quote from the transcripts.

PART 2: DISCUSSION OF EMERGENT THEMES

A Recurr ing Teach ing/Le arning Cycle: a curricu lum macro genre
One significant theme that emerge s is the significance of the teaching sequenc e
adopted by the teachers and briefly discussed in Chapter 3 in the description of the
teachers' programs. It was pointed out that each sequence of teaching and learning
activities in the teachers' program s could be described from three perspectives: in
terms of a mode continu um from implicit to explicit discour se; in terms of a
movem ent from experiential to more theoretical learning; and as a constru ctivist
teaching sequence (Driver and Oldham 1986).This sequence is now examine d again
in the light of its instanti ation in the classroom, and drawing on an addition al
theoretical framework.
Christie (1995) describes each step of such a sequence as a "curriculum genre". She
defines this in terms of the definition for other instances of genres in languag e,
discussed in Chapter 3, that is, as a staged, goal-oriented social process (Martin,
1984a; Martin, Christie and Rothery, 1987). In this case, howeve r, the genre is one
which has an explicit pedagogic purpose. In attempt ing to capture the notion of a
sequence of curricul um genres by which student s are apprent iced into particul ar
behaviours, skills and forms of knowledge through the ongoing discourse, Christie
adopts the term 'curriculum macrogenre':
A curricul um macrogenre is so called because it refers to the overall sequence
or cycle of lessons in which a unit of work is develop ed with a group of
students: such a sequence will normally involve several genres, constituting the
unit which is the macrogenre.
(Christie 1995, p. 227)
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Christie describes one part icul ar macrogenre

whi ch her data sugg est to be com mon
in the prim ary schools in her stud y. Dra win
g on data from a social science unit ,
(which revolved arou nd a hypothetical prop
osal to buil d a nucl ear pow er stati on in
Darwin, and invo lved the writ ing of a disc
ussion), Christie identifies thre e genr es
whi ch mak e up the macrogenre: curr icul um
initiation; curr icul um negotiation; and
curr icul um clos ure. Cur ricu lum initi atio
n esta blis hes broa d ped ago gic goal s;
curr icul um negotiation involves exploring aspe
cts of the instructional field and the
natu re of the writ ing tasks; and curr icul um
closure involves draf ting and finalising
indi vidu al writ ing. Each of these genr es invo
lves a series of stag es and incl udes
specific elem ents , and has a functional sign
ificance in the over all stru ctur e and
unfo ldin g of the macrogenre. Christie poin ts
out that she does not claim this to be
the only mac roge nre with in prim ary schools,
and argu es for furt her research to be
carr ied out to iden tify others, so that a taxo
nomy of curr icul um mac roge nres may
begin to be buil t up.
Wit hin the curr ent stud y, the episode summar
ies indicate anot her kind of recu rrin g
curr icul um cycle, whi ch is described below,
and whi ch can be conc eptu alise d in
terms of a curr icul um macrogenre. The cycle
is of interest in sugg estin g wha t may be
an addi tion al mac roge nre in the deve lopm
ent of the taxo nom y for whi ch Chr istie
argues. It also prov ides a fram ewo rk for the
orga nisa tion of the analysis in late r
chap ters.
An inspection of the category Teaching/ Lear

ning processes (see the earlier discussion
of the epis ode summaries) indicates that a repe
ated cycle emerges. Ove r the cour se
of a num ber of episodes (normally betw een
three and eight) a set of stages emerges.
These stages can be identified as set out belo
w:
Stage 1.

Review and orientation; (whole class activity)

Stage 2.

Setting up new task, (in this data , usua lly an
experiment); (whole

class activity}
Stage 3.
Carr ying out task; (group activity)
Stage 4.
Reflection on task / 'making sense' of wha t's
been done; (whole class
activity)
Stage 5.
(optional stage) Wri tten wor k base d on 4; (ind
ividual or group
activity)
(for examples, see Classroom 1: S-7, 13-20;
and Classroom 2: 12-17)
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Each of these five stages is in itself a genre with predictable element s and sequenc e
of stages (althoug h it is outside the scope of this study to carry out a detailed
analysis of the schematic structure and elements of each stage as Christie has done);
At the same time each of the five genres represents the stages of a larger macrogenre;
the labelling suggest ed above indicates their functional significance within the
macrogenre. There are some minor variations to the macrogenre: on some occasions,
Stages 1, 2 and 3 may be repeated before Stage 4 is carried out (see for exampl e 2:
27-31 where the student s carry out two sets of experim ents before the reflection
stage which deals with both sets together). In addition, Stage 5 is optional.
Stages 1 - 4 (that is, those stages primari ly realised through spoken discourse) are
those with which this study is primari ly concern ed. These stages are briefly
discussed below in relation to how they were realised in the two classrooms.
Stages 1 and 2: review and set up
At the beginni ng of a lesson, or at the beginni ng of a new sequenc e of episode s,
teachers typically first review or recap with student s what they have done so far,
focusing both on the informa tion gained (what student s have learned ), and the
processes used (what student s have done). They then give very explicit instructions
for the next new task, which, in these units of work, is usually a scientific
experim ent. The review and setting up stages always occur consecu tively, with
children remaini ng in the same position (sitting together in front of the teacher). In
my field notes I noted them as a single episode and this is I believe how an observer
in 'real time' would see them, since the two stages, though they have differen t
educati onal purpose s, are closely related tempora lly and spatiall y. When both
stages are very short, they are therefore named in the episode summa ry as a single
episode: Review and Set Up. In these cases this more faithfully represen ted how they
appeare d to a particip ant in the classroom. Such two-par t episode s have a 'Janus'
quality, directing student s both back and forward, and hence represe nt an explicit
link between old and new learning.
Howeve r when one or other stage is extended, for example when the teacher spends
time on giving extende d instructions for new tasks, the Review and Set-Up stages are
treated as two separat e episode s. From a theoretical perspec tive this has the
advanta ge of foregrounding more clearly the differences in the interactional patterns
associated with the two stages.
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Stage 3: carryi ng out the task
Tasks were carrie d out in small group s. As described in Chapt er
3, each group
carrie d out slightl y different tasks althou gh each of the tasks demon
strate d the
same scientific concepts. The teacher visited each group in turn, but
the studen ts
were responsible for carrying out the task by themselves, althou gh they
frequently
had access to writte n instructions. This stage usually included some record
ing of the
results by studen ts within each group, either as brief notes, graph s or
diagrams.
Stage 4: reflection on the task: 'makin g sense 'of what's been done
As discussed in the previo us chapter, Driver (1994) asserts that the simple
carryi ng
out of experi ments is not in itself sufficient, arguin g that heuris
tic 'disco very'
metho ds are problematic in that they expect two "possibly incompatible
" outcomes:
studen ts are expected to explore a phenomenon and make inferences
for themselves,
but at the same time they are expected to develop standa rd scienti
fic thinking. In
develo ping scientific under standi ngs, she argues, it is not simpl y
the experience
which is impor tant, but what sense is made of it: "guidance is then
neede d to help
childr en assimilate their practical experiences into what is possibly
a new way of
thinki ng about them" (Driver 1994, p. 47).
In these classrooms the reflection ·stage provid ed this guidance, which

typically took
place over a numb er of episodes. The most significant realisation of
this stage was
what is discussed throug hout this thesis as 'teacher-guided reporting'.
In additi on,
the reflection stage usually included individual writing in science journa
ls and other
small group activities and whole class discussions which suppo rted
studen ts in
makin g genera lisatio ns about what they had learne d. As later
chapte rs will
demon strate, teache r-guid ed report ing (henceforth TGR) episod es
prove d to be
partic ularly significant in suppo rting langua ge develo pment . They
followed a
predic table patter n. Teachers invited group s or indivi dual childr en
to share what
they had learne d in their group s. These indivi dual report s were
not stude nt
monologues; teachers interacted with individual students, probe d where
meani ng
was not clear, and, in their responses, frequently recast a studen t's
meani ng into
more registrally appro priate wording. At the same time, and as discus
sion in later
chapte rs will show, they guide d studen ts to interp ret their indivi
dual findings
within broad er under standi ngs by locating students' personal recoun
ts of what they
did and found out, within the broad er establ ished frame work
of scientific
under standi ngs. The TGR episod es encap sulate d the Vygot skian
princi ple of
assistance within the ZPD, hence their namin g within this thesis as
'teacher-guided
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reporting'. In relation to the mode continuum, TGR episodes and the other episod
es
in the reflection stage are significant in that they provid ed opport unities
for the
reconstruction of action, (as the studen ts recoun ted their experiences) and
the
construction1 of new knowledge (as they 'made sense' of these experiences in terms
of
broade r scientific principles).
Stage 5: written work
This was an option al stage which did not occur with every cycle, althou gh
both
classes made notes and other recordings while engaged in the experimental
work.
Individ ual pieces of writing were not extensive in this particu lar unit of work,
and
mainly took the form of science journal entries and wall display s of the knowle
dge
the childre n had develo ped. The relative lack of writing within this unit was
not
typical of other subjects in the classrooms, nor of other units of science: a unit
on
"Minibeasts" for examp le produc ed extensive reports. Perhap s the relative
lack of
studen t writing here was because written texts did not provid e the knowle dge
base
for studen t learnin g as they had in other units of work. Rather, becaus e
of the
experiential nature of much of the unit, the knowledge source was located primar
ily
within these studen t activities, and the children's guided reflections with the teacher
.
This curriculum cycle, or macrogenre, is of particular significance when conside

red in
terms of the mode contin uum. As sugges ted in the descrip tion of the teacher
s'
progra ms in the previo us chapte r, and as later analysis further indicat es,
the
doing/ reflect ing/wr iting sequence represents a clear mode shift from langua
ge
accompanying action to langua ge as reflection, a movement from context-depen
dent
to more decontextualised language This 'plotting' of teaching and learning activiti
es
along the mode continu um is the theme of Chapte r 5, and its significance for second
language learners is discussed in Chapte r 7.

Three 'fields' within the discourse
As sugges ted earlier, three distinct fields emerge from the episod e summa
ries:
knowle dge is constru cted about science, about language, and about how to
be a
studen t. While the majority of the discourse can be catego rised as realisin
g the
primar y field of 'science', there is also talk about language, (such as discussion
about
'talking like a scientist') and talk about how to be a studen t, (such as the import
ance
of concentrating, good listening behaviour, or workin g in a group). Before
further

1 See the discuss ion of the mode continu um in Chapte r 3 for the use of these
terms.
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discussion of these as 'fields' within the discourse, the work
discourse is briefly considered.

of Christie on peda gogic

Drawing on Bernstein (1990) and the notion of pedagogic

discourse as incorporating
the total social practices of the classroom, Christie (1995
)· show s how peda gogic
disco urse is mark ed by the opera tion of two registers,
each const itutin g a set of
linguistic choices: an instructional register, which trans mits
specialised know ledge
(such as science) and is to do with the 'content' or field of
know ledge being taugh t,
and a regulative register, whic h creates the social order
and kinds of relati onsh ips
whic h deter mine the mann er of realisation of the instru
ctional register, and also
establishes and sequences the activities themselves. The
instructional register, she
argues, is realised largely throu gh transitivity choices
related to the instru ction al
field. The regulative register is largely realised throu gh textu
al themes, whic h shap e
the learn ing whic h is takin g place; and throu gh choic
es that realise Moo d and
Modality and relate to the natur e of the relationships betw
een teacher and stude nts.
In an analy sis of peda gogic disco urse in a prim ary
social science unit of work ,

Chris tie show s how one or other of these registers is
foreg roun ded at diffe rent
point s in the sequence of lessons she analyses. Once the
initiation stage was over,
durin g whic h time the stude nts were discussing how they
shou ld write a discussion
genre (that is, the discourse foregrounded the regulative
register), the instructional
register became increasingly prom inent , as stude nts focus
ed on what they shou ld
write. Christie point s out that by this stage the work of
the regulative register has
been done: "the meas ure of the success of this initiation is
that the regulative register
is no longe r realised. Its work has been done and
the stude nts opera te with
competence and independence" (Christie 1995, p. 230).
In relation to the curre nt study , it is possible to inter
pret the discourse in the same

way. Thus the instructional register is realised in talk abou
t magnets, the regulative
register, in part, in what I have referred to as 'talk abou
t language' and 'talk abou t
being a stude nt'. As Christie also suggests, there is an interp
lay betw een these two
registers, with what could be defined as the 'regulative
' register 'fadin g away ' at
certa in point s. For example, the episo de summ aries revea
l that talk abou t how
collaborative grou p work shou ld proceed occurs immediate
ly before child ren carry
out a grou p work task, but rarely durin g the group work
itself, since at this stage, in
Christie's word s, its 'work has been done'. Similarly, talk
abou t langu age occurs
most often before or durin g those activities when stude nts
are expected to shift into
a more formal register, but not at those times when
stude nts are enga ged in
experiential work.
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However, I will argue that to interpret these aspects of the regula

tive register simpl y
as servi ng an enabl ing funct ion is, in these classr ooms
, to unde rplay their
significance in the discourse as a whole, which, as will be seen
in the examples that
follow, was extensive. Rather, they appea r to have the status
of co-existing, or
secondary, instructional registers. This interpretation is suggested
by interviews with
the teachers and inspection of their teaching programs. Teachers
indica ted that they
consi dered these aspects of the classroom as impo rtant teach
ing objectives in their
own right, a statem ent subst antiat ed by their teaching progr
ams which inclu de
specific reference to aspec ts of langu age, and to the devel
opme nt of child ren's
ability to work collaboratively. For example, under a headi ng
values and attitudes
there is reference to working cooperatively in groups, valuing
each other's work and
responses, and providing constructive criticism. Talk about langu age
and about being a
stude nt appea red to be, in these classrooms, not solely a funct
ion of the task at
hand or a concern with imme diate classroom discipline, but a
matte r of proactively
teaching 'new' langu age and the social rules of the classroom
cultur e to stude nts
unfam iliar with them. This conce rn with matte rs other
than the imme diate
instructional register is in line with Delpit's argum ent (Delpit
1988, and see Chap ter
2) that minority group s are suppo rted in their learning
of a new language and culture
by being taugh t about it explicitly. It can be argue d that learn
ing how to be a
stude nt, and developing the language of instruction as a secon
d language, (in other
word s, learni ng how to learn in the domi nant culture), is additio
nal to- as well as
enabling of - the learn ing of specific field know ledge .
In addit ion, such
under stand ings are presu mably transferable to new contexts.
As Saville-Troike
(1985) point s out, the socialisation process of school, thoug h a
part of all childr en's
learning, takes on a great er significance for those less familiar
with the domi nant
cultur e; she notes in her study that the criteria to judge readin
ess for mino rity
children enteri ng their second year of school appea red to be more
related to wheth er
the rules for appro priate behav iour and appro priate attitu des
had been devel oped
than to the content knowledge learned.
These three fields of the discourse are each briefly discussed here.
Scien ce
The episode summaries suggest that, in terms of curriculum 'conte

nt', comparatively
little science appea rs to have been taugh t or learned. While this
is in part a function
of the summ ary itself, (which is not inten ded to repre sent
a detail ed analysis of
curric ulum learning), it is also significant given that, as later
chapt ers will show , a
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great deal of teaching and learnin g did in fact actually occur. What
this sugge sts is
the proble matic nature of attemp ting to repres ent learni ng in terms
of quanti fiable
items of knowl edge, especially in docum enting the learni ng of studen
ts who are
learni ng throug h a second language. The additional achievements of
these studen ts
in the learni ng of langua ge and cultur e may often not be captur
ed, which has
implic ations for the kinds of assess ment used with secon d langu
age learne rs
(McKay 1992).
There are also implic ations for the plann ing of curric ulum for secon
d langu age
learners. While this study, for reasons of equity, argues strong ly agains
t the notion
that minor ity learners should be given an alternative curriculum, where
this implies a
watere d-dow n versio n of the standa rd curric ulum, it is also unrealistic
and equall y
inequitable to assum e that the standa rd curric ulum should be presen
ted in the same
ways to all studen ts. What the teachers in this study appea r to
have done is to
reduce the amoun t of conten t to be 'covered' but, as later chapte rs will
show, to use
this as the vehicle for in-dep th focus on langua ge develo pment and
the processes of
science learning. In Hawk in's words , the teachers' focus is on 'uncovering
the subject'
rather than on 'covering the curriculum' (Hawkins, cited in Duckw orth
1987, p.7).
Van Lier also points to the significance of process approaches for minor

ity groups:

Educa tion that is based on a specif ication of subjec t matte r,
on
perfor mance in tests, and on measu remen ts of outcomes of one kind
or
anothe r, is produ ct orient ed. Such educa tion can work quite well
for
highly motivated studen ts with strong, suppo rtive home backg round
s, in
other words the elites which have traditionally done well in school
and
for whom the school system was originally design ed ... Howe ver,
in a
system in which all childr en have the right to be educa ted, and in which
there is a great divers ity of cultur es and langua ges, a proces s-orie
nted
appro ach is neede d to engag e the studen ts and allow them to grow
acade micall y. A proce ss-ori ented appro ach must of necess ity
be
conversational in character.
(van Lier 1996, p. 182)
Language

The episod e summ aries also indicate the degree to which talk about
langua ge was
integr ated with the learni ng of science. It can be argued of course that
much of this
talk, for examp le, talk which focused on the nature of genera lisatio
ns or on the
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meaning of specific field lexis, is a part of learning science; at a theoretical level it is
impossib le to separate 'content' from 'language'. Neverthe less, such talk, in the
context of the science lesson, is probably not .typical of many classrooms, and here
reflects the focus on language developm ent which appeared to inform many of the
interactions between students and teacher. In Classroom 1, for example, 9 out of 27
episodes included or consisted of extended talk about the language students were
being expected to use. In Classroo m 2, 26 out of 45 episodes contain some talk
about language, 20 of which include extended interactions.
Talk about language encompassed both learning about language and learning to use
language. Both teachers included a focus on helping students understa nd certain
meta-linguistic notions. For example, the notion of register informed many of their
interactio ns with students. Though the term register itself was not used, many
interactio ns indicated that one of the teachers' objectives was to help children
understa nd that there are particular ways of talking and writing in science which are
different from everyday talk, as the following examples show:
remembe r we're scientists and we need to use the proper words/ all of you
told me and explaine d it very well/ now we're going to learn the proper
scientific words for this (1:8)
I'd like for you to say it in a sentence so we get used to our proper scientific
language (1:8)
remember we're scientists now (reminding a student who has used 'stick to' rather
than 'attract') (1:8)
Gina we're trying to talk like scientists now (1:8)
I want to make certain that we can talk like scientists (1:8)
now let's start using our scientific language Michelle (1:8)
[we're trying] to begin to talk like scientists / when we're studying science we
need to 'talk like scientists (1:11)
I'm just going to give you another word/ and that is the word for what Joseph
was trying to say I one more scientific word (1:15)
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(to me, in front of children) my goodness aren't they speaking well/ just like
scientists (1:17)
lefs have a brainstor m of some words that we've learned about magnets so
that we can write like scientists too {1:19)
once again thinking like a scientist / what do you think the point of an
experime nt like that would be (2: 32)
we've been thinking like scientists/ we've been talking like scientists (2:32)
as a scientist can I do an experiment with every magnet in the world/ I would
be spending my whole life doing it ... so when I write a generalisation what am
I actually trying to say? (2:36)
That students began to understa nd this notion of language variation is suggeste d by
the writing of one student (who was both a second language learner and on a special
education program) who wrote in her journal: I learned to talk like a sciencetist (sic).
Teachers also talked explicitly with students about the changes· that take place
between language which is context-embedded and that which is more written-like
and less context-dependent. Penny, for example, talked with students about some
of the differences between talk and writing, and elicited from them some quite
sophisticated meta-linguistic understandings:
S:

when you're writing you have to make the people .. you have to let
the people understa nd what you're writing and when you're 'doing
somethin g they could 'see what you're doing ... what you mean ..
(1:19)

S:

when someone didn't understan d you got to ask them what does it
mean/ that's how it's [spoken language] easier (1:19)

S:

when you're writing you need more detail than ... when you're
speaking (1:19)

Kath also spent considerable time helping students understa nd how speakers need
to take account of their listeners' needs by being aware of what cannot be taken as
shared assumpti ons, in this process helping them to understa nd some of the
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features of more decontextualised language. Being aware of listener needs was often
referred to prior to the TGR sessions when small groups of students reported to the
whole class about the results of their experiments:

Teacher: we all did different experiments so we don't know the results/ we
only know the results of 'one experiment/ so the language you choose is
going to be very clear and precise because people don't know what was
going on/ because remember this morning when I was talking to you about
your novels/ it's all in your head/ all that information in your novel/ and
your story is in your head/ your audience doesn't know so you've got to
unpack that all for them/ and it's a bit like this/ people didn't do the
activities that you did/ other children didn't do them (2:21).
Later, she reminds a small group who has been practising how they will report back:
you've remembered that your language has got to be really precise because
the other children have got to try and get a picture in their mind of what
you did (2:21).
As well as evaluating students' contributions to the discourse in terms of science
knowledge (right good, so you 're saying they attracted), both teachers also evaluated
students' contributions in terms of their language use, positively acknowledgi ng
appropriate wording or clear explanations:
I think that was very well told/ 'very well told (1:16)
alright/ you explained that 'very well (1:16)
well done/ well done for fixing up the language straightaway (student self
corrects a generalisation he has just read out) (2:25)
In the following example, the teacher comments on the student's use of whereas,

thereby both providing a grammatical label for the term, and describing its function:
Student 1: the north pole and the south pole attract whereas the north pole
and the north pole repels
Teacher: well done/ that's exactly what happened/ you joined those two

together/whereas/ some people used different sentences
Student 2: repeats similar response, again using 'whereas'
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well done/ that's exactly what happens/ you used whereas/ the
same connective there/ well done

(2: 25)
Teachers also focused on specific aspects of language use. Both teachers for
example spent time discussing the nature of generalisations:
so I would like two ideas that we get from this/ two general ideas/ what we
call 'generali'satio ns/ who can give me something that happens 'all the time/
not what just happened to us today
(1:17)
Teacher:

I want you to see if you can come up with a generalisation for me
... what's a generalisation?

Student 1: something that talks about most of the things?
Teacher:

alright remember when we were writing reports and we did
generalisations and we were talking about 'most of the things/ so

what were some of the terms/ some of the ways we started some
of those generalisations
(students offer ways of starting generalisations, suggesting 'all', 'most', 'magnets')

later in the same stretch of discourse
Student 2: Miss do we write in sentences?
Teacher: yes a generalisation is written in a sentence/ that's right/ it's just a
general statement/ something that you're telling me about 'most
magnets or 'all magnets or 'most metal objects
Student 3: Miss what is that word you speak?
Teacher: generalisation? that's what we/ that's a statement we use when
we are talking about a whole group of things (gives further
examples)
(2:15ii)
In Kath's class, students were often asked to predict the results of experiments prior

to carrying them out. Before they did this, the teacher several times brainstormed
with the students what she referred to as the language of prediction. Students gave a
range of expressions, including maybe; I think; I suppose; this might (2: 12). Chapter 6
includes further examples and indicates where there is some evidence of uptake.
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Teachers were also careful to indicate the function of conventions; language usage
was not presented as a set of arbitrary rules. Thus when children were asked to
work on producing four generalisations, and to check the language they were using,
the teacher reminded them that this was because the writing was to be 'public':
you must agree on the language/ then they can go onto the cardboard so
that they're public.
(2:37)

There were also many examples of teachers checking that students were familiar
with the meanings of words, and explicitly teaching new lexis:
now we're going to learn the proper scientific words for this/ what
happens is that magnets at'tract (great emphasis) certain things and so
rather than say that it grabs it or it sticks to it/ what we say is magnets
at'tract/ and that means this kind of thing (demonstrating) so if I am a
magnet and I attract Carol Anne I 'bring 'her 'to 'me (demonstrating)
at'tract/ so I'd like for us to think of other things that the magnet
at'tracted.
(1:8)

can anyone remember the scientific way of saying 'sticks to'? (1:12)
I'm going to ask you to look at the similarities and the differences/ what
does 'similar' mean? (2:10ii)
what does that mean/ 'negotiating'? (2:40)
What is dear from these examples is the degree of explicitness that characterised
teachers' talk with students about language, both in terms of helping students
develop certain metalinguistic understandin gs, and in making explicit specific
linguistic items and grammatical forms which they predicted students would be
likely to need to use in subsequent activities. This talk about language, and teaching
of new language, occurred in the context of actual language use, so that children
developed both science knowledge and language simultaneously.
Identity: being a student
Along with the development of both science and language, students are socialised
into the life of the classroom, and expectations about behaviour are built up. Again
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the discourse is characterised by the kind of explicitness which it has been claimed
is support ive of minorit y groups (Delpit 1986). Effective particip ation, which in
most classrooms involves taking initiative, can only occur when the learners know
the rules of classroom discourse (Mehan 1979). Some researchers have argued that
classroom realities may be so demand ing that teachers are preoccu pied with issues
such as keeping order, organising movement, giving out resources or maintai ning
behavio ur, and that when order and cooperation are high priorities, the nature of
learning and the quality of the engagement between teacher and student s become
seconda ry issues (Webster et al 1996). In the classrooms in this study, little time
was wasted on disciplinary directives, and it can be suggest ed that this was partly
a result of the time spent making explicit the expectations of what it meant to 'be a
student'. This foregrounding of the social'ru les' for interpersonal behavio ur meant
that teachers at other times spent time managi ng learning rather than managi ng
learners and their behaviour: the regulative register, in terms of overt control, was
rarely foregrounded. This is an importa nt point, given the significance attached to
group work and talk-oriented activities in languag e teaching, since if learners are
unable to work collaboratively, even the best designe d teachin g activities are
unlikely to be successful. In addition , the kind of dialogic and particip atory
classroo m talk for which this study argues, is only possibl e given shared
expectations of social behaviour.
Talk about being a student is clearly value laden. Referring to the establis hment of
teacher-student relationships in the study mentioned earlier, Christie (1995) writes:
[The teacher's indirect means of establishing control] reflects her concern
to set a congenial working relationship, one on which a great deal of
what is to be taught and learned will be negotiated. At issue is her very
strong expectation and requirem ent that student s cooperate. A value is
at work here, to do both with establishing respect for the teacher and
with the value of student s respecting each other and learning to work
togethe r harmoniously. Such a value is constantly affirmed through the
regulative register. It has consequences for the building of the pedagogic
subject, and by extension, of the institutionalised subject who will not
only continue to function in school for some years yet, but who will also
enter the work force and the wider community.
(Christie 1995, p. 231)
In the current study, the kind of values to which Christie refers are also made very

explicit. Talk about being a student includes several extended discussions about the
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interpersonal aspects of grou p behaviour. Usually
ideas are elicited from stud ents,
sugg estin g that they are familiar, at least theoretically,
with wha t is expected. Issues
discussed include takin g turns, listening to each othe
r (1:5); listening beha viou r (2:9)
bein g patient, being cooperative, using quiet voices
(2:18); negotiating (2:40) shar ing
ideas, communicating with the group, making suggestio
ns rathe r than dem ands , not
bein g stub born , com pleti ng the task in the best
way rathe r than insis ting on
indiv idua l ideas (2:42).
Teachers frequently resp ond positively to stude nts
who dem onstr ate 'appr opria te'
behaviour, for example:
that was packing up with the mini mum of fuss and
both er I than k you that
was very well done (2:14)

(deputy principal arrives to talk to class) you'r e going
to now dem onst rate
your max imum amo unt of self control to Ms M./ show
how you can put
everything out of your hand s/ you can fold them and
you can switch your
atten tion directly to her/ Simon,you did it in a flash
/ well done (2:13)
(after asking students to stop group work) than k you
to the peop le who
stop ped strai ghta way {2:20)
Julianne's goin g to give us anot her one/ she's been
concentrating so well
(2:27)

(reminding children to listen to those who are reporting
back) you also get
know ledg e from listening to othe r peop le/ so if the
people on the floor can
just put your pape rs dow n in front of them / than k
you Janet for doin g the
right thing {2:25)
And re you have been so switched on this morn ing/
I'm very impr essed
with your concentration (2: 32)
now Mila d/ good to see that you're listening (2:36)
good to see Andre's think ing/ so's Fabiola (2: 36)
I know I've got Simon's attention because he's looking
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thank you/ excell ent/ some people here are sitting and lookin g and
really
concentrating (2: 23)
Talk about appro priate and inappr opriat e behav iour is usuall y accom
panied by
some explanation as to why or why not such behaviour is desirable:
excuse me Franc is/ if you talk I can't hear (1:7)
what's the rule when we sit on the floor Pierre and someone is speak

ing/

you don't speak because it interru pts others (2:11)
when you were worry ing about worki ng with Simon I was giving
that
instru ction/ so you need to listen
can you put this down / just to help your concentration
can you put that in the bin/ it will distract you (2: 23)
if you are looking at Duncan it's helping you to concentrate on what

he's

saying {2:31)
Often menti on is also made of the effect of inappr opriat e behav iour
on others. The
rules for social behav iour are presen ted, then, not as a set of institu
tional , and
arbitra ry 'rules', but as a code of behav iour based on showi ng respec
t to peers as
well as to teachers:
excuse me peopl e/ Bema dette is speak ing/ Marou n put your magne
t
down / Bemadette is speaking {1: 18)
it's really difficult when you're up the front and someone is speaking

... so
with Charb el we really need to conce ntrate / so let's put your eyes
on
him/lo oking at him/ showing good listening behaviour (2: 23)
just need you to put that down Charbel because it's distrac ting for
the
people at the front (2:9)
please give them your full attent ion/ I know it's hard becau se you're
thinki ng about what you're going to say but we need to listen carefu
lly
(2:41)
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On one occasion, Tufik, who was often in trou
ble for vari ous forms of antisocial

behaviour, was invo lved in an argu men t with
several peers. The argu men t was
conducted in whis pers duri ng a TGR session,
and became quit e heat ed, at whic h
point the teacher intervened. Even on this occasion
she favours an indirect meth od
of control, explaining to Tufik that "this stuff ' prev
ents not only his own, but others'
learning too:
sorry I I really (seven second pause, looking at Tufik
) is there a prob lem dow n
here / is there Tufi k/ is there som ethin g I need
to know because that' s
abou t the third time I've been inter rupt ed? can
you / can we for'get abou t
that for the mom ent/ OK there's children who are
trying to learn and this
stuff gets in the way I I will talk abou t this 'afte
r the science lesson so I
wan t you to wipe it out from your min d/ wou ld
it help if Tufik mov ed or
if Robert moved? wou ld it help if one of you mov
ed awa y from the othe r/
yes prob ably wou ld/ may be you Tufi k/ here
/ dow n in fron t of me
plea se/ it will be easier for you to conc entr ate/y
ou need to try I I know
it's diffi cult / you need to try and 'put that
'out of you r min d and
concentrate on wha t's going on at the mom ent/
OK /oth erwi se you' re not
going to be able to do your work whe n it comes
time to do the next step
(2:23i)

Though listi ng the com men ts on social beha
viou r in this way may give the
impression that such talk was undu ly prioritise
d, the overall effect was of a wellordered classroom, whe re stud ents were clear abou
t behavioural boun dari es and in
general were willing to cooperate with each othe
r and with the teacher. Because of
these shared unde rstan ding s abou t the social aspe
cts of being a stud ent, inclu ding a
shared expectation of wha t constitutes appr opri
ate behaviour, there were very few
direct and exte nded adm onis hme nts such as the
one above, with the resu lt that the
teachers were able to use mor e indi rect mea ns
to main tain orde r and wor king
relationships, and to direct activities. Direct impe
ratives are therefore rare; the mor e
indirect means of control are typically realised
by the use of mod ality (inc ludi ng
what Halliday (1985b) refers to as interpersonal
meta phor s such as I want you to):
(to class who are engaged in group work and are beco
ming noisy)
excuse me can I remind you that we should be usin
g quiet grou p voic es/
if I wan t to be with a grou p of children I shou
ldn't know wha t's going on
at the front of the room (2: 37)
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whe n I stop you /you need to focus your atten tion
on em/ as soon as I
stop talking you can go strai ght back to wha t you'
re doin g/ I know it's
difficult but I just wan t you to cooperate for this mom
ent please (2: 12)
Tufik (chatting with neighbour) wou ld you just like to
come up (indicating
spot in front of teacher) I think this migh t be a bette
r spot for your
conc entra tion/ wha t do you reckon?
Given that stud ents from ESL back grou nds may not
be familiar, in English, with
aspects of register relating to politeness forms, there
is a risk that this unfamiliarity
may resul t in their bein g view ed as impolite or aggr
essive by their teach ers and
peers. It is significant, then, that both teachers spen t
time modelling specific word ing
for situa tions in whic h stude nts migh t find themselve
s in the course of the grou p
work. In revie wing an activ ity in whic h stud ents
had to shar e, in turn , a
gene ralis ation they had each writt en, and then
colla bora tivel y writ e three
generalisations as a grou p, the teacher remi nded child
ren of how such negotiation
might proceed:
so someone migh t have said oh no. I don' t agree with

that / and you had
to say well this migh t be a better way of saying it (2:40
)
In the instructions for a later grou p work activity,
whe n child ren were to desig n a
game whic h used mag nets, the same teacher agai
n focu sed on the natu re of
colla bora tive activ ity. Taki ng up a stud ent's sugg
estio n that this invo lved
"communicating with your group", she discu ssed
with stud ents wha t this migh t
mean, and prov ided models of specific word ings whic
h stud ents migh t need to use
in orde r to come to a jointly share d decision abou
t the design of their game:

OK so it's a lot of .. first of all . tumt akin g . and quie
t grou p work voices
. and mayb e shari ng your ideas certainlyI oh an idea
I haye or one idea I
~ or a sugg estio n that I haye /put
it forw ard as a sugg estio n or an
idea / peop le will be muc h more . willing to listen
to it . than if you say
this is wha t we'r e going to do so be careful . with the
sort of grou p work
language that you use
(2:42)
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Patterns of interaction
The episode summar ies indicate that a range of interactional patterns occurred. The
major interactional patterns are briefly discussed here; their significance to the study
as a whole is discuss ed in detail in later chapters. Four major types have been
identified. The purpose of this coding of classroom interaction is to characterise the
manner in which meaning is constructed in relation to the activity being undertaken;
thus the coding is not at the level of a move by move analysis, but a summa ry
coding at the level of the episode. The aim is also not to provide a rigid system of
classification but to give an indication of the kinds of choices teachers made about
how talk would be constructed in their classrooms. In addition , as van Lier (1996)
points out, many pedagogical activities are 'hybrid' ones, in which aspects of several
types of patterns are interwo ven (for example, in the current study, a teacher may
join the discussion of a small group, momentarily taking control of the discourse by
virtue of her status, and so subtly altering the discourse by her presence).
The episode summar ies indicate that when these interactional choices are mapped
onto the description of the activities themselves (see Teaching/ Learning Processes),
then each of the interactional patterns indicate d is fairly systematically used for
specific educatio nal purpose s. It will be suggest ed at several points in this thesis
that linking interactional types to their function within the unit of work appears to
offer greater potential in the description of pedagogical practices and teaching style,
than describing them more generically as 'open' or 'closed' or as 'teacher-centred' or
'learner-centred', and making subsequ ent claims about the 'effectiveness' of each
type. As discuss ed in Chapte r 6, a more relevan t issue is how appropr iate the
relationship is between a particular interactional type and the educatio nal purpose
it is trying to achieve at that point in the unit of work.
The four major interact ional types which have been identifi ed in the data are
discussed below. They are listed along a dine from least to most participatory, from
the point of view of the student s; that is, from interactions which are the most
asymme trical in terms of the rights of particip ants, and where informa tion is
essentially one-wa y (such as teacher monologues), to interactions which are most
self determi ned and symmetrical (such as small group work). The four types also
represe nt a movem ent from most to least teacher -centred , and in terms of
particip ant roles, from least to most equality.
This classification. of interactional types as a dine towards particip ation draws on
van Lier (1996), althoug h there are some differences in the termino logy used to
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describe each type. Van Lier distingui shes four types of pedagogi cal interaction,
which he describes not as a clear-cut system of categorie s but as a "map of
pedagogi cal options" (van Lier 1996, p. 180). These he defines as transmiss ion,
which in classrooms is realised by a typical monologic lecture format, drills, and
command s, the banking model described by Freire (1983); IRF questioning, where
most common ly the direction of the discourse is determin ed by and familiar to the
questioner; transaction, where information is exchange d by means of a two-way
process, as in group discussions, information exchange tasks and other cooperative
learning tasks; and transformation, which is jointly managed talk where the agenda is
shaped by all participants so that meaning and events are genuinel y eo-constructed.
While van Lier makes clear that he considers all four levels to be importan t in the
classroom at different times and for different purposes , he argues that the
transformative level is crucial and has been previously neglected.
The four types of pedagogical interactions which are referred to in this study are
described below.
Teacher monolog ue

Teacher monologues refer to those points in the discourse where the teacher holds
the floor without interrupt ion. In these classrooms they are normally very short,
varying between one and two minutes, and represen t a one-way transmis sion of
information and directives2. They refer to those times when the teacher did not seek
to elicit verbal responses from the students. The episode summari es indicate that
they are used mainly for setting up tasks and giving instructions (see for example,
1:5; 1:9; 2:10; 2:15; 2:18; introduc ing new language items (1:8; 1:12) and
occasionally for disciplinary purposes (2:23).
IRF

As discusse d earlier , the 'Initiation, Response, Feedback' exchange displays a
triadic structure , and was first identifie d as a dominan t form of classroom
discourse by Sinclair and Coulthar d (1975}, and later by Mehan (1979) who refers
to Initiation , Response , Evaluatio n, and Lemke (1990a) who describe s such
exchanges as "triadic dialogue". Other researchers have also described this exchange
as being a highly significant and pervasive one in classroom talk (see for example
Barnes1976; Edwards and Mercer 1987; Cazden 1988; Wells 1993; Mercer 1995;
2 It can be argued that even 'monologi c' discourse is never truly so, since there will
always remain 'traces' of previous talk (see Bakhtin 1981; Maybin 1994).
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van Lier 1996). Stubbs argues that the IRF structur e is not the only exchang e type
possible, but is characteristic of classrooms and "provid es a way of formalising a
mechan ism by which one speaker ... retains the convers ational initiative" (Stubbs
1986, p."164).
Later chapter s will show that the IRF structur e can be conside rably modifie d to
achieve greater particip ation for students . Van Lier, in address ing the criticisms
against the IRF structur e, notes that "it is importa nt to emphas ise that [these
criticisms are] neither a necessary or an exclusive consequence of the IRF structur e,
merely that this structur e may favour this state of affairs" (1996, p. 151). He
present s an in-dept h analysis for the IRF structur e which include s identify ing
exchang es along a display -partici pation orientat ion, and points out that this
orientat ion has importa nt consequ ences for student s' motivat ion and for the
possibility of "opening up the IRF into more mutuall y conting ent interaction" (van
Lier 1996, p. 154). Howeve r, for the purpose s of this study the term IRF is used in a
more restricted sense, and is limited to describing the traditional three part exchange
where the purpose of the interaction is primari ly oriented towards the display of
student s' knowle dge. (More particip atory forms of discour se are also describ ed
below, but are distingu ished in their labellin g from IRF). In this study, in the
exchang es describ ed as IRF, the teacher expects a particul ar respons e from the
students : she is, in terms of the exchange structur e, the 'primar y knower ' (Berry
1981).
The following is an example of a typical IRF interaction:
T:

what if I try the north pole and the south pole of the magnet /
who can tell me/ I want a sentence a nice sentenc e/ Carole
Ann?

S:

the north pole and the south pole attract

T:

good

(1: 17)

Van Lier describes the student 's response in this kind of IRF sequence, as "hemme d
in, squeeze d between a demand to display knowle dge and a judgem ent on its
competence" (van Lier 1996, p. 151). In the three part exchange student s' respons es
are evaluat ed or examin ed publicly, rather than treated as a part of extende d
conversation. Lemke is similarly critical of the overuse of the IRF structur e, arguing
that the effect it gives of participation is illusory:
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it tends to lead to brief answ ers from stude nts and lack
of stude nt
initiative in using scientific language. It is a form that is overused in
most classr ooms becau se of a mista ken belief that it encou
rages
maxim um stude nt participation. The level of partic ipatio n it
achieves is
illusory: high on quantity, low on quality.
(Lemke 1990a, p. 168)
Lemke also point s out that this interactional patter n makes it
difficult for teachers
to hear how stude nts talk about a topic, since most of what
stude nts say tends to
fit, or be made to fit, into the thema tic patter n set up by
the teacher, and thus
"students have little oppor tunity to make semantic connections
in their own terms"
(Lemke 1990a, p. 32).
Howe ver, as van Lier also point s out, this restricted IRF struct
ure may sometimes
facilitate the role of the student: the teacher's question may offer
stron g dues about
the kind of respo nse that is requi red, while takin g part
in a less struc tured
conversation may also be daunt ing for a stude nt who then has
to work out not only
what to say but how to handl e turnta king processes: "the IRF
essentially strips the
work of turnta king and utterance design away from the stude
nt's contribution, and
this obviously has advan tages as well as disadvantages"( van
Lier 1996, p. 152).
As the episo de summ aries indicate, in these classrooms IRF intera

ctions occur most
givin g of instructions
(the 'set up' stage), -often after a teach er mono logue when
teachers check that
stude nts have under stood the task (see for example, 1:5; 1:13;
1:21; 2:4; 2;11). They
also occur very commonly at the end of the 'reflection' stage, thus
at the end of each
macrogenre when teachers are checking that the knowledge which
has been built up,
is now share d (see for example 1:8; 1:17). A similar point is made
by Edwa rds and
Mercer (1987) in their discussion of teachers' use of speech in uniso
n. Sometimes the
IRF interaction at this point is a cued elicitation, when teachers
provi de most of the
propositional conte nt and stude nts are required to provi de a single
key term (see for
exam ple 2:29 and discussion of text 6.6). IRF interactions are
also used when the
teacher is focusing on a specific linguistic struct ure or gramm
atical correctness (see
for exam ple 1:8; 1:15 and discussion of texts 6.18 and 6.19).
Again this occur s
towar ds the end of the macrogenre, when the stude nts have
alread y devel oped
some under stand ings of the topic and built up field knowledge
. IRF patter ns, in the
way they have been defined here, are much less commonly used
at other times.
frequently at two point s in the macrogenre. They occur in the
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Dialo gic excha nges
Dialogic is used here to refer to the kind of transa ctiona l excha
nges in which the
discourse is determ ined throu gh the contributions of both partic
ipants .. It remai ns, in
one sense, IRF-like, in that there is an extern al agend a impo
sed by the teacher, and
the proce ss of the disco urse contin ues to be contro lled and
maint ained by her. For
these reaso ns the disco urse canno t be said to be symm etrica
l. Neve rthele ss, it
repre sents a depar ture away from tradit ional teach er-con trolle
d IRF struct ures in
that it allow s the voices of stude nts consi derab ly more freedo
m, and often leads to
exten ded seque nces of discourse betwe en stude nts and teache
r.
Dialogic intera ctions occur most comm only in TGR episo des,
where altho ugh the
teachers maint ain the overa ll thema tic devel opme nt of the
disco urse as a whole ,
stude nts very frequ ently initia te the topic of indiv idual
excha nges. These
interactions are discu ssed more fully in Chap ter 6, and their
significance for secon d
langu age learn ers is discu ssed in Chap ter 7. Here an exam
ple is inclu ded as
exemplification.
T:

Maro un/ some thing that you can tell me that you found out
last lesson

S:

Miss I thoug ht that all metal can stick on magn ets but when

I

tried it some of them didn't stick.
T:

OK so you thoug ht that no matte r what objec t/ if it was a
metal objec t/ it would be attrac ted to the magn et

(2:15i)

While this intera ction retain s some of the characteristics of
the IRF patte rn (the
teacher for exam ple has the first and last word) it differs signif
icantly in two ways,
both of which relate to an increa se in what is referr ed to
in Chap ter 2 and in
Chap ters 6 and 7, as the contingent responsiveness of the teache
r.
First the teacher's quest ion which opens the exchange is a genui

ne one. As descr ibed
earlier, TGR sessions followed those episo des where group s
of stude nts had carrie d
out differ ent exper iment s, and hence when they repor ted back
the result s they were
repor ting what was unkno wn inform ation to most of the audie
nce, (inclu ding, in
terms of the detail ed event s, the teacher). Altho ugh of cours
e the teach er has
know ledge of the exper iment s and the likely results, it is left
open to the stude nt to
decid e what aspec t of the topic they will talk about . The
degre e to which the
stude nt is allow ed to initia te the topic of the indiv idual
excha nge repre sents a
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depa rture from the teacher-prescripted responses associated
with the IRF struc ture.
In many TGR sessions, teachers did not repea t their first move
once the session had
begun, simp ly nominating children to contribute to the discu
ssion, creating discourse
with a more conversational feel.
The secon d, and relate d, way in whic h dialo gic inter
actio ns diffe r from IRF
inter actio ns lies in the natur e of the teacher's response.
The teach er frequ ently
recasts what the stude nt has said: stude nt mean ing is
recast or refor mula ted into
more registrally appro priat e word ing (note the teacher's
recast of stick to attract in
the example above). Thus the modelling the teacher provi
des occurs after, and on
the basis of, what the stude nt has contributed: it is sema
ntically conti ngen t upon it.
The teacher, in comparison with her role in the IRF structure,
'leads from behin d' in a
way which parallels a caregiver's response in early first langu
age learning, (described
in Halli day 1975; Paint er 1984; Wells 1985 and discussed
in Chap ter 2). Com pare,
for example, the text above with the following text from
Donato and Adai r-Hau ck
{1992, cited in van Lier 1996) which comes from a language
teaching classroom, and
wher e the IRF patte rn creates stron g constraints on what
stude nts can say:
C [teacher]: Yesterday, today, next year (on board). Wha
t are these?
51:
Time expressions
C:
C:

Yes, time expressions. Wha t is the date today?
Apri l16
And yesterday?

S:

Apri l15

52:

(Donato and Adai r-Hau ck 1992, p. 81)
Unlike the IRF sequence, which frequently closes off the
exchange, and sandw iches
the stude nt's contribution between the two controlling move
s by the teacher, dialogic
interactions have the poten tial to build up to a discourse
sequence and hence to
open up the discourse in ways which, Chap ter 7 will argue
, are likely to be enab ling
of second language development.
It can be seen that the use of the term dialogic in this way

is essentially a textual one,
and differs from the ideological and moral inter preta tion
it has for some critical
theorists; for Freire for example, 'dialogic' discourse repre
sents an instr umen t of
liberation whic h is transformative in its goal of work ing
against societal injustices.
The use of the term in this study is closer to the textual
definition of Bakhtin {1981),
which emphasises the relatedness and interplay between
the utterances of different
speakers. Nevertheless, it will later be argued that dialo
gic interactions do have an
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ideological interpretation: they create opportunities for student s' voices to be heard,
and constru ct a more effective and equitab le learning environ ment for minorit y
learners. Chapter 6 characterises the role of the teacher in such interactions as one of
mediati on rather than transmission: she mediate s between the persona l ideas and
everyda y languag e of the student and the subject knowled ge and 'public' discours e
of the curriculum area.
Particip atory exchang es
Althoug h all the discour se in the classroom is particip atory in one sense, even if
student s are only required to listen, I use the term here to refer specifically to talk in
which the agenda is shaped by all participants, and is thus truly eo-constructed. It
is charact erised by symme try of particip ation rights and self-det ermined
contributions to the discourse, and relates to Lemke's description of "true dialogue"
and "cross discussion", which he describes as "the two rarest activity types" (Lemke
1990a, p. 55), and to van Lier's descript ion of "transformation" (van Lier 1996).
'True dialogue" occurs when teachers ask questions to which they do not presum e to
already know the answer, and "cross-discussion" is dialogu e directly betwee n
students , with the teacher playing only a modera ting role or having equal standin g
with the student s (Lemke 1990a). Van Lier (1996) writes of discour se which
embodies the notion of "'transformation" in these terms:
Transformation [is) jointly manage d talk that has the potential to change
learnin g situatio ns, role relation ships, educati onal purpose s and
procedures. Here it is no longer the case that one person, the teacher, has
the agenda, and the student s have no option but to follow it ...
particip ants' contributions are self-determined or produce d in respons e
to others' requests. At this level it is appropr iate to speak of true eoconstruction of meanings and events.
(Van Lier 1996, p. 180)
Althoug h truly particip atory talk is probabl y rare in most classrooms, many of its
characteristics can be found in small group work. In the current study, for example,
group activitie s are particip atory in the sense that particip ants have equal
particip ation rights. Howeve r, even here the overall agenda has been set by the
teacher, not by the student s. Neverth eless, in that (within the constra int of an
externa lly impose d agenda) student s' contribu tions within the group are self
determi ned, and particip ation rights are shared equally, talk between student s in
group work is described as participatory.
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Much more rare in this corpus is truly particip atory and discursi ve talk between
teacher and students . Participatory talk is by its nature democratic with regard to
participation rights. Yet by virtue of her authorit y and knowledge, it is unlikely that
in a classroom context teacher and student s will have equal power and knowle dge
status within the discourse. As Lemke (1990a) points out, power differences bias
the tenor away from a free discussion of issues between equals. Such a situatio n is
not impossible however, and can occur when student s are in a position of expertise
or where expertise (or non-expertise!) is shared equally. The early days of comput er
use in the classoom, for example, created many situatio ns when student s had a
greater expertise than their teachers (and probabl y this is still true today). In this
study, given the nature of the topic, there are few exampl es of such student
expertise. Howeve r Classroom 1 provide s evidence that when a genuine problem or
disagre ement arises, more particip atory talk between teacher and student may
occur. The following two texts exemplify this.

On one occasion, two student s (George and Ramond) disagreed with the teacher's
explanation that the reason for a screw being non-magnetic was that it was made of
non-ma gnetic materia l. They both argued that this could be the result of
galvanisation and the teacher, althoug h still maintaining her argume nt, was, (on her
own admittance), unsure of the correct interpretation, and the discussion continued
for some minutes. In this text, following the use of this technique by Edward s and
Westga te (1994), the contrib utors are not named, so that the teacher is less
obviously conspicuous. Here the address terms are also omitted. With these markers
removed, and althoug h it is still possible to identify the teacher, the nature of the
discourse means that it is far less obvious which contribu tions are hers, since all
contributors initiate ideas:
- magnet s only stick to some kinds of metals
- only some metal
-yes
-only some
-I think I know why the magnet got to steel on top of the wood but not to the/
stuck to the other stuff/ cos maybe its chemicals are too strong/ too strong
for the magnet
- you mean than this?
- what do you think?
-on this
- yes maybe what they put on it is too strong for the magnet
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-I don't thinkso/ I think that the reason is what Rana and the other people
thought that this is a different kind of metal
-it is
-so that magnets don't attract all metals/ right one more thing before we start
-I think it/ it/ it's the same colour but when they dipped it/ dipped it in/ in
different things
-it's the same colour/ you mean it's the same metal?
- the same/ I think it 'was the same but they dipped it in something else
-well that's what George was saying/ and I think that we're arguing that it/
no/ that it 'is another metal
(1:11)

The teacher's control of the discourse is clearly suggested at one point, when the
regulative register is foregrounded: one more thing before we start, and also by the fact
that she exercises her right to say what other participants said or meant. However it
is far more difficult to identify the teacher simply from the amount that she
contributes or from any other realisations of the regulative register. This text thus
comes close to 'participatory' discourse between teacher and students.
A second example comes from the same classroom. Once more it is George who
initiates the topic. After the science lesson on the previous day, which was the last
period in the afternoon, he had remained after most children had gone home to
explore the magnets further. During the science lesson he had carried out the
following experiment. A number of wooden paddle pop sticks were inserted into a
block of polystyrene, sufficient to surround a bar magnet which was inserted into
this 'cradle'. A second bar magnet was placed above the first. With like poles
together, magnetic repulsion causes the top magnet to appear to be floating above
the cradled magnet. After the lesson ended George repeated the experimen t with
four magnets, alternating the poles of each one. This did not result, as might be
expected, in equal amounts of repulsion between each magnet. Instead, the bottom
two magnets were in contact, there was a small amount of space between them and
the third magnet, and much more between the third magnet and the fourth. In the
science lesson the following day, the teacher asked him to demonstra te what he had
done, and the children, fascinated by the result, offered many explanations for the
behaviour of the magnets. The transcript below again has many of the
characteristics of participato ry discourse: it is particularl y significant that all the
suggestions come from the students. As in the previous example, speakers are not
named. Here George has just demonstrated what he had done earlier.
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-he's going to do two
-three
-does n't go up
- put it soft George
- they've all gone down
- all gone down
-does anybo dy want to make any comment about that?
-why did
-we need to be very quiet and listen to what C's saying so we can make
some
comments
- I think because there's too much more * down
- sorry say that again
- there's too much to hold it
- too much what?
-em like/ there's too much of the/ north
- too much of the north
- the side of the magn et/ of the north
- the magne t at the top pushe s/ pushe s the magne t down on the top
-dow n
- keeps it together
(several minutes later)
- what's this magne t doing?
- it obviously is repelling there's no doubt about that
- I think because you know how they repel from each other
- they're what?
-repe l/re ... yes the one at the bottom / the one at the top has a lot of
power
and it's repelling it/pus hing it and it and it's pushin g down the bottom
- this one is repelling this one and then you say I you mean it's a lot of
power?
-yes and that's repelling
- and you think that that's causing these two to come together
- I think the top one is repelling that one there and
- repelling the second one
- yes and that the sec...
-secon d one
- is repelling the
- third one and the third one is repelling the
- fourth right/ but why then do we have this big space and we have a
space and no space / I don't know I I don't know either
-I think the top one's got more power
194
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-so what's causing this to go down further
-I think that's it I the way that em the third one has/ and the other one that
em has a big space that's betwee n it is repelling the sec/ the third one
- this one has nothin g on top of it to =
-yes
- = to make anythin g repel

-yes so it's not gone down
- I think that the top one has .. to repel and the second one doesn't want to go
down and the first one
-so you believe it's just the different weight s on there? I/ I mean I'm not really
sure

-somet hing's making the space here
- that's what I'm wonde ring
(1: 18)

The degree to which meanin gs are being jointly constru cted is eviden t from

the way
in which partici pants predict and comple te the utteran ces of others. It is of
course
possible to identif y some of the teacher's contributions: there is the occasional
use of
the regulat ive registe r, and she, more often than the studen ts, clarifies studen
ts'
meanin gs. Despit e this, this piece of discour se, like the previo us text, is
strong ly
oriente d to studen t particip ation.
It is perhap s unreali stic to expect that truly partici patory discou rse can
regular ly
occur within a whole class situatio n, (nor, it is later argued , would it always
be
desirable). A 'conver sation' among thirty people is a virtual imposs ibility,
at least
within wester n culture, and hence many teachers' reliance on small group
work in the
classro om to extend partici pation rights. Howev er these two texts illustra
te that
even when the teacher continu es to mainta in some control of the discou rse
by, for
example, nomina ting speake rs or taking responsibility for clarify ing meanin
g, it is
possible to approa ch some symme try of partici pation. Studen ts are here
free to
express individ ual thinkin g, and to interpr et the situatio n accord ing to their
world
view and experiences. No one is the 'primar y knowe r' and all ideas are accepte
d as
valid and are listene d to and treated with respect. (The serious ness with
which
Penny treated all contrib utions, even in more structu red discourse, was a feature
of
all her interactions with student s.)
If these final two texts are compa red with the earlier examp les of IRF interac
tions,
we can see how far teacher s are able to extend the range of discou rse roles
within
educat ional talk, even within the social and institu tional constra ints
of the
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classroom. This theme is explored throu ghou t the study .
As the episo de summ aries
indicate, in the two classrooms studi ed there are regular
and exten ded oppo rtuni ties
for stude nts to parti cipat e more fully than tradi tiona
l class room talk typic ally
allows.
These issues are developed further in Chapters 6 and 7.

Mode shifting
The term 'mod e shifting' is based on Martin's const ruct
of mode and the mode
conti nuum (see Chap ter 3), and is used here to describe
shifts in move ment along
the mode continuum, from more spoken-like discourse to
more written-like, and vice
versa . The episo de summ aries show the kinds of activ
ities that lead to this
movement. Sequences of episodes prod uce discourse whic
h can be plott ed at point s
along the continuum. From one episo de to the next, tasks
withi n each macr ogen re
move overall towa rds the use of increasingly decontextu
alised language: langu age is
'shun ted' along the mode continuum. Since mode shifting
is the theme of Chap ter 5,
only a brief discussion is included here.
The need for second language learners to begin language

learning with the supp ort of
the 'here and now' , and the difficulties they may expe
rienc e with less conte xt
embe dded langu age, has alrea dy been discussed in Chap
ters 1 and 2. Ident ifyin g
some of the conte xts in whic h this aspec t of secon d
langu age deve lopm ent is
addre ssed in the classroom is thus critical for effective
ESL teaching. In addit ion,
such identification can illustrate how the theoretical and
linguistic const ruct of the
mode conti nuum may be operationalised as a pedagogica
l tool.
Mod e shifts within episo des often occu r in the proce
ss of dialogic inter actio ns,
wher e teachers recast stude nt word ing into more regis
trally appro priat e (or more
written-like) word ing. Typically this occurs in TGR episo
des. It also occurs in those
conte xts wher e stude nts have simu ltane ous access to
more than one langu age
source. This is the case, for example, when they use their
individual writt en notes to
share infor matio n orally with a partn er, or when the teach
er, while respo nding to
stude nts' oral responses, also writes these on the board
. A 'reverse' mode shif tfrom more to less deco ntex tuali sed- also occurs in
a situa tion whic h occu rred
several times, when the teacher refers to the written instru
ctions which the stude nts
will later use to carry out an expe rimen t, and at the
same time 'expl ains' the
instr uctio ns in more fami liar every day langu age,
often acco mpan ied by
demonstration:
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(reading from instructions) "Place a mag net into the
cradle, and plac e
anot her mag net on top of the cradled magnet" so you'v
e got one mag net
in here (demonstrating) then you have to put anot
her mag net on top
(demonstrating)
(2:18)
In orde r to mak e the writt en instructions comprehen
sible the teacher here switches

betw een more formal language (place) and a more ever
yday usage (put), at the same
time crea ting mean ings throu gh gestu re and dem
onst ratio n. This reve als the
complexity of the notio n of 'comprehensible' inpu
t, an aspect of second lang uage
learning which is discussed further in Chapters 5 and
7.
As has alrea dy been men tione d, mod e shifts betw
een episo des are parti cula rly
significant. For instance, stude nts who have been invo
lved in a grou p activity are
later asked to repo rt on it; or indiv idua l results are
shar ed with a grou p and then
reco ded as gene ralis ation s. Whe n such mod e
shift s occur, they are alwa ys
scaffolded by the teacher, typically throu gh the dialo
gic interactions in the TGR
episo des. Similarly, before stud ents are expected
to write , they are give n the
oppo rtuni ty to 'rehearse', through talk with in the grou
p, wha t they will write about.
Ther e is there fore a stron g relat ions hip betw een
mod e shift and parti cula r
interactional struc tures , with instances of mod e shift
often invo lving the teach er
taking on the role of 'mediator' between students' local
and personal know ledg e and
the public lang uage and knowledge of the subject. An
additional poin t in relation to
the sequence of activities is that, in following a teaching
and learning sequence wher e
stud ents mov e towards the target language, (rather
than starting the unit with the
teaching of new gram mar and vocabulary), teachers
are effectively reve rsing wha t
has often been common in the practice of language teach
ing.
As the episo de summ aries indicate, man y of the episo
des wher e spok en lang uage
play s a major part, in parti cular those referred to as
dialogic, involve the stud ents
reconstructing prior experiences through language, in
contexts where the information
may not be know n to othe rs (see for exam ple the
references to teach er-gu ided
repo rting in the episo de summaries). The significan
ce of this from a lingu istic
persp ectiv e was note d in the discussion of the syste
mic mod el of lang uage in
Chap ter 3. Halliday (1993, p. 102) refers to the emer
gence of information in moth er
tongue development, the ability to "impart meanings
that are not alrea dy shar ed by
the pers on addr essed ", as a significant feature of first
lang uage deve lopm ent. As
argu ed earlier, such a developmental stage is at least
as critical for second lang uage
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learners as it is for first langu age learners, and, given the relativ

ely short time frame
in which they must learn to use more academic registers, proba
bly more so. The
episo de summ aries indica te that the impar ting of 'unkn own'
inform ation was a
feature of the language dema nds placed on the stude nts by many
of the classroom
activities and partic ipant structures, as for example, when group
s share d the results
of experiments which their peers had not taken part in.
The intert extua lity throu gh which episo des are const antly
relate d allow s both
learners and teachers to build up together a share d frame of refere
nce. Thus while it
can be argue d that discourse is constantly related to context,
the notio n of 'context'
here does not apply only to an imme diate situational and static
context, (which is
often a major focus for ESL teaching and implies the notio n
of 'setting'). It applie s
also to the dynam ic conte xt which has been create d by the
class throu gh their
share d and ongoi ng partic ipatio n and reflection on the activi
ties. This share d
histor y forms the basis and a share d point of reference for new
langu age learning,
which then proce eds on the basis of these comm on
point s of refere nce.
Intertextuality in relation to the notion of context in second langu
age teaching, and
the implications of this for notions of comprehensible input
and for practice, are
discussed furthe r in Chap ters 5 and 7.
The theme s identified and introd uced in this chapt er have
been draw n from the
corpu s summ ary represented by the two episode summaries. These
themes are now
taken up in the following three chapters.
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In teaching science ... we do not want studen ts to simply parrot back
the

words we have said. We want them to be able to constr uct the essent
ial
meani ngs in their own words , and in slightly different words as
the
situat ion may requir e. Fixed words are useless ... If you can't
say
somet hing in more than one way, you have only memorised it. You
can
only use it flexibly, if you can get past a set of words to a meaning.
(Lemke 1990a, p. 170)
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INTRODUCTION
It has been argue d that the degree of context embe ddedn ess
of langu age is a

factor
in determ ining its comprehensibility for ESL learners, while
decre ase in contextembe ddedn ess is typically a feature of the academic regist ers
which they must
learn to control in the school context. Clearly there are implication
s for a teaching
progr am, which must provi de opportunities for learners to devel
op this register of
language, with the aim of "progressively freeing the system from
a depen dence on
situat ional constraints" (Hall iday 1975, p. 142). This chapt
er will explo re how
such mode 'shifts' were actualised in the classroom and how
the notio n of a mode
conti nuum offers a way of analysing how the teachers in the study
devel oped new
regist ers with their stude nts. By track ing the activities
and organ isatio nal
structures in which the texts were produ ced it also illustrates how
the notio n of the
mode contin uum can be operationalised for language teaching
purposes.
The episo de summ aries indica te that different activities varie
d in the dema nds
they made on stude nts' linguistic resources: thus at times langu
age accom panie d
action, as in the group experiments; and at times tasks requi
red stude nts to give
information throu gh language alone, as in the teacher-guided repor
ting sessions.
Instances of mode shift can be examined in terms of the 'micro
' disco urse context
and the 'macro' discourse context. Here 'micro-context' refers to
the exchanges that
occur betwe en teacher and stude nts in the course of a single
conve rsatio n within
one partic ular episo de. Part 1 of the chapt er explores this
aspect. The 'macrocontext' refers to the mode shifting which occurs across a sequen
ce of episodes. Texts
from a seque nce of episo des will be examined to show how
the discourse of the
episo de as a whole develops out of the discourse of a previ ous
episode, and how
it also provi des a share d frame of reference for the disco urse
of the following
episo de. In this way it is possi ble to track how a seque
nce of episo des is
struct ured in such a way as to lead to the use of increasingly
more context-free
language. Part 2 of the chapt er discusses this aspect of mode shiftin
g.
Although, as will be suggested, the distinction being made here

betwe en micro and
macro mode shifts is a useful way of explo ring the data, such
a distin ction is
consi derab ly less obvious in the reality of the classroom. Indee
d it will becom e
clear that the texts exam ined as examples of micro mode shift
(for example, texts
taken from the teach er-gu ided repor ting wher e the teach
er recas ts stude nt
word ing) conta in many 'traces' of previ ously share d exper
ience s and earlie r
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disco urses . For talk is not produ ced and heard in a vacuu
m, simpl y in the
imme diate context of the disco urse in which we are engag
ed, but, at least in
successful interaction, is located within larger under stand ings
which are share d by
interactants. And it is precisely this build ing up of share d
under stand ing and
. share d disco urse that is a partic ular featur e of classr oom
talk (Edw ards and
Mercer, 1987).

PART 1: MODE SHIFTING IN MICRO-EXCHANGES

This section illustr ates and discusses situat ional contexts wher
e the disco urse
produ ced by the teacher, or betwe en teacher and stude nt, encap
sulate s a mode
shift. Often this also involves a shift from everyday to specialised
lexis.
A common context for mode shifting in this data was teacher-gu

ided repor ting (see
for exam ple Class room 1: 7, 11, 16, 18, 23, 27; Classroom 2:
14, 23(i), 25, 31). In
these intera ctions teachers frequently respo nded to stude nts'
mean ing throu gh
recasting their contributions into a more scientific register, usual
ly encapsulating a
field shift. As discussed in Chap ter 4, a significant factor in this
discourse context
is that the stude nts initiate the topic of the exchange, and so teach
er recasting is a
respo nse to stude nt-ini tiated meaning. A similar situational conte
xt occurs when
stude nts are invol ved in small group work, and the teacher
briefly visits each
group in turn to ask them what they had found out. Texts 5.1
- 5.4 in this chapt er
exemplify these contexts, and are glossed as Recasting by the teache
r.
Both teachers also used some metalanguage with the stude nts

to make explicit the
fact that they were learni ng to use a new register; for exam
ple they frequ ently
referred to 'talking like scientists'. Though not in itself an actua
l instan tiatio n of
mode shift, this use of metal angua ge brings to stude nts' notice
, and gives them
access to, the kinds of linguistic resources they need in order
to use the register.
Texts 5.5-5 .10 illustrate this, glossed as Making the new registe
r explicit.
Often, rathe r than recasting stude nt wording, teachers simpl y
prom pted stude nts
to reformulate what they had said themselves. Frequently this
prom pting drew on
the metalinguistic know ledge that the teacher had built up with
the stude nts and
they were able to produ ce the new word ing alone. Texts 5.115.13 are examples
of this, glossed as Reminding and Handing Over.
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In this data, mode shifting also occurred in a reverse direc
tion, as a move towa rds
less context-reduced language, when for example the teach
er 'unpa cked ' writt en
instructions. These examples are linguistic instantiations
of how inpu t can be made
comprehensible to learners while new linguistic inpu t is
still provi ded. Texts 5.145.16 illustrate this, glossed as Unpacking written language.

While these head ings repre sent the kinds of mode shifts
that occu rred in these
data, they shou ld not be read as sugg estin g that all insta
nces of mode shift in
classrooms could be described in this way. One obvious
and addit ional context,
which did not occur in this data set, woul d be situations
wher e interactions take
place arou nd the readi ng of writt en texts. A study of
mode shifti ng in such
contexts woul d offer valuable insights into its role in medi
ating the use of literacy
tools. The focus of this study , however, is the less wellresearched area of spok en
discourse.

Recasting by the teacher
The texts in this section (5.1-5.4) illustrate how a stude
nt's contr ibuti on is recast
by the teacher into more register appro priate wording, or
what Lemke refers to as
a "foreign 'register' withi n English" (Lemke 1990a, p. 172).
Text 5.1
Classroom 2: Episode 15

Context
This text occu rred durin g a repor ting session with the
teacher after the stude nts
had taken part in small grou p work wher e they experimen
ted with magnetic and
non-magnetic materials.
STUD ENTS
1

2

Ma: Miss I thoug ht that all metal
can stick on magn ets but .. when I
tried it some of them they didn 't
stick

3

TEACHER
Maro un/ some thing that you can
tell me that you found out last
lesson

OK so you thoug ht that no matte r
what objec t/ if it was a metal
object it would be attrac ted to the
magn et/ intere sting. Milad?
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Mi: I thoug ht I thoug ht that em
the metal coins stick onto the
magne t .. it would n't I put it near
it and it didn't got stuck onto it
OK it 'was attrac ted

Mi:DQ
F: em em I thoug ht that em the ...
em . . Miss what was the object
that em could st .. ? em like .. the
coin could stick onto the magn et
but it would n't

7

to the
magnet?
it wasn't OK good/ Fabiola?

OK you you predic ted that it did/
it would be attra cted to the
magne t and it wasn' t

Text 5.2
Classroom 2: Episo de 18

Context
Here the teacher is talking with a small group of stude nts and
asking them about
the behav iour of the magn ets they are exper imen ting
with. The activi ty
demonstrates that like poles repel.
STUD ENTS
1
2

the the magn ets/ there' s one
magn et here and when the the em
powe r. comes down and gets
power ful it it .. stays on the/ on
the ...

3

so what's this magne t trying to do
.. to that one?

4

5
6

TEACHER
what happe ned?

it's trying to lift it up
OK it's repell ing isn't it/ it's not
attrac ting like it did the other
way. that magnet's repell ing

Text 5.3
Classroom 2: Episo de 23

Context
This occur red durin g a teacher-guided repor ting session follow
ing exper iment s
designed to show that like poles repel and unlike attract.
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STUD ENTS
1
2

when we put it on one pole .. em
faces the other one it doesn 't stick
but when we turned the other one
aroun d . it sticks togeth er

3

4
5

yes Miss

6

(nods)

7

OK can I just clarify somet hing?
you've got two magne ts? they'r e in
line/ when you put. the two
togeth er
like that (demo nstra ting) they
attrac ted to each other I they stuck
to each other I is that right?

when we had em the things the
first one like if you put it up in the
air like that . the magne ts you can
feel . feel the em . that they'r e not
p_ushin_g?

8

9

TEACHER
what were your 'result s

pushi ng and if we use the other
side we can't feel pushin g

10

(child sighs and smiles
appea rs
pleas ed
he
communicated successfully)

OK can you then tell me what you
had to do next. ?

when you turn the magn et aroun d?
you felt that

OK so when .. they were facing one
way .. they I you felt the magne ts
attrac t and stick togeth er/ when
you turn one of the magne ts aroun d
you felt it . 'repel ling .. or pushi ng
away .. OK thank you well done
Charb el

and
has

Comment
In each of these three sections of the discourse, the teach
er's recas t versio n is
thematically related to the stude nts' version, even thoug h differ
ent thematic items
are used: stick/attract; lift up/repel; not pushing/repelling).
The same sema ntic
relations are const ructe d and the same thematic patte rn is
repea ted: they stick
together/ they attracted each other; you can feel they're not pushing/ you
felt it repelling.
In descr ibing one of the ways in which science teachers
build up basic seman tic
relationships for thematic development, Lemke refers to a teach
er's use of 'local
equiv alenc e', wher eby two expre ssion s are mark ed as equiv
alent withi n the
thematic patte rn being built up. Lemke describes how the
teach er places both
word s in a "parallel environment", meaning that the word s and
expressions to be
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mark ed as equiv alent (or perh aps as in contr ast)
occu py the same or
corre spon ding 'slots' in a similar or identical grammatic
al const ructi on (Lemke
1990a). In the exam ple abov e, the teach er's respo
nse follo ws close ly the
grammatical construction of the stude nt, and the discourse
to whic h both teacher
and stude nt contribute constructs this parallel environme
nt. This is close to what
Lemke refers to as "the stron gest parallelism", whic h has
exactly the same word s
prece ding or following the contrasted or equated ones. Later
in the topic however,
as Part 2 of this chap ter will show , teachers recontextu
alise stude nts' earlie r
contributions to the discourse some what differently, by
using different word ings
and grammar.
In each of the texts the teacher recodes stude nts' 'ever
y-day ' word ings. These
stude nt word ings (stick; lift it up; and pushing/ not pushi
ng) are accepted by the
teacher. By respo nding to the meaning of what stude nts
are saying, she allows for
comm unica tion to proce ed, while at the same time her
respo nse recasts these
meanings as attract and repel, and so gives the learner acces
s to new linguistic data.
This recasting and extension of stude nt initiated mean ing
depe nds on the adult 's
contribution being closely related to, and thus following,
the stude nt's contribution.
In Chap ter 4 this was discu ssed as the teacher 'lead
ing from behin d'. While
following the learner's lead and C;lCCepting as a valid contr
ibutio n the information
given, she at the same time provi des alternative lingu
istic forms to enco de the
learner's mean ing in more context-appropriate ways. In this
process new meanings
are collaboratively qeve loped . The teacher's responses
sugg est the Vygotskian
notio n of the ZPD: the teacher takes as a starting point what
the stude nt is able to
contribute, but scaffolds the language they will later be
expected to use. Focusing
on the role of the adult in early first langu age developm
ent, Wells (1981) point s
out that adult contr ibutio ns to discourse must be modi
fied in timing, form and
content to the child's receptive capacities, but at the same
time they must prov ide
the mean s for the child to increase their linguistic resou
rces and, throu gh these
resources, their unde rstan ding of the content of the comm
unication. These texts
show how the same proce ss can occur in class room
interactions. It is wort h
considering how the interactional context is set up so
that such interactions are
likely to occur.
What is similar in each of the examples is the initial move
Text 5.1:

by the teacher:

Maro un/ something that you can tell me that you found
out last
lesson
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Text 5.2:

what happened ?

Text 5.3:

what were your results?

In all three examples, the teacher invites the student to give information which she

(the teacher) does not already possess. The students are the 'primary kno~ers'
(Berry 1981) in that they possess specific informat ion (what happene d in their
group work) that the teacher does not have. Although of course it is the teacher
who is in control of the knowled ge associate d with the overall thematic
developm ent of the unit of work, such initiating moves temporar ily locate that
control in the student, which sets up a context where students are able to be the
initiators of the specific topic of the exchange: they enter the discourse on their
own terms. This issue is taken up further in Chapter 7.
In text 5.3, the teacher's questions lead to an opportun ity for her to model both

attract and repel in turn. She begins by asking about the results of the experiment,
which the student then describes in a single turn. The teacher responds with can I
just clarify something (3) even though the informat ion that Charbel has given is
apparent ly adequate as a response to her initial question. She appears to want
him to describe each step in turn, asking can you tell me what you had to do next {6).
As he responds by retelling each part of the experiment, describing how he held the
magnet first one way and them another, an opportun ity is provided for the teacher
to focus first on attract (5) and then repel (10). It is worth noting however that the
shift between commonsense and technical here is not a simple linear process. If we
focus simply on the teacher's contribut ions, it can be seen that they include
instances of three distinct 'points' along the spoken-w ritten (mode) continuu m,
representing in each case what is essentially the same propositional content. These
can be characterised as 'formal', representing the standard lexis of school science;
'everyday', represent ing the informal spoken language familiar to the children; and
'context embedde d', represen ting those parts of the discourse which contain
exophoric reference and are bound up with and rely on the immedia te and visual
context. There is therefore considera ble message redundan cy operatin g here
through the modal shifts. Figure 5.1 illustrates the mode shifting by which this
redundan cy is achieved.
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Fig 5.1 Mode shiftin g
STUD ENT

TEACHER

TEACHER

(Forma l)

TEACHER

(Every day)

(Conte xt
embed ded)

it sticks together

like that
(demonstratin!<)

they attract ed
to each other
they stuck to
each other

you can feel ...
that they're not
pushin g ... if we
use the other
side we can't feel
pushin g
when they were
facing one way
you felt the
magnets attract

and stick
togeth er
wheny outum
one of the
magnets around
you felt it
repelli ng
or pushing
away

The mode shifts eviden t in the teacher's discourse when it is examined

in this way

offer a micro-perspective on the way in which the discourse operates

as a linguistic
bridge betwe en studen ts' curren t language abilities and the deman ds
of the school
curric ulum, (a process characterised in Chapt er 6 as mediation). Explo
ring the
mode shifts within the discourse also offers a linguistic perspective
on one way
'comp rehens ible input' may be achieved, a point which is taken
up furthe r in
Chapt er 7.
Text 5.4

Classr oom 2: Episode 32
Conte xt
In the following example of recasting, the teacher recodes the studen
t's contribution
by foregrounding the point of comparison between larger and smaller
magnets
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STUD ENT
big magnets are powerful

TEACHER

em bigger magnets are stronger and small
magnets are less stronger

OK Mary I do you just want to
exten d on that/ when I was up
the back you were talking about
that/ can you repea t what you
said then?

OK/ so two peopl e said that the
bigger the magn et the stron ger it
is

Comment
From the point of view of second language learning, it is
impo rtant to note that in
the exam ples abov e the more unfam iliar lexis whic h
the teach er intro duce s,
occurred at a time when stude nts had already deve loped
some unde rstan ding of
the topic of the interactions (that is, they had begu n to deve
lop their own thematic
patterns). Thus learners are given access to the more unfam
iliar register in the light
of the schematic know ledge they have built up by takin
g part in the activities. It
follows that a teach er in this context is poten tially able
to use aspec ts of the
lexico-grammar beyo nd what migh t be unde rstoo d if learn
ers had not first taken
part in the smal l grou p experiences, and were with
out these as a basis for
intera ction and interp retati on. The teaching of new langu
age at this poin t in a
seque nce of episo des sugg ests some paral lel to the princ
iple withi n bilin gual
prog rams , whic h sugg ests that learn ing shou ld occur
first in Ll as a basis to
learning in L2; here, thoug h, the relationship is betw een
different registers (from
familiar to new register) rathe r than betw een different
langu ages (from first to
second language). As Lemke points out, the learning of scien
ce language represents
the learn ing of a 'foreign register', and so stude nts
are, in effect, "learn[ing]
'bilingually' in both colloquial and scientific English" (Lem
ke 1990a, p. 172).These
points are taken up further in Chap ter 7 in the discussion
of discourse contexts for
second language development.

Making the new register explicit
Lemke (1990a) argue s for the explicit teaching of scientific
language, including the
use of metadiscourse or metalanguage. The following texts
show how the teachers
talked abou t the language to which children were being
introduced, and how this
occurred in the context of actual language use.
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Text 5.5
Classro om 1: Episode 8

Context
In this text the teacher is introdu cing the lexical item attract. This term is
introdu ced after the student s have used a less formal register to describe ~heir
findings, a fact which the teacher acknowledges by saying that the student s had

told me and explained it well. She is standin g at the blackbo ard and writing as she
speaks.
TEACHE R

I'm going to help you with a word today . that we didn't ... no one has said/
because remember we're scientists . and we need to use the proper words . all of you
'told me . and explaine d it very well/ now we're going to learn the proper
scientifi c words for this . what happens is . that magnets at'tract (great
emphasis) . certain things and so rather than say that it grabs it or it sticks to it .
what we say is magnets at'tract and that means . this kind of thing
(demonstrating) so if I. am a magnet and I attract. Carol Anne/ I .. 'bring 'her 'to
'me (demonstrating) . attract . so I'd like for us to think of the other things . that
the magnet at'tracte d (writes 'attracted' on board) and then think of the things
that the magnet . didn't attract .. that didn't attract (writes 'didn't attract' on
board) and I'd like for you to say it in a sentence so we get used . to our proper
scientific language.

Comment
In this text, the teacher is introduc ing to the student s a new lexical item to express
their findings. As the new word is introduc ed to students , the teacher makes dear

that this is not the 'correct ' way to express the finding s - indeed she
acknowledges that the children have already explained it very well -but rather it
is the scientific way, that is, the appropr iate way, to express them. The purpose of
the learning is thus made clear to the children. The teacher tells them to remember

we're scientists, and so we're going to learn the proper scientific words and get used to
our proper scientific language. This emphas is on appropr iacy rather than on formal
correctn ess is intrinsic to a model of languag e which has as a fundam ental
principl e the notion that languag e varies accordin g to context and purpose , and
here this notion is being made explicit to learners . By validati ng the student s'
original contribu tions, the teacher is presenti ng science, in Lemke's terms, "as one
way of talking about the world among others" (Lemke 1990a, p. 125).
As was the case with the previou s texts, the introduc tion of this new lexical item
comes after the experien tial work the student s have been involve d in, and after
student s have come to underst and a new item of knowled ge through their everyday register. New learning is therefore linked to current underst andings : previou s
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conce ptual under standi ngs provid e a 'peg' on which to hang new
lingui stic
knowledge.
The fact that the teacher also writes the word on the board, creating
a multi-modal
context for her teaching, gives the new item added significance (Bayn
ham 1996),
and provid es a visual remin der of the mode shift that is the theme of
this piece of
discourse.
Text 5.6
Classroom 1: Episode 8

Context
This occurred in the same stretch of discourse as the previo us text.
TEACH ER
OK .. now ... could I just have us say it . because I want to make certain
that
we can/ we can talk like scientists . so if I point to someth ing I'm going
to call
on people and see if we can just say it in sentences proper ly I I'll
start/ the
magne t attract ed. the nail. I the magne t 'didn't attract the plastic
top

Comment
The teacher here focuses on the use of attract in the context of a clause
, showi ng
how the new lexical item is conceptually and linguistically incorp orated
into the
new register. Again the use of this register, and the purpo se of the activit
y which
the teacher is explaining, are made expli cit- to talk like scientists. The
teacher gives
a model of the lexico -gram mar she wants the childr en to use, and
which the
childr en subseq uently repeat in an extend ed piece of discou rse (see
Chapt er 6,
Text 6.18, for a full analysis of the discourse from which this text comes
).
Text 5.7
Classr oom 1: Episode 15

Context
This occurr ed in a simila r context as the previo us text, after the
studen ts had
carried out experiments, and immediately before they were asked to
report their
findings to the whole class.
TEACH ER
now I'm going to give you another word for what Joseph was trying to
say ... one
more scientific word, and that is when something doesn't attract ... some
of you
were saying it pushes away ... or slips off ... so instead of saying
the magne t
pushes away, I'm going to give you a new word ... re'pel (said with
emphasis) .
. . it actually means to push away from you (demonstrating with her
arm)
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Comment
Again the new lexical item repel is introd uced at the point of
comm unica tive need,
when stude nts have alread y expre ssed relate d mean ings
in famil iar every day
langu age, using expre ssions such as it slips off; it pushes it away;
they're fighting and
it feels like a strong wind. The teach ing of this new word occur red prior
to the more
forma l teach er-gu ided repor ting session. Wher eas in the previ
ous text the teach er
used the writte n mode to give the word signif icanc e
by writin g it on the
black board , here she accom panie s the teach ing by a physi
cal demo nstrat ion. To
interp ret the new word , theref ore, stude nts are able to call
both on their earlie r
experiences and on the visua l suppo rt provi ded throu gh the
teache r's gestur es.
Text 5.8
Class room 1: Episo de 12

Context
In this text, the teach er mode ls to the stude nts how their findin
gs, which they had
previ ously been codin g as recounts, can be recontextualised
as generalisations.
STUD ENTS

TEAC HER

1

attta~t

thumb

ta~k:z

2
3

magnets attract thumb tacks

4

magnets attract thumb tacks

right now we're going to talk about
all thumb tacks/ so we're going to
talk about magnets . . try it this
way, magnets att[il~t thumb ta~ks
let's try it
remember I'm not talking about just
one I'm talking about all magn ets/
I'm talking about all thumb tacks
so let's try it again

5

the nail is magnetic ... so you tell

me

6
7

magnets attract the nail

8

the nails

9
10

magnets attract nails

th~

nail

again

Comment
In this text, the teach er initia tes a furthe r regist er-rel ated
devel opme nt of the

disco urse, refocu sing the talk away from perso nal recou nts (based
on the result s of
stude nts' indiv idual exper iment s) towar ds scientific gener alisat
ions (1). Thus the
disco urse move s from perso nal under stand ings to the arena
of publi c know ledge .
The word ing throu gh which this new mean ing is realis ed
is built up with the
stude nts bit by bit, with the scaffolding from the teacher gradu
ally reduc ing as the
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studen ts produ ce the target langua ge alone. She makes explicit to the
studen ts the
kind of meani ng they will be makin g: we're going to talk about all
thumb tacks/

all
magnets, -(1, 3), and model s the wordi ng of a generalisation: magnets attra.ct
thumb
tacks. The overla pping speech and joint constr uction here sugge st that at
this point

\ffiderstandings are becom ing shared . The studen ts successfully twice

produ ce the
target langua ge alone (2,4). At this point the studen ts are requir ed
to transfe r their
know ledge with a new examp le: the nail. They rightl y recog
nise that a
genera lisatio n will requir e a differe nt morph ologic al form (nails)
, but use this,
rather than magnets, as the theme of the clause and are unable to
procee d (6). A
cue from the teacher, magnets (6) allows them to compl ete the clause
, althou gh still
not entire ly accura tely (7). There is an immed iate self correc tion from
one studen t
(nails) and this is followed by the whole class produ cing the target langua
ge (10).
The movem ent of this stretch of discourse, and the gradu al remov al
of 'suppo rts' in
the discou rse of the teacher, is discus sed furthe r in Chapt er 6 in the
discus sion of
teacher scaffolding.
Text 5.9
Classr oom 2: Episo de 19

Context
In this text the teache r is writin g on the board sugge stions given
to her by the
studen ts about the words that they expect to use when they write their
journals.
STUDENTS

TEACHER
what could be some words that we/
that I could put up here/ let's have
a brains torm of some words that
we've learne d about magne ts so
that we can write like scienti sts too
.. so .. Josephine

1

2
3

J: repel

4

A: magnetic?

5
6
7

F: unmagnetic?

good .. Amand a
magnetic good girl .. em Francois?
not quite but you've got the right
idea Franco is/ very good/ who can
help him with that word
Belind a?

8
9

B: non magnetic

10

F: non magnetic

alright .. tell me Francois?

11

12

non magne tic . . your idea was
absolu tely right and someti mes we
do say 'un' meanin g 'no' so you were
.. that was clever ... Joseph?

J: attract
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attract
M: Mrs C. when you're writing that
... mustn't you use the past tense?

15

no because I want you to tell me
what you 'know about magnets from
this . . . what do magnets 'do/
that's a good question but it's
somethi ng that you've learned
about magnets / so then it would be
somethi ng that happens 'always/
so we would write it in the 'present
tense ... good question .. that was
good

Comment
This text is of particular interest in demonstrating how the teacher respond s to the
linguistic underst andings of two student s about the use of aspects of the new
register. In both cases the suggestions, though not correct, are respond ed to in
terms of a 'right idea' or a 'good question'.
Francois' suggestion of unmagnetic is acknowledged by the teacher in terms of his
'idea' which is absolutely right (7, 11), althoug h she requires him to repeat the
correct form before moving on. Joseph's question mustn't you use the past tense
appears to refer to the work the student s had done the previou s day, when the
teacher had written attracted on the board and elicited from the children the past
tense form in relation to the specific findings from their experiments (see also texts
5.5 and 5.6). It is perhaps indicati ve of the degree to which metalin guistic
underst andings and terms had been integrated into this curricul um area, and been
appropr iated by the student s. The teacher respond s to Joseph's questio n by
recapping what she had said earlier about the meaning of generalisations (see text
5.8), modelling through her own speech the correct tense for the generalisation she
is seeking: what you know about magnets from this/ what do magnets 'do/ something

that happens 'always. She concludes the explanation with a metalinguistic reference:
so we would write it in the 'present tense. While some educators have argued against
the usefulness of the explicit teaching of gramma r (for example, Krashen 1985),
this text illustrates how knowledge about language can be built up in the context of
actual languag e use. In addition , it illustrates how Joseph's knowle dge about
language has enhanced his understanding of the meaning and form of the language
he is being asked to use.
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Text 5.10
Classroom 2: Episode 10

Context
This text occurred when the teacher was recappi ng with student s what they had
learned that day.

1

STUDENTS
G: all magnets stick to magnets

2

good we used the word stick we
said all magnets stick to metal/
we used another word too/ I don't
know if you rememb er the other
.wml/ Andre does he's bursting /
excellen t/ they at'tach good/
at'tach to metal another word .
that starts similar to that one
Luke?

A (and several).;_jili
attach

3

TEACHER

L: attract

4

excellen t/ that the metals are
at'tracted to the/ to the magnets .
. 'or that magnets at'tract metal/
excellen t/ I think that's a really
good idea of what we did

Comment
The progres sion of this interaction shows how the children were led to use the
word attract, moving from stick to, to attach (perhap s because of its phonological
similarity), and finally to attract. Again we see the teacher foregro unding the
linguistic learning itself: we used the word; the other word; another word that starts

similar. She concludes the lesson (4) by recapping what the class has done that day
in terms of the new lexical item.
Her final commen t is of interest in relation to Lemke's argume nt that teachers tend
to leave the semantics and gramma r of scientific language implicit. Lemke (1990a)
recomm ends that teachers should make explicit the basic relationships between
concept s, and the various ways of express ing these semanti c relation ships,
conclud ing that "students should be required to say anythin g in science in more
than one way" (p. 170). Here the teacher offers two alternatives: metals are attracted

to the magnets . . 'or that magnets attract metal, thereby demons trating two ways in
which the semantic relationship between 'metal s'- 'attrac t'- 'magnets' can be
expressed: by alternat ing the themes she models both active and passive verb
forms. This is signalled explicitly by the marked stress on or and the two second
pause that precedes it.
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Reminding and handing over
After there has been teacher modelling and explicit talk about langua
ge,.

studen ts
are expec ted to begin to use aspect s of the new regist er alone,
(the teache rs
.appea ring to requir e this particularly with regard to lexis). As might
be expected,
howev er, since learni ng is not a linear process, studen ts often revert
ed to more
familiar ways of expressing meanings. In this situation the teachers usuall
y did not
recast the studen ts' wordi ngs as they had done earlier, but instea d,
simply drew
attenti on to the studen ts' wordi ngs, causing the studen ts, in SLA terms,
to 'notice'
the inadeq uacy (for the report ing context) of what they had said.
Stude nts were
then usuall y able to self-correct alone, leadin g to a mode shift within
their own
wordi ng. The term 'hando ver' is used here in the neo-Vygotskian
sense (Bruner
1986), referring to the notion that once learners are able to carry out
a task alone, a
teache r's scaffo lding dimin ishes and studen ts are expec ted to take
increa sing
responsibility for the aspect of the task they have now mastered. It is
worth noting
howev er that the point at which teachers chose to hand over was
indivi dually
determ ined and varied from studen t to studen t, with some studen
ts being given
very much longer period s of scaffolding than others , a proces s which
is quite
consis tent with the nature of the ZPD. The indivi dualis ed nature
of hando ver
relates to the qualit y of contin gency which was discus sed earlier
, and helps to
define what might repres ent one aspect of 'effective' teaching. (See
Chapt er 6 for
furthe r discussion of contingency, and for discussion of its indivi dualis
ed nature ,
see text 6.18).

In the following examples (texts 5.11 - 5.13), the teacher is talkin g with
studen ts in
the context of teacher-guided reporting. In each case she remin ds the
studen ts that
they have learne d an altern ative coding, but gives them the respon
sibilit y for
produ cing it.
Text 5.11
Classr oom 1: Episod e 15
1

STUDENT
S: one north pole standing up ..
next to anothe r north pole which
you put on top .. will push it
away I like it will make it move

2

3

TEACHER

I want you to use that new word
that we talked about .. push
away?
S: it can repel the other magnet
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Text 5.12
Class room 1: Episo de 17
TEAC HER
1

2
3

G: the magn et doesn't stick on the
.. cork
G: the magn et doesn 't stick onto
the cork

4

5

G: em . ah! the magn et attracts

6

7

G: the magn et 'didn' t attract the
cork

STUD ENT

tell me

remember we're scientists now
Gina .
the magn et . ?

Text 5.13
Class room 1: Episo de 17
STUD ENTS
1

M: we found out that the south
and the south don't like to stick
toget her

2

3

M: the north and the north
repell ed each other and the
south and the south also ..
repelled each other but when we
put the/ when we put the two
magnets in a different way they/
they attrac ted each other

TEAC HER

now let's/ let's start using our
scientific langu age Michelle

Comment
The teacher reminder is given either through a metalingui
stic reference to the lexical
item: that new word (5.11: 2), or throu gh a reference to
the natur e of the register
that she expects stude nts to be using: remember we're scien
tists (5.12: 4}; let's start
using our scientific language (5.13: 2}. In each case this prom
pt is sufficient to allow
the stude nts to reformulate their contribution. The resul
t is a mode and field shift
by the stude nt whic h incorporates the specific lexis the
teacher is focusing on. It
could be argue d that these prom pts by the teacher cause
stude nts to 'notice' their
own word ing because it engages them in metalinguistic think
ing (Swain 1996); their
langu age is cons eque ntly 'stret ched ' and as a resul
t they prod uce more
comprehensible outpu t. These texts also prov ide evide
nce of uptak e of the new
lexis by the students. These issues are taken up further in
Chap ter 7.
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Unpacking written language
Texts 5.14- 5.16 exemplify how mode shifting can occur
when the teacher 'unpacks' langu age which she believes

from more to less writt en,

migh t be difficult for some
child ren to comp rehen d. All three texts occu rred in the
same context, when the
teach er was expla ining the writt en instru ction s for expe
rime nts that child ren
woul d later carry out in grou ps. The expe rimen ts were
desig ned to deve lop
stude nts' unde rstan ding of magn etic attraction and repul
sion in relati on to the
place ment of the poles of the magnets, and of the relative
stren gths of the poles.
The layou t of the three texts enab les the mode shifti
ng of the teach er to be
illust rated more graph ically . The disco urse has been
trans cribe d using three
columns. The left hand colum n contains the most conte
xt-re duce d word ing: the
writt en instructions from which the teacher is reading. The
midd le colum n contains
a more 'unpa cked ' recod ing of these instructions: it is more
spoken-like 'ever yday '
langu age with whic h the stude nts are likely to be familiar.
The right hand colum n
contains langu age whic h is context-embedded: here the
teacher is refer ring to the
materials that she is holdi ng or point ing to. Some of the
discourse has been omitt ed
so that the trans cripti on includes only those elements of
the disco urse whic h are
relev ant to the curre nt discussion. Students' contributions
are in italics.
Text 5.14
Class room 1: Episo de 18

Context
The expe rimen t to whic h the teacher is referring here
invol ved placi ng two bar
magnets end on, and then reversing one magnet. The writt
en instructions were:
Use a glass table or a smooth desk. Using two bar magnets, lay
them down in
the same line with the poles close together. Observe and record
what happens.
Then leaving one magnet the same way, reverse the other magn
et. Observe and
record what happens.
Context reduced

(written instructions,
read aloud by teacher)
1
2

3

'Everyday' langu age

Context embe dded

(use of material and
visual context)

"use a glass table or a
smoo th desk"
your desks / desk
surfaces are smooth

that sort of surface over
there
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"lay them down in
the same line"

5
6

no, in the same line

does it mean . next to
each other?

·ma~nets

7
8

lay them like that (T.
demonstratin~)

and it says "with the
poles close together"

9

what are the poles?
ends/ sides
those things on the
side

10
11

12

I would call this the
side (T. demonstratin~)

13
14

the ed~es
the thing that
attracts the metal
object

15

we're talking about
each 'end of the
magnet so that's
what we have to
sav

16
17

T. demonstrating 'next
to' with ma~nets
T. demonstrating with

that the poles are
close togethe r
so there's the same
line and the poles
are close togethe r

(T. demonstrating)

Comment
In (2), the teacher gives an example of the kind of surface to which the instruc

tions
are referring, foregrounding what it familiar to the listeners (JlQUr desks). She
does
not directly explain the meaning of the instructions, rather her unpacking stands
in
the relation of exemplification (Halliday 1995). In (3) she further concretises
the
instructions by referring specifically to a particular surface within the visual range
of the studen ts; the text is exophorically referenced (that surface, over there).
The
teacher then focuses on the somew hat unusua l wordin g in the same line (4).
She
poses a question does it mean next to each other? (5). While it refers to the wordin
g
of the instruction, the teacher is at the same time demon stratin g next to each
other
with two magnets. Her question therefore mediates between the written text and
to
the immediate context of the here-and-now discourse. Her question draws a series
of no's from the students. (It is worth noting that a polar question in this contex
t
would almost certainly be expecting the answer no, otherwise the teacher would
have been more likely to have simply given students the information in declara
tive
form: it means next to each other). The teacher's next move is to expand on
this
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negation, and she does this not simpl y by negat ing the origin
al struct ure (whic h
would have result ed in 'it does not mean next to each other'
) but by repeti tion of
the focus lexis: no, in the same line (6). This is furthe r unpac ked
by her next move
lay them like that (7) wher e again the referents of the exophoric refere
nce in the text
are found in the imme diate concrete context of the stude nts. Again
we see how the
teach er's spoke n text media tes betwe en the writte n text
and the imme diate
context. The reference system exemplifies this: the reference
to them in the writte n
text (lay them down) is to be found withi n the text of the writte
n instru ctions , the
refere nt to them in the teacher's spoke n text (lay them like that)
lies in the familiar
world of the classroom in which the interactants are sitting.
The teach er conti nues with the instru ction with the poles
close together (8). In
respo nse to the teach er's quest ion the stude nts offer sever
al sugge stions . They
appea r to know what the poles are, but only one stude nt produ
ces the specific
word which the teach er finally offers: we're talking about each
end of the magnet (15).
She then explicitly draw s the stude nts' attent ion to the langu
age on which she is
focusing - so that's what we have to say - before return ing finall
y to the word ing
of the writte n instru ctions (16, 17}.
Text 5.15
Class room 2: Episo de 18

Context
The exper iment requi red stude nts to place a magn et into a 'cradl
e' of paddl e pop
sticks which had been insert ed into a block of polys tyren e,
and then to place a
second magn et on top. The second magn et then had to be rever
sed and the result s
recorded. The instructions were:

Place a bar magnet into the cradle made by the paddle pop sticks. Place
a second
bar magnet on top. Observe and record what happens. Repeat, altern
ating the
poles. Observe and record what happens.

1

Context reduced
(written instructions,
read aloud by teacher)
"Place a magne t into
the cradle, and place
another magne t on
top of the cradled
magnet"

'Everyday' langu age
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2

so you've got one
magnet in here (T.
demonstra ting) theri
you have to put
another magnet on
top
four turns later

3

"alternati ng the
poles"

4
5

changing (the poles)

6

change it to the
other side

7
8

if you put it facing/
you've got one
magnet in there and
you put it in facing
one way I change the
poles around
(T. demonstratin~)

alternate the poles
so you're trying it
each way

Comment
The teacher begins the unpackin g of these instructio ns by shifting immedia tely to
the demonst ration (2) without the interim step of receding through familiar
language , perhaps because the material object itself can be seen by all the students,
while the material process and associated circumsta nces place .. on top of are not
seen by the teacher as problematic for the students.
In (3) the focus lexis alternating is initially explained through a more familiar lexical

substituti on: changing (4). In her next move the teacher once more embeds the text
within the context, demonstr ating what the students should do as she is speaking
(5). She continue s by shifting the text away from the immedia te context, repeating
the substitut ion changing {6) before returning to the written wording, alternate the

poles (7). The entire clause is then further recoded by the teacher once more in more
familiar language: you're changing the poles (8).
Text 5.16
Classroo m 1: Episode 18

Context
The experime nt here required students to make a chain of paper clips using a
magnet. The instructions were:
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Take a tray of paper clips and a bar magnet. Touch one paper clip to the pole of a
magnet. Make a chain of clips by touching another clip to the first one and so on.
Context reduced
(written instructions,
read aloud by teacher)

'Everyd ay' languag e

Context embedd ed
(use of material and visual
context)

"touch one paper clip
to a pole of the
magnet
'a pole/ OK any pole
"make a chain of
paper clips by
touchin g another
clip to the first one
and soon"
so this one's attache d to
the magnet (T.
demonstrating) and then
you're going to use this one
to try and touch another
one/ another one/ another
one until you make a long
chain

Comment
Here the unpack ing of the written instructions again relies on explicit referen
ce to
the immediate context. However, the written instructions also contain a potenti
al
source of confusion. In the clause touching another clip to the first one, another
clip
functions as participant, with to the first one as circumstance (ie. the point at which

another clip will touch). Howev er if this process were carried out (in a materi
al
sense), the sequence in which it would occur would suggest that a more logical
textual organisation is to foreground the first clip rather than the second, (since
the
first clip is the actor), so that the first one functions as a partici pant in the clause,
(for example, make a chain of paper clips by touching the first clip to another one).
This
is exactly what the teacher does: in her recoding, the sequence of another clip
and
the first one in the written clause is reversed, and are represented in her text in the
order in which the first two links of the chain would be constructed.
Written instruct ions
make a chain of paper clips by
touching

Teache r recodin
you're going to use
this one to try and touch

another one
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Most of the discussio n about the unpackin g of the instructio ns in these three texts
has focused on the handling of lexical items, but there is a further way in which the
written texts are made more 'familiar' . Procedur al instructi ons common ly
foregrou nd the material process in the clause (Derewianka 1990) through its choice
as theme, here for example the written instructio ns have use, lay, alternate, place,
touch and make. A further feature of such procedur es is the absence of human
participa nts. In the teacher's recoding however , the students themselv es are
participa nts in the text and are thematise d in many clauses, (see for example 5.13:
turn 2; 5.14: turns 2,5,8; and 5.15: turn 4). Circumst ances are also recoded in the
context of a visual demonstr ation, so that they become exophori c in the teacher's
text, see for example, text 5.13: in the same line (4}/ like that (7); and text 5.14: in
the cradle (1}/in here (2).
Overall the pattern of mode shifting in these examples takes on a character istic
shape, suggeste d by Figure 5.2.

Fig. 5.2 Mode shifting: visual representation
Context reduced
(written instructions,
read aloud b teacher)

'Everyday' language

Context embedded
(use of material and
visual context)

..... The shift may occur more than once, with the teacher returning to the written
version, as illustrate d by text 5.14, or the shift may simply be back towards more
familiar language , as illustrate d by text 5.16. These shifts, where the same message
'content' is being coded in several ways, produces a text with considera ble message
redundan cy, giving students opportun ities to hear the message in several forms.
In terms of this discussio n of mode shift, it is clear that language itself is not the
only compone nt which is importan t. The immedia te or 'concrete' context also plays
a significant part in 'comprehensibility'. Lemke (1998) argues that meaning cannot
be adequate ly understo od in terms of a single semiotic system such as language :
we do not make meaning with language alone. We use a range of resources in the
construct ion of meaning, including actional and visual semiotic resources. Where
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text is referred to as 'context-embedded', therefore, it does not 'mean' alone. It can
only be underst ood because of its coordin ation with the visual, gestura !. and
actional compon ents by which it is mediate d. At an intuitive level most teachers
recognise this of course, and seek to make languag e compre hensible for their ESL
learners by the use of resources such as pictures , concret e objects, mime. and
gesture, and a range of hands-o n curricul um activities. Here the teacher draws
explicitly on broader semiotic resources to 'unpack' the written instructions she is
reading with the students.
The discussi on of these examples focusing on written instruct ions suggest s the
ways in which a teacher may assist her student s in underst anding the more
decontextualised languag e of written text. At the same time it highlights the danger
of any approac h which equates comprehensibility simply with the avoidan ce of
more complex language. While simplification would probabl y also have served the
purpose of making languag e comprehensible for students , it is dear that such an
approac h would also have restricte d student s in gaining access to models of
alternat ive registers. What is happen ing in the examples discusse d, on the other
hand, is a much richer interpre tation of how input can be made comprehensible:
student s have, within the same situational context, access both to written text and
to more familiar ways of coding similar meanin g, as well as to the semioti c
resources provide d by the visual and actional context. An analysis of the languag e
in terms of mode shift in this way offers a linguistic perspec tive on the notion of
comprehensible input, an issue which is discussed further in Chapter 7.
Part 1 of this chapter has given exampl es of four ways in which teacher s'
contributions led to mode shifts in the discourse, in general from more spoken-like
to more written- like discourse. Making these ways explicit also recontextualises
them as usable teachin g strategi es. In terms of classroo m practice then, the
strategies of Recasting, Making the new register explicit, Reminding and handing over,
and Unpacking written instructions appear in these data to support student s who
are learning to control the more decontextualised registers of school.
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MODE SHIFTING ACROSS MACRO-SEQUENCES OF
DISCO URSE

This section conside rs mode shifting across a sequenc e of episode s, where the
overall discour se of each episode progressively shifts towards more written-like
languag e and into a more formal register. It shows how science knowle dge is
receded into a more context-reduced register over the course of several episodes,
and how this register is jointly constructed by teacher and students . Edward s and
Mercer suggest the process of learning in the classroom is one whereb y teacher and
student s "relate discour se to context, and build through time a joint frame of
reference" (Edwar ds and Mercer 1987, p. 65). The illustrative texts discusse d here
show how such frames of reference are jointly built up through the shared
experiences of teacher and students: and how, through their interactions, student s
and teacher develop shared meanings and a shared language. This process hinges
in particu lar on the linguist ic variatio n which results from changes in the
situatio nal context of each new episode, specifically, a decrease in the degree of
situatio n-embe ddednes s. Linguistically the contexts represe nt a movem ent from
context-embedded to increasingly more context-reduced texts; as in Part 1 of this
chapter, this movem ent is described through the construct of the mode continu um,
discussed in Chapter 3.
The most context -embed ded discour se occurs when student s are carryin g out
science activities in small groups. They are talking while doing, and this is typically
mediate d through 'everyd ay' languag e which is familiar and shared by both
student s and teacher, is context -embed ded and frequen tly contain s exopho ric
reference. Language is used not simply to comment on what is happeni ng, but also
to direct action or discuss procedu ral matters. The outcome of this small-g roup
talk is the develop ment by small groups of children of some shared underst andings
and personal experiences.
Discour se become s less context -embed ded in the teacher -guided reportin g
sessions. Student s report on what they did and what they found out, so that the
underst andings develop ed within the small groups are now shared with a wider
audience. In this process, students are support ed in their reporting attempt s by the
teacher who 'scaffolds' and reshapes learner talk, clarifying with them what they
are saying, and frequen tly recasting their talk in ways more appropr iate to the
situational context. Her recasts incorporate shifts in field and mode, and thus the
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scientific register begins to be jointly constructed, and students also begin to use
aspects of the new register themselves. This situation al context has been partly
explored in Part 1 of this chapter, but here its significance in broader sequences of
discourse is considered.
The most context-r educed texts occur during writing activities, often when
students write in their science journals. From the perspective of the research, this
context is also one where the 'uptake' of the new register can be most easily
evaluated . During the writing task itself there is little explicit teacher-s upport of
the type evident in the teacher-guided reporting, and so in one sense the journal
writing is what Edwards and Mercer discuss as a 'handove r' stage, where the
teacher's support is gradually withdraw n and the students begin to appropri ate
the new learning (here the new register) for their own use.
The sequence of texts in each classroom thus represen ts two of the stages
identified in Chapter 4: doing the task and reflecting on the task.

Texts from Classroom 1
Texts 5.17 to 5.25 come from Classroo m 1, and occurred sequenti ally in five
episodes in the context of learning about magnetic repulsion (Episodes 14-18). As
describe d in Chapter 3, each group of students was engaged in different
experiments, which, while they all focused on the concept of magnetic repulsion,
involved different procedur es, so that when informat ion from the groups was
reported, students were hearing new -althou gh related - information from each
group. This informat ion gap was critical in providin g a social purpose for the
teacher-guided reporting session and so integral to the overall organisation of the
teaching activities. The experime nt which is the focus of the texts involved
students making a 'cradle' with a block of polystyre ne and paddle pop sticks.
They placed a bar magnet within this cradle and a second magnet on top. When
like poles were in contact, the top magnet is repelled by the bottom magnet and
'floats' above the base magnet.!
Texts 5.17 and 5.18 occurred as students were engaged in carrying out the
experiment. After the students had completed the small group experiments, they
were asked to report back to the rest of the class about the results of their own
1 The instructions for this activity can be found in Part 1 of this chapter, text 5.15.
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work. Prior to this reportin g session, however, the teacher talked with the student s
about the 'scientific words' they would use, and taught the lexical item repel (text
5.19). The student s then reporte d back to the class about what they had
discovered. Texts 5.20 and 5.21 occurred during this reportin g, with Hannah as
tP.e reporter. Text 5.22 is taken from Hannah 's science journal, and is the result of
an entry describing what she had learned that day. Texts 5.23 and 5.24 are journal
entries from other student s who had listened to the interaction between the teacher
and Hannah . Following this reportin g session, and after all the groups of student s
had reporte d on their various experiments, the teacher talked with the student s
about any generalisations they could now make on the basis of what they had
done and heard (text 5.25).
Text 5.17
(students carrying out activity)
Hannah
Patrick
Hannah
Joanna
Peter
Hannah
Patrick
Peter
Joanna
Peter
Patrick
Peter

try_ ... the other way
like that
north pole facing down
we tried that
oh!
it stays up!
magic!
let's show the others
mad!
I'll put north pole facing north pole ... see what
happen
that's what we just did
yeah ... like this ... look

The dialogue continues for several minutes longer as the students try different positions
for the magnet, and then they begin to formulate an explanation (5.18). There has been
no teacher input during the course of the conversation.
Text 5.18
(students carrying out activity)
Hannah

Peter
Hannah

Peter
Hannah
Peter

can I try that? ... I know why ... I know why
... that's like .. because the north pole is on
this side and that north pole's there ... so
they don't stick together
what like this? yeah
yeah see because the north pole on this side .
but turn it on the other .. this side like that ..
. turn it that way .. yeah
and it will stick
and it will stick because . look .. the north
pole's on that side because ..
the north pole's on that side yeah
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Text 5.19
(prior to teacher-guided reporting session)

Teacher

(referring to reporting session about to begin)
what are some of the words we are going to use?
(children offer: magnet, attract, metal, north pole,
south pole)
now I'm going to give you another word for what
Joseph was trying to say ... one more scientific word
and that is when something doesn't attract ... some
of you were saying it pushes away ... or slips off ...
so instead of saying the magnet pushes away, I'm
going to give you a new word
.. repel (said with emphasis) . . it actually means
to push away from you (demonstrating with her
arm) so we're going to use words like ...
(children again offer associated lexis, and include
'repel')

Text 5.20
(teacher-guided reporting, teacher interacting with Hannah)

STUDENTS

TEACHER
try to tell them what you learned
... OK ... (to Hannah) yes?

1
2

em er I learned that em when you
put a magnet ...

3

(laughter from Hannah and
children as Hannah is attempting
to explain without demonstrating
with her hands)
when I put/ when you put ...
when you put a magnet ... on top
of a magnet and the north pole
poles are .......
7 second pause, Hannah is clearly
having difficulty in expressing
what she wants to say)
(laughter)

4

5

yes yes you're doing fine .. you put
one magnet on top of another ..

6

7

and and the north poles are
together er em the magnet ...
repels the magnet er ... the
magnet and the other magnet ...
sort of floats in the air?
I think that was very well told..
. very well told .. do you have
anything to add to that
Charlene?
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The teacher invites other contributions, and then returns to Hannah. She invites Hannah

to first show the experiment to the other students, and then asks her to explain it again.
Text 5.21

(teacher guided reporting, Hannah's second attempt)
STUDENTS

TEACHER
now listen .. now Hannah
explain once more ... alright
Hannah ... excuse me everybody

1

(regaining classes attention) ..
2

the two north poles are leaning
together and the magnet on the
bottom is repelling the magnet on
top so that the magnet on the top
is sort of ... floating in the air

3

listen again to her explanation

so that these two magnets are
repelling each other and ... look
at the force of it.

Text 5.22

(Hannah's written text, originally accompanied by diagram)
I found it very interesting that when you stuck at least 8 paddle pop sticks in a
piece of polystyr ene, and then put a magnet with the North and South pole in
the oval and put another magnet with the north and south pole on top, the
magnet on the bottom will repel the magnet on the top and the magnet on the top
would look like it is floating in the air.

Comment
The initial small group activities in the course of which texts 5.17 and 5.18 were
produce d led to the use of highly context- embedd ed language. This is a support ive
context for student s learning through the medium of their second languag e because
of the interrela tionship between the immedi ate visual context, the materia l action
and the languag e being produce d, a point which was discusse d in the previou s
section of this chapter and which is explore d in more detail in Chapter 7. As a
starting point then, this context provide d a source of compre hensible input for
learners and allowed children to develop certain scientific underst andings about
the topic using familiar everyda y languag e, here the discove ry that the position of
the poles is significant to the movem ent of the magnets. A signific ant point is that
student s are being given an opportu nity to develop this shared underst anding

before they are expected to underst and and use more scientific discourse. The small
group work here is the first step in building up the shared underst andings out of
which later discours e arises.
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Both texts 5.17 and 5.18 have many of the characteristics of spontane ous spoken
language as it occurs in contexts where there is visual support for meaning. These
include several exophoric references (like that, like this , this side, that way), which in
~s context are clear to the listeners. These references, of course, carry meaning
s
which, in the absence of a visual context, must be realised in a different way, and
it is in fact precisely this aspect of discourse which later causes Hannah, and
many of the other students, difficulty in the reporting session.
Discourse from this stage also indicates the foregrounding of interpersonal aspects
of language: text 5.17 foregrounds social interaction rather than information about
magnets. As discussed in Chapter 3,langua ge enables speakers to exchange one of
two items: goods and services (including action) or information (Halliday 1985b).
This text is composed largely of action, rather than information, exchanges (Berry
1981); language is being used primarily to control action. It is typical of many of
the texts produced in the small group work around the doing of the experiments;
typically there are a large number of imperatives as students direct each other, (in
this text: put, let). There are also interpersonal adjuncts, indicating affect, such as
the expressio n of attitude and feelings (magic! mad!). Participa nts are generally
human and frequentl y thematised; and they relate to the interactants themselves
(~ tried that; L'll put north pole facing north pole) or to other students; (~sho
w
the others).
As the discourse progresse s however (text 5.18), individu al utterance s become
longer and more explicit, and this occurs as the students begin to formulat e
explanat ions for what they see (note the logical connecti ves so, because).
Interpers onal elements are reduced; there is now a non-hum an participa nt (the
north pole) which is thematise d and this, rather than the interactants themselves,
becomes the topic of conversation. The cognitive challenge inherent in the teacher's
instructio n to try to explain what you see may have been significant here, since it
extended the task from simply 'doing' to 'doing and thinking' (note the use of
explain rather than, for example, describe). Although this is somethin g which a
teacher might say regardless of whether there are second language learners in the
class, the explicit focus on thinking is an importan t one in the light of this
particula r teaching context, where a teacher must balance the need for suitably
high levels of cognitive learning with learners' relatively lower levels of English, and
where learning activities aimed at developm ent of the second language must also
be linked to cognitive growth. Clearly within these texts there is evidence of
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children' s learning of science: the beginnin gs of an understa nding of why the
magnets are behaving as they are, and attempts to hypothes ise about the causal
relations involved. Through the kind of exploratory talk which begins to be evident
here in the small group work, "knowledge is made more publicly accountable and
reasoning is more visible" (Wegerif and Mercer 1996, p. 51).

In text 5.19, already discussed in Part 1 of this chapter, the teacher introduce s a
new lexical item to the students, which students are expected to use in the more
public context of reporting to others in the following episode.
In texts 5.20 and 5.21, the teacher is interacting with the children and helping them
to reconstru ct their experien ces, producin g texts where informat ion is being
exchanged and thus developing understandings which will now become common to
the class. As argued earlier in relation to experime ntal activities in the science
classroom, "activity by itself is not enough. It is the sense that is made of it that
matters" (Driver 1983, p. 49). Lemke writes in a similar vein: "what the eye 'sees'
has little enough to do with science or. learning. It is the sense we make of what we
see, the meaning for us of what we see that matters" (Lemke 1990a, p. 146). In
these texts the teacher is working with the children to 'make sense' of the activities
in which they have been engaged_. Wegerif and Mercer suggest that it is through
being encourag ed and enabled "to clearly describe events, to account for outcomes
and consolida te what they have learned in words" that children are helped to
"underst and and gain_ access to educated discourse" (Wegerif and Mercer, 1996).
Texts 5.20 and 5.21 illustrate one type of situation in which this process can occur.
As already suggeste d in Chapter 4, the micro-interactions between teacher and
students in these teacher-guided reporting sessions are different in several small
but importan t respects from the IRF pattern associated with more tradition al
classrooms. However these differences appear to have significant effects on the
interactio n as a whole. As Cazden points out, "even small changes [to the more
marked patterns of teacher-student interaction] can have considerable cognitive or
social significance" (Cazden 1988, p. 53). In texts 5.20 and 5.21, the interactions
approxim ate more closely what occurs in typical mother-t ongue adult-chi ld
interacti ons outside of the formal teaching context, suggesti ng a different
orientation by the teacher to talk in the classroom. These interactions are examples
of what Chapter 4 described as 'dialogic'. The teacher begins the exchange, for
example, with inviting students to relate what they have learned, rather than with
a 'known answer' or display question. It has been suggeste d that teachers'
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questio ns are often framed in ways which do not allow for student s to make
extende d responses (Dillon 1990). Here, by contrast, the teacher sets up a context
where it is a student , rather than herself, who initiates the specific; topiC of the
exchange, and who takes on the role of "primar y knower" (Berry 1981). Thus
althoug h it is the teacher who is in control of the knowle dge associated with the
overall thematic develop ment of the unit of work, individu al exchanges like these
locate that control in the student . The effect is to modify relations of power by
shifting the location of knowledge, at least temporarily, onto the student , thereby
modify ing knowle dge asymme tries and typical teacher -studen t roles. As the
episode summa ries indicate d, teacher -guided reportin g episode s typicall y
incorporate dialogic patterns of exchange like those in texts 5.20 and 5.21.
As discuss ed in Chapte r 2, adult-ch ild mother- tongue interact ions in nonpedago gic discour se are characterised by the reciprocity and mutuali ty of the
speaker roles, which lead to longer stretches of discourse in which meanin g is
jointly constructed. Here the teacher- student interactions are similar in quality.
Part 1 of this chapter showed how the teacher can 'lead from behind' , and how,
while following the learner' s lead and accepting as a valid contrib ution the
information given by the student, she simultaneously provides alternative linguistic
forms to encode the learner's meaning in more context-appropriate ways. A similar
example, taken from the same reporting session, offers a further illustration of this
process and shows how a teacher's contribution can both extend what the student
has said and shift the meanin g into a sociolinguistically more appropr iate register.
The teacher here provide s the appropriate lexis (repelling) and recasts the student 's
contribu tion into a more written-like coding, thus encapsu lating both field and
mode shifts. The teacher's response howeve r remains closely linked to what the
child has said, through the conjunctive so that, which provides a cohesive tie across
the two turns.
Hannah:

the magnet on the top is sort of floating in the air

Teacher:

so that the two magnets are repelling each other

What is also evident is the reciprocal nature of these dialogic interactions. In the
final exchang e in text 5.21, the teacher takes up the role of a convers ational
partner by expand ing on what Hannah has said and adding a new elemen t of
meanin g (and look at the force of it). While classroom interactions between teacher
and student s can never be symmetrical, dialogic teaching achieves a greater degree
of symmet ry than is the case in traditional teacher- student exchanges. Van Lier
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makes a useful distinction between symmetry and equality,

argui ng that even when
one parti cipan t is more powe rful or more know ledge
able, the talk may not .
necessarily be asymmetrical, if the rights and dutie s of
speak ing are more even ly
distr ibute d (van Lier 1996). The kind of inter actio nal
patte rn evide nt here
illustrates how even exchanges which overall retain an
IRF 'flavour' can prod uce
more conversational discourse when the teacher scaffolds
the interaction rathe r
than instructs directly. The notion of scaffolding and the
role for the teacher whic h
it constructs is the subject of the following chapter.
The dialogic patte rn that occurs in the context of teach
ing-g uided repor ting is
significant in relation to Vygotsky's notion, discussed in
Chap ter 2, that learn ing
occurs with supp ort from those more expert, at the learn
er's "zone of proxi mal
development" (Vygotsky 1978), that is, at the 'oute r edge
s' of a learner's curre nt
abilities. In text 5.20 it can be assum ed that the stude nt has
reached her own zone
of proxi mal deve lopm ent, since she hesitates for a consi
derab le time, and can
presu mabl y go no furth er alone. The recasting and supp
ort she receives from the
teacher then appe ars to be precisely timed for learn ing
to occur; perh aps it is
largely in the ability of the teacher to make such contingen
t responses that the skill
of dialogic teaching lies:
Hannah:

Teacher:

em er I learned that em when you put a magn et ... when
I put
when you put ... when you put ... a magn et on top of a
magn et
and the north pole poles are... (7 second pause)
yes yes you'r e doing fine ... you put one magn et on
top of
anoth er ...

The context of teacher-guided reporting here, and the dialo
gic patte rn by which it
is realised in this data set, also gives stude nts oppo rtuni
ties to prod uce longe r
stretches of discourse: their contributions are whole units
of mean ing whic h are
more written-like than those which occurred in the small
grou p work. Thro ugho ut
the repor ting sessions, as can be seen by the illustrativ
e texts in this and the
following chapter, stude nts regularly prod uced utterances
of four or more clauses
in length, whic h represents a considerable increase over
the responses norm ally
associated with the 'know n answer' or display type teach
er questions which typify
the IRF structure. In many cases this required the teach
er to increase 'wait time',
and on occasions this was as long as eight seconds. Resea
rch suggests that when
teachers ask questions of students, they typically wait one
second or less for the
stude nts to begin a reply, but that when teachers wait for
three or more seconds,
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there are significant changes in studen t use of langua ge and in the
attitud es and
expectations of both studen ts and teachers (Rowe 1986). The impor
tance of wait
time is likely to be increased for studen ts who are formu lating respon
ses in a
langua ge they do not fully control. Krashen and Pon (1975, cited in
John-Steiner
1985), for e.xample, describe the self correcting behav iour of an
adult secon d
langua ge learner, who, given sufficient 'processing time' was able to
correct almost
ninety five per cent of her errors. It is also worth pointi ng out that
in the curren t
study, studen ts did not appea r to became uncomfortable or embar
rassed by the
length of the wait time; on the contrary there were many explicit and
enthusiastic
bids for turns to offer contri bution s. What is proba bly impor tant
from the
perspe ctive of the learner, is that studen ts speak ing in this context
were able to
complete what they wante d to say, wheth er alone or throug h interac
tion with the
teacher, and as a result were positioned as successful interactants and
learners.
Overall, texts 5.20 and 5.21 indicate a marke d change from texts 5.17
and 5.18 in
the relative impor tance of the two major speech functions. Where the
earlier texts
were largely concerned with the controlling of action, here the busine
ss of the text
is the excha nge of information. While there are still huma n partic
ipants (I and
you), there are many more references to non-h uman participants than
in the texts
associated with doing the task; m{lgnet occurs nine times in Hanna h's
speech and
the north pole three times and both of these are thema tised. Thus the
teacherguide d report ing may be characterised as a bridge for learners betwe
en person al
every day ways of knowi ng and the public discou rse of shared
and socially
constr ucted knowledge. The teacher takes on a mediating role betwe
en children's
indivi dual experiences and the public discourse which they are develo
ping, by
using their person al knowl edge to show how generalisations might
be generated.
The following chapter expan ds on this notion of teaching as mediation.
The writte n text from Hanna h's journal (text 5.22) suggests that the
intera ction
betwe en studen t and teacher has provid ed a source of linguistic
input for the
studen t which she has taken up and appro priate d in her writing. In Hanna
h's text,
which was writte n witho ut further assistance other than teacher provis
ion of the
spellin g of polystyrene, her intera ction with the teacher, and her
own secon d
attem pt at wordi ng, have influenced both syntax and lexis.
In additi on there is also evidence that the report ing sessions influe
nced not only

the interactants themselves but also those who listened to the interac
tions as part
of the larger group . The following text (5.23), also a journal entry, was
produ ced
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by a student who had not taken part in this particular experimen t herself, but her
text too echoes both the teacher's recast and Hannah's final attempt:
Text 5.23
The thing made out of polystyrene with paddle pop sticks, one group put one
magnet facing north and another magnet on top facing north as well and they
repelled each other. It looked like the top magnet was floating up in the air.

The final written text (5.24) comes from a child on a special education program
who was also a second language speaker. It is significant in showing some evidence
by the learner of metalinguistic understanding of register.
Text 5.24
I learned that the south pole and the north pole attract. And I learn how to talk
like a sciencetist (sic)

The final text from Classroom 1 (text 5.25) shows the teacher helping students
make generalisations on the basis of their earlier experiments. It occurs after the
reporting session. The teacher is standing in front of the blackboard and pointing
to a matrix to which the students are responding (see Figure 5.3). As the students
respond the teacher ticks the appropriat e attract or repel box.
Fig 5.3 Matrix on board

N

s
N

s

Attract

s

Repel

N
N

s

Text 5.25
STUDENTS

TEACHER
good ... what if I try the south
pole of this magnet and the north
pole of that magnet .. yes Francois
come on a sentence

1

2

Fr: the south pole and the north
pole will attract
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3

4

S: the south pole and the south
pole will re .. repel

5

6

G: if you put the north pole and the
north pole togeth er em that will
not .... that will repel and if you
put the south pole and the south
pole togeth er that will repel too

7

8

Ss (several): repel

9
10
11

Ss: repel

12

good boy I good Franc ois/ alrigh t
and let's try the south pole of this
magne t and the south pole of the
other magn et .. Steph anie

so I would like two ideas that we
get from this .. two general ideas
what we call generalisations .. .
who can give me somet hing that
will happe n all the time not what
just happe ned to us today but what
will happe n do you think ... Gina
do you want to trv

good alrigh t that will always
happe n so we'll say south pole and
south pole ... ?
north pole and north pole ... ?

J: em .. the north pole and the
south pole attrac t

alrigh t .. who can give me
somet hing else .. Jennifer

Comment
The stude nts as actors have now disap peare d from the disco
urse, and what is
foreg round ed is the field of science itself. Stude nts now expre
ss what they have
learne d as a series of generalisations, realised throu gh explicit
written-like clauses.
The perso nal recou nts of the earlier texts are no longe r in evide
nce, and the text
theref ore repre sents a furthe r mode shift incor porat ing a
shift from perso nal
recounts to statements of generalised principles.
This set of texts from Classroom 1 illustrates how the disco urse
shifted over the
course of five episodes from an initial focus on personal activi
ty, realised throu gh
the context-embedded 'everyday' talk within the small group s,
to more written-like
discourse which begins to incorporate some of the register featur
es of more formal
scientific writing. The talk with the teacher in the teacher-guided
reporting sessions
was significant in provi ding a linguistic 'bridge' from the conte
xt-embedded talk of
the exper ientia l activity to the more decontextualised disco
urse of the journ al
writing. Subsequent talk about the generalisations which could
be made provi ded a
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furthe r 'bridg e' away from person al recou nt towar ds the public
and shared
discourse of the scientific topic.
The following set of texts, which come from Classr oom 2, illustr
ate a simila r
process of mode shifting within the discourse of a sequence of episod
es, and again
exemplify the doing and reflecting stages identified in Chapt er 4.

Texts from Classroom 2
The texts from Classroom 2 involve a similar set of tasks. Because of
the numb er
of texts here, comments follow each text.
The texts are taken from episod es 19 - 26 and the discou rse is again
tracke d
across this series of episod es. In the first text of the seque nce (text
5.26) the
studen ts are engaged in doing an experiment in small groups, (the same
experiment
as in Classroom 1, focusing on repulsion). The teacher joins the group
briefly to
check that the studen ts are on task and to find out what they have
done (text
5.27). As the lesson ends, the studen ts briefly record in their journa
ls what
happe ned (text 5.28). The studen ts will later be asked to report back
their findings
to the rest of the class, and in prepar ation for this the teache r asks
them, at the
beginning of the next lesson, to first recall in their group s what had happe
ned. Text
5.28 is an examp le of this small group discourse in which studen
ts recall for
themselves what happe ned. The teacher joins them briefly (5.30) and
the studen ts
reques t and carry out a second 'practice' (5.31). At this point the report
ing session
begins, and Julianne report s on behalf of the group (5.32). As each group
report s,
the teacher draws their attention to the similarities in each set of results
, and after
all the group s have report ed on their individual experiments, the teache
r asks the
childr en what they can see in common with the results. The set of five
texts from
5.33 - 5.37 illustrates how the teacher begins to build this comm on frame
work. At
this point, which coincides with the end of a lesson, the studen ts
are asked to
write down one thing that happe ned in their own experiment, and a
more general
statem ent about the comm onalit ies of the result s. This discus
sion aroun d
commonalities, now based on what the studen ts have writte n, contin
ues in the
next lesson (5.38). The studen ts return to work on the writte n genera
lisations they
had begun at the end of the previous lesson. The writin g samples are
examples of
this revise d writin g (5.39) and reflect the teache r-stud ent talk of
the previo us
episodes. For compa rison purpo ses, the earlier writte n texts compl
eted after the
original experi ment (5.28) are repeated. Each pair of texts illustrates
a shift from
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recount to generalisation, reflecting the mode shift evident in the teacher-s tudent
talk in the series of episodes as a whole.
Text 5.26

(A group offour. students is experimenting with magnets)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

STUDENT S
OK (reads) "then place another .. magnet on top of the cradled .
magnet/ observe what happens"
don't/ put it like that

QhhhhhW:Qii!.h

(loud exclamations)

'look at 'that
how'd that happen?
oh .. 'look at 'that
maaad
(laughter )

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

look I'm not touching that
•• no leave it it's .t,.
hev look at this Andre
yeah look
look what
watch this ...
ohh mad
you turn it over the other side and it won't stick ..

Comment
This text shows similar language features as text 5.17 in Classroo m 1.
Interpers onal aspects of language are foregrounded: imperativ es are thematis ed
(turns 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) and affect is expressed (turns 3, 7, 14). There is
little within the text that would identify its field, and, like text 5.17, the exchanges
centre around the controlli ng of action rather than the giving of informat ion.
Participa nts are human - I, you, Andre - and there is little evidence of explicit
reasoning or the use of "exploratory talk" (Wegerif and Mercer, 1996) at this point.
As pointed out in relation to the equivale nt text from Classroo m 1, there are
implicati ons for the use of such activities in the classroom, namely that while
learning is certainly occurring, in that the activity itself provides a demonstr ation
of certain scientific concepts, the situational context at this point may not in itself
provide sufficient reason for understan ding to be explicitly articulated.
Text 5.27
(The group is joined by the teacher)
1

STUDENT S
TEACHER
put it like that/ put it like that it
goes up .. and if you turn it
around ...
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2
3
4
5
6
7

what's! what's not/ what's it not
doing?
miss it's not touchin g the other
magnet
and if we turn it around it
no it's not touchin g
so you place the magnet ...

and then

8

9

em we turned the magnet over and .
. we . the magnet didn't stick but it
stuck to the

10

11

vesMLc;s

12
13
14

vesMis s

right so this is one side and the
magnet s have stuck togethe r .. OK
alright and. well it asks you here
it says "place a magnet on top of
the cradled magne t/ observe what
happen s and record" .. and then
you've got to change the poles so
have you done it both ways . ?

alright you've done it both ways

yeah we'll write

SQ ~Qy,'~ Ii:S:Qisiing

the other way make it kept up

17

got it/ the one the one at the
bottom / turn it over
it's not touchin g it

20

can you turn it round for me and
show me what it looks like/ I
missed that I didn't see that

em cos they're not touchin g each
other
the magnet s aren't touchin g. right
so there's some sort of space in
between...
the the magnet s there's one magnet
here and when the the em power .
comes down and gets powerfu l it it
.. stays on the on the

23

24

Qlli: · · · ·

let me have a look ...... what's
happen ing there I can you describ e
that

21
22

that

and what happen ed the other
way?

15
16

18
19

so when you had the poles that
way
what's happen ed
there ....

so what's this magnet trying to do?
to that one?
it's trying to lift it up
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25

OK it's repellin g isn't it/ it's not
attracti ng like it did the other
way. that magnet 's repellin g OK/
so that you've recorde d that way .
alright go back to the other one/
you can keep going/ sorry to
interrup t you . just wanted to hear
what you've done

Comment
The additio n of the teacher to the group changes the nature of the discourse.
The
function of the exchanges is now not to control action, but for the teacher to
ask
for and the studen ts to give information. The nature of the teacher's questio
n-

what's happening there? can you explain that? can you describe that?- require s
studen ts to produc e longer stretches of talk than in the previo us text, and
now
their responses incorporate complete clauses. (Although in terms of form these
are
polar questions, the expectation of both teacher and studen ts is not of course
that
a simple yes or no answer will be given. Explain and describe carry the tonic stress
and are the major information units here. In this context such questions appear
to
function as an invitation to the studen ts to 'take the floor'.) The teacher's reques
ts
for information result in talk which begins to reconstruct the events for the benefit
of a listener who had not shared them. This interaction provid es a 'rehearsal'
for
what follows in a later episod e, when studen ts will be asked to explain to
the
class as a whole the results of their own experiments.
Text 5.28

Uournal entries at the end of the lesson, written immediately after the students had
completed the experiment.)
STUDENTS
Juliann e

JOURNAL ENTRY
(accompanied by a diagram of
the polystyrene with paddle
pop sticks and bottom magnet in
place)
The magnet which we put next
didn't touch the other magnet .
When we turned it over it
stucked (sic) on the other.
(accompanied by a diagram)
The second magnet did not touch
the first magne t. Then we
turned the second one over and it
stuck to the first one.
The magnet which we put over
the cradled magne t was
hanging in the cradle. When we
turned the magnet over it stuck
to the other m~et.

Milad

Emily
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Comment
These te?Cts, following on from the teacher's questioning in the previous. episod
e,
provid e anothe r context for the students' use of more decontextualised langua
ge.
As would be expected from the task, they have some of the characteristic
s of
simple recounts: specific partici pants, use of the past tense and a tempo
ral
sequence of events. They assume, however, considerable shared knowledge on
the
part of the reader. There is no orientation and therefore no previous referent for
the
magnet in the magnet which we put next, the second magnet, the first one, the magnet

which we put over the cradled magnet. However, the purpos e of these texts was for
the studen ts to record what had happen ed in their own experiment, in order
to
remind them later of what had happen ed, and the texts are adequa te for
this
purpos e. Emily's text, and the reference to the 'cradled' magnet, appear s to have
been influen ced by the written instruc tions which accom panied the task,
(discussed in Part 1 of this chapter). It is interesting that she has not chosen
to
include a diagram. Emily was by far the most competent English speaker in
this
group, and the deman ds of this more decontextualised recount text are well within
her English capabilities: a diagram would presumably have served no purpose.
These texts will later be compared with writing which studen ts produc ed later
in
the sequence of episodes (see 5.38).
Text 5.29
(The group is recalling what happened in their experiment in preparation for
reporting

back to the class.)
1

STUDENTS
Emily

2

Milad

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Maroun
Milad
Juliann e
Milad
Emily
Juliann e
Emily

10
11

Juliann e
Emily

we have to talk about what we did last time and
what were the results ....
we got em .. we got a . thing like .. this .. pu- we got
paddle po_Q sticks and we got
we out them in a pot
and have to trv and put
wasn't in a pot/ it's like a foam ...

a fQam
a bl~k Qf fQam
and we put it
we put paddle pops around it . the foam/ and then
weput the m~~t in it
and then we e:ot
and then we gQt mother magnet and put it on top .
md it wasn't touchin g the other magnet .. Maroun
your go
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12

Marou n

13
14
15
16

Juliann e
Marou n
Milad
Emily

17
18

Milad
Emily

19

Juliann e

20
21

26
27

Marou n
Milad
Marou n
Emilv
Juliann e
Emily
Juliann e
Milad

28

Juliann e

29

Marou n
Emilv
Milad
Juliann e

22
23

24
25

30

31
32

when we.. when we turned it the other way .. it
didn't stick on becaus e ... becaus e
because?
becaus e em .... it was on a different. side
Emily your go
OK . last week we ... we .... did an experi ment ...
. . we had a . em a block of foam and we um .. stuck
paddle pop sticks in it and we put ... a . magne t . a
bar of magne t .. into the em cradle that we made
with the paddle pop sticks=
that's enough from you ..
=then we put anothe r magne t on top and the result
of this was ... the magne t that we put on top of the
cradled magne t did not . stick to the other magne t
then when we turned it around . when we turned the
other mag!le t around it it
stuck
it stuck togethe r becaus e
and it stuck togethe r becaus e . ~
it ~a:i Qll a d.iff~~nt :iid.~
~on a differe nt side and the other one's and ...
and the poles are differe nt
and the poles are differe nt
and em when .. we put on the ... side it stuck
togethe r ...
becaus e em it was on different sides/ becaus e we put
it on the on the 'thin side and it didn't and we
didn't / it didn't 'stick ..
becaus e the flat side is strong er than the thin side?
no/ becaus e the poles are differe nt
becaus e the poles are differe nt alright ?
we/ we finish

Comment
The jointly constr ucted nature of the text is eviden t in the overla
pping speech
(6/7; 10/11 ; and 22/23 /24) and the occasions where a clause is begun
by one
studen t and finished by anothe r (22 - 23 and 24 - 25). It is throug h this
process of
joint construction that the wordi ng is gradually refined towar ds more
explicit and
writte n-like language. While the notion of comprehensible outpu t
refers to the
language produ ced by an individual, the nature of the talk here sugge
sts that this is
exactly what the group as a whole is strivin g for, and the process occurs
via the
partic ipatio n of indivi dual members. (The relationship of comprehensi
ble outpu t
to group talk is taken up further in Chapt er 7.) Here it is impossible to
unravel any
one studen t's contri bution as the source of the information, or to regard
any one
contri bution as a solo text. An under standi ng of meaning as a joint
construction,
sometimes with the shifting and ambiguous patter ns of meanings which
Maybin
(1994) refers to as "provisional meaning", is necessary to interp ret
texts such as
this.
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In this text there is also clarification of the scientific concepts inherent in the
experime nt, as ideas are taken up and expande d by the group. Three speakers
contribute to the development of information here:

it got stuck together because it was ...
on a different side ...
and the poles are different.
and there is further clarification as the students decide the reason for magnetic
attraction:
we put it on the thin side .. and it didn't stick
because the flat side is stronger than the thin side?
no because the poles are different
because the poles are different alright?
This text suggests the pedagogical value of this kind of discourse, in which both
language and science learning are embodied. Telling others what they know allows
the children to recognise the gaps in their own understanding, and pushes them to
clarify thinking and to engage in 'literate talk' (Chang and Wells 1988). At the end
of this episode, one of the students asked the teacher, can we have another practice,
suggesting that the students also valued the opportun ity to talk in this way.
However it is importan t to recognise that such discourse was the result not simply
of a functionally 'empty' classroom exercise, but the result of a real and shared
purpose for the students, who knew that one or more of them would be expected
to share their learning with other members of the class. The text must also be seen
in its relations hip with the overall classroom organisa tion and the inbuilt
'informa tion gap' which existed between the groups. The students who
participa ted in this text were in the position of 'experts' in relation to their peers,
with the expectat ion that what they chose to say would be heard as new
informat ion by their audience. Thus it is not in the discussion activity per se in
which the pedagogi cal usefulness of such discourse lies; the text must also be
located within the broader context of ongoing classroom discourse, and viewed in
the light of its social purpose and its relationship to the overall organisa tion of
learning activities.
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Text 5.30
(The group is joined briefly by the teacher.)
STUDENTS
1
2
3

TEACHER
how did we go?

we finish
OK so you've said/ described
what you...did...and you've described
what your results were

nl2
4

yes Miss

5

6

OK/ you've remember ed that your
language has to be really precise
because the other children have
got to try and get a picture in their
mind of what you did

Miss can we have another
practice?

7

you certainly can ...

Comment
At this point the teacher's initial contribution to the group's discourse is not to do
with the construction of science knowledge but with the group work procedures the
students have followed. She checks that the students have described what they
did, and what the results are, both of which they will be expected to talk about in
the reporting session which will follow. Turn 5 represen ts a field switch,
(illustrating the notion of different fields discussed in Chapter 4). The primary
field at this point is language; the metalinguistic talk here follows from a reference
earlier in the lesson to the needs of an audience who has not shared in the
speaker's experience (see text 6.8 for further discussion of this point). In her earlier
talk with the group (text 5.27), we saw how the teacher's probing questions helped
students produce a less context-dependent text. Here, in turn 5, her purpose is
similar, but she uses metalinguistic talk to fulfill it. Whereas in the earlier text her
focus is language use, knowing how to use language, here her focus is language
usage, knowing about language. This example illustrates how a context involving
actual language use can also provide a context for talking about language.
Text 5.31
(fhe group has a second 'rehearsal' for the reporting session.)
1
2

STUDENTS
Emily
Maroun

3
4

Julianne
Emily

OK we're each g_oing to have a go at saying it
what's what's 'results?(asking for meaning of
word)
the results?
what happened
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5

Julianne

6

11

Milad
Julianne
Emily
Maroun
. Julianne
Emily

12

Maroun

13

Julianne

14
15

Maroun
Julianne

7
8

9

10

what happened at the end like . what happened
when we_put the magnet on too of
veah at the end
in the be ·
......
OK well what we did first there was
we will start with Emily
in the be ·
what we did first was . we . had a em block of .
foam and we put paddle pop sticks in it to make a
cradle .. and then we got a . em a magnet .. and we
put it inside the cradle/ then we got another
magnet and we put it on top of the cradles (sic)
magnet and . the magnet that was on top of the
cradled magnet did not stick to the . cradled maS!!_et
I think because it didn't stick/ because it was .
because we we turned it on other /the other side
because
'then we turned the magnet onto the other side and
it couldn't stick
yes it did!
no it didn't/ we turned it on the other side

Comment
In this text the shared reporting process is repeated. This time the discourse has

less of the quality of a brainstorm, students contribute fewer ideas individually,
and there is little overlapping speech. In comparison with the characteristics of the
previous text, this text is less obviously jointly construc ted. Perhaps this is
because the students are becoming more confident in their individu al abilities to
report back; however as this text is so short it is difficult to hypothesise further.
The text begins with ·one student asking the meaning of results (2), which refers
back to the last turn by the teacher in the previous text. Other students define this
as what happened (4); what happened at the end; like what happened when we put the
magnet on top (5). This suggests an ability by the students to shift into a more
everyday register, and to exemplify meaning through a particular example, echoing
the same kind of strategy that the teacher had used in explainin g written
instructions, (see Part 1 of this chapter).
Text 5.32
(Teacher-guided reporting, teacher with Julianne)
STUDEN T
1
2

TEACHER
OK/ what did you do ..

J: what's that called (pointing to
polystyren e)

3

what's that/ that's polystyre ne/
foam is another word
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J: we put paddle pops around the
foam and then we got a magnet and
we put it in . and we got another
magnet and we put it on top but it
wasn't touching the other magnet.
and then when we turned it around
. it attach together I the two
magnets . and when we put on the
side they em attach together

5

6

J: it was em on the top of the other

OK so when you say the first
time/ you said that you put the
magnet and it wasn't attached or
it didn't attract to the other
magnet/ what was happening/ at
that time/ the first time .. you
put the magnet in the cradle

magnet/ it wasn't touching it ...
7
8

J:w
J: it was just like on top of it like

so was it just sitting on top of it
~·
·• on toE_?

that
(demonstrating with her hands)
9

10

J: we turned it around and they got

so it was like floating above it? I
OK that's interesting alright/
that's what happened the first/
tell us what you did then

stuck together
11

12
13
14
15

J: em the one that was on the top

so you turned/ which magnet did
y_ou turn around?
OK and then what happened

J: it touched it

OK it attracted .. together . it
attached together I interesting
OK/ let's hear what the other
group did/ thanksJulianne

Comment
Julianne presents her recount almost without hesitation, but as in text 5.3
discussed in Part 1 of this chapter, the teacher chooses to unpack the account into
several stages: so when you say ... (5); so was it just ... (7); so it was like floating ... (9);
so which magnet... (11); and then what happened (13). The teacher's responses stay
close to Julianne's meaning: for example, so provides a cohesive link within each
exchange, and reflects the semantic link between student and teacher wording. But
from the point of view of communicative need, this probing seems redundant, since
the teacher clearly understands the student. Here for example the student's initial
wording - it wasn't touching the other magnet - seems to be unnecessarily
problematise d by the teacher: so what was happening. The student repeats what she
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said earlier: it was on top of the other magnet, it wasn't touching it. Again the teacher
clarifies apparen tly unnecessarily: so was it just sitting on top of it?, to which the .
student respond s by demons trating the movem ent with her hands: it was like on

top. This is perhaps the cue that the teacher is waiting for which allows her to
draw out from the discourse what she sees as significant: she recasts (it was ·like
floating above it) with a final comme nt pointing to the significance of this in the
experimental procedu re as a whole: that's what happened first. Only at this point
does she allow the discourse to move on: tell us what you did then. It can be seen,
then, that there is conside rable commu nicative redund ancy in this piece of
discourse.
Howev er much classroom talk has a pedagogical as well as a commu nicative
purpose . The breaking down of the retelling by the teacher allows the student the
opportu nity to reformulate the wording, as well as to clarify her thinking. It also
takes into account the listenin g needs of the audienc e: the commu nicative
redunda ncy decreases the listening demand s on them. The teacher's role in the
discourse is therefore not simply to recast student wording or to mediate between
personal and public understanding, but also to control the pedagogical direction of
the discourse. While in this text she is in one sense 'leading from behind', in that her
responses follow on from the meanings the student has initiated, she is also taking
the lead in insertin g into the discourse her own contrib ution about what is
significant, while at the same time seemingly eliciting the informa tion from the
student .

In pedagogical terms, the teacher's responses are of course not simply for the
benefit of the student , nor does it seem likely that she has actually misund erstand
the student . Clearly the responses are for the benefit of the listeners too. The
notion of teaching as 'performance' which this suggests is taken up in Chapter 7.
In the following five texts (5.33 - 5.37), the teacher and student s together begin to

build a commo n framew ork into which individ ual contrib utions are drawn
together.
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Text 5.33
STUDEN TS

TEACHE R

1

2
3
4

OK so the the force of it turned it
around and it attached /
'interest ing/ OK . so a 'little bit
different to Charbel's group. did
you find Charbel's group that it it
turned the other magnet around?

yes
oh yes
it turned and touched it ••

5

it did as well/ it turned it around/
excellent OK you need to be
thinking about the 'why.

Text 5.34
STUDEN TS

TEACHE R

have you started to think about that ..
for the first experiment. when we had
the two lying down ... one in front of
the other ... they • they attached to
one side but when . the magnet was
turned around . it didn't attract or it
didn't attach .. Fabiola said the same
thing in her experiment ... one pole
was attracted . to the one pole . on the
'floor but when it turned around it
didn't/ OK interesting . the same group
who did that was Duncan's group was
it/ Duncan would you like to tell us
your results? were they simila[, or
did you find out anything different.

=
Text 5.35
TEACHE R

attached straighta way I mm 'interest ing/ thank you Andre .. so same results again
as the other group .... when it was facing one way you couldn't get it to . attract to
the other magnet/ but as soon as the magnet was turned around . it attracted
straighta way ..

Text 5.36
STUDEN TS

TEACHE R

1

2

OK so you changed . the bottom
one to change the pole/ that's
the same/ would you say that
they were the same results as
the other group?
yes
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Text 5.37
STUDEN TS

TEACHER
OK thank you ... three
experimen ts and you all did very
well/ three experime nts/ three
experimen ts ..... and if you'd
listened carefully ... you could
find that there was something in
!;;OmmQn , .. w:ith th~ ~~:ult:z
Qf all tb~ ex_p_eriments

1

.2hlL.(several)

2
3
4

2hh
oh Miss Miss
Miss

5

6

there's something in common if
you listened to the results and
the descriptio ns .. that were
used. and that was similar in all
. three. experimen ts. Janet
would you like to tell us what
you think
em Miss when they first put the
magnet em on one side .. em it
attracted . but em repelled ..
and the next time they did it
they put the magnet on the
other side and some of the
repel/ the • that did it the first
time it repelled em it attracted
next

7

OK so there was /like an
opposite . OK why I why do you

think that might be happenin g/
she's exactly right .. where the
groups put the two magnets
together and they found out
they either attracted . they
turned it round and then they
repelled .. or . they repelled
first of all . they turned around
and attracted/ the magnets
attracted to each other I And re?
8

em because Miss . the . magnet
which you put on the other
magnet which you turned around
.. it's not the .. like it wouldn't
stick to it because . it's it's the
wrong one .. and it can still feel .
. the.. other side of the . thing so
it turned around and it touches to

mmm

it

9

10

what do you mean the/ what do
you mean the wrong one/ it was
interesting that you used the
language 'the wrong one'
Miss the one like .....
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11

difficult to explain I know I
because I know exactly what you
mean/ we're just trying to find
the 'langua ge. to explain

several turns later
12
13

14

Diana
em the the em the magnets have
different sides/ one that
attaches and the other one that
goes away and when you put the
the/ two that attach togethI the the both sides that attach
togethe r they will attach
together I but if you turn 'one .
you em. would go away and turn
to the other side when it attach
Miss like when people hold the
em the norths together . like
they turn around . each other

Comme nt

This group of texts show how the teacher begins to guide studen ts to unders
tand
the significance of what they have been doing, and how she ensure s that
her
understandings become jointly shared understandings. While clearly controlling
the
discou rse here, the teacher also continues to acknowledge the 'expertise' of
the
groups and name them as the source of the information:
did you find Charbel's group that it turned the other magne t around? (5.33)
Fabiola said the same thing in her group (5.34)
Dunca n .. were they [results] similar? (5.35)
so same results as the other group (5.36)
The teacher also inserts into the discourse what she wishes the studen ts to see
as
significant, reminding the students about a key understanding:
when we had the two (magnets) lying down ... they attached to one side but
when the magne t was turned around it didn't attract (5.34)
when it was facing one way you couldn 't get it to attract but as soon as the
magne t was turned around it attracted straigh taway (5.35)
It is interesting to note that while the studen ts are named as sources of
information

(Charb el, Fabiola, Dunca n), the inform ation itself is now beginn ing to
be
foregro unded in the teacher talk. Human participants are beginn ing to be absent
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from the text, and the actor- the 'doer' of the experime nt- is left implicit in the
passive form of the verb:
they attached to one side but when the magnet was turned around it didn't
attract (5.34)
as soon as the magnet was turned around it attracted straightaw ay (5.35)
The clause themes are now non-human participants from the field of science. The
following pairs of texts from episode 23 provide further example of the mode shift
that is evident in the discourse as a whole. Compare, for example, the change of
clause theme, and consequen t recoding of the processes, as a result of the mode
shift from the first to the second text in each pair.

Individual student reporting on the group's findings
then when we turned it around it attach together
Later, teacher summarising results
(as soon as) the magnet was turned around it attracted
Individual student reporting on the group's findings
then we moved one to the other side and then the other one was sort of
pushing it away and we turned it around ... and when you turned around the
other it stuck to the other one.
Later, teacher summarising results
they attached to one side but when the magnet was turned around it didn't
attract
There are clear implications here for the importance not only of 'making sense' of
individual activity, but also of placing individual recodings of personal experience
into a larger framework of meaning. It has been suggested in Chapter 2 that it is the
enculturat ion of students into this larger framework of meaning that largely
constitutes the business of school; in the absence of this framework Edward and
Mercer suggest that individual discovery may, in cognitive terms, lead nowhere:
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when teachers go out of their way to avoid offering to pupil

s help in maki ng
sense ... of experiences, the consequences may be that the
usefulness of .those
experiences is lost.
(Edwards and Mercer 1987, p. 169)
In text 5.37, the teacher asks what the stude nts could
find in comm on with the
results of all three experiments. Janet (6) appears to recog
nise that this is no longer
a reconstruction of what students did. She avoids nami ng
specific groups, but the
huma n parti cipan ts remain, (thou gh coded some what
less specifically), as they.
Andr e's response (8) begins more appro priat ely with the
magnet which you

put on
the other magnet, and he makes the interesting remark, picke
d up on by the teacher,
that the magnets do not stick because it's the wrong one,
(the wron g pole), addin g
that the magn et can still feel the other side (is affected by the
other pole). Here there
is evidence of some unde rstan ding of the magnetic proce
sses at work, whic h the
teacher affirms, at the same time foregrounding the role that
langu age plays in the
construction of meaning: I know exactly what you mean/ we're
just trying to find the
language to explain it. The final contribution comes closer to
the generalisation the
teacher is seeking. As with Janet, this stude nt appears to
recognise that the kind of
respo nse that is being asked for requires a distancing
from the recou nt of an
indiv idual experiment, but her attem pt relies on a refere
nce to people, (which she
simp ly substitutes for a reference to we) rather than a recod
ing of the information
itself.
In the following text (5.38) the discussion aroun d comm
onalities continues, leading
to the students making some generalisations about magnets.

Text 5.38
(Constructing generalisations)

1

STUDENTS
B: when you press two magnets
toget her it attach

2

3

TEACHER

so if I place that (demonstrating)
to that (demonstrating) it
attrac ts/ what about if I put that
one (reversing the poles of one

B: when you turn one magnet
aroun d it doesn 't attach together
but/ cos it turns around by itself
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4

5

if I put the/ those two ends
together (demonstrating) place
two ends/ they're actually
repelling/ Julianne?

J: it doesn't attach

6
7

8
9

(turning one magnet around) but
they are attaching/ there now

A: oh Miss

Andre?
A: because you turned the .. you
turned the one of the circles to the
other side .. like to the blue one

10
11

there's a circle there and no
circle ...
A: if you turn the circle around it
won't attach

12
13

it won't attach .. if I turn that
circle because. why
A: because Miss they're both/
like/ the north

Later in the same discussion
14

An: if you put the south and north
together then em they will ..
attach but if you put north and
north or south and south together .
. they will not attract

15

16

so if the poles are the same ..
they will repel however if the
poles are different. they will
attract well done/ thank you/
exactly what happened/ Maroun
M when you put two magnets on.

on north north they won't stick
together ..

17

18

north north (demonstrating) no
they won't/ is that it? OK/ can
you add anything else to it/ so if
you put two magnets ... with like
poles together .. they won't
stick/ they won't attract/ well
done/ Robert
R: the north pole and the south
pole .. attract . whereas the north
pole and north pole repels

19

20

well done/ that's exactly what
happened/ you joined those two
together didn't you/ whereas/
some people used different
sentences/ let's try again/ let's
listen to it again
R: the north pole and the south
pole attract whereas the north
pole and the north pole repels
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21

like poles repel
(nods to Charbel from another
~roup)

22

C: Miss it's something like
Robert's

23

24

that's OK if it's similar that's
because we got the same results .
C: em the north pole and the south
pole attract each other whereas
the north pole and the other north
pole repels

25

well done/ that's exactly what
happens/ you used whereas/ the
same connective there/ well done

Comment
The students are beginning to make clear generalisations about the results of their
individual experiments, see for example the first speaker (1). In the earlier part of
this discussion the teacher still makes use of the science materials so that she can
visually represent the meanings of the students, as she did when helping them to
understand written instructions. Here the action of reversing one of the magnets,
which she repeats, also makes salient to the students the process she wishes them
to think about (2, 4, 6). The demonstratio n elicits fr0m Andre an explanation (11,
13), which later forms the basis of the scientific principle involved, which Andrew
begins to formulate (14), and which is developed by other students (16, 18, 24).
Turns 14 and 15 provide further exemplification of Lemke's argument, alluded to
earlier, that teachers should provide their students with alternative ways of
expressing the same semantic relations (Lemke 1990a). Andrew states the
scientific principle in one way, the teacher in another, and, as Lemke recommends,
she makes clear that the meanings are equivalent, here by connecting the two
versions with so, and by the closing comment exactly what happened:
14

STUDENT
An: if you put the south and north
together then em they will ..
attach but if you put north and
north or south and south together .
. they will not attract

15

TEACHER

so if the poles are the same ..
they will repel however if the
poles are different . they will
attract well done/ thank you/
exactly what happened/ Maroun
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The text again illustrat es how metalinguistic knowle dge can be develop ed in
tandem with knowle dge about science. The teacher focuses on a specific
gramma tical item: whereas. When Robert uses this (18), the teacher d.raws the
student s' attentio n to the fact that Robert has joined those two [sentences] together
.while other people used two different sentences (19). She asks him to repeat what he
has said, thus making clear to the student s that she considers Robert's response to
be significant. Here the teacher is focusing explicitly on languag e form; the text
illustrates how a focus on gramma r can occur in the context of actual language use,
and in the service of the learning of subject content. The teacher then returns to a
focus on the message itself and offers a further recast of what Robert has said: like
poles repel (21). Charbel is then nomina ted but appears reticent because it's
something like Robert's {22) to which the teacher responds by reminding him that we

got the same results, thereby also remindi ng the student s of the point of the
discussion they are involved in, namely to identify the commo n principle in the
experiments. The teacher again comments on the use of whereas, this time naming it
as the same connective. (The children were familiar with the metalinguistic term
connective.) This connective is later taken up by one of the student s in the writing
that followed this discussion.
Following the discussion the children wrote in their journals. Four examples are
include d here. For the purpose of comparison, to show how the discourse has
shifted from personal recount to generalised principles, the earlier written texts
from 5.28 are included again.
Texts 5.39
Earlier text (5.28)
Julianne

Milad

Emily

Text after discussio n (5.39)

The magnet which we put next
didn't touch the other magnet.
When we turned it over it
stucked on the other.

All magnets have a side which
repels and a side which
attracts. Magnets don't stick if
you put north with a north or
south and a south but if you put
a south with a north they stick.
The second magnet did not touch When we turned the pole to the
the first magnet. Then we
north and north they won't
turned the second one over and
stick. If we put north and south
it stuck to the first one.
they will stick together .
The magnet which we put over Magnets have two poles. A
the cradled magnet was
north pole and a south pole. If
hanging in the cradle. When we we put the south pole with the
turned the magnet over it stuck north pole they stick together.
to the other magnet.
When you put N with N or S
with S they_ repel.
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The bar that was on the string
The north pole and the south
was trying to find the pole that pole atch together wher as the
atract the one that was on the
north pole with the outher
ground (sic)
north pole repels (sic)

Comment
Each pair of texts mirrors the movement which has occurred in the ongoing spoken
discourse, from personal recount to a generalised principle. Julianne's two texts
show this developme nt clearly: the first is a personal recount and the second
begins to approxima te a report. Human participants are included in the first text,

and appear as themes. Participants, both human and non-human , are specific, and
the text is sequenced temporally as would be expected in a recount: next, when.
'Everyday' rather than scientific terms are used: didn't touch, stucked. The second
text has no temporal sequence; the participants are generic (if you is read in the
generic sense of one) and the non-human participants are the major themes of the
clause complex: all magnets, magnets. The processes are coded appropriat ely as
attract and repel (although this is not consistent).
Milad's texts are less distinct from each other. The first text is clearly a recount,
with reference to we as the actor in the situation, with the temporal sequence noted
in Julianne's text. The second text begins in much the same way. However there is
some evidence of the developme nt of a more generalised hypothesis: if we put north

and north they will stick together.
Emily's first text is also a sequenced recount. There is little specific field lexis, with
the magnets being described as hanging and stuck. Her second text begins with a
generalisa tion about magnets, and there is a clear attempt to sequence the
informatio n as an explanation. Most of the text participant s are nonhuman and
generic (note that we and you could be read as generic), and some appropriat e field
lexis is evident: north pole, south pole, repel.
Andre's two texts also reflect a mode shift, although the first text of the pair does
not contain himself as an actor, as the other early texts do. Instead the bar on the

ground is represente d as actor, although the process is essentially a human one:
trying to find. The second text is a clear generalisation. It is of interest too because
the use of whereas shows evidence of uptake from the previous discussion. Andre
is seen by his teacher as a fairly low level student in terms of English language
development, and his teacher commented that she would not have expected him to
have used this comparatively sophisticated language. Although no generalisation
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can be made from this single example, it appears likely that Andre's text was
influenc ed by other students ' interacti ons with the teacher which he had
listened to.
While all the final written texts indicate some developm ent of the subject register,
it cannot be argued that this is solely the effect of the interactions in which the
students had been engaged between the writing of the two sets of texts: causality
cannot be assigned to a single pedagogic component. However , the written texts
should be seen as reflecting the mode shift towards a more scientific register that is
characteristic of this series of episodes as a whole. They are congruen t with the
pedagog ical direction that the discours e is taking, and exemplif y how the
particula r choice by the teacher of each of the writing tasks was in itself part of the
context of the discourse. The written texts also reflect the nature of the writing
task itself: as Halliday {1978, 1984) argues, language is the way it is because of
what it does. The first of each of the students' texts was written as a recording of
the experime nt which they had just completed, and the teacher had pointed out
that the purpose of this was to help students remembe r what they had done the
following week. The recordings were to be "as accurate as possible". With this
purpose, it would be likely that students would produce a text with the
characteristics of a recount. The second text of the pair, however, came after the
teacher-guided reporting, and the task for the students was to write a statemen t or
generalisation from the experiments.
Thus while direct causality between teacher-student interactions and the written
texts is not being claimed, it appears likely that the students' written texts were
influenced by their interactions with the teacher. The written texts are embedde d in
the discourse in which they had taken part, and it would appear unlikely that such
writing would have been produced without the discourse which led up to and
surround ed it. As Wells writes:
In educational settings ... work on written texts is often at or beyond the
individu al student's level of solo activity, yet is frequently undertak en
alone. In such cases talk plays an extremel y importan t role in
establish ing and maintain ing the commun ity and in providin g an

informal network of mutual support and assistance; it is also the
medium in which the teacher can help to build bridges of understa nding
between the students' spontane ous, dynamic mode of construin g their
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new experiences and the more difficult, because less familiar, modes of
the literary and synoptic texts they are learning to read and write.
(Wells 1994a)

PART 3: IMPLICATIONS FOR PEDAGOGY: MODE SHUNTING AND
LEARNING

In each series of texts from the two classrooms, the discourse has been shown to
move gradually closer to the more formal and public discourse of school science.

This sequence, from more to less context-embedded talk, begins with activities in
which the most contextual ly appropriat e talk is the familiar and day-to-day.
Many of the exchanges in such situations are action exchanges, and since the talk
incorporates exophoric reference, there are in general comparatively few demands
made on students' linguistic resources. With the help of the teacher, particularly in
those episodes which incorporated, teacher-gu ided reporting, the discourse is
refashioned to incorporate more of the features of written language: the discourse
begins to be more explicit, and does not immediately take shared assumptions for
granted. The talk in the teacher-gu ided reporting episodes has many of the
characteristics of written discourse, attributes such as explicitness, connectivity
and coherence, and justification (Chang and Wells 1988). Such 'literate' talk is
involved in giving a dear description, an extended argument or an explanation. In
these classrooms, the process of recasting by the teacher supported the students in
using more literate talk, and ultimately in producing successful written texts. The
talk with the teacher also resulted in students' individual ideas and ways of
knowing being linked to a larger framework of meaning; the voice of the individual
begins to shift towards the public discourse of the discipline. In linguistic terms
this is reflected in changes in clause themes, (for example, from I and we to nonhuman and field specific text participants); and in an increase in the percentage of
exchange structures which give information, rather than control action. Talk with
the teacher functioned as a bridge into this more written-like mode.
H the learning sequence in the two classrooms, from more to less context embedded

linguistic contexts, is compared to more traditional ESL and EFL programs, some
differences are apparent. Frequently in such programs, a learning sequence begins
with some formal study of grammar or vocabulary, which is then followed by
opportunities to practice the target language, in increasingly less teacher-controlled
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contexts. By compariso n with this approach, students in the two classroom s
moved towards the target text, and no attempt was made to present the more
formal register ahead of the students' personal understand ings of the science being
taught. In fact, in both of the programs, most attention to language was given at
later rather than earlier stages of learning.
In addition, in many ESL/EFL programs the language is 'contextualised', only in

the sense that the setting (often imaginary) is presented to the students. That is,
context is equated with setting. In the two classrooms discussed, context includes
not only the immediate (and real) situational context, but the dynamic context
which has been built up over the course of the 'long conversation'; meanings are
made in the light of shared and jointly built-up understandings. In this sense, every
piece of language 'means' in terms of the ongoing story known and shared by the
classroom community.
The analysis thus suggests the intertextua lity of classroom events: "everythin g
makes sense only against the backgroun d of other things like it" (Lemke 1990a, p.
204). In these classrooms, the discourse of each new episode was constructe d by
teacher and students out of the context of previous and familiar thematic patterns
of semantic relationships, and

'he~rd'

within this context. The context at any point
in time both produced, and then was subsequently changed by, each new episode.
Thus the discourse of each new episode contains traces of earlier voices; as
Bakhtin and others have suggested, words always carry with them some of the
meanings of their earlier users (Bakhtin 1981, 1986; Maybin 1994). In Mercer's
words, "the talk itself creates its own context; what we say at one time in a
conversati on creates the foundation for meanings in the talk which follows"
(Mercer 1995, p. 68). In this sense, content and meaning are not givens but "are
negotiated and renegotiated in the face-to-face interactions among members of a
group at particular points in time" (Floriani 1993, p. 255).
In the content classroom, the dynamic perspective on context which this notion of

intertextu ality suggests, acknowled ges the changing reality for learners:
participant s within a sequence of events have a different sense of what and how
things mean at different points in time. From a pedagogical perspective, it is the
ability of the teacher to recognise how things mean to students at a particular point
in time, to be able to stand outside her own adult thematic framework and history,
to 'read' the context through the eyes of her students, that enables her to respond
contingently to their contributions to the discourse.
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This view of context extends far beyond the notion of context as 'setting'. As
Mercer points out:
'context' is not simply those things that exist around the talk, the physical
objects and so on; it is those things beyond the words being spoken which
contribute to the meaning of the talk.
(Mercer 1995, p. 68)
Edwards and Furlong similarly suggest:
Talk is not one distinct item after another. It involves what has been
called "conditional relevance": the meaning of an utterance arises partly
from somethin g else that has been (or will be) said, perhaps some
distance away in the interaction.
(Edward s and Furlong 1978, p. 41)
There are both theoretical and pedagogical implications of taking the dynamic
view of context suggeste d here, rather than a more static, synoptic one.
From a theoretical perspective, a dynamic view of context points to the value of
analysing classroom discourse as a single 'long conversation'. An understa nding
and analysis of the local moments of learning requires a recognition of how they
have been influence d by prior events, contexts and texts (Gilbert 1992; Floriani,
1993). In addition, a dynamic view of context shows more clearly its significance
for language learning: the 'long conversation' facilitates students' understa nding
and use of new forms of language and thematic structures. An understa nding of
the dynamic nature of context consequently suggests a much richer notion of what
constitutes comprehensible input, a point which is taken up further in Chapter 7.
From a pedagogical perspective there are clear implications for the structurin g and
sequenci ng of learning activities in content-based programs : teaching program s
need to be considere d in terms of how far they have provided sufficient thematic
contextu alisation for students to understa nd, and make use of, new curriculu m
'content', and the language forms by which it is realised. In the two classrooms,
multiple sources of understan dings were available, since it was not only the visual
and concrete situation, the 'here and now' context, which students could draw on,
but a 'mental' context, the story to date. Students ' schemati c knowled ge thus
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supported their understand ing of new language, and new language could then be
'pegged' to what was already known and familiar.
The existence of the 'long conversation', and the use of language for authentic
purposes, such as reporting to others, was in large part due to the fact that English
was the medium for learning other things. In classes where the primary aim is the
learning of language itself, contexts often have to be 'invented', and the purposes
for using language, and its field or content, exist only through this invented
context. For example, a language game where students must imagine they are
marooned on an island, and must come to a consensus about what things they
need to survive, may provide opportunities for the practising of specific language
structures, but does not have the potential to create the dynamic contexts in which
language is being used for authentic and ongoing purposes, such as the learning of
science. By contrast, the texts in this chapter show how the language which the
learners produced had embedded within it traces of previous events and processes
that helped shape its existence; such traces indicate how these prior events serve
as a resource for language development. In the language game in the example
above, learners are unlikely to have such a 'long conversation' to draw on: they are
effectively robbed of a potential resource which could support them in
understanding unfamiliar language and producing new texts. Perhaps the language
learning potential of the 'long conversation' is one of the strongest arguments for
content-based language learning for ESL children, especially when that content is
the mainstream curriculum itsel£.2
The chapter also illustrates how different episodes create very different contexts
for language use and how these contexts result in very different language outcomes,
(as shown by a comparison between the register of the students' writing and the
talk which typically occurred at the beginning of the unit). In a year long study
aimed at discoverin g critical variables on school ESL learners' academic
achieveme nt, Saville-Troike (1984) suggests that communic ative activities and
social interaction between students may not alone be sufficient to develop English
language and academic skills, and identifies vocabulary knowledge as a highly
significant factor, (a point which Cummins' argument for the developme nt of
academic registers also serves to underline). Texts produced in the experiential
group work suggest that this is not a surprising finding - subject specific language
is simply not necessary for communication between the interactants; what was
2 The proviso here being that the teacher understands the potential of the curriculum as
a resource for language development.
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most impo rtant to the parti cipan ts was social comm
unica tion. In prog ram
plann ing consi derat ion must therefore be given to the
probability of the targe t
langu age actually being used in parti cular activities. The
mere use of scientific
materials does not guara ntee that scientific lexis will be
used; on the contrary, the
use of such materials in a face-to-face context is likely
to obviate the need for it.
Thus desig n of tasks must take accou nt of the relati
onsh ip betw een text and
context. For child ren learning curri culum conte nt throu
gh the medi um of their
secon d langu age, it is parti cular ly impo rtant to cons
ider whet her actio n or
information exchanges are most likely to be foregrounded
in a partic ular task; how
explicit and field specific the discourse need s to be for
the purp ose of the task;
and what oppo rtuni ties there are for stude nts to use
more expli cit spok en
discourse, 'literate talk', prior to related writing tasks.
Teaching in the content classroom must also take account
of the fact that stude nts
have to unde rstan d and develop curri culum knowledge
as well as deve lop their
second language. It has been suggested that the integration
of concrete experience,
appro priate language teaching and purposeful learning, whic
h helps the learner go
from know n to unkn own, goes hand in hand with the teach
ing of science (Dalton
and O'Toole 1987; Dufficy and Foster 1988). Lemke's comm
ents (1990a) are also
relevant here. For stude nts to unde rstan d science, he argue
s, teachers shou ld show
respe ct for the 'commonsense views' of their stude nts.
To retur n to the word s
quote d at the beginning of this chapter, "we do not want
stude nts to simp ly parro t
back the word s we have said ... if you can't say something
in more than one way,
you have only memorised it". This chapter has show n how
teachers and stude nts
toget her said things "in more than one way". It has also
show n how stude nts'
commonsense views (and everyday language) were recas
t into more scientific ways
of meaning, both withi n indiv idual exchanges and acros
s a series of episodes. It
woul d appe ar likely that such a starting point increases
the likelihood of "getting
past a set of word s to a meaning", since parti cular
(scientific) word ings are
constructed out of stude nts' meanings: in other words, these
meanings become the
catal yst for the intro ducti on of aspects of the scientific
regis ter and for the
unde rstan ding of scientific principles.
Thro ugh the study of the mode shifts withi n and acros
s teaching episodes, this
chap ter sugg ests the poten tial role of mode-shifting in
curri culum and second
langu age learning, and helps to provi de a linguistic persp
ective on unde rstan ding
the natur e of the dynamic context of the classroom.
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CHAPTER 6

The Teachers: Teaching as Mediation

It is essentially in the discourse between teacher and pupils that educatio n is
done, or fails to be done.
(Edwards and Mercer 1987, p. 101).
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INTRODUCTION

Issues to be addressed
This chapter focuses on the role of the teacher in student learning, theorising this in
neo-Vygotskian terms. As discussed in Chapter 2, the teacher's role has been
characte rised in a variety of ways, dependin g on particula r pedagog ical
orientations which differ largely in the extent to which the teacher is seen as
retaining primary control over the discourse of the classroom. This earlier
discussion is briefly summarised here. One dominan t western instructional model
suggests that teachers 'deposit' skills and knowledge in the blank memory bank of
their students. Such an orientation sees the teacher as the holder of knowledge and
of power, and the students as the passive recipients of that knowledge. Language
in this model is a 'conduit' for the transmission of a specific body of knowled ge
which it is the teacher's responsibility to impart and the students' to receive. The
teacher retains control of both power and knowledge in the classroom through her
interactions with students. In contrast to this orientation is the 'progressive' model
historically associated with Dewey and now closely associated with the 'whole
language' movement. Progressive orientations emphasis e the centrality of the
individual student, and the processes of learning. Activity-based and individu al
'discovery' learning is an importan t aspect of this pedagogical approach, with the
teacher taking a largely non-interventionist role as 'facilitator' of student learning.
Both orientations have been critiqued from the standpoint of minority and second
language learners. Transmission models tend to work against central principles of
language learning since they restrict learners' opportun ities for language use in
communicative interaction; in addition they are criticised as presenting a curriculum
sited solely within the dominant culture, and providing no opportun ity for minority
students to express their particular experiences and non-mainstream views of the
world to peers and teachers (Cummins 1996). Progressive pedagogies have been
criticised for their lack of explicit teaching (Delpit 1988), given the fact that
minority students may not 'read' the implicit middle class curriculum on which the
content and learning processes are based. Their focus on the teaching-learning
relationship, and on the processes of learning, may not address the broader social
realities which ultimately require students to control the language of power within
the society.
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These two orien tation s have tende d to resul t in pedag ogica
l pract ice being
described, and frequently polarised, as either 'teacher-centred'
or stude nt-cen tred'.
As suggested in Chap ters 2 and 4, however, such terms are poten
tially problematic ·
in that they prese nt classroom practice as unifo rmly const ant
and unvar ying. The
reality is very much more complex, and as Chap ter 5 demo nstrat
ed, if a sequence of
episodes, rather than a single lesson, is examined, episodes vary
consi derab ly from
each other in the degre e to which they can be characterised
as stude nt-ce ntred or
teacher-controlled. In analy sing the degre e of teacher contr
ol, this chapt er will
suggest that notions of teacher and learne r centre dness need
to take into accou nt
the context and the partic ular pedag ogica l purpo se of partic
ular stage s in the
teaching-learning sequence. It will be argue d that partic ular patter
ns of interactions
need to be contextually justifiable rathe r than evalu ated for their
learni ng poten tial
away from the conte xt in which they occur and their partic
ular pedag ogica l
purpose.
Avoiding such one dimen siona l descriptions of pedag ogy as
'teacher-centred' or
'learner-centred', requi res an alternative parad igm for consi derin
g the role of the
teacher:
... a model of the learning process which can accommodate
the teacher
as active partic ipant (as oppo sed, for exam ple, to a custo
dian of
stimu lating envir onme nts) and which , more over, offers
teach ers a
possi ble conce ptual escap e from the tired debat e abou t
'tradi tiona l
versus progressive' pedagogies.
(Maybin et al, p. 187)
In line with the constructivist neo-Vygotskian appro aches
discu ssed in Chap ter 2,
and building on the previous discussion relating to mode shift,
this chapt er will take
up the notio n of teacher as active participant, and show how
the teacher's role as
'mediator' is playe d out in her interaction with students, with partic
ular reference to
second language teaching in the content classroom.

As discu ssed in Chap ter 2, Vygotskian theor y is concerned with
the media tion of
culture. In the school conte xt this process involves the cogni
tive and lingu istic
socialisation of stude nts, as they are initiated by their teach
ers into the comm on
know ledge which comp rises educa tional discourse (Edw ards
and Merc er 1987).
Webster et al define mediation as "helping children to construct
events in terms they
under stand " (Webster et al 1996, p. 28). Effective teach ing
is not simpl y the
transmission of inform ation from one indiv idual to anoth er,
but is a coope rative
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and negotiated process. In Goodman's construal of teaching, the teacher involves
students in learning through personal experience, and then uses these experiences to
make sense of broader phenomena:
In mediation the teacher tries to support the developme nt of schemes
which .will move toward scientific understanding by involving students in
experiences in which they will experience the forces at work, and bring
their own inventions into their attempt to make sense of the phenomena.
(Goodman 1991, cited in Wells 1992, p. 301)
An essential aspect of mediation is that through such cooperation, adults can help

students accomplish tasks, (and we can include here ways of using language),
which they would be unable to achieve alone:
Spoken discourse has an essential role to play in mediating the pupil's
apprenticeship into the discipline, both as a medium in which to respond
to and prepare for work on written texts and ... as an opportunit y to
'talking their way in' (Halliday 1975) to ways of making sense of new
information ... in forms that, with the assistance provided by the teacher,
gradually incorporat e the essential features of the discourse of the
particular discipline.
(Wells 1992, p. 291, my italics)
Central to a view of teaching as mediation, then, is the recognition that learning
depends on the nature of the dialogue between teacher and students, and the way
that teachers construct the learning process itself.
The comments of both Goodman and Wells foreground as essential the support
provided by the teacher in the apprenticeship process. Goodman argues that the
teacher "support[s] the development of schemes which will move toward scientific
understand ing", and Wells writes of the "assistance provided by the teacher"
through which students are led to "incorporate the essential features of the
discourse of the particular discipline". In construing teaching as mediation therefore,
it is necessary to consider the nature of this support. This requires the closely
related neo-Vygotskian notion of scaffolding to be explored.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the notion of scaffolding is fundament al to a neoVygotskian theory of learning. It was pointed out in that chapter that a neoVygotskian perspective argues that it is only when teacher support- or scaffolding
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- is needed, that learning will take place, since the learner is then likely
to be
working within their zone of proximal development. Vygotsky himself suggests
that
the only 'good' learnin g is that which is ahead of actual develo pment (Vygot
sky
1978}. Scaffolding is thus the process by which a 'mentor' helps a learner
know how
to do something, so that they will be able to do it alone in the future. It is
thus
temporary assistance aimed at helping learners move toward s new skills, concep
ts
and understandings.
Webster et al (1996} argue that rather than tasks per se, it is the nature of
the
scaffolding within them which mediates unders tandin g, and that this is largely
instant iated throug h dialog ue betwee n teacher and studen ts. Media tion
and
scaffolding are therefore not the same thing, rather, in the classroom, the teacher
's
scaffolding repres ents an outwa rd manife station of mediat ion in action,
its
realisation in practice. In short, scaffolding is the means by which mediation occurs.
In this chapter, the focus is on how scaffolding occurs in spoken interaction
I.

A numbe r of researchers have sugges ted that a distinction needs to be made
between what counts as 'scaffolding'; and what is simply 'help' (Maybin et al
1992;
Mercer 1994; Webster et al 1996}. Maybin et al sugges t that scaffolding can
be
defined in quite specific ways:
Scaffolding ... is help which will enable a learner to accomplish a task
which they would not have been quite able to manage on their own ...
which is intend ed to bring the learner closer to a state of competence
which will enable them eventually to complete such a task on their own ..
. scaffolding is the help given in the pursui t of a specific learning activity .
. . To know whethe r or not some help counts as 'scaffolding', we would
need to have at the very least some evidence of a teacher wishin g to
enable a child to develop a specific skill, grasp a particu lar concept or
achieve a particular level of understanding.
(Maybin et al 1992, p. 188}
They go on to sugges t that two more stringe nt criteria for describing 'help'
as
'scaffolding' would be, first, some evidence of a learner successfully completing
the
task with the teacher's help, and second, evidence of a learner having achiev
ed a
greater level of indepe ndent competence as a result of the scaffolding experie
nce.
1 It is not suggest ed that interactions provide the only context in which scaffold
ing can
occur, (for example it may also occur through written models), but I will
show that
interactional scaffolding is a powerful form of scaffolding for second languag
e learners.
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Webster et al suggest that scaffolding provides a metap hor for the quality
of teacher
intervention in learning, again meaning more than just help to accomplish
a task. It
is aimed at a new level of studen t competence achieved throug h
teacher suppo rt of
studen t activities and proble m solving, but witho ut the teacher taking
over, and
actively assists learne rs to constr uct their own under standi ngs (Webs
ter et al,
1996). They suggest it includes marking out with students a specific line
of enqui ry
and design ing activities tailore d to the needs and exper ience
of a group .
Scaffolding, which they also term 'dialogic teaching', is only effecti
ve when the
teacher has a thorou gh knowledge of both the starting point of the learne
r, and of
the field of enquiry, so that the teacher is able to explore the best ways
of achieving
the aims of the teaching progra m in relation to students' starting points
. Thus what
kind of help is given, and how, is depen dent on the situational contex
t of the task,
not on a hypothesised psychological 'level' of the studentS.
A fundamental factor in effective scaffolding is the notion of contingency

. This was
referred to in Chapt er 2 as the way in which the degree of help is paced
on the basis
of moment-to mome nt under standi ng, so that teachers allow room
for learne r
initiative as a new task is grasped, but intervene when learners begin
to falter. The
importance of contin gent responses was discussed in Chapt er 2 in
relatio n to
second langu age learni ng, and to collaborative meani ng makin g
in langu age
development. Webster et al suggest contingency is "arguably the most
impor tant
quality for teachers to have in enabling childr en to take control
of their own
learning" (Webster et al, p. 151). The notion of contin gency empha
sises the
importance of teaching strategies being based on and responsive to learne
rs' curren t
understandings. Halliday refers to the principle of filtering and the challe
nge zone
where by learners decide what is and what is not on their agenda.
Conti ngent
teaching takes account of what Halliday refers to as the principle of filterin
g:
Child ren will attend to text that is ahead of their curren t semio
tic
potential, provid ed it is not too far ahead. They will tackle somet hing
that is far enoug h beyond their reach to be recognised as a challenge,
if
they have a reasonable chance of succeeding (cf. Vygotsky's "zone
of
proximal development"). Whatever is too far beyon d their power s
of
meaning they will simply filter out.
(Halliday 1993, p. 105)
Van Lier argues that contingency is easiest to achieve when interactants
towards symmetry. Non-contingent discourse on the other hand
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is not anchored within the experiential world (including the here-and-now
context) of all participants, nor does it set up expectancies for what is to
happen next. Perhaps one person follows an agenda which the others are
unfamiliar with, or what comes next is either totally unpredi ctable or
totally predictable to one or more of the participants.
(Van Lier 1996, p. 183)
Contingent interactions, then, are anchore d within the experiential world and
shared agendas of the participants. This chapter explores further the notion of
contingency, drawing on the illustrative texts to define some of its features.
A final point to be made in this introduction is that it is perhaps ironical that while
the empirical research on which neo-Vygotskian theory is based has concerned itself
with the supportive intervention of adults in the learning of individual children, the
development of the key concepts of the theory has not directly address ed the
realities of the classroom, where, in most cases, one adult is responsible for the
learning of large groups of children. It is not unproblematic, therefore, to directly
apply many of the ideas which stem from a socio-cultural perspective to a large
group classroom context (Mercer, 1994; Webster et al1996). Mercer (1994) suggests
that a coherent theory of teaching and learning as social practice has still to emerge,
and likewise Webster et al (1996) suggest that the theory needs to be illustrated and
extended with reference to how adults respond to children in busy school contexts.
This chapter seeks to explore this issue further by providi ng such illustrat ive
examples, and showin g some of the ways in which the teachers in this study
mediated learning through different types of scaffolded interactions. The texts have
been selected because their interactional patterns and pedagogical purpose occur
frequently in the data, but also because they offer a particul ar insight into the
complex nature of scaffolding. They appear to meet the criteria for effective
scaffolding outlined earlier, in that they are aimed at enabling learners to achieve an
aspect of language use, or grasp a particular conceptual understanding, which they
are not yet able to do independently. In most cases, there is also evidence of this
successful achievement as a result of the scaffolding. The texts will be analysed to
show how teachers, in their role of mediation, can actively support learning without
recours e to heavily directed instruct ion, and also withou t recours e to the
deliberately non-dir ective strategies that have at times been associated with
'discovery' learning and extreme progressive approaches.
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The organisation of the chapter
For the purpo se of the analysis it was impor tant to be able to
consid er the
relationship of form to purpo se, that is, the pedag ogical appro priate
ness of a
partic ular patter n. Conse quent ly the texts are group ed togeth er
in terms of
pedagogical purpo se, according to the stages of the teaching cycle or
microgenre
identified in Chapt er 4. These are Review and orientation (orientation
to the new
learning which often involves the foregrounding of existing knowledge);
Setting up
for new task (when the teacher prepares children to carry out a new task,
such as an
experiment to test the effects of magnetic repulsion and attraction); Carryi
ng out the
task (when children carry out the task, in these classes, in small groups);
and finally,
Reflection, (when indivi dual learni ng is shared, made public and discus
sed, and
'sense' is made of what has been done). Linguistically, as was pointe
d out in the
previous chapter, this macrogenre incorporates teaching activities which
reflect a
movem ent along the mode contin uum, from langua ge as action to
langu age as
reflection.
As Chapt er 4 discussed, this macrogenre or teaching cycle recurr ed
several times
throughout the overall topic, and so does not map onto the four or five
week unit of
work as a whole. Rather, each instance of the teaching cycle is made up
of a related
series of episod es which relate to a partic ular piece of learni
ng or to the
develo pment of a concept, (for example, the under standi ng that oppos
ite poles
attract and like poles repel). Thus while the texts in each of the four group
s (Review
and orientation, Setting up the task, Carrying out the task and Reflection)
share a
similar overall pedagogical purpose, individual texts within the group
may relate to
different experiments. In terms of the interests of the study, group ing
and analysing
the texts in this way allows the possibility of considering wheth er or
not texts with
the same pedagogical purpo se, but with different 'content' concerns,
share similar
interactional structures.

The analysis of texts according to their broad pedagogical purpo se is

in accord with
the social theory of learning on which the study draws. Since every instan
tiation of
scaffolding is a highly contextualised pheno menon which takes place
in a specific
social setting with particular participants and for particular task-related
purpo ses,
any attem pt to 'group ' instances according to a taxonomy which
does not take
account of context and purpo se would seem to be at odds with the
very nature of
scaffolding. Webs ter et al (1996) sugge st a simila r mapp ing for
theori sing
scaffolding through what they term the 'components' of scaffolding. In
their scheme,
the first compo nent is recruitment and management, which refers
to the initial
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orienting of the childr en to the task, for example the way that the teache
r gets the
children to focus on the task, either by calling them to attenti on or by
"warm ing and
inspiring" them to its relevance. The second· aspect of scaffolding is
representation
and clarification, when the teacher repres ents the task in terms the childr
en can
understand, for example, discussing with childr en what they alread
y know of the
topic, what they predic t will happe n in the course of the enquir y, or model
ling how
they might tackle a problem. The third compo nent is elaboration, when
the adult
helps childr en to develo p or adapt their concepts, and also includ
es consid ering
alternative ways of procee ding throug h the task. The fourth is mediation,
which they
define as using literacy to work throug h a learning process. The final
compo nent is
finishing, which involv es drawi ng togeth er childr en's classr oom activi
ty and
reflecting on its proces s and worth . Barnes (1976) presen ts a simila
r four stage
learning sequence: a focusing stage, an exploratory stage, a reorganising
stage and a
public stage. Reid at al (1989), adapti ng this, sugge st a five stage model
of learning,
namely engagement, exploration, transformation, presentation and reflect
ion.
At the end of the chapte r, some conclu sions are sugge sted relatin
g to the
significance of partic ular patter ns of interactional struct ures at each
of the four
stages, and about the socio-cultural nature of the jointly constr ucted discou
rse.
It should be noted that the linear nature of the organisation of the chapte
r should
not be read as imply ing that scaffolding is itself a linear process. On
the contra ry it
is by nature recursive and reflexive, with teachers continually revisiting
the nature of
the task, the conce pts being develo ped, and the processes being
followed. For
example, the teacher may remin d children of task instructions at times
other than
the stage: Setting up the new task: the giving of instructions are discussed
howev er at
this stage since this was where it most frequently occurred. It must
also be noted
that the examp les and discussion repres ent what is illustr ated by
this data set,
(although it seems likely that similar interactions occur in other classro
oms: see for
example, work by Webst er et al 1996; Edwa rds and Mercer 1987,
Merce r 1995,
Craddol, Maybin, and Stierer 1994, where similar examples of teache
r talk occur).
As in previo us chapters, the texts are accompanied by a reference
to the classroom
and the episod e numbe r, which can be cross-referenced to the episode
summ aries in
. Appen dix 1, and are numb ered in relation to the order in which they
occur in the
chapter. There is also a brief quote from each text as a title: this
is intend ed to
encapsulate, as far as possible, the pedagogical purpo se of the discou
rse and to
give the reader a sense of what the text contains. As in the previo us
chapte r, prior
to each text is a short description of the context in which it occurr ed
to provid e for
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a more contextualised reading, and following each text are discussion comments.

In

order to show the cumulative effects of scaffolding, it has been necessary to include
a few quite lengthy texts.

PART 1: THE TEXTS: INSTANCES OF MEDIATION

Stage 1: review and orientation
The review of research on second language development (Chapter 2) pointe d

to the

need for new learning to be located in studen ts' prior experiences. Wong-Fillmo
re
points out:
By putting the presen t lesson in the context of previo us ones, teachers
anchor the new language in things that they have reason to believe the
studen ts already know. If studen ts remember what they did or learned
on the earlier occasion, the prior experience becomes a contex t for
interpr eting the new experience . . . prior experiences serve as the
·contexts within which the language being used is to be understood.
(Wong-Fillmore 1985, p. 31)
Forrestal makes a similar point about what he calls the 'engag ement' stage,
suggesting:
For the pupils to become engaged in an activity, they need to unders tand
how a particu lar lesson, or unit of work, fits in with what they have
done before and what they will study in the future.
(Forrestal 1992, p. 159)
The mediating role of the teacher at the orientation stage is largely concerned
providing this anchor for new learning. At the beginning of the topic the teacher

with

may
elicit from studen ts what they already know, as a common basis for beginning
the
unit. Thus her mediation can be considered as providing a bridge between studen
ts'
current knowledge as developed outside this particular classroom context, and
the
subsequent new learning. This occurs, for example, in both classrooms in the
first
episode of the topic. Once the topic has begun, and particularly at the beginn ing
of
each lesson, the teacher mediates between the students classroom experiences
of the
topic to date and the learning objectives of the next task, eliciting from them
what
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they have learned so far, or what they did in the last lesson. This also offers
learners a second chance to hear a summary of the conclusions the class has come
to thus far. These texts often have a 'Janus' quality, both reflecting on what is past
and pointing the way to what is to come: they are signalled in the· episode
summaries by the phrase recap and set up, for example see 2:10, 15, 21, 27, 29, 32,
36, where in every case they occur at the beginning of a new lesson. The illustrative

texts included here relate to the 'recap' aspect of the review and orientation stage,
and show how the teacher, through her scaffolding, reminds children of what they
have done and what they have learned, thus providing a shared basis of
understanding for what will happen next, and a bridge to subsequent talk and
learning. In this way, new learning and new language are located within current
understandings.
Text 6·.1
Classroom 2: Episode 21
Try and get a picture in your mind of what we did on Monday.

Context
Very typically, both teachers began each lesson in similar ways, illustrated by this
text. In the previous lesson three da'ys previously, the children had worked in
groups following sets of written instructions to carry out experiments demonstrating
magnetic attraction and repulsion.
STUDENTS

TEACHER
today I well first of all let's ..
connect ourselves back to 'last
lesson/was everybody here on
Monday ... I think we were all
here on Monday .. what did we do.
on Monday? Marcel's thinking so's
Andre/ just think/try and get a
picture in your mind. of what we
did last Monday. Maroun? Maroun

1

~

2

M: Miss we had to go in our groups
and everyone had. some people had.
em things to do and we had to read
each. instr ... =

3

Sl: instruction
M: =instruction

4

5

6

OK so we were in groups/ what
things did we have to do/who can
help Maroun explain that?
Bernadette?
B: like we get . like people doing
the groups like using magnets? .. in
each group like using strings and the
em .. er ... em the magnets . like in
the cradle?
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7

8

D: em like there were three
activities/ we were in our groups ..
and like we had to follow the
instructions.

9

mmm. so you're giving me some
examples of the activities ...
what sorts of activities were they
Diana ?

excelle nt/ that's exactly right .
there were three different
experiments or three different
activities . each group had one of
the activities we had two groups
workin g on each activity and there
were instructions that you had to
do .. to use the magnets .. what I'm
going to ask you to do now instead
of . telling me what happen ed
straight away I I'm going to ask
you to go back . into those groups ..
OK for a minute or two .. and I
want you in your group. to. retell or
recount what you 'did

Discussion

The scaffolding here serves to create a shared under standi ng of what
the last lesson
consisted of, which is then used as a basis for the next task. The use
of 'we' serves
to locate the teacher as part of this shared under standi ng, and repres
ents what
Edwards and Mercer (1987) describe as a 'joint knowl edge marker',
marki ng the
knowledge as significant. Meanings are initiated by studen ts and appro
priate d by
the teacher, creating dialogic rather than IRF-type patter ns (as define
d in Chapt er
4). Throu ghout the discussion, the teacher appro priate s part of each
studen t's
answer within the following question, which in turn pushe s the dialog
ue towar ds
what the teacher wishe s to mark as significant. Figure 6.1 repres
ents how the
appropriation by the teacher is realised throug h the lexical links across
successive
turns, and how from the studen ts' initial answe r {1) she leads studen
ts back 'on
track' to focus on what she wishes to talk about. It is also an examp
le of what it
might mean, in discourse terms, to 'lead from behind'.
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Fig 6.1 Leadi ng from behind: appro priati ng responses
STUDENTS
1

TEAC HER

we had to go in our groups

2

T. appropriates student's
response
T. elicits process from
students

3

4

using magnets, using

strings, like in a cradle

5

exampl,. o~activit i,.

6

7

8

~

what sorts of activities

three activities

~
three different
activities

Ss name processes
T. provides generic
description Of processes as
'activities'
T. requests information
about activities

Ss p_roduce response
teacher is seeking
T. now focuses on the three
activities which are the
theme of the following
discourse.

The teacher begins by inviting the children to "connect [themselves

] back" (1) to the
previ ous lesson, encouraging them not to answer immediatel
y but to first "get a
picture in your mind" of what happened. She appropriates part
of Maroun's answer
(we had to go in our group) in her next quest ion (what things
did we do in our
group s?). Bema dette begins to describe some specific exper
iment s, which the
teach er summ arises as giving ... examples of the activities
(7). She locates this
recontextualisation withi n her next question: what sorts of activit
ies were they? (7).
Diana summarises the work of the class as a whole and the
teacher respo nds by
giving her own summ ary of the work the children were involved
in. Having focused
the children, briefly but very explicitly, on the events of the last
lesson, she links the
now share d under stand ing of what they did to the instruction
for the new task,
which is to return to the groups and retell or recount what you did
(9).
Thus the discourse serves to build up common under stand ings
about what has
alread y occurred and then to use this share d agend a as an ancho
r for what is to
come next.
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Text 6.2
Classroom 2: Episode 27

Can you tell me anything that we have learned about magnets so far?
Context.
This text occurred at the beginning of the fifth lesson, after the children had taken
part and reported on a number of experiments and had begun to produce
generalisations about the kinds of things they were finding out. Prior to setting up
the next activity the teacher gave the children an opportunity to recap the shared
knowledge of the class.
STUDENTS

TEACHER
can you tell me .. anything ..
anything at all.. think about it in
your mind first/ take some thinking
time ... anything that we have
learned about magnets so far ... just
have some thinking time ...
anything that you have learned
about . magnets so far ..... think
.... OKJanet

1

2

J: Miss. the north pole and the
south pole attract to each other

3

OK .. there are two parts of the
magnet the north pole and the
south pole .. which parts attract to
each other?

4
5

J: Miss the north and the south

6

A: most north and • em (don't)
attract to each other =

7
8
9
10

OK so we learned last week didn't
we/ that opposite. poles attract/
good/ Andre

well done
A:=and
sorry keep going
A: and all magnets are strong .
like.

11

12
13
14
15
16

that the same poles/ north and
north and south and south they
don't attract to each otherI
thev ... ?
52: separate
53: repel (several voices)
M: push
repel/ well done OK .. Charbel
C: all metal twisties are magnet

(sic: magnetic?)
17
18
19

all?
metal twisties
we did know that didn't we .
through the tests/ good
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J: magnets can attach to other
magnets strongly

21
22

OK good/ magnets can attract to
other magnets . Fabiola
F: that not all metals . attract to
em magnets

23

yes that was like/ I think/ what
Charbel said .. before when we
started we thought that . we just
said metals . attract. to magnets.
now we know that it's not 'all
metals just 'some metals .... OK ...
you're learning well and you're
remembering a lot which is really
good too. can you listen really
carefully now I'm going to explain .
. we're going to do . two experiments
today and two. on . Wednesday.

Discussion
Again this text serves to make explicit what is to be taken as shared knowledge.
The teacher initially speaks slowly with quite consider able pausing, and a
suggestion that the children think about what they have done in your mind first
repeating that they should take some thinking time. This encourag ement to reflect
before trying to answer is a strategy often used by this teacher (see, for example, the
previous text). Given that an increase in wait time has been shown to result in
increases in the quality and length of student answers (Swift, Gooding and Swift,
1988) and to lead to more self correcting behaviour from second language learners
(Krashen and Pon 1975, cited in John-Steiner 1975), we can surmise that this
'enforced' wait time might have similar results.
Janet's response (2) is an appropri ate one but the teacher nevertheless probes what
Janet has said and contextualises the statement by adding a further generalisation:
there are two parts to a magnet (3) and asking Janet to tell her again which parts
attract. Again we see the message redundan cy that often typifies these interactions,
which appears to be less for the benefit of the interactant than it has to do with the
teacher's agenda to make sure everyone listening understa nds and shares in the
group's common knowledge. This item of information is then marked as a piece of
significant learning: we learned that last week didn't we (5). The use of the tag suggests
that this is now knowled ge which the students and teacher all share, (the subtext
perhaps being that if it is not, it should be). She also offers a further
recontextualisation of Janet's original contribution by replacing north and south by
opposite poles, thus shifting it closer to a scientific explanation (5).
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Andre's contribution is not clear, but the teacher appropriates it to fit with the
theme of the discourse, recontextualising it as the same poles/ north and north and

south and south/ they don't attract (11). This is certainly not what Andre actually
said- the recontextualisation here is some distance from Andre's meaning and
suggests perhaps that in this piece of discourse the teacher's agenda, (to summarise
the class' learning to date), is very explicitly driving specific kinds of meanings to be
constructed. She continues this turn with a cued elicitation: they ... ? There are
three responses (12, 13, 14), and given the purpose of this piece of discourse it is
not surprising that the teacher repeats the most registrally appropriate and ignores
the other two. Charbel's contribution (16) is similarly made to fit the line of thinking
the teacher is building up. The teacher's immediate response is to agree {19) but she
does not recontextualise what Charbel said and the suggestion seems to be left
hanging. In turn 23 however it is incorporated into the thematic development of the
discourse by being linked with another contribution: that was like ... what Charbel
said. The contribution - that not all metals attract to magnets (22)- is again marked
out by the teacher as significant, and as something the class has learned since
starting the unit: before we started we thought that ... now we know that ... (23). In
her final turn the teacher marks the worth of what the children have said -you' re

learning well and you're remembering a lot (23) -before she sets up for the new
episode.
Edwards and Mercer (1987) describe such texts, where the teacher highlights events
or learning as of significance, as 'reconstructive recaps', and suggest somewhat
cynically that in these contexts teachers often 'rewrite history' by highlighting events
and understandin gs that they see as educationally significant, while playing down
events which they see as less relevant or confusing. We can question, for example,
how far turns 6, 11 and 23 do reflect what Andre and Charbel attempted to say.
This is an issue which is taken up later in the conclusions to this chapter. Certainly
however, the benefit of such 'highlighting' to children learning in their second
language would appear to be significant.
Text 6.3
Classroom 1, Episode 8

We said what we did ... now I want some general ideas

Context
The teacher has just built up with the children a list of things that the magnet
attracted or did not attract, based on their observations of the previous day. As the
children had given suggestions, the teacher had scribed them on the board under the
headings: the magnet attracted ... I didn't attract .... (see Figure 6.2).
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Fig 6.2 Teacher-scribed respon
ses fro m
the ma gne t attr act ed

stu den ts
the ma gne t did n't attr act

the nai l
other magnets
the pap er clip
the lid
the safety pin

the gold screw
the cor k
the five cent coin
alu min ium foil
the bottle top
the two cent coin

The teacher had dra wn the chi
ldren's attention to the fact tha
t this had occ urr ed
'yesterday', thu s und erl ini ng the
nee d for a pas t tense to be use
d. Wh en text 6.3
occurs, the list is still on the boa
rd. The teacher's objective for the
next activity is to
get stu den ts to begin to generalise
abo ut magnets, based on their
observations and
their talk abo ut wh at the y had don
e on the previous day:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

TEACHER
good now I I'd like for you / we're
going to go back into your same
gro ups . and you're going to ans
we r some questions . tha t/ like
tha t
Am and a wa s ask ing / wh y is it
. tha t the ma gne t did n't attr act
the
screw I it's me tal/ wh y did n't it
attract alu min ium / that's me tal
/ but
it 'did attr act . the plastic coa ted
safety pin and it 'did attr act .
the
safety pin / the se (showing coin
s) are me tal/ it did n't attr act the
coi ns/ I'd like for you to come up
wit h some ideas abo ut tha t/ in
you r gro ups / Colin I'd like for you
/l'm going to keep this on the
boa rd/ I'd like for you to give me
. some 'general ideas abo ut
ma gne ts/ som e general ideas abo
ut
on the blackboard) we said wh at we magnets . .'this (indicating the list
'di d/ wh at we 'sa w/ now I wa
nt
some general ide as/ I'll give you
one .. 'magnets 'sometimes at't
ract
'oth er 'ma gne ts/ do they always
?

Dis cus sio n

Again this text is ma rke d by exp
licitness and message red und anc
y. The teacher
leads up to the instruction in lin
e 11 in a num ber of steps, wh ich
involve rem ind ing
the chi ldr en of wh at the y hav
e fou nd ou t so far, by for egr oun
din g the que stio n
which one of the m had ask ed ear
lier in the lesson: how come the
nail (sic: actually a
gold coloured screw) did n't stic
k to the magnet? Par t of effective
scaffolding app ear s
to rest on the alertness of teache
rs to the wa ys in which a stu den
t's questions and
ideas can be app rop ria ted and
built on. In ord er to mo del to
stu den ts the sor t of
things she wa nts the m to think
abo ut in answering this questio
n, she sum ma ris es
and recaps their ow n ideas, the
ir previous learning, and recont
extualises the m in a
wa y tha t highlights the app are
nt anomaly in wh at they hav e
fou nd (3 - 6) thereby
pointing the wa y forward to the
question they are going to consid
er.
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The message redun dancy is created by the syntactic and seman

tic symm etry which
is repre sente d below . This symm etry is achie ved throu
gh the use of two
interr ogativ es (1 and 2); followed by two declaratives (4 and
5), the two mood
types textua lly linke d by but (3). The seque nce ends (6) with
a rever sal of the
polar ity of the previ ous pair, and repeats the propo sition al conte
nt of 1 and 2. The
question at this point howe ver is left implicit.
1.
2.
3.
4.

why didn't the magn et attract X/ it's metal
why didn' t it attrac t Y I that's metal
BUT

5.

it 'did attrac t .. .
it 'did attrac t .. .

6.

Z is meta l/ it 'didn' t attract Z

Pedagogically this repeti tion, and thus message redun dancy
, appea rs to be very
effective as teach er talk: it highl ights again what the teach
er consi ders to be
significant in what the stude nts have found , it serve s to remin
d child ren of how
they shoul d be think ing in the task she is about to set up, and
it summ arises for
stude nts the comm on know ledge of the class to date. As in the
previ ous two texts
illust rating this stage , teach er talk serve s to provi de a link
betwe en previ ous
learning and the new task.

Stage 2: setting up for the new task
At this stage , the teach er media tes betwe en the dema nds
of the task and the
children's curre nt ability to do the task alone, by scaffolding
how the task is to be
done. At sever al point s in this thesis, reference has been made
to the notio n of
explicitness in relation to minor ity learners (see for example,
discussion of Delpit,
and Wong-Fillmore, Chap ter 2). The illustrative texts from this
stage indicate what
it is that teachers consi der to be impo rtant to enable stude nts
to complete the tasks,
and how they make this explicit.
Texts 6.4- 6.6 show how the teacher scaffolds the task for
stude nts throu gh the
instructions she gives. Remembering a sequence of instructions
may be a particularly
difficult task for secon d langu age learne rs, and the scaffo
lds teach ers use here
suppo rt stude nts in under stand ing the requirements of the task.
In text 6.4 stude nts
are asked to retell instructions, offering them a second chanc
e to under stand what
they are expected to do. In text 6.5, following some misun dersta
nding s from some
children, the teacher redefines the natur e of the task. In text
6.6 she demo nstrat es
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the task herse lf, and thus intro duce s an addit ional semi
otic comp onen t to the
interaction. This set of texts is glossed as Scaffolding instru

ctions.

In settin g up the task, the teachers' scaff oldin g is not
restri cted to talk abou t the
task per se. As Chap ter 4 point ed out, talk abou t langu
age and the const ructio n of
stude nt ident ity are some times foreg round ed in the disco
urse, particularly. when
stude nts are abou t to begin a new task. As a numb er of
texts show , the disco urse
includes a focus on the langu age and on the interp erson
al skills that are integ ral to
the successful comp letion of the task. Texts 6.7 and
6.8 show how the teach er
focuses on the langu age that was integ ral to the task.
Text 6.9 show s how the
stude nts are asked to reflect on the characteristics of colla
borat ive grou p work , a
significant aspec t of the settin g-up of the task, given that
most of the expe rimen tal
tasks took place in smal l group s. These texts are gloss
ed as Scaffolding how to talk

and how to be.

What all the exam ples of teach er scaffolding in this sectio
n have in comm on, the
pedagogical function they share , is a deliberate attem pt
by the teach er to set up and
scaffold tasks in such a way as to make clear to learn ers
the boun darie s of the task,
the processes by whic h it will be carried out, and the expec
tations of the teacher.
Scaffolding instru ction s
Text 6.4
Class room 1: Episo de 5
Would you tell me what we're going to do?

Context
In this text the teach er gives instructions to the child ren

abou t a task they are abou t
to do, and then asks for the instructions to be retold. The
task itself involves using a
range of magnetic and non-magnetic objects and a bar magn
et. The terms 'magnetic'
and 'non- magn etic' have not been used by the teach er
at this point . Thou gh no
specific instructions are given as to how they shou ld use
the equip ment , the child ren
are told that they are to record and later repor t on anyth
ing they find out.
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STUD ENTS

TEAC HER
now . what we're going to do .. is . I
have six group s of things up here .
and we're going to get into group s .
and you're going to get ... StacyI
we're going to get into group s and
you may have . there are two
differe nt types of magne ts here/
you may take one . of each . and
they /you have quite a few
differe nt mater ials here and I want
you just /I'm not even going to tell
you what to do with them .. I want
you to do with it .. as you like ....
but I want you to try to find 'out
somet hing from all of this .. so you
need to record this in some wayI
you need to choose a record er so
that your group record s what you
find .. so that you have somet hing
to report back to us/ now tomor row
aftern oon we're going to 'tell each
'other what we found in our group s .
so today we're just going to spend
time . in your group s .. worki ng
with the magne ts and worki ng
with these mater ial but I want.
some kind of record ing . yes Franci s
what?

1

2
3

F: could you piCk the groups ?
I'm going to pick the group s yes .
alrigh t would you tell me Vivien
what we're going to do? ... come on
Viv . said it twice ... Moya will
you help Viv?

(no response from Viv)
4

M: we are going to get .. one . of two
kind of magne ts . and . and . we are
going to go to . one of the group . on
the blackb oard .. shelf and and ..
do what we like with the magne t?

5

yes but there's somet hing very I
somet hing else that's very
impor tant . what else 'must you do?
Philip ? What else 'must you do/
you can't just . do whate ver you I
you 'can do whate ver you like but
you also 'have to do somet hing/
Belind a?

6
7

B: you have to record what_you did

8

P: em we're going to/ we're going to
going to ....

9

you have to re'cord .. what you
found . and what are we going to do
tomor row Philip ?

what are we going to do tomor row?
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P: we're going to tell . what we
found out

11

good boy I you were listening/
that's good Philip .. you're going to
tell what you found out .. not all
groups will record things the same
way and they may found/ may find
differen t things

Discussion
After the teacher has given the initial instructions she asks one of the childre
n to
retell what they have to do. The first studen t asked was unable to do this (the
field
notes sugges t she appear ed not to be listening), and the teacher then asks Moya
to
'help' her. Moya is able to retell most of the instructions, but leaves out the
final
step of record ing (4), which from the teacher's perspe ctive is a major part
of the
task, given that the childre n will report their findings the next day- note
that
record, in variou s syntactic forms, occurs four times in her initial instruction. The
teacher repeats the phrase what else 'must you do (5) twice, underl ining the degree
of obligation throug h marked stress on must. The teacher again draws the studen
ts'
attention to how the task will fit with what will happen the following day (7
- 10).
Each of the three studen t contrib utions {4, 6, 10) is in respon se to a series
of
questions from the teacher: what are we going to do? what else are we going
to do?
what are we going to do tomorrow? which scaffold for the studen ts the key stages
of
the task: to find someth ing out, to record it and to report on it. The scaffol
ding
results in the studen ts naming the processes in which they will be participants.
This
offers additio nal opport unities for children to hear the instruc tion and unders
tand
what they have to do, and for the teacher to make explicit, in this case throug
h the
nature of her questions, what she considers to be the major focuses of the task.
The retelling of instructions occurs regularly throug hout the data (for example,

1: 5;
1:13; 1: 21; 2:4; 2:11; 2:15{iv); 2:21; 2:23(iii); 2:34). It appear s to be a particu
larly
relevant strateg y for second langua ge learner s, who then have an additio
nal
opportunity to unders tand what it is they have to do.
Text 6.5
Classroom 2: Episod e 36

Just so we're clear on what we're doing
Context
In the previous lesson the children had started to write generalisations based
on the
results of all experim ents throug hout the five weeks of work. They had used
a
process whereb y individual studen ts shared ideas with a partner , then with anothe
r
pair, in order to produc e a set of generalisations which they all agreed on.
These
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were later to be written on large sheets of card as a way of recording the work done.
When this text occurred the children were just about to start scribing onto the card,
but since the teacher noticed that some children had begun to interpret the task as
recounting what they had done, rather than making generalisations about the
results, she 'revisits' the concept of generalisation. This suggests the non-linear
nature of scaffolding, and the way in which it is responsive to and thus contingent
on moment-by-moment teaching needs. Here that includes redefining task specific
requirements.
STUDENTS

TEACHER
OK when I took your work and had
a look at it .. I could see . very very
clearly . the sorts of things that you
found out from the experiment . the
sorts of things that you could .
'generalise about .. just so we're
clear on what we're doing . what is
it that we are 'writing when we
'write a 'generalisati on .. OK so
we're 'making generalisati ons or
we're 'writing generalisati ons ..
what are we writing about ......
Milad?

1

2
3

M:~gnets?

4

E: we're talking about the results
that we got from the experiments
and what we've learned overall

OK we're writing/ we 'could be
writing about magnets and at the
moment we 'are writing about
magnets/ you're right. think about
that alright we're writing
generalisations about magnets ..
what are we talking about Emily?

5

6

7

that's exactly right/ what we've
learned overall/ we're trying to
draw conclusions about what we've
learned . now Milad we're we're
talking about magnets . as a
scientist ... good to see that you're
listening and that you're with me.
as a scientist can I . do an
experiment with 'every 'magnet in
the world?
M no
no no (several voices)

8

I would be spending/ I would spend
my whole life doing it and I'd 'still
. wouldn't be able to do it would I .
so when I write a generalisati on ..
what am I actually trying to say
.... Emil_y_
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E: em you' re tryin g to use the
infor mati on from the expe rime nts to
talk em try and mak e it abou t 'all
mag nets

10

that' s exac tly righ t . I 'hav en't
'don e it with all mag nets / I coul d
not 'poss ibly even if I were the best
scientist in the worl d . I coul dn't do
my expe rime nt. with all mag nets .
but wha t rm tryin g to do . is appl y
wha t I have learn ed to all mag nets

Discussion
Although the teacher feels the need to redefine
the task, she begins by affirming the
validity of the wor k the children had done (1)1
could see very very clearly the sorts of
things that you found out from the experiment,
the sorts of things that you could
generalise about, thereby legitimising its relevance
, creating a common starting poin t
for redefining the task and , in Vygotskian term
s, using the curr ent achievements of
the chi ldre n- their progress to date -as a way
of focusing on the future task. The
purpose of the interaction is mad e explicit to
the children: just so we're clear on what
we're doing. what is it that we are 'writing when
we 'write a 'generalisation? Milad's
response (2) to this question is not rejected but
incorporated into the following turn
(3) and again late r in the discourse (5).
Emily's response (4) is muc h closer to the
point that the teacher wishes to make, and
the teacher app ropr iate s and echoes
part of her response: what we've learned over
all. The teacher how ever replaces
Emily's 'results' with her own 'conclusions', perh
aps to focus the children's attention
away from their individual results towards the
general conclusions she wishes them
to reach. Thus typically, as a teacher scaffold
s, a stud ent response is app ropr iate d,
but restated and rew orke d into the teacher's
frame of thin king , before bein g
reinserted into the discourse.
The teac her resp ond s to Mila d's possible
lack of und erst and ing by furt her
concretising the task, thro ugh the scenario of
imagining she wer e the scientist 2.
Linguistically this incorporates both a tenor and
a mode shift. It provides a scaffold
for Mario in particular, but, as is common in
all classrooms, because it is a 'public'
interaction, it also provides a supp ort for thos
e within the wid er audience who may
need it.

2 In orde r to get the idea of a gene ralis
ation acro ss to the stud ents , the teac her
here
actually disto rts the scientific proc ess. The
idea of 'the best scien tist in the worl d'
attem pting to prov e facts abou t mag netis
m by expe rime nting with all mag nets is
of
course cont rary to scientific meth od.
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Text 6.6
Classroom 2: Episode 27
I'll just do this one as an example

Context
Here the teacher is demonstrating to the children
how they shou ld record the results
of a num ber of related experiments onto a bar
graph. The aim of all the experiments
is to find out whe ther there are differences
in strength between the nort h and sout h
poles of a magnet, and between different type
s of magnets. The experiment that the
teacher is using in her demonstration requires
the children to dip each pole of a bar
magnet into a jar of pap er clips and then coun
t the num ber of clips attracted. There
is also a set of writ ten instructions for each grou
p of children. The two axes of the
graph are alre ady writ ten up on the board, but
they are not yet labelled.
STU DEN TS

TEA CHE R
so this is the first one. whe n you do
a grap h you know . that you alwa ys
have the two axes / OK this one
whic h is the . verti cal . and this
one is the. ?

1

2

hori zont al (several voices)

4

5

hori zont al good and it will
actu ally tell you on the card wha t
you are to call each axis/ OK so it's
'fairly struc ture d . this side . you' ll
write the num ber ... wha t do you
think you'll do the num ber of?

clips (sev eral )

6

7

clips that' s righ t (labels 'vertical
axis' 'number of clip') . .. and you
can decide .. how you wou ld like .
once you've done your experiment
you'll prob ably know how to go up .
you migh t wan t to go up in ..

five s

8

9
10

11

may be two's ..
(writes 2. 4. 6. on the vertical axis)
OK but you will have a bette r idea
once you' ve done the expe rime nt/
I'll just do this one as an example. if
you've got the num ber of clips. up
here (points to vertical axis). dow n
here (points to horizontal axis) we
need to know. the type of mag net
(labels horizontal axis 'type of
magnet') .. OK beca use you all ...
and you know that there are three
different sorts of mag nets so the
first one that I aske d you to use was
the. ?

four six

bar mag net (all)
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12

OK (writes 'bar magnet' on
horizontal axis) so ... you can use ..
this to do me a bar gra ph . OK so
that you 'll kno w her e (pointing to

horizontal axis, next to 'bar .
magnet') .. it mig ht be a frid ge

mag net . whi ch mag net you wer e
using ..

13
14

bar mag net

15

Miss can we go by one two three four
five ?

16

17
18

19
20

21
22

23

24

and how man y pap er clips wer e
attr acte d to it

yes you will know. how to go bett er
whe n you / whe n you kno w the clips
so if you're usin g the bar mag net/
wha t was the first thin g I ask ed
you to do/ use . you had to cho ose. a
. ? you 've got the bar mag net and
you had to choose a . ?

pol e

a pole .. that 's goin g to mak e a
difference to you r gra ph as wel l .
so. if I'm usin g the bar mag net ..
and I dec ide to star t wit h my nor th
pole . . I nee d to say that on my
gra ph .. OK so I'd say bar (pointing
to 'bar') and wha t cou ld I put there
to help me say . ?

a littl e 'n'

a little 'n' goo d (writing 'n' beside
'bar') . and I wou ld say I let's . pick
a num ber out of the air ... six? I got
six clips atta che d . so I wou ld go .
I'd/ you'd use a rule r of course I'm
not doing it because I'm trying to be
quick .. whe n I use my bar mag net
and I use nor th I get six (counting up

aah (showing understanding)

the vertical axis and marking on
_gra_p_h) .. ..
OK then whe n I use

see wha t the stro nge st is

a bar ... oh you 're quick Mar oun

Discussion

This series of exchanges is characteris
ed by the very unequal am oun t of teac
her and
stud ent contributions, wit h the teacher
relying largely on 'cue d elicitation',
tha t is,
the provision of stro ng clues to stu
den ts abo ut the des ired res pon se in
ord er to
obtain specific responses from the chi
ldren. (Cued elicitation is disc uss ed
furt her
later in this chapter). Alt hou gh the
use of cue d elicitation resu lts in min
ima l
responses, these responses are signific
ant in that the stud ent s are bei ng req
uire d to
name the lexical items which will eve
ntually app ear on the gra ph, for examp
le clips
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(S);four six (9); bar magnet (13); a little 'n' (19). One
of the differences betw een cued
elicitation and othe r interactional patterns appears
to be that children are often not
called on to answ er by nam e nor are their resp
onse s over tly eval uate d. The
evaluation is inherent in the fact that the teacher
usually repeats the response item
and continues the discourse, here incorporating
the cont ribu tion into the boar d
work. This prod uces discourse which tends to
feel more 'fast moving' than othe r
patterns of discourse because it is not punc tuat
ed by anyt hing extr inge nt to the
particular thematic development.
In the context in which this text occurs, meaning

s are built up via the discourse, the
written instructions and the grap h on the boar
d. As Cha pter 5 discussed, these
multi-modal sources of meaning help make the writ
ten instructions comprehensible.
However the grap h on the boar d is not simp
ly a device for dem onst ratin g to
children how they shou ld read the instructions.
It also constitutes an addi tion al
text, a way of mathematically representing the info
rmation the children are abou t to
obtain, and as such, a text type which students mus
t learn to 'read' as they wou ld a
linguistic text. Hence perh aps the teacher's expl
icit demonstration of how to label
the diagram and then how to record the informati
on.
Later in this stretch of discourse (not included here
), the teacher mad e explicit the
fact that a grap h is an information source: it must
tdl. you something .... there must
be some information that you can get from the way that
you recorded , while later in the
discourse she referred to the grap h as "an efficient
way of organising information".
She also drew the children's attention to the purp
ose of the activity, poin ting out
that later they will need to compare our results.
She then demonstrated the second
experiment, this time using pins rath er than clips
, but did so muc h mor e briefly,
again cueing the responses she wanted. This time
, as the excerpt below shows, the
instances of over lapp ing speech and increased
part icipa tion by mor e child ren
suggest that the task is better understood:
STUDENTS

bc[izs;mtal
number
pape r clips

fman y)

TEACHER
then . once again I woul d like you to use a
grap h to record your findings ... OK
because it is . an 'efficient way of
organising your information OK so for
this grap h it's a similar sort of thing ....
two axes .. Simon right? ..... your
vertical .. and your bcrizcntal
what migh t go. on the vertical axis of
this one ...
num ber of what?
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are we using clips this time?

pins
pins (many)

well done . exactly right . the numbe r.

of pins (several)

of pins ...... will go on your vertical axis
.. and on your horizo ntal axis?

em bar

thank you for using your hand. Cather ine

type of magne t

good. once again. the type ... and. you
need to indicate once again if you are
using ... which oole ..

what we're usinQ: (several)

The instructions for the first experi ment are thus given very explicitly,
with a brief
repeat for the secon d experi ment, althou gh the scaffolding is much
less on the
second occasion. The demon stratio n and accom panyi ng langu age
provid e a
scaffold for the childr en to do the task, which they subseq uently carrie
d out with
minimal help from the teacher. Even at this stage they are not left witho
ut suppo rt,
since every experi ment is accompanied by a set of writte n instructions
, which the
teacher remin ds them to look at if they forget what they have to
do. This frees
children from compl ete depen dence on the teacher, while provid ing
a degree of
ongoing suppo rt for some.
Scaffolding how to talk and how to be
Text 6.7
Classroom 2: Episo de 27
How could we make the language of prediction?

Context
The following is taken from the same stretch of discourse as the previo
us text. The
teacher has asked the studen ts to predic t the result of the experiments
before they
are carried out, and is now reminding them of how they can talk about
'predicting'.
STUDENTS

TEACHER
I want you to try and predic t the
results with your group ... withou t
touching any equipm ent /have a
think ... about what 'might
happen . what 'may happen and
just take some time talking about
that ... Diana might say "I think
that ... the north pole is going
attract the most numbe r of clips".
because .. how else could we make
the langua ge of predic tion . what
could you say we could use "I think"
. what else could_you S'!Y ...

1
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M: maybe

3

maybe . the south pole .. will be
stronge r than?

4
5

M: the north?

6

J: em it could be?

that's someth ing else you could
sayI Julianne's going to give us
another one/ she's been
concent rating so well

7

8
9

10
11
.12

OK it could be that the horsesh oe
magnet ... is stronge r than ...?
Belinda ?
B: em.... oh . my predicti on ..
good .. can you extend that a bit .
Janet? my predicti on ...

J: em/ is?
R: em ... em ... probabl y the ..

13
14
15
16
17

good mv predicti on is .. Robert?
good that's a good start .. probabl y
.. OK Simon . lots of languag e
coming out here ...

S: I predict that ..
excellent ...
E: em .. perhaps
very good/ that's a good one Emma

Discussion

Here the focus is on language, but language as it occurs in the context of actual
language use. Occurring as this point, immediately before the group work where
the
focus language will need to be used, makes it likely that it will be 'noticed' by
the
students. The teacher had also on other occasions related the notion of predicting
to
'thinking like a scientist', pointing out that scientists make predictions, and then
test
them. It is likely that studen ts are already fairly familiar with this aspect
of
language, as the teache r had also previo usly talked about 'the langua ge
of
prediction' (Classroom 2: 12).
The teacher first models an example of what she calls the language of prediction
(1)
by using a projecting clause to project the model of what studen ts might say: Diana
might say "I think . .. ". This strateg y involves the teacher playin g the role of
a
student and using projection to model the focus language.3 The projected clause,
beginning with I think, is also itself a further projection. At the end of this
turn,
when the teacher asks the students for other examples, there is a further examp
le of
the message redund ancy which is frequently used to mark a message as signific
ant:

3 See also text 6.11 for a similar use of projection, and the discuss ion in the
conclus ions to
this chapter .
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how else could we make the language of prediction; what could
you say; we could use "I
think"/ what else could you say?
The students go beyo nd the teacher's model and offer sever
al types of realisations
of modality: subjective and explicit, like that modelled by
the teacher: I predict that
(14); explicit and objective: it could be (6); implicit and
objective: maybe, probably,
perhaps (2; 12; 16); and expressed throu gh a nominalisation
: my prediction (8)4. The
teacher extends the first three of these responses(3; 6;
9) to mode l a comp lete
clause, again prov iding a more coherent model for some
students. Perha ps because
of the potential grammatical complexity of it could be and
my prediction, she also
uses marked stress to help the stude nts notice the struc
tural form: it could be 1ha1.
and my prediction ~.
It could be argue d that since scaffolding has been defin
ed as help which is given for

a task that stude nts woul d be unable to do alone, the appa
rent familiarity by the
students with what is requi red migh t sugg est that this
is not 'scaffolding' in this
strictest sense. Several point s can be made here. A teach
er's aim in this kind of
interaction is to remi nd stude nts of some thing they know
so that they are bette r
able to complete the task successfully. The aim here is
not to 'teach' the use of
modality but to help stude nts express moda lity in the
context of this task. Thus it
becomes part of the large r scaffolding aroun d the settin
g up of the task. Wha t is
also significant here is that the children who respo nd are
the more fluent English
speakers, and thus it could be argue d that they are being
asked to prov ide a
'scaffold' for their less fluent peers. Teacher-student intera
ctions in the context of
whole-class talk, even when only with one stude nt, are
also publi c interactions.
Most teachers of course exploit the public natur e of the disco
urse so that what they
say to one stude nt is expected to be 'heard' as apply ing to
all. (Indeed when this is
not the case, teachers will often mark what is inten ded
only for an indiv idual by
saying something like "I'll come over and talk to you later"
.)
In the group work whic h followed (2:28) there was evide
nce of 'uptake' of the focus
language by several of the students:

I predi ct that the north will stick / will get more needles (sic)
south (Duncan)
I think that the north pole will pick up more pins (Andre)
probably a hund red will stick (Gabriella)
no maybe all of them will stick on it (Duncan)
4 See Halliday 1985 for discussion of the terms used here.
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I think that the north pole will stick most of the thing

s (Andre).

Text 6.8
Classroom 2: Epis ode 21
Your audience doesn't know

Context
This teach er talk occu rred after the child ren had
take n part in a rang e of
experiments relating to magnetic attraction and repu
lsion, and prior to a teacherguided reporting session. Each grou p had done a diffe
rent experiment and thus had
different, thou gh relat ed, infor mati on from othe r
grou ps. The teach er is here
preparing the children to take part in the reporting.
TEACHER
I'm going to ask certa in peop le to come out the front
and tell the rest of us. what
you did and what the resul ts were. because we all
did differ ent expe rime nts/
we don't know the resul ts/we only know the results
of 'one exper imen t .. so the
langu age that you choose to use is going to be very
clear and very precise becau se
people 'don't know what was going on/ becau se/ reme
mber this morn ing when I
was talkin g to you abou t your novels. it's all in your
head all that infor matio n
in your nove l/ and your story is in your head .. your
audience doesn't know so
you'v e got to unpa ck that all for them . and it's a bit
like this/ peop le didn' t do
the activities that you did/ other child ren didn' t do
them . so I want you to go
throu gh/ carefully describe what you did . and what
your resul ts were

Discussion
The teacher is here explicitly draw ing stud ents' atten
tion to the fact that their
audience does not have prior knowledge of wha t
each grou p did, and wha t the
results were. There can be no shar ed assu mpti ons,
and as discu ssed in earlier
chapters, this requires a more decontextualised register
which makes more dem ands
on children's linguistic resources. The teacher here
draw s a parallel betw een this
task, and the novels that the children are currently writi
ng: your story is in your head
... your audience doesn't know so you've got to unpack that
all for them. The meta phor
of 'unpacking' is a fairly sophisticated one, but one
whic h the teacher had used
earlier when discussing the novel writing. She points
out that "the people didn 't do
the activities you did" and so they need to describe every
thing carefully. This text is
a conscious attem pt by the teacher to help children
become awar e of the needs of
their audience and to build up a meta-linguistic awar
eness: in linguistic terms, to
shift along the mod e cont inuu m towa rds a more
written-like register and more
explicit discourse, and for the child ren to unde rstan
d why this mod e shift is
necessary. The teacher focuses on this in several othe
r episodes, for example, in the
following episo de, she joins one grou p of child ren
and remi nds them: you' ve
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remembered that you.r language has to be really precise because the other children have got
to try and get a picture in their mind of what you did.
Text 6.9
Classroom 2: Episod e 42

You have to do a lot of negotiating
Context
This text occurre d toward s the end of the unit on magnets. The final task for
the
children was to design and make a game for younge r childre n which used magne
ts
in some way. The teache r has explain ed the task, referri ng to the written
instructions that each group has been given, and has asked studen ts to retell
what
they have to do. (In this lesson the studen ts have only to design the game and
list
materials they will need.) At this point the teacher talks with the children,
before
they begin, about the need to negotiate in groups.
STUDENTS

TEACHER
you're going to come up with ' one game
OK . so you have to do a lot of
negotia ting/ because you're all going
to have lots of good ideas . but if/ is it
going to be/ get into the group/ "I know
what we're doing/ me me me/ I've
decided"? is that how we work in
groups?

1

2
3

no (many)

4

S: em share your ideas?

what sorts of things can we remember
Simon?

5

6

F: communicate with your group

7

8

good take turns/ share your ideas .
because four people's ideas or three
people's ideas . have to be . better
than one person's ideas don't they I we
have to get a lot more. Fabiola?
how do you communicate with your
group .. that's very true but how do
y_ou do it?

F: like instead of . em when you
start with your group you don't
em shout . and don't . "I know
what we should do and this is
what we can do" and if someone
want to talk it over say "no this
is what we're going to do"
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9

OK so it's a lot of .. first of all .

turn taking . and quiet grou p work

10
11

12

voices . and mayb e shari ng your ideas
certa inly I "oh an idea I have " or "one
idea I have " . or "a sugg estio n that I
have ". put it forw ard as a sugg estio n
or or an idea / peop le will be muc h
more . willing to listen to it . than if
you say "this is wha t we're goin g to
do" so be careful . with the sort of
grou p work langu age that you use/
well done .

later in discussion
]. raises hand
J: Miss how abou t if. like . you
have four peop le in your grou p .
one want s to do something and
anot her one want (sic) to do
some thing else and they all
want to do diffe rent thing s

yes?

they' ve all got diffe rent ideas ? good /
good ques tion/ does anyo ne have any
suggestions for Julianne . if you got into
your grou p and every one says "well
this is my idea "/ "this is my idea "/
"this is my idea" I "this is my idea"
and no one want s to .. mov e from their
idea
what could be some strategies? .

13

Mia (man11_ bids)
14

D: like . you coul d put them all
toge ther . like . like make them

15
16

F: make up into one game

17

A: em you could em find a piece
of pape r and write it and
scrun ch up and put it into a hat

Dun!:iW,

one

18

19

J: Miss em we could come up
with a diffe rent one . em
every one . when they all want
to do it

20
21

C: do an arm wrestle?

22

laughter

OK so mayb e try and combine the
ideas to make up one gam e/ that could
be one thing / what if they don' t go
toge ther thou gh . wha t if the ideas
are very . very diffe rent . how coul d
you work with it then . Anne ?

OK choose it/ mayb e say "alri ght we
can't decid e . so that the most fair
way to do it or the fairest way to do
it" . that could be one way . that's
anoth er suggestion /Jane t

Char bel
oh prob ably not the most appr opria te
way I certa inly an idea (laughing)
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='scisso rs paper stone/ arm wrestle/
that sort of thing/ we might get
ourselves into real trouble though ..
thank you I don't think Mr W and MiSs
M would be too impressed if they
walked in and saw us arm wrestling
over what we decide to do . they
probably wouldn't think that was .
appropria te group work behaviour . :
Robert

laughter

24

R: Miss em if you can't think of
one you can em em you can you
can .. play it? and see which
one's a good one

25
26

OK so you could come up with a few to
choose from/ Andre?
A: oh Miss like .. you're going to
vote for which one is the most
fun

27

that's a good idea . maybe you could
say you can't vote for your own but you
can vote for one of the others .
sometime s though it's just .. not being
stubborn .. you know thinking . 'really
trying to step back and think "well it
doesn't matter whose idea it is .. but
what would be the best idea for the
task that we're trying to complete"

Discussion
The mediatio n of the teacher here serves to socialise students into the school's
culturally accepted ways of taking part in collaborative learning, which it may be
assumed are less familiar to some students. Again as a general strategy the teacher
encourages the students to initiate meaning s which she then appropri ates and
expands on. The talk is thus largely about talk itself.
Students are not automatically able to work well in groups (see, for example, Reid
et al1989), and, given that much pedagogy, including second language teaching,
encourages the use of group work, then it would seem importan t that teachers take
time to talk with students about the interpersonal skills integral to successful group
work. Edwards and Mercer (1987) point out that the educational value of any kind
of activities, including collaborative problem solving, will depend on the extent to
which students are able to understa nd the ground rules and relate them to their own
experience and ways of learning, and on how well the teacher has set up the
environm ent for generatin g and supportin g talk. The scaffolding here is directly
related to the setting up of such an environm ent, and is an example of explicit
teaching about culturally valued ways of learning.
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The teacher begins the interaction by taking on the role of a studen t

and model ling
an imagined verbal projection, (a strategy also emplo yed in text 6. 7).
As discus sed
earlier, the rhetorical strateg y of quotin g rather than report ing a projec
ted clause·
makes the discourse more immediate. This time howev er the teache
r model s what
she does not want childr en to say, thereby perhap s makin g reference,
as a sta~g
point for the discourse, to a situation with which children have had
some person al
experience. She thus sets up a hypothetical situati on in which appro
priate and
inappropriate language can be reflected on.
Each of the studen ts' contributions is appro priate d and expan ded in
some way by
the teacher. Simon's sugge stion (4) is expan ded by causal enhan cemen
t (Halli day
198Sb): the teacher provid es the reason why people's ideas are shared
(5): because
Jour people's ideas . . . . have to be better than one person's ideas. Her
respon se to
Fabiola's sugge stion {6) is to invite her to elaborate and she asks for
clarification
(7). Fabiola exemplifies, as the teacher had done earlier, by giving
examples of what
not to do throug h hypothetical direct speech. The teacher respon ds
(9) by taking
each 'quote' and showi ng its antithesis in terms of appro priate behaviour.
Figure 6.4
shows how she makes use of the studen t contributions to make explic
it the group
work behaviour she is seeking.

Fig 6.3 How do you communicate with your group?
Student suggestion
don't shout

Recontextualisation by teache r
quiet group voices

if someone want to talk it over say
"no this is what we're going to do"

turn-ta king
sharing ideas ... put it forward as a
suggestion

"I know what we should do" I "this

is what we're going to do"

"an idea I have" /"one idea I have" I "a
suggestion I have"

Julianne's question (11) concerns what they should do if they are unable

to agree on
an idea. The teacher respon ds to this as a good question and again exemp
lifies the
situation that Julianne is referring to throug h hypothetical projection
(12). Julianne's
questi on is appro priate d by the teacher and leads to a discussion
about possible
solutions. Each contribution is respon ded to in the light of this questi
on, and most
are marke d by the ackno wledg ement that it is a possible solution: that
could be one
thing (16); that could be one way (18). This marki ng of contri bution s as
releva nt to
the ongoi ng discussion is one way that a teacher maintains a comm
on thread in a
discussion and reminds studen ts that contributions should be linked
to it.
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Fabiola's suggestion (15) is also elaborated by the teacher throug h clarification,
the
additio n of combine the ideas to make up one game. Anne's contrib ution is likewis
e
elaborated, this time by the teacher again 'quoting' from a hypoth etical scenari
o.
Janet's sugges tion is not respon ded to by the teacher and possib ly was not
heard
since there appear s to be no reason why it would have been ignored. Charbe
l's
contribution is presen ted, and respon ded to, as a joke, but this too is similar
ly
clarified, with the additio nal comme nt that the princip al and deputy princip
al
would not think this was approp riate group behavi our. Robert's sugges tion
is
elaborated briefly, but Andre's suggestion (26) that the group should vote for
the
best game is extend ed by the teacher who suggests a process for the voting:
you
can't vote for your own (27).
At this point the teacher presents her own view, suggesting that it is import ant

not
to be stubbo rn and drawin g the children's attention to the need to think in terms
of
which idea is the best for the task, rather than whose idea it is. Implicitly
she
suggests that the focus should be on the idea rather than the perso n- a difficu
lt
notion even for some adults! Again this rather difficult and abstrac t messag
e is
concretised by the act of quoting; quoting here evokes a potenti ally real event,
an
effect enhanc ed by the orientation of the deixis (Hallid ay 1985b): well it doesn't
matter whose idea it is .. but what would be the best idea for the task that we're trying
to
complete?(27).
This text shows how the teacher helps the children develop the difficult concep
t of
'negotiation' by approp riating each of their suggestions and elaborating, enhanc
ing,
and extend ing them to make explicit in the discourse her own beliefs about
some
key characteristics of effective group work. Suggestions about such characteristics
are likely by their nature to be somew hat abstract, but the teacher consta
ntly
ground s them by modell ing their realisations throug h hypothetical quotati
on, a
strategy which the childre n too make use of. For childre n less familiar with
the
culture of the school, the explicitness by which cultural expectations are presen
ted
is especially significant.

Stage 3: doing the task
Since at this stage studen ts worke d in groups , the overt role of the teache
r
diminished and there was comparatively little teacher scaffolding except when
she
joined a group. It should be noted that in general there appear ed to be little
overt
need for her presence, and this was perhap s largely the result of the nature
of the
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scaffolding provid ed throug h the Setting Up stage. When she joined

the group s, she
took on a mento ring role, checking on wheth er studen ts were 'on task',
and wheth er
there were any proced ural problems. Often she would elicit from childr
en what they
had discovered or done so far, thus helpin g them to articulate their learnin
g, and see
what they had achiev ed and how it fitted into the requir ement s of
the task. The
studen ts were not howev er witho ut help when the teache r was not
with.t hem.
Written instructions often accompanied the task and the childr en were
freque ntly
reminded to consult them if problems arose.
In additi on, help with the task was often provid ed by other childr
en, even when

there was no one studen t who was clearly more knowl edgab le than
the others .
Studen t-stud ent talk is impor tant for different reasons than teache r-stud
ent talk; it
provides a contex t for "the skills of disput ation, the notion that all
knowl edge is
questionable" (Edwa rds 1990, p. 66) which is less possible within the
asymmetrical
interactions betwe en teache r and studen t. Since this chapte r is specif
ically on the
role of the teacher, these issues will be discus sed in the following
chapte r which
focuses on the learners. Perha ps the most impor tant role the teache
r appea red to
play at this stage, apart from clarifying the task with indivi dual studen
ts, lies in the
planning and organisation of the materials themselves. These materi
als are the tools
through which learning at this stage is mediated.
Text 6.10
Classroom 2: Episo de 28

Are you people on track?

Context
Here one group of childr en are carrying out an experi ment design ed

to explore the
comparative streng ths of each pole of a magnet. This requir ed them
to dip first the
north pole of a magne t and then the south into a jar of pins and then
to count the
numbe r of pins each pole had attracted. The teacher had explai ned
to the childr en
what they were to do, and each group also had a set of instructions.
This group of
children are part way throug h the experiment but have found that all
the pins in the
jar (numb ering about sevent y) were attrac ted to the poles. Havin
g labori ously
counted about half of them, they are now questioning the teacher about
wheth er it is
necessary to count all the pins, and pointi ng out to her that all the
pins that had
been attracted were becoming magnetised.
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1

STUDENTS
how do you get ... (to teacher

TEACHER

nearby)

2
3

Miss do we hav e to count~

4

Miss do we hay e to cou nt all of
the m?

wh at can I do for you .. are you
peo ple on track?

l2iml

5
6

7

8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29

wh at does it say here? look at
you r
tas k car d

it say s
pu t the m bac k
like . em we pu t em bot h em bar
s
like at a tim e
Miss the y bot h stu ck
pu t the nor th pole in and the n
.. pu t
the sou th pol e in

MU!:z all 2f ~m M:n:

the y're all stu ck to it . . the
y're all
spi ky
pu t the m in bac k int o the jar ...
tha t's/ do the hor ses hoe ma gne
t

so tell me wh at you 've don e so
far ..
wh at hav e you don e so far

OK well tha t's exactly wh at
you do
.. you hav e to cou nt how ma ny
were
attr act ed to the nor th pole. can
you
just sho w me / sho w how you
did it

pu t the m bac k in/ tha t's it ..
and it
says you hav e to dip I so pu t
. the jar
dow n in the mi ddl e alr igh t

jar in the mi ddl e

now wh at you just did the n . wa
s you
. dip ped it 'rig ht in it so tha t
(indicating the pole) wa s tou chi
ng ..
wh at it me ans on the tas k car
d is jus t
try I if you pu t it abo ut haH wa
y in
like tha t (demonstrating)! OK
unt il
the y sta rt . to pick it up (severa
l

pins are attracted upwards and
attach to the ma~et)

oh cool
cou ld we do it again?

and . wh at do you nee d to do now

count it
count them

?

OK now wh at pole did we jus
t use
the n?

er. nor th?
nor th

so next step will be?

the sou th
sou th
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Discu ssion

The teacher's response to the children's difficulty is not to immed iately
show them
what to do. Scaffolding was defined earlier as help which actively assists
learne rs
to compl ete a task which they are unable to compl ete alone, but
it is help to
under stand rather than simply help to complete. Here the teacher withh
olds direct
help until the studen ts check the task card (5, 6), summ arise what they
have done
so far (8- 11) and demon strate how they did it (13-17). Only at this
point does the
teacher demon strate part of the experiment, althou gh she does not refer
to what the
studen ts should do but to what the task card 'means'. Again the source
s of meani ng
are multimodal: the task card; the teacher's interp retatio n of what it
'means' (put it
about half way in) and the concrete demon stratio n. The teache
r then sets the
studen ts on the path she wants them to take, making this explicit throug
h her three
questions (21, 24, 27).

Stage 4: Reflection on the task: making sense of what has
been
done
It is at this stage that the mediating role of the teacher is most clearly

foregrounded.
Given that media tion tends to occur in contexts of difference, distan
ce or difficulty
(Baynham, forthcoming) this should not be surprising, since it is at
this stage that
the teache r is conce rned with linkin g childr en's person al experi
ences of the
experiments with a larger framework of meanings, and with jointly
constr ucting
with the childr en aspects of the new register which realises these new
meanings.
This stage most clearly distinguishes a neo-Vygotskian appro ach to
teaching from
more 'progressive' and process driven approaches, since considerable
time is given
to the explicit apprenticing of studen ts into the cultur e and discourse
of the subject.
Throu gh the scaffolding the teache r provid es in the intera ctiona
l process, she
media tes betwe en learne rs' person al ways of knowi ng, built up
throug h their
engag ement with the tasks; and the more public and shared knowl
edge that
repres ents the subject-specific ways of knowi ng. The collab orativ
e discou rse
betwe en stude nt and teache r builds bridge s betwe en childr en's
spont aneou s
knowledge, expressed in the dynamic mode of action and everyd ay speech
in which
that action is direct ed and report ed, and the more formal, schoo led
knowl edge
which is expres sed in the synoptic mode of writte n langua ge (Lemk
e 1990a). As
alread y discussed, it is this more academic register that minor ity learne
rs are least
likely to develop witho ut planne d intervention. Given the nature of the
two classes,
it is not surpri sing, then, that this was the stage which was given
the most class
time. It includ ed a wide range of interactional patter ns, varyin g
from studen tinitiat ed interactions where contin gent respon ses by the teache r
recast stude nt
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meaning int o mo re reg iste r app
rop ria te lan gua ge (di scu sse d
in Ch apt er 5), to
teacher-initiated and hea vil y tea
cher-controlled int era cti ons wh
ere the tea che r's
questions inc orp ora ted str ong
cues abo ut the res pon se wh ich
she expected. This
variation~ it will late r be
argued, is no t arbitrary.
The texts indicate tha t the discou
rse at this stage focuses on two
major areas: the
cognitive and conceptual aspect
s of the topic itself, and the lingui
stic aspects of the
scientific reg iste r wh ich the stu
den ts are dev elo pin g, (ag ain
recalling the iss ue
discussed in Ch apt er 4, wh ere
it wa s arg ued tha t the dis cou rse
inc orp ora tes fields
other than science itself). While
these focuses cannot of cou rse
be clearly sep ara ted ,
since lan gua ge is the me ans by
wh ich kno wle dge is rea lise d in
the dis cou rse , it
appears tha t teachers 'zo om in'
on one or oth er asp ect at par
tic ula r mo me nts ,
according to wh at app ear s to
be the major concern of the tea
che r at a par tic ula r
pedagogical moment.
Texts 6.11 - 6.16 illu str ate ho
w the tea che r ma kes her ow
n an d her stu den ts'
reasoning and thi nki ng explici
t in the discourse, and ho w she
est abl ish es and
develops, thr ou gh the wa y tha
t she ma nag es the discourse,
a par tic ula r line of
enquiry wh ich is con son ant wi
th her ow n educational objective
s. No t surprisingly,
perhaps, giv en tha t the lesson
s we re site d wi thi n the cur ric
ulu m are a of science,
texts like the ones included here,
which are most overtly concerned
wi th the bui ldi ng
up of scientific und ers tan din gs,
are extensive in this stage. Th
is set of texts is
glossed as Mediating thinking: ma
king rea

soning explicit.

Texts 6.1 7- 6.19 sho w the teache
r focusing specifically on sup po
rtin g lea rne rs to
use aspects of the scientific reg
ister. They inc lud e no t onl y mo
del s of app rop ria te
language by the teacher, bu t me
talinguistic discussion of the lan
gua ge itself, and are
glossed as Mediating language: tech
nicalis

ing the discourse.

The texts illu str ate tha t in the
dis cou rse as a wh ole the re are
ma ny com mo n
elements of scaffolding. Teach
ers consistently pu t new lea rni
ng in the context of
old, the y rec ast ind ivi du al con
trib uti ons fro m stu den ts in
mo re reg istr all y
app rop ria te wa ys, the y 'ma
nag e' wh ole class tal k by
app rop ria tin g an d
recontextualising stu den t respon
ses for their ow n pedagogical pur
pos es, the y signal
wh at is significant in the discou
rse, and the y sum ma ris e the
gro up 's 'co mm on
knowledge'.
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Media ting thinkin g: makin g reason ing explicit
Effective teaching has been described as not s~ply knowin g what, but of knowin
g
how (Webster et al 1996). Talk betwee n teacher and studen ts therefore needs
to
incorporate not simply reference to 'facts' but also to the proces ses of reason
ing
underp inning them. Throug h interac tion betwee n teache r and studen ts,
such
reasoning can be made explicit in the discourse throug h the teacher drawin
g out
from the studen ts a line of reasoning which is congru ent with her own teachin
g
objectives. As was sugges ted in Chapte r 2, academic discou rse foregro unds
and
makes explicit this articul ation of theoretical knowle dge. These texts show
the
teacher mediat ing betwee n the observations as perceived by the studen ts, and
the
reasoning and scientific principles encapsulated in the science curriculum.
Text 6.11
Classroom 1: Episod e 7
What do you think she was thinking?

Context
In the text which follows, the action of one of the studen ts during earlier
small

group work promp ted the teacher to draw the attentio n of the class to what
the
studen t might have been thinking. The studen t had been testing a range of objects
to
see which were magnetic and which were non-magnetic. A gold-coloured nail
was
eventually shown to be non-magnetic, but not before the studen t had ruled out
the
possibility that its non-attraction by the magne t was simply the result of the
nail's
weight and the lack of strengt h of a single magnet. To test this she had used
two,
then three magne ts to find out if the combined strengt h of the magne ts would
be
enough to attract the nail.
1

2
3

STUDENTS
B: em we put three magnet s
togethe r I it still wouldn 't hold the
gold nail
B: we/ we tried to put three magnet s
togethe r .. To hold the gold nail ..
Even though we had three magnet s .
. It wouldn 't stick

4

5

TEACHER

can you ex_plain that C!&ain?

so ... She put three magnet s
togethe r ... Because she was
concerned about that gold nail ...
Where? I Here it is/ and she said/
she thought well .. Maybe one
magnet wasn't strong enough / is
that what you were thinking ?

B: yes
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6

7
8

9

10
11

G: to try eac h side like if one side
is
not goo d the n som ethi ng like that
?

is tha t wh at you wer e thin kin g
Bel ind a?
(B

shakes head)

C: tha t she thin ks the gol den nail
was stro nge r ..

12
13

14

15
16
17

so she put three mag net s tog ethe
r
and she said 'eve n 'tho ugh she put
thre e mag net s tog eth er it 'stil l
wou ldn 't hol d tha t nai l/ wh y did
she put thre e/ wh at was she
'thi nki ng? Wh at was she
thin kin g? Gin a/ wh at was she
thin kin g?

C: cou ldn 't em mak e the mag net go
on ... It was too hea vy

B: 'ten mag net s wou ldn 't still
M if you 'did twe nty it wou ldn 't
wo rk stil l
S: yea h hun dre d

Col in wha t do you thin k she was
thin kin g?

tha t . tha t this (indicating nail)
was stro nge r I is tha t wh at you
mea n?

she was thin kin g the nai l was a
bit
hea vy so she tho ugh t may be one
mag net was n't stro ng eno ugh / but
the n wit h 'thr ee mag net s it 'still
wou ldn 't attr act

Discussion
This text dem ons trat es how the for
egrounding of theory occurs thr oug
h the teacher
app rop riat ing aspects of a stu den t's
thinking. Interestingly this is an app
rop riat ion
of 'thi nki ng' rath er tha n the mo re
usu al 'saying'. He re is per hap s an
exa mp le of
Lot ma n's reference to tex t as a
'thi nki ng device' (Lo tma n 1988);
the stu den t's
thin kin g is ma de exp lici t and
the ref ore ope n to cha llen ge. The
tex t als o
dem ons trat es aga in the reciprocal
nat ure of app rop riat ion to wh ich Ne
wm an et al
refer (Ne wm an et al 1989). As wa
s poi nte d out in Ch apt er 2, not onl
y do stu den ts
appropriate the thinking and discour
se of the teacher through the ongoin
g classroom
talk, but teachers also app rop riat e
the thin kin g and lan gua ge of the ir
stu den ts, in
ord er to dra w atte ntio n to wh at stu
den ts are to see as significant in rela
tion to a
bro ade r frame of reference. The app
rop riat ion of stu den ts' ideas by teac
hers, wh en
this results in the dev elo pm ent of
new meanings and ways of thinkin
g, is a pow erfu l
form of scaffolding, per hap s particu
larly em pow erin g for minority lea
rners, since it
is the learner's ideas and meanings
wh ich lie at the hea rt of the interac
tion. Here the
teacher dra ws on the thin kin g of
one of the chi ldre n, Belinda, in ord
er to ma ke
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explicit to the class the concept of non-magnetic material, and to distinguish it from
concerns about the weight of the material.
Belinda initially describes what she did (1; 3), implicitly suggest ing what she was
thinking through the judgement-loaded adjuncts: still; even though. The teacher taps
into this evidence of thinking, appropriates it and projects it explicitly: she thought
well maybe one magnet wasn't strong enough (4). Linguistically this is an interesting
text because the teacher is quoting a mental act and present ing an idea as a
wording. 5 In this data, and probably in classrooms generally, it is more common for
a teacher to report a verbal act and present a locution as meaning: he said that; than
it is to project an idea: he thought that. Even less common is the represe ntation of
thinking as wording. Where projected elements are quoted rather than reported they
are "more immedi ate and lifelike" (Halliday 1985b, p. 233) since the orientation of
the deixis is that of drama rather than narrative. In this instance the quotatio n
provides an exemplification of what the teacher means by 'thinking' thus making her
question more concrete.
Checking with Belinda that the projection she has offered is correct, the teacher
proceeds with the same line of reasoning: so she put three magnets together (4). She
then asks again what Belinda was thinking (6), and while Gina's response is clearly
wrong the teacher defers to Belinda to respond. Colin's suggestion is taken up by
the teacher, who first asks for further clarification: is that what you mean? (12) since
perhaps the idea of strength is not one which will fit into her current line of
reasoning. Colin clarifies his response: it was too heavy, a suggest ion which the
teacher appropr iates and embeds into her final comment, which represe nts the
point of this piece of discourse: but then with three magnets it still wouldn't attract.
The final three comments from the children (15 - 17) demonstrate that this has been
well underst ood, and the talk later continu es with a discuss ion about other
materials which are magnetic and non-magnetic.
The kind of reconstructive recapping which is evident in the teacher's contribution
allows a re-representation of children's experiences and the events of the classroom
in a way which fits the broader pedagogic objectives of the curriculum: here the
child's experimentation with the three magnets is reconstructed by the teacher in line
with a wider framework of knowledge. Interestingly, however, the teacher continues
to acknowledge the student as the source of the idea, and continues to defer to her
5 Note that the quotation slips into what is possibly reportin g- note wasn't -a projectio
n
type which Halliday (1986) refers to as free reporting. Howeve r the use of well, more
typical of actual wording, suggests that this is in fact intended as a quotation.
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in evalua ting the respon ses of the other children. Also of significance
is the fact that
the teacher makes explicit throug h the discou rse what most teachers
would claim as
a general educa tional objective, but which is often left implicit: that
one functi on of
talk in the classr oom discou rse is the develo pment of studen ts' reason
ing skills. If
we are to take seriou sly Vygot sky's notion of inner and outer speech
, then the
explic it overt formu lation of ideas evide nt in this piece
of discou rse shoul d
ultimately aid inner speech as well.
Text 6.12
Classroom 1: Episo de 11

Mllgnets stick to some kinds of metal"
Context
Prior to this text, which occurr ed during a report ing back session, childr

en had first
taken part in an initial explor ation of magne ts, and had then report
ed back their
findings. The teache r then asked them, in small group s, to think of
some "general
ideas" about magne ts, based on what they had found out. The report
ing sessio n
which followed was based on this small group talk aroun d genera
lisatio ns about
magnets.

1

STUDENTS
A: magnets stick to some kind of
metal

2

3

'some kinds of metals / are you
saying / what does that mean/ they
'don't attract ..

A: all metals

4

5

they don't attract .. 'all metals .
and I think in the other group .
they figured that one out too .. so
they don't attract and I think
maybe that's what you mean (to
the other group)/ they don't attract
all metals / did we have that
down/ yesterday?

Ss (several) no

6

7
8
9

TEACHER

so that is someth ing new we've
learned then?

Ss (several) yeah

they . 'don't attract 'all metals .
right Rana?
R: we though t how about if the
golden screw is em . gold and the
thumb tack . colour gold as well .
how come the thumb tack attracted ilAh
and the gold screw didn't? and we
though t that they might be
different metals . and they ...
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10

11

that was good/ that was very
good/ now who else was in that
group/ Joseph and Jennifer/ that
was very good the way they were
talking about that
51: I thought of that

12

13
14
15

see here's Rana's argument look ..
(demonstrating) same colour .. the
magnet/ the magnet 'didn't attract
'this (gold screw) .. but it 'did
attract 'this (thumb tack)
J: and we thought
J: and we thought. that .. it was
different . different metals .
different kind of metals

16

51 that's lighter

17

A: magnets only stick to 'some kinds
of metals

18
19
20

so Joseph what did you think then .

different kinds of metals. 'so.
Amanda read yours again then .
it's different kinds of metals.
therefore.

only 'some metals
A: yes
only'some

Discussion
This text exemplifies an importan t characteristic of scaffolding: the marking out by
the teacher of what is significant in the discourse and in the new knowled ge being
constructed. Like the previous text, however, it hinges on what has been initiated by
the students.
The teacher first appropri ates Amanda 's response , but unpacks it through
elaborati on to underlin e the point Amanda is making: does that mean/ they don't
attract . . (2). The teacher's pause suggests a cued elicitation to which Amanda
responds by completi ng the clause: all metals (3). The teacher repeats this twice in
her response: they don't attract all metals (4} and again in turn 7, this time with
marked stress which further underlines the message: they 'don't attract 'all metals.
There is thus a high degree of message redundancy, which continues througho ut the
text, making this piece of information very explicit. The significance of the new
knowledge is further marked by the teacher. First she asks the question: did we have

that down yesterday? (4}, (referring to a brainstorm, prior to the students beginnin g
the topic, when they reported what they already knew about magnets). Secondly
the status of the new knowled ge is marked by her comment: that is something new
we've learned (6). This marking of the significance of the new knowled ge also
functions to encourag e students' mete-cognitive awareness, as they are helped to
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recognise and reflect on this step in their learning. The use
of we positi ons the
teacher alongside the stude nts in what is being prese nted as a
cooperative enqui ry,
(although a more coercive readin g could be given to this use of
'we', an issue which·
is taken up in the conclusions of this chapt er in the section Who
is saying what?)
Rana's contribution is clearly related to the under stand ings the

teacher is helpin g the
students construct, and she poses both a question: how come the
thumb tack attracted
and the gold screw didn't? and an answer: we thought they were
different metals (9}.
The overl appin g aah from the teacher sugge sts her positi ve
evalu ation of this
contribution, and her next move (10) is a furth er evalu ation
: she comm ents
positively on the way they were talking about that. This is a signif
icant interaction in
that a stude nt initiates a question, a relatively rare event (Web
ster et al, 1996) and
also reports on the thinking of the group rather than givmg proce
dural information.
In additi on the teacher's evaluative comm ent is in terms of
the quali ty of stude nt
talk, rather than the 'correctness' of the information.
The teacher subse quent ly appro priate s Rana's contribution, not
into a more decontextualised register, but by doing the reverse,

by reconstructing it

demo nstrat ing what
Rana is describing using the materials themselves and point
ing out that, as Rana
suggests, they are the same colour. This demonstration is introd
uced and 'named' as
Rana's argument. Again , and as we have seen in other
texts, the teach er
appropriates stude nts' ideas, but continues to acknowledge their
source throu ghout
the discourse, thus modif ying the knowledge asym metry and
sugge sting a greate r
equal ity of status withi n the discourse. ]osep h's comm ent (15)
repea ts the same
piece of inform ation, which the teacher again appro priate s
before return ing to
Aman da and askin g her to read once more her initial contribution
to the discussion
(16). At this point the teacher remin ds the children of the line
of reasoning they are
jointly build ing up, by summ arisin g the under stand ing so far:
different kinds of metal,
and then addin g an explicit logical conjunction, therefore, which
both mark s the
progr ess of the discu ssion to this point and pushe s the disco
urse forwa rd by
indicating the conclusion of the argument. The teacher's focus
on this conjunction is
significant for two reaso ns. First, conjunctions may be a
late devel opme nt in
stude nts' secon d langu age (Lock 1983; McKay 1992), perha
ps precisely becau se
they are often a feature of more academic and writte n like regist
ers, and second, (as
in the previ ous text) the explicit formu lation of the argum
ent throu ghou t the
discourse is likely to aid the development of students' inner speec
h.
Aman da's word ing (17) encapsulates a subtle but significant
change. This time she
refers to metals rather than metal, perha ps a recognition that this
is a more accurate
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way to express the meaning in this context, and in addition, she adds the adjunct
only and a marked stress on some: only 'some metals. Like the teacher, she is now
able to mark what is significant in her original message.
The text conclude s with the teacher twice repeating the same wording {18, 20),
resulting in what overall is a heavily message- redundan t text which makes very
explicit to students what they are to see as significa nt in this aspect of their
learning. The text also illustrates how a skilled teacher mediates between students'
personal and specific learning and the generalisations that can be drawn from it. In
this text, both specific and generalised learning is articulated, and the relations hip
between them is explicitly articulated through the discourse.
Text 6.13
Classroom 1: Episode 23

So what's the general idea?

Context
This text occurred after the children had carried out activities to test the relative
strengths of a bar magnet and a horseshoe magnet.
STUDENTS

TEACHER
what did the group up here that
was making a chain they were
working with a bar magnet and a
horse shoe magnet/ what did you
find out Mario?

1

2

M: I found out that the bar magnet
only carries five em em five ...

3
4

paper clips
M: paper clips and the horse shoe
only carries three

5
6

so what do you find out from that
then?
M: the bar magnet is stronger? the
bar magnet attracted more than the
horse shoe magnet

7

alright good is that the same
results as George got on his
experimen t?

8
9

Ss (several): yes

10

J: the blue bar magnet has more

yes/ so carrying chains and doing
the attracting on the paper is .. it
was the same/ em who else did
this one over here/ did you? (to
]ennifer) big big voice please

than the red one
11

oh the blue one had more than the
red one/ that's interestin g/ what
about the horse shoe magnet
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12
13

J: less

14

J: the ... the blue bar magnet

fewer fewer chains/ so what's
what's the general idea then

carries more than the red one

15
16
17
18
19

so the blue magnet is .. ?

J: stronger

stronger

J: than the other

the strongest

Discussion
Here the teacher draws on the activities that the children have just completed: once
again their experiences and current understand ings are the starting point for the
teacher to develop a specific line of reasoning, and children's own discoveries are
placed within a broader framework of understand ing. The text demonstra tes how,
through the appropriat ion of the students' contributions by the teacher, discourse is
constructed which bears traces of students' meanings while it is in the process of
becoming the authoritative discourse of the subject.
The teacher is concerned not that children have simply 'discovered' things but that
they will begin to articulate the 'general idea', specifically, that they can begin to see
the common threads in the !earnings of different experiments. The children are in no
way left to make this connection themselves: it is made explicit to them by the
teacher on four occasions:
(5)
(7)

(9)

so what do you find out from that then?
is that the same results as George got on his experiment?
so carrying chains and doing the attracting on the paper (referring

to two of the experiments) ... was the same
(13}

so what's the general idea then?

This link with children's previous experiences to ideas currently being worked on is
significant in helping children adapt or develop concepts. Webster et al (1996) refer
to this use of previous information and events, and the highlighting of similarities
and differences between existing conceptual frameworks and new information, as
'strategic conceptual bridges'. The 'bridges' metaphor is embedded in the notion of
mediation, here the mediation between students' existing understand ings and the
way the information is coded in the thematics of the curriculum.
The shared understan dings that this leads to is illustrated by the final six
utterances (14 -19) which are jointly negotiated across the six turns, with the
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teacher using the studen ts' contributions to push the thinking ahead

and produ ce a
jointly constructed meani ng which is congr uent with the line of reason
ing she is
seeking to develop.
S:
T:
S:

the ... the blue bar magnet carries more than the red one
so the blue magnet is .. ?
stronger

T:

stronger

S:

than the other

T:

the strongest

Text 6.14
Classroom 2: Episod e 23

Something in common with the results
Context
This text occurred after three group s had report ed back to the class
about their
experiments, all of which had demonstrated how like poles repel and
unlike attract.
The teacher is talking with the children about the comm on results
they obtain ed
from different experiments.
STUDE NTS

TEACH ER
OK thank you ... three
experim ents and you all did very
well/ three experi ments/ three
experiments ..... and if you'd
listened carefully ... you could find
that there was someth ing in
comm on. ~itb the re:2ul~ af all
three

1

Qbh..(many bids)

2h.h
2
3
4

5

oh Miss Miss
Miss

J: em Miss when they first put the
magne t em on one side .. em it
attract ed . but em repelle d .. and
the next time they did it they put
the magne t on the other side and
some of the repel/ the "' that did it
the first time it repelle d/ em it
attract ed next
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6

7

A: em because Miss . the . magnet
which you put on the other magnet
which you turned around .. it's not
the .. like it wouldn 't stick to it
because. it's it's the wroni one ..
and it can still feel . . the . . other
side of the . thing so it turned
around and it touches to it

8

A: Miss the one like ....

11

F: in the magnet like you em it has
to have one side that attaches and
the other side that pulls away?

12

F: that em one side em attaches and
the other side pulls away

14

15

.lDim

what do you mean the/ what do
you mean "the 'wrong 'one" I it was
interest ing that you used the
lan_gu~e "the wrong one"

9
10

13

so there was like an 'opposit e. OK
why I why do you think that might
be happen ing/ she's exactly right .
. where the groups put the two
magnet s togethe r and they found
out they either attracte d . they
turned it round and then they
repelled .. or . they repelled first
of all. they turned around and
attracte d/ the magnet s attracte d to
each other/ Andre?

difficult to explain I know because I
know exactly what you mean/
we're just trying to find the
'langua ge . to explain / Fabiola

right so each magnet has one .
we've got the 'poles haven't we on
either end of the magne t/ OK and
_you're saying .. ?

OK .. alright yes you/ that's
exactly what happen s/ can anyone
expand on that a little bit further? .
. Duncan
0: em the two poles they like to
like er stick to some things • or
otherwi se they will pull away I
stick to someth ing someth ing that

......

16
17

0: yes wherea s others em the other
one will stick to others the other
one won't stick

18

so you're saying that you've got a
pole on each end .. and one pole
will only stick to some things

to the opposite one/ to the one on
the differen t magnet OK/ Oiana
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D: em the/ the em the magnets
have different sides/ one that
attaches and the other one that
goes away and when you put the
the two that attach togeth- . the
the both sides that attach together
they will attach together but if you
turn one. you em. would go away
and turn to the other side when it
attach

20

21

J: Miss it's like negative and
positiv e

22

that's exactly what it's like isn't
it/ where have you encountered the
terms negative and positive. you've
heard that/ they're 'oppos jtes
aren't they I you're right and it's
exactly what we're talking about/
we're talking about opposi tes/ I
don't know if you noticed.. when
we were workin g with these
magnets before / you probablyI you
were mainly looking at what they
attracted to and what they didn't
attract to .. on these red magnets..
there is a 'circle marke d on one end

~

23

oh/ oh (several, indicating
understandin_g)

24

25

it will repel and then it will try
and attach to the other side/
you're exactly right/ exactly
right/ Janet?

the blue ones .. silver whatev er .
bluey silver .. did someone notice
what was on the end
~
~

26
27
28
29

30

31
32
33

34

35

you're right/ it has ... you see that
N . . msuls~si Q1l there

(several)
negati ve
negati ve

OK it's it's an N that 'does stand
for someth ing/ you're right it
'doesn't stand for negative .. it
actually I does anyone know what
it might stand for

emm
(several) no

it actually stands for North

ohhh
ohhh (loudly)
SI: and south north. north south
5:2 north
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36
37

J: em they_ «:Hrle it

38

M: Miss em Miss first they the •
will go like that (demonstrating by
puttinK hands apart)

and the south nole
therefore .. let's look at this ...
there's my . north there .. and my
·north there/ if I put the 'two.
'norths together. who can predict
what they think 'might happen/
Marcel?

39
40

you think they will repel?
M: yes

41

shall we try? well I'll try first and
tell you

42
43

53: oh yes

44

M: Miss it it's pull/ it's

45
46

SS: ohh can

54:

-..-.

(demonstrating) exactly I they are
repelling

...

_

56: ohh

47

do you want someone else want to
come and prove that I'm not • that/
right here you go/ I'll let you have
the magnets in a moment and you
can try for yourself .. what's it
doing (gives magnets to Milad)

48
49

57: pushing it awav

50
51

M: it's like a stron2 wind

52

south

it's repelling isn't it .. alright ..
come out here Milad ...
what about . . if I turned around ..
I've got this pole which is the
opposite to north it's the . ?
south (manv voices)

Discussion

Like the previous text, the teacher is here scaffolding for the children how they
should be thinking about their own experiments, and once more mediating between
their personal experiences and broader scientific principles. She begins by asking the
children to consider what was in common with the results of all three experiments.
Many children are very keen to answer but as some children are not yet responding
the teacher repeats the phrase in common, paraphrasing this as similar in all three
experiments. (4) All three experiments is given considerable emphasis, with a pause
between each word and stress on all three words. This makes very explicit the
nature of the response required (ie. not an individual recount of an experiment) and
the topic of the discourse that follows. This message redundancy also gives less
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compete nt languag e users more opportunities to process what they are being asked
and thus to participate in the discourse.
Despite the fact that the children appear to underst and the teacher's question they
are not yet able to clearly articulate the generalisation she is seeking (5 and 7).
Andre's use of the term the wrong one is appropr iated by the teacher since she
appears to perceive it as potentially able to be incorporated into the line of thinking
which she is trying to construct. Her commen t respond s to the student 's meanin g
(I know exactly what you mean) acknowledging the problem the student is having in
explaining as just trying to find the language to explain. Again there is a sensitivity to
the communication difficulties of the children, while at the same time their 'thinking'
is not discoun ted. In turn 12 the teacher again appropr iates the thinkin g of a
student, cohesively linking the student contribution to her own and also pushing the
reasoning forward with so ... we've got the pole. Turns 12 and 13, where the student
completes the teacher's utterance, suggest the reciprocal nature of the dialogu e
between teacher and student at this point, as the teacher invites the student to
continu e with the line of reasoni ng they are collabo ratively buildin g up. The
response is still along the lines that one pole attracts and the other repels whereas
what the teacher is seeking is the underst anding that it is the relative positions of the
poles of two magnets which is significant. She invites Duncan to expand on what
has been said, but it is still not clear whether the children have recognised the key
relationship between the poles (15-20). Janet's comment it's like negative and positive
(21), like Andre's earlier contribution, is appropr iated by the teacher because of its
obvious congruence with her own line of reasoning. The teacher expands on what
Janet has said over the next several turns, finally providi ng the term north (32). It is
significant that it is not until this point, after the children have been struggli ng with
a number of concepts in response to the teacher's initial question (1) that the teacher
finally provide s the term which appears to be the scaffold they need in order to
reach the underst anding that the teacher is seeking to develop. This is not, I believe,
simply an example of 'guess what's in the teacher's mind', but rather an example of
contingency, the way in which a skilled teacher can 'keep pace' with children 's
thinking while at the same time providi ng closely tuned support when that pace
slackens and thinking begins to lead nowhere.
Turns 32-57 show the children applying the learning that has now been constructed
by predicting what will happen in each of the situations the teacher sets up (36, 46,
52). Having reached this degree of shared knowle dge, the teacher later in the
discourse (text not included) acknowledges that it is in origin the students ' idea: this
is exactly what you were saying . She thereby legitimises the student s' earlier findings
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as releva nt within the new piece of knowl edge that has now been
constr ucted. At
this point - and not until then, when it appea rs that the under standi
ngs she has
sough t to build up have been appro priate d by the class - does the
teache r ask the
studen ts to write a genera lisatio n about what they had found out,
a task that is
now within their capab ilities (see text 5.39). Witho ut the scaffo
lding provid ed
throug h the discou rse to help studen ts see the generalisability of their
findings, the
ability of the studen ts to do this subseq uent writin g task can be questi
oned.
Text 6.15
Classroom 1: Episo de 16
Why was it going around and around?

Context

This text occurr ed towar ds the end of a report ing session. It refers to an
experi ment
in which the childr en had tied one bar magne t to a frame and had
pointe d each pole
of a second magne t, in turn, at the hangin g magnet. Repul sion causes
the hangi ng
magne t to spin rapidl y. After the childr en have descri bed what
happe ned, the
teacher asks them to demon strate it, and at this point helps them
make explic it
what had occurr ed and why.
STUDE NTS

TEACHER
alright would you demon strate
that?
look at that/ it looks like it's alive

1
2
3

(M: demonstrates)
S: it's attract ing

4

what pole what pole are you
pointin g with there Marou n?

5
6

M: Miss/ the north

7
8

M: the north

9

J: cos the north ... the magne t . em
the magne t with Marou n ....
repelle d

the north and what pole were you
aiming at there?
so Josephine what was happen ing
there/ why was it going around and
around

10
11

nm

J: the other magne t ...

12

not quite just the other magne t/
what what pole repelle d?

13
14

J: the north

15
16

J: the north

17

J: yes

the north and the ... ?

good/ would the same thing
happen with the south and the
south?
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OK can we try it? could we try it?

(Ss demonstrate) look
M: Miss it does

22
23

M: yes

24

B: shows that
that'~

does it work? the same way?
oh wow .. so what does that show
Bernade tte?

th!i: nar.th tseveral)

25

26
27
28
29

excuse me people Bernadette is
speaking ...
B: if you put the two souths or the
two norths tog_ether it will repel
they will ... ?
reJ:>el
so we've just shown both cases/
good very very good.

Discussion
As in many other example s, here the teacher is working towards a general isation
based on the individu al group activities, this time concerning the poles of a magnet.
Once again she is mediati ng between the individu al experiences of the student and
broader scientific principles. The student s had already recount ed what they had
found out, and the teacher' s aim is now to get the student s to say what the
experim ents show. Clearly this is a key point in the children 's develop ment of
underst anding, and rather than leave the reasonin g implicit, and the student s to
make their own conclus ions, the teacher' s draws out the conclus ions from the
students in a piece of discourse with a strong 'IRF' flavour. This is achieved through
a large number of question s, which make up almost all her contribu tions in this
section of the discour se (4, 6, 8, 12,16, 21, 23). Where a student 's respons e is not
sufficiently precise, she probes further. In her questioning of Josephine, she provide s
a key lexical item pole which cues Josephine to think in the way the teacher wants:
(13-15). The repetitio n of the same to focus the student s on the fact that the results
are identical: the same thing, (16); the same way (21); and the comme nt in 29 that

they had now shown both cases, foregro und the broader scientific principl es and
particular lines of reasoning that are being built up.
Text 6.16
Classroom 2: Episode 31

What was the point there?

Context
In the previou s lesson the student s had taken part in a number of experim ents
designe d to show. that the north and south poles of a bar magnet are of equal
strength, but that the middle of the magnet has a weaker magnet ic field. At this
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point the student s are being asked to restate this learning, not in terms of persona l
recounts as they had done earlier, but in terms of 'the point' of the experiments. The
first experiment to which the teacher refers required the children to see how long a
chain of paper clips could be made with each pole of the magnet . The 'second
experiment required the children to dip each pole into a jar of pins, and then to
count the pins. In the previous lesson the children had produce d spoken recounts of
what they had found in the individual experiments.
STUDENTS

TEACHER
so what we had to do I was the
'more paper clips that were .
attached to the chain obviousl y .
the .. can you finish that sentence
forme?

1

2
3
4
5
6

7

51: the more
52: the more chain we had
the stronger ?
51: the magnets
the magnet was/ and we had to use
different sorts of magnets . alright/
what about the jar of pins/ what
was the point there?
oh oh (many bids to answer)

8

tell us what we had to do there
Duncan

9

D: em we had to dip the magnet in
the middle of the jar to . find em .
come up the pins

10

to see the pins/ how 'many pins
were.?

11
12

52: attracted (several)
to the magnet (several)

13
14

the middle (several)

15

D: to see how strong the magnet
was?

attta~b:d. 'tQ th~;: magn~;:t/ that's
right/ we had to use the north
pole/ the south pole and.?

of the magnet/ we 'also .. I asked
you if you had the chance to use .
'different sorts of magnets there
again too/ once again thinking as a
scientist . what do you think the
point of an experim ent like that
would be ... what were we trying
to prove?

16

17

to see how strong the magnets were
and to see how strong the different .
.. .?
12Sl[t:i and poles were

~(several)
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Discussion
The mediatio n of the teacher is realised here by an interactio n strategy which
overtly and explicitly controls the 'content' of the discourse, described by Edwards
and Mercer (1987) as cued elicitation. This refers to the kind of IRF discourse in
which the teacher asks questions while simultaneously providin g heavy clues and
prompts as to the type of information being asked for, and which they suggest
functions as a way of marking the significance of certain elements of knowled ge in
the discourse. They suggest that it embodies an educational process in which pupils
are not being 'drawn out' of themselves in the sense of e-ducare , nor are they
receiving direct instruction in the 'transmission' sense. Rather they are being initiated
into a shared discourse while actively participa ting in its creation. Edwards and
Westgate (1994) and Edwards and Mercer (1987) warn however that this kind of
interactional pattern may give an appearance of an understa nding that is not actually
present - thus masking rather than bridging the gap between teacher and students.
Cued elicitatio n can serve to maintain the appearan ce that knowled ge and
understanding are being elicited from the students rather than being imposed by the
teacher. Edwards (1992) also suggests that such questioning techniques often serve
"to focus pupils' attention away from any argumen t or conclusion which might be
emerging from the 'discussion', and towards whatever cues and clues the teacher
might be providin g as to what he or she is after" (Edwards 1992, p. 236).
However, as has already been argued (Chapter 3), to attempt to analyse what is
actually occurring in a classroom it is necessary to locate specific interactions within
the ongoing discourse over a number of teaching episodes. The examples of cued
elicitation in this text occurred after children had spent considerable time building
up their understa nding of the topic in concrete and comprehensible contexts. It may
be assumed therefore that the responses they give are, to use Edwards and Mercer's
terms, principled rather than simply ritualised and procedural. I therefore include
these examples of cued elicitation as examples of scaffolding, with the proviso that
not all interactio ns of this structura l type could be so defined: it is not cued
elicitation per se which provides the scaffolding here, but its existence at a point
when jointly constructed understan dings have already been built up by teacher and
students across a number of lessons, and when students are being required to
redefine or recontex tualise these understa ndings in less familiar ways. Lemke
(1990a) uses the term 'joint construction' specifically to refer to those occasions
when teacher and students complete each others' contribut ions in this way, and
suggests that this happens when the thematic development of the dialogue is closely
shared. This text can therefore be interpret ed as indicating the learning that the
children have achieved at this point in the sequence of episodes.
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The responses are 'cued' by a 'fill in the blank' technique, the teacher leaving the end
of the sentence unfinishe d for the students to complete {1, 4, 10, 12, 16). This
enables her to simultan eously draw the children's attention to what is significant
and salient, (from the point of view of her frame of reference), while leaving key
(and at the. start of the unit, unknown ) lexis to be provided by the children:

magnets, attracted to the magnet, poles. Where this does not quite conform to her own
'script', she provides the word which she is seeking, incorpor ating the student's
response into her own script through expansion:
Student:

parts

Teacher:

parts and poles were.

The degree to which this discourse now represents shared knowled ge is indicated
by the closely juxtapos ed utterances, with each student utterance following on
immediately from the teacher's and at times overlapp ing. We can note too the
relative ease with which the children can predict what the teacher is expecting, so
that 'the sentence' which the teacher asks them to finish is in fact jointly constructed
across several turns:
Teacher:
Student:

the more paper clips that were attached to the chain
the more
the more chain we had

Teacher:

the stronger?

Student:

the magnets

Teacher:

the magnet was.

Teacher intervent ion is required only once in the completion of this sentence (4)
where the children have failed to recognise the syntactic structure that the teacher is
seeking: the more pins ... the stronger the magnet. This prompt again illustrates the
contingency to which skilled teachers are sensitive, and which is inherent in effective
scaffolding.
The purpose of the scaffolding here is not simply to help the children to recount
what had happened , (a task which would probably not have required this degree of
scaffolding}, but to provide support in helping them to identify the 'point' of the
experime nts, and hence to think about their personal experien ces in a more
decentre d way. The children' s own discoveries are thereby made explicit and
legitimised by the teacher, and become part of the shared understa nding of the
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group, or what Mercer (1995) refers to as 'common knowled ge'. The teacher's
reference to thinking like a scientist is significant. Effective learning is not simply the
memoris ation of rote facts, but involves the acquisiti on of the processe s
underpinning the subject, so that children are led to internalise some of the thought
processes of a historian, a scientist, a mathematician (Webster et al1996}, and here
the teacher makes explicit reference to this process. The scaffolding in this piece of
discourse effectively supports the learners in a step towards achieving the goal of
'thinking like a scientist'.
Mediatin g language : technical ising the talk
Lemke (1990a) argues that part of the teacher's job in teaching students to 'talk
science' is to focus on those aspects of language which are peculiar to science. He
argues that teachers should:
model scientific language by explaining to students how they themselves are
combining terms together in sentences. They should stop to point out special
idioms and phrases, forms of grammar ... and especially ... identify the
semantic relations of terms and the various ways of expressing the same
relationship in different words.
(Lemke 1990a, p. 170)
The mediation illustrate d by the texts in this section is concerned with this aspect
of science teaching; the scaffolding provided by the teacher provides a link between
the everyday language of the students and the subject specific ways of meaning.
Text 6.17
Classroom 1: Episode 17
The north pole and the south pole attract

Context
This interactio n (also discusse d in Chapter 5) occurred immedia tely after an
episode when the children had reported back on what had happene d in their group
experiments. On the board is a matrix to which the teacher is referring (see Figure 5.
3 in the previous chapter)
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STUDENTS

TEACHER
let's just see if we can ... Belinda ..
.let's just see if we can .. figure out
somet hing here .. if I put the pole
of the first magn et .. the north pole
.. to the north pole of the secon d
magne t what will happe n the
north pole of one magne t and I try to
put it on the .. by the north pole of
the secon d magn et what will
happe n ... George?

1

2
3

G: they repel?
S: repel

4

5

C: the north pole and the south
J?Ole attrac t

6

7

F: the south pole and the north
pole will attrac t

8

9

S: the south pole and the south
pole will re .. repel

10

11

G: if you put the north pole and the
north pole togeth er em that will
not .... that will repel and if you
put the south pole and the south
pole togeth er that will repel too

12
13

Ss (several): repel

14
15

Ss (several): repel

alrigh t so I'll just put a little tick
like that .. so the north pole and
the north £Ole/reE_el
let's try this what if I try the north
pole and the south pole .. of the
magne t .. who can tell .. I want a
sentence a nice sentence Carol Ann?

T good ... what if I try the south
pole of this magn et and the north
pole of that magne t .. yes Francois
come on a sentence

T good boy good Francois alrigh t
and let's try the south pole of this
magne t and the south pole of the
other magne t ... Steph anie
so I would like two ideas that we
get from this .. two general ideas
what we call generalisations ...
who can give me somet hing that
will happe n all the time not what
just happe ned to us today but what
will happe n do you think ... Gina
do you want to try

good alrigh t that will always
happe n so we'll say south pole and
south_pole ... ?
north pole and north pole ... ?

16

alrigh t .. who can give me
somet hing else .. Jennifer
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J: em .. the north pole and the
south pole attract

18

right they attract .. each other ..
north pole and south pole attract
each other .. right

Discussion
Lemke's argum ent for the importance of visual semiotic resources in the constru
ction
and mediat ion of meaning, referred to in Chapte r 5, is of particu lar significance
in
relation to the notion of scaffolding. Scaffolding may work in tandem with
an
additional semiotic resource, to create a multimodal resource for making meanin
g
(see for example, text 6.7: I'll just do this one as an example). In this case the matrix
on the board drawn up by the teacher serves as a paralle l semiotic system
and
provid es a visual frame of reference for the more decontextualised langua
ge the
teacher is wantin g the studen ts to use. At the same time, as the teacher comple
tes
the matrix by ticking the approp riate boxes, the childre n are presen ted with
an
alternative semiotic system by which they can represent the information they
have
built up.
The teacher appear s to be playing the kind of mediat ing role which Goodm
an
describes (see Introduction, this chapter): namely that in mediation the teacher
helps
students develop schemes which will move them toward scientific unders tanding
by
first involving them in personal experiences in which they will experience the
forces
at work, and then by incorporating these into their attemp t to make sense
of the
phenom ena. In this text the teacher mediat es betwee n the childre n's person
al
experiences and the generalisations which she is seeking to develo p by provid
ing
three kinds of scaffolds for the childre n by which she embed s their individ
ual
findings within a broade r framework of meanings. First, (turns 1 - 9) she makes
use
of an additio nal and parallel semiotic resource (the matrix on the board). Second
there is the use of metalinguistic talk concerning the nature of generalisations
(turns
10- 19). Third, there is a brief but significant example of cued elicitation. Each
of
these will be discussed.
As pointe d out in Chapte r 5, the provisi on of the matrix in this instanc
e is
especially relevant to a context where studen ts are learning both a second langua
ge
and curricu lum conten t in the second language. The matrix presen ts part
of the
semantic or propos itional conten t as 'given' and the studen t can therefore
focus
more specifically on the form: this presum ably would help to fulfil the conditi
on
that Swain argues for, namely that the learner give attention to comprehensible
(and
here registrally approp riate) output . It is significant that Francois, a child
on a
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special education program and an ESL learner, is able through the scaffolding from
the teacher and that provided by the model of the previous student, to produce
such output (7).
In the latter part of the text, the teacher talks explicitly about the notion of a
generalisation. The teacher talk in fact here encapsulates two fields (as defined in
Chapter 4}, that of science and that of language itself. The relationship between
these within the progression of the discourse is a significant factor in the scaffolding
the teacher is providing. To give a more visual representation of the role these two
fields play, the transcription of the teacher talk has been separated into talk about
magnets and talk about language (Figure 6.4}.
Fig 6.4 Two fields within the discourse
Teacher
Field- language
1

2

3

I want a sentence a nice
sentence Carol Ann?
C: the north pole
and the south
pole attract

4

5
6

good ... what if I try the
south pole of this magnet
and the north pole of
that magnet .. yes
Francois
come on a sentence
F: the south pole
and the north
pole will attract

7

8

Teacher
Field - science
let's try this what if I
try the north pole and
the south pole .. of the
magnet .. who can tell ..

good boy good Francois
south alright and let's
try the pole of this
magnet and the south
pole of the other magnet .
. . Stephanie
S: the south pole
and the south
pole will re ..
repel
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9

good (to obs) my goodness
aren't they speakin g well
so I would like two ideas
that we get from this ..
two general ideas
what we call

generalisations ...
who can give me
someth ing that will
happen all the time
not what just happen ed to
us today

10
11

... Gina do you want to
try

if you put the
north pole and
the north pole
togethe r em that
will not ....
that will repel
and if you put
the south pole
and the south
pole togethe r
that will repel
too

12

good alright that will

always happen so we'll
say

13

south pole and south pole

14
15

SS: repel

16
17

SS: reJ!el

18

em .. the north
pole and the
south pole
attract

... ?

north pole and north pole
... ?

alright .. who can give
me someth ing else ..
Jennifer

19

right they attract . . each
other .. north pole and
south pole attract each
other .. right

The field of langua ge here involves talk about langua ge which is intend ed to
help
studen ts unders tand the concep t of 'genera lisatio n' and produc e
their
unders tanding s in a more written-like form. The metalanguage includes referen
ce to
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the fact that the teacher wishes the studen ts to use a 'sentence' (2, 5),
and several
formulations of what the teacher means by 'generalisation': two general

ideas/
generalisations/ something that will happen all the time/ not what just happen
ed to us ·
today (9). As the dialog ue progresses, however, the langua ge field progre

ssivel y
'drops out' of the teache r talk as studen ts begin to maste r the struct
ure of. the
generalisation witho ut her help.
Further scaffolding is provid ed throug h cued elicitation, the 'unfinished'
sentence
signalled by a rising /quest ioning intonation patter n (13, 15), and compl
eted by the
studen ts (14, 16). This scaffolding also reduces, and Jennifer's respon
se (18) is a
complete clause, which, while syntactically parallel with the previo
us responses,
contains different information and indicates how the new learni ng
has now been
appro priate d and transferred by the student.
The text thus illustr ates three forms of scaffolding which realise
the teacher's
mediating role in this instance, the visual semiotic, the metalinguistic
talk and the
cued elicitation. What is of partic ular interest howev er is the way
in which this
scaffolding is progressively discarded as studen ts begin to show they
can produ ce
the target language alone. It shows how, in Wood's terms, the scaffo
lding "withers
away" as the learner becomes more competent at the partiCular task (Wood
1986).
Text 6.18
Classr oom 1: Episo de 8

Remember we're scientists

Context
In this text, and the one which follows it, the teacher plays a highly
controlling role,
with most of the exchanges being of the IRF type and incorporating many
examples
of cued elicitation. Much of the discourse, in fact, appea rs remin
iscent of the
uncontextualised 'langu age drill' comm on in many behav iouris t appro
aches to
secon d langu age teachi ng in the 1960's. As has been argue d,
howev er, the
pedagogical significance of texts, how they are 'read', cannot be uncov
ered witho ut
considering their place within the ongoing discourse which has been
built up over
time. The intertextual nature of classroom events, as discussed in Chapt
er 5, means
that any interactional sequence is simply an 'excerpt' of a much larger
piece of
discourse, namel y the total discourse of the subject or topic to date.
Thus the
meani ng and nature of a particular interaction can only be under stood
in terms of
the situational context and ongoing discourse in which it occurs. 6
6 From the perspective of methodology, this text is an argum ent for
looking beyond the
formal structu ral characteristics of classroom interactions.
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The text occurred after the children had taken part in open-ended experi

ential work
with magnets and a range of magnetic and non-magnetic materials, and
after they
had report ed on what they had found out. Until this point there
had been no
explicit focus on language, and the children had used every day inform
al talk to
report on what they had done, for example grabs it, sticks to it and
attaches to
describe the process of attraction.
An extend ed section of discourse is necessary here in order to show
how the
scaffolding proceeds, and how it is progressively discarded as studen
ts learn to use
aspects of the new register.

STUDE NTS

TEACHER
I want you to think . of just what
you did yesterd ayI of the
materi als . that we had
yesterd ay I and I'm going to help
you with a word today . that we
didn't ... no one has said/ becaus e
remem ber we're scientists . and we
need to use the proper words . all of
you 'told me . and explain ed it very
well/ now we're going to learn the
proper scientific words for this .
what happen s is . that magne ts
'attract (great empha sis) . certain
things and so rather than say that
it grabs it or it sticks to it . what we
say is magne ts .attiW and that
means . this kind of thing
(demonstrating) so if I. am a
magne t and I attract . Carol Anne I .
. 'bring 'her 'to 'me (demonstrating)
. attract . so I'd like for us to think
of the other things . that the
magne t

1

attrac t
attrac t

2
3

attract s

4

G: didn't

attract 'ed . this is yesterd ay I now
think back in your groups . think of
the things that the magne t
attract ed .
(writes "attracted "on board) and
then think of the things that the
magne t
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5

6

J: em . the golden nail .. em the

didn't attract .. that 'didn't
attract (writes 'didn't attract ' on
board) and I'd like for you to say it
in a sentence so we get used . to out
proper scientific langua ge . OK
Joseph . either one

magne t . didn't attract the golden
screw

7
8
9
10
11
12

alright it didn't attract the ..

J: g_olden screw

it didn't attract the golden screw

V: it didn't attract the ..
V: em the magne t attract ed the
nail

13

the nail .. Francis? can you give me
one of these/ think in your group

14
15

F: the magne t attracts to

16

F: the magne t attract .ed attract ed
to the other ma_gn_ets

careful this is what we did
yester day

17

18
19
20

carefu l

F: the magne t attract ed the other
magne ts
Fr: the magne t attract.ed to the em
that thing that has em ......

21

the magne t attract 'ed . other
magne ts/ we don't need to say the
'to'. so tell me again Francis

(nods at Francois)
these are the things that we had

(pointing to materials) .. what are
.you thinkin g of?

Fr. points
22
23

V: paper clip

24

Fr: silver and iron one

paper clip .. and we had two
different types of paper clips ..

25

we have/ this is a plastic / is it a
plastic paper clip?

26
27

Ss: no (many)

28

S1: covere d

we though t it was . but what do we
call this plastic ?

29

covere d or plastic coated / where
are the other paper clips? here
they are/ did the magne t attract
this paper clip?

30
31

Ss: _yes (many)

32
33

Ss: yes (many)

did the magne t attract this paper
clip?
so Franco is can you tell me I the
magne t attract ed .. ?
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Fr: the magn et attract ed to the
p_ap_er clip

35

36

37

38

Fr: the magn et attract ed . to the
plastic . covere d paper clip

Fr: the magne t attract ed .. /magn et
.. the . magn et .. the plastic paper
clip

39
40

R: the magn et attract ed the thumb
tacks

C: the magn et didn't attrac t to the
cork/ didn't attract to the ~ork

43

44
45
46

C: the magn et didn't attrac t the
cork
J: the magn et didn't attrac t the
coin?

47
48

51
52

J: the five cents coin?

the magne t . didn't attrac t the
cork/ the magn et didn't attrac t the
cork/ tell me again Charle ne
good/ Joseph

Gin a
G: the magne t doesn 't stick on the ..
cork

good so magnets

tell me
G: the magne t doesn 't stick onto the
cork

55
56
57
58

Charle ne? .. think of all the
things that we've got Charl ene

G: the cork doesn 't stick on it

53
54

anybo dy? Rena

which one Josep h?. I had a two
cent coin and a five cent coin/
they're differe nt colour s

49

so

let's try it once more Francois ..
Francois you don't need to say the
'to' listen to me/ the magne t
attrac ted .. the plastic coate d/
plastic covere d paper clip

goodboygood.anythinge~e

41
42

the magn et attrac ted the plastic
coated . we don't need to say the
'to' I the magn et attrac ted . the
plastic coated paper clip/ you tell
me

remem ber we're scientists now
Gina.
G: em. ah! the magne t attract s
G: the magn et 'didn' t attrac t the
cork

59

the magt'let .?

good/ alrigh t/Phil ip
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The discourse continues in a similar
manner for several minutes
60

Fr: the magn et attracted the

61
62

Fr: paper clip

63
64
65
66

good boy
good boy

53: we had that

no we had the plastic one

54: the plastic covered one

67

68

69
70
71
72

V: the. the. mag magne t didn't
attract the two cent coin
A: the magne ts attracted the lid
B: the .. magne ts didn't attract the
five cent coin

73

74

S: the magn et attracted . the other
magnets

75

76

79
80

Aman da
Belin da

good Belinda

good Silvio

M: the magn et attracted the
plastic covered . clip

77

78

OK .. now ...could I just have us
'say it . because I want to make
certain that we can/ we can talk
like scientists . so if I point to
something I'm going to call on
people and see if we can just say it
in sentences prope rlyI I'll start/
the magne t attracted . the nail .
the magne t 'didn' t attrac t the
plastic top/ Vivienne

Fr: the magn et attach ed/ attrac t/
attrac ted

goodM ario

attracted good boy

Fr: the thumb I thumb tack

Discussion
Here the teacher is provi ding a stron g scaffold for the childr
en to begin to use a
more scientific and writte n like register for talking about their
learning. The teacher
focuses in partic ular on the lexical item attract and on the use
of the past tense to
refer to what the childr en had done on the previ ous day. The
text is an exam ple
of a 'zoom ing in' technique, where by a teacher depar ts briefl
y from the broad er
contextual lands cape to foreground and bring to children's attent
ion a significant
detail, before refocusing again on the wider landscape. In this
case, and in the text
which follows it, the 'zoom ing in' relates to the partic ular lingu
istic suppo rt the
teacher perceives the ESL learners to need.
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The teacher begins this piece of discourse by
talking explicitly abou t lang uage ,
ackn owle dgin g that all of you told me and expla
ined very well [wh at you did], but
pointing out that now the stud ents are going to
use the proper scientific words. The
emphasis here is not simp ly on formal correctn
ess, but on appr opri acy, beca use
we're scientists. Scientific language is mentioned seve
ral mor e times (see turn s S, SS,
67). The teac her thus mak es explicit to child
ren why they are bein g aske d to
resp ond in this way. Like the text which follows,
this text has a 'drill-like' patt ern
reminiscent of the 'patt ern practice' of audi o-lin
gual appr oach es. Such patt ern
practice, however, took minimal account of cont
ext and was functionally empty.
Here, by contrast, talk abou t language, and form
al language practice, takes place in
the cont ext of actu al language-in-use: desp ite
the form ality and focus on a
particular 'structure', wha t the students say com
es out of their unde rstan ding of the
experiential work they have taken part in, and is
thus a recontextualisation of their
unde rstan ding s rath er than a rehe arsa l of lang
uage form devo id of spea ker
meanings. Van Lier (1996) makes the poin t that
the IRF is adva ntag eous only
insofar as it is desi gned as a way of scaffolding
interaction, and mus t therefore
prom ote hand over so that stud ents can learn
to hand le mor e dialogic forms of
discourse. Here it appe ars to be used for this purp
ose.
One of Lemke's recommendations to secondar
y science teachers is that stud ents
shou ld be show n how to combine science terms
in complex sentences (1990a). It is
unclear exactly wha t the term 'complex' might impl
y for youn ger students; how ever
this text prov ides an instance of the kind of prac
tice Lemke appe ars to be argu ing
for whe n he suggests that:
[Students] shou ld be practising the use of one parti

cular thematic patte rn
of semantic relationships among scientific term
s ... Following this they
shou ld use the term s in writ ing sentences and
para grap hs deri ving
directly from oral discussion ... [The work of the
teacher] is not simp ly to
set up these situations and tasks, but to teach the
stud ents explicitly to
use scientific language.
(Lemke 1990a, p. 169)
The text falls into three parts. In turn s 1 - S the
teacher introduces and teaches the
wor d 'attract'. In turn s 6- 66 the children are
asked to talk abou t their findings
begi nnin g with 'the mag net attracted' or 'the
mag net didn 't attract', sayi ng it in
sentences so we get used to our proper scientific langu
age. In the final section, the
children are cued into wha t the teacher wishes them
to talk abou t by her poin ting to
objects in turn. Again she asks them to say it in sente
nces so she can make certain that
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you can talk like scientists. At each stage the teacher gives a
clear mode l of how she
would like the children to answer, and what to say. In the
first part she gives them
an oral mode l, magnets attract, but also foreg round s the
fact that she is talkin g
about wording: what we say is... (l). In the second part she
write s attract and didn't
attract on the board whic h the children are able to refer to
while speaking. At the
beginning of the third part she gives them a further mode
l: the magnet attracted the
nail. the magnet didn't attract the plastic top (67).
The teacher appe ars to have two other linguistic focuses,
the use of the past tense
attracted and the struc ture the magnet attracted X. Early in the
interaction she models
the magnet attracted, placing a stress on the past tense morp
heme , and commenting:
this is yesterday (3), thus again draw ing the stude nts' attention
to the significance of
the tense. Most child ren are able to answ er appro priat
ely, but wher e indiv idual
children have difficulty the teacher provi des further supp
ort, and the text is thus a
good exam ple of the differential natur e of scaffoldin
g. Thre e exam ples, with
Francis, Gina and Francois, are considered here.
Francis

14
15
16

FRANCIS
F. the magn et attracts to

TEACHER

F. the magn et attract.ed attracted to
the other magn ets

17
18

F. the magn et attracted the other
magnets

careful this is what we did
yeste rday

the magn et attrac t'ed . other
magn ets/ we don't need to sat the
'to' . so tell me ag_ain Francis

The teacher remin ds Francis of the need for the past tense
but does not prov ide the
word, instead simp ly remin ding him that this happ ened
yeste rday (see the section
Reminding and Handing Over in Chap ter 5). As point ed
out in Chap ter 2, SLA
theory sugg ests the impo rtanc e of 'noticing' a new lingu
istic item, and here the
scaffold prov ided by the teacher supp orts Francis in this
process. Recalling the
form itself presu mabl y requi res a great er cognitive effor
t on Francis' part than
simply repeating the word as given by the teacher (see for
example Chap ter 2 and
the discussion of self-repair, Lyster and Ranta, 1997; Allw
right and Bailey 1991).
Francis hesitates but produ ces the past tense correctly, but
he also makes an error
in the grammatical struc ture itself. This time the teach
er uses both a metalinguistic
expl anat ion- we.don't need the 'to' - and models the
correct form. Francis then
gives the response the teacher wants.
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Gina
Here the teacher again uses a Reminding and Handing Over strategy to help the
learner 'notice' and self repair what she has said.

54

GINA
the magnet doesn't stick onto the
cork

55
56

TEACHER

remember we're scientists now
Gina.
em. ah! the magnet attracts

Franco is
Francois is a student on a special education program who is also an ESL learner.
20

FRANCOIS
the magnet attract.ed to the em
that thing_ that has em ,.,.,.

21

TEACHER

these are the things that we had

(pointing to materials) .. what are
you thinkin_g_ of?
Fr. points
22

V: paper clip

Many of Francois' interactions with the teacher are quite extended as she frequently
spends time 'probing' what he says in order to help him express it more
appropriately. Often he does not know words in English which are usually known
by the other children. The teacher's response to this is to allow him to point at the
object and for another child to prompt him. She spends several turns at this point
discussing the fact that there were two types of paper dips and both were magnetic
(23 - 32). Having established which one Francois is talking about, and providing a
language model for talking about it, she returns to Francois.
FRANCOIS

TEACHER
so Francois can you tell me/ the
magnet attracted .. ?

33
34

the magnet attracted to the paper
clip

35

36

the magnet attracted the plastic
coated . we don't need to say the
'to' I the magnet attracted . the
plastic coated paper clip I you tell
me
the magnet attracted . to the
plastic . covered paper clip
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37

38

the magn et attracted .. /mag net ..
the . magn et .. the plastic pape r
clip

let's try it once more Francois ..
Francois you don't need to say the
'to'/ listen to me/ the magn et
attrac ted .. the plast ic coate d/
plastic cove red pape r clip .

It is wort h notin g that the teacher scaffolds for Fran
cois more stron gly than she has
for othe r child ren, and models for him the begi nnin
g of the clause (33). Francois
makes the same mistake as Francis in the grammatical
struc ture (a difficulty shar ed
by several children throu ghou t the unit) and the teach
er again uses a metalinguistic
explanation and a model. The slight hesitation after
attracted (35) migh t be expected
to draw the child's attention to this as the 'critical' poin
t at whic h to listen. Francois
does not prod uce a correct form on the second attem
pt (36) and the teacher repeats
both the expl anati on and the mod el again, this time
with a long er paus e after
attract. This time Francois is almost able to prod uce the
respo nse alone. Wha t is
interesting how ever is that later he twice more bids
to respo nd along with the othe r
children, and in both cases prod uces the targe t form
successfully (60 and 78). The
seco nd bid cont ains a high degr ee of self correction

suggesting that Francois has begu n to internalise the

attach/ attached/ attracted,

new form at this point. On both
occasions the teacher evaluates the response positively
before he has finished the
turn and agai n as he com plete s it, thus supp ortin
g the attem pt as well as
acknowledging the content of his response.
The interaction is thus characterised by its quality of

contingency, defined earlier as
the way that teachers pace the amo unt of help on the
basis of moment-to mom ent
unde rstan ding , and by the differential natu re of
the scaff oldin g prov ided for
diffe rent learn ers. Med iatio n, therefore, mus t be
seen as fluid and dyna mic,
becoming more necessary not only at certain points
in the teach ing/l earn ing cycle,
but also playing a more impo rtant part with certain
learners.
Text 6.19
Classroom 1: Epis ode 12

Is there a clue in this word somewhere?
Context
Here the teacher focuses on the stude nts' deve lopm
ent of aspects of the scientific
register, first on the new lexical item non-magnetic
; and seco nd on the use of
complete clauses to express the stude nts' earlier findi
ngs. Agai n the text is leng thy
to illustrate both the building up and the withering away
of the scaffolding.
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STUDENTS

TEACHER
and we call this ... and we call
this/ excuse me .. non magneti c/non
magneti c/ what could that mean/
good Stacey

1

2
3

S: Miss I know what it is
oh good I'm glad you raised your
hand that's very good Stace ... non
magneti c/Colin?

4
5

C: it doesn't stick with a magnet

6

7

good .. can anybody tell me this is
just what you hear ... I'll write it
on the board and this might help
you and I'll put it. (writes non
magnetic on the board) .. how did
you know that Colin, that it means
that it doesn't .. that the magnet
doesn't stick to it?

C: Miss it's

8

9
10

Ss(several) yes yes

11

Cnon

is there a clue in this word
somewhere?
what's the clue Colin?

12

good boy .. non/ this (indicating
non on board) means what Belinda?

13
14

B:no

15

J (responding to previous question):
not magnetic

16
17

does anybody know any other non
words? Lindsay May?
L: non-fiction

1'0

non-fiction good what does that
mean?

19
20

L: it's not fiction

21

A: non no to- toxics

that it's not fiction, do you know
some other non words

22

good for you Amanda non-toxic does
anyone know what that one means?
good Amanda / good ears

23
24

A: it's not toxic

25

A: it means like its •••••

yes but what does toxic mean?

26
27

no/ good ... so if we say non
magnetic it means no ... did you
have another Jennifer that you
know .. a non word? excuse me come
over here please (to student
talkinK) sorry Jen

you're close/ it usually talks about
the environm ent .. Angie?
An: em like if if if it's •••••
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28

29

no/ non-toxic means not poisonous /
when we say something 's... so
that's good .. non .. so whenever we
see this it means no .. do you have
some other non words M,ario .. ·
what?
M non-smoking

30

31

non-smok ing good/ I like to always
sit in the non-smok ing section of a
restauran t
F: and Miss sometimes I see it on
crayons em toys

32

and what and what has that to do
with non

33

F: toxic

34

Sl: non-toxic

35

oh non-toxic on the crayons, you
know why that is because little
children what do they sometime s
do-.. ?

36
37

F: eat them

38
39

V: non em breakable

yes so it's good to be non-toxic / yes
Viv
but we usually say unbreakab le but
that was good so .. non magnetic/ so
we're going to learn to talk like
'scientists .. this is. aluminium
(holds up aluminium ) it is . rum
magnetic

non-magn etic

(holds up cork)

40
41
42
43

Ss (several): non-magn etic

44

G: non-magn etic

em raise your hand ... George cork

G: I think it's ,.,.,.

but it's?

45

non-magnetic good .. excuse me
Francois we have a rule ...
Bernadett e

46

B: paper clip

47
48
49

B: the paper clip is magnetic

so

S: steel/ like

can I have a sentence, Bernadett e
do you have any idea what what it
could be made of ... Stacy

51

52

probably is a type of steel Stace
very good the steel is magnetic ...
the paper clip is magnetic ...
Francois
Fr: the blue pla .. paper clip is
magnetic

53

good what's the difference here?
there's something else different/
we've talked about it Prances
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54

55

F: the blue one has got steel inside
it and the outside is plastic

56
57

S: and the other one is just steel

58
59

F: magnetic

good so this is plastic coated .. the
plastic coated paper clip is?
which is .. is it this .. do do you
you remember? so can you give me a
sentence? Francois?

60

Fr: the . . . . . the ....

61
62
63

F: plastic paper p .........

64

F: plastic ........

plastic
should have a video(aside to
observer, indicating the difficulty
Francois is having, evident by his
facial expression)

65

66

H: the plastic coated . paper . clip
is magnetic

67
68
69
70

Whole class: the plastic coated
paperclip is magnetic
Whole class: the silver paperclip
is magnetic

71
72

73
74
75
76

everybody that's a hard one ..
listen to me . . the plastic coated
paper clip is magnetic let's try it

(holds up silver yaper clip)

OK good that was good (indicates
plastic lid)
[iiliss;: JlQ:U.[ haod . raise your hand/
Am.anda

51:~

A: the lid is non magnetic
good/ everybody
Whole class: the lid is non
magnetic

77

ah good (holds up gold coloured
screw)

78
79

Fr: Miss I/ I/ I

80

Fr: the golden screw is non
magnetic

Francois I really want you to talk ..
. but you need to raise your hand

81
82

you're really trying hard I can tell
you know what to say ... Hannah
can you help him out with it?

yes .. now I have something ... I
have something to ...
(aeroplane goes overhead)

54: loud Miss
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83

(holding up screw) I went home and
talked to my husband the other
night because many of you were
saying you thought that maybe ...
it was 8emadett e and George ...
were saying you thought that this

(indicating the gold coloured
screw) was d,ij;!p~d. in aomething to

SS: Miss it's plated

make it non- magnetic and my
husband thinks you're right/ I'm
not quite sure but he says this is
what we call galvanise d iron and
when they put a galvanisin g
coating on this
84

85
86

87

Ss (several) it won't stick
58: doesn't stick

Ss (many, loudly): non-magn etic

88

good it becomes non-magnetic so I
think you and George were right
8emadett e and I apologise and

89
90

57: Miss we thought the same

91
92
93
94

Ss (several, biddin_g) oh/ oh

we have another screw here ...
alright the nail/ raise your hand
8ernadett e

8: the nail's maSiletic
the nail's magnetic so it's probably
made of what?

95
96

8: steel

97
98
99

Ss (several): the golden screw

steel right so I'll put that here/
everybody tell me about the golden
screw
everybody
Whole class: the golden screw is
non magnetic

100

101

it won't ... it becomes?

come on Viv I'm giving you the
chance to talk with everybody else
... Vivien can you tell me about
this one?
V: the screw ... the golden screw is
non magnet . . magnetic

102

good and it helps if you do it with
us Vivien because then I think it
makes it a lot easier with that em .
. Francois do you remember?
{indicatin~

103
104
105
106
106
108

safety pin)

Fr: em Miss .. babies use it
yeslknow
Fr: what do they call it?
just help him out with the name of
this Mario
M: safety pin
Francois
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Fr: the safety 'pin
'safety pin (indicating stress)
Fr: the 'safety _pin is magnetic
sure is, good boyI good you
remembered that/ one cent ..
Robert do you remember that?

R: Miss the one cent coin is non
magnetic

114
115

the thumb tack the famous thumb
tack that some of you were working
on/ Vivien
V: the thumb tack is magnetic

116

117
118

alright so if these are the magnetic
ones . . let's just try because
everybody was having trouble
with this ... so let me start ... the
magnet attracts ...
Ss (many): the thumb tack

Ss (most of class): attract thumb

taW
119

Whole class: magnets attract
thumb tacks

120

121

right now we're going to talk about
all thumb tacks so we're going to
talk about magnets . . try it this
wayI magnets attia~t th:umb tad~:z
let's try it

remember I'm not talking about just
one I'm talking about 'all magnets
I'm talking about 'all thumb tacks
so let's try it again
Whole class: magnets attract
thumb tacks

122

the nail is magnetic ... so you tell
me

123
124
1'25

126
127
128
129

Whole class: th~ nail
Whole class: magnets attract the
nail
Ss ~se'l>eTal): \he nails
again
Whole class: magnets attract nails
the plastic coated paper clip is
magnetic
Whole class: magnets attract the
plastic coated paper clips

130
131
132

that is hard/this paper clip
(demonstrating) . . listen/ the steel
paper clips are magnetic
Whole class: magnets attract steel
paper clips

133
134

safety pins are magnetic
G: (beginning a fraction ahead of
others)th~ magn~t

wclW careful George we're not
talking about just this one
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Whole class: magnets attract
safety pins

136

magnets
alright tell me about this (holding

thumb tack)

137

Whole class: magnets attract
thumb tacks

Discussion
Like the previous text, this text, taken in isolation, would seem to represent a very
transmission-based pedagogical orientation on the part of the teacher. Yet this same
teacher also frequently engages in dialogic interactions with students which would
have little place in such a classroom. Again this example illustrates the importance
of interpreting the text as part of the larger discourse.
At this point in the unit the students had had a number of concrete experiences
with magnets, and had also taken part in reporting back to the class about their
findings.
The purpose of the interaction is again made explicit to the students: we're going to
learn to talk like scientists (39). Though the kind of talk which characterises the text,
particularly from turn 40 onwards, might on the one hand be criticised as focusing
on form rather than meaning, it should be noted that in order to respond to the
teacher, students would need to draw on the knowledge which they themselves had
earlier helped to construct. Like the previous text, its pedagogical nature can only
be understo od by being situated within the larger discourse context. Rather than
reading this as an uncontextualised 'drill' it is more accurately characterised as a

'talking out' of the children's significant knowledge in ways which help them to
better understa nd the concept and express it in more registrally appropri ate ways.
The text falls broadly into three sections, which progressively move children closer
to the aspects of the scientific register on which the teacher is focusing. In turns 1 40 the teacher introduces the term 'non-magnetic', drawing the students' attention in
particular to the prefix 'non'. In turns 41 -117 the focus is on the use of 'magnetic'
and 'non-magnetic' in complete clauses which thematise the materials the children
have been working with, e.g. the paper clip is non-magnetic (48); the lid is non magnetic
{76). In the final section (118 - 137) the teacher elicits from students generalised
statements based on the informat ion they have just given, and helps them to
produce clauses which thematise 'magnets': magnets attract thumb tacks (118).
At the beginning of the first section (1) the teacher is referring to a group of things
which the children had identified as not being attracted by magnets. She begins by
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focusing student s on a lexical item (non-magnetic), a key term in this unit of work.
She repeats it twice and asks student s what it could mean (1), writing the word on
the board as she speaks. This increases its significance, while in addition, seeing the
word might make it more likely that student s will notice the prefix. In response to
Colin's suggest ion (5) the teacher asks how he knew (6), further scaffolding the
response she is seeking by asking a second question, whethe r there is a 'clue' in the
word (8). The student s offer a number of examples and the teacher concludes this
part of the text with summar ising for students: if we say non-magnetic it means no
(14). She continues with the same language focus by asking student s for other 'non'
words (15 - 39). Viv's suggestion (38), while not correct, is accepted by the teacher
as "good" presumably since the student, though overgeneralising the rule in this case,
has shown that she underst ands how the prefix can be transferred. At this point
the teacher reminds the student s that we're going to learn to talk like scientists (39)
and the degree of shared underst anding of the word they have just learned is
evident in the chorus of non-magnetic (39) which overlaps with the teacher's use of
the term. The student s also chorus the term later and without hesitation when cued
by the teacher in the following section (76, 87).
In the next section (41 -117), after making clear to the student s that we're going to
learn to talk like scientists (39), the teacher helps the children to recontextualise their

findings through a mode shift towards more written-like discourse. The emphasis
on the formal aspects of gramma tical correctness which follows is therefor e
contextualised: gramma tical accuracy serves a specific function. In addition ,
despite this focus on structure, the teacher still maintains a focus on the student s'
underst anding of the science itself. Turns 50-58 for example, show the teacher
checking on the student s' underst anding of the difference between two kinds of
paper clips. Francois, the child mentioned above, again has great difficulty with
producing the sentence that the teacher is asking for (60 -65); (the teacher, noting
this, suggests in an aside to the researcher that a video is needed to capture the
student's struggle). The teacher scaffolds for Francois in a number of ways. First she
responds to the fact that he is really trying hard and that he knows what to say (65),
thus foregrounding the interpersonal element of the interaction. To give Francois a
chance to hear a model of what he is trying to say, she first asks another child to

help him out with it, and then has the whole class repeat it again, at which time
Francois joins in. Francois thus has two chances to hear the syntactic structur e he is
trying to produce (66, 68) and subsequ ently produce s it by himself on two
occasions (80, 111) (although these contain shorter nominal groups).
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In the final section (118 - 137) the teacher helps the children with a further
recontextualisation, this time by themati sing magnet s and therefore produci ng

clauses which are generalisations. The children have some difficulty with· this,
sometimes failing to use a plural form (magnets, nails) to denote a generalisation.
They had also, on a previou s occasion, had difficulty with the use of attract (see
text 6.19). Up to this point in the text the children have been referring to specific
objects: the thumb tack is magnetic (115). Now the teacher makes explicit that she
wants a different kind of response: try it this way (118) and gives an explanation of
this: I' m talking about all thumb tacks. She also provide s a model for the kind of
respons e she wants: magnets attract thumb tacks (118), She has the whole class
repeat this (119) and reminds them of the meaning of what they are saying: they are
not just talking about one but all magnets (120). The children correctly thematise
magnet s in turn 121, but return to the earlier structur e in turn 123. The teacher
scaffolds the appropr iate clause theme by speaking over the children, so that they
'shadow' her, which enables them to respond in the way she wants in turn 124.
However this time they fail to include the plural morpheme and a few student s then
self correct (125). The teacher asks them to repeat the response again which this
time they do using the model structure (127), repeating this in turns 129 and 132. In
turn 134, George, beginning his response a fraction before the class, uses the singular
form. Using the same technique as in turn 123, the teacher interrup ts George,
reminding him again that we're not talking about just this one (134), and provides the
appropr iate clause theme which the students then take up (135).
This highly structur ed text exemplifies further the importa nce of contingency in
effective scaffolding. It highlights the need for a teacher to respond momen t to
momen t to student needs, as she does in this text by 'overriding' inappro priate
responses (123, 134) and providi ng models for individu al children, like Francois.
She also provides scaffolding by modelling each new structure several times, having
student s model it individually, using choral work so that those less fluent are able
to shadow others more fluent, and helping student 'notice' the target form by her
own use of metalinguistic talk.
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PART 2: TEACHING AS MEDIATION: SOME IMPLICATIONS

The role of scaffolding
One of the realities of the classroom is that there exists a generally asymmetrical
distribution of knowledge and power. The notion of teaching as mediation is able to
address this reality. As the analyses of the texts in this chapter have shown, both
teacher and student play active and interrelated roles in the learning process. It
would seem then that the notion of teaching as mediation, and the closely related
concept of scaffolding, recognise, in fact exploit, the asymmetry of the classroom,
constructing both teacher and student as active participants in the learning process.
As Edwards and Mercer suggest:
If the educationa l process is not to be completely compromi sed by the

asymmetr y of teacher and learner, then we need to develop an
understan ding of the process which recognises and encourage s that
asymmetry in a manner that fosters rather than hinders learning.
(Edwards and Mercer 1987, p. 201)
A view of teaching as mediation is also consistent with a view of minority learners
which seeks to avoid 'blaming the victim'. Within a neo-Vygotskian framework,
learners' achievements are at least in part determined by the strength of the cultural
and linguistic frameworks (scaffolding) which support their learning (Mercer 1994),
and thus the notion of teaching as mediation represents a major shift "away from
the notion of learners who succeed or fail on their own resources, towards a view of
learning as a situated, culturally contextualised activity" (Mercer 1994, p. 101).
Students' individual successes or failures must in part depend on the quality of the
contributio ns of others, not solely on their own innate cognitive abilities and
learning strategies. In this chapter these contributions from others have been defined
as scaffolding.
It is not the intention of this chapter to attempt to make claims about the nature of
scaffolding in classrooms in general. Such claims could not of course be made on the
basis of this sample of data. Rather, through the qualitative analysis of the texts,
this chapter has attempted to discover within the discourse clues as to how
scaffolding may be instantiated through interaction, in order to develop the notion
of teaching as med,iation.
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More broadly, the analysis serves to illustrate how a theory of teaching and learning
as social practice is played out with reference to how adults respond to children in
authentic classroom contexts. In Wells' words, it shows how teachers:
engage in the eo-construction of meaning s with individu al learners in
ways that are responsive both to the particula r meanings that the learners
are currently making and also to the larger vision of the meaning s that
they will need to be able to make in order to become productiv e and creative
members of the wider culture.
(Wells 1995, p. 239, my italics)
The analysis of the texts as the eo-construction of meaning foregrou nds a number of
issues relevant both to the developm ent of pedagogi cal theory and to classroom
practice, and it is to these I now turn.

Mediation and socialisation
A theory of teaching as mediatio n offers a view of teaching which is an alternative
to the debates around the binary notions of teacher-c entred and learner-c entred
educatio n. It is evident that despite the large amount of experien tial group work
and talk between children, the learning that occurred here was not simply a matter
of individu al 'discover y'; the discourse is not that of the so-called progress ive
classroom. Although each new piece of learning originated in student activity, their
learning began but did not end at this point. The mediatio n of the teacher led to a
recontex tualisati on of individu al !earning s within the producti on of a
collaboratively built up, broader framework of meanings. Students were not left to
create their own understa ndings: the final interpret ation of what occurred , what
was said and what was done, was ultimatel y controlle d by the teacher, and
congruen t with her frame of reference and broader scientific principle s. This
supports the conclusions of others; see for example, Edwards and Furlong, 1978;
Edwards and Mercer,1987; Stierer and Maybin, 1994; and Mercer, 1995. Stierer and
Maybin write:
The overridin g impressio n from our studies is that classroom discourse
functions to establish joint understa ndings between teacher and pupils,
shared frames of reference and conception, in which the basic process ...
is one of introduci ng pupils into the conceptual world of the teacher and,
through him or her, of the educational community. To the extent that the
process of educatio n can be observed taking place in the situated
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discourse of classrooms, it is on our evidence essentially
a process of
cognitive socialisation through language.
(Stierer and Maybin 1994, p. 200)
Nevertheless, what was occurring in the classrooms was
also not a matte r of the
simple trans miss ion of a body of educ ation al 'facts'.
The intro ducti on to the
conceptual and linguistic worl d of the teacher came only
after initial oppo rtuni ties
for child ren to deve lop unde rstan dings and to communica
te together in familiar
language, while they took part in the grou p experiments.
Even thoug h the ultimate
definition of events was that of the teacher, the entry point
for her contributions
was alwa ys the curre nt level of unde rstan ding of the
child ren themselves. In
addition, in the process of socialisation into the conceptua
l worl d of the teacher,
stude nts took part in discourse in which reciprocal listen
ing playe d an impo rtant
part. Child ren were listened to and their contributions
taken seriously, and their
contributions to the ongo ing discourse acknowledged.
As Lemke point s out in
writi ng abou t mino rity stude nts, this is impo rtant if
teachers are to avoid the
inequity of regul arly taking certain stude nts' contributi
ons more serio usly than
others (Lemke 1990a). In these classrooms, rarely were contr
ibutions passed over in
favou r of a specific answ er; in Class room 1 in parti
cular , the teach er took
considerable time to clarify with all students their intended
meanings. In turn these
are linked to the contributions of others and recontextualised
; thus, at a theoretical
level, the disco urse opera tiona lises the notio n of the
inter textu ality of the
classroom, and show s how this can be put to the servi
ce of learning. In both
classrooms stude nts were encouraged to articulate their
thoug hts and to listen to
those of their peers. Teacher dominant forms of interaction
, such as cued elicitation
and IRF patterns, were not the only nor the dominant intera
ctional patterns evide nt
in the discourse as a whole. In the final Reflection stage
of the teaching sequence,
where students' developing understandings were recontextu
alised by the teacher in
the process of the joint construction of common know
ledge, the most frequ ent
patte rn of interaction was 'dialogic', as defined in Chap ter
4. At these times there
was some temp orary trans fer of expertise, the initiating
moves of the teach er
reflecting the fact that at such times, when students were
reporting on findings, she
was not the prim ary knower. Questions such as 'wha t have
you found out?' locate
the source of infor matio n with the stude nt withi n that
exchange, and in these
classrooms frequently led to responses from students far
longer than the one word
or single clause response associated with heavily teacher-co
ntrolled discourse. To
equate the kind of teacher-guidance which has been obser
ved in the transcripts with
a transmission-based teacher-controlled peda gogy is there
fore to misr.epresent
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import ant qualita tive aspects of the discou rse and the studen t-situa ted startin
g
point for learning.

Educational purposes and interaction types
A further conclusion that can be drawn from the transcr ipts is that scaffol
ded
interactions are realised in a wide variety of ways and instantiated throug h a
range
of interactional structures. An inspection of the texts and their domin ant interac
tion
patterns would sugges t that the teacher's choice of interactional pattern is closely
related to the purpos e of the scaffolding and the point at which it occurs
in the
learning sequence. The four types of interactions defined earlier (Chapt er 4) appear
to cluster around similar stages in the sequencing of activities, and serve
fairly
distinct pedagogical purposes. Thus contributions within interactions at the Review
and Orientation stage, when studen ts were asked to reflect on what they had
learned, tended toward s dialogic interaction. Setting up the task tended to produc
e
teacher monol ogues or IRF /Cued Elicitation pattern s. Doing the task involv
ed
partici patory interac tion and where the teache r joined the group, dialog
ic
interactions. Making sense of the task used predom inantly dialogic pattern s to
share
and construct knowledge, but more teacher-controlled patterns, realised throug
h IRF
and cued elicitation, to remind childre n of what had been learne d once
that
knowledge was common. Penny also used this more controlling discou rse
at the
point when the langua ge itself began to be more unfamiliar to children. If the
final
two stages of the teaching cycle (Doing the task; Reflecting on the task) are examin
ed,
there appear s to be increasing teacher guidance in the discourse. In the group
work
childre n were free to develo p their own unders tandin gs in familiar everyd
ay
language. When talking with the teacher in guided reporti ng episod es these
ideas
were put forwar d in studen ts' initiati ng moves , but were also freque
ntly
recontextualised by the teacher, so that the joint discou rse represe nted a
shift
toward s broade r scientific principles and aspects of the register. And with
the
increase in focus on 'talking like scientists', teacher talk incorp orated strong
er
sCaffolding as studen ts were helped explicitly to use the new register.
The notion of what constit utes 'contingent' interactions has been discus sed
at
several points in this study. It would seem in relation to the issues raised here,
that
one aspect of contingency is that it relates strongly to the pedagogical purpos
e and
context of the particu lar interaction. A discussion of what constit utes conting
ent
interaction must therefore take account of the fact that the teacher's role is likely
to
vary at different stages in the learning sequence and be realised in different types
of
interactional pattern s at different points in the teaching cycle.
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A further conclusion that can be drawn relates to the way in which classroo m
discour se is evaluat ed. To claim pedago gical 'effectiveness' in relation to a
particular theory, or to make qualitative judgements that are valid or convincing,
requires a reading of the discourse in the light of its pedagogical purpose and the
social reality in which it is embedded. To critically examine classroom discourse we
need to consider the degree to which particular kinds of interactions are justifiable
in terms of their consequences for student s and their learning, and their effect upon
the teaching-learning environment. IRF and cued elicitation patterns , for example,
may be appropr iate when a task is being set up, so that teacher-expectations are
made explicit and student s are ultimately less depend ent on the teacher while they
are engaged in the task itself. Used in the early stages of developing underst andings
about a topic however, it may constrain student thinking and the develop ment of
principled underst andings , and lead to merely ritualistic responses in interactions
with the teacher.
The variation of interactional patterns that have been discussed here also relate to
Lemke's argume nt for student s to be able to 'extract' science meanin gs from the
classroom dialogue, for example, to be able to write notes on the basis of triadic
dialogue, or to be able to take a teacher's elaboration on a student 's answer and
restate it as a question. Questions are often only thematically complete with their
answers , yet student s must often constru ct thematic patterns on the basis of a
sequence of questions and answers. To do this they need to be able to recognise the
relationship of one move in a dialogue structur e to another, for exampl e how a
teacher's cued elicitation question can be pieced together with its response (Lemke
1990a). In this study, the range of interactional patterns used offered student s a
number of differen t contexts through which they could begin to recognise the
thematic relationships embedd ed in the discourse, and produce them in their own
talk.
These observa tions clearly challenge pedagogical discour ses which attempt to
reduce pedago gy to simplistic notions of teacher-centredness or learner-centredness
or describe classrooms as 'open' or 'closed'. A clearer underst anding of such issues
is also needed to rebut the views of exponents of back-to-basics theories and the
politically loaded debates from the New Right about what constitu tes effective
teaching. This study support s Mercer's contention that the pedagogical principles
around which diverse pedagogical discourses often compete, are not to be found in
a 'theory of teaching' or a 'theory of learning' but rather within a theory of 'teachingand-learning' (Mercer 1994). Conceptualising teaching as mediation offers a way of
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encapsulating a unified teaching-learning theory, and represents
theorisation of pedag ogy as social practice.

a step towar ds the

Rewriting history: mediation through recontextuali
sation ·
As has been show n, medi ation in this data set large
ly invol ves the
recon textua lisatio n of know ledge . This section summ arises
how this proce ss
occur red. Typically, know ledge deriv ed in one conte xt
(such as doing an
experiment) is appro priate d and recontextualised by the teach
er in anoth er context
(such as teach er-gu ided repor ting). These new mean ings
may in turn be
recontextualised once more (as when the teacher uses these
under stand ings to
develop broad er scientific principles). In Chap ter 5, these shifts
were consi dered
linguistically in terms of the mode continuum. Here they are
consi dered as they
relate to the notion of teaching as mediation.
One interactional situation in which recontextualisation comm

only occurs, is in an
contribution is recast
in more register appro priate ways. Usually, as show n in the previ
ous chapter, this
encapsulates a mode shift towar ds more written-like discourse,
as the following
example from text 6.2 illustrates:
exchange between stude nt and teacher in which the stude nt's

Student:
Teacher:

magnets can attach to other magnets strongly
OK good / magnets can attract to other magnets.

Howe ver there are other interactional contexts when the
teach er's medi ation
incorporates a more radical shift, when she explicitly shifts the
overall theme of the
ongoing discourse away from the individual experiences of the
stude nts towar ds a
discu ssion of theor etical princ iples. In these instances the
teach er does not
recontextualise individual stude nts' contributions, but draws
their attention to the
common threads across a numb er of contributions in order to devel
op a theory, and
in this process she leads stude nts towards a more principled under
stand ing of their
earlier learning. Sometimes this is mark ed by the use of tell,
for example, when
talking with stude nts about the results of their experiments, the
teacher asks what
does that tell us? that is, "what does that signify?"
This kind of recontextualisation, which shifts the learn er
towar ds princ ipled
under stand ing, is illust rated by the following examples. The
stude nts who had
earlie r coded their unde rstan dings as recou nts, are now
being asked to
recontextualise them in terms of commonalities and principles.
Stude nts as actors
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are 'dec entre d' and theoretic know ledg e - code
d as the same results, something in
common, the point of the experiment, general idea, two
general ideas - is fore grou nded
in the discourse:
is that the sam e results as George got on his expe

riment? (6.13)

if you' d liste ned carefully, you coul d find that
ther e was som ethin g in
common with the results of all three experiments
(6.14).
once agai n thin king as a scientist, wha t do you
thin k the poin t of an
experiment like that wou ld be/ wha t were we tryin
g to prove? (6.16)
so I wou ld like two idea s that we get from this,
two gene ral ideas, wha t
we call generalisations (6.17)
How ever , reco ntex tuali satio n does not alwa
ys invo lve a mod e or field shif t
towa rds mor e theoretic or written-like discourse
. Sometimes, as show n in Cha pter
5, the teacher's cont ribu tion shifts the discours
e towa rds the mor e imm edia te and
concrete, prov idin g for stud ents an exemplificatio
n of som ethin g less imm edia te in
the discourse. This occurs, for example, whe n the
teacher dem onst rates som ethin g a
stud ent has said:

R:

how come the thum b tack attracted and the gold
thou ght that they might be different metals (6.3)

T:

screw didn 't/ we

aah/ see here's Rana's argu men t look .. (picking

up thumb tack and
screw) same colour .. the mag net didn 't attract this
(demonstrating
with screw) but it did attract this (demonstrating with
thumb tack)
(6.12)

As note d in earlier discussion of the texts, the
'argu men t' is brou ght into the hereand- now and ther e is a corr espo ndin g chan
ge in the deictic orie ntati on. The
dem onst ratio n acco mpa nied by the teacher talk
becomes an insta ntiat ion of the
general principle to which Rana is referring.
There is a simi lar shift awa y from the abstract
whe n the teacher recontextualises
mea ning s by usin g a projection of a quotation
. In text 6.11 the stud ent cites an
imaginary, but likely, scenario, which the teach
er recontextualises as direc t speech,
here a hypo theti cal verb al act. Thu s 'mea ning
' is repr esen ted as 'wor ding ', a
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grammatically marke d form and, as was pointe d out earlier, a relativ
ely unusu al
occurrence in the classroom where teachers more usually repres ent studen
t wordi ng
as meaning. This point is explored more fully later.

J:

Miss how about if . like . you have four people in your group . one
wants to do something and another one want to do somet hing else
and they all want to do different things

T:

they've all got different ideas? good/ good questi on/ does anyon e
have any suggestions for Julianne . if you got into your group and
everyo ne says "well this is idea"/ "this is my idea"/ "this is my
idea"/ "this is my idea" and no one wants to .. move from their idea
(6.9)

Similarly in this text, from 6.11, the student's thoug ht (meaning), is recont
extualised
as a verbal act (wording):

B:

we/ we tried to put three magnets together .. to hold the gold nail .
. even thoug h we had three magnets .. it would n't stick

T:

so ... she put three magne ts togeth er ... becau se she was
concerned about that gold nail ... and she said/ she thoug ht
"well .. maybe one magne t wasn' t strong enoug h" I is that what
you were thinking?

Altho ugh in this data set, interactions between teacher and studen ts
are the most
usual way for information to be recontextualised, anothe r way that
this occurs is
throug h the use of parallel semiotic systems in interplay with the discou
rse, so that
several meani ng system s are built up simultaneously. In the texts
below these
systems are repres ented by the diagra ms on the board. In text 6.6 the
knowl edge
which is being constructed throug h the discourse is mediated throug
h the use of a
bar graph:
T:

(pointing to each axis in turn graph on board): this one is the vertical
and this one is the .?

Ss:

horizontal

T:

horizontal
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In text 6.17 it is med iated throu gh the use of a matr
ix:

T:

if I put the pole of the first mag net (pointing to magn
et 1 on matrix) .
. the north pole .. to the north pole of the second mag
net (poin

to magnet 2 on matrix) wha t will happ en?
S:

ting

they repel

In these texts, the infor mati on sour ces prov ide
a visua l cont ext for stud ents to
inter pret the disc ours e of the teach er, beca use
of the oppo rtun ities for
dem onstr ation and mod ellin g that they allow. How
ever , non- lingu istic semiotic
systems may, in themselves, be no more trans pare nt
to learners than lang uage itself,
since they mus t first learn to 'read ' them, and to
recogruse the reco ntex tuali sed
infor mati on they displ ay. The teach er impl icitly
ackn owle dges this whe n she
sugg ests to stud ents that the grap h must tell you some
thing . . . there must

be some
information that you can get from the way you recorded.
Thes e para llel semi otic

systems thus play a dual role in the recontextualisa
tion of meanings. They prov ide
the necessary referent for the context-embedded disco
urse, and hence are integral to
the mean ings bein g built up, but at the same
time they repr esen t reco ded
information, which, in this case, has as its source the
science activities carri ed out
by the children. In this data the use of such additiona
l semiotic systems is limited.
Furth er investigation of the use in the classroom of
writt en texts, video, audi otap es,
CD ROMs or Internet, in their inter play with spok
en discourse, wou ld prov ide a
valuable perspective on the natu re of recontextualisa
tion in mult i-mo dal settings,
and contribute to a broa der unde rstan ding of the notio
n of comprehensible input.
These examples have summ arise d some of the conte

xts in which recontextualisation
occurs. As discu ssed earlier, Edw ards and Mercer
(1987) sugg est that teach ers
often 'rewrite history' by a kind of editing process: they
highlight certain events and
unde rstan ding s, those they see as educationally signi
ficant; and dow n-pla y othe rs,
those they see as irrel evan t or confusing. Such 'rewr
iting', involving as it does the
removal of irrelevant content, the modelling of new
and subject specific language,
and the appr opria tion of student-initiated ideas, is
of particular impo rtanc e for the
kind of explicit teaching that supp orts stude nts learn
ing in their second language.
In the data exam ined here , one perv asive lingu
istic featu re in the proc ess of
recontextualisation is the teacher's use of the verbal
process say . The next section
explores this further.
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Who is saying what?
In quoting , and accordi ng to Hallida y, a projected clause stands for wordin g,

wherea s in reporte d speech it stands for meanin g (Hallid ay 198Sb). Unlike
quotation, reported speech makes no claims about holding to the actual words of
the speaker7. When a verbal act is reported, it is reported as meaning, which may or
may not concur with the speaker's view of what they said, (see for exampl e Hill
and Irvine's work (1992) on evidence in oral discourse). As later discussion points
out, teachers make particular use of the licence this offers!
In the data, say is at times used in contexts where the focus is on languag e per se, as
in this example where the teacher is eliciting ways of wording a prediction:

Diana might say "I think that the north pole is going to attract the most
clips" ... how else could you make the languag e of predict ion/ what
could you say ... we could use "I think" I what else could you say ..

(6.7)
In the context of recontextualisation this is not the sense with which I am concerned

here. Rather, I will look at. those 4'tstances where say projects reported wording s as
meanings. This usage often occurs when the teacher is clarifying what an individu al
student has just said:
S:

em the two poles they like to like er stick to some things • or
otherwise they will pull awayI stick to something something that •••

T:

so you're saying that you've got a pole on each end .. and one pole
will only stick to some things (6.14)

It is also used very frequently to report to the rest of the class about what a student
has said earlier. This is, as has been shown, one way in which teachers appropr iate
students ' ideas into the discourse and mark them as significant:
she said 'even 'though she put three magnets together it 'still wouldn 't hold
that nail (6.11)

7 Of course, wording s do not necessarily concur with what a speaker said either;
they

only claim to do so.
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this is exactly what you were saying
(to students who had earlier recounted the results of their own experiments, after the

class had reached the generalisation that like poles repel) (6.14)
In these situation s the reported projection encapsulates the teacher's version of
events, while the locutor remains the student. For second language learners, this

process means that they are able to participate in the discourse on their own terms,
using the language they are familiar with, and having their contributions treated
seriously, while at the same time they are given access, through the teacher's
recontex tualisati on, to more registral ly appropr iate languag e. These
recontextualised ideas, when returned to the discourse, often continue to be
attributed to the original speaker, even though the version is now reworked and
reformulated: Amanda was saying she was trying to show the power of magnets.
On occasions a contribu tion is attribute d to a speaker, which bares minimal
resemblance to what had actually been said; see for example text 6.2, 16 -23, and
the series of exchanges leading to: that's what Charbel said. Such are the shared
understandings of students and teacher about how classroom discourse works, and
the status of both the official discourse and the reporter, that the 'accuracy' of the
reporting goes unchallenged. Much classroom discourse appears to rest on a
benevolent conspiracy between teacher and students which maintains that while it
is students who do the 'saying', it is the teacher who knows the intended meaning of
their verbal acts.
This meaning differential is illustrated by Figure 6. 5 (based on text 6.2 where the
teacher is recappin g with the students the shared knowledge of the class). The
jointly produced discourse between students and teacher has here been pulled
apart so that each set of contributions can be read as a separate version of events.
While this layout works against the represen tation of discours e as a joint
production, it does serve to represent how teacher talk selectively appropriates and
expands on student talk and thus how student contribu tions and the
recontextualised teacher version each produce a different set of meanings.
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Fig 6.5 Two versions of events
Note: The version has been edite d to remove hesitation

s, false start s and unfinished.
clauses, and conv entio nal punc tuati on used , since
the focus here is on the
prepositional content of the discourse. Where the teach
er used a cued elicitation in
the original, the question has been replaced with a state
ment, since the teacher is the
initiator of the utterance and the proposition in this
case comes from her. The word
originally prov ided by the stud ents is then italicised.
See text 6.2: 2 - 23 for the
original transcript.
Students' versions of events
The north pole and the south pole
attrac t to each other.
Most north and north don't attract
to each other
and all magnets are strong.
All meta l twisties are magnetic.
Magnets can attach to other
magnets strongly.
Not all meta l attracts to magnets.

Teacher's version of events
There are two parts of the magnet, the
north pole and the south pole.
The north and the south attra ct each
other .
We learn ed opposite poles attract.
The same poles, north and north and
south and south, don't attract to each
other, they repel.
Magnets can attract to other magnets.
Before we starte d we thoug ht that
metals attract to magnets; now we know
it's not all metals, just some metals.

Examining the discourse in this way illustrates how
the teacher's version, whil e
clearly relat ed to that of the stude nts, contains some
what diffe rent prep ositi onal
content, uses different word ings and hence prod uces
a different set of meanings, a
process Lem.ke refers to as "retroactive contextualisatio
n":
Retroactive recontextualisation ... is of considerable
impo rtanc e to the
theo ry of meaning. In essence it means that after an
answ er has alrea dy
been given, whic h had one mean ing in the context
of the dialo gue that
prec eded it, the teacher says some thing to alter the
context and mak e it
seem that the answ er had quite a different (or additional
) meaning.
(Lem.ke 1990a, p. 103)
In the exam ple above the teacher adds extra infor
mati on abou t the parts of the

magn et, intro duce s the item opposite poles as a lexic
al subs tituti on for north and
south, and summ arise s the stud ents' contributions as
opposite poles attract ... the
same poles .. . repel. She recedes attach as attract and
don't attract as repel. She also
marks wha t has been learned: we learned that; before
we thought ... now we know.
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It could be specul ated that the closeness of 'fit' betwee n each set of contrib
utions

offers an insight into how far the studen ts' zone of proxim al develo pment
is
inform ing the teacher's response. The notion of the ZPD and the import ance
of
contingent responses would sugges t that teacher talk should take studen t talk
as its
startin g point but extend it beyond what studen ts are capabl e of produc
ing
themselves. In many of the texts examined it appear s that this is what occurs.
The
degree of difference betwee n studen t and teacher talk can perhap s more genera
lly
illuminate the approp riacy of teacher responses in classroom discourse. Too
close a
match would sugges t that studen ts are not being provid ed with a context in
which
learning will occur, too great a difference may lead to studen ts failing to unders
tand
the teacher's discourse (see Lemke's thematic analysis of science discou rse
in the
classroom, in which he demon strates the outcomes of too great a gap betwee
n the
thematics of teacher and studen t: Lemke 1990a, p.28-48).
Examining the transcr ipt in this way also demon strates the contro l that teacher
s
exert over what counts as knowledge, and how it gets constructed. The experim
ents
in which the studen ts took part did not intrinsically 'have' meaning. Meanin
gs had
to be made for them, in this case by teacher and studen t, yet always , as we
have
seen, these meanin gs are ultima tely contro lled by the teache r. This
thesis
acknowledges and argues that the process of schooling is in part the socialisation
of
studen ts into subject specific discourse, and that for minori ty studen ts in particu
lar
this process is essential if they are to develop the skills to partici pate in the broade
r
society. Delpit's view that teachers must coach the voices of their studen
ts "to
produc e notes that will be heard clearly in the larger society" (Delpit 1988, p.
285)
is one with which this thesis concurs. And as has been shown throug
h the
examin ation of the discourse in this chapter, the kind of scaffolding provid
ed by
teachers as they socialise childre n into school learning offers great potenti al
to the
English langua ge develo pment of ESL studen ts. Nevert heless the analys is
also
signals a warning. In the construction of classroom discourse, there is the potenti
al
for these same studen ts' voices, in the process of recontextualisation, to becom
e
pale reflections of their original ideas and thoughts. While this may be relativ
ely
unprob lematic in discourse about magnetism, it is not so in those areas of science
which have ethical and social implications. The produc tion of discou rse situate
d
within more complex science, and within the social sciences, such as history, human
society and environment, or geography, indeed in any curriculum subject, may
result
in even greater differences betwee n the versions of events and world views
of
minori ty studen ts and their teachers. As Lemke argues, "it is the sense we make
of
what we see that matters ... [and] that meaning is always an interpr etation of
what
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we perceive" (Lemke 1990a, p. 147). Yet, as we have seen,

it is usually the teacher's
view, reflecting the 'official' and main strea m curri culum
, that repre sents this
interpretation. Cum mins (1988) argues that stude nts' ident
ities are const ructe d in
the school context throu gh their interactions with teach
ers, and Phili ps (1972),
Heat h (1983) and other s have demo nstra ted the some
times nega tive effects of
interactions betw een 'main strea m' teachers and mino rity
stude nts on stude nts'
educational progress. While acknowledging the natur e of
classroom discourse as a
process of socialisation and recognising its potential for
langu age deve lopm ent,
then, educators must rema in alert to its potential for the
silencing of some voices.
Lemke's comm ents abou t science teaching are applicable
to school learn ing in
general:
Teachers shou ld show respect for commonsense views
and alternative
religious or cultural views, while presenting the view of
science and the
reasons for that view ... science educ ation only need s
to ensu re that
[students] learn the view of science, not that they prefer
it to all others,
or give up any other view.
(Lemke 1990a, p. 171)
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The focus [for SLA] sho uld be ... on
obs erv ing the con stru ctio n of eokno wle dge and how this construction
process results in linguistic change
among and within individuals dur ing join
t activity. In this way we can begin
to ans wer the question of how negotiation
arising from interaction impacts
on U development.
(Donato 1994, p. 39)
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INTRODUCTION

Chapters 5 and 6 examined the data from two theoretical perspectives. Drawin
g on
systemic linguistics, Chapte r 5 showed how the classroom discourse incorporated
a
series of mode shifts, and how in the process of jointly constru cted meanin
gs a
more scientific register began to be develo ped throug h the ongoin g discou
rse.
Chapte r 6 focused on the role of the teacher in this process, and showe d how
the
role can be interpr eted as one of mediation, with the teacher as active partici
pant
and guide within a pedago gy which avoids the reduction of teaching and learnin
g
simply to notions of teacher or learner centredness. The presen t chapte r reexam
ines
the discourse once more, this time from the perspective of the learner. It examin
es
the data to explore how far the kind of pedagogical practices examined in Chapte
rs
5 and 6, also provid e enabling contexts for second language learning. If it can
be
shown that the classrooms do provid e such contexts, then it can be argued
that
classrooms where teaching and learning practices represent an operationalisation
of
a functional view of langua ge (Chapter 5) and neo-Vygotskian perspectives
on
learnin g (Chapt er 6}, also offer to minority learners an 'acquisition rich' second
language learning environment. And hence for researchers, these views of langua
ge
learnin g also offer a way of theoris ing an approp riate pedago gy for second
langua ge develo pment. As Ellis points out, compa risons of a single teachin
g
'method' may not be the most approp riate means for investigating the effect
that
language teaching has on second language learning (Ellis 1994}. What this chapte
r
attemp ts to do instead is to examine particu lar teaching and learnin g events
, as
realised throug h interactions, in relation to theoretical insight s about second
language acquisition, derived from the SLA literature.
Part 1 of this chapte r considers opport unities and contexts for second langua
ge
learning, in relation to each of the four stages of the teaching cycle: Review
and
orientation, Setting up the task, Doing the task and Making sense of the task.
Part 2 considers how studen ts themselves though t about their learning throug
h an
examination of what they wrote and said about the role of talk in their learning.
Part 3 explor es key theoretical SLA notion s such as 'compr ehensi ble input',
'comprehensible output', 'negotiation' and 'noticing' from a linguistic perspective,
in
terms of some of the ways they are instantiated throug h the classroom discou
rse,
and the situatio nal contexts in which these instances occurred. Part 3 therefo
re
attempts to flesh out aspects of SLA theory in terms of pedagogical practice.
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PART 1: CONTEXTS FOR SECOND LANGUAGE DEVELOPM
ENT

Part 1 considers what oppor tunitie s for second langua ge learni ng,
are offered in
relation to each of the four stages of the teaching cycle or macrogenre:
Review and
o'r·ientation, Setting up the task, Doing the task and Making sense
of the task. It
considers what evidence the data provid e that the discourse at each
of these stages
constr ucts the kind of micro-contexts which are enabli ng of secon
d langu age
development. It poses the question: what langua ge develo pment oppor
tunitie s are
offered by the different types of interactions eviden t in these microcontexts? In
order to consid er this, some of the transcripts from Chapt ers 5 and
6 will be reexamined along with additional texts from the four stages.

Review and orientation
Chapt er 6 argue d for the relevance of the Review and orientation
stage for all
studen ts. Here its partic ular relevance for studen ts who are not yet
fluent in the
language of the classroom is considered.
The following text (7.1), which appea red in Chapt er 6, occurred at the
beginn ing of
a new lesson, prior to further experimental work.
Text 7.1
STUDENTS

TEACHER
can you tell me .. anythi ng ..
anythi ng at all.. think about it in
your mind first/ take some thinking
time... anythi ng that we have
learned about magne ts so far ... just
have some thinkin g time ...
anythi ng that you have learne d
about . magnets so far ..... think ..
. . OKJan et

1

2

J: Miss. the north pole and the south
pole attract to each other

3

4

OK .. there are two parts of the
magne t the north pole and the
south pole .. which parts attract to
each other?
J: Miss the north and the south

5

6

OK so we learned last week didn't
we/ that opposi te . poles attract /
good/ Andre

A: most north and • em (don't)
attract to each other =
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7
8

well don e

A:= and

9

10

A: = and all magnets are strong.
like .

11

12
13
14
15

sorr y keep goin~t

that the same pole s/ nor th and
nort h and sou th and sou th they
don 't attract to each othe r/ they?

52: sepa rate
53: repe l (several voices)
M: pus h

repe l/ well don e

In the epis ode prio r to that in which
this text was pro duc ed, (Episode 25), whi
ch
took place in the previous lesson, some
children had mad e the following commen
ts:
if you put the sou th and nor th together

then they will attach but if you put
nor th and nor th together they will not attr
act
the nor th pole and the sou th pole attract
whereas the nor th pole and nor th
pole repels
the nor th pole and the sou th pole attract
each other whe reas the nor th pole
and the oth er nor th pole repels
Despite the accuracy of the information

at that time, and the ade qua cy of the way
it is exp ress ed, the teacher nevertheles
s begins the nex t less on wit h the sam
e
information. The review is clearly needed
: a reading of text 7.1 reveals tha t not all
children hav e understood or are able to
express the information. A review creates
a
kin d of 'saf ety net ' for stud ent s who
nee d a sec ond cha nce to access the
information, amo ng who m are likely to
be those who are less fluent in English
. It
pro vid es a second opp ortu nity for them
to gain access to information whi ch may
not previously hav e been fully compreh
ended: repetition is also of imp orta nce
in
itself in helping to mak e language com
prehensible (Krashen 1981, 1989; Parker
and
Cha udr on 1987; Mc Gro arty 1993; Me
t 1994). The rev iew , wit h rep etit ion
of
information and language by bot h teac
her and students, makes cert ain linguist
ic
forms and language forms mor e salient
because of the frequency wit h whi ch they
are used.
The Review and orientation also provide
s a context for interpreting new experie
nce,
and a con text wit hin whi ch the lang
uag e bein g use d is to be und erst ood
. It
"anchor[s] the new language in things
that [teachers] hav e reason to believe
the
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stude nts alread y know" (Wong-Fillmore 1985, p. 31). As Chap
ter 6 point ed out,
helping stude nts remember their learning situated what was to
come in the context
of previ ous learning, thus 'anchoring' the new langu age and
learni ng in what is
already familiar. In non-pedagogic discourse, the familiarity of
interactants With the
'given' (the assumptions about what has been previously under
stood) is an inher ent
part of understanding the 'new' (the as yet unkno wn or new inform
ation)!; the given
thus remains implicit, except when implicit assumptions begin
to be questioned. In
this pedagogic discourse, however,, the Review Stage is a time
when the given is
explicitly articulated, rather than being taken for granted. It repres
ents a 'curriculum
space' for the given to be reinserted into the discourse, and, for
a time, to be made
explicit once more. What is going to be taken as assum ed in the
new episo de is rearticulated; the given is held up for inspection. In terms of
schem a theory, new
language is mapp ed onto this schema; for second language learne
rs the activation of
schema is an impo rtant aspect of comprehension (Wallace 1992)
.

Setting up the task
The importance of explicitness for children who are less familiar

with the language
and culture of the classroom has alread y been discussed (see Chap
ter 2 in relation
to the work of Martin et al, Wong-Fillmore and Delpit). It has been
argue d that one
of the roles of successful scaffolding is to set learners up for
success, and that
learners' self esteem is enhan ced when they experience acade
mic success. To be
successful in the classroom however, children not only need
to under stand the
natur e of the task, that is, what they are suppo sed to do, but
also their role as
learners, that is, how to 'do school'.
In the text below, the teach er is expla ining to stude nts the
proce dure for an
experiment the stude nts are about to carry out in small group
s. She is referring
simultaneously to the concrete materials themselves and to the
writte n instructions.
To show how the teacher made what she was saying comprehen
sible, the transcript
includes a comm entary on what the teacher was doing and aspec
ts of her verbal
and gestura! behaviour.

For more detailed discussion of 'given' and 'new' see Halliday
1995 p.277; van lier 1996

p.172
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Text 7.2
TEACHER
place it like that sittin_g_ in ther e .
OK / it says place another magnet on

'top of the cradled magnet

so you've got one mag net in here .
then you have to put anot her magnet. on
top .. OK? of the crad led mag net
once agai n .. observe what

happens.. and record using words
and diagrams ..
OK then it asks you . to repe at..

COMMENTARY
. £.Uts first mag net in crad le

reads slowly from card

poin ts (here)
holds second mag net above first
reads slowly from card

alternating enun ciate d slow ly and

'alternating the poles/

with stress, prec eded by a paus e
wha t does that wor d . 'alternating
defi nes unfa mili ar (formal) lexical
mean? anyo ne kno w wha t alternate means?
item usin g familiar (everyday) one
just simply. 'changing ..
(alternat

e/change)

OK so if you put it. facing you've got one
mag net in ther e
and you put it in. facing one way. change
the pole s arou nd .. change it to the othe r
side .
alter nate the pole s . and wha t
happ ens now ..
so you' re tryin g it
each way
.. once again each card will
tell you how you have to record . by
writ ing or draw ing . righ t that's
just a quick explanation ... but as I
said the explanations are on each
card so it mig ht be a nice idea as a
grou p. to read thro ugh this. the
instructions .. together. mak e sure
everyone und ersta nds what's going
on . and then .. start you r
expe rime nt .

stress on changing prec eded by a
paus e
poin ting (there)
uses familiar term (change)
holds second mag net above first and
turns it arou nd
mod els new lexical item (alternate)
sum mar ises process in familiar
langtJC1ge: t!YJng_ it ea~h way
gives strategy for solving possible
late r diffi cult ies (the card will tell

you)

Part of this text was examined in Chapter
5 in ord er to examine the way in which
mode shifts wer e realised in the discourse.
The mode shifts here are clearly related
to how the teacher atte mpt ed to make
wri tten lang uag e comprehensible. She
demonstrates each stage of the process, whi
le reading from the writ ten instructions
and using familiar terms to explain an unk
now n lexical item. The movement back
and forth between the written language of
the instructions (alternate), the 'everyday'
language which is familiar to children (cha
nge), and the context-embedded languag
e
used in the teacher's demonstrations (in there
, here), provides multiple opportunities
for the lear ner to inte rpre t wha t they
hear. The text exemplifies the kind of
discourse which Parker and Chaudron argu
e to be most helpful for comprehension,
that is, talk whi ch incorporates 'elaborat
ive modifications' whi ch con trib ute to
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red un dan cy, or wh ich make the
thematic structure explicit (Pa
rke r an d Ch au dro n
1987). It has also bee n sugges
ted tha t red un dan cy is on ly hel
pfu l wh en essential
information is ma de de ar increasing the am ou nt of irr ele
van t detail do es no t
assist comprehension an d ma
y hin der it (Derwing 1989). In
this text, the tea che r
includes only essential inform
ation, an d the red un dan cy tha
t occurs is focused on ly
on wh at it is critical for the stu
den ts to kn ow in ord er to car
ry ou t the task. Th is
tex t off ers a go od ex am ple
of ho w mo de shi ftin g can
he lp ma ke inp ut
comprehensible to second langua
ge learners.
The quality of the teacher's voi
ce also add s to the meaning po
tential, marking wh at
the stu den ts are to see as signif
icant. She reads slowly an d cle
arly, ho ldi ng up the
card so tha t stu den ts can rea d
wi th her. Key wo rds receive ma
rke d stress ('change,
'alter'nate) an d there is also use
of the 'pr egn ant pause', the pau
se, often less tha n a
second bu t clearly perceptib
le, tha t teachers use im me dia
tel y before a wo rd or
ph ras e of som e significance
(it asks you . to repeat . .'alter'na
ting the poles). Su ch
features ma ke these key wo rds
salient and , we can assume, bri
ng the m to the notice
of learners.
In ter ms of sec on d lan gu ag
e ped ago gy , as dis cus sed in
Ch ap ter 5, thi s text
illustrates the complexity of
wh at it means to ma ke lan gu
age 'comprehensible'.
What occurs here cannot be des
cribed simply in terms of simpli
fying or rephrasing,
an d the tea che r is do ing mo
re tha n usi ng dem on str ati on
. Ce rta inl y all the se
strategies are used, bu t it is the
interrelationship between the m
an d their integration
with bo th the material context
an d the written instructions, thr
ou gh which me ani ng
is ma de comprehensible. As ear
lier discussion also suggested
, me ani ng can no t be
ade qu ate ly un de rst oo d in ter
ms of a single semiotic sys tem
, no r is it cre ate d
thr ou gh language alone: it is 'mu
lti-moda1'2. Thus making inp ut
comprehensible is
not sim ply a linguistic process,
bu t a dynamic process involving
the coordination of
a ran ge of semiotic systems.3
He re the information being giv
en to the stu den ts is
pre sen ted in a var iet y of ways,
an d the message red un dan cy
wh ich results gives
stu de nts , in Wo ng Fillmore
's ter ms , "m ult ipl e access"
to un de rst an din g the
instructions. It is this multiple
access, dra wi ng on extra-lingui
stic semiotic systems
an d mo des of language existin
g wi thi n the same situational
context, tha t pro vid es
comprehensible inp ut to secon
d language learners. At the sam
e time, learners are
no t restricted in the mo del s
of lan gu age the y are hearing.
While simplification
wo uld likewise hav e pro vid ed
learners wi th comprehensible
inp ut, it wo uld also
hav e restricted the m in gainin
g access to models of alternati
ve registers (realised
2 See, for example, Lemke (19
98)
3 For a similar example, see
text 6.6.
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here by the writ ten instructions). As pointed
out in Cha pter 5, this text exemplifies
a muc h richer and more dynamic interpretatio
n of 'comprehensible inpu t' than its
exemplification through notions of simplification
or modification wou ld suggest.
In the following text the teacher gives instructi
ons to the children abo ut a task they
are abo ut to do, which involves using a range
of magnetic and non-magnetic objects
and a bar magnet. Though no specific instructi
ons are given as to how they use the
equipment, the children are told that they are
to record and later repo rt on anything
they find out.

Text 7.3
STUDENTS

TEACHER
now . wha t we'r e goin g to do .. is . I
have six grou ps of things up here .
and we're going to get into groups .
and you're going to get ... StacyI
we're going to get into groups and
you may have . there are two
different types of mag nets here /
you may take one . of each . and
they /you have quite a few
different materials here and I wan t
you just /fm not even going to tell
you wha t to do with them .. I wan t
you to do with it .. as you like ....
but I wan t you to try to find 'out
something from all of this .. so you
need to record this in some way I
you need to choose a recorder so
that your grou p records wha t you
find .. so that you have som ethin g
to report back to us/ now tomorrow
afternoon we're goin g to 'tell each
'other wha t we foun d in our grou ps.
so today we're just going to spen d
time . in your grou ps .. working
with the magnets and work ing
with these material but I wan t .
some kind of recording . yes Francis
wha t?

1

2
3

F: could you_pick the groups?

(no response from Viv)
4

M: we are going to get .. one . of two
kind of magnets . and . and . we are
going to go to . one of the group . on
the blackboard .. shelf and and ..
do wha t we like with the magnet?
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5

yes but there's somethin g very I
somethin g else that's very
importan t . what else 'must you do?
Philip? what else 'must you do/
you can't just . do whateve r you I
you 'can do whateve r you like but
you also 'have to do somethi ng/
Belinda?

6
7

B: you have to record what you did

8

P: em we're going to/ we're going to
going to ....

9
10

you have to re' cord .. what you
found . and what are we going to do
tomorro w Philip?

P: we're going to tell . what we
found out

11

what are we going to do tomorrow?
good boy I you were listening /
that's good Philip .. you're going to
tell what you found out .. not all
groups will record things the same
way and they may found/ may find
different thin£s

This text exemplifies a strategy which both teachers used regularl y. After being
given instructions about what was to be done next, student s were asked to retell
the instructions. Chapte r 6 discuss ed how the teacher scaffold ed this retelling
through each of her questions: what are we going to do? what else are we going to do?
what are we going to do tomorrow? By respond ing to these questions the student s are
led to recall and retell the key compon ents of the task: use the magnet s, record
what they find and report to other students . In the school context young second
language learners frequently have difficulty in comprehending or recalling a string of
instructions (Lock 1983), (a problem not restricted to these student s however!). The
retelling strategy used by the teacher offers student s an addition al opportu nity to
hear what the task is about. Using guiding questions puts responsibility back onto
the children, not only to try to remember what they have been asked to do, but also
to articula te it themsel ves, thereby creating an additio nal opportu nity for
compre hensible output, and also stretchi ng the demand s being made on the
learners. Bruner (1986) has argued for the importa nce of reflection in learning ;
equally we can argue for the role of reflection in plannin g what will be done. For
minority learners, opportu nities for such reflection, in this case provide d through
the retellin g of the teacher 's instruct ions, appears likely to increas e the
comprehensibility of the language, and hence increase the degree to which the task
is made explicit. This text is perhaps an example of what van Lier refers to as
"proleptic discourse". Proleptic discourse "is aware of gaps in underst anding and
invites the less-competent into sharing with the more-competent"; the hearer "is
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given clues for the enlargm.ent of common ground". A speaker or writer who uses
ellipsis, on the other hand, leaves the listener to provide informat ion which is
considere d redundan t by the speaker and hence left out, and "does not explicitly
check or facilitate the listener's interpretive processes, or invite the listener into a
shared intersubjective space" (van Lier 1996, p. 182).
This text is an example of what many teachers do intuitively, which is to exploit
incidental opportun ities for language learning. While clarifying the instructio ns
could have been achieved by the teacher retelling them herself, it would also have
reduced the potential language learning opportunities by creating a listening-only
context. The hand-ove r of responsibility to the students for reviewing the demands
of the task is an example of how a common classroom situation can be exploited
for language learning purposes.

Doing the Task: working with peers
This section consider s the part played by group work in supporti ng second
language development.
Doing the experime nt
Mohan (1986) argues that a starting point for context-independent discourse is talk
which occurs in the immedia te environment of the learner. The experimental tasks
which children carried out in small groups instantiate the here-and -now principle,
which, as already discussed, facilitates comprehension and is enabling of language
learning. One of its major functions was to familiarise the children with the subject
matter of the later input; familiari ty with content makes that input more
compreh ensible (Krashen 1989). In the experiential group work, the immedia te
situational context, including the science materials and the children's reactions and
gestures, provide a visual context within which language can be interpreted. As has
been shown, the knowledge which begins to be built up at this point later becomes
the shared knowled ge of the group and then of the class. The group work is
significant therefore both in making science 'content' accessible to students less
fluent in the academic registers of English, and in creating intersubjectivity between
students and teacher.
In text 7.4, the students are carrying out the experiment on repulsion which was the

focus of the group talk in the series of episodes described in Chapter 5.
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Text 7.4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23

24
25

26
27
28

29
30
31
32
33
34

Patrick
Joanna
Peter
Hannah
Joanna
Pa'trick
Peter
Hannah
Patrick
Joanna
Hannah
Peter
Hannah
Hannah
Peter
Hannah
Patrick
Hannah
Patrick
Hannah
Joanna
Peter
Hannah
Patrick
Peter
Joanna
Peter
Patrick
Peter
Patrick
Joanna
Hannah
Joanna

35

Patrick
Hannah

36
37

Peter
Hannah

38
39

Peter
Hannah

40
41
42

Peter
Patrick
Joanna

turns around
look at this
let it go
try ... the other way
what do we have to do ... it turns around
what turns around?
the thing ...
turn it
canitry ... caniqy?
put it like this
have you had a go?
put it like this
put it. ..
cos this one can't come out
yeah I know
I just want to see one thing ... I just want to see one
thing
try ... one way
try ... the other way
like that
north p_ole facing down
we tried that ...
oh
it stays up
magic (laughter)
let's show the others
mad
I'll put north pole facing north pole ... see what
happens
that's what we just did
yeah like this ... look
do it again ... so it. ..
I love that
it turns around
but I didn't know ... didn't know ... that it bounces up
and down (pushin~ top ma~et with finger)
funny ... it bounces up and down ... bouncey- bouncey_
can I try that? ... I know why ... I know why ...
that's like ... because the north pole is over this side
and that north pole's there ... so they don't stick
together
what like this? yeah
yeah see because the north pole on this side ... but ...
turn it on the other .... this side like that .. turn it
that way ... yeah turn it that way ... yeah
and it will stick
and it will stick because ... look ... the north pole's on
that side because
the north pole's on that side
ready set go ready set go
the north pole ... and the north pole ... going to touch
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Turns 1-23 in this text exemplify wha t Martin refer
s to as 'lang uage in action'. The
talk is high ly context-embedded and contains
a num ber of exophoric references (2,
3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 14, 19, 23) the referents for whic
h are foun d with in the imm edia te·
situational context. For second language learners
this is a situation whic h facilitates
not only their com preh ensi on but also their
parti cipa tion . Far fewe r lingu~stic
resources are need ed in such a context, with relia
nce on gest ure and the mea ning mak ing pote ntial of the imm edia te cont ext
com pens ating in part for lack of
linguistic resources. (It is significant that in the
repo rting session, a major difficulty
for the child ren was to cons truct discourse whe
re referents need ed to be mad e
explicit). It has been poin ted out earli er that
actio n exchanges are an earli er
deve lopm ent than info rmat ion exchanges in
first lang uage deve lopm ent, with
interpersonal elements of language being foregrou
nded (Halliday 1993). If the sam e
prin ciple can be appl ied to second lang uage
learning," then it wou ld seem that
contexts such as this are an imp orta nt part of
classroom discourse: lowe r level
learners can join in by takin g part in action befo
re they are expected to join in by
offering information. All four children contributed
to this section of the discourse.
Turns 35 - 42 are mor e reflective, with an incre
ase in information exchanges. The
transcripts show clearly the increase in leng th
of indi vidu al utter ance s. At this
point, indi vidu al utterances become mor e explicit,
and this occurs as the stud ents
begin to formulate explanations for wha t they see
(note the logical connectives so,
because). As earli er discussion poin ted put (see Cha
pter 5), there is with in thes e
texts evidence of children's learning of science: the
beginnings of an unde rstan ding
of why the mag nets are beha ving as they are,
and attem pts to hypo thes ise abou t
the causal relations involved. This movement towa
rds 'scientific' thinking and the
kind of expl orat ory talk whic h occurs here is
clearly educ ation ally desirable,
especially if we consider the Vygotskian notion
of inne r thought: expl orato ry talk
could be expected to lead to higher levels of cogn
ition than action oriented talk. We
might question, then, why the discourse changes
at this point, and why it does not
simply cont inue in the action-oriented way of turn
s 1-23. The question may relate
to Pica's assertion (see Cha pter 2) that the outcome
of stud ents work ing together is
depe nden t on the natu re of the classroom activ
ity; desirable outc ome s are not
guaranteed simp ly by havi ng stud ents work in
groups. The task mus t require, not
simply invite, talk. If we examine the way that
the teacher set up the task, som e
insight can be gain ed into why the discourse prog
ressed as it did. The teacher had
said that child ren were to try to explain what
you see, and ther e was also an
expectation that they wou ld repo rt to the rest
of the class abou t this. Ther e was
therefore a need, not simply an invitation, to prop
ose an explanation. The cognitive
challenge inherent in the teacher's instruction is
particularly impo rtan t in a teaching
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context wher e a teacher must balance the need for suitably
high levels of cognitive
learning with learners' relatively low levels of English, and
wher e learning activities
aime d at deve lopm ent of the second langu age must also
be linke d to cognitive
grow th. The instru ction to stude nts to explain what they
saw exten ded the task
from one wher e stude nts simply carried out the task and
talked as they did so, to
one wher e they were challenged to reflect on and articulate
what occurred. In terms
of the intertextuality discussed in Chap ter 5, this task is
cataphoric in that it point s
forward to the talk whic h is to come later.
The change in discourse evide nt from turn 35 may also be
related to the amou nt of
time allowed for the task. Stud ents appe ared to need time
to reach this poin t in
their talk; it was not until they had all had an oppo rtuni
ty to 'do' (in fact to play
with the experiment) that they bega n to 'reflect'. Too often
perh aps learn ers are
given insufficient time to reflect on what they have done
, sugg estin g that even in
teachers' mind s the 'doing' of the task in science takes on
great er importance than
the subsequent interpretation of its significance.
Othe r grou p work tasks
As the episode summaries indicate, grou p work occurs

in many contexts apart from
the experimental work itself, and some of these are now consi
dered.
Text 7.5
The following text occu rred when a small grou p of stude
nts were prep aring to
repor t to the class abou t what had occurred in their exper
iment. In settin g up this
activity, the teacher had asked each grou p to first recall and
recou nt together what
they had done in their experiment, prior to reporting back
to the class as a whole:
Teac her
instead of telling me what happ ened straightaway I'm going
to ask you to
go back into those group s ..... and I want you in your grou
p to retell or
recou nt what you did ... what the activity involved and
then what the
results were /1 want you to get that straight in your grou
ps because then
I'm going to ask certain people to come out the front and
tell the rest of
us what you did and what the results were / because we
all did different
experiments we don't know the resul ts/ we only know the
results of one
expe rime nt/ so thelanguage you choose is going to be
very clear and
precise because peop le don't know what was going on/
I'm going to ask
you to report back to the group without using any of the equip
ment.
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Text 7.5 (discussed also in Chap ter 5) occurred as the
children prod uced this joint
retelling.
1

Emil y

2

Mila d

3
4
5
6
8
9

Maroun
Mila d
Julia nne
Mila d
Emil y
Julia nne
Emil y

10
11

Julia nne
Emil y

12

Maroun

13
14
15
16

Julia nne
Maroun
Mila d
Emil y

17
18

Mila d
Emil y

19

Julia nne

20
21

26
27

Maroun
Mila d
Maroun
Emil y
Julia nne
Emil y
Julia nne
Mila d

28

Julia nne

because em it was on different sides / because we put
it
on the on the 'thin side and it didn' t and we didn 't/
it
didn' t 'stick ..

29

Maroun

because the flat side is stron ger thilll the thin side?

30

Emil y

no because the poles are different

31

Mila d

becau se the poles are differ ent alrigh t?

32

Julia nne

we we finish

7

22
23

24
25

we have to talk abou t what we did last time and
what were the results ..... ....
we got em .. we got a. thing like .. this .. pu- we got
padd le pop sticks and we got
we put them in a pot
and have to trv and put
wasn 't in a pot/ it's like a foam ... =

a roam

- a blQtk gf fgam
and we put it
we put padd le pops aroun d it . the foam / and then
we
put the magn et in it
and thPn wP got
and then we i<>t Moth er magn et and put it on top.
and
it wasn 't touching the other magn et .. Maro un your
go
when we .. when we turne d it the other way .. it
didn' t stick on because ... because
because?
becau se em .... it was on a different . side
Emily your go
OK. last ~eek we ... we .... did an expe rimen t .....
we had a. em a block of foam and we um.. stuck padd
le
pop sticks in it and we put ... a. magn et. a bar of
magn et.. into the em cradl e that we made with the
padd le pop sticks=
that's enou gh from you ..
=then we put anoth er magn et on top illld the resul t
of
this was ... the magn et that we put on top of the
cradl ed magn et did not . stick to the other magn et
then when we turne d it aroun d. when we turne d the
other magn et aroun d it it
stuck
it stuck toget her because
and it stuck toget her becau se . ~
it w:a~ QJl a s:lifft:rmt ~is:lt:
~on a differ ent side and the other
one's and ...
illld the poles are different
and the poles are different
and em when .. we put on the ... side it stuck toget
her

...
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This group retell ing activity provi des an authe ntic conte xt
for comp rehen sible
outpu t (Swain 1985, 1996); the task itself is. in reality a rehea
rsal for produ cing
such outpu t, since its purpo se is for the stude nts to focus on how
they will repor t to
the whole class. In her instructions, the teacher makes explic
it the fact that how
stude nts talk is important: they must make what they say clear
and comprehensible
to their listeners, beari ng in mind that the listeners did not share
in the stude nts'
exeriences, and that the reporters will not have the science equip
ment with them. In
linguistic terms , then, and as discu ssed in Chap ter 5, what
this group retell ing
dema nds is a more decon textu alised regist er than the talk
produ ced in the
experiential work.
The notio n of comprehensible outpu t usually refers to the langu

age produ ced by an
individual, but the natur e of the talk here, because it is a group
task, sugge sts that
this is exactly what the group as a whole is strivi ng for. All childr
en partic ipate in
jointly const ructin g this discourse. There is an ongoi ng negot
iation of mean ing
throu gh a numb er of interactional modifications, and as discu
ssed in Chap ter 2,
this is a process closely associated with effective second langu
age acquisition. For
example, the lexical choice block of foam is finally reach ed throu
gh a progr essive
clarification of an appro priate way to name it, and this
is built up by three
speak ers: a pot, not a pot, a foam, (repe ated), a block of foam.
No one stude nt's
contr ibutio n can be regar ded as the sourc e of the inform
ation , and no one
contr ibutio n can be regar ded as a solo text. Thus, for example,
turn 11 contin ues
the clause starte d by the speak er in turn 10. The prom pt in turn
13, because, forces
the speak er to conti nue and comp lete his statem ent.
The main scien tific
under stand ing of the exper iment is built up across seven turns
(18 - 25) which
toget her const ruct the statement: when we turned the other magne
t around it stuck
together because it was on a different side and the poles are different. Throu
gh the process
of joint const ructio n the word ing is gradu ally refined towar
ds more explicit and
written-like language, and scientific under stand ings are rewor
ked and modif ied
(note that different sides becomes different poles). Indiv idual stude
nts are scaffolded
by the contr ibutio ns of the group as a whole, and by takin g
part in the ongoi ng
negot iation of meaning. Donato (1994) describes a similar proce
ss in a study of
stude nts learni ng French as a second language, as the stude nts
are negotiating the
construction of tu t'es souvenu (you remembered). Altho ugh
no stude nt posse ssed
the ability to const ruct this alone, they are able collectively
to reach the corre ct
form, leadin g Dona to to argue that "these three learne rs are
able to const ruct
collec tively a sc~ffold for each other 's perfo rman ce ... they
jointl y mana ge
comp onent s of the problem, mark critical features of discrepanci
es betwe en what
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has been prod uced and the perceived ideal solution
... and minimise frustration and
risk by relying on the collective resources of the
group" (Donato 1994, p. 45). Swain
argues that thro ugh such collaborative dialogue
and eo-construction of knowledge,
stud ents who are 'novices' as individuals are simu
ltaneously 'experts' collectively
(Swain 1995b). The situational context of the text
here, a 'rehearsal' for subs eque nt
reporting, prov ides an oppo rtun ity for this to occu
r.
Swain also argu es that outp ut has a metalingu
istic dim ensi on whe reby learn er
reflection on their language use helps them to inter
nalise linguistic knowledge. Since
the language in this text is also constructing scien
ce knowledge, it can be argu ed
that thro ugh such talk, curr icul um know ledg
e as well as lang uage per se is
constructed and internalised by the learners. Cert
ainly the teacher is enco urag ing
the learners to reflect on how they are speaking
, when, on joining the grou ps for a
few moments to check on their progress, she remi
nds them:
you' ve reme mbe red that your lang uage has
got to be reall y prec ise
because the othe r children have got to try and get
a pictu re in their min d
ofwh at you did.
Swain argu es that the noti on of comprehensible
inpu t shou ld not be restricted to
simply 'getting the mea ning across' but, to be mor
e facilitative of acquisition, mus t
inco rpor ate the noti on of conveying mea ning
precisely and appr opri ately . The
situational context here encourages the students
towards this.
Working in grou ps also prov ides contexts for
peer teaching to take place. The
following text 4 (7.6) is an example of such peer
support. The texts are taken from
a single conversation, whe n the children had been
asked to sort a grou p of objects
in any way they wished. Since they have also been
given magnets, (intended for a
later activity), they immediately consider the mate
rials in terms of whe ther or not
they will be attracted to a magnet. At this stag
e they are sorti ng the objects into
two groups, and writing dow n the materials into
two lists.

4

Because of the level of back grou nd noise when
these texts were prod uced , it was not
possible to put names to contributions. The four
children were Vivienne, Emily, Maro un
and Francois.
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Text 7.6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

9
10
11

pasti c (sic)
plast ic/ wha t is this _pasta?
em pasta by its own (indicatinf{ how it should
be f{rouped) this is plast ic
yes/ woo d (pointing_ to a l'_encil)
this/ what 's this?
blu tac
what ••• that/ this was. toget her and this is
there and this is plast ic so
it goes there / that's one way (referring to the
groupings) ... anot her way
is you coul d sort it/pla stic ..
(another child picks up pasta) that' s not plast ic
(indicating pasta) it's
food / this is food
what you eat
past a/no t plast ic/

later
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

what 's this calle d Maro un?
em split pins
split _pins
OK I've finis hed/ how much do you have / 1/2/
3/4/ 5/6
1/2/ /3/4 /5/6
you have to have seve n thing s
seve n1/2 /3/4/ 5/6
oh what did I .. ?
pins / stapl es ... lid/s plit pins (reading list)_
whe re/ what lid
lid
lid/ you woul d not do lid
what 's this?
need le
that' s a pin
pin
oh lid/ that's a lid
this is a thum b tack and this is a pin
oh the thum b tack
yeah
what 's this calle d? what 's this called?
em . pape r clip

later
34

and the need le/ you didn 't write need le (chec
king his list has the same

number of items as Emily's)
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

no I neve r wrot e needle
no I didn 't write need le/ I just put pin
oh
I wrot e_pin
what 's that calle d ...
a pape r clip
I neve r wrot e that (comparing lists) .... a a pape
r clip we'v e got to write
pape r clip
elastic .. (holding rubber band)
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44

45
46

47
48

49
50
51
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what's this called again em/ what's this called?
crayons
now this pasta / I draw a pasta for this
what's this called? paddl e pops
rubber band/ rubber band
what's this called?
coin/i ust write a coin .. or a token
pasta . . is this pasta?
yes

later
52
53
54

55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

Emily how much do you have? (checking how many items on
list)
what/ for what
for em this
1/2/3 /4/5/6 /7/8/9 /10/ IgotlO
1/2/3 /4/5/6 /7/8/9 .. one more
do you have dice?
yeah
and paddl e pop stick
ro
that's it
have we finished?
now we have to draw pictures
pictures
yeah
I can't even draw a p~er clip_
copy it
the Bambridge's scarecrow (referring to drawing, laughter)
with lip stick
what is this?
oh lid
lid
thumb tacks
what does split pin mean?
it's actually a paper fasten er/ you can write split pin 'and paper
fastener
what's a needle .. what's a needle
this (show ing)

Requests for help from peers occurred frequently, see for exam
ple turns 5, 12, 24,
32, 39, 43, 48, 50, 70, 74, 77. The large numb er of these reque
sts sugge sts how
secon d langu age learn ers who appea r to be fluen t speak
ers may exper ience
difficulty with less well know n vocabulary items, particularly
those which migh t be
more familiar in the mother-tongue home domain. However what
is also significant
in this context for langu age learning is that every request for
the name of an item is
respo nded to, sometimes with several children contr ibutin g
(9 - 11; 71 - 72). It is
doubtful wheth er such instan t and ongoing help would have been
as accessible in a
whole class context, or that the stude nts would have asked for
it so frequently.
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In many of the transcripts, peer help like this was evident, althou
gh, as in this text,

it was mainl y restricted to questions of vocabulary, spelling and task
proced ure. As
such it canno t be defined as scaffolding in the sense identified in Chapt
ers 2 and 6,
since the help usuall y focuses on what a learne r should do, (and
i~ some cases
doing it for them), rather than on how somet hing could be done (see
for example,
. the following set of texts, where Emily simply tells Milad what to write
rather than
answe ring his question.) Nevertheless, the help given by peers is
at the point of
need and is ongoing; such help doubt less made it possible for some
childr en to
participate in and complete tasks which would have been daunt ing
for them to do
alone.
The following set of short texts (7.7) provid e further examples of peer

teaching and
come from Classroom 2, Episode 24. The teacher had asked the studen
ts to write
down one thing that had happe ned in their own experiment, and a
generalisation
about what they had learned 'overall'.
Text 7.7
Exam ple 1
Milad:
how do you spell generalisation Emily?

(Emily spells)
Exam ple 2
Maroun: genulisation (sic) how you spell it?

(Julianne and Emily spell)
Exam ple 3

Milad:

do we have to copy you?

Emily:

you can make one up on your own

Exam ple 4
Milad:
what you write?
Julianne: "all magnets have a side pole"
Exam ple 5
Milad:
what is you write that?
"when we turned the pole .. to to the north"
Emily:
Milad:
to the..
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to the north

Example 6
Maroun: he (referring to Milad) have to do a over
a ·over all
[generalisation]
Milad:
what' s a overall?
Emily:

just write like .. "if you put the north and the north together"

Milad:

yeah that's what I'm writing

Emily:

no that's / write overall here

Julianne:

so Miss know s

These exam ples are also significant in illustrating how a teach
er's and stude nts'
perce ption s of the funct ion of a task some times differ. The
child ren here are
prima rily concerned with what they perceive to be the proced
ure of the task. What
appea rs to be impo rtant to them is the end produ ct: Emily
's help to Milad is
conce rned with what to write and where to write it, and,
as the last comm ent
suggests, the work is really for 'Miss'. The interp erson al funct
ion of langu age is
foregrounded, with children concerned with directing each other
and commenting on
their own action; talk about the curriculum field itself, (the behav
iour of magnets) is
largely absent. This mismatch of intention was evide nt in other
group tasks, with
childr en often appea ring to be more concerned with the proce
dures and produ ct of
the task, than with talkin g out their ideas. The following text
(7.8) is a furthe r
example of this, and comes from Classroom 2, Episode 37.
In text 7.8, the teacher's purpo se was to have the children retell
their findings and
devel op some generalisations, and to this end she had constructed
an inform ation
gap activity by splitting the initial group s into pairs and then
regro uping each pair
with a differ ent two child ren. Each group of child ren
were then to write
generalisations about magnets on a large sheet of paper for class
display. Howe ver
there was little talk indicating the kind of thinking the teacher
had been hopin g for,
or discu ssion about how the generalisations shoul d be word
ed. Child ren simpl y
read their existing lists to each other and copied each other
s' statem ents down ,
with most of the talk being about proce dural matte rs such
as the colours of the
textas they shoul d use, whos e contributions shoul d be writte
n down , turn taking,
and the neatness of the handw riting . It was not possible in this
text to accurately
identify which children were speaking.
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Tex t 7.8
I'll writ e it dow n/ which
no no writ e the heading first
magnets ..
I writ~ head ing/ let me write heading
she's neat er
well I'm writing
neatly
neatly I know I I do go neatly
you have to use the ruler so you
make it
no no
straight lines
straight line s/ straight lines
straight lines
I'm doing it
swa p/ wan t red?
wha t do I hav e to write?
you hav e to writ e the first one / "all
"mag -/"a ll bar magnets" (writing)
wai t/ you've got finger prin ts in it
alre ady
very sorry
that 's not stra ight
At this poin t the teacher, overhearing the conv
ersation, interjected with as long as
it's clear and people can understand it/ take the
ruler away/ doesn't matter if it's not
straight/ the idea is to get as many down as you poss
ibly can but by this time the lesson
was almost over.
Taken in isolation, then, some of the grou p
wor k observed indicated that stud ents
and teacher app eare d to have different idea
s abo ut its purp ose. Alth oug h the end
prod uct was usua lly in fact very close to
wha t the teacher had requ este d (for
example, here the stud ents successfully prod
uced a list of generalisations), the
stud ents ' concern was often with the procedur
e of the task rath er than the principles
the teacher had been attempting to help them
develop, and consequently there was
sometimes little evidence of the kind of thin
king and talking that the teacher had
been planning for.
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Howeve r, rather than simply dismiss ing such examples as unsucce ssful second
languag e teaching tasks, the point should be made that, even when the student s'
and teacher's ideas of the purpose of the group work appeare d not to coinCide, the
group work fulfilled an importa nt function: it created the intersub jectivity and
commo n experie nces necesss ary for the long convers ation of the classroo m
discour se to be maintained. What followed from the episode above, for example,
was a whole class sharing of the writing of all the groups, with explicit discussion
of the wording s of the generalisations and the accuracy of the science information.
All children shared what their group had produce d, and this level of particip ation
would not have been possible if the group work session had not taken place. From
the perspective of second languag e learning, then, working with peers created a
number of support ive contexts for languag e development. It provide d the shared
experiences on which later discourse was built; it provide d a context for discourse
to be jointly constructed so that individu al'novic es' collectively became 'experts' as
a group; and it made available an ongoing and immedi ate source of help for
individual learners.
While it has been argued that the group work in these classrooms appeare d to be
support ive of languag e learning, it is worth noting that it did not always result in a
higher degree of interactional modifications than whole class work in the way that
some research has suggested (Pica 1987). The transcripts indicate that group work
in fact tended to produce fewer exampl es of negotia tion than occurre d in the
teacher -guided reportin g: as in the exampl es above, for exampl e, unknow n
vocabul ary items did not result in negotiation but in requests for help. There are
howeve r, a number of reasons why this might be the case, related to the nature of
the group activities, and their purpose within the sequence of episodes. The group
work in this study served a very different purpose from the kinds of activities that
are more typical of direct languag e classrooms. In EFL classrooms, for exampl e,
group activities often revolve around information sharing activities, designe d to
elicit particul ar structur es or functions of language, the use of which may be the
main objective of the lesson. Research in SLA on small group work has tended to
focus on such classes. Here however, group activities represent a means rather than
a goal, in that their purpose is to build up a shared underst anding upon which
further language learning then proceeds. In addition, while general 'conversational'
languag e may be developed through group work, given the shared resources of the
student s, a new (and as yet unknow n) specialist register cannot be: access to this
must depend on resources outside the group (such as the teacher). The success or
otherwise of group work in the current study cannot therefore be judged simply on
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the discourse produced at the time, but, as well, on the discourse with the teacher
to which it gave rise later. The relative lack of negotiation in group work (at least
compare d to the teacher-student interactions) may also be the result of the group
activities themselv es, since although different groups often held varying
information, students within each group were usually involved in collaborative
work where they had access to the same information, a situation which Pica argues
is less likely to produce negotiation between interactants (Pica 1987).
Of more significance for this study, however, is not that group work produced less
negotiation than might be expected, but that teacher-student interactions in a whole
class situation yielded a great deal more. Whole class talk, it would appear, can be
highly supportiv e of second language learning. This is the subject of the following
section.

Reflection on the Task: teacher-guided reporting
This stage proved to be the most valuable, within the four stages of the curriculu m
cycle, in the opportun ities it provided for second language developm ent. The
significance of teacher-guided reporting for language developm ent has already been
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, and those discussions will not be repeated at length
at this point. In summary , key features of teacher-guided reporting which have been
discussed include the following.
It has been argued that in the process of teacher-g uided reporting children are

supporte d in developing the language and curriculu m knowled ge encapsul ated in
the academic registers of school, and that a feature of this stage is the strong
guidance provided by the teacher through her scaffolding. Teachers recontextualise
the meanings of the students (Chapter 6) often recasting student wording through
field and mode shifts, and reformulating the child's intended meaning with a more
complete or appropri ate recoding (Chapter 5). This focus on the teaching of a more
decontex tualised register, and the explicit guidance teachers give to minority
learners as they learn to use these new ways of meaning, are clearly significant
factors in the language development of minority learners.
As has already been discussed, the process by which this teaching and learning
occurs, the nature of the interactions themselves, appears to be enabling of language
development. In this study teacher-guided reporting allows the teacher to 'lead from
behind', using continge nt responses in a way similar to the kind of facilitative
interactions that have been noted in first language developm ent (Halliday 1973;
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Wells 1981; Painter 1985}. Teacher-guided reporti ng also provid es opport unities
for learner s to initiate exchanges, a factor of interactions which is facilitative
of
second langua ge learning (van Lier 1988, 1996; Ellis 1994}, and for more dialogi
c
interactions to occur than is typically the situation in the IRF three-p art exchan
ge.
The contex t of teacher-guided reporti ng has therefore already been shown
to be
enabling of second langua ge development. In this section the 'micro-interactions'
of
parts of the discourse will be explored further to consider what additio nal eviden
ce
they provid e of being contex ts which are facilita tive of second langua
ge
development.
Clarifi cation reques ts and studen t output : stretch ing and extend ing learne
r
langua ge
It has been argued that it is the quality rather than the quanti ty of interac
tional
modifi cations which are signifi cant for compr ehensi on, and ultima tely
for
acquisition (Ellis 1994}. Requests for clarification place responsibility for solving
the communication proble m onto the studen t, unlike confirmation checks where
the
teacher solves the communication problem for the learner. Requests for clarific
ation
are thus more likely to 'stretch' learner langua ge than direct confirmation checks
from the learne r (Pica 1988; Pica et al 1989}. There are many examp les
of
clarification requests in the discourse. The following exchange (text 7.9) betwee
n the
teacher and Belinda is one such example:

Text 7.9
STUDE NT

1

2
3

TEACH ER

B: em we put three magnets
togethe r/ it still wouldn 't hold the
gold nail
B: we/ we tried to put three
magnet s together .. to hold the gold
nail .. even though we had three
magnet s .. it wouldn 't stick

can you explain that ag_ain?

The reques t by the teacher for clarification results in a longer and more comple
te
text from Belinda. This micro-context results in the studen t's langua ge
being
'stretched': the teacher's reques t for clarification puts a 'press' on her to produc
e
more compre hensib le output as she makes more of her reason ing explicit
in the
discourse. It is argued that it is only when the learner is 'pushe d' in this way
that
langua ge produc tion aids acquisition (Swain 1985; Swain and Lapkin
1990),
suggesting the critical role that can be played by the indirect feedback of the teacher
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(that is, feedback which does not directly provide the target language or correct the
student).
The following two examples (texts 7.10 and 7.11) are illustrative of the same
process. Both come from a reporting session after the students had experimented in
an open-ended activity using the magnets with a range of objects.
Text 7.10

1

2
3

STUDENTS
we had a .. gold nail . .' and . the
gold nail .. neither of them/
neither I both of the magnets won't
. touch to the gold nail
that's not real gold
it's a screw

4

5

TEACHER

say that again very loudly so that .
Veronica can hear you back there
we had a gold nail and the gold
nail would not touch/ attach to any
of the maS!!_ets

In this text a comparison of turns 1 and 5 again illustrate how a second attempt at

a response enables the student to produce a less hesitant and more comprehensible
text.
In text 7.11, the student is describing how she had put a piece of foil between the
magnet and a nail; the magnet attracted the nail through the non-magnetic foil.

Text 7.11
STUDENTS
1
2

TEACHER
what did you find out?

L: if you put a nail . onto the piece
of foil .. and then pick it . pick it up
.. the magnet will ....... that if
you put a . nail . under a piece of foil
. and then pick . pick the foil up
with the magnet .. still . still with
the nail .. under it ... it won't

3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10

it what?
L: it won't/ it won't come out
what won't come out?
M: it'll go up (prompt)
L: it'll go up
S: what'll go up?
M: it'll go up
S: whose gt'_oup was she in?
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11

12

13
14

L: like if you put a nail and then
foil over it and then put the nail on
top . of the foil .. the nail
undern eath the foil/ Miss I can't
say it
L: Miss forget about the magne t/ em
the magne t holds it with the foil
up the top and the nail's
undern eath and the foil's on top and
put the magne t in it and you lift it
up .. and the nail will em ... hold
it/ stick with the magne t and the
foil's inbetw een

15

16

wait just a minute .. can you
explain that a bit more , Lindsav?

no you're doing fine 1/ I can see

oh so even with the foil in betwee n
. the . magne t will 'still pick up
the nail . alright does the magne t
pick up the foil?

I..: no

The studen t's first explanation (2) is extended but extremely hesitant.

At turn 3 the
teacher could have closed the exchange as she did in turn 15, by recast
ing what the
studen t is attemp ting to say. Instead she deman ds a further contri bution
from the
studen t by asking a question: it what? (3). When the studen t's meani
ng is not clear
she asks a furthe r question to elicit the missing actor: what won't come
up (5). When
this too does not result in a clearer explanation she asks for further clarific
ation: can
you explain that a bit more? (11). The studen t's next attem pt repeat s much
of the
information of turn 2, but is much less hesitant. Howe ver she stops
with the very
telling words : I can't say it (12). Even at this point the teacher encou
rages her to
continue, this time with an interpersonal comm ment of reassurance
(13). Lindsay's
final attem pt is the most successful and the least hesitant, incorp oratin
g the key
fact that the foil was betwe en the nail and the magnet, and, compa
red with the
initial attem pt (2), it is a far more complete piece of information.
The teache r's persis tence in probin g the studen t's respon ses by
maint aining a
deman d for more clearly worde d information from the studen t results
in a steady
increase in the comprehensibility of the studen t's outpu t. As is eviden
t from the
visual layou t of the transc ript alone, the studen t talks far more than
the teacher
throug hout this exchange sequence. Her langua ge is clearly being 'stretc
hed' (her
comm ent I can't say it giving us some indication of just how much). The
division of
labou r typical of the IRF exchange, where the teacher does most of
the talking, is
here redistributed, with the studen t rather than the teacher taking respon
sibility for
makin g the communication clear. This is impor tant in the light of some
studie s of
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collaborative disc ours e whi ch sugg ests that
it may be so successful in clar ifyin g
com mun icat ion that lear ners do not need
to focus on the form of wha t they are
saying (Trevise and Porq uier 1986; Meisel1987)
. The teacher finally does the job of
recontextualising the stud ent's mea ning in mor
e concise wor ding , but not unti l the
fifteenth move, offering a greatly increased opp
ortu nity for negotiation of mea ning
over wha t wou ld have occurred in a three part
exchange. It is also wor th noti ng that
since increased negotiation results in increase
d comprehension (Pica et al1987), the
curriculum knowledge itself is also likely to be
better understood.
In the following text (7.12} the teacher's resp
onses agai n create a disc ours e context
whe re the stud ent is expe cted to take som
e resp onsi bilit y in sort ing out the
communication problem.
Tex t 7.12

1
2
3

STU DEN TS
and like we can put em a nail unde r
the • like mov e it arou nd

it mov ed arou nd whe re the mag net
was

4

5

6
7

8
9
10

we can put it on the 'chai r the . nail
. and you put the mag net on the
bott om of the chai r/ you put it to
the botto m
on the botto m of the chai r I and
whe n you put it to the righ t it goes
to the righ t and whe n you put it to
the left ..

TEA CHE R

wha t happ ened ?

explai..1 that agai n in a big voice so
that Char lene can hear vou

on the bott om of the nail?

do you mea n 'und er the chair?

yes Miss

so whe n you put the mag net 'und er
the chai r .. the . nail follo wed it

In this text the stud ent is describing how the
mag net attra cted a nail thro ugh the
seat of a chair. Tur ns 1-3 do not con tain
sufficient info rma tion to be easi ly
und erst ood ; how ever since the teacher had
seen the expe rime nt she wou ld clearly
hav e been able to take over at this poin t and
recast wha t the stud ent was saying.
As in the othe r examples she chooses not to
do this, asking for the stud ent herself
to clarify wha t she is saying: explain that
again (4). This is a pow erfu l teac hing
stra tegy in this text; in turn s 5 - 7, with a brie
f confirmation check interjected by the
teac her (6), the stud ent is able to prod uce
a mor e precise and com preh ensi ble
account. The interjections by the teacher (6 and
8) draw the stud ent's atte ntio n to a
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partic ular linguistic item (she appea rs confused betwe en the mean

ings of under and

on the bottom of), which in the teacher's final recasting receives mark
ed stress. Apar t
from the provi sion of this word howe ver, the stude nt is
able to impro ve the
comp rehen sibilit y of the outpu t herself. Being given a secon
d oppo rtunit y to say
some thing seems in itself to increase the stude nt's ability to do
so.
In the following text (7.13) the stude nt begin s first make s
a brief statem ent, the
mean ing of which is not imme diatel y clear. (She is referr ing
to the fact that two
magn ets only attrac t when oppos ite poles face each other.)

Text 7.13
1

STUD ENT
TEACHER
B: the magnet could only stick on one
side

2
3

(B hesitates for 5 seconds, George
tries to explain)

4

B: Miss .... like if you put the
magne t together

5
6

two magnets together . then it sticks
and then you try the other side it
doesn 't stick

7

~

what do you mean could only stick
on one side?.
no no George . 'let 'her 'try ..

two magnets together?

shh .. so you tried puttin g two
magnets together and . one side .
they would stick together and the
other side they didn't /alrig ht
we're getting some good
information

Again the teacher asks for clarification (2). The stude nt hesita
tes for five seconds, a
very much longe r wait- time than is usual ly allow ed (Rowe
1986). For a secon d
langu age learne r howe ver this increase in wait time is significant.
Research sugge sts
that when teachers ask questions of stude nts, they typically wait
one second or less
for the stude nts to begin a reply, but that when they wait for three
or more seconds,
there are significant changes in a stude nt's use of langu age and
in the attitu des and
expec tation s of both stude nts and teachers (Rowe 1986).
As ment ioned in an
earlier chapt er, the impor tance of wait time is presu mably increa
sed for stude nts
who are formulating responses in a language they do not fully
control.s Durin g the
wait time here, the teacher does not allow interr uptio n by more
comp etent speak ers
5 See I<rashen and Pon 1975 who describe the self correcting behav
iour of an adult second
language learner; given sufficient 'processing time' she was able
to correct almost ninety
five per cent of her errors.
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(3). Despite the dialogic quality of the interact
ions in the teacher-guided reporting,
whe re in gen eral teacher talk is less stro ngly
mar ked for statu s, both teachers
regu larly asse rted explicit control whe n
it beca me nece ssar y to prot ect the
participation righ ts of a speaker.' Such 'protecti
on' is imp orta nt for less conf iden t
children if they are to have equality of conv
ersational rights with mor e assertive
speakers. Giv en this exte nde d wai t time,
and som e help from the teac her (5),
Belinda, like the speakers in the other texts, is
able to increase the comprehensibility
of the outp ut.
The following text (7.14) also dem onst rate
s the effect that wai t time, and the
opp ortu nity for a second attempt, can have on
the quality of stud ent outp ut.
Tex t 7.14
STUDENTS
1
2

3

4

em er I learned that em whe n you
put a mag net ... (laughter from
Hannah and children as Hannah is
attempting to explain without
demonstrating with her hands)
whe n I put/ whe n you put ... whe n
you put a magnet ... on top of a
mag net and the nort h pole poles
are .... ... 7 second pause, Hannah
is clearly having difficulty in
expressin~ what she wants to sav.
and and the nort h poles are
toge ther er em the mag net ...
repe ls the mag net and the othe r
mag net ... sort of floats in the air?

TEACHER
try to tell them wha t you learn ed ..
. OK ... (to Hannah) yes?

yes yes you're doing fine .. you put
one mag net on top of anot her ...

The teacher invites other
contributions, and then returns to
Hannah. She invites Hannah to
first show the experiment to the
other students, and then asks her to
explain it a~ain.
now listen .. now Han nah explain
once more ... alright Han nah ...
excuse me ever ybod y (regaining
classes attention) .. listen agai n to
her expl anat ion

5
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the two nort h poles are lean ing
together and the mag net on the
bott om is repelling the mag net on
top so that the magnet on the top is
sort of ... floating in the air
so that these two mag nets are
repelling each othe r and ... look at
the force of it.

The sup por t given by the teacher comes at

a critical poin t (3), whe n the stud ent can
go no furt her alone (2). The imp orta nce
of such contingency has alre ady bee n
discussed. Her e it sho uld be noted that it
requires a skilled teacher to give stud ents
a long eno ugh time to make wha t they
say comprehensible to others, whi le not
leaving them with out help to the poin t whe
n they become emb arra ssed , whe n a
'press' on lang uag e resources resu lts in
a 'stress' for the learner. In this stud y
stud ents did not app ear to become uncomf
ortable or embarrassed by the leng th of
the wai t time; on the contrary there were
always enthusiastic bids for turn s to offer
contributions. The insistence by the teacher
on a stud ent' s righ t to spe ak with out
interruption, and the explicit rules for part
icipation, app eare d to create the kind of
interactional environment where extended
'wait time' was seen as normal, and was
not a source of embarrassment for the lear
ner nor impatience for the listeners. Most
imp orta nt for the positioning of minority
learners is that, either alone or thro ugh
scaffolded interaction with the teacher,
they wer e able to successfully com plet e
wha t they wan ted to say, and as a resu lt
wer e positioned as capable interactants
and learners.
As a resu lt of the teacher's resp ons e (3
) Han nah is able to complete wha t she
wan ts to say. The reco unt is very hesi tant
however, the upw ard (questioning)
into nati on at (4) sug gest ing that Han nah
feels som ewh at uns ure of herself. By
com pari son her second atte mpt (6) is far
less hesitant, and mor e complete. The
into nati on is now unm arke d, sug gest ing
an increase in confidence. The seco nd
atte mpt enc oura ged here by the teacher
clearly results in more comprehensible
out put by the student. Oth er studies hav
e suggested similar results whe n learners
are given time to reformulate their own con
tribution to the discourse. For man and
Caz den (1985), for example, describe how
, with the help of the teacher, a thir d
grad e child progressively refines a set of inst
ructions which she had to give to othe r
children. On her thir d attempt, she achieves
clear instructions with out hesitations
and repairs.
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A context for notic ing
A more psychological perspective on second language learn
ing is represented by the
notion of 'noticing'. As discussed in Chap ter 2, it has been
prop osed that in order
to learn new language, learners must first pay attention to
the linguistic form of the
input , a process referred to as 'noticing' (Schmidt 1990;
Ellis 1994; Swain 1996) or
as 'preliminary uptak e' (Cha udro n 1985). Before the learn
er can be said to have
learned the new language, there must be a further step of
'comparison', when some
comparison must be made by the learner between what
they are curre ntly able to
say, and the inpu t they have heard: the learner must 'notic
e the gap'. It is only when
the learner perceives the gap betw een the form of the inpu
t and their own use of
language that acquisition will take place (Faerch and Kasp
er 1986; Schm idt 1990;
Ellis 1994; Swain 1996). It needs to be considered therefore
how far the discourse
patterns so far discussed construct the kind of contexts wher
e it can be reasonably
expected that stude nts woul d be likely to notice and comp
are their own langu age
with the 'target' langu age (defined here as the lexis and
grammatical patte rns
occurring in the more context-reduced and field-specific regis
ters of school).
It has alrea dy been noted that many exchanges in teach

er-guided reporting sessions
follow a characteristic pattern: stude nt initiation of mean
ing followed by teacher
recasting of wording. Ellis (1994) argues that in the proce
ss of stude nt-in itiate d
interactions, the frequency of specific linguistic forms and
thus their saliency to the
learn er (and therefore the likelihood that they will be
noticed) increases. The
following texts are examples of the kind of recasting to whic
h Ellis refers.
Text 7.15
STUD ENTS

TEAC HER

1

2

Ma: Miss I thoug ht that all
metal can stick on magnets but..
when I tried it some of them
they didn' t stick

3

Maro un/ something that you can tell
me that you found out last lesson

OK so you thoug ht that no matte r
what object/ if it was a metal object it
would be attracted to the magn et/
interesting_ .
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Text 7.16
STUDENTS

TEACHER
so what's this magnet trying to do ..
to that one?

1

2
3

it's trying to lift it up

4

OK it's repelling isn't it/ it's not
attracting like it did the other way.
that magnet's repellin~

Text 7.17
STUDENTS

TEACHER
OK can you then tell me what you had
to do next.?

1

2

when we had em the things the
first one like if you put it up in
the air like that. the magnets
you can feel . feel the em . that
they're not pushing?

3
4

when you turn the magnet around? you
felt that
pushing and if we use the other
side we can't feel pushing ,

5

OK so when.. they were facing one
way .. they I you felt the magnets
'attract and stick together I when you
turn one of the magnets around you felt
it.'repelling.. or pushing away .. OK
thank you well done Charbel

In each case the teacher's response is immediate ly contingent on what the student
has said. In 7.15, stick is recoded as attract, in 7.16/ift it up is recoded as repelling,

and in 7.17 not pushing is recoded as attract and pushing as repelling. In 7.16, the
teacher repeats the two key lexical items associated with the topic at that point,
defining one in terms of the other: it's not attracting, it's repelling. This strategy
enables her to 'recycle' the item attract while responding to what the student has
said. In 7.17 she provides both new items but also appropriat es and incorporat es
the student's coding (pushing away), reminding the student of the meaning of the
new item but also helping him make a comparison between the two codings.
Since the teacher's responses are triggered by the intended meaning of the student, it
would appear likely that such semantically contingent responses would be noticed
by the students, since the focus item relates to what the student wants to say at
that moment. The new item, in other words, is provided at precisely the moment it
is needed and contextualised within the meaning-intentions of the speaker. It would
also seem that not only is a new linguistic item likely to be 'noticed' in such a
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situation, it is also likely to be 'compared' since both studen t and teacher forms
are
'on display' in the discourse of the exchange. In 7.17, the comparison is made
more
overt by the teache r herself who makes explicit the relatio nship betwee
n the
everyd ay and the scientific form: repelling or pushing away.
A possible contex t for noticing and compa ring is also offered by those
occasions

when the teacher uses a promp t to remind the studen t of a new item or a linguis
tic
form, (descri bed in Chapte r 5 as a Reminding and handing over strateg y).
The
following three texts exemplfy this.
Text 7.18

1

2
3

STUDE NTS
G: the magnet doesn't stick onto
the cork

G: em. ah! the magnet attracts

TEACH ER

rememb er we're scientists now Gina .

Text 7.19

1
2

3

STUDE NTS
Fr: the magnet attracts to

TEACH ER

Fr: the magnet attract . ed
attracte d to the other magnet s

careful this is what we did yesterd ay

Text 7.20

1

2

STUDE NTS
TEACH ER
G: (attempting a generalisation) ~careful George we're not
the
talking about just this one
G:
attract safety pins

As noted earlier, while the teacher takes the responsibility for drawin g the studen

t's
attenti on to a linguistic or communication problem, it is often the studen t who
is
given the responsibility to improv e what they have said. Learners appear to
learn
more when they focus on and correct their own errors, than those times
when
corrections are made for them, presum ably because of the increas ed cogniti
ve
processing that must occur when one sorts a proble m out for oneself. The teacher
clearly believes that the studen ts are able to make their own correct ions,
but
withou t her promp t it is doubtful that they would have done so: the promp t
serves
to activate and recycle studen ts' prior learning. These examp les sugges t that
the
remind er causes the studen ts to focus on the particular word, to notice and
reflect
on their own language, to recall the approp riate language, and finally to improv
e
the output .
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Oppor tunitie s for 'noticing' may be much more direct. At times, gettin
g the childr en
to focus on somet hing (notice it) is the teaching objective itself, as in
the following
text (7.21) where the teacher is introducing a new lexical item, attract.
Text 7.21
TEACH ER
I want you to think . of just what you did yesterday I of the materials
. that we
had yesterday I and I'm going to help you with a word today . that we
didn't ...
no one has said/ because remember we're scientists . and we need to use
the proper
words . all of you 'told me . and explained it very well/ now we're going
to learn
the proper scientific words for this . what happen s is . that magne ts
. at'tract
(great emphasis) . certain things and so rather than say that it grabs it
or it
sticks to it . what we say is magnets at'tract and that means . this kind
of thing
(demonstrating) so if I . am a magne t and I . at'tract . Carol Anne I .. 'bring
'her
.'to 'me (demonstrating) . attract . so I'd like for us to think of the other
things .
that the magne t attract'ed . this is yesterday I now think back in your
groups .
think of the things that the magne t at'tract ed (writes "attracted "on
board)

First it can be noted that the teacher reviews the previo us day's work,
ensuring, as
Wong-Fillmore suggests, that the new word will be heard in the contex
t of previo us
learning. In additi on she draws the children's attenti on to the fact
that the new
word has a partic ular function: it is the proper scientific word. Thus she
locates the
word in the context of the science register but at the same time relates
it to what the
childr en had said earlier. She also demonstrates the meani ng of the
word, using
gestures and acting out the meani ng with one of the studen ts, (thus
mode shifting,
from more to less written-like, in very much the same way as described
in Chapt er
5 in relation to the unpac king of writte n instructions). In additi on
she offers an
'every day' explan ation of the meaning, (grabs it, sticks to it, bring her
to me). In so
doing, she is makin g explicit in the discourse the kind of comparison
(here betwe en
the everyd ay and scientific terminology) that Ellis and others hypot
hesise might
occur in the learne r's head before a new item is able to be integr
ated into the
learner's own linguistic system. In the text there is, as well, considerable
repetition
of the new term (six times) and the word is also presen ted in anoth
er mode,
(writt en on the board) . Finally, the teacher uses consid erable empha
sis on key
terms: attract and bring her to me carry heavy stress and are preced
ed by the
'pregn ant pause' discussed earlier. If, as Schmidt (1990) argues, 'notici
ng' requires a
focal awareness by the learner then it would appea r likely that such
repetition and
multiple access to meaning increase the likelihood of 'noticing' (even
thoug h it does
not of course guaran tee it).
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This text would equally well have served as an example of comprehensible input,

and as a further example of what was discussed earlier in this chapter as 'multiple
access'. It can perhaps be argued, then, that where students have multiple access to
the language, and where there is a focus on a particular item, the process of noticing
is more likely to occur than in contexts which are less focused and less message
redundant. Perhaps of equal significance in considering what might cause students
to 'notice' new language is the use to which they themselves will put the language. In
the example above, the teacher's focus on the new item immediately preceded the
teacher-guided reporting session, at which the teacher regularly reminded the
children that they were 'learning to talk like scientists'. There was therefore an
expectation that the new item would be of immediate use. Presumably if the learner
sees a purpose in learning a new piece of language, if there is some personal
'investment', then there is reason to notice.
Teacher/st udent interaction s: the extended sequence

It has been argued throughout this section that the teacher-guided reporting sessions
offered many opportunities for language learning. Central to these opportunities is
the nature of the interaction between teacher and student. This is now examined in
more detail, by exploring how different types of interactions can be theorised and
analysed, and what this analysis means for pedagogical practice. For illustrative
purposes, three texts are included here, which taken together represent a movement
from more to less teacher-controlled. Text 7.22 occurred at the end of a teacherguided reporting episode when the teacher was focusing on a particular language
form. Texts 7.23 and 7.24 are also taken from teacher-guided reporting episodes.
Text 7.22
STUDENT

TEACHER
what if I try the south pole of this
magnet and the north pole of that
magnet/ yes Francois/ come on/ a
sentence

1

2

the south pole and the north
pole will attract
good boy I good Francois/ alright and
let's try the south pole of this magnet
and the south pole of the other
mag!\et/Ste phanie?

3

4

the south pole and the south
pole will repel.

5

good
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Text 7.23
STUDE NT
1

2

Ma: Miss I though t that all
metal can stick on magnet s but
when I tried it some of them
they didn't stick

3

TEACHER
Maroun . someth ing that you can tell
me that you found out last lesson

OK so you though t that no matter
what object/ if it was a metal object/ it
would be attracte d to the magne t/ OK
interest ll!g/ Milad?

4

Mi: I though t I though t that em
the metal coins stick onto the
magnet .. it wouldn 't/ I put it
near it and it didn't got stuck
onto it

5
6
7

OK/ it was attracte d to the magnet ?
Mi:no
it wasn't/ OK good/ Fabiola?
F: em em I thought that em the .
.. em .. Miss what was the object
that em could st .. em like .. the
coin could stick onto the magnet
but it wouldn 't
OK you/ you predict ed that it did/ it
would be attracte d to the magnet and
it wasn't.

8

Text 7.24
STUDENTS
1
2

3
4

L: if you put a nail . onto the
piece of foil .. and then pick it .
pick it up .. the magnet will ....
. . . that if you put a . nail . under
a piece of foil . and then pick .
pick the foil up with the magnet
.. still . still with the nail ..
under it ... it won't

it what?
L: it won't/ it won't come out

5

6

7

what won't come out
S: it'll go up_(prompt)
L: it'll go up

8

9

TEACHER
tell us what you found

wait just a minute .. can you explain
that a bit more Lindsay?
L: like if you put a nail and then
foil over it and then put the nail
on top . of the foil .. the nail
'undern eath the foil . Miss I
can't say it

10

no you're doing fine I/ I can see
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L: Miss forget abou t the magn et/
em the magn et holds it with the
foil up the top and the nails'
unde rneat h and the foil's on top/
and put the magn et in it and you
lift it up .. and the nail will em .
. .hold it/ stick with the magn et
and the foil's in between

12

13

oh so even with the foil in betw een/
the magn et will 'still pick up the
nail/ alrigh t does the magn et pick up
the foil

L:no (1:7)

Text 7.22 is an example of an IRF sequence. The teach
er expects a parti cula r kind
of resp onse (here, a 'sentence') and there is only
a narr ow rang e of poss ible
answers. In her feedback move, the teacher evaluates
the stud ent (and by extension,
his answer) positively, and then closes the exchange
, before moving on to invite a
response from Stephanie. The feedback move in such
interactions does not simply
bring closure to an interaction; it can also serve to 'close
dow n' further thinking by
stud ents (van Lier 1996).
Text 7.23 is a more 'dialogic' interaction (as defined
in Chap ter 4). As discussed
earlier, such interactions differ from an IRF sequ
ence in that the topic of the
exchange is determined by the student, and the feedb
ack move is often a recast of
the stud ent's meaning. In such interactions the teach
er 'leads from behind'. Again,
however, the exchange is closed at this poin t and the
teacher moves on to anot her
student.
Text 7.24 is the most dialogic of the three. Like the
previous text, the topic of the
exchange is dete rmin ed by the stud ent, and the
teacher, thou gh lead ing the
discourse throu gh her questioning, again 'leads from
behi nd' eliciting from the
stud ent a more extended contribution. This time how
ever the result is an extended
sequence of exchanges. The teacher's first initiating
move is to invite a stud ent to
contribute information abou t the topic, then following
the stud ent's response she
elicits from the stud ent a clarification and exten
sion of the prop ositi on. The
teacher's feedback move is therefore not an 'evaluatio
n' but a furth er ques tion
designed to elicit furth er information from the stud
ent. In this way the initial
exchange becomes extended as the teacher helps the
child to extend each response
in their subsequent moves.
It has alrea dy been argu ed that exchanges like
text 7.24 wou ld appe ar to be

enabling of second language development, in that they
prov ide opportunities for
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comprehensible output through negotiation. It is therefore relevant to consider how
text 7.24 differs from text 7.23 in the kind of interaction al pattern that it
constructs. Wells {1996) points out that in most analyses of classroom discourse,
more extended texts between teacher and student, (like 7.24), could be analysed as
a succession of topically related exchanges or as a single instance of triadic
d.ialogue, with the teacher's request for more information being analysed as a type
of follow up move. However, as he points out, this interpretation does not capture
the essential difference in the feedback move between texts like 7.23 and 7.24.
Sinclair and Coulthard {1975) in fact propose three functional categories of act for
this move: accept/reject, evaluate and comment. Comment is further broken down into

exemplify, expand, and justify. Mehan's category of evaluate (Mehan 1979) is also
broken down to include reformulate or correct. It would seem then that the feedback
move.is realised in a number of different ways each of which significantly affects
the progress of the discourse.
Wells' {1996) proposes an alternative analysis for extended interactions such as
text 7.24. He argues that in conversation there is a tendency within an exchange for
moves to decrease in 'prospectiveness', that is, the degree to which a move expects
a response, the most strongly prospective move being a demand. In the classroom, a
teacher's initiating move realised as a question to a student is thus strongly
prospective. Outside of the classroom, conversations made up of single nuclear
exchanges in fact occur far less often that more extended sequences, since, as Wells
points out, a second principle accompanies the principle of prospectivess. At any
point following the initiating move, a participan t can increase the prospectivess of
their own move so that it in turn requires or expects a response. Thus, in the third
text above, the third move in the first exchange (the teacher asks: it what?) can be
interpreted not as an evaluation or a feedback move which closes the exchange, but
as a pivot for two linked exchanges. As a question, it is also a highly prospective
move. (In Wells' proposal, Sinclair and Coulthard' s categories of feedback such as
exemplify, or expand, could also be analysed as 'pivotal' response moves.) Through
these 'pivot' moves, sequences of exchanges can be built up, with each 'pivot'
initiating a further exchange which extends or qualifies the previous exchange in
some way. Wells refers to such an extended set of exchanges as a 'sequence',
defining it as a nuclear exchange plus a number of dependent exchanges which
extend and are dependent on the initial nuclear exchange. He argues that in
understand ing how discourse is jointly constructed, it is this unit, the sequence,
which is the most functionally significant.
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In an analysis of the stereotypical IRF exch
ange, Newman, Griffin and Cole (1989)
argue that the final feedback move is a sign
ificant one whi ch plays a gatekeeping
function:

Unless a teacher goes into a lecture format,
this gate-keeping turn is abo ut
the only thin g that a teacher can use to
make sure that the pro per
info rma tion is available for lear ning and
that imp rop er con tent is
removed from consideration by the lesson
participants.
(Newman, Griffin and Cole 1989, p. 125)
A major function of a feedback move is
for the teacher to sup ply the 'correct'
information thro ugh presenting the poin
t of view which is con gru ent with the
curriculum objectives. When IRF exchanges
are considered from the perspective of
learning, it is significant that it is in fact the
teacher who is not only saying more,
but doing most of the cognitive work too; it
is often she who takes responsibility for
pro vidi ng the rele van t information. Yet,
as has alre ady bee n argu ed, seco nd
lang uag e lear ners nee d mor e opp ortu niti
es than this pro vide s for exte nde d
discourse, both from the perspective 'Of lang
uage learning per se, and in terms of
their understanding of curriculum 'content'.
Wells' analysis (Wells 1996) is helpful in sugg
esting how this might occur. When the
thir d move is exploited to become a 'piv
ot', (by, for example, the stud ent bein g
asked to clarify), then, in Wells' words, the
'division of labour' potentially shifts,
and the stud ent takes on more of the resp
onsibility in helping to jointly construct
the information. The nature of this third mov
e in the exchange is therefore critical:
whe n it is realised as a 'pivot', rather than
as a reformulation or an evaluation, it
can lead to more extended sequences whe
re the discourse is ope ned up and the
student's thinking can be articulated. The
choices made by the teacher at this poin t
thus dete rmi ne the direction in which the
discourse can potentially move. The
choice of a pivo t mov e bot h dep end s
on and dev elop s the intersubjective
understanding by the participants about the
goal of wha t they are engaged in. It is
perhaps the teacher's choices at this point in
the exchange that can help define more
precisely wha t is mea nt by a 'contingent'
response; Shuy (1991) for example,
distinguishes between recitation teaching (larg
ely dependent on the IRF exchange)
and responsive teaching, argu ing that
responsive teaching uses con ting enc y
questioning rath er than evaluation questio
ning. The use of a pivotal move by the
teacher also means of course that wha t is abo
ut to be said cannot be predicted: the
exact meaning of a sequence of discourse whi
ch is about to be constructed cannot in
such sequences be anticipated in advance,
even though the 'point' of a sequence is
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typically to be found within the initiating move of the teacher. Wells conclu

des that
it is in such mome nt to mome nt joint construction of meani ng that
the 'craft' of
teaching is found (Wells 1996).
Wells' theoretical analysis is valuable in its potential to show alternative
discourse
patterns which are likely to be more enabling of second language develo
pment. The
three texts (7.22-7.24) discussed above are analysed here in the light
of Wells'
frame work (figur e 7.1). The analys is demo nstrat es how increa
sing the
prospectiveness results in a different kind of discourse.
Fig 7.1 Increasing the prospectiveness

KEY to abbre viatio ns
Type of exchange
N uc

= nuclear exchange.

Dep

= dependent exchange

Typeo fmove
Init
Resp
F/bac k

= Initiation
=Resp onse
=Feed back

Function of move
dem.
= deman d for information

inf
ack.
reform.

= giving information
= acknowledgement of response, and/ or evaluation
= reformulation

(Adapted from Wells 1996)
Text 7.22
STUDENT

F: the south pole and the north
pole will attract

TEACHER
T: what if I try the south pole of Nuc
this magne t and the north pole Init.
of that magne t/ yes Franco is/
de m
come on/ a sentence
Resp.
inf
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good boyI good Francois/

F/bac k

ack
alright and let's try the south
pole of this magne t and the
south pole of the other
magn et/Ste phani e?

S: the south pole and the south
pole will repel.

Nuc
!nit
dem.
Resp.

inf
good

F/bac k

ack
Text 7.23
STUDENT

Miss I thoug ht that all metal can
stick on magnets but.. when I
tried it some of them they didn't
stick

TEACHER
Maroun . something that you can
tell me that you found out last
lesson

OK so you thoug ht that no
matte r what object if it was a
metal object it would attracted
to the magn et/ OK interesting
'Milad ?

I thoug ht I thoug ht that em the
metal coins stick onto the magne t
.. it would n't/ I put it near it and
it didn't got stuck ontoi t

m

Nuc
In it
Dem.
Resp.
Inf

F/bac k
Reform.

Nuc
Resp
Inf
OK it was attracted to the
magnet?
it :w.a~n't OK good
Fabio la?

em em I thoug ht that em the ...
em .. Miss what was the object
that em could st.. em like .. the
coin could stick onto the magnet
but it would n't

F/bac k
Reform .
Nuc
Init
Dem.
Resp
Inf

OK you/ you predicted that it
did it would be attracted to the
magne t and it wasn't.
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Text 7.24

(Note: Utterances marked (*) represent an 'aside' by two students and are not
considered for the purpose of this analysis.)
Student

Teacher
tell us what you found

if you put a nail . onto the piece
of foil .. and then pick it . pick it
up .. the magnet will .......
that if you put a . nail . under a
piece of foil . and then pick . pick
the foil up with the magnet ..
still . still with the nail .. under
it ... it won't

it what?

it won't/ it won't come out
what won't come out

it'll go up (prompt)•

it'll go up

Nuc.
Init.
de m
Resp.
inf.

Dep.
F/back
realised as
pivot
de m
Resp.
in!
Dep
F/back
(as pivot)
de m

Resp.
inf

what'll go up?*
it'll go up•
whose group was she in?•

wait just a minute .. can you
explain that a bit more ,
Lindsay?

Dep
F/back
(as pivot)
de m
Resp.
inf

no you're doing fine I/ I can see

Dep
F/back
(as pivot)
de m
Resp.
Inf

like if you put a nail and then
foil over it and then put the nail
on top . of the foil .. the nail
'underneath the foil/ Miss I can't
say it

Miss forget about the magnet em
the magnet holds it with the foil
up the top and the nails'
underneath and the foil's on top
and put the magnet in it and you
lift it up ..and the nail will em ..
.hold it/ stick with the magnet
and the foil's inbetween
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Oh so even with the foil in
F/back
between . the . magnet will 'still reform.
pick up the nail . alright

In the first two texts, the feedback move allows no opportunit y for· a sequence to

develop. Its replacement by a 'pivotal' move in the third text produces a sequence in
which the dependent exchanges allow for an exploration of the student's meaning.
The reformulation eventually comes after five exchanges; in unextended sequences,
such as text 7.23, the reformulation is given in the feedback move at the end of the
first exchange, which results in the student having done less of the 'work' in the eoconstruction. By contrast, in text 7.24, the information (which could have come
much earlier from the teacher if she had used an feedback move in the nuclear
exchange}, in fact comes from the student. The teacher holds back the reformulation
and this produces a different 'division of labour' in the discourse. This
redistribution of labour represents a strategy both for prolonging negotiation (thus
facilitating second language development) and of using discourse as a 'thinking
device' (cf. Vygotsky, Lotman and others).
In these classrooms the following examples from a number of teacher-gu ided

reporting episodes all realise moves which occurred in a feedback position but
produced an increase in prospectiveness. They illustrate the range of ways this
pivotal move can be realised, and show how the teachers maintained a sequence of
exchanges with individual children:
wait just a minute .. can you explain that a bit more Lindsay?
so what does that tell us?
can you explain that again?
what do you mean could only stick to one side?
I don't understand I what do you mean Francois?
can you tell me that again?
what do you mean by that?
are you saying/ what does that mean?
can you come up here and tell us what you meant by that?
can you just expand on that a little bit more about what you mean?
what makes you say that?
what do you mean/ 'the wrong one'?
It has not been the intention in this section to argue that all teacher-stu dent

exchanges should be extended sequences, since, as Chapter 6 has argued, exchanges
like texts 7.22 and 7.23 are more appropriat e on some occasions and for some
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purposes . Rather,. such an analysis needs to be seen as a way of presentin g
discourse options for teacher-student talk which may offer more opportun ities for
certain aspects of language learning.
Teacher- guided reporting : common features
Teacher-guided reporting sessions shared a number of features in common which
made them enabling contexts for language developm ent. First, there is always an
initiation by the teacher which does not presuppo se a specific answer. Reportin g
sessions usually began with the teacher asking: "what did you find out?" or inviting
children to "tell us what you discovered". To such question s there can be no
prescripted single 'answer' in a teacher's head; children are not expected to follow a
particula r 'script', even though, as was shown in Chapter 6, teachers usually
appropri ate these responses to build up the more generic script that fits with the
learning objectives of the curriculum, and thus have some expectations about what
counts as an appropri ate response. Within the immedia te exchange however , there
is considerable freedom for students to initiate particula r topics, allowing them to
establish intersubjectivity with the teacher. The students, in a sense, are given the
freedom to embark on the exchange 'on their own terms. At the same time, their
linguistic resources are stretched by the teacher, and they are helped to produce a
more complex and appropria te coding through the teacher supplyin g critical chunks
of language at the right moment, a process which has been shown to be facilitative
of ultimate uptake (Ellis 1985; 1994). As has been suggeste d in Chapter 6, such a
process requires a continge nt responsiv eness by the teacher. In proposin g that
contingency is the quality of language use that can be most directly associated with
engagem ent and learning, Van Lier (1996) defines the condition s for continge nt
language acts in terms remarkab ly similar, at a macro level, to the process of
teacher guided reporting and, at a micro-level, to the dialogic interactio ns that
typically occur in those episodes:
the conditions for a contingent language act are set up by alluding to the
familiar, the given, the shared, then a surprise is sprung in the form of
the new, the unexpec ted, and then joint interpret ative work is
undertak en which simultan eously connects the new to what is known,
and sets up expectations for what is to happen next.
(van Lier 1996, p. 172)
In teacher-g uided reporting episodes, each sequence of exchanges begins with
reference by the student to familiar understa ndings, and these are then
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reco ntex tuali sed and connected to the 'new ' thro
ugh join t inter pret ative wor k by
teac her and stud ent. Teacher-guided repo rting
epis odes appe ar by their natu re to
cons truc t the cond ition s for cont inge nt lang uage
acts to take plac e, and for this
reas on mus t be view ed as highly facilitative cont
exts for lang uage deve lopm ent.
In addi tion , as has been show n, the teac herguid ed repo rting epis odes are
freq uent ly occasions whe n the disc ours e take
s on a dialogic rath er than a dire ct
instr uctio nal qual ity, and at such times ther e is
an increase in the pros pect iven ess
of the teac her's moves: mor e is expe cted of the
child ren as inter acta nts. Mak ing
wha t is said com preh ensi ble requires the spea ker
to take the need s of the audi ence
into account. In orde r to do this, the assu med know
ledg e of the spea ker (thei r own
unde rstan ding of wha t happ ened ) mus t be
mad e expl icit to the liste ner. The
teac her's clarification mov e often indicates to
the learn er whe re their mes sage is
uncl ear or inco mple te, and wha t othe r info rmat
ion the audi ence need s to have .
Tho ugh the teacher help s the learn er select wha
t is relevant to the com preh ensi on of
the liste ners , for exam ple: what won't come
out? what do you mean by .. ? she
usua lly does not, at least initially, prov ide this
info rmat ion herself, and dose s the
sequence only whe n the stud ent has had oppo rtun
ity to clarify their own meaning.
For this process to occu r in the classroom requ ires

not only a focus on the natu re of
feedback or eval uatio n mov e, but
also, and perh aps mor e fund ame ntall y, a chan
ge in the teac her's orie ntat ion
towa rds wha t coun ts as valu ed know ledg e in the
classroom. If know ledg e is seen as
som ethin g held by the teac her whic h mus t be trans
mitt ed to stud ents , there is little
moti vatio n or justi ficat ion for acco rdin g muc
h air spac e to hear and prob e a
stud ent's view of things. In these texts, how ever
, the 'hold ing back' by the teacher,
the contingency of her responses, the exte nded
wait time, the natu re of her initiation
moves, and the willi ngne ss to prob e uncl ear stud
ent resp onse s are all com patib le
with a view of know ledg e whic h sees it as som
ethin g eo-constructed by teac her and
learner, and a view of learn ers whic h ackn owle
dges and accords resp ect to their
curr ent unde rstan ding . These features of the disc
ourse are also compatible with the
noti on of the zone of prox imal deve lopm ent
whe re a learn er is expe cted to take
resp onsi bilit y for wha t they can do alon e.
Too often , as disc usse d earli er,
inter actio ns with seco nd lang uage learners in
main strea m classes sugg est that not
enou gh is expe cted of them as interactional part
ners (see, for example, Torr 1993)
and they are give n insufficient recognition and
responsibility for wha t they are able
to do alone. It can be conc lude d, then, that a peda
gogy whic h fore grou nds the role
of interaction in the eo-construction of knowledg
e, and whic h posi tions stud ents as
the teacher's resp onse moves, in parti cula r of the
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active contribu tors, is likely to provide the kind of discour se contexts which are
enabling of second language learning.
It has been suggest ed that differen t kinds of input and interact ion are needed to
facilitate acquisit ion at differen t stages of a learner' s develop ment (Ellis 1994).
From a microge netic perspective, it appears from this study that differen t kinds of
interact ion were needed at different points in the unit of work (a point also made in
Chapte r 6), depend ing on the stage student s had reached in develop ing the
appropr iate register features, and on the particul ar objectives of the teacher. The
type of pedagog ical goal influences the discours e and this changes with each of the
four stages of the teaching cycle. By examini ng some of the micro-c ontexts which
occur at each stage, this section of the chapter has suggest ed the second languag e
learning opportu nities that each stage affords.

PART 2: STUDENTS' PERCEPTIONS

Student s' own percept ions of their learning , and how helpful they found the focus
on talking, is also of interest . Althoug h not a great deal of time was spent in
reflectin g with student s on the process es of their learning , the data that are
availabl e suggest that student s found helpful the many opportu nities for talk in the
unit of work. The data in this section are drawn from discussi ons with teachers ,
intervie ws between student s and myself, and student journals.
The followin g text (7.25) comes from the end of a reportin g session, prior to the
student s carrying out some writing. The teacher and students begin by talking about
some of the differen ces between speech and writing, but continu e with a short
discussi on about the usefulne ss of talk as a prepara tion for writing:
Text 7.25
STUDENTS

TEACHER
we've helped each other to find some
words that we're going to write .. now
before we write .. what are some
differences/ what are some differences
that you can think of between writing
and speaking? I I want you to think
about when you talk and when you
write .. what are some differences
Amanda ?

1
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whe n you talk it's har d bec aus e
you hav e to put you r hands in
you r poc kets (referring to a

reporting session when the
teacher encouraged students to
explain without using gestures)

whe n you talk/ whe n you wri te/
em the / you thin k .. whe n you
talk you don 't kno w wh at to say

9

10

you (unclear)

13

14
15
16

17

yes that 's true too / Geo rge?

Miss whe n you 're wri ting you

nee d mo re deta il tha n wha t you
... whe n you 're spe akin g
whe n you 're wri ting you hav e to
mak e the peo ple .. you hav e to
let the peo ple und erst and wha t
you 're wri ting and whe n you 're
doi ng som ethi ng they cou ld 'see
wha t you 're do4 tg ... wh at you
mea n

11

12

nife r

so Jen's say ing tha t she has tim e
to
thin k wh en she wri tes and tha t/
tha t
help s a lot .. you don 't hav e the
sam e
'thi nki ng tim e/ goo d any bod y else
hav e .. the diff eren ce bet wee n wri
ting
and spe akin g, Bem ade tte?

7
8

oh (laughing) whe n we did tha t
exe rcis e/ yes tha t was har d/ Jen

like wh en whe n you 're talk ing
he alw ays goes um um and you
don 't wri te it in you r boo k

mm /wh at doe s he mea n by tha t
Jose ph?

goo d/ he said tha t whe n you wri
te you
hav e to let the peo ple und erst and
wha t you 're wri ting / but whe n you
're
talk ing they can see / so Geo rge say
s
you nee d mor e deta il whe n you wri
te
tha n whe n you talk / Am and a?

that 's righ t you don 't wri te tha t
kin d
of thin g in you r boo k/ any oth er
differences that you ... just a que
stio n/
whi ch do you find eas ier I wri ting
or
spe akin g

wri ting

spe akin g Mis s bec aus e the /
exp lain ing like if like / if
som eon e did n't und erst and you
got to ask the m wha t doe s it
me an/ that 's how it's eas ier

you find wri ting eas ier .. that 's
inte rest ing Fra nco is

ah so you can / you can talk to
som ebo dy righ t awa y and get an
ans werI Am and a
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I thin k spe aki ng's mo re eas ier
bec aus e you go mo re faster
you go faster

yea h
I thin k wri ting 's mo re eas ier
bec aus e it's wh en you spe ak it

}en?

. (unclear)
23

24
25
26
27
28

OK / I see / so you feel bec aus e you
hav e mo re tim e to thin k abo ut
it you
you find it eas ier to wri te/ wel
l tha t's
inte res ting / any bod y else hav e
any
oth er com men t before we go awa
y I of
wh at hel ps you to wri te 'bet ter?
Gin a?

_practice?

yes / Angie?

you r bra in
rea din g bec aus e of/ Miss if you
loo k/ if you too k a look you
did n't kno w how to spe ll tha t
wo rd you cou ld look in the
dic tion ary

29

30

it hel ps wh en you sha re wit h
oth ers

31
32
33

34

yes a dic tion ary I wh at we' ve bee
n
doi ng her e I (referring to the rep
orting
session) wh at we' ve bee n doi ng her
e/
doe s tha t hel p you at all to wri
te?
Lin dsa yl

it hel ps wh en you sha re wit h oth
ers
wh at .. by wri ting or by talk ing
?

bot h

wh en you spe ak you kno w wh at
you 're goi ng to wri te in the boo
k/
wh at you 're goi ng to wri te in the
boo k and

35

36

you r bra in yes

bot h/ so you like the ide a of talk
ing
bef ore you wri te or no/ doe s tha
t hel p
at all? wh at we' ve bee n doi ng her
e/ I
don 't kno w I tha t's wh at I nee d
to
kno w I doe s it hel p to do this firs
t?
Bel ind a wo uld it hav e bee n eas
ier to
jus t hav e you go off and wri te/
tha t's
inte rest ing Jos eph / do you find
this
kin d of thin g is eas ier first bef ore
you
wri te or do you like just to go and
wri te?

(teacher nods) wh at do you find Car
ol
An n? do you like to talk abo ut
thin gs
first before you wri te or do you
like to
jus t_go dire ctly and wri te

I like to spe ak out so I can

(unclear)

37

mm / one last com men t
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Miss in writing you have to like
draw a few pictures so they get a
picture in your mind of
somethin_g.

39
40

41
42

Miss I think that em/ I/ I think
you go and do/ do what you want
to do/ before you write you have
all .. the .. more information to
know what_you're _going to write
yes Miss because if you.talk
abou t things first you you/ the
the perso n migh t helpe d you get
more information

you have to/ you have to/ Mario you
have n't had a chance to say anyth ing

so/ so you like to talk abou t things
first?

A stud ent in the same class wrote the following comm

ents in her journal:

Not only did I learn from what I have experimented

but from others who
have shar ed their ideas with the class and I. They
shar ed things abou t
the two sides of the magnets even before we learn
ed wha t they were
called, and why they repel. It was very interesting
because we aske d
questions that were impossible to answer, and in that
time I learned how
to respo nd to others what I think the answer was.
I visited the same teacher in the following year, after
completing the collection of
data on which this stud y is based. The teacher had grow
n increasingly interested in
the role of spoken language in all curriculum areas and
in wha t students themselves
could tell a teacher abou t wha t helped them to learn.
In the science unit the children
had then just completed {on how gears work), she
had followed closely the same
sequence of activities as those described in this study
: children had first taken part
in experiential work , repo rted on it, and then writt
en in their science journals.
Alth ough not part of this corp us of data, the conte
xt is similar enou gh for the
following stud ent comments to be of relevance. The
discussion took place after
stud ents had completed journal writing, which was
particularly well writt en by
man y of them, and was in response to the teacher
asking them wha t had help ed
them to write. No recording was carried out on this
occasion, and the examples
below consist of individual comments taken from field
notes:

Teacher question: Can you tell me what helped you to write
clearly?
Individual student comments:
I discussed it with my group
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talking helped me
we all had a turn at speaking
the others helped
it helped whe n we discussed
it was easier because we learned about it a lot/ like
I knew abou t it
everyone in our group talked
talking helped me know wha t to do
These comments reveal that man y children foun
d helpful the oppo rtun ities for
talking about wha t they were learning, and listening
to wha t others said. They also
reveal a surp risin g sophistication abou t language
itself. The stud ents appe ar to
have quite clear ideas abou t the differences betw
een speech and writing. They
indi cate som e und erst andi ng at a meta ling
uisti c leve l of the incr ease d
decontextualisation of writ ten language: when
you're writing you have to make the
people. . you have to let the people understand what
you're writing and when you're
doing something they could 'see what you're doing. ..
what you mean. They are awa re
of how a lack of immediate feedback makes writ
ten language more complex: when
someone didn't understand you got to ask them what
does it mean/ that's how it's
[spoken language] easier. And they are aware of the
way that written language mus t
therefore create a fuller context for the audience:
when you're writing you need more
detail than ... when you're speaking. One stud ent
also comments that writ ing is
easier because we learned about it a lot, like I knew abou
t it, supporting the arguments
of those who assert the importance of building
up the field prio r to beginning to
write (Hammond 1992).
PART 3: SLA INS IGH TS- SOME INSTANT
IATIONS IN THE DISCOURSE
OF THE CLASSROOMS

To summarise this chapter, key SLA insights are
now reconsidered with specific
reference to examples of their instantiation with
in the two classrooms. While it
cannot of course be claimed that a particular teach
ing strategy will always result,
for example, in comprehensible input, output, nego
tiation or noticing, this section of
the chap ter show s wha t these constructs 'look
like' in the disc ours e of the
classroom. It prov ides a pedagogical perspect
ive on some of these mor e wellaccepted SLA findings, and gives some dea r
indications abou t the kind s of
pedagogical practices and classroom discours
e that appe ar likely to supp ort
second lang uage learn ing in a school context.
The section concludes that an
explanation of second language learning in term
s of the 'conduit' meta phor of
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communication discussed in Cha pter 2 is ultim
ately reductionist in that it fails to
take into account the socially situa ted natu re
of learning, and the collaborative
nature of meaning making.

Comprehensible input
A num ber of strategies and teaching processes can
at making teachers' discourse comprehensible to

be identified which were aimed
students.

Students were given multiple access to meaning thro
ugh 'message redundancy', that
is, thro ugh the integ ratio n of a rang e of sem
iotic resources, whic h freq uent ly
included gesture, demonstration and spoken and
written modes, at the sam e time
involving field and mod e shifting between fami
liar and less familiar language.
Teachers used demonstration and gesture as they
talked, often alternating betw een
exophoric and textual reference whe n referring
to key lexical items, and betw een
physical demonstration and verbal explanation
in referring to key processes. This
message redu ndan cy was particularly evident at
those times whe n it was imp orta nt
that meanings were made explicit, (for example whe
n tasks were being set up), and
following the practical tasks, (whe n child ren
were help ed to recontextualise
understandings). Teachers also highlighted sign
ificant lang uage items and lexis,
thro ugh repe titio n of items with in a single turn
; thro ugh part icula r stress and
intonation patterns, for example the 'pregnant paus
e' before a significant and new ly
introduced lexical item; and through interactional
strategies such as cued elicitation.
Significant information and particular language item
s were regularly recycled, with
man y oppo rtun ities for reca ppin g and sum
mar ising of join tly cons truc ted
information, for example at the start of each lesso
n, whe n stud ents were asked
wha t they had learned. Students were also often
asked to repe at instructions for
tasks. Such reca ppin g oppo rtun ities not only
prov ided a seco nd chan ce for
stud ents to hear wha t may not have been fully unde
rstood previously, but also for
the stud ent who was resp ondi ng to reflect on
and clarify their own learn ing or
understanding.
In teaching new language, teachers rarely intro
duced it in the early stages of new

curr icul um lear ning , pref errin g inste ad to
enco urag e stud ents to expr ess
unde rstan ding s in familiar language before intro
ducing them to mor e registrally
appr opri ate language. Experiential work alwa
ys prec eded the use of this mor e
decontextualised discourse, so that students were
able to use these understandings
as a basis for interpreting less familiar wordings
. Thus the overall lesson plan ning
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inv olv ed a mo vem ent towards the use
of new language, rath er than its earl
y
intr odu ctio n and sub seq uen t 'practic
e' as in the mo re con ven tion al lan gua
ge
classroom.
In their interactions wit h students,
the teachers pro bed unc lear responses
and

recounts, and through questioning encour
aged students to take account of listeners
'
nee ds, tha t is, to inc lud e ade qua te
info rma tion for the ir acc oun ts to be
comprehensible to thei r listeners. Often
this involved focusing on the inte nde
d
referent in clauses like it went up, in
ord er to clarify wit h the stud ent the
key
participants wit hin the discourse, (for
example: what went up?). In the process
of
these interactions new language items wer
e introduced through teachers recasting
of
stud ents ' wordings. Such recontextualised
meanings wer e therefore hea rd in the
conte.xt of wh at stu den ts wer e atte
mp ting to say, and thu s like ly to
be
comprehensible to the student. If compreh
ensibility is und erst ood in this way, as
allowing the possibility for new meaning
s to be related to old, then the notion of
comprehension mu st be extended to
include the notions of 'given' and 'new
'
discussed earlier in this chapter: compreh
ension is facilitated whe n the 'given' is
common to both interactants.
More complex tasks wer e often broken
dow n into shorter sub-tasks. Thus whe
n
stud ent s wer e asked to wri te general
isations, a 'think-pair-share' process was
adopted, wit h students first writing indi
vidually, and then being given opportunity
to sha re this wit h a par tner ; often this
was rep eate d wit h a sec ond pai r of
stud ents . The cognitive wor k tha t mor
e complex tasks dem and ed was thu
s
'externalised' through the dialogue with
others in the collaborative sharing process
,
representing an operationalisation of Vyg
otsky's notion of inner speech, and giving
less able students increased time for com
prehension.

Comprehensible output, stretched
language
As earlier discussion has shown, this

was most evident in teacher-guided rep
orting
sessions whe n students were asked to rep
ort to others, findings which had become
familiar to themselves. Representing as
'new' and unfamiliar (to others) wh at
is
'given' and familiar (to oneself) may be
a dem and ing task linguistically whe n
it
occurs in a different contextual situation,
because it requires the speaker not simply
to repeat information or action, but to
transform it; in other words, to reconstr
uct
action thro ugh discourse (here, through
a verbal recount). Such reconstruction
requires a substantial mode shift away
from the context-embedded language
of
experiential work, towards more written
-like and decontextualised discourse. The
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change in deictic orientation which is involved, and the need therefore to articul
ate
in the discou rse those partici pants and proces ses which cannot be taken
as
'assum ed' knowl edge on the part of the listene rs, proved difficu lt for
many
studen ts. Nevert heless the teaCher guidan ce at these times usually resulte
d in
studen ts being able to carry out their verbal recounts, and thus provid ed occasio
ns
where, in linguistic terms, they were often operati ng at the outer limits of
their
second langua ge competence. What is also import ant is that teache r-guid
ed
reporti ng provid ed authen tic situatio nal contexts for a 'press' to be placed
on
childre n's linguistic resources, that is, the need for comprehensible output
was a
function of the particu lar situational context, (unlike, for example, a functio
nally
'empty ' drill where the same language 'patterns' might have occurred). The fact
that
comprehensible output was of functional relevance within this situational contex
t,
also addres ses the theoretical claim that the notion of compr ehensi ble output
should incorp orate registr ally approp riate discou rse as well as gramm
atical
accuracy (Ellis 1994}.
Compr ehensi ble output was also a feature of occasions when small groups
of
studen ts were 'rehear sing' for reporti ng to the whole class. These situati
ons
extend ed the notion of comprehensible output to the langua ge of the group
as a
whole.
In these classrooms, the contexts in which comprehensible output from studen
ts
could be observed, were also those where there was opport unity for consid
erable
negotia tion and interactional modifications betwee n interactants. The examp
les
sugges t that comprehensible output is likely to be one of the results of negotia
tion,
and that teaching tasks which by their nature lead to negotiation are therefore
to be
preferred to those that do not. Given the inherent inequality between the knowle
dge
and langua ge of teacher and studen t, interactions between them have the potenti
al
to lead to just this kind of negotiation, provid ed that the teacher is able to keep
the
discourse ongoin g and 'open', and provid es opport unities for studen ts to produc
e
extend ed discourse. I have discuss ed how teachers in this study achiev ed
this,
throug h the openin g moves of each sequen ce and throug h increas ing
the
prospectiveness of subseq uent moves. Both these interactional strategies are
likely
to lead to longer and more complete utterances by studen ts than is the case
in the
more traditional three part teaching exchange. What was referred to earlier, then,
as
a 'redistr ibution of labour ' within the studen t-teach er discou rse is thus closely
related to opportunities for increased comprehensible output by students.
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Negotiation and interactional
modifications
It wa s sug ges ted abo ve tha t the
inh ere ntly 'un equ al' talk bet wee n
teac her and
stu den ts can , in the han ds of a skil
led teacher, create a con tex t wh ich
pro duc es
interactional modifications and neg
otiation, but tha t this dep end s on the
teacher
creating opp ortu niti es for extended turn
s by stud ent s and not closing off exc
hanges
too quickly. In considering 'negotiation
' more closely, I begin by considering
wh at it
mea ns for a teacher to negotiate in a
classroom context.

Within the discourse the re app ear to

be two motives for negotiation. On e

reason for
to avoid communication bre akd ow n,
as in this
exa mp le (7.26) bet wee n teac her and
stu den t wh ere the tea che r app ear
s to be
having some difficulty in und erst and
ing the student:
negotiation, as mig ht be expected, is

Tex t 7.26

2

3
4

5

STUDENTS
TEA CHE R
L: if you put a nail . onto the piece of
foil .. and then pick it . pie~ it up ..
the mag net will ... ... . that if you
put a . nail . und er a piece of foil .
and then pick . pick the foil up wit h
the mag net .. still . still wit h the
nail .. und er it ... it won 't
it wha t? (lookin~ puzzled)
L: it won 't/ it won 't come out
wha t won 't come out?

Such examples poi nt to the val ue of

probing unclear utterances and tak ing
time to
uncover wh at stu den ts are atte mp ting
to say, not onl y because suc h negotia
tion is
likely to increase cur ricu lum und ers
tan din g but because of the opp ortu
niti es for
mo re ext end ed stu den t talk tha t it crea
tes.
Ho wev er, ma ny exa mp les wh ich app
ear sim ilar can be inte rpr ete d som
ewh at
differently, and sug ges t tha t there is
a second motivation for negotiation
wh ich is
pedagogically driven. Very frequently
teachers are well aware of wh at stu den
ts are
tryi ng to say, and the ir 'probes' serv
e a rath er different pur pos e. In the
following
example (7.27), the teacher is awa re
of wh at the stu den t is describing and
her aim
here app ear s to be to hel p the stu den
t to articulate more clearly wh at she
is tryi ng
to say (tha t is, to pro duc e mo re com
prehensible out put ) and so also to pro
vid e an
imp rov ed sou rce of inp ut for the liste
ners. The neg otia tion in this case is
thu s
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peda gogi cally rathe r than com mun icati vely moti
vate d, a kind of 'pseu donegotiation':
Text 7.27

4

STUD ENTS
J: we put padd le pops aroun d the
foam and then we got a magn et and
we put it in . and we got anoth er
magn et and we put it on top but it
wasn 't touch ing the other magn et .
and then when we turne d it aroun d .
it attac h toget herI the two magn ets
. and when we put on the side they
em attac h toget her

5

6

J: it was em on the top of the other
magn et/ it wasn 't touch ing it...

7

J:m

8

J: it was just like on top of it like
that
(demonstratin~ with her hands)

9

10

J: we turne d it aroun d and they got
stuck toget her

11

12
13
14
15

TEACHER

OK so when you say the first time /
you said that you put the magn et
and it wasn 't attac hed or it didn' t
attrac t to the other magn et/ what
was happ ening / at that time / the
first time .. you put the magn et in
the cradl e

so was it just sittin g on top of it
nn top?

so it was like floating abov e it? I
OK that's inter estin g alrig ht/
that's what happ ened the first/
tell us what you did then

so you turne d/ whic h magn et did

J: em the one that was on the top

vou turn around?

OK and then what happ ened

J: it touch ed it

OK it attrac ted .. toget her . it
attac hed toget her I inter estin g
OK/ let's hear what the other
group did thank s Julia nne

There are frequ ent examples of pedagogically-driv
en pseu do-n egot iatio n of this
type, whic h show the teacher behaving as though she
fails to com preh end wha t the
stud ent is saying, altho ugh given her familiarity with
wha t the child ren had been
doin g, this is unlikely. Such examples requ ire us to
consider again the natu re of
wha t contingent responsiveness means in a pedagogic
al setting. They sugg est that in
such insta nces the comm unic ative inten t of inter
actio n is very diffe rent from
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'natural' discourse. This particular differenc
e between pedagogic and non-pedagogic
discourse is not cap ture d by an analysis of
interactional structures alone (since the
teacher beh ave s linguistically muc h as
she mig ht in a gen uine brea kdo wn of
communication) but through an awareness
of possible pedagogical motives. Such
examples also poin t to the degree to which
teaching itself can be regarded as a kind
of performance, whereby interactions occu
r not solely for the benefit of interactants
but also for the listeners: conversations are
managed by the teacher, crafted with
the knowledge, and often the intention, that
they are to be overheard by others (the
class in general). This of course does not
lessen their value for language teaching.
Ind eed an explicit awareness of wha t
kind s of moves are likely to increase
opportunities for negotiation and for exte
nded learner turn s is likely to lead to a
greater range of choices by teachers about
how they respond to wha t students say.

Learner initiation of exchanges
Group wor k allows for learners to initiate
topics and individual exchanges in way s
whi ch are less easily possible in the who
le class situation. Learner initiation is
hard er to achieve in whole class situatio
ns, but it has bee n sho wn that teacherguided reporting allowed for initiation of exch
anges by learners. The opening moves
by the teacher in man y of the sequenc
es that mad e up these epis ode s wer e
significant in creating the discour!)e context
for this to occur. These initiating moves
were frequently in the form of an invitation
to contribute rather than the more usual
'known-answer' question, as the following
examples illustrate:
wha t did you r gro up do?
are there other things that you r groups did
that are different?
wha t did your gro up come up with?
do you wan t to make a comment on that?
I wan t you to tell us wha t you found out
try to tell them wha t you learned
do you have anything to add to that?
tell us wha t hap pen ed
does anybody wan t to make any comment

about that?
do you have any comment to make Hannah
?
wha t were you going to say that your grou
p found out?
Philip wha t did you r group learn?
wha t do you know about magnets?
can anyone tell us anything we did on Mon
day
Charbel first tell us wha t was your experim
ent /wh at did you have to do?
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does someone from this group want to give us the resul

ts .. Diana?
Fabiola wou ld you like to report back to us
tell us wha t your results were
Julianne would you like to report back and tell us what
your results were?
Diana's got something to say
can you tell me anything that you have learned about
magnets so far?
Gabriella's grou p/ tell us what you did ... Emily do you
wan t to tell us?
wha t did your group come up with?
wou ld you like to come and tell us about your experime
nt?
can anyone else who did that experiment tell us abou
t their results?
tell us what happened
Dun can/ wha t did you do?
Diana's got something to share
As poin ted out earlier, these moves by the teacher
have in common the fact that
responses to them cannot be prescripted by her, unlik
e an initiation move wher e a
single answer is being soug ht (for example: what happ
ens when you put north with
north?). Certainly she has a good id~a of the general
topic areas the stud ents are
likely to talk about; however there is no single answ
er for which the teacher is
seeking: wha t stud ents said represented their own
view of events. As Chap ter 6
show ed, both teachers drew on stud ents' responses
in the build ing up of the
'curriculum' view of the topic, recontextualising them
within the framework of their
own educational objectives. However from the learn
ers' poin t of view, they were
being given considerable freedom to talk about what
interested them and wha t they
saw as significant.

Freedom for learners to initiate exchanges is not enou
gh; there must also be a finelytuned response. The use of moves such as those in the
examples above, dem and the
kinds of contingent responses already discussed in
this chapter and in Chap ter 6.
Havi ng created the conditions for more open discourse,
teachers mus t then make
spontaneous or 'real-time' decisions about how to build
on the student's response in
orde r to satisfy both the educational objectives, and
the stud ent's need for a
resp onse to their own mean ing, a resp onse whic
h in addi tion mus t be
comprehensible and at times provide some inpu t for langu
age learning. Perhaps the
ability to make such multi-faceted responses is the
hallmark of skilled secondlanguage teaching.
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Notic ing
It has been sugges ted that the interactions betwee n teacher and studen t in teacher

-.
guided reporti ng episodes provid ed a context where 'noticing' appear s likely.
The
provisi on of new wordin g often occurred in the same semant ic contex t as a
more
'everyday' equivalent, as a result of a recoding of studen t meaning. New langua
ge is
thus introdu ced at points of studen t need at a time when studen ts have
some
personal investm ent in attendi ng to the new item6. New langua ge is also introdu
ced
more formal ly as whole class instruc tion, but only after studen ts have becom
e
familiar with the kind of propositional content in which it is embed ded. Thus
the
learnin g of aspect s of a new registe r procee ded on the basis of familia
r
unders tandin gs and everyd ay language, (a parallel princip le to that in bilingu
al
educat ion when it is argued that the first language. provid es cognit ive
and
conceptual suppor t for the learning of a second; here though the issue is one
of two
registers rather than two languages). Such talk also frequently includ ed discuss
ion
of the function of new language items. Both teachers alerted studen ts to the
notion
of register, and to the need for the use of more decontextualised langua ge in certain
contexts, so that knowle dge about langua ge was constru cted in the contex
t of
actual langua ge use. This dual focus encaps ulating both 'usage' and 'use',
the
bringing together of form and function, seems likely to increase the possibility
that
learners will attend to the new language.

Implications for SLA theory
The final section of this chapte r sugges ts some implic ations of the previo
us
discussion for SLA theory.
What becomes clear from the discussion is that notions such as 'compr ehensib
le
input', 'compr ehensi ble output ', 'negotiation', 'interactional modifi cations
', and
'noticing' cannot be mainta ined as discret e constru cts once they are examin
ed
within the context of authen tic discourse. It has been argued , for examp le,
that
certain negotiation strategies, such as increasing the prospectiveness of the teacher
's
respon se move, lead to more compr ehensi ble learne r output and to
more
compre hensib le input for listeners. Swain's studies in bilingu al classro oms
also
suggests the discoursal relationship betwee n theoretical constructs or metaph
ors.
6 Norton (1995) uses the term 'investment' in arguing that current concep
tions of the
'individ ual' in SLA theory need to be reconceptualised. She views the languag
e learner
not as an ahistorical and unidim ensiona l being but as having a complex social
history
and a multiple social identity which results in a sometimes ambivalent desire
to speak
the target language.
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She shows for example how output can lead to noticing, and argues that learner
s'
struggles in produc ing more comprehensible output is part of the process of second
langua ge learning: "is not something that leads to learning; it is learning" (Swain
1995b, p. 19). Summ arising the nature of the collaborative work betwee n
two
students she suggests:
The metaph ors of input and output - which focus our attenti on on the
transmission of inform ation- seem limited in describing the nature of
their interaction. What the metaphors do not capture in this exchange is
that through speaking, knowledge is being eo-constructed.
(Swain 199Sb, p. 18)
The transcripts examined in this chapter, and in Chapters 5 and 6, suppor t Swain'
s
view, and illustrate the notion of classroom discourse as the joint construction
of
knowledge, and language learning as a social phenomenon. For this reason it would
seem more approp riate to think of langua ge learnin g in terms of langua
ge
development, a constru ct which allows for the significance of an interac
tant in
langua ge learning, rather than of langua ge acquisition, which sugges ts that
the
phenom enon of langua ge learning is solely a mental process located within
the
learner.
Fundam ental to such a social view of second language learning is the fact that
the
discourse itself cannot be examined in isolation from the social context in which
it
occurs; the need and motivation for negotiation, for example, arose out of the social
context of the interac tion and the fact that meanin gs were being constru
cted
collaboratively by teache r and learners. The key issue here is the underl
ying
theoretical framework for much SLA research. Within the 'conduit' metaph
or of
communication, discussed in Chapter 2, the implicit assumption is that the goal
of
communication is the successful sending and receiving of a message. Negotiation,
defined from this perspective, is simply the means whereb y this goal is attaine
d.
Arguin g agains t this position, and for the critical role of social context in
any
examination of second language learning, Donato (1994) asserts that:
framin g the study of L2 interac tion in the messag e model of
commu nicatio n masks fundam entally import ant mecha nisms of L2
develo pment and reduces the social setting to an opport unity for "input
crunch ing". In the end, the social contex t is impov erished and
underv alued as an area for truly collaborative acquisition. As Savignon
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(1991) points out, where meaning appear s fixed, immutable, to be sent
and received, what is lost is the collaborative nature of meaning making.
(Donato 1994, p. 34)
A more fruitful line of enquiry, as Donato's words at the beginning of this chapte
r
sugges t, is one which is socially situate d, and results from "studies of v:erbal
interac tions in which partici pants are observ ed in the process of structu
ring
commu nicativ e events jointly". As previo us chapte rs have shown , when
the
situate d and negotiated nature of teaching and learning encounters is recogn
ised,
then learning can be recognised as a social rather than an individ ual endeav
our:
meanings are constructed between rather than within individ uals and are shaped
by the social activity in which they arise.
Once the unit of analysis becomes socially situated dialogue, then two key questio

n
what
features of classroom dialogue are most enabling of second language learning,
and
second, in what social-situational contexts in the classroom are these dialogi
c
pattern s most likely to occur. It has already been argued that systemic functio
nal
gramm ar enables predictions to be made about the complex inter-relation
ships
betwee n specific situational and cultural contexts and the texts that are likely
to
occur in them. This chapter has attempted to show some of these relationships,
and
thus to suggest some of the pedagogical activities, and the interactional pattern
s by
which they were realised, that are enabling of second language development.
emerge for those concerned with pedagogical issues in language teaching: first,
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A summary of the issues
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 have each concluded with a number of implications. In this
final chapter these conclusions are brought together to suggest a response to the
issues raised in the introduc tion to this thesis (Chapter 1). Those issues are
summarised here.
First, it was argued that the education of second language learners through the
medium of the target language requires a pedagogy where language and content are
integrated. A major aim of the thesis has been to explore how this integration can
be theorised and operationalised. A particular focus for the study has been on the
ways in which learners who have already mastered English in day-to-day contexts
can be supporte d in the developm ent of the academic and more written-l ike
registers of school. Specifically, the study has aimed to identify discourse contexts
for second language development which are both enabling of language learning and
supportive of the learning of curriculum knowledge, and to explore the ways that
classroom talk can be made more democratic and participatory for second language
learners. This has required an examination of the role of the teacher and the
problematising of notions of teacher-centredness and learner-centredness.
A further aim of the thesis. has been to contribute to SLA research by broadening its
focus, through exploring second language development as a phenome non which
interacts dynamically with the sociocultural context in which it occurs, and by
taking a classroo m-based , rather than classroo m-orient ed, approac h to
methodology.
Finally, it was also suggested that classroom-based research has the capacity to
articulat e teachers' intuitive understa ndings of teaching, and through this
recontextualisation, to make this knowledge usable for professional development
and training. Propositionalising the intuitive, it was suggested, can allow routinised
behaviour to be reflected on, a process which can help to lay bare those points of
leverage whose change may lead to new possibilities in classroom talk and
ultimately in fundamental ways to the process of education itself.
The conclusions to this thesis will address each of these sets of issues.
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Discourse contexts for second language learning
Major insight s
The study has shown that in the classrooms which have been examined, one
of the
most signific~nt contexts for second langua ge develo pment is what has
been
referred to as teacher-guided reporting. These episodes have been characterised
as
times when student-initiated meaning is recast or recontextualised by the teacher
in
ways which are closer to the more explicit discou rse associa ted with written
langua ge, and which at the. same time incorp orate studen ts' person
al
unders tandin gs within broade r scientific principles. This reconte xtualis ation
is
typically associated with mode and field shifts, and represents a linguistic 'bridge
'
betwee n the context-embedded langua ge accompanying the experiments, and
the
more explici t subjec t discou rse which is less depend ent on the immed
iate
situatio nal context. As the thesis has shown , teacher-guided reporti ng suppor
ted
studen ts in learnin g to use this more explicit and written -like langua ge.
As
illustra ted in Chapte r 5, opport unities to use such langua ge within an oral contex
t
helped studen ts to become familiar "Yith and begin to use the registers which
are
characteristic of the written texts of school subjects. Such literate talk provid
es a
linguistic route to the kinds of written literacy which become increasingly import
ant
in later years of schooling.
Fundam ental to the way in which these reporti ng sessions were set up was
the
existence of an inform ation gap betwee n different groups of studen ts. This
was
critical in provid ing an authentic context for reporting, because all studen ts became
expert on a topic in ways not exactly shared by others. One of the classro
om
implications for this, and one of the practical ways for a teacher to work toward
s
creatin g a more discurs ive and partici patory classroom, is to set up learnin
g
activities which will lead to differential information betwee n groups of studen
ts, or
alternatively, to identify the areas in which individ ual studen ts already hold
some
expertise. In this way, they, rather than the teacher, are on occasions the 'expert
s' in
a particu lar field and can take on the role of 'knower' within the discourse. Such
a
situation, as the study has shown, holds the potential for some reversal of teacher
studen t roles and hence for modifications to their traditional role relationships
and
to teacher -studen t discourse.
Typically, talk in TGR episodes was realised by what were described in Chapte
r4
as dialogic interactions. These interactions, while still broadl y teacher-direct
ed in
terms of the overall topic and ultima te choice of what gets taken up in
the
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discourse , offer many opportun ities for student initiation of meaning . Chapter 7
showed how, within dialogic interactio ns, more extended sequence s where the
'feedback' turn is realised as a 'pivot' increase. the prospecti veness of the move, and
place a greater responsib ility on the student to take on the role of conversa tional
partner, and thus greater responsib ility to clarify or extend their own meaning .
Extended sequence s therefore provide greater opportun ities for compreh ensible
output and negotiati on of meaning, especially when teachers' recasts are withheld
until the student has had opportun ity to produce output which is more
compreh ensible to others. At the same time, the recasting of the student's meaning
by the teacher provides a source of comprehe nsible input for the learner, and access

to the new register.
It can be argued that the kind of discourse which character ises teacher-g uided

reporting is not one which is underpin ned by a transmiss ion view of knowled ge.
The thesis has argued that knowled ge itself should not be seen as a commod ity
which is transferr ed from teacher to student, but has shown how it is eoconstruc ted through the joint contribu tions of interacta nts: both teacher and
students together are responsible for the knowled ge which gets constructed. Such a
view of knowled ge allows the dialogic as well as the unitary function of discourse
to emerge. As the illustrativ e texts have shown, teachers frequentl y gave students
opportun ities to initiate meanings and to state their viewpoin t to others, and while
ultimatel y guiding students towards a particula r view of what had occurred , they
did so through a process of negotiation of meaning, and without recourse to heavily
and overtly teacher-c ontrolled discourse . As discussed in Chapter 7, these more
dialogic contexts were also those where many opportun ities for language
developm ent occurred.
It is a contentio n of this thesis, then, that where learners are developi ng curriculu m

knowled ge through the medium of their second language, a view of learning as the
eo-constr uction of knowled ge by both teacher and students, and thus the creation
of classroom s where teachers encourag e the dialogic function of discours e to
emerge, also leads to the kind of teacher-s tudent talk which is enabling of language
development.
A further conclusion to emerge from this thesis is the existence within the discourse
of a range of interactional patterns which tend to be used, as suggeste d in Chapter
6, for distinct pedagogi cal purposes . To claim pedagogi cal effectiveness for any
particula r teaching 'method' , then, is to oversimp lify the complex nature of
classroom interaction. Rather, the evaluatio n of a particula r interactio nal pattern
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must take account of its particul ar pedagogical purpose at that point in the
teaching sequence. A key issue appears to be how appropriate the 'fit' is between a
particul ar interactional type and the educational purpose which the teacher is
trying to achieve at the time. As the final texts in Chapte r 6 showed , the
effectiveness of a particul ar pattern (such as IRF) can only be underst ood and
judged by interpreting it in the context of the long conversation of the classroom
within which it occurs. Ultimately, judging the educational value of particular kinds
of interaction depends upon taking account of the degree to which teacher guidance
is required. Vygotsky's notion of the ZPD suggests that any evaluation of teacherstudent talk must take account of how far a particular interaction provide s the
appropriate degree of scaffolding for students within a particular learning event.
Thus an interactional pattern such as IRF, (critiqued, as discussed in Chapter 4, for
a number of reasons, including the constraints it places on student talk), may be
justifiable and indeed highly relevant in some contexts but not in others.
The study of the two classrooms also suggests that it is an oversimplification to
refer to classrooms as 'open' or 'closed' or teacher- or learner-centred. It would for
example be difficult to categorise either of the classrooms in this study in these
terms, since at different points in the learning sequence of the curriculum cycle they
took on the characteristics of very different teaching orientations. The recognition
that different activities serve different pedagogical purposes, and thus that the role
of the teacher correspondingly changes, also resolves the tension between teachercentred approaches, which aim to transmi t culturally valued knowledge, and
progressive approaches, which are primarily concerned with the development of
individ ual potential. As Wells (1995) points out in his description of a similar
pedagogical sequence of activities, when student s talk about what they have
learned, their accounts refer to their personal actions and understandings, but at
the same time the teachers share with them the existing cultural resources and
relevant information to assist them in creating new meanings.
As van Lier (1996) has suggested, rather than attempt to categorise classrooms, it
is more profitable to see classroom discourse as a map of interactional options
from which teachers can select according to their purpose. An implication for
professional develop ment is that, rather than identify ing with a particu lar
interactional style, or 'following' a particular methodology, teachers need to see
classroom talk as a potential resource which includes a range of interactional
options, all of which may be relevant at some time. This study has illustrated what
some of these options are and what pedagogical purposes they may serve.
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The analysis of the illustrative texts has also shown both teachers and
studen ts as
active participants, problematising the constructs of 'learning theory'
and 'teaching
metho d' as discrete notions. The data sugge st the kind of reconceptual
isation of
pedag ogy suggested by Mercer {1994), a 'theory of teaching-and-learn
ing' which
foregr ounds the relationship betwe en teaching and learning. Integr
al to this
reconceptualisation is the Vygotskian notion of the ZPD and the related
notion of
scaffolding. The study suggests that scaffolded interactions are highly
depen dent
for their effectiveness on the contin gent nature of teacher respon
ses to the
contributions of their students.
What in general typifies the quality of contingency in the discourse is
the alertness
of the teacher to the ways in which studen t responses and curren t under
standi ngs
can be built on for the purpo ses both of curric ulum learni ng and
langu age
development. In the subject classroom there is a changing reality:
events mean
differently to studen ts at different points as the study of the topic
progresses.
Magnetic repulsion, for example, is viewe d by studen ts from a person
al and
partic ular perspe ctive during the experiments, but as a result of
the guide d
reporting session that view begins to be incorporated within shared and
generalised
scientific principles. As Chapt ers 5 and 6 have shown, these differ
ent kinds of
meanings are reflected in how students begin to talk and write about
magne tism
towards the end of the unit of work. At different points in an ongoing
sequence of
teaching and learning events, then, learners have a different sense of what
and how
things mean. It is perhaps the ability of the teacher to recognise how things
mean to
studen ts at a partic ular point in time, and to be able to stand outsid
e her own
adult thematic framework and so to recognise students' curren t interp
retations of
events, that enables her to respon d contingently to their contribution
s to the
discourse. Contingency, then, rests in part on the teacher's ability to
interp ret the
context and hear the discourse through the eyes and ears of her studen
ts.
As illustrated in Chapter 6, the 'fit' between teacher and studen t contri
butions is
critical to the notion of contingency. Too close a match between teache
r and studen t
talk may suggest that the teacher is not tapping into the student's ZPD,
and hence
not extending the student's current understanding and language, but too
great a gap
may lead to the teacher's language not being sufficiently comprehensi
ble, a gap
which becomes greater when learners and teachers do not share the
same first
language. A recognition by the teacher of the degree to which studen
ts can be
'stretched' while at the same time maintaining comprehensibility, results
in the
sensitivity to pacing and to the needs of the individual students which
characterise
the nature of the scaffolding evident in much of the discourse. It is a conclu
sion of
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this thesis that at the level of teacher-student discourse, such scaffolding results
in
the kind of collaborative talk which can be directl y associated with curricu
lum
learnin g, and with the kind of discourse most likely to provid e opport unities
for
second language learning.
What has been discus sed so far relates to aspects of the discou rse itself,
in
particu lar its relationship to language development. However, a numbe r of enablin
g
factors indirec tly impact ed on the discourse, and these must also be taken
into
account here. These factors relate to the teachers' knowledge of linguistic theory,
the
degree of explicitness of the teaching, the learning sequence which underp inned
the
progra m and the intertextual nature of learning activities.
The relevan ce of theory
In the discussion of the classroom progra ms in Chapte r 4, mentio n was made

of the
theories that had underp inned the planni ng of the progra ms, in particu lar,
their
underp inning by an explicit theory of language. One of the conclusions which
can be
drawn from the study is the import ance of teachers recognising that 'conten
t' is
realised throug h 'language' and that there is a predictable relatio nship betwee
na
particu lar situatio nal context and langua ge use in that context. In this study
this
unders tandin g by the two teachers resulte d in a sequen ce of activiti es
being
design ed which had a planne d focus on the development of the target registe
r. The
sequence of activities themselves represented an operationalisation of the notion
of
the mode continuum, and resulted in a movement in the discourse from more
to less
context-embedded registers. As Chapters 5 and 6 showed, this sequence resulte
d in
contex ts in which learner s develo ped and used the target register. A
major
conclusion that can be drawn from this study, then, is the import ance of teacher
s
having an explicit theory of language and understanding the curriculum in linguis
tic
terms. This knowle dge needs to be seen as essential to the design of ESL school
progra ms which are concer ned both with langua ge develo pment and with
the
development of curriculum knowledge.
An explicit curricu lum
The thesis also illustra tes the role of explicit teaching in the second langua
ge
classroom. This explicitness took many forms. At one level it is reflected
in the
clarity of instructions given to students, particularly in that part of the curricu
lum
sequen ce which I have referred to as setting up the activity. As Chapte rs 5
and 6
have shown , the teacher used a range of strategies to help make comprehensib

le the
instruc tions for the activities which the studen ts took part in. Such occasio
ns,
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however, not only helped ensure students knew what was expected of them, but, as
Chapter 5 showed, were often also in themselves used as language teaching
opportunities. Through mode and field shifts as they gave instructions, the teachers
used such occasions as opportunities for introducing and teaching new lexical items
and more written-like ways of meaning.
Expectations about the social behaviou r of students were also made explicit. As
Chapters 4 and 6 pointed out, discussion about 'how to be a student' took place on
many occasions, but did not occur simply when the teacher had cause to admonish
a student or to overtly control their behaviour (a relatively rare occurrence). Rather
the social 'rules' of the classroom , such as the importan ce of working
collaboratively, of respecting the contributions of others, and of recognising the
consequences of one's actions, were explicitly taught and were thus an integral part
of the common knowled ge that was being built up. Making explicit the cultural
values and behaviou ral boundar ies of the classroom resulted, in these two
classrooms, in a teaching environment where teachers managed learning rather than
learners, and where little time was wasted on overt control of student behaviour.
As SLA research indicates, and as this study strongly supports , students need
many opportunities for interaction, but this presupposes a classroom environment
where student-s tudent talk can occur: if learners are unable or unwilling to work
collaboratively, then even the best designed teaching activities are unlikely to be
successful. The explicit teaching of the 'rules' of social behaviou r is probably
importan t in any classroom, but, as Delpit suggests, perhaps more so when not all
students are familiar with the ways of learning valued by the dominant culture.
The shared understanding about the boundaries of classroom behaviour also had a
more subtle effect, that is, upon the nature of teacher-student discourse patterns
themselves. As the work of Cummins' and others suggests, interactions between
teachers and students can never be neutral, and in the process of whateve r
'instructional' function they may be serving they simultaneously construct how
students are positioned as people and as learners. In these classrooms, perhaps
because most students understood and in general followed the rules of classroom
behaviour, teachers were able to use the range of more dialogic, and less controlling,
interactional patterns discussed throughout this thesis and which ultimately led to
the kinds of contexts which facilitate language learning. Certainly these contexts
would have been far less varied and rich had teachers been more concerned with
the overt control of students' behaviour. The analysis has shown that whilst more
controlling patterns of discourse, such as IRF, did occur, they were used for specific

pedagogical purposes , (such as checking that students had mastered a particula r
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langua ge point), rather than, as Lemke and Meha n illustr ate in their
work, as a
means to contro l behav iour. Some what ironically, then, it would
seem that a
progra m which includes as part of its aims the explicit teaching of classro
om rules,
can produ ce the kind of enviro nment where classroom contro l is less
overt, and
thus where the student-teacher relationship can become one of learni
ng rather than
of control. This sugge sts perha ps that one of the factors which
is critical in
develo ping the kind of teacher-student relationships for which Cumm
ins argues is
the existe nce of some shared under standi ngs about the social
rules of the
classroom. Teachers are then more likely to be 'freed up' from the
busine ss of
keepin g order and maint aining behav iour to use the intera ctiona
l and less
controlling discourse where, in Young's words, studen ts are treated as
person s in an
educational relationship rather than as instructional objects (Young 1992).
The explicitness of the curric ulum is also eviden t in the talk about langua
ge itself.
The illustr ative texts offer many examples of the teachers' use of metala
nguag e,
partic ularly with regard to talk about the scientific register. Such talk
occurr ed in
the process of using langua ge in the context of learning science, and
was thereb y
integr ated with the focus on science.· Stude nts were made aware that
this way of
talking and writin g was not an arbitrary one, neither did it replace the
more familiar
ways of meaning. Rather it was an additional way of using langua ge
which had a
partic ular purpo se and function, a purpo se clearly recognised by the
studen t who
wrote that she had "learned to talk like a scientist".
The signif icance of the learni ng seque nce
The study has illustrated a teaching sequence where studen ts begin
a unit of work
using their curren t language resources and move towards the target langua
ge (here
the scientific register). Only after initial under standi ngs were explor
ed throug h
familiar ways of talkin g were studen ts introd uced to aspect s of
the scientific
register. This sequence parallels the principle of bilingual learni ng which
sugge sts
that learni ng should occur in Ll before it is transf erred to L2. Here,
thoug h, the
linguistic difference is not one of two languages but of two registers. As
pointe d out
in Chapt er 5, this learning sequence is very different from the traditional
sequencing
of many traditi onal EFL progra ms, which often begin with the teachi
ng of the
gramm ar and vocab ulary which studen ts will later be expected to use.
Taking part
in common experiences through the group work, and then sharing these
experiences,
helped build up an intersubjective agreement, Rommetveit's "shared
social reality"
(1985, p. 187), betwe en studen ts and teacher, and provid ed a comm
on set of
exper iences upon which the teache r could base new langu age
and new
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understa ndings. The analysis has shown how within this shared intersubj ective
agreeme nt new language was heard, interpret ed and used. Thus in these
classroom s, compreh ensibility rested in part on what had gone before, on the
previous parts of the 'shared story' upon which students could draw to help them
interpret the present. As discusse d in Chapters 6 and 7, this suggests that
compreh ensibility itself can in part be theorised by drawing on the construct s of
'given' and 'new', and that the way that the given and new informat ion is structure d
in the classroo m is integral to the degree to which new language will be
comprehended.
What therefore appears to have been importan t for second language learning is the
exploitation of the intertextu allinks between classroom activities, links which relate
to the nature of the sequence of activities. Talk about what happene d in the
experime nts in the TGR episodes grew out of the talk around the experiential work;
talk about general scientific principles grew out of the personal recounts from the
students in the TGR episodes ; and student writing grew out of the talk around
scientific principle s. Converse ly, there are 'traces' of earlier discours e in the
discourse of later activities. As discussed in Chapter 7, it would seem that such
intertext uallinks are far less likely to occur where language activities are clustered
around a language structure or function , or sets of topically unrelate d
communicative activities. A further conclusion of this thesis, then, is that not only is
it possible to integrate language and curriculu m successfully, it seems that the
nature of content-based language learning offers one particula r advantag e over the
language lesson: namely that intertext uallinks occur authentically in the ongoing
sequence s of activities associated with the developm ent of a curriculu m topic.
Learning activities thus have a socio-cultural character of their own: they are, in
Widdow son's terms, context-creating rather than context-conforming (Widdow son
1992).

Contributions to SLA and implications for the field
In the introduct ion it was suggeste d that the SLA field would be enriched by the
incorpor ation of more socially situated and classroom-based studies. This study

has illustrate d the potential insights into the teaching and learning process which
are made possible by a broader notion of what constitut es SLA research. By
viewing learning as a social process, it has shown how students' language learning
cannot be analysed in isolation from the cultural and linguistic frameworks in which
it occurs.
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Chapter 7 showed how a close interpretive account of classroom discourse is able
to more richly describe key SLA constructs such as comprehensible input, output,
noticing and negotiation, and to theorise the ways in which these might occur in
classroom discourse. In these classrooms, for example, the interpretive approach
used has shown that comprehensible input was provided by the existence of
. multiple sources of meaning within a single situational context, for example the
immediate visual situational context, alternate semiotic systems (such as graphs),
the use of linguistic mode shifts by the teacher, and the existence of shared
information which had been built up over a teaching sequence. The interpretation of
the sequence of activities which the thesis illustrates has also provided a rationale
for the balance between whole class work and small group work, (as suggested in
Chapter 2, though a balance is argued for in the literature, a principled rationale as
to how this is to be obtained is not specifically addressed). The analysis has shown
that this rationale can be theorised both linguistically, (through the construct of the
mode continuum), and in terms of neo-Vygotskian educational principles, (through
taking account of the degree to which students are working within the 'upper limits'
of their ZPD and thus the degree to which scaffolding is required).
The study has also illustrated how an ontogenetic approach to SLA classroom
research can help show, even over a relatively short period of time, the relationship
between particular interactions and language learning. Only by focusing on the unit
of work, rather than the single lesson, or a single exchange, was it possible to show
how the changes in the nature of the discourse, and the differential interactional
roles played by the teacher, impacted on students' language and curriculum
learning. The notion of the 'long conversation' was a particularly useful one, which
also indicated how any particular text can only be interpreted within this larger
discourse. It would appear likely, based on the experience of this study, that
further SLA classroom-based studies would be a valuable source of information for
defining the classroom factors, in particular the key aspects of the discourse, which
are most likely to impact on the process of language learning, and to further
describe those interactions which are potentially valuable in second language
classrooms.
More fundamentally, the study has shown how the theorisation of practice itself
can contribute to a theorisation of second language pedagogy in mainstream
contexts. The study strongly supports those (van Lier 1994; Block 1996; Lantolf
1996) who argue for the potential of a closer relationship between second language
acquisition theory and practice, and for the value of classroom-based, as opposed
to classroom-oriented, research.
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The poin t shou ld also be made that the language mod

el used throu ghou t the stud y
play ed a critical part in theorising this relationsh
ip. While the thesis did not
purp ort to be a stud y 'in' linguistics, it nevertheless
explored SLA constructs and
issues using an explicit model of language, one whic
h sees lang uage as an integral
part of its social and cultu ral context. Using a syste
mic functional mod el of
gram mar has allow ed second lang uage learning proc
esses, and the contexts in
whic h they occurred, to be described in linguistic
terms, and thus has mad e it
possible to sugg est how such contexts can be repli
cated in similar settings. SFG
informed not only the analysis itself, but also to
a grea ter or lesser extent, the
unde rstan ding s of the two teachers abou t the relationsh
ip betw een lang uage and
curriculum content in their lessons. The stud y points
to the value, inde ed, for this
thesis, the necessity, of approaching SLA research and
peda gogy with a model of
lang uage whic h goes beyo nd a description of its
phonology, morp holo gy and
syntax, one whic h allows for the stud y of discourse
and for the stud y of lang uage
development in terms of socio-linguistic competence,
defined, in this study , by the
registers the learners must learn to control.
In relation to the particular type of learning conte
xt represented

by this study , that
is, the learning of the dom inan t language by second
lang uage learners in a school
context, the poin t shou ld also be mad e that a socia
l view of seco nd lang uage
learning is able to challenge what were described in
Chap ter 2 as 'deficit models'. A
recognition of the critical role play ed by a learners'
interactants shifts the way
educ ation al failure is cons trued , away from the
notio n of failure as the sole
responsibility of the individual. The causes for lack
of learning cann ot be located
unproblematically within individual students, their
families or their linguistic and
cultu ral back grou nds. The interpretation of the data
in this stud y supp orts the
notions of Mercer (1994 ), Cummins (1996 ) and other
s, that educational success or
failure is in part the result of the kinds of interactions
in which stude nts have been
engaged, and specifically, the degree to which their learn
ing has been facilitated (or
constrained} by the contributions of others. One of
the clearest conclusions of the
stud y is that how well stud ents learn language, and
the purp oses for whic h they
learn it, are largely the result of the social situations
and contexts in whic h they
have participated in interaction with others. The stud
y in fact problematises wha t
it means to 'acquire' language. Indeed the notion of lang
uage acquisition, suggesting
learn ing as a pers onal and individualistic phen ome
non, perh aps need s to be
recontextualised as language development, which can
be theorised as inclusive of
both the learner and their interactive environment.
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A more socially situate d view of SLA also problematises the notion of 'contex
t'
itself. Probably the domin ant view in the language teaching world is of contex
t as a
static back-d rop or suppor t for meanin g (Goodwin and Durant i 1992), with
the
immediate spatial-temporal factors around the interaction being the primar y
focus
of 'context'. As the analyses have shown howev er, 'context' is not constit
uted
simply by these immediate factors, but also includes the shifting perspectives
of the
learner s themselves; most import antly in this study, 'context' include s the
long
conversation of the classroom which develops over time. Previous parts of this
long
conversation are an integral part of the immediate discourse, and certainly in
this
study have been shown to be critical for language learning. One implication for
SLA
theory, and particu larly for second langua ge teaching in schools, is the need
to
recognise that learnin g involves the interpr etation and produc tion of meanin
gs
which for the learner are interrelated in a dynamic and changing context.
Equally proble matic therefore is the notion of decontextualisation. This has
been
defined in linguistic terms, in Chapte r 3, to refer to texts which are remov ed
from
the immed iate situational, here-a nd-now context in which they occur. Taking
account of the degree of decontextualisation, in this sense, has provid ed a valuab
le
tool for analysis, and allowed for the data to be studied in ways which draw
out
their signifi cance for langua ge learnin g. Howev er the term itself becom
es
problematic once a more dynamic view of context is taken. It has been argued
, for
example, that at all stages of the learning sequence, in the two classrooms observ
ed,
the discourse is highly contextualised within the long conversation of the classroo
m.
Even langua ge which has been describ ed as more 'written-like' (hence
more
'decontextualised' in the linguistic sense) is, within the dynam ic view of contex
t
sugges ted here, no less 'contextualised' than that described as 'context-embedded'.
The analys is has shown that even written -like registe rs can remain highly
contextualised for the partici pants if they have also taken part in the discou
rse
which has led to these registers. It must be recognised, therefore, that to claim
a text
as 'decon textual ised' or 'less context depend ent' presen ts some terminologica
l
tension in an educat ional study which also argues that the long conver sation
provid es a dynam ic context for the interpr etation of discourse. Thus while
the
notion of decontextualised, in the linguistic sense it has been used throug hout
the
study, has provid ed an essential tool for recogn ising degree s of spatial
and
temporal distanc e between events and texts, the theoretical tension sugges ts
that
some alternative terminology is required.
What can perhap s be concluded from this discussion, however, is that langua
ge is
only truly 'decontextualised' in the classr oom- and thus, for second langua
ge
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learners, less likely to be useful for language learning - when import ant linguis
tic
and cognitive links are not made explicit in the discourse, that is, when the
long
conversation is cut short. This may occur, for example, when teachers fail to
make
explicit the themat ic links betwee n their questio ns and studen ts' respon ses,
or
betwee n texts which studen ts are expect ed to read or write and the spoken
discourse of the lesson. Helping learners develop the more written-like registe
rs of
school, then, require s teachers to actively encour age the kind of sustain ed
long
conver sations eviden t in these data, to ensure that a piece of discou rse is always
'contextualised' in this more dynamic sense.
As was pointe d out in Chapte r 1, it was not my intenti on to provid e a linguis
tic
descrip tion of a pedago gy but rather to begin theorise a pedago gy. Insight
s from
Vygotsky, educat ionalis ts workin g within a neo-Vy gotskia n framew ork,
and
pedago gical research around minori ty groups have each contrib uted, along
with
SLA research, to aspects of the analysis of the data. It was my asserti on
that
observing the data from this multi-disciplinary range of perspectives would
offer a
more triangu lated and richer theorisation of pedagogy. It is one of my conclu
sions
that such an approa ch, which involves 'reading' one field of knowle dge agains
t
anothe r, has much to offer for pedago gical researc h in genera l, and
for a
theorisation of second language pedagogy in mainstream settings in particular.

Beyond the study
The findings of this study suppor t Heap's claims regarding the value of articula
ting
and theoris ing teachers' intuitiv e unders tanding s and knowle dge about practic
e
(Heap 1995). In Chapte r 1, I wrote that one of the aims of the thesis was
to
describe not only what is, the classrooms as they appear ed to the researcher,
but
what can be, a pedago gy of possibility for minori ty students. While it was not
the
intenti on, and certain ly neither do I wish to claim, that such a descrip tion
is
contain ed within the pages of this thesis, the study does point to one aspect
of
school where change may have far-reaching effects: what I referred to in Chapte
r1
as a 'point of leverage'. A major finding of the study is that even minor change
s of
interactional pattern s can have quite major effects on the progre ss of the discou
rse
as a whole, and can make the difference betwee n discourse which constra
ins or
facilitates language develo pment and learning. This finding suppor ts the hypoth
esis
sugges ted early in this thesis drawin g on activity theory, which was later reitera
ted
in the discussion of Cumm ins' work: that interactional change is necessary to
bring
about educat ional change, and that curricu lum innovation can come about
in the
way educat ors and studen ts interact with each other.
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It is therefore an overall conclusion of this thesis that the "equitable and

imaginative
soluti ons which are requir ed to respon d to the needs of minor ity
learne rs in
mains tream classrooms" (Chap ter 1) ultima tely lie in the kind of
discou rse that
teachers and learners are engaged in. Drawing an analogy with chang
ing the rules of
a game, and thus the game itself, van Lier argues that "deliberately
manip ulatin g
and chang ing interactional structures in the classroom would ... chang
e the rules of
the pedag ogical game in funda menta l ways". While I would argue
(and as the
description of the school in Chapt er 3 suggests) that if micro-level chang
es are not
simply to remai n localised, transformation and suppo rt at the macro-level
of school
and system policy must also occur, this thesis has focused on the possib
ilities of
the micro. I conclude with further comments from van Lier, who contin
ues:
Starting by a close examination of interaction itself, and transf ormin
g it
accord ing to sound pedagogical principles, would necessarily (thoug
h
not instan taneou sly) bring about a transf ormat ion of the institu
tion
itself. Reform thus occurs from the bottom up, one pedagogical action
at
a time.
(Van Lier 1996, p. 158)
This thesis has exami ned in depth some of these "peda gogica l
actions" and
concludes that it is here, mthe particular ways that teachers choose to
interact with
their studen ts, that a search for a more equitable educa tion for minor
ity childr en
should begin.
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Episode Summari es
Episode Summary: Oassroom 1
Episode Summary: Oassroom 2
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Classroom 1
HOW
No.

Teach ing/Le arning
processes
-

-

WHA T

Domi nant
partic ipant &
intera ction
structu res

Mode /degre e of
contex t
embed dedne ss of
discourse

Know ledge constructed
about science

Know ledge
constructed about
langua ge
-

1
2

3
~
(,.)
1\)

4

LESSON 1
Introd uction to Unit
T sets problem (how to get a
I pin out of a 2lass of water).
Discus sion of proble m.

T/Clas s:
IRF

Spoken.

Introduction to properties of

magnets.

Pairs:
Partici patory
Sharin g of solutio ns
T/Clas s:
Ss su~t solutions to class
Dialol?:ic
Sharin g of prior knowl edge T/Clas s:
of magne ts
Dialogic

Spoken.
Spoken.
Spoken:
reconstruction based on
previous personal

~riences.

5

6

Setting up new task
(to use magnets and a selection
of ma~tic and non-magnetic
ob~, find out so= rand
record it. ) Told they ·
report to class tomorrow.
Carryi ng out the task: doing
the experi ment
Testing whethe r objects are
magnetic or non-magnetic, and
rec_orqing_results.

Know ledge
constructed about
ident ity/
how to be a studen t

I

Prior knowledge:;: eg
Magnets can J!ICk up things.
Magnets don t stick to steel.

T writes up suggestions
as oonceptmap.

T/Clas s:
Monologue and
IRF

~ken:
gives instruc

Ss retell.

Group:
Partici patory

tions.

Spoken:
context-embedded,
~ge accompanying
achon
--~

Magnetic and non-magnetic
materials.

Magnetic and non-magnetic

Reminder about ~up
work, need to work
together.
T talks about listenin!Ln
behaviour and turn ta · g:

one verson at a time.

materials~·

Magnets don't stick to money

---

Episod e Summ ary 1

HOW
No.

Teaching/LearnJng
processes

Dominan t
particip ant &
interacti on
structures

-

7

LESSON 2
Teacher- guided reporting

T/Class:
Dialogic

WHAT
Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discoUISe
Spoken:
reconstru ction of
personal experience.

Knowledge constructed
about science

Knowledge
constructed about
language

Magnetic and non-magnetic
materials.

Magnets are
things.

We have a rule (said when
child interrupte d the
Whaker).

stro~.

TftiY can attract t

Knowledge
constructed about
identity /
how to be a student

rough

y didn't :,our hand go
up to tell us. (to child who

had not heard previous
Eker).

~
(,)
(,)

8

9

Teaching new lexis
Teacher gives new lexis and
focuses on form

Setting ut new task
(lan~~e- ased task, making
generalisa tions about

ma~.)·

T/Class:
Monologu e and

IRF

T/Class:
Monologu e

IRF

Spoken:
constructi on based on
reconstru ction of
experience.
Ss using more 'writtenl&e'disco urse,resp onses
~ven as full sentences
ritten on board:
The magnets attracted/

Magnetic attraction .

1 you talk I can't hear.
~nata time.
I only talk to people with
their hand uv.
Raise your hand when you
have something to say.

Science lexis:

attract

Focus on tense

attract~ this

is

yesterday.
T: Say it in a sentence

I

didn't attract.

i

~ken:
gives examples of

S: shouldn't it be past
tense?

generalisa tions

I

'

10

11

Ca~ing

out task
Groups:
Making generalisa tions about Participa tory
magnets.
LESSON 3

Teacher-~ided reporting

Reporting ack of students
ideas re generalisa tions.
--

Episode Summary 1

T /class:
Dialogic

Spoken:

Magnets don't attract all

constructi on based on
metals.
earlier reconstru ction of It doesn't depend on the colour
experiences
of the metal.

Spoken:

Magnets don't attract all
constructi on based on
metals.
earlier reconstru ction of Magnets only attract some
personale xperience s _ metals.
----

One at a time (spoken by

I

students in group).

I

I
T. to child calling out:

I

I love it when you have good I
things to say but not when
lvou call out._

HOW
No.

12

Teaching/Learning
processes

Teaching new lexis

Dominant
participant &
interaction
sbuctures
T/ class:
IRF

13
~
(A)
~

14

15
16
17

LESSON 4
Settin~ up new task (to test
repulsion.)
T gives new lexis.
T2ives instruction.
Carrying out task: doing
experiment
Testing repulsion.
Teaching new lexis

T/Class:
Monologue and

T/Class:
Dialogic

Making generalisatio ns

T/Class:

on matrix on board.

Episode Summary 1

Spoken:
reconstruction of
Ipersonal experience
Spoken:
construction based on
earlier reconstruction of
personal experiences..

Knowledge
consbucted about
language

Meaning of magnetic and non- Science lexis: magnetic,

~ken:
gives instructions.

Spoken:
context-embedded,
~ge accompanying
action.
Spoken

T/class:

Knowledge consbucted
about science

magnetic.

Groups:
Participatory

Teacher-gui ded reporting

experiments.

Spoken.

Ss retell.

IRF

LESSON 5
Teacher-gui ded reportinf
(Continued from episOde 16.
Discussion of George's

Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discourse

IRF

Ss make generalisations based IRF

18

WHAT

non-magnetic
Magnets attract .....
Magnets don't attract ...
Non-words (eg. nonma~tic, non-toxic,
non-fiction)
T. refers to talking like
scientists.

Science lexis:

north pole, south pole

Uke poles repel, unlike poles
attract.

Science lexis: repel

Uke poles repel, unlike poles
attract.

Science lexis: repel

The north l?f}!e and the north T defines/explains
eole repel. e souththle and
· of
the southJ:le r~l. e north ~at ion:
pole and
sou pole
somethinft that will
attract.
happen a the time/ not

just what happened
todav.

T/Class:

Dial~cand

Partiopatory

Spoken:
context-embedded,
~ge accompanying
action.

Knowledge
consbucted about
identity/
how to be a student

HOW
No.

Teaching/Learn~g

processes

Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discourse

19·

Settin~ up new task
(journa writing)

T/Class
IRFand
Dialogic

20

Joumal

Individual

Written

21

LESSON 6
Recap
and
Set up for~~ task
Testin2 stren
of magnets
Carrying out task:: doing
experimen t
Comparing strengths of
diffeient magnets
Teacher-g uided reporting

T/Class:

~ken:
. gives instructions .
Ss retell.

~

c.:l
CJ1

Dominant
participan t &
interactio n
structures

WHAT

22

23
24
25

writing

LESSON 7
Review of what has been
learned
Setting up new task
(to test effect of magnets on
iron filings;
on &taper,
magnet held
emea J
Carrying out task: doing
extJ;erime nt
(e ect of magnet on iron
filings)

2..

26

Dial~c (recap)

Mono ogue and
IRF
Groups:
Participato ry
T/Class:
Dialogic
T/Class:
Dialotzic
T/Class:
Monologue
IRF
Group:
Participato ry

Knowledge
constructed about
language

Knowledge
constructed about
identity/
how to be a student

Review of field lexis,
and discussion of
differences between
~aking and wri~
efers to writing 1

Personal learning (what I
have learned about magnets).

Spoken:
context-embedded,
lan~ge accompanying
action.
Spoken:
reconstruct ion of
oersonal ~rience.

a scientist.

Ustening to each other.

The size of the magnet affect
its strength.

Review of knowledge.
iJ:ken:
gives instructions .
Ss retell
Spoken:
context-embedded,
lan~ge accompanying
action.
----

Episode Summary 1

Knowledge constructed
about science

Working collaborati vely.

Iron filings are magnetic. The
position of the magnet affects
the movement of tile iron
filings

I

HOW
No.

Teaching/Learning
processes
--

27

----

Teacher-guided reporting

~

IN

m

Episode Summary 1

L__ _____

WHAT

Dominant
participant &
interaction
sbuctures
-

T/Class:
Dialogic

-

Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discourse
Spoken:
reconstruction of
personal experience.

Knowledge consbucted
about science

Magnets have a force field

Knowledge
consbucted about
language
Science lexis: force field

Knowledge
consbucted about
identity/
how to be a student

Classroom 2
HOW
No.

Teachin g/Learni ng
processes

Dominant
particip ant &t
interacti on
sbuctures

WHAT
Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discourse

Knowledge consbucted
about science

Knowledge
consbucted about
language
-

1

2

~
(,.)

......

3

4

5

6

LESSON 1
Introduct ion to Unit
T talks about what students
are ~ing to do, elicits. S's
prior knowledg e of field.
Individu al reflection
Ss write down what they
already know.
Sharin~ of individu al
reflection
Ss exchange information with
partner.
Setting u~ Concept Map
T models ow to or~
concept map, using ' ideas.
T gives instructions to students
abOut how to construct their
own concept map.

T/Class:
IRF
Individua l

Pairs:
Participa tory
T/Class:
IRFand
Dialogic

Construc ting individu al
concept Maps
Ss or~ personal
knoW ge using amcept map.

Individua l

Setting up for new task
(to share concept maps)
T gives instructions and
mOdels sharing of individua l
concept maps.

T /Class:
IRF

Episode Summary 2

Wnken.
.
ritten on board: What

Prior knowled£:~ fridge
magnets for a vertising.

Written:
personal knowledge.

Prior knowledge.
Ss su~t:Magnets stick to

do you know about
mll!lnets.

S~ken:

talk based on written
texts i.e written language
spoken aloud.
Spoken:
SS give ideas and
T scribes (writes as
students say, unedited)
T gives instructions.
Ss retell.
Written:
personal knowledge.

~ken:

akes on role of
students:

Let's J:.etend I'm working
with , I mi!lht sav '....... :

I

Knowledge
consbucted about
identity /
how to be a student

(frf.tal. rz:;ets can stick on
d(!.
gnets can stick to
eac other.
Prior knowledge.

Prior knowledge: eg
Talk b:r T about key
Magnets hove a forcef!eld.
words, how ideas go
Mar,ets are useil on fridjes to to5:ther, organising
stic notices. You can stic
in TmJJtion.
""'fets on the fridge. Magnets
stic to metal. Magnets are
l!lood for puttin!l messa!les.
Prior knowledge: eg

Magnets can stick on fridges. I
know that mJJgnets can move
things. I know about mJJgnets
that thev stick to metal.

Good that ytJU were
watc":::l. {Spoken when S.
point out mistake T had
made on the board.

I

HOW
No.

7

~

(..)

CXI

8

9

Teachin g/Learni ng
processes

Explainin g personal ideas
to others
Ss share and justify their
conrept maps.

Pairs:
Participa tory

T interuRts pair work briefly:
reminds Ss to ask each other
questions, and gives
instructions to make some
~eneralisations about ma~ets
ased on what they alreai:ly
know.
Teacher- guided reporting
Making ~eneralisations.
Ss share Informationl'!Jed in
previous episode wi whole
class.
Student generate d

T/Class:
Monologue

~uestions

s pose questions about what
they woUld like to find out.
10 (i)

Dominant
particip ant &
interacti on
structures

LESSON 2
Recap

teacher~ded reporting: talk

about w at happened hist
lessonlro cedures and
knowl ge)

WHAT
Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discourse
Spoken:
bilsed on what Ss have
written.

Knowledge constructed
about science

I attach 'stick' to 'powerful'.
I put 'attach' and 'messages'
bea~use )IOU a~n attach tne
magnet.

Knowledge
constructed about
language

Knowledge
constructed about
identity /
how to be a student
Ss as~each other for Ss refer to: Your turn,
lexis:
t's tlult
Your go.
called?

Stogroup :

What we should do if
we're ~oing to make a
genera isation on
magnets we should
start with the main idea.

T/Class:
Dialogic

Spoken:
SS reconstruct shared
knowledge of group. T
expands, rewords

Prior knowledge of the groups.

Ustening behaviou r.
Ustening to each other
and not getting distracted.

T/Class:
Dialogic

Ss speak, T writes (their
questions)

Prior knowledge of the groups.

Good listenin/tsbehaviour.
Importance o · tening and
concentrating for learning.
T tells Ss that she doesn't
know all the answers.

T/Class:
Dialogic

Spoken by T + S:
reconstruction of events
of past lesson.

Prior knowledge of the groups. c;1as~~ means l:::tting

lzke

1

eas toget

Science lexis:

attract

-

Episode Summary 2

HOW
No.

TeachingfLe~tng

Domin ant
partic ipant &
intera ction
structures

processes

10 {ti) and
Set-up for new task
(to firid similar ities and
differences betwee n diffem t

'_rfUas s:
Monol ogue

ll(i)

T interup ts groups to give
instruc tions for sorting and
recordi ng

.;.

c.>

CO

Groups :
Partici patory

T/Clas s:
Monol ogue and

IRF

Group:
recor InB·
Partici patory
Ss sort objects (pin, needle , lid,
coin, pasta, plastic lid etc)
using own criteria, record how
they group them.

Setting up new task
T gives instruc tions for next
activit y

Ca~ing out task
~re icting results

13

and

predic t which objects are
ma~tic, test predict ions and
record results .
--

--

Knowledge constructed
about science

Knowledge
constructed about
langua ge

Knowledge
constructed about
ident ity/
how to be a studen t

~=-embedded,

~~accompanying

ll(ii) Sortid l small objects , and

12

Mode /degre e of
context
embed.dedness of
discourse

action. (T demon strates
with materials.)

ma~)

T gives instruc tions for task.
Carryi ng out the task
Findin g similar ities and
differences betwee n different
shaped magnets.

-

WHA T

T/Clas s:
Monol ogue and

IRF

Group:
Partici patory

Spoken:
cnntext-embedded
~ge accompanying
action

Similar ities and differences
betwee n magnets.

Usteni ng behavi our.
T refers to sitting patiently

when you've Jimshed.

T refers to the rule when

sitting on the floor.

~ken:
gives further

instruc tions
S retells instruc tions
Spoken:
cnntext-embedded
langua ge accompanying
action
Written :
Ss record names of
objects in each group
Spoken:
context-embedded, T
demon strates using
materia ls.
Spoken:
context-embedded,

1an~~ccompanyin

r
action;
nuiilbe r o
im=t ives/ action
ex
t2e5.
-

Ss askinf each other for
names o ~:

What are tliese called
what does _ tnelln? eg
split pin, thumb taclc,
pasta, pin.
What objects will attract and
what won't attract magne tic
and non-magnetic objects.

Magnetic and non-magnetic
objects.

-

Meani ng of predict.
~gefor

"cting.

~ sugges t I think, I

suppose, my prediction
is, mavbe

How to work in groups .
Usteni ng behavi our.
Focuss ing attentio n on

~eakers.

oopera ting.

----

Episod e Summ ary 2

HOW
TeachingfLear.n~g

No.

processes

14

15

Teacher-g uided reporting T /Class:
Ss report results of experiment Dialogic
to class.

m1

LESSON 3
Recap
T recaps on last class.

15 (ii) and

Set-up for new task
(Language-based task).
T mOdelS and elicits
generalisations based on
reports in ep. 14.

~
~

0

15
(iii)

Oral rehearsal for writing
activity
Ss share one generalisation
with a partner.

15 (iv) Set- up for new task
Language-based task, writing
generalisations.

16

Pominant
participan t &
interactio n
sbudures

Writing generalisa tions

WHAT
Mode/deg ree of
context
embedded ness of
discowse
Spoken:

reco~tructing

expenence

Spoken:
.
reconstructing personal
experience

!(_Class
IRFand
Dialogic

ro!dels
more written
-like spoken language.

T /Class:
Monologue and
IRF

Individual

Knowledg e
constructe d about
language

Magnetic and non-magnetic
personal objects.

T/Class:
Dialogic

Pairs:
Participatory

Knowledg e constructe d
about science

Properties of magnets.

T writes on board Ss's
suggestions for starting a
IJteneralisation.
SROken:
Properties of magnets.
rehearsal for writing,
written reconstruction
based on previous
Iexperiences.

~

gives instructions.
Ss retell.
Ss ask questions about
task.
Written:
Properties of magnets.
construction based on
earlier reconstructions of
l personal experiences.

Knowledg e
consbucte d about
identity/
how to be a student

Science lexis: rl!J':l
Listening behaviour.
Reminder from to use Importance of listening.
langua{r: we talked
Should look at speaker.
abOut re prediction)

I

Me~ of
finerahsation.
owtobegin a

~neralisation.

~estions from Ss:
all; some; most, many,
the thin!l's name.

I

Meaning of
rnerahsati on
do we write
sentences?
S: what is that word you
sveak?

1 In a small number of instances episodes are divided into sections, because they took place
within a single space, on the mat in front ·of the teacher.
In such cases the sections of the episode were generally much shorter than a full episode.

Episode Summary 2

I

I

I

HOW
No.

Teaching/Learn~g

Dominant
participant &
interaction
sbuctures

processes

17

Sharinf written
isations
share individual
generalisations with class.
Set up for new task
(finding out about behaviour
of two magnets.)
T gives instructions, referring
to written instructions.
Carrying out task
Doing ~t, find~ut
how two ar magnets
ve.
~nera

18

19
~
~

......

21

LESSON 4
Recap and Set up

T/Class:
Monologue

Recounting experiment and Group:
Participatory
results
groups Ss reflect on findings
from ep.l9, a rehearsal for
teacher-guided reporting.
~ving

Teacher-guided reporting

T/Class:
Dialogic

23(ii) Summarising findings and T/Class:

making generalisations

--

-------

---

Episode Summary 2

Knowledge consbucted
about science

Spoken:
Properties of magnets.
construction based on
IRF
earlier reconstructions of
I personal experiences.
T /Class:
Spoken and Written:
Monologue
nlodeshifting, T ·
demonstrates written
instructions using
concrete obiects.
Group:
Spoken:
.
MaS!letic attraction and
Participatory
context embedded,
repUlsion.
~~ccompanyinf
(T joins group) Dialogic action;
number o
im~tives and action

Teacher-guided reportin~ T /Class:
(about process of group wor ) Dialogic

23(i)

Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discourse

T/Class:
Dialogic and

20

22

WHAT

IRF

ex

Knowledge
consbucted about
language
Joining two sentences
with a connective.

Knowledge
consbucted about
identity/
how to be a student
Concentrating.

Science lexis: (based on How to work in group!!:
written instructions)
working collaboratively.
eg. smooth surface,

poles, alternating.

S: what's that called?

Ss refer to taking turns,

your go.

t~ •

Spoken:
reconstruction of
I personal experiences.

~ken:

gives instructions.
Ss retell.
Spoken:
reconstruction of
experience, (without
concrete referents), a
jointly constructed oral
report.
Spoken:
reconstruction of
I personal experiences.
Spoken:
construction based on
earlier reconstructions of
:perso~l ex~riences.

What helps group work.

MaS!letic attraction and
repUlsion

T refers toclear lrecise

language, unpac ·ng
lanRUa!(e.

Magnetic attraction and
repUlsion

Listening behaviour.
~posite foles attract. Like
polesrepe

Revision of science
lexis.

HOW
No.

Teaching/ Learning
processes

SeHing up new task
(writing generalisations)
Language-based task.

23
(iii)

Writing generalisa tions
In groups Ss write two
statements

24

Dominant
participan t &
interactio n
shuctures
T/Class:
Monologue and

IRF

Group:
Participato ry

WHAT
Mode/deg ree of
context
embedded ness of

Knowledg e conshucte d
about science

discourse
rwken and Written:
writes key lexis on
board, using suggestions
from Ss.
T gives instructions.
Ss retell.
·

~ite

poles attract.
poles repel.

25

Sharing writing with class

26
-

-

Writing
JVhat Ss have learned so far.

Episode Summary 2

Science lexis revised.
Generalising.
S asks do we hove to

write in a sentence?

Spoken and Written:
Various- personal learning.
SS write about their own
~t,andthen

abOut their overall

~
~
1\)

Knowledg e
conshucte d about
language

S~lling

( request spelling of
some words}.

learnin~.

T/Class:
Dialogic

Individual

Written-s~ken:

Ss read a oud their
from previous
e.
demonstrates with
ma~ets as Ss are
rea g.

tcw1!:1e

Written

DEposites poles attract. Like
poles repel.

How to write a

~eralisation.

evising how to write
for an audience.
T talks about Making

language more l'_recise.

Various- personal learning

S uses whereas. T
draws attention to this,
refers to it as a
connective.
Revision of Science
lexis

Knowledg e
conshucte d about
identity/
how to be a student

I

HOW
No.

27

Teaching/L earning
processes

LESSON 5
Recap
and
Set up for new task
(comparing north and south
~les and presentin~
infonnation on grap )
T models how to construct
graph.

"'"'""

(,)

28

Carrying out task

Doing~tcom~

29

different mac, and
poles, to fin out relative
strengths.uuo nnation
_presented as a bar_graph.
LESSON 6
Recap

Dominant
participant &
interaction
shuctures
T/Class:
Dialogic

Episode Summary 2

Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discourse

Knowledge conshucted
about science

Knowledge
conshucted about
language

Knowledge
conshucted about
identity/
how to be a student

Spoken:
constructin~

generalisations.
T/Class:
Monologue

Group:
Participatory

T/Class:
Dialogic
Monologue and

and
Set up for new task
(coc:illEaring relative strengths
of · erent magents and Of
poles)

WHAT

IRF

Monologue and
IRF

Spoken:
nlodeshifting,
T demonstrates written
instructions using
concrete objects, also
referring to graph on
board.
T models role of Ss: I
mi~htsav ...
Spoken:
context-embedded,
lan~ge accompanying
action.

Graphing infonnation.

Spoken:
reconstruction of
experience based on
previous episode.

Relative strength ofJ:oles, ~d Lexis for srr.hing:
relative strength of ifferent axis, vert1ca,
magnets.
horizontal.
Graphing infonnation.

Mode shifting,
T demonstrates written
instructions using
concrete objects, also
referring to graph on
board.

Presenting infonnation as a
graph

Need to read
instructions.

Raisin hand.
Need for concentration.

for
k~age
·
cting: suggestions
m Ss

1

it could be.
my trediction is
vro ablv.

Relative strength ofdfflles, and
relative strength of ifferent
f!1"gnets.

I

I

I

Need for concentration.

HOW
No.

30

31

~
~
~

32

Teaching!LearnUng
processes

Carrying out task
Doing~t, comparing
strengthS of different magnets,
and of each pole.
Teacher-guided r~rting
Reportin~of results
m
episodes 8 and 30.

LESSON 7
Recap
(of four experiments in
episodes 28 and 30)

Dominant
participant &:
interaction
shuctures
Group:
Participatory

34

Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discourse
Spoken:

context~ded,

lan~ge accompanying

T/Class:
Dialogic
IRF

action.
Spoken:
reconstruction of
experiences based on
trevious ~isode.
onstruction of
generalisations based on
reconstructions.

Knowledge conshucted
about science

Knowledge
conshucted about
language

T/Class:
Monologue
Dialogic
IRF

Individual writing
Individual
Ss write generalisations based
on all experiments
Setting up new task
T /Class:
(to share generalisations)
Monologue
IRF

Relative streng!h ofJffiles, and
relative strength of ifferent
ma~

Gniphing information.
Relative streng!h of~oles, and T explains that when
relative strength of ifferent Ss are re~rtint
ma~
listeners shoul be able
Graphin~ information.
to get a picture in your
(Note - reach incorrect
mind.
conclusions:
The north pt?le is stronger than

Spoken:
reconstruction of
personal experiences.

~ken:
refers to words on
board (key lexis).
T gives instructions.
Ss retell.
Written

~ken
gtves instructions.
Ss retell.

T refers to bein~ true

scientists, thinlang and talking
like scientists.
T refers to testing, getting
results, making
generalisations, generalising
on basis of situations.

Science lexis.

T refers to need for
clear language ..

Various - personal learning
around properties of magnets.
Various - personal learning
T models how to make a
around properties of magnets. ~eralisation.
guage should get

the messa;e across, be
tXJJresse well.

Episode Summary 2

Knowledge
conshucted about
identity/
how to be a student

the south J1ole .. )

and
Set up for new task
(writing generalisations based
on all experiments)
33

WHAT

Importance of.
concentration

HOW
No.

35

Teaching/Learning
processes

Sharin~. in~ividual

genera 1sattons

Dominant
participant &
interaction
structures
Pairs:
Participatory
T briefly joins each pair

WHAT
Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discourse
Spoken:

based on texts students
have written.

Knowledge constructed
about science

Knowledge
constructed about
language

Various - personal learning
around properties of magnets.

Knowledge
constructed about
identity/
how to be a student
S: What we lulve to do is
S: Miss told us to ......

Talk by T about
lan~of

gene · ing versus
giving individual
results.
T tells students they
need to rework the
language
Ss s~~t sentence
~
~

36

Ul

37

LESSON 8
Recap
T/Class:
(of process of ~revious lesson, IRF
episodes 32-3 )
and
Set-up for new task
(pair and group writing task)

T/Class:
Monologue and
IRF

Proofing written work

Pairs:
Participatory

(Ss compare each others'

generaliSations and make
suggestions for ~rovements,
first in pairs and t en in a
group of four)

Group:
Participatory

Spoken

thinking like scientists
drawing conclusions

T gives instructions.
Ss retell.
Spoken:

based on Ss' individual
written texts.

Listening behaviour.
Various- personal learning
Particular and general
around properties of magnets. statements.
Ss talk about their

Spoken:

writing e.g.
put an 's' on it.

based on pairs' written
texts.

--------

Episode Summary 2

General an~rticular Listen if someone's
statements.
ta
speaking... learn from them.
generalisation is, and
w~y it is necessary in
soence.

T refers to need for
accuracy because final
~roduct will be vublic.

-

HOW
No.

38

39

40

~
~

Teaching/Learning
processes

LESSON 9
Recap
Review of process of last
lesson (epiSodes 36-37)
Producing final product for
classroom display
Ss write generalisations on
large sheet of card.
Preparation for teacher~iaed reporting
check generalisations and
decide how they will present
group display to class.

Dominant
participant &
interaction
structures
T/Class:

IRF

Teacher-guided reporting.
Ss presents their
generalisations.

Mode/degree of
context
embeddedness of
discourse

T/Class:
Monologue
Groups:
Participatory
T /Class
Dialogic

Knowledge constructed
about science

Knowledge
consbucted about
language

Various- personal learning
around properties of magnets.
iJ:ken:
gives instructions.

Various- personal learning
around properties of magnets.

Meaning of negotiating.

Spoken:
SS talk about their
written texts (content
and lan2Ull~re5.
S~ken:

oral discussion of
written texts.

Various - personal learning
T talks about
around properties of magnets. making generalisations;
proof-reading writing;
generalising versus
~cularising.

ussion of wording
of Ss' generalisations.
Comments from T:

We're talking about the

way the language is put

to!{ether.

Episode Summary 2

Knowledge
consbucted about
identity/
how to be a student

Spoken:
reconstruction (of
I previous lesson}.

Groups:
Participatory

m
41

WHAT

_

HOW
No.

42

Teaching /Leannin g
processes

LESSON 10
Set up for new task
(to desi~ a game using
magnets
T gives Ss instruction cards.

Dominan t
particip ant &
interacti on
sbucture s
T /Class
IRF

43

......

Deciding on design for
game

Mode/de gree of
context
embedde dness of
discourse
Written and spoken:

mod~

T re:ds and unpacks'
instructions.

Discussion of how to work in
a group
T /Class:
Dialogic

~
~

WHAT

Groups:
Participatory

Knowled ge consbuct ed
about science

Knowled ge
consbuct ed about
language

Applying knowledFrr gained
aoout propert!es 0 magnets,
attraction and repulsion.

T refers to written
instructions for task:
Specifications - what
does that mean?
Determine
modifiCiltions and
improvements - what
does that mean?

~ken
illustrates each of Ss'
ideas with likely
wording: One suggestion
I have is
Spoken:
Revision and ~plication of
construction of ideas: we science knowl ge.
could; it could have.

Knowled ge
consbuc ted about
identity /
how to be a student
Workin~ in a gro~:

su~tions frOm and Ss:
fll turns; share ideas;

communiCilte with the
group; turn takins;
quiet voices; making
sugsestions; coming to a
dec1sion when eve~
members' idea is different.

Tjoins~up:

44
45

Game madr in craft lesson
Researcher not vresent
LESSON 11
Groups present games to
class

Dialoric

'

Dialogic

Spoken:
context-embedded as Ss

demonstrate~;

- -

construction as Ss
exolain rules.

- -

Episode Summary 2

Revision and :Splicatio n of
science knowl ge.
-

-

-

-

-

--

Listening to groups
carefully.
-

-

---------

APPENDIX 2

Excerpts from Teaching Programs
Science and Technology Term 4 Overview
Science Objectives
Science and Technology Learning Experiences
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Science and Technolog y
Term 4 Overview: Grade 4
Week

Topic

Concepts/Understandings

Skills

1

2

STUCK ON YOU

• Magnetic
• Non-magnetic

• brainstorming
•classifying
• generalising

3

-Magnets-

4

Magnet strength

• observing
• predicting
• generalisil!g_
• graphing
• generalising

s

Attraction through
other materials

• Polar attraction-like
poles repel, unlike poles
attract
• Some areas of magnets
are stronger than others.
• Some magnets are
stronger than others.
• Magnetic forces can pass
through some materials

• generalising
• observing

6

Design and make

• Some objects use
magnetic force

• designing
• evaluating

7

Reflection/ Assessment

• Magnets attract some
materials but not others

• generalising

8

9

10

Values and Attitudes
For the chn to:
- work co-operatively
-value each others work/response s and provide constructive criticism
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Science
Objectives

Knowl edge
For the children to:
identify what a magnet does
recognise that different types of magnets have different strengths
underst and the difference between magnetic and non-magnetic

Skills
For the children to:
brainstorm their knowledge of magnets
classify various magnetic and non-magnetic materials
make observations about polar. attraction
predict the results of investigations
generalise the results of experiments
design and make a game using magnets
graph the results of an investigation.
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Week 5

Science and Technolo gy

Objecti~es

Learning Experiences

For the chn to:
· entto

~

materials that
magnetism will

pass through

-draw
conclusions
about magnetic
attraction
- clarify their

understan~

of magnets
magnetic

attraction.

Lesson One
• Review the experiments carried
out during wk 4.
• Ask chn to individually write
generalisati ons resulting from
experiments .
• Chn share generalisations in
pairs (add, combine, refine)
• Pairs join with another pair (once
again add to, combine, refine list of
generalisati ons)

Term4
Language

Vocabulary

to generalise

magnetic force

'Magnetic forces

attract

.... ,

magnetism
'Magnetic forces
,
will not...
'Magnets are
able to...

Resources
• As a group, chn come up with one
list of generalisati ons to share with magnets
the class.
glass jars
paper
Lesson Two
paper clips
• Tchr presents 2 experiments to the pins
class:
rod
1. thumbtack in jar
foil
2. Magnet and paper clips
wire
• Divide the class into 4 groups, 2
groups complete each experiment.
Experiment 1
• Tchr drops a thumbtack in a jar of
water (while chn are watching.)
Ask chn to think of ways to get the
pin out (they will have a selection
of materials to choose from)
without getting wet.
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repel
pole

Evaluation
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